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CAUSE, the Professional Association for the Management of Information
Technology in Higher Education, helps colleges and universities strengthen
and improve their computing, communications, and information services,
both academic and adminietrative. The association also helps individualmem-
bers develop as professionals 4n the field of higher education computing and
information technology.

Formerly known as the College And University Systems Exchange, CAUSE
was organized as a volunteer association in 1962 and incorporated in 1971
with twenty-five charter member institutions. In the same year the CAUSE
National Office opened in Boulder, Colorado, witha professional staff to serve
the membership. Today the association serves more than 2,300 member
representatives from over 850 campuses representing 590 colleges and univer-
sities, and 36 corporate members.

CAUSE provides member institutions with many services to increase the ef-
fectiveness of their computing environments, including:

the Administrative Systems Query (ASQ) Service, which provides to
members information about typical computing practices among peer
institutions from a data base of member institution profiles;
the CAUSE Exchange Library, a clearinghouse for documents and
systems descriptions made available by members through CAUSE;
association publications, including two hi-monthly newsletters, Manage
IT and CAUSE Information, the professional magazine, CAUSE/EF-
FECT, and monograph and professional papers series;
workshops and seminars; and
the CAUSE National Conference.

We encourage you to use CAUSE to support your own efforts to strengthen
your institution's management and educational capabilities through the
effective use of computing and information technology.
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INTRODUCTION

The CAUSE national conference is maturing into a major influence in the profes-
sion of information technology management in higher education.. As the scope of our
profession widens on campuses across the country, the CAUSE staff and conference
program committee are challenged to formulate a timely, pertinent conference
agenda; to create programs of immediate and practical value; to find dynamic
speakers to inform and inspire; to promote the sharing of ideas and camaraderie
among members. Judging by the enthusiastic response on conference evaluation
forms, the committee members and staff involved in planning CAUSE89 met all of
those challenges.

The 1989 theme, 'Managing Information Technology: Facing the Issues,* would not
have been as appropriate ten, or even five years ago. However, we find ourselves
faced more and more with such issues es organization, accountability, standards,
funding, ethics, and security, in addition to the ever-present, ever-changing techni-
cal considerations. The CAUSE89 Tr gram was designed to address all of our pro-
fessional concerns. Three distinguisLied featured speakersFrank Newman, Rich-
ard Nolan, and Charles Nessonbrought perspectives from academic, technical,
and philosophical spheres. Forty-nine professional presentations offered a wide
range of topics, from planning and strategy to applic'tions and technology. Pre-
conference seminars, 'ask the experts* sessions, constituentgroups, current issues
sessions, corporate presentations awl exhibitsall the components ofour national
conference have grown and matured along with the CAUSE membership.

Of course, San Diego offered a magnificent setting for some unique social activities,
like the multiple ethnic atmospheres of the Fat City registration reception, spon-
sored by Digital Equipment Corporation, and the harbor-side Thursday evening
Beach Ball at the 'V Street Pier, sponsored by IBMnot to mention our golf tourna-
ment at the lovely Coronado Course, hosted by Information Associates.

Professionalism was the hallmark of this conference, from the outstanding confer-
ence communications systemsthe Hyper-Card-based messaging system called
CAUSENet, and the Daily CHAT newslettersponsored by Apple Computer, to the
quality and diversity of the presentations, the talk among attendees, and the logisti-
cal preparation. It was a great pleasure for me to have been part of this exciting
effort.

I hope this publication of the substance of CAUSE89 will be a valuable continuing
resource throughout the year, both for conference-goers and for those who will be
reading about the conference offerings for the first time.

Martha Fields
CAUSE89 Chair

I



ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The success oftha CAUSE National Conference is due to the contributions of many people and supporting
organisations, several of whom deserve special attention:
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spent many hours working with the CAUSE staff to produce an outstanding conference. CAUSE
gratefully acknowledges their enthusiasm, time, and efforts, and the generous support of their institu-
tions.

CAUSE President Jane Ryland
thanks Martha Fields for her out

work as chair of CAUSE*
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A 1989 CAUSE Board of Directors

Sotet4 WM *At hewn,. 10vmow, Unkerairy of Chictgo;Jane N. Ryland CAUSE Preeldent A. Jerome York,
thrivwsky of Quinn* Carla T. Ger-nham, Medical College of 111aconein; and knmediate past Chair Al. Lewis T.mares,
Univers* of Afarri Standing: Socretatyllivasurer Jeffrey W. Noyes, *rear Universay; Carole Barone, Syracuse
University; Char David L. %mien, Hamilton College; Cedric S. Bennett, Stanford Unkensity; and Woe Chair Robert C.
Heretic* Jr, Virginia Tech.

The generous contributions of time, insights, and creative energy of the CAUSE Board of Directors are
gratefidly acknowledged and appreciated.

: fag from the CAUSE Board in 1989 were: Cedric S. Bennett, Director of the Applications
Support Center at Stanford University and a past Board chair; M. Lewis Tenures, Chief Information
Officer, University of Miami, and a past Board chair; and Michael R. Zastrocky, former secretary/
ti tamer of the CAUSE Board and currently CAUSE Vice President for Information Resourc -3 in the
national office. David L. Smallen of Hamilton College, whose Board term ended in 1989, will serve for
a year in an ex-officio capacity as imir "diste past chair.

IMO Board Chair Dave &mien
Monks tithing member and past
disfr LOW Tenures for hie yoars
of enthusiastic service Jo the, as-
acdatlon.
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A CAUSE Member Committees
Neither the conference nor the other association activities ould continue without the contributions of
the six creative and Etivis CAUSE Member Committees. CAUSE appreciates thu time and energy
contributed by the volunteers who carry out the duties of these committees.

At the Wednesday luncheon, CAUSE President Jane N. Ryland acknowledged the many people who
supported the association in 1989 through participation on associatici committees. Plaques containing
certificates of appreciation were given to the following retiring committee members:

Current issues Committal*
James Hill, Dallas County Community College
James IL May, California State University/Chico
Phyllis Sholtys, Northern Kentucky University
Anne Woodsworth, University of Pittsburgh

Editorial Committee
Kenneth Klingenstein, Unii-wrsity of Colorado
Gerald McLaughlin, Virginia Tech
John This, San Francisco State University

Ciection Committee
George L Adler, Bentley College
Floyd R. Crosby, West Virginia University
Ronald J. Langley, University of Alaska
Stephen Patrick, Bradley University
Andy W. %hale, University of Iowa

Recognition Committee
Erwin Danziger, University of North Carolina System
William Mack Ushyt, Oklahoma State University

Member Liaison Committee
Tom Archibald, University of Georgia
Douglas E. Hurley, University of Kentucky
Allan B. MacDougall, Saddleback College
Philip Philips, Massachusetts Institute of Techt.11ogy
Janet K. Prig, Kalamazoo College
John W. Streeter, Kansas State University
Clyde R. Wolford, LeMoyne College

CAUSE89 Program Committee
Ken Blythe, Pennsylvania State University
Gary D. Devine, University of Colorado
Martha Fields, State University System of Florida
Ernie Jones, Appalachian State University
Carolyn Livingston, Tufts University
Michael Neff, Virginia Tech
Mark A. Olson, University of Southern California
Jack Tinaley, Florida Community College/

equaonvffie
Jill 'Hier, University of Michigan
Daniel A. Updegrove, University of Pennsylvania

Corporate Contributions
CAUSE thanks all those corporations who set up exhibits, gave corporate presentations, and provided
evenings of hospitality. Their contributions add an enormously valuable dimension to the conference
experience.

Special thanks go to

Apple Computer for developing and sponsoring the CAUSE89 messaging and information
system, CAUSENet, with assistance from HyperPro; for supporting printing of the conference
newsletter, the Daily CHAT; and for providing Macintosh II and desktop computers and Laser-
Writer IINTX printers for on-site registration needs and production of the CHAT;

Digital Equipment Corporation for sponsoring the opening night welcome reception at Fat
City;

The IBM Corporation for sponsoring Thursday evening's Beach Ball at the 'B' Street Pier;

Information Associates for sponsoring the CAUSE Recognition Awards and the CAUSE89
golf tournament;

Systems & Computer Technology Corporation for sponsoring the CAUSE /EFFECT Con-
tributor of the Year Award; and to

GILA, Sun Mieroristems, Coopers & Lybrand, EDUTECH International, and Ernst &
Young for sponsoring refreshment breaks.

14
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GENERAL SESSIONS
CAUSE89 general session presentations challenged conferees to re-examine
their own responsibilities and the function of computing in education.

On Wednesday morning, Frank Newman, President of the Education
Commission of the States, focused on the need for fundamental changein the
educational process in his session, Uneven Marriage: The Universityand the
Management of Information Technology.

In Thursday morning's session, l'ransformaion ofInformation Technology
in the Modern Higher Education Institution, Richard L Nolan, Chairman and
co-founder ofNolan, Norton & Co., claimed that today's hierarchical corporate
structures are obsolete and incapable of supporting the change toan informa-
tion/service economy that information technology has precipitated.

At Thursday's luncheon, Harvard Law Professor Charles Nesson led six
panelists through a Socratic dialogue on major ethical issues facing managers
and users of information technology in his session, Changing Ethics and
Values in America: Implications for Information Technology.

The final general session of CAUSE89 was the Current Issues Forum,
Information Technology: Should Your President Continue to Buy It? in which
university presidents James Rosser (California SiaeUniversity/LobAngeles)
and Diether Haenicke (Western Michigan University) shared diverge t per-
spectives about the growing demand for information technology on campus.

Other general sessions throughout the conference allowed recognition of
individual cont . ibutions to the association and the profession, and transaction
of association business. Recipients of CAIRJA awards were honored during
Wednesday's Awards Luncheon, with special recognition formembers of th3
six association member committees and contributors to CAUSE I RFFEC2'
magazine. New Board members and officerswere introduced at the Thursday
luncheon. CAUSE voting members decided on several association bylaw
changes during the Annual Business Meeting ata Frit' ay-morning breakfast.

15



WEDNESDAY MORNING KEYNOTE ADDRESS

"Uneven Marriage: ) he University and the
Management of information Technology"

Frank Newman
President of the Education Commission of the States

i6

Dr. Frank Newman opened the 18th annual
CAUSE national conference with a chal-
lenge to build new incentive systems into
education that will encourage innovative
uses of technology. Dr. Newman claimed
that the most important element of our uni-
versitiesteaching and learninghas
taken the least advantage of our new tech-
nological era: Compared to the enthusiasm
with which the administrative, scientific,
and library sides of higher education insti-
tutions have greeted new technologies,
academia shows little recognition of new
opportunities to turn education into a vital,
participatory process.

To change the existing static system,
Dr. Newman said, educators must adopt
the style of the research world, with com-
petitive rather than hard funding, intense
peer (including student) review, problem-
oriented learning, and the reciprocal, cu-
mulative process of learning through team-
work.



WEDNESDAY LUNCHEON

Award Presentations

Highlighting this luncheon were the presentations of the 1989 CAUSE Recognition Awards and the
CAUSE /EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award, with special acknowledgment of award sponsors
Information Associates and Systems & Computer Technology Corporation.

Recognition Award for
institutional Leadership
*Inner of the 1989 CAUSE Recognition Award for
Institutions/ Leadership was David Roselle, President
Mho tinker* of Kentudy, for his achievements as
a 'high-tech* administrator who understands not only
the requirwnents of todtnology but also how R can be
used to support the mission of an institution. Pictured
(be to right) we John Robinson, CEO of information
Associates; Rossi* and CAUSE Chair Dave Smailen.

Recognition Award for Distinguished Send*?
A specie' award was presented at CAUSE89 for

unique, distinguished and dedicated service to
CAUSE. Thk ono-time avard wentto Ciwies R.
Thomas, Senior Consultant for the National
Center for tither Education Management Sys-
tems, for his 15 years of leadershtt as the first
CAUSE executive director and his foresight in
estabkhing an enduring focus for this member-
driven association. Pictured at left are John
Robinson, CEO of Information Associates;
Thomas; and CAUSE Chair Dave Smaller,.

CAUSE/EFFECTContrIbutor of the Year
The 1989 CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award
went to Richard D. Howard of North Carolina State Univer-
sity, and Gerald W. and Josetta McLaughlin of Vkginie
Tech, for their wticie, 'Bridging the Gap between the Data
Base and User h n a Distributed Environment," which ap-
pealed in the Summer 1989 issue of CAUSEFFECT
magazine. Pictured are CAUSE Chair Dave Smalion;
Howard; and MichadJ. Emng Chairman and CEO of SCT.

Systems 8 Computer Technobgy Corporation has spon-
sored this award since 1982.

The CAUSE recognition awards have been
sponsored by Information Associates since
1980.

I
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WEDNESDAY LUNCHEON

THURSDAY GENERAL SESSION

Committee
Recognition
Milking committee members received spa-
clalacknowledgmentfordedicated service at
Wednesday's luncheon. At loft, Ctyde
Watford of LeMoyne College accepts plaque
and thanks for Ns activities on the Member
Liaison Committee from CAUSE Director of
Members* Denny Farnsworth.

"Transformation of information Technology
in the Modern Higher Education Institution"

Richard L. Nolan
Chairman, Nolan, Norton & Co.

In Thursday morning's general session, Dr. Richard Nolan
told conferees that today's hierarchical organizations are
obsolete. Information technology, he said, is sparking a
fundamental transformation in our economy for which we
are unprepared As we move out of an industrial economy
into an information/service economy, American industry is
moving to a networked style of organization that is "prov-
ing much mere effective for operating at the levels of sophis-
tication we hav oo deal with.*

Dr. Nolan cautioned that leaders of corporations and
institutions must participate in the information technology
revolution rather than simply observe from the sidelines.
With participation will come understanding of the depth
and breadth of the Information Technology Era, and how
organizations must adapt to succeed in it.

18



THURSDAY LUNCHEON

Introduction of 1990 CAUSE Board

1990 (mars
Left to rfght above wet& 1990 officers of the CAUSE Boon d Directors: Seastay/Treasurer A. Jerome
York of the University of Cincinnati, Vice Chair Carole Barone of Syracuse University, Chak Robert C.
Heterick Jr. of Virginia Tech, and immediate past Chair David L. Smaten of Hamilton College,who will
save kr an ex-officio capadty during 1990.

New Members
Newly elected to the Board are (kilt to right) Leo R. Ailey of Arizona State University, Kenneth C. Blythe
of Pennsylvania State University, and Diane Kent of the University of British Columbia
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THURSDAY LUNCHEON GENERAL SESSION

"Changing Ethics and Values in America:
Implications for Information Technology"

Charles Nesson
Distinguished Professor,
Harvard Law School

Dr. Nesson focused his Socratic dia-
logue with six IT directors and vice
presidents on ethical issues of soft-
ware copyright and piracy, censorship
of electronic mail, network viruses,
and equal access to technology re-
sources. After leading panelists
through an hour-long process of dis-
cussion and re-evaluation, he pointed
out the necessity of stopping to ques-
tion ow direction in this fast-moving
field.

20



FRIDAY GENERAL SESSION

11

CURRENT ISSUES FORUM

"Information Technology:
Should Your President Continue to Buy It ?"

James Rosser
President, California State University/Los Angeles

Diether Haenicke
President, Western Michigan University

hoity s
.

:. r . v. - 17,s3 sser

At this closing session of CAUSE89, coordinated by CAUSE Current Issues Committee Chair
Phyllis Sholtys of Northern Kentucky University, two university presidents expressed their
different perspectives about the growing demand for information technology on campus.

CAUSE President Jane Ryland moderated the exchange, in which Dr. Rosser defended
the importance of heavy investment in technology to assure equity among students and
educate successful citizens, while Dr. Hoenicke questioned the benefits of being on the
'bleeding edge' of fast-moving technologies, and the extent to which computing needs
assessments are based on self-interest.

21.



CAUSE89

PROFESSIONAL
PROGRAM

The CAUSE89 theme, Information Technology: Facing the Issues, was ad-
dressed through 49 professional presentations in seven subject tracks, as well
as through many other professional development opportunities. Four Current
Issues Sessions allowed conferees to converse about subjects of topical inter-
est, and four Ask the Experts sessions, new this year, allowed participants to
question experts from education and industry about some of the most complex
current issues in our profession. Eleven Constituent Groups met to exchange
information and experiences pertaining to specific working environments.

Printed in the following pages are summaries of the Current Issues and
Ask the Experts Sessions and Constituent Group meetings, along with papers
from the professional presentations categorized according to the E even confer-
ence tracks.

CAUSE gratefully acknowledges those individuals who agreed to present
professional papers on a moment's notice. Although they were not called on to
present, their papers are included in these Proceedings.

2 04
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Current Issues Sessions
Four scheduled Current Issues Sessions provided informal opportunities for conferees to
meet and exchange ideas on topics of special interest or concern. The topics were chosen
from issues which have been of interest to the profession in the past year.

The Changing Relationship between
Libraries and Information Services

Moderator: Paul Willis
University of Kentucky

Desktop Publishing on Camp's
Moderator: James Netherton

Baylor University

Information Technology for
Decision Support (EIS, ESS, DSS, and IC)

Moderator: Dennis Viehland
University of Arizona

National Networking
Moderator: Michael Roberts

EDUCOM

23
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CURRENT ISSUES SESSION SUMMARY

The Changing Relationship Between
Libraries and infonnadon Services

Moderator: Paul Willis, Director of Libraries, University of Kentucky

Moderator Paul Willis opened this session with the following comments:
am sure that nearly everyone here can remember when libraries and computing centers operated

independently of one another. This is, of course, no longer the case. Sometimes when we discuss the
impact of computers on Remiss, I think we fail to consider communications technology. It is this area
which drives networking, and it is networking which, I believe, will bring lilwaries and computing centers
ever closer together in the future.

` Others (e.g., Sack) see the library/computing center relationship differently and suggest that the
library might disappear through disuse. They p Mt out that scholarly communications are shifting away
from libraries, that computers are rivalingbooks and journals as information storage and dissemination
devices. Frank Newman reports that scientists are moving away from regular library use. What impact
will scholars communicating with one another electronically have on the scholarly journal?

"If we accept the view that libraries will diminish in importance, we could go home and begin the
orderly transition of !livery services to the computing center. But this direction is not in the best interest
of our institutions, in my opinion. The professionals in all of the information units have skills and
expertise to contribute to managing information on campus, and I think the preferred solution is to utilize
the talents of our professional staffs in a collaborative way.

*How do we do this? First, I believe that we must consider getting into one organization (perhaps
under a CIO or similar position) all of the major campus units that are in the information business. At
a minimum I consider this to be binaries, computing canton, and communications. Short of this, we must
develop strategies to get the staffs from thew units working togethernot just on specific projects, but
on future servicesand we must involve the teaching faculty in this process.

'Others have suggested that computing centers and binaries be merged, or that a new organization
be created. Instead, I prefer to approach this with a view ofintegrating the traditional library, computing
center, and communications functions in a lthraryfmformation center where both library and computing
user services are placed. I think that on many campuses this integration might be easier to start in
colleges and departments with existing branch libraries serving as the base. I believe, too, that at this
level the college or departmental information center could play a key role in integrating technology into
the curriculum, as Frank Newman has said is needed. Such a Emery/information center might allow us
to begin a shift from library and computing center-oriented information services to user-oriented infor-
mation services.'

Discussion among session participants covered the following issues:
(1) Will libraries disappear through disuse?
(2) What changes can libraries make to respond to this possibility?
(3) Should the library be integrated into an organization with other information technology units?

Those favoring this view suggested that this would have a positive impact on information
planning on campus: that the changing and complex working environment requires consultation
among the information units, and that the need to coordinate technology decisions Juld be
facilitated by a common organisational structure.

Thom opposed to change felt that it was not necessary: that libraries and computing centers must
work together, but organisational change is not required. The view was also expressed that the
library should stay in the same organizational structure as the academic units.
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Desktop Publishing on Campus

CAUSE89 Current Issue Session

Moderator. James S. Netherton
Baylor University

Discussion of the status, benefits, and challenges of desktop publishing (DTP)
on campus attracted about 15 participants including a couple of vendor repre-
sentatives. The moderator began by identifying some of the reasons people
commit to DTP and some of the unanticipated problems which occur.

Various attendees then offered a status report for DTPon their home campuses
identifying any special uses or benefits as well as what problems were encoun-
tered and how these were being addressed. The level of commitment varied from
"considering how we might begin" to 'producing most major campus publica-
tions with DTP.'

In these discussions, one of the most striking elements was the diversity of
various campus situations. Not only were there the normal hardware and
software diversity, but issues involving level of sophistication, technical sup-
port, training, standardization, organization, accounting, funding, staffing, and
central control varied dramatically from campus to campus. Whether DTP was
even a computing issue was not agreed upon since on some campuses primary
responsibility rests with the printing plant or central duplicating (the campus
photocopying organization).

There was agreement, however, on two themes: DTP, despite its many prob-
lems, is making a substantial contribution on many campuses, and campuses
are coping with the problems of DTP better than a year ago. As the session
ended, one participant suggested that DTP was changing from a current issue
to a part of the daily routine. While associated rewards, chillier ges, and
frustrations were still abundant, the novelty and urgency which maka an issue
"current" were waning.
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Summary of Current Issues Session:
Information Technology for Decision Support

CAUSE89, San Diego, November 29, 1989

Moderator: Dennis W. Viehland, University of Arizona

The moderator began by briefly discussing the Executive Information Systems Special
Interest Group (EISSIG), an electronic mailing list on BITNET for discussing the
application of information technology for decision support. Conferees interested in
participating in EISSIG were advised to contact the list owner, Dennis W. Viehland
(VIEHLAND@ARIZRVAX).

In his brief prepared remarks, the moderator presented to the group a table that
compared executive support systems with previous generations of information systems- -
electronic data processing, management information systems, and decision support
systems. He noted the confusion about EIS vs ESS in the literature and offered his own
definition of ESS (mental modeling + EIS + office automation). The group discussed
the table and several suggestions for expanding and improving the table were made.

Resources examining executive information systems was discussed. Books such as
Rockart and DeLong's Executive Support Systems: The Emergence of Top Management
Computer Use (Dow Jones-Irwin, 1989) and Paller and Laska's The EIS Book A Guide
to Top Management Computing (Dow Jones-Irwin, in press) were noted, as well as the
Fall 1989 issue of CAUSE/EFFECT that featured executive systems. Another important
source of information in this rapidly changing field is monitoring what the vendors are
doing. Dennis Viehland agreed to post on the EISSIG a list of EIS vendors serving
both private industry and higher education markets.

There was considerable discussion about the cost of EIS. The group agreed these
systems are expensive, and it is difficult to know how to justify the cost. No definitive
answer emerged; most agreed the return on investment cannot be calculated and it
requires a "leap of faith" that the expense will be worth it.

One member of the group raised "heresy" that maybe we should not pursue EIS because
it can only lead to trouble for us. Specifically, executives are not data savvy enough to
know how to interpret the data they get via an EIS. For example, executives may
confuse fiscal year data with academic year data, include graduate students when they
should be excluded, use FTE data when headcount is more appropriate, etc. As a
result, the information they get is not what they expect or it is interpreted incorrectly.
Unfortunately these discoveries often are made when questions are raised after the
executive has cited these data in public. There was concensus that this is a problem, but
one that can be overcome. One solution is to emphasize the need for uata education"
when the EIS is installed. There also was a comment that rising executives at the VP
and dean level are generally more computer literate and data savvy than current
executives, hope5Illy this will be less of a problem in the future.
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National Networking

Current Issue Session
CAUSE/39

Moderator:
Michael Roberts

Vice President, EDUCOM

Telecommunications ere reshaping the way that universities will teach,
resew* and collaborate in the future. This session providedan opportu-
nity to discuss national networking initiatives, including CREN (the new
corporation operating the merged BITNET a: CSNET), NSFNet, and
the coming National Research and Education Network (NREN). Partici-
pants in the session were interested i.i the national legislative and
funding issues that are shaping higher education networking for the
future, and how campuses will be affected by these initiatives.

Of special interest at the session was NREN, the "information superhigh-
way of tomorrow,' a proposed national initiative which would create a
high-capacity, state-of-the-art computer network linking supercomput-
ers, libraries, national data bases, and academic and industrial research-
ers into a unified information infrastructure. The Coalition for the
NRENa group sponsored by EDUCOM's Networking and Telecommu-
nications Task Forcehas produced a brochure examining the benefits of
the NREN with a network plan, an outline for funding, and ideas for
implementation. Free copies of the brochure are available from the
Coalition for the National Research and Education Network, 1112 16th
Street NW, Suite 600, Washington DC 20036; phone (202) 872-4215.
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Ask the Experts Sessions
Four new, interactive sessions allowed audiences to question experts from education and
industry about complex current issues in our profession:

New Technologies:
Artificial Intelligence and CASE
Moderator: Linda Fleit,

EDUTECH International

Fred Forman of American Management Systems and Theresa Kushner of
Texas Instruments answered questions in this session about the impact ofAl
and CASE technologies on campuses.

New Technologies:
CD-ROM and Hypermedia
Moderator: Joel Kolbensvat

Academic Computing magazine

Phil Farley of Hewlett-Packard and Doug Doyle from Apple Computer, Inc.,
shared their views of the implications for higher education of these
technological advances.

Changing Ethics and Values in America
Moderator: Sally Webster

Syracuse University

CAUSE89 featured speaker Charles Mason of the Harvard Law School
responded to questions -,-om the audience as a follow-up to his luncheon
session.

MIT and Unf, it Competition

Robert Gillespie of Gillespie, Folkner & Associates summarized current
Congressional action on these issues, and explained how pending legislation
relates to higher education. Sandra Dennhardtfrom the University of Illinois,
Thomas Mueller of Washington State University, and Richard Mann of the
University of Kansas shared their experiences in facing unfair competition
suits regarding microcomputer sales.
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Constituent Group
Meetings

Eleven subgroups of CAUSE members and conferees met at CAUSE89 to focus on issues
unique to their shared work environments. These Constituent Groups are organized to
encourage communication among professionals who share specific problems and functions.
The groups meet during the National Conference, and occasionally at other times during the
year, and the number and focus of the groups change according to members' needs.

Chief Information Officers
Convenor: Joseph CatPantbone, Loyola University of Chicago

At the CAUSE89 CIO Constituent Group meeting, 54 conferees discussed the importance of
university committees and policies supporting the role of the CIO.

Joseph Catrambone presented the importance of university committees and policies whinh
:pport his role as CIO at Loyola University Chicago. His CIO's mission statement is "to provide

the leadership and expertise to design, implement, support, and manage information technologies
to foster the teaching, research, and health care mission of Loyola University Chicago.' The
committees at Loyola Chicago supporting this mission include: Information Systems Steering
Committee, Capital Budget Committee, Information Systems Administrative Users Committees,
committees on Academic Computing Services, and major implementation project committees. The
specific roles and support from these committees were identified and discussed.

Mr. Catrambone identified the Loyola Chicago policies regarding the use of computing
resources which supported his role as CIO. These policies include: authorized uses of public
computing facilities, rules of ethical conduct for computer use, mainframe resource allocations,
employee off-premise use ofcomputer equipment, computer networks, copyright laws and software
license agreements, procurement of computing resources, data administrawon, ownership anduse
of data, and the redeployment of computer equipment.

Following this discussion, other conferees identified the committees and policies supporting
the role of the CIO at their institutions.

Communitrwo-Year Colleges
Convenor: Gordon Mathezer, Mount Royal College

Alarger.th an-usual group met in San Diego, and had lively discussions on a number of topics.
To open the session, the group revisited such basic issues as, 'How are two-year/community colleges
different? and 'What could CAUSE do to help such institutions?

The majority fhlt that, while our institutions were smaller, did not do research, were more
vocationally oriented, etc., one of the key distinguishing factors was that people responsible for
information technology "had to wear many het. at the same time' and "had to take a closer, more
hands-on approach to technology.' This natur Ally led to suggestions that CAUSE could help our
institutions by making available more specific "how -to" infOrmation. There were calls for more
substantial and more technical articles in CAUSE/EFFECT. People expressed interest in a wide
variety of topicsfor example. who is using SQL on what computer and with what results,or how
are people connecting dissimilar computers on a LANand in receiving copies of proven proce-
dures, etc.
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All supported the col cep t of MIPS and ASQ strongly. There were even suggestions that such
a clearinghouse of information should be specialized by member institutions type (i.e., thereshould
be one for two-year/community colleges only).

Several other areas of possible cooperatica and coordination were also discussed. These
included:

more frequent get-togethers, perhaps on a regional basis, to exchange task/issue-oriented
questions;

organizing a Peer Review service, whereby managers from other institutions would come
in to provide professional advice to the person in charge of information technology at the host
institution;

publishingmonographs on a fairly regular basis to make reasonable current information on
tasks and issues of interest generally available;

ensuring that everyone knows how they can use BITNET on a "pay as you go' basis (via 800
telephone number).

Mike Zastrocky and Denny Farnsworth attended the meeting on behalf of the CAUSE staff,
and indicated that the national Office was anxious to provide new and more useful services to the
membership. Gordon will follow up with them on the preceding suggestions, so that a report may
be made to members of the group in Miami in 1990.

Data Administration
Convenor: Richard D. Sheeder, Pennsylvania State University

The meeting of the Constituent Group on Data Administration, attended by 67 people, was a
particularly active one, with wide-ranging discussion and many questions generated during several
informal presentations. The meeting is summarized in the following paragraphs.

Richard Shaeder, the chairman, reviewed the purpose of the Constituent Group and summa-
rized the meeting of the Special Interest Group on Data Administration which was held at the
Association for Institutional Research (AIR) Forum in Baltimore in May 1989. He emphasized the
concern of institutional researchers that administrative data be both accurate and complete, and
th' t training in the meaning of the data be available. The Group felt that the training could be
provided best by the stewards who work most closely with the data on a day-to-day basis.

Sheeder and Sue Borel reported on the current status of the DASIG electronic mail Distribu-
tion List established and maintained at the Syracuse University SUM node on BITNET. The list
was started 1 year ago to encourage communication among higher education professionals
interested in data administration. As of the CAUSE meeting date, there were 172 members on the
list representing 92 U. 3. institutions, five Canadian institutions, and one institution each in Puerto
Rico and Taiwan. Sue Borel oversees the list, and is developing a detailed set of instructions on how
to use it. She has drawn on the work of Dennis Viehland from the University ofArizona, who wrote
an excellent set of instructions for the Executive Information Systems SIG which he chairs.

Many institutions interested in formally establishing a data administration function find it
helpful to refer to job descriptions and related materials from institutions who have already
established such a function. Julia Rudy from the CAUSE office has arranged to have the CAUSE
Exchange Library serve as a central distribution point for providing mat ials to institutions which
need them, and is asking institutions .5:$ send job descriptions, organizaJon charts showing where
the DAfunction resides, and institutional policies governing data access and security to the CAUSE
Exchange Library. These documents will be available to all CAUSE members, and to AIR members
who belong to DASIG.

Three informal presentations were made:

(1) Leonard Brush, the Director of Administrative Systems at Carnegie Mellon University,
summarized progress to date in establishing security policies and procedures at CMU. He noted
that no data administration fimction has been organizationally established yet, but the implemen-
tation of formal data security policies may provide sufficient impetus to do so.
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When new administrative systems were being proposed at CMU the University auditors
expressed a need for both security and disaster recovery plans. A Security Taiic Force has been
established to draft a policy for administrative systems ..rarity, develop a dituter recovery plan,
and develop recommendations and ovens the implementation of each. 'baking programs will be
an important part of the Task Force's recommendations.

The security policy will include (a) policy on passwordusage, with specific verbiage Odreasing
requirements for students, (b) a requirement for employee confidentiality agreement, (c) a
requirement for a periodic survey of employees regarding security, and (d) statements about
training to use data appropriately.

(2) Frank Gose, Director of Student Data Administration at the University of Colorado,
discussed the Data Access and Use Agreement being drafted at the University. The agreement
contains statements that (a) institutional data belongs to the University; (b) qualified users should
use the data in a responsible and ethical manner; (c) campus coordinators (offices with functional
or custodial responsibility for data) must sign off in order for a requester to access data; (d) users
will not release sensitive data to other parties without the agreement of the campus coordinator;
and (e) the user will abide by the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act u:
1974. The user must identify the data requested, the form and content of the output, the final
disposition of the data, and to whom any output or analyses drawn from the data will he sent.

(3) Dick Sheeder, Assistant Director for Information Resource Management within Manage-
ment Services at Penn State, described a paradigm for accessing computerized institutional data
to be used for ad hoc analyses and reporting. The paradigm included the following steps: (a)
establish data access and security policies; (b) assign respowolillit, for each data element in the
institutional data bases to a data steward; (c) establish a Data Administrator's Advisory Group
consisting of the data administrator, selected data users, selected data stewards, and the manager
of the information center. The advisory group should have responsibility for defining: types of files
to be made available for ad hoc use, data dictionary requirements, file content and submitting
requirements, procedures for appointing file stewards, supported software tools for data retrieval,
supported modes of output, security standards for the output, training programs for interpretation
and use of data and supported software, and procedures for requesting access and securing data.

In closing, all Constituent Group members were urged to stay actively involved and suggest
how the DASIG distribution list could serve them better. An archive of messages will be accessible
to current and new DASIG members. The AIR SIGDAis scheduled to meet in Louisville at the 1990
AIR Forum, where the dialog will continue.

Executive Information Systems in Higher Education
Convenor: Dennis W. Viehland, University of Arizona

Approximately 80 conferees attended the EIS Constituent Group meeting at CAUSE89. Each
member received a handout that described the Executive Information Systems Special Interest
Group (EISSIG), an electronic mailing list on BITNET for discussing the application of information
technology for decision support. Members interested in participating in EISSIG were advised to
contact the list owner, Dennis W. Viehland (VIEHLANDOARIZRVAX). The handout also included
definitions of terms commonly used in EIS discussions (e.g., EIS, DSS, critical success factors).

Robert Glover of the University of Hartford provided the group with an overview of the EIS
developed at Hartford. UH uses various microcomputer packages (e.g., Foxbase, Lotus 1-2-3) on an
IBM PS/2 Model 80. Henry Stewart discussed the use of FOCUS on a VAX at Williams College to
generate a financial-oriented EIS.

There was some discussion about the driving force behind EIS development. An informal poll
of the audience showed about 50 percent had primary interest coming from executives; 40 percent
had interest originating from the computer center; and 10 percent from other sources (e.g.,
institutional research).
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Robert Glover suggested two things that need to be done before proceeding with EIS
implementation:

get your databases in order
cultivate the interest of the executives.

A member of the group asked how historical data can be maintained in an EIS. Glover noted
that UH only has data since 1984, running on the PC. Thomas Quinn (InformationAssociates) noted
that IA's EIS product stores historical data on the meinfreime, to be accessed when it is needed by
the microcomputer.

Several commercial EIS vendors were mentioned, and information packets provided by
Execucom were made available to members of the group.

Dennis Viehland noted that EIS packages for private industry were little used in colleges and
universities because:

they are very expensive, 8250,000 and up
Executive information systems in business tsnd to be used for applications that are

time critical (e.g., cash flow, changes in inventory, stock prices). College and university executives,
on the other hand, tend to use EIS for strategic planning for improving their mental model of the
institution.

The group agreed to meet again at CAUSE90. A roster of all who attended the meeting would
be circulated via BITNET.

Four-year Colleges/Universities (over 10,000 FTE)
Convenor: John W. Boff, New Mexico State University

Approximately 25 conferees participated in the four-year college/university meeting. This
year, very little discussion was held on purchased software packages. The constituent group had
lively discussions on data authority issues and voice response systems.

Under the general topic of voice response systems, several institutions noted their success in
the use of these systems for admissions, financial aid, and registration. Of interest to many
institutions was the fact that some institutions charge students a nominal fee for registration.
Apparently students are happy to pay a reasonable fee to avoid lines and to have the convenience
of registering for classes via their home telephone. It was the consensus of the participants that
voice response systems are becoming common throughout colleges and universities.

The data authority issue is a difficult problem with no resolution satisfactory to all institu-
tions. The "ownership" and "authority to view/update" is, unfortunately, in the eyes of the beholder.
The issue will be around for some time.

One participant inquired if anyone knew of any institution that had migrated their IMS tiles
to DB2. The answer wes no. Hopefully next year's meeting will bring forth at least one example.

IBM Higher Education Software Consortium
Convenor: Arthur J. Chapman, California Polytechnic State University /San Luis Obispo
Speakers: Arthur J. Chapman and Dave Blanchard, IBA f-ACIS

This was the second meeting of this constituent group. The primary focus was on providing
introductory and update information on the Higher Education Software Consortium (HESC)
offering from IBM.

Arthur Chapman presented the following overview:
The HESC offers to educational institutions IBM mainframe, mid-range, PC-RT, and PS/

2 software at about 2 percent of the commercial rate. In addition, IBM is attempting to motivate
this consortium of schools to cooperatively form partnerships for the benefit of higher education.

Major HESC software additions over the past year include mainframe ADC/370 (UNIX),
the mainframe operating system product VM/XA, and the PS/2 ADC (UNDO products.

The HESC Executive Committee consists of the original 17 founding universities and
colleges plus, over the past year, the addition of university and college representation from the 12
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IBM-ACIS marketing areas and representation from a number of newly-formed HESC Special
Interest Groups. These special interest groups include CAD/CAM, Automatic Control System.s,
C174 in Higher Education Alliance, Business, and Operating Systems. The mission, as identified by
the Executive Committee, is the following:

1. Represent the HESC member schools to the IBM -ACTS organization.
2. Lobby IBM-ACLS for additional and improved HESC software offerings.
3. Implement a yearly poll of HESC membership to ascertain HEW software and

service requests.
4. Provide vehicles for HESC membership to communicate on HESC matters.
5. Encourage the development of educational materials and workshops dealing with

HEW software.
6. Provide vehicles for the coordination of HESC Special Interest Groups.

In addition, Art Chapman presented the university and college costs involved and
methods of becoming involved in HESC activities.

This was followed by numerous questions addressed to Art Chapman and Dave Blanchard
regal ling current HESC offerings and future HESC plans.

There were approximately 35 attendees. This constituent group continues to be important as
a vehicle to inform CAUSE membership of the HESC offerings and allow CAUSE members
belonging to HESC to voice cc lterns and meet with IBM ACTS personnel.

Institutional Researchers and Planners
Convenors: Richard D. Howard, North Carolina State University, and

Deborah J. Deter, University of Kansas

This group of about 30 participants determined the agenda for the meeting when the group was
convened. Issues raised included:

computing administrators want to know what institutional researchers need from them
how do institutional researchers use data

Institutional researchers attending the meeting described typical activities of an IR office, which
include:

providing raw data
data administration
writing reports
answering questionnaires
doing studies
doing planning and projections

Furthermore, institutional research offices often:
report to a provost or president
do not have enough hardware or software
employ computer programmers/analysts

Issues facing institutional researchers include:
data quality
use dams files
on-line audit checks
improving quality of process
use of data to improve quality
integrating data bases
users groups
how long should data be retained
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Medical/Health Science Schools
Convenor: Carla T Garnham, Medical College of Wisconsin

The Medical/Health Science Constituent Group met on Wednesday, November 29, during
CAUSE's annual conference. Professionals representing medical schools, schools of public health,
health science, hospitals, and interested vendor organisations discussed common concerns. A
primary theme was the need for increased interaction and exchange among professionals in medical
computing and informatics.

An electronic bulletin board will be established by Sandra Colombo of the University of
Michigan. lb join, contact Sandra at SANDY_COLOMBOOMCC.UMICH.EDU.

Ibpics discussed included the National Library ofMedicine's IAIMS projects, medical library
automation, Johns Hopkins'medical hirary's research, alternative plans to communicate using the
NSF network or a separtti national medical network, and imminent changes in national medical
testing procedures.

A symposium on medical computing to be held in May 1990 at the University of Tennessee -
Memphis was announced.

Participants were enthusiastic about the opportunity to meet with each other at CAUSE and
other conferences. Future meetings will be planned through the electronic bulletin board at the
University of Michigan.

MuMcampus and State Systems
Convenor: Robert R. Blackmun, University ofNorth Carolina /Charlotte

The Multicampus/State Systems Constituent Group meeting at CAUSE89 was attended by
19 representatives of colleges and universities in nine states along with 13 vendor representatives
located in six states.

Thpics discussed by the group included:
system-wide contracting for micro-computers and software, maintenance ofequipment and
software,
auditors and disaster planning/recovery activities,
the role of system-wide standards in contracting, software maintenance, and reporting,
issues relating to the management of networks.

As a part of the discussion, it was suggested that CAUSE might be an appropriate sponsor or
facilitator of a study of the costs of central vs. distributed maintenance and support. It was also
suggested that the statewide activities of the University of North Carolina system (UNC CAUSE)
might be a topic for a future CAUSE session, to assist other state or multicampus systems in
establishing similar organizations.
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Small Institutions (under 5,000 FTE)
Convenor: Clyde Wolford, Le Moyne College

The 1989 meeting of the Small Institution Constituent Group provided an exciting exchange
of ideas between the representatives of nearly 40 institutions in attendance. Several interesting
statistics were presented to the group, followed by a list of suggested discussion topics. Interest
centered on reviewing the organizational structure ofcomputing services on various campuses (i.e.,
combined vs. separate structures for academic and administrative computing), how to provide
access and encourage use of computing resources among faculty, and how to obtain better funding
for the operation.

Key conclusions to the ensuing discussions included the need for campus computing leaders
to enhance their knowledge of how to manage technology effectively and incorporate it into the
strategic mission of their institutions, the need for these leaders to gain betterknowledge of how
their institutions operate, and the need to understand, and relate to other campus administrators,
that the role of computing centers is changing from one of data processing to one of providing
information services. Emphasis on any review ofcampus computing resources should focus not on
their cost, but rather on their value as an asset to the institution. In this regard, the requirement
fora CIO at small institutions was discussed. Whether or not such a title exists, the need to manage
information resources and their strategic value to the institution was prinapal among the
conclusions reached.

User Services
Convenor: Penny Pdieolaa, Oakland Community College

The Constituent Group Meeting for User Services consisted principally of presentations by
three members who discussed the challenges and successes they had during the past year.

Penny Peticolaa ofOakland Community College descrthed the growth3n microcomputing from
230 discipine-lab-centered micros to 525 micros throughout the college. Claire Gorman of 'Ms
University explained hew reorganization of their services had permitted them to serve more users
without increasing staff. Carol Bretton of Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary detailed the
particular challenges of meeting special research needs ofgraduate students and also described the
equipment maintenance fund which provides for maintenance and partial replacement of micro-
computer hardware.

Following each presentation there was an exchange of questions and answers between the
audience and the presenters. A follow-up session was held later in the week for those who wanted
to discuss problems and solutions in more depth.
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"Writing for CAUSE/EFFECT'
This how-long senthutr, hosted by the CAUSE Editorial Committee for all interested
CAUSE89 conferees, offered guidelines on writing for the association magazine, CAUSEI
EFFECT, as well as advice on writing for a variety of purposes, from intracampus reports,
plans, and proposals to formal publication in magazines and journals.

Three speakersCAUSE Director of Publications and Editor Julia Rudy, and the
chairs of the 1989 and 90 Editorial Committees Gerald McLaughlin and Mark Perkins
discussed structural aspects of publishing and style, described the personal benefits of
writing (to help form ideas, attract others of sindlar interests, invite input from peers), and
listed the types of information and topics that are valuable to readers in our profession.

The heart of the session, attended by more than 50 people, was a talk on "Waiting
Beyond the Memo: Ten Commandments" offered by guest speaker Carolyn J. Muffins,
Director of Communications at RightSoft, Inc. Pointing out that the average professional
spends two-thirds of every workday writing, she shared ideas on how to make that writing
as easy and effective as possible. She stressed the importance of understanding the needs and
interests of the intended audience, and suggested such tips as copying odsting text when you
can, working with a partner, chlosing small, simple, colorful words, and using the "ear"test
to judge the final product. Mullins has written nine books and dozens of magazine articles,
o ne of which earned her the 1983 CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award.

Immediately following this seminar was a reception for seminar participants and
authors of articles published in the 1989 volume of CAUSE /EFFECT magazine.

%._

I
Carolyn Munn, Flight:14 Ina
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Track I
Planning and Strategy Issues

Coordinator.
Jack Tinsley
Florida Community College at Jacksonville

Issues related to planning and strategies for information resource manage-
ment remain important as the decade comes to a close; many institutions
have initiated or are considering undertaking long-rangeplanning efforts.
Presentations in this track included: effectiveness of various planning
methodologies; importance of executive support and the involvement of a
wide variety of constituencies in information technology planning; plan-

ning in the culture or higher education; information technology planning as a part of
institutional planning; how technology contributes to the planning process itself; and ways
information technology can be used for strateg;c competitive advantage in the higher
education marketplace.

Chandler WNW:2w
Southern Utah State College
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Strategic Information Planning
in a Higher Educational Institute

Doug Dunwoody
Sheila Newel
Terry Smith

Southern Alberta Institute of Technology
Calgary
Alberta

The Southern Alberta Institute of Technology has
completed the development of a Strategic Information
Plan. This plan will enable SHIT to manage its
corporate data as a resource by providing a stable
foundation of computerized data that supports the ever
changing information needs of the Institute. The
computer applications developed as a result of this
planning effort will address the information needs at
all levels of the organization, from the day to day
operational needs through the information needs of
senior management. This paper will review the
methodology and planning process that was utilized in
developing the plan.
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Introduction Why Do a Plan?

Highly sophisticated computer systems are being used to manage
information, but their use is often scattered and redundant;
they grew out of previous record keeping systems designed for
individual departments in an organization. But, rather than
addressing the application needs of individual user
departments, the focus of information systems should be on
corporate data needs shared across the organization. The
development and implementation of a strategic information plan
will help educational institute administrators make the
transition into the information age and meet the challenge
facing their organizations: to be distinctively better than
the competition.

Pew organizations have a more complex structure than
educational institutes. Within that complex structure, the
number of individuals requiring access to accurate, timely
information is growing as more faculty and staff discover the
value of computer systems. The number of student clients is
also increasing and expanding with the educational trend
toward retraining, second or third careers, personal education
opportunities through continuing education, and industry
emphasis on computer use. The result: the number of requests
for accurate information and the number of requests for
computer support services received by Information Systems
Departments within educational organizations is growing. There
may be some additional concern that the objectives and
priorities for these requests received by Information Systems
may not be the same as objectives and priorities of the
Institute. We need to ensure that the objectives of
Information Systems Departments are helping the organization
meet its objectives.

Some sectors of the institute purchase computer systems
independently based on their unique needs -- systems that meet
section or department requirements, but do not necessarily
satisfy corporate needs. The repercussion is corporate
decision making based on data that comes from systems not
designed to provide corporate data. Because those long term
implications are so important to the health of an
organization, executive computer support systems designed for
use by upper management have become essential tools for
measuring the organization's pulse and keeping the
organization moving toward the future. Immediate and
effective information management is crucial to educational
administrators if they are to accurately forecast student
enrollment requirements, project revenue requirements, and
assess material and human resources needs. The Southern
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BAIT Background{

Alberta Institute of Technology has developed a Strategic
Information Plan that will help them do just that.

BAIT is a post-secondary institute that offers up-to-date,
career related training in a rapidly changing environment. It
serves career training needs on campus (in Calgary, Alberta),
on company or business premises (local or overseas), on
satellite campuses, or by long distance. Instruction can be
traditional (in thy* classroom with or without the aid of
computers) or non-traditional (individual telephone tutoring
or written correspondence and group instruction by conference
call). Instruction is delivered in the daytime, in the
evening and on weekends.

BAIT has approximately 646 full time instructors and 760
support staff for a total of 1406 FTE staff members. BAIT also
has approximately 300 part time instructors teaching in the
Continuing Education program. There are 10,683 students
enrolled in SAIT's traditional programs and 41,881 Continuing
Education students.

BAIT 4as several DEC Vax computers, 4 - 785's, 1-8650, 1-8700,
18 - Vax 3100's and 1 - Micro vex II. We have an Ethernet
based campus network linking terminals, Macintoshes, IBM PC's
and workstations to our central resources. We are running VMS,
Unix (Ultrix) and Oracle on several platforms in a distribu'zed
client/server type configuration.

'Strategic inforpation Plan Objectives'

Information Systems provides service to three client groups--
those whose business functions are strategical, tactical, or
operational -- who need to have easy access to various types
of information to manage

o the instructional process,
o financial resources,
o human resources,
o student enrollment,
o material, facilities and space.

The best way to meet strategic, tactical, and operational
needs is to implement a Strategic Information Plan that will
allow the sharing of corporate data among systems through a
network of terminals, workstations and personal computers on
and off campus. There must be a clear understanding of
corporate data and corporate systems, with consistent
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definitions throughout the organization.

The Strategic Information Plan that will meet these objectives
must provide stable, wall defined corporate data, yet be
flexible enough to meet clients' needs whil- not infringing
upon their sense of information ownership.

The objec Ives of the plan are:
integrated corporate computer applications
subject databases where data redundancy is reduced
consistent definitions throughout the organization
single official source of information
effective use of end user (.4ols

Some Benefits of Implementing a Strategic Information Plan

The use of computerized information will directly support
SAIT's business (people and resource management) and academic
(quality of instruction) needs in these ways:

1. Time spent determining and implementing company stra'egies
will be reduced because implementation of a strategic
information plan, will allow senior administrators and
manag're at SALT to access

institute & person:14'1 performance data,
o financial data fta for,lasting,
o information on mater.als, nace and facilities

use and availability,
o curriculum details to avoid repetition across

academic departments and to ensure that learning
objectives are consistent.

2. Corporate data will be available to meet the random
inquiries for i f..rmation from outside sources and to
support executive decision making.

3. Understanding of SAIT's business functions will be
i^ Teased because, during the process of designing and
tiding a Strategic InfoAation Plan, the organization's
business functions are clearly defined, a process that
.faults in improved understandi.g of the role,
responsibilities, and resources involved in each function
and how it contributes t' the organization's mission.

4. Analyzing the efficiency and effectiveness of instruction
will be possible. Students' progress through the institute
and their successes or failures could be tracked in

relation to
o previous training and expeLience,
o program changes,
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o courses taken,
o type and style of instruction received,
o participation in learning.

What managers and instructors discover about student
learning could be used to encourage successful patterns in
the learning environment and to eliminate unsuccessful
patterns.

5. Creating and maintaining records will become much less time
consuming. Currently, academic staff spend a good deal of
time on clerical and administrative duties. After the
implementation of a strategic information plan, time spent
on non-instructional tasks can be redirected, increasing
the amount of time an instructor can spend preparing or
delivering instruction. The more instructional interaction
students have with instructors, the greater the opportunity
for students to be successful learners and the greater the
opportunity for instructors to be successful learning
managers.

[What approach should be takell

Few organizational design projects can begin before the
organisation and is 1,11ividual departments have clearly
defined their mission, goals and objectives. A SALT -wide
strategic planning session and renewal conducted in 1985
ensured that SAITs mission,

to be an innovative organisation equipping people to
compete successfully in a changing world of work by
p- ,viding relevant, skill-oriented education,

was clear.

Some of the conceptualizing of a workable strategic
inf rotation plan occurred during Information systems personnel
and BAIT Administration's discussions of business functions.
Representaties from each division on campus were questioned
about

o what business functions they perform,
o what information data they need or would like

to access, and
o what kinds of computer systems they were

currently using

Information Systems personnel then dr &fted a document that
seemed well suited to their clients' business function needs.
Two key products were the BUSINESS MODELS and the DATA MODELS.
These models were validated and revised through a series of
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interviews and presentations. The next step was to look at
the existing compute: systems. These existing systems were
rated from 1 (low or poor) to 5 (high or excellent) based on
11 criteria.

The technology available when most of SAIT's current computer
applications (third generation language tools) were developed
did not easily lend itself to integrated applications or data
sharing. Currently, BAIT computer business applications are a
mixture of custom developed software and purchased software
run on a large mainframe system, mini-computers, or on
personal computers. Over time, as individual user computer
system needs were fulfilled, the amount of duplicate data
being created and stored was inadvertently increased.

The resultant problem was inconsistent and redundant corporate
data. For example:

o course data is stored in 6 or more systems,
o student data, some as simple as student numbers, is

stored in an many as 8 systems,
o employee /instructor data is stored in as many as 13

systems,
and so on. The result is costly. Manpower is wasted, time is
lost, and information retrieved is contradictory. For
instance, the questions "How many students are registered at
BAIT ?" or even "How many instructors are employed by BAIT?"
could be answered several ways, depending on the person asked,
the storage systems used, and the need for the information.
In some cases, the answers to quAltions posed by senior
executives are either not obtainable or cumbersome to obtain.

A further problem surfaced with expanded use of personal
computers: faculty and staff wanted to use PC based tools to
massage and manipulate data that currently resides in the
mainframe. This led to more data entry and more data
duplication.

After operational information needs, current systems, and
oyster problems were analyzed, the validity of the strategic
information plan was assured in the minds of SHIT Information
Systems personnel. The design phase outlining the evolution
of an integrated computer environment was completed,
culminating with the future goal of a system iv which

o all data that needs to be shr:ed would be centralized
on the mainframe computers (possibly distributed and
client/server based using vex computers and Oracle
Relational DBMS),
transfer of information between PC based systems,
powerful workstations and VAX mainframe based systems
would be possible,

o new system development would be compatible with
existing computer technology,
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o summary information would be timely, accurate, and
easy to retrieve, and

o ad hoc reporting would be accr-Iplished by end-users
creating their own customised reports or on line
queries.

Implementing the Strategic Information Plan

It would be a Chief Executive Officer or Information System
Director's dream come true to be able to implement the perfect
strategic information plan in one fell iloop; needless to say
this is not a realistic hope in the educational world of
budget restraint and inconsistent use and application of
cumputers across campus. Therefore, a logical accomplishment
of the plan had to be devised. The Information Systems team
decided that, theoretically, computer applications that create
data shorld be implemented before applications that use data.
Consequently, they decided to set these implementation
priorities:

1. Financial Resources System
2. Human Resources System
3. Facility Management System
4. materials Management System
5. Educational Resources (Library) System
6. Student Information System
7. Alumni Donor 4stem

Changes in the recommended order could result in additional
costs belause temporary interfaces between the old and new
applications would have to be developed. As these old
applications are reolaced by new systems, the temporary
interfaces would be thrown out resulting it a waste of time,
effort, and money. Naturally, though, should senior
management priorities require that the order be changed (for
instance, should the creation of an Alumni Donor System lead
to increased funds for the institute in general, and for
further strategic information plan development, in particular)
modifications will be made. Through a Computer Advisory
Committee with representatives from several departments, a
review of the order of implementation was done end matched
with a "Business Frlority Order". This order will vary from
institution to institution, but in our c6-e, the Alumni Donor
System war moved to the top because of the potential return in
investment.

Whenever possible, appropriate software packages compatible
with BAIT., management rtrategy will be purchased. If there
are no suitable software packages available for purchase,
computer applications will be custom developed.
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From inception to completion, implementation of this
integrated computer system would vary depending upon
availability of

o financial resources,
o human resources (end users and systems people),

and
o computer resources.

Any completion deadline Information Systems sets will allow
for a phase-in strategy which would increase access to data as
each system becomes operational. The data will be implemented
in a building block approach with shareable subject databases.
It will also incorporate a training schedule that will ensure
appropriate use, understanding, and acceptance of an
integrated system.

As users learn to access information through a new integrated
system, the role of Information System Departments will change
from being a central unit responsible for

o the designing, develoring, and maintaining of all
systems,

o the retrieving of information and generating of
reports for end users.

to an administrative unit whose role is now to help end users
do those tasks themselves more efficiently on an ad hoc basis.
Users will have something more important than access to
information; they will have access to the right information
at the right time.

The Corporate Bottom Line

The estimated cost to SHIT for purchasing software packages,
upgrading central computer hardware, and enhancing user
workstations to implement the strategic information plan is
approximately $3,000,000, excluding manpower and depending on
the order of implementation. The expected time frame is 5 to 6
years depending upon funding and staffing resources.

The cost of not implementing the plan is greater: old systems
will eventually have to be replaced by new systems for a
similar dollar figure, but, for anyone working above the
operational level within the organization, frustratior with
the inability to access timely, consistent, and acgaurate
information for forecasting will not have been eliminated.
Information requests critical 6business planning will
continue to go unanswered while time is spent compiling data
from different sources. Operating inefficiencies as a result
of duplication will continue and possibly increase when old
systems are replaced piecemee
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The Future -- Implementation Challenges)

Ultimately, implementing a strategic information plan like
this one is no more expensive than meeting maintenance and
upgrading needs over time, but the bulk of the expense occurs
up front. As is often the case, it doesn't really cost any
more to do it the right way than it does to implement short
term solutions that will not meet long term needs and that
will have to be replaced eventually.

Major challenges for Information Systems personnel will be
1. to secure and to sustain campus wide commitment to the

plan,
2. to overcome the natural resistance to change
3. to implement a long term solution in the form of an

information strategic plan while still meeting short
term needs, and

4. to obtain the funding to implement long term
solutions.

Users would also need to recognize the value of an open
approach to corporate data. For instance, in an educational
institute those users who determine a student's grade
(instructors), could record that grade directly into the
system rather than filling out a paper report which is sent to
a secretary who photocopies the record and passes it on to the
registrar's office where it is changed from the paper report
into an on-line record when it it keyed into the system.

The value of an open system will not be recognized until users
are convinced that

o the integrity of data will not be contaminated as a
result of direct input,

o that security of private information will be
maintained, -nd that

o the way people do their jobs will change, but not
their purpose -- providing, either directly or
indirectly through support, relevant, skill-oriented
education.

For most educational and training organizations, the cost of
implementing a strategic information plan is prohibitive, so
the challenges relating to funding and finding long term
solutions can be met only through an innovative and
progressive approach. One that

o keeps the changes to existing systems to a minimum,
o appropriately uses interim support systems,
o establishes optimal user cooperation, and
o maintains the kind of high standards expressed in
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SAIT's Information Systems' mission statement.

The need for innovative and progressive approaches to solving
educational funding problems raises interesting questions for
administrators: Could inter-institutional cooperation reduce
the cost of implementing an advanced and valuable Strategic
Information Plan? Are governments prepared to fund systems
that will provide better reporting and institutional support
systems? Would colleges and post secondary institutes share
expenses while exchanging skills and expertise? Is there an
international market for successful Strategic Information
Plans? Once organizations begin to discuss their common
problems and common needs, they will be able to answer these
questions and discover new ways to meet funding challenges.

Conclusions

Many attempts have been made to resolve the problem of
providing accurate, pertinent, and immediate information to
the senior managers of post-secondary institutes. Needs have
been analyzed and systems designed in an attempt to meet those
needs. Information systems' personnel have attempted to store
data in a building block fashion, adding to previously
developed discreet systems, adapting them, or creating new
systems as each new type of data or request became apparent.
But data that is not integrated, data that is stored in
different ways, never will be universally reliable.

Senior executive information needs' change from day to day and
the only strategy that can meet changing and sometimes
undefined executive needs is the establishment of a corporate
data base supported by a responsive system that will process
that data. The system that will effectively resolve business
management problems has to be based on a business model: a
Strategic Information Plan ltke the one described here.
Organizations must use sophisticated information gathering
systems as part of their corporate decision making or they
will be inadequately prepared to meet the future. The
challenge that faces far seeing educational administrators who
implement a strategic information plan is overcoming
resistance to change. The challenge for educational
administrators who choose not to implement inteyrated
corporate data systems will be to keep up with those who do.
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TRANSFORMATION INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AND THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PREPARED FOR TI-E 1989 CAUSE NATIONAL CONFERENCE BY

Dorothy J. Hopkin, Vice President

S. Alan McCord, Director of Computer Services

Information & Telecommunication Systems
Oakland Community College

Bloomfield Hills
Michigan

ABSTRACT

This paper covers the background, planning, implementation and
current challenges facing Oakland Community College (OCC) as it
transforms its operations through information technology.

The 1986 starting point reflected benign neglect of information
technology: low capital spending, obsolete technology, little
involvern.ant in college decision-making, no recent systems
development, minimal workstation deployment, and no user
services function.

New top administration, combined with vision and planning,
transformed Information and Telecommunication Systems (ITS) into
an integral part of the college environment.

Significant challenges remain. Tight budgets and conflicting
priorities have curbed spending. Rapid changes in the college's
orientation require that the added value of I/S initiatives be
defined. Most importantly, ITS continues to pursue meaningful and
predictable involvement in college-wide strategic planning.
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Overview of the Oakland Community College District

Oakland Community College is a multi-campus two-year institution of higher education
located in Oakland County, Michigan, one of three counties comprising the greater
Detroit metropolitan area. The College provides a comprehensive program to meet the
diverse and changing needs of the citizens of a district with a population of more than
one million. OCC serves 29,000 students at five campus sites and ten extension
centers. It is one of the ten largest multi-campus community colleges in the country,
and the fifth largest provider of undergraduate education in the State of Michigan.

Oakland County covers an area of approximately 900 square miles; its assessed valuation
is over $16 billion. The Oakland Community College District is identical with the
Oakland Intermediate School District and generally coterminous with the county
boundary.

OCC's five campuses are located throughout the county in Auburn Hills, Farmington
Hills, Union Lake, Royal Oak and Southfield. The administrative center is located in
Bloomfield Hills, and an additional site is maintained in Pontiac.

The Office of Information and Telecommunication Systems is responsible for
administrative computing, academic computing and communications for the College
District. Formed in December 1986, this office provides information system services
including operating the computer center, supporting business systems, instruction and
instructional support, voice, data and video communications, personal computing, and
off ice systems.

The Challenge

Though once enjoying a position of national leadership in the field of information
systems, the College had fallen behind in those endeavors. By the mid 70's, the
computer center had become a maintenance organization. Essentially it had served two
major users, the registrar's office and the data processing instructional program, though
payroll, financial aid and some accounting functions were supported as batch operations.

The information technology arena could be characterized as suffering from benip
neglect. Organization size remained static and there was little capital investment in
technology for nearly ten years. When such investment was made, it was always Ire
"cheapest" (in terms of capital) rather than the best solution. As a result, the College
=became saddled with inadequate hardware, software and services.

The staff was entrenched in a maintenance posture with few opportunities for
professional growth. Furthermore, staffing was inadequate to carry out new initiatives.
Reasons for this situation are complex, but probably rest with leadership, interest levels
and understanding of technology. The CEO of the institution was a "bottom line" former
industry executive; the computer center director wore two hats, as a faculty member in
the data processing curriculum and as manager of the computer center.

Strategies, Tactics and Planning

Late in 1985, a new CEO arrived at OCC. Recognizing the state of affairs and
committed to the use of technology, Chancellor R. Stephen Nicholson initiated a review
of the OCC information systems environment. To accomplish the review he chose the
IBM Application Transfer Study (ATS) approach, and called for the convening of an ATS
team in October 1986.
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The Application Transfer Study process is a free consultative service offered by IBM to
its clients. An IBM specialist acts as facilitator for a team of customer participants.
Through a system of questionnaires and interviews, the ATS team identified seventeen
root problems in the information systems environment. To address these root problems,
it made eleven strategic recommendations.* The College has used this study as the
blueprint for its information systems strategy.

OCC APPLICATION TRANSFER STUDY
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Develop and Adopt Board Policy
2. Establish User Advisory Council
3. Disseminate Information
4. Provide Tools for Users
S. Acquire Additional Workstations
6. Install Comprehensive Telecom System
7. Upgrade Central Site Computing
8. Upgrade System Software
9. Establish Computer Services Institute

10. Enhance Computer Center Staff and Improve Application Systems
11. Provide Relational Data Bases

Although the team devoted most of its time tn discovering problems and developing
recommendations, it also suggested a nple implementation schedule. This provided the
basis for estimating the cost of the initiative, calculated at approximately $13.9 million
over five years. That amount did not, however, include telecommunications.

Coincident with forming the Application Transfer Study team, a new chief information
officer was hired in December 1986. Faced with the a forementioned problems, and
given the responsibility for computing and communication technologies for the College
district, thr new vice president began forming plans based on the Application Transfer
Study.

The results of the ATS were presented to the Board of Trustees in March, 1987.
Although specific funding was not requested at that tine, the Board lodged, and
subsequently passed, a policy endorsing improved information technology at the College
in direct response to the ATS recommendation:

BOARD POLICY

9n order to maximize its resources, Oakland Community College
is committed to the development and maintenance of an
information and telecommunications system which is at the
leading edge of available technology and which serves as a
participating partner in all operations of the College.

Such a syste, I will provide accessible data bases and easily
mailable interactive capacities which will effectively expand the
capabilities of the staff and significantly enhance educational
services and offerings to the community."

* Copies of the OCC ATS report are available from CAUSE.
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A new organizational structure for information technology was proposed and approved by
the College's top oversight committee, the Chancellor's Council. Known as Information
and Telecommunication Systems (ITS), the new organization reflected the ATS
recommendations and was comprised as follows:

ITS ORGANIZATION

Vice PresidentITS
+ + +

Director Director Director
User Services Computer Services Communications

This structure provided for support of end-user computing and recognized the need for
strong network planning and management. An advisory Structure for ITS management
war, devised as well, which featured Information Technology Advisory Groups (ITAGs) at
each of the campuses and two college-wide groups one for Instruction and one for
Administration. Composition of the college -wide groups drew from the campus groups as
well as including at-large representatives.

Thus, strategies or recommendations, endorsements of improved technology, an
organization and an advisory structure were in place. OCC then began to undertake the
task of tactical planning based on the guidelines of the ATS.

Hardware, System Software

Many of the ATS findings represented needs in the infrastructure, i.e., the very
foundation of information technology. We therefore started our process by addressing
hardware and software, which were old, unsupported and lacking sufficient capacity.

The first step in rebuilding the College infrastructure was the replacement of the
College's two 4341 processors. By combining processing needs and planning to support
our campus-based Computer Integrated Manufacturing lab with T-1 communications
lines, and with the benefit of IBM price incentives, we selected IBM's 3090 Model 120-E
as our platform. Following Board of Trustees approval in September, the 3090 was
installed in November, 1987. OCC was the second community college in the country to
install a 3090 processor, and the $1.9 million technology initiative was the largest non-
construction proposal passed by an OCC Board.

The system software operating on the 4341 included .3M's OS/VS1, DATACOM/DC
telecommunications monitor and ISAM database. Our system software objective was to
insure that the College operated with supported IBM software maintained at current
levels. We in: .:.ed CICS and VSAM as part of the 3090 upgrade, managing a major
software conversion while planning for the hardware cutover. We chose to first install
extensions to ;he OS/VS1 operating system, and then migrate to MVS following the 3090
installations MVS became a production operating system in October 1988. The VM
environment, the most modern of the system software in place at the start of the
initiative, has been continually maintained; we are now testing VM/XA SP2 as part of our
future migration activities.

OCC has had a major Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) partnership with IBM,
Cross and Trecker, Kennametal, and other corporations since 1985. The OCC project
was the model upon which IBM's "CIM in Higher Education" program was based. The



Auburn Hills CIM lab has 12 IBM 5080 3-D graphics terminals connected by T-1 circuits
to our central site and a lab of IBM Model 50Z mizrocomputers. Software includes
CADAM, CATIA, MICROCAD, and SLAM/II.

Software costs continue to be a major problem facing higher education. OCC therefore
became one of the first participants in IBM's Higher Education Software Consortium, an
arrangement that provides access to a wide range of VM software products for a fixed
annual fe%., As a result of the HESC program, OCC faculty members are now evaluating
such VM products as PASCAL, C, SQL/DS and Expert Systems.

Applications

Once the infrastructure was in place, we focused on a small number of application
development projects that demonstrated the added value possible with the new system.
While most projects were indicated by the ATS study, we selected those that would not
be adversely affected by implementation of new integrated administrative software for
the College.

Touch*Tone Registration

OCC was a pioneer in online registration systems, implementing its first version in
1967. The registration and records system is our oldest and most robust administrative
application, and the registration process itself had not changed substantially for a
number of years. We viewed Toucn*Tone registration as an opportunity for the College
to provide an innovative student service to a changing student community at a relatively
low cost.

We began our Touch*Tone research by commissioning a CAUSE survey of large colleges
and universities which indentified 50 institutions that had implemented such systems.
From the survey we established a field of six vendors who responded to a detailed
RFP.* A college-wide task force evaluated the proposals and selected Computer
Communications Specialists (CCS) as the hardware and software provider.

The strengths of the CCS offering included an excellent C-based development
environment, the ability to locally record and modify text and IBM 3174 emulation. To
our host system, the PC-AT based CCS equipment appears as a remote cluster of CICS
terminals; no host programs are used to translate Touch*Tone registration requests.

OCC contracted CCS to assist with the development of the initial Touch *Ton
registration script. This speeded implementation while providing valuable training for
OCC staff. Comprehensive information messages and registration system interfaces

designed by a college-wide team. Students can obtain informailon on admissions,
financial aid and other services; they are able to register for courses, drop, add, search
or open course sections and check their fees and schedules.

A randomly selected group of 5,000 students was asked to participate in the system pilot
during Fall Term, 1988. The results of the pilot were overwhelmingly positive, with 98%
of the students indicating that they would register via Touch*Tone in the future.
Touch*Tone registration was offered to the full student community during the 1989
winter term. The service is available from 7 a.m. - 10 p.m., Monday through Friday and

* Copies of the OCC Touch*Tone RFP are available froM CAUSE.
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h a.m. - 2 p.m. on Saturday. By the summer term, 50% of the College's early registrants
ware using Touch*Tone, as opposed to mail-in registration. Mail-in registration has been
eliminated for the winter term, 1990.

ITS is presently developing an extension to the Touch*Tone registration system that
enables students to pay tuition and fees by credit card. Students will enter credit card
numbers and confirming data to store credit card payment information. Credit card
transactions are passed to a Visa processor after the close of business and prior to nightly
tuition batch processing. Approved credit card payments are then applied to the
student's account, and rejected transactions result in a letter to the student.

Touch*Tone registration has been a great success with OCC students (despite a "soft
sell* approach), and we anticipate a similar response to credit card payment. Aside from
convenience and service for the student, Touch*Tone registration and credit card
payment will reduce demands on College staff, diminish dependence on cashiering
technology and provide the basis for additional financial services in the future.

Faculty Pay

A second high-visibility/application project addressed enhancement.* to the faculty pay
system of the College. OCC possesses a complicated faculty load system which was
managed in the past by turnaround of paper documents. OCC staff designed and
implemented online entry screens to input assignments, stipend and department chair
information. Online displays enable deans to view teaching schedules and load
information on the screen. Load documents are now produced with a number of edits and
error checks which alert deans to potential problems. As a result of these enhancements,
the percentage of load documents needing manual processing has dropped from
approximately 35% to less than 5%.

Electronic Mail

With Touch*Tone registration services provided for students, and improvements to the
faculty pay system provided for the faculty and deans, the rest of the College community
needed high visibility applications. Electronic mail and a library circulation system
were the vehicles for ITS to help connect OCC's multiple campus communities and sites.

A college-wide task force evaluated five t .onic mail systems in the spring of 1988.
Vendors responded to a comprehensive RFP, made on-site presentations and worked with
ITS staff to install all five systems on the College 3090 processor for a true side-by-side
evaluation by task force members. In May 1988 the task force recommended IBM's
PROFS as OCC's electronic mail system.

Chancellor Nicholson recognized the importance of electronic mail to his leadership
team of approximately 45 administrators at seven sites. It was decided that PROFS
would be initially implemented .among administrators and their principal support staff.
Equipment was acquired to insure that each administrator and principal support staff
person had a networked workstation on his or her desk.

BITNET

At the same time, OCC became the third community college in the country to become a
member of BITNET. We decided to develop a seamless interface between PROFS and
BITNET as part of our electronic mail product. We also addressed a number of known
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shortcomings in the PROFS product, including centralized distribution lists, multiple note
log management, disk space warnings, bulletin boards and a staff directory. All OCC
enhancements were designed to incorporate the "look and feel" of PROFS. A
comprehensive user guide was developed to accompany the product.* PROFS was
implemented in November 1988 with 90 users. After one year, there are now over 350
OCC PROFS users.

Building from its initial BITNET link with Wayne State University, OCC has established
leased lines with neighboring Macomb Community College and the Oakland Intermediate
School District, which provides electronic mail and administrative services to most
public school distric` 1 in Oakland County. These links provide OCC with the unique
opportunity to develop information technology applications with K-12 districts, sister
community colleges and four-year institutions in the Southeast Michigan area. OCC is
already using an IMS of placement application running on the Oakland Schoole
mainframe.

Libraries

The OCC libraries, known as Learning Resource Centers (LRC's), fell victim to the same
lack of interest and investment that had befallen information system. After a task force
reviewed alternatives, OCC decided to join a library consortium, Detroit Area Library
Network (DALNET) operated by Wayne State University with NOTIS as the software
product. ITS is supporting the technology and networking part of the effort. While most
DALNET users have established an independent point-to-point network to support NOTIS,
OCC has chosen to connect WSU's and OCC's front-end processors. This enables any
terminal on the OCC data net' iork to access DALNET using a full-screen session
manager. Users need not know that NOTIS is operating on another institution's
mainframe.

Data Network

The first stage of infrastructure building involved the mainframe computing system. The
second stage involved replacement of the aging Dimension telephone system with a more
modern telecommunication system. Prior to this activity, however, some networking
basics had to be addressed.

ITS management decided that it was in the best long-term interest of the College to
defer any large expansion of the College data network until after the new
telecommunication system cutover. We did, however, decide that any network expansion
would consist of VTAM communications and intelligent workstations. We therefore
converted the College data network from BTAM to VTAM in several phases, the last of
which has only recently been completed. The PROFS initiative provided the opportunity
to implement SDLC connectivity over twisted pair media, and the DALNET project
enabled us to use interactive applications on remote mainframes.

We also faced the challenge of "buying time" with the communication technologies
already in place. Three different technologies were employed, firmware and software
we:e obsolete and inconsistent, wiring was substandard and capacith:ts were exceeded.
Furthermore, movement of the data center several years before had left network
topologies in disarray. To further complicate matters the obsolete network provided
users the opportunity to intervene in network operatior and occasionally cause full
network failure.

* Copies of the OCC PROFS Guide are available from CAUSE.
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The network was upgraded through the purchase of additional equi9ment, firmware and
software upgrades, telephone line conditioning, network reconfiguration, and the VTAM
implementation. The last step 'n the short-term data network activities was adoption of
SIM/GCS as the College SeSSIon manager and 3270 emulation product. Today each
workstation in the College now displays the same multi-session menu.

Telecommunications

The problem of the aging and inadequate Dimension voice communication system was
addressed in mid-1988. Informal discussions and proposals quickly led to the conclusion
that a county-wide Digital Ceriirex solution provided by our local telco was the most cost
effective solution for the College. The savings generated in line costs and, most
especially in leased line data circuits, coupled with release of space and a single source
vendor iwerface were the significant reasons for the choice.

In Febru. .7 1989 the Board approved a proposal for installation of Digital Centrex. The
savings ganerated rovided the opportunity to include voice mail, automated attendant,
station message detail recording and in-house moves and changes. In addition, our sites
are being rewind with shielded twisted pair wiring to accommodate voice and data, as
well as j..- .:s for video.

Our data network will misrate to Datapath services, providing significant improvements
in speed. Likewise, the price of the Cntapath service makes growth possible without
inordinate c:...st increases. The choice of Digital Centrex permits an easy migration to
ISDN when feasible. The flash cutover of nearly 1000 stations will take place in
February 990.

Personal Productivity mctlLabor Enhancements

Many of the infrastructure initiatives revolved around central-site hardware and
software. Coincident with those activities, we worked to improve the penetration of
micro computers at the College. Three separate major proposalF amounting to more than
$1 million have been approved by the Board. The majority of these initiatives have
involved improvements in vocational/technical discipline areas.

Prier to 1987 our only student laboratories were in vocational/technical areas. For this
reason we began improvements here. This permitted the College to 'take advantage of
Perkins Act matching funds and to redistribute older technology into support areas where
no technology had previously existed. This "trickle-down" approach L., employed
whenever possible in order to make the greatest penetration.

During this period ITS also established software standards of WordPerfect and Quattro,
and installed those packages and a standard menu on nearly 100 machines. For dial-up
users, ProComm was selected and installed. Pell-link and SNAP-II software was provided
for Financial Aid.

Again in response to ATS recommendations, considerable training in all standard
packages and PROFS hay been conducted or coordinated using both user computing
consultants and faculty. Faculty training in courseware development tools was
coordinated with an outc!cle consultant.



&wort Services

The ATS called for increased distribution of information and help for users. A newsletter
approach was chosen as one vehicle for spreading the word. Named by a faculty member
it a college wide competition, TIDBITS (Timely Information Dispensed By Information
and Telecommunication Systems r is now published quarterly.

ITS is in he process of releasing its first user guide to information technology at OCC.
This palmation provides users with a "how to" approach to using our varied technology
services. In addition to the user guide, we are developing a document listing all
production reports received by each administrator. This document will provide users
with an overview of the types of reports available upon request.

Designed to improve responsiveness to information technology problems and questions, a
Help Desk, instituted In 1988, currently responds to nearly 800 calls per month. Help
Desk calls are screened for urgency and assigned and tracked to completion. A standard
request form for services is also tracked by an online awlication; ITS processes over
1,200 work . _quests each year.

Selection of a college vendor for microcomputer maintenrnce and repair .1. improved
service while reducing costs. Users call the Help Desk with a repair request, and the
Help Desk then dispatcher the service to the site. Billing is coordinated by ITS.

As penetration of personal computers progressed, a campus rotation scheoule for user
computing consultants was instituted. The scheduled rotation times are published to
users who may request "hands on" help by placing a call to the Help Desk.

Personal purchase discounts have been arranged with IBM, Arlie and Zenith. Numerous
license site agreements have also been arranged for personal computer software.

In 1988, The League for Innovation in the Community College and IBM sponsored a
"Competition for Excellence." We encouraged our faculty to submit proposals and helped
edit and finalize the forms. As a result, OCC had more entries than any other
community college, and two winners.

Where We Are

Until 1988, 11 S had relied heavily on the recommendations of the ATS and internal annual
tactical planning to build the infrastricomre and support services previously mentioned.
The ATS had ident'c - _1 the 1"ck of comprehensive information systems planning as one of
the key root problems. ITS believed that information systems planning had to be an
integral part of college-wide strate,, planning. However, since the college-wide
activity had not begun, we engaged in an internal planning process that would eventually
bee Ime incorporated into the college-wide plan.

Early in 1989, the College bega.: its overall strategic planning process. Because of the
centrality of the academic mission to the institution, the first phase was preparation of
an Academic K. 'ter Plan through the goals stage only. Administrative units have just
responded to the Academic Master Plan, with ITS being responsible for developing
college-wide information technology plans. Early in 1990 the combined academic and
administrative plans will be turned into strategies for the College to follow over the next
five years.
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Our internal planning and the ATS have served us well. We found little conflict with
earlier planning efforts once the Academic Master Plan was released. Our earlier
activity readily fit into the administrative planning effort and, in fact, made our work
easier.

Both our day-to-day involvements and our long-term objectives require considerable
expenditures. The College was recently blessed with a one-time lump acquisition of
capital, but shrinking state funding will continue to put pressure on operating revenues.
Thus human resources and all recurring funding items are left shortchanged.

The College has now been in existence for 25 years. Bricks and mortar are deteriorating;
all units of the College have less than adequate support staff; the College Faculty Master
Agreement and corresponding pay and overload requirements seem to require all new
recurring dollars. Information technology improvements thus compete for scarce
resources. To this point we have been fortunate in putting forth adequate plans so that
our initiatives have been supported. But the future promises no resources for which to
compete, unless alternate sources of funds are identified.

What Have We Learned?

Progress in the implementation of tethoology is far easier without the "excess
baggage" of the past practicein other words, if there is less penetration of
tec: zology the opportunity for change and transformation are easier. Conversely,
the process of educating unsophisticated users is time-consuming and difficult.

The absence of a sc,Ihisticated and integrated institutional planning process has not
necessarily hampered our activities. An advocacy plan works, at least for a while.
In the case of OCC, the Application Transfer Study served that purpose.

Some of our initiatives might have been easier if we had known our climate and
curtore better. From the lay Board of Trustees to the custodian, the College has
long held a "small" view of itself. Although the current administration understands
the fallacy of that perspective, dealing with the autonomous processes at seven sites
in the application of technology was a staggering problem. In our efforts to provide
service we of ton suffer from a misconception on the part of users that we are
seeking power.

Without appropriate leadership in information technology our efforts would have
failed. Although hampered by lack of support staff, the overriding vision and
experience of the ITS ;nanagement team is essential. Filling the leadership positions
first has proved to be an overwhelmingly successful strategy.

The combination of in-house and outside experience can make up for lack of staff
size and depth. OCC has made judicious use of consultants, but finding the right
group is key. Once identified, consultants can provide services in many areas
performing in-house teckikal training, working side by side with staff, analyzing
specific problem areas and conducting mini-needs assessments.

As noted earlier, ITS established a system of advisory councils. While this process
works for ITS-related business, the integration of technology into other college
functions required a different approach. Effective this year, ITS administrators now
sit on all major college councils: administrative servicw, student services, academic
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services and research. Thus ITS is apprised and involved at early stages of activities
in other areas that may require technology.

What Do We Face?

System and network integration, and managing the technology behind this
integration, loom as our biggest challenges. "Islands of technology" still exist,
though they are not as pervasive as ir more mature institutions.

C iven the dispersal of our campus sites, the network must provide the conduits that
bring technology to classrooms, desktops, libraries and support service areas. 'rte
believe our digital Centrex decision is a sound one. The ability to migrate to
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) is particularly appealing since
incremental costs will not be as great as if another solution had been the ;.tn.

Integrated information systems, currently beilig proposed, will bring technological
improvements to the management of the College. These systems will bring to the
OCC administration a common base of informaticx. ici operate the College. These
systems may also induce significant and positive organizational change.

The OCC faculty has been slow to adopt technological approaches in the classroom.
Faculty members are even more reticent in the area of courseware development. We
have concluded that we must provide some incentives to faculty in order to achieve a
greater infusion of technology into the instructional process, e.g., personal
computing capability, release time for curricula development, readily available
consultdtion and training on iiiVructionai technology issues. We must also guarantee
and demonstrate thr.'. the needed infrastructure is in place. To address these issues,
the college-w:.ie instructional advisory committee membership will be broadened to
include more faculty.

-- Finally, we must continue to develop advocates for the creative uses of technology
and push for the integration of technolov planning into the College's strategic
planning efforts. These activities promote value-added applications for the end user.

The progress made in applying technology to '..)CC's goals and mission over the short span
of three years has been remarkable, bringing major transformations in the work
performed and services delivered throug:iout the College. The technology infrastructure
and direction is in place, and support services are now expected. The foundation has
been laid for the future.
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IMPLEMENTING A CAMPUS COMPUTING PLAN

Dr. Michael D. Richards, Vice President for College Relations
Dr. Chandler Whitelaw, Director of Computing Service
Mr. Glen Pryor, Director of Administrative Computing

Southern Utah State College
Cedar City

Utah

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a comprehensive computing master
plan for academic and administrative computing, including
interfacing with existing technology, goals and
objectives, networking approaches, organizational
impacts, and resource strategies that have been
implemented at a mid-size, four-year college. Three
years of consensus building and education among various
campus constituencies were invested in the plan.
Physical design, functional requirements, organizational
issues, and policy issues are described. The process of
developing and implementing the plan, as well as six
months experience with it in place, are reviewed and
analyzed. This paper is directed to computing and
planning administrators from small-sized and medium-
sized institutions.
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IMPLEMLNTING A CAMPUS COMPUTING PLAN

= . 011 '9 1 -1

The InEtuttution and Computing

Although computing has taken a central role at nearly every
institution of higher education, each struggles with the pressure
to provide modern computing services with limited resources and
with competing priorities. Southern Utah State College is no
exception to this common problem. With enrollments growing as high
as five percent each year (jumping by 22 percent this year), in a
state with severely limited resources for higher education, SUSC
has had to respond with a deliberate plan for campus computing.
The College is a comprehensive, four-year institution with 3,600
students, 130 faculty, 80 baccalaureate and vocational degree
programs, and two master's degree programs. The College is about
200 miles from any similar institution.

Seven years ago, SUSC obtained all administrative computing
services via a microwave umbilical to a sister institution 300
miles away. As computing evolved, its fractional development
prompted the College to a unified, cohesive approach for all
computing. Because of its size and limited resources, the College
was unwilling to allow separate planning or completely independent
functions. Thus a comprehensive master plan for campus computing
was developed and implemented. Unger the framework of the plan,
administrative computing occurs on the campus VAXcluster, academic
computing is decentralized with local area networks, phase 1 of a
fiber optic network is in place, and a student-to-microcomputer
ratio of 18:1 has been achieved. Equally important, SUSC is
organized for computing and for its future in systems integration.

Academic Decentralization

Talking, tension, and consensus building, particularly as the
computing master plan was developed, resulted in decentralized
academic computing shaped to the needs of academic departments.
With the assistance of an ad hoc committee of faculty and staff,
and an outside consultant, the administration was persuaded that
a student fee, as well as state appropriations, should .:und

academic computing. On thi- basis, a request for proposals was
issued to install an Ethernet fiber optic network connecting the
major academic facilities and to purchase microcomputers and
peripheral equipment for three new local area networks (LANs).
Figure 1 illustrates the present physical layout of computing under
the master plan. In future years, as resources allow, the fiber
network will connect all buildings; and all computing will be
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linked to the network.

Academic computing is distributed through LANs and
laboratories. Five LANs are operational, including three in the
School of Business (one of which is for computer assie-ed design),
one in the School of Science, and one in the Library. The School
of Science also operates an Apple lab and a VAX terminal lab. The
School of Arts and Letters and the School of Education provide
Apple labs that have not yet been connected to the network.
Further, faculty offices in the Scl.Nol of Business and in some of
the other departments of the College have mi.:rocomputers connected
to the network. Departmental and open access hours of use are
published.

Decentralization has evolved as campus computing matured.
Fach department has wanted to shape its own computing destiny, but
resources have been limited. What has emerged for the academic
departments is centralized computing in a distributed environment.
Technical support is centralized in one or two staff; applications
support is provided by several faculty members. As a result, users
look to the central services of academic computing for training,
maintenance. and general support.

Administrative Centralization

In 1984, SUSC acquired the Series Z administrative software
from Information Associates (IA). A year later, the State of Utah
contracted with IA for statewide licensing of the software for
higher education administration. In addition, FOCUS has been added
as the fourth generaticyl language and report writer for the campus.
All of the major software modules that IA has developed are
installed at SUSC and supported by a staff of about 2.5 full time
employees (FTE). The college has placed responsibil"-y on the
users for the applications of IA software. The Student Information
System (SIS) is a responsibility of the registrar's and financial
aid offices; Financial Records (FRS) is a responsibility of the
controller's office; Human Resources (HRS) is a responsibility of
the business and personnel offices; Alumni/Development (ADS) is a
responsibilit of the development office; and Loan Management (LMS)
is a responsibility of the loan collections office.

Campus Computing Network

The fiber optic backbone network connects the major campus
buildings. The buildings contain a variety of local area networks
connected to building backbone networks. These building networks
are connected to the campus fiber optic network through bridges.

The fiber optic network is supplemented in two ways. First,
the microwave system of the State of Utah connects SUSC to the
University of Utah and from there to the Internet. Faculty, staff,
and students can, thereby, access national networks. Interlibrary
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loan and a nnation exchanges can also be expedited through the
microwave system. The link reduces SUSC's geographic isolation and
makes possible improved services to the campus.

Tie second supplement to the fiber network is a terminal
network that was initially installed about six years ago. Managed
by a DCA 355 communications processor, this network has about 300
terminal lines to residence halls, terminal labs, administrative
offices and classrooms. Various applications can be accessed
through the terminal network. As the campus grows, additional
terminal lines can be added to the terminal network or to the fiber
optic network through terminal servers.

Through the campus fiber network, faculty and staff can access
on-line course, financial, and other management information. In
addition, all users have access to various VAX/VMS tools such as
word processing, database management, fourth generation report
writers, and statistics packages.

A variety of academic services are also supported through the
campus network. The College provides programming languages such
as COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC, Pascal, C and LISP; computer assisted
drafting, and a variety of word processing, spreadsheet, graphics,
desktop publishing, statistics, and database packages. Electronic
mail is available campus-wide, and a variety of specific courseware
and public domain applications are also provided.

Functional Organization and Support Resources

Figure 2 illustrates the functional organization of SUSC
computing in a stack diagram that begins at its base with hardware
and concludes at the top with separate application "arms," one
administrative, the other academic courseware. Providing service
for hardware platforms, operating systems, network communications,
and some utility software has been the responsibility of two FTE
staff and many student operators in the Office of Campus Computing
Services. Two additional staff are dedicated to the administrative
applications, and two are responsible for academic computing.

Ideally, each operating system should have staff support.
Network communications and software applications might, likewise,
have dedicated, specific staff support. The College is unable to
provide levels of support that are demanded by everyone, but much
has been done to meet basic levels of operation.

While the diagram illustrates the integration of SUSC's
computing functions, it also highlights the complexity of academic
computing applications. Courseware is curriculum specific. One
or two FTE staff cannot by themselves support, maintain, and
integrate all of the courseware appropriate to the curriculum. One
or two FTE staff can, however, coordinate courseware technical
support and provide needed assistance wits network communications
to augment academic computing.
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The key to the success of integrating computing in the
curriculum is the faculty. As faculty members feel comfortable
with technology and with the instructional applications of
computing, integration begins. Thus, SUSC determined that position
announcements for new faculty would include duties regarding
computing. Further, a fraction of at least one faculty FTE
position in each "computer-active" department would be assigned to
courseware implementation and support. Therefore, at least one
member in each computer-active department would have a specific
duty to support courseware and integrate computing in the
department's curriculum.

A dilemma for the College, and perhaps for all small/medium-
sized institutions, is how to distribute computing with limited
resources and competing priorities. Every department cannot be
adequately supported. Technical support for computing trails in
priority the need for better faculty salaries, more library books,
and modern instructional equipment. Broad-based planning and
extensive coordination has been necessary to balance resources and
priorities and to recommend a feasible direction.

The Planning Process

Computing Steering Committee

In 1987, the College established a computing steering
committee, comprised of faculty and staff, to recommend computing
policy and to coordinate computing activity in a planned, cohesive
fashion. Two users groups--administrative and academic--were also
formed. The Steering Committee developed the computing master
plan, assisted by a graduate class in management information
systems. The graduate students provided research on specific
issues which the Steering Committee suggested. As a class, each
student made a presentation to the committee, and many of their
recommendations have been included in the master plan.

Computing Survey and Data Collection

With the encouragement of the Steering Committee, the academic
users group surveyed each department to determine the extent of
computing activity on campus. The survey found that nearly 18% of
the curriculum was "computer-active" with faculty requiring or
recommending computing in their classes. Other specific findings,
included in the plan, formed a database and point of reference for
future assessment. Further, the master plan included exhaustive
data for two years of VAXcluster utilization. F.,r tle first time,
the College had data on all its computing services.
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The Ranter plan contains the following goals and objectives
for the next three years.

1. Extend the fiber optic network to all buildings.
2. Develop all the capabilities of IA software.
3. Complete LANs in three buildings.
4. Implement internal maintmance and repair functions.
5. Compile and analyze student LAN utilization data.
6. Develop through FOCUS a menu-driven decision support

system.
7. Assist users with training and reference materials.
8. Continue to improve computing access for faculty and

students.
9. Assist faculty in integrating computing into the

curriculum.
10. Prepare a budget detail and configuration for processor

upgrade.

Problems

The computing master plan encountered three major problems.
The first, impacting administrative computing, was one of matching
the physical limits of the central processors with user demands in
a fiscal environment that will not allow a processor upgrade for
18 months. Usage constraiats and other management actions have
been taken to "get by," and increased support from the State is
being requested.

Academic computing has the difficulty of not clearly
understanding all its needs and objectives in terms of workstations
and applications. It is further handicapped by a lack of funding
to fully operate LANs and provide service in other areas of the
campus. The plan recommends increasing student fees for equipment
acquisitions and seeking State support for operating funds.

The third problem is the human relations of computing and
planning. Individual preferences on issues of philosophy, resource
allocation, orranization--indeed, nearly every topic, created some
discord and dL ;rust. To some people, the plan was a challenge of
control. In the end, academic computing decentralized in order to
govern itself; yet now, even that decentralization has been "re-
centralized" to some degree.

thinning clutcomee

Organizational Implications

The nester plan recommended an organizational change to better
reflect actual lines of responsibility. The Steering Committee
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proposed that administrative computing remain under the direction
of the Executive Vice President for Financial Affairs, that
academic computing be a responsibility of the Provost, and that
computing services (computer center and campus network) report to
College Relations. Figure 3 illustrates the new organizational
structure. The Steering Committee provides a coordination and
policy role.

policy Issues,

Implementing the master plan raised several issues of policy
which the Steering Committee addressed. The first was how to place
usage constraints on the VAXcluster. Without a processor upgrade
for 12 to 18 months, action was needed to extend the capacity of
the existing processors. The master plan recommended a number of
constraints, includiL7 limiting IA applications, batch processing
and tape back-up to off hours, limiting FRS closings and reports
to weekends, and acquiring alternate equipment for Series Z
reports.

A unified approach to the standardization of hardware,
software, and peripheral equipment was adopted not only to assist
with acquisitions of equipment, but also to simplify repairs and
servicing under a new, internal maintenance prograu.

In the past, the College has been unable to accurately
identify all expenditures for computing. With the encouragement
of the Steering Committee, the Management Information Systems (MIS)
class of graduate students researched resource allocation models
and procedures and recommended imprwements in the structure of the
College accounting object codes

Finally, more responsibility was placed on revitalizing the
users groups to determine their objectives and needs. The Provost,
for example, actively works with the academic users; and each users
group has taken its role more seriously.

QQnclusion

With a singular approach to campus-wide computing services,
SUSC has implemented a plan within a campus environment of limited
resources and competing priorities. The plan is an essential guide
for all types of computing and will allow SUSC to remain
competitive in the dynamic world of computing technology.
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FIGURE 2
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in a
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through an

Integrated Voice and Data Network
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Abstract

Drew University is a militantly liberal arts school
that has implemented a pervasive technology system
that includes computing and a fully integrated voice
and data network (all students, faculty, and staff
have pc's, voice and data connections, voice and
data mail systems, and a range of network services).
This system was designed and implemented wtttin the
context of general university plans. In addition,
all technology operations report to the same person
(who is :oleo the chief wiversiti planning officer)
that results in a more coordinated, powerful, and
cost effective decision process than otherwise
possible.

In general, when technology is seen as a tool rather
than as technology per se, when implementation is
seen as a human rather than as a technological
endea/or, and when technology can lead demand rather
than react to it, the role of technology systems
becomes central to institutional strategies.
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The Context

nu; fundamental goal of liberal education is to teach
peopla to think. An educated and thinking person
systematically, logically, and creatively assesses available
information. With the glut of information (the "information
age") education has tended to become specialized and narrow.

The possibility for educational revolution through
computer and network related technology is substantial. The
nature of this revolution has to do with effective access to
broad areas of knowledge, and the ability to communicate
efficiently about them. Computer and networking technology
is a tool for liberal education. This tool is not the
personal computer or the library automation system or
software or the academic computing center; rather it is the
integrated use of all these components. In addition, if we
are to prepare our students to make a contribution to an
increasingly technological world, they must make use of
technological tools a part of their lifestyle. This does not
make our liberal arts students technologists; it does make
them more capable, thinking people in their everyday life.

Drew is an independent university of 2200 students,
including an undergraduate school, a graduate school, and a
theological school. The university is described as
"militantly liberal arts," and has exhibited uhe usual
unwillingness to support any undergraduate c4gree program
that smacks of professionalism. Indeed, the decision to allow
a major in Computer Science within the mathematics department
was made relatively recently and only after much faculty
agony.

The seeming anomaly, then, is that in 1983; the k.ollege
faculty voted, with only one dissenting vote, to implement
the "Computer Initiative." This initiative was taken as a
result of research and planning efforts that identified the
widespread use of personal computer technology as an
educationally important and valuable strategic opportunity.
The CI, as it is called, provides every entering freshman
with a complete computer paaage: a fully configured pc
systeni, printer, and software. This package, including
hardy .re and software, is the personal property of the
student. The CI was followed in 1987 with a decision to
implement the Knowledge Initiative: a pervasive
implementation of a communications and information processing
network system that optimises every individual's ability to
access, process, and unmunicate information,

2
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Implementing the Knowledge Initiative

While it is typical to think entirely in terms of
text-based communications systems (e.g. computers and data
networks), this approaca overlooks the obvious fact that
spoken language is an important, rich, and indeed necessary
form of communication. Indeed, since computer technology has
now been applied to voice communication, this form of
communication may for the first time be integrated in a
meaningful way into communication network design. Current
generation telephone instruments are in fact computers,
digitising voices before sending any signal over the wires.
Feature-buttons (e.g. hold, transfer, conference, forwarding,
etc.) are actually digital signaling that send a command over
those same wires. Similarly, turning lights on nest to
buttons is a command signal. Voice processing technology
(e.g. voice wail, audiotes, automated attendants) is in
reality computer CPU's with disk drives rated in hours (of
voice) rather than in megabytes or gigabytes of e;orage.
Thus, aoc only is the control of voice based information more
akin to that which we are used to using effectively with text
based systems. but the possibilites for true integrati'n of
functionality with data systems very high.

Our general concept is tclofold: a) information processing
and exchange is the cost fundamental activity of an
educational institution; and b) one should be free to chc-se
the information exchange method (voice or data, immediate or
delayed) which best fits the communication need. Thus, for
example, a library search would logically be an interactive
data session; the submission of a student paper wou-d be
delayed (electronically-mailed) data session; a clarification
of a course assignment would be simultaneous voice
communication; an' a clarification to a class of an
assignment by a faculty member would be delayed (voice -mail)
voice communication. And of course, the ability to have
simultaneous voice and data communications would be a real
value in some contexts, such as for a professor and student
to be discussing a library automation search reference list
on-screen.

We were guided by both the educational and the
technological principles as we examined communication network
alternatives. The typical choice for data communication is a
broad band network of some form. Fiber and Ethernet are
among the common university buzz words. Similarly,
telephones are telephones and are generally believed to be
low-tech twisted-pair creatures. Rather than starting with
technology, however, we began with our needs. In our
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environment, we projected that the typical situation 'mad be
a relatively high proportion of our 2100 users active at any
one time, but the.? would be carrying out relatively low
volume data transfer tasks (e.g. smaller text tiles, not
multiple screens of high resolution graphics). Oar ultimate
design need was to allow all 2100 users to simultaneously
!send several hundred bytes without system response
degradation. Packet-based data networks (e.g. Ethernet) are
notoriously poor performers in this type of many
user/moderate traffic situation; they perform superbly in the
reverse situation (relatively few users sending large
"chunks" of data). Contrarily, switched networks can handle
the many user/moderate traffic scenario easily because
moderate transmission rates (e.g. less than 64 kb) handle
smaller amounts of information easily. In addition,
because current phone systems also use switched network
technology we had an opportunity to develop the integration
of voice and data services in a way that would not be
possible with a separate voice and data network.

Serious plant. ag for this system began with a lengthy
national search for telecommunications/networking consultant
support. After careful evaluation we selected Telegistics,
Inc as having the best match of capabilities with our needs,
and we began using their services in 1987.

The first step was the development of a "request for
information" (RFI). Rather than invest heavily in the
development of detailed technical specifications applicable
to the many switch vendors, we put out an RFI that described
what we wanted to accomplish, what our concerns were (e.g.

virtually non-blocking switch, digital technology,
integration of voice and data, timeline, etc.) and had
vendors inform us of what they had to offer, optimal design
scenarios, etc. From these response we examined hardware
and software, and put out an RFP to those who appeared to
have the technical capability and support apparatus necessary
to implement the project. The RFI responses were a binding
part cr? all following RFP responses.

Evaluation of the proposals and selection of the vendor
was based on a multitude of factors. In general, three
factors were used to screen and rank vendors; for the highest
ranked on these two additional factors were applied. The
first factor was the user interface. Of primary concern to
us was the "humanness" of the system. While there are many
aspects to this critical dimension, one example of this is
that people are not effective tiers of "pound/star" commands
on telephones (e.g. to pick up a call dial *6). For this
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reason, we specified that telephone station equipment must
have software defined and labeled feature keys (e.g. a
separate button on the phone labeled "tLansfer"). We
ultimately concluded that there must be at least 10 such keys
available. Similarly, establishing a network data connection
had to be not much more complicated than turning on a pc with
communications software loaded.

Sec..nd was the system performance. In this category fit
various aspects of the te-hnology itself: data throughput
rate; number of simultaneous users of voice and data
services; degree to which system sulancing or engineering
had to be continually done to saint/di adequate performance;
the ease of use of network management software; etc. Again,
we were less interested in specifying the technical
attributes of the system than specifying the performance
standards of the system.

The third general evaluation factor was future potential.
This included two components: the adequacy of the design for
the middle-term future (e.g. ease of ability to support ISDN,
availability of software development tools on the switch,
etc.); and the second was the service and maintenance
availability, longevity, and cost. We required evidence of a
prior history of satisfied maintenance customers, guarantees
of long-term availability of parts for expansion or
enhancement and repair, and governors on maintenance cost
escalation.

For the top five RFP respondents, a fourth and fifth
evaluation factor were applied. The fourth was partnership
potential. We knew that we would need an active and on-going
relationship with the vendor(s) to develop system
enhancements appropriately and keep the system reasonably
current for the longer term. We could not afford to be
supporting the needed development activities alone but wanted
a vendor who would be willing to use our system as a location
to cooperatively develop and test software and hardware. We
described this as an interest in partnership.

The final factor was price. As with any educational
institution, price matters; moreover, we needed a system that
optimized the price/performance/humanness trade-of:.
We were not willing to make significant concessions on any of
these factors.

We evaluated proposals from 14 corporations, including
switching and telecommunications hardware from ATT, IBM,
Intecom, NEC, and Northern Telecom; and computing hardware
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from DEC and IBM. Ultimately we chose to forge a partnership
with Bell Atlanticom, Intecom, Octal, and Digital, and later
with NCI for network services and DRA for library automation.
All were committed to creating a one-of-a-kind national
showcase demonstrating a fully integrated educational data
and voice communications network. While many very visible
high technology universities have implemented components of
this system, no school has to date implemented a completely
pervasive system that provides full functionality to every
student, faculty member, and staff office.

The system we installed is a simultaneous voice/data
network that is fully non-blocking (that is, all 2100 people
can have a simultaneous voice and data connection with no
network performance degradation), and that provides a
"connection" for every person on campus. The system provides
the following four functional components: (1) a data network
linking the three computing centers (academic,
administrative, and library), all PCs on campus, ana external
networks (including BITNET); (2) a network server that
provides electronic mail, various databases and information
services, etc.; (3) a more effective voice system that .'lows
full and timely communication among all members of the
campus community through an expansion of current phone
service, diract inward dialing, improved forwarding/
answering, cost accounting, etc.; and (4) a voice processing
facility including voice mail, audiotex (to deliver standard
information to internal and external publics), automated call
routing, etc. The system includes an Intecom 880 with about
5000 ports (2500 flex-IM ports), an Octel Aspen voice mail
system; and a VAX 6330 running All-in-1, DRA library
automation software, Alexis call accounting software, and
other network services.

In very concrete terms this system is visible to the
individual on campus through a "station" that includes a
fancy phone with function buttons and the student's personal
computer. The phone is in fact digital and uses the same
binary communication method that computers use. It gives the
student full-featured voice capabii.ty (e.g. conference
calling, forwarding, etc.) and ioice mail, while
simultaneously connecting the pc to every other pc on campus,
to a data network that includes All-in-1 as the e-mail
system, library automation, network connections to other
campuses around the world, and a variety of other services
including telling you how full the moon is.

The system, including an entirely new cable plant, all
new building wiring, building of a new network renter,
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installation of all hardware and software was completed in 10
weeks through heroic efforts of all involved, beginning on
about May 25. We began training of faculty and staff on
about August 15, and with all students on about September 1.
In all cases, voice and voice mail were taught first,
followed by network services.

Iw7act and Implications

There are six outcomes of this system worth special note.
First, the system has further blurred the distinction between
academic and administrative technology services. While the
extremes can still be identified (e.g. the payroll database
is clearly administrative and the use of symbolic equation
manipulation software is clearly academic), most technology
services (networking, pc's, etc.) are used by all nzculty,
staff, and students. As such, staffing has been largely
merged and traditional distinctions among areas largely
eliminated.

Second, the system at this time may be thought of as a
fairly complete roadway with many vehicles on it; at the same
time it is clear that we have hardly begun the process of
putting up the roadsigns (appropriate software applications)
and building exit ramps (to special purpose processors, e.g.
unix or graphic statior4). This will develop with time, out
of the imaginations of our people.

Third, one should anticipate demand and put in hardware
and software before it is universally demanded. This is
important for two reasons: a) in the typical case, one or two
departments begin experimenting with the use of information
systems technology and invest in hardware and software; the
general interest grows and the university tries to put in a
coherent system, but must fight turf-like battles over which
technology is best, and then whether to spcad enormous
amounts of money trying to link dissimilar systems or throw
away the investment by tossing out existing systems; and b)
putting in networking systems piecemeal is very expensive on
a per unit basis compared with fully designing and
implementing a network system designed to optimize needed
functionality and minimize compatibility issues. In our case
we have acted on personal computers, networking, and
telecommunications systems before the demand curve rose. As
a result we have established the standard that, though not
everybody agrees is the one best one, is certainly in
everyone's interest to be compatible with. We have done all
this at a cost of perhaps one-third that which ,could normally
be expended for similar functionality in a more typical
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situation.

Related to the first three is the fourth: never
underestimate the potential need for additional staff
support. As line distinctions blur, the need for the
development of hardware and software integration grows.
Similarly, given a versatile network, the opportunities
for new applications to make more effective use of the
network grows. Both of these are natural and important. One
must then balance the new unmet need against the potential
cost of development. We, frankly, have tremendous demand for
software development that we cannot meet without a number of
staff development additions that we cannot now afford. To
our way of thinking this is not a crucial problem. This
problem would not exist if we had a less capable network.
Should we, therefore have put in a less complete network? We
could have done that, but at ...gnificant longer term cost.
Must we immediately meet all need? As long as everyone
recognizes that the current system accomplishes much that was
never before possible, and that there will be systematic
development of software over time, then the answer is no.
However, this is a non-trivial credibility and political
issue that must be attentively managed.

Fifth, the system is complex and expensive to rur on the
other hand these expenses were largely anticipated and,
because of the inclusion of phone service in the network
system, self-amortizing by the application of phone use fees.
We would not have been able to afford to put in and maintain
a data-only system because fees for its use would not have
been appropriate; however, by applying normal residential
rates to telephone service sufficient revenues are generated
to largely cover system c at over a seven to ten year period.

Finally and most importantly, always remember that the
key to the successful integration of technology into an
educational environment lies not with technology but with the

ple. Avoid beina undue excited by technology itself, but
do become excited by what cechnology can do for education and
for the preparation of educated people. Pay more attention
to preparing people through preparatory information,
accessible training, and ready support. Certainly some
hardware or software is easier to learn to use than others,
but based on current options this is a minor concern. The
important factors are not ease of use or quality of graphics
display; rather they are how educated people think and
approach information. This is not to say that the technology
is irrelevant, but that the key to success is to look at all
technological endeavors as human endeavors.
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Abstract

Three years ago a paper was presented which 4iscussecl the establishment of an
IRM organization at Cal State L.A. and initiated a strategic planning process for
information technology defining parameters for three major projects (a new digital
telecommunications system; OASIS, a new administrative system; and instructional
technology). At this point, the University is well into implementation of these
me i-year projects.

The . niversity continues to be serious about meaningful strategic planning and in
an effort to learn more from our experience, bath successes and failures, this paper
offers a retrospective view. This analysis is a deep view of what was done, how it
was done, what worked, what did not, and what might have been done differently.
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The Best Laid Plans . . .

An Implementation Retrospective

hanging=
Three years ago, the proce s of establishing an Information Resources Management (IRM)
organization, introducing a pa, ticipative strategic planning model for information technology (IT),
and initiating three major multi-year information technology projects at California State University,
Los Angeles (CSLA) was documented.' In the ensuing thirty-six months, the IRM organization
has matured, the strategic planning process has evolved, and the projects are well on the way to
completion. This paper will examine the organizational experiences of the past three years, note
how the planning process has changed, and list the major successes and failures from the
information technology projects.

arsanizathinaLjkarbamm,

The IRM organization at CSLA was first established in late 1985 by combining several information
resource functions previously located in Academic Affairs and Administration into a single unit led
by a Vice President for Information Resources Management.

A comparison of the current organization chart to that of Fall 1986 (See Figures 1 and 2) reveals
that some "settling in" and regrouping have occurred but that basic functions have changed little.
Four significant changes do appear: (1) Telecommuc ications, Reprographics and Mail Services
now form a Communications Services unit; (2) Acach mic Technology Support now incorporates
both instructional computing and instructional media support departments; (3) the Academic
Information Services leader has been elevated to an Assistant Vice Presidency; and, (4) strategic
planning administration has become a formally defined function within the Office of the Vice
President.

Figure 1
IRM Organization Chart
Cal State L.A.
December 1988
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The establishment of Communications Services reflects the installation of the telecommunications
system p.ad its importance to the campus as a whole. It also indicates the growing impact the
can network has on both Reprographics and Mail Services. The second change, the fusing of
media and instructional computing into an academic technology unit, accommodates both the
planning and the delivery of instructional support. Media and computing tend to blend as images
are created, stored and transmitted. Third, the creation of an Assistant Vice President for IRM,
Academic Information Services recognizes the need fora policy level support person to focus upon

Figure 2
IRM OrginIzatIon Chart
Cal State LA.
December 1982
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information technology issues that are of primary importance in instruction and research. Finally,
dedicating a director level position within IRM to strategic planning illustrates the institutional
commitment to planning and to closely linking IRM goals and objectives to the institutional

Perhaps the most important changes, however, have occurred in the organizational culture of the
IRM unit. The Assistant Vice Presidents (AVPs) and Directors have come to function reasonably
well as a team and employ a matrix approach to problem solving and resource allocation with some
skill. Personal integrity, a &sire to serve clients, forthright communication, and hard work can be
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legitimately claimed as organizational values. The necessity to find the time to plan and to follow-
up activities with meaningful evaluation is recnnized as an important part of the fabric of the IRM
unit.2

The Evolution of Planning Methodology

The first ilibazategiaiaa for CSLA utilizing the Shirley planning methodology was produced in
early 1986 and predated the adoption of a formal planning model by the institution. After
examination and evaluation of various models, the campus chose the Shirley strategic planning
methodology in October 1986. The adaptation of the model to campus needs began with the plan
to plan which called for the development of ten campuswide tactical plans to provide operational
parameters for carrying out the mission and goals of the institution. BIM was one of the
designated tactical planning areas.3

In Fall 1989, the CSLA Strategic Plan was approved and made available to the campus
community. The strategic plan sets forth the mission of the University and elaborates upon it
through statements of relative emphasis. A long term focus for action is provided through
seventeen institutional goals. Drafts of the various tactical plans were also completed and
circulated. The 1RM plan is carefully aligned to support areas and issues which are emphasized in
the CSLA mission statement or specified in formal campus goals.

Unit level plans which collectively encompass all of the goals and objectives in the IRM plan were
developed and are now in place. There are seven such documents, e.g., Academic Technology
Support (ATS), Administrative Support Services (AdSS), Analytical Studies (AS),
Communications Services (CS), Computer Center (CC), Creative Media Services (CMS), and the
Office of the Vice President (OVP). Additionally, each manager produces an annual work plan
which contains measurable objectives directly linked to the unit plans.

To summarize, in Fall 1986 the IRM Strategic Plan contained goals and objectives felt to be
supportive of institutional perspectives. Its format was generally determined by guidelines from
the systemwide Chancellor's Office which mandated an annual Campus Information Resources
Ean (CIRP). By Fall 1989, the 113M Tactical Plan provided a summary of the IRM Strategic Plan
(part of the CIRP), conformed to campus guidelines for institutional tactical plans, was directly
linked to the CSLA Strategic Plan, to the IRM unit plans, and to annual administrator work plans.
It was a campus document reflecting policy, priorities, and resources devoted to information
technology at CSLA. Goals reflected a three to five year horizon and were accompanied by a
projected five year budget. The objectives were written for the current fiscal yftP.: and paralleled
budgeted expenditures.

Project Review,

One of the purposes in creating an IRM unit was to provide leadership in building an integrated
infonnatio. infrastructire which fully supports the instructional, research, communications and
administrative needs of the campus. These information technology needs are being addressed
through three projects.

The three major multi-year information technology thrusts are summarized in the following goal
statements: (1) to plan, coordinate and assist faculty in building an academic computing
infrucructure to meet the needs of CSLA through the 1990's; (2) to plan, justify, procure, install
and operate a state-of-the-art telecommunications system and campuswide network; and (3) to
plan, design, procure, install and operate integrated, relational based administrative applications
systems.
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In Fall 1986 the CSLA academic computing environment consisted of about 400 student
workstations/terminals in 14 labs or classrooms with 2 LANs, 60 faculty workstations, 14
mini/super minicomputers, a Cyber 730 (shared with administrative computing), 200 ports on a
Ganda lf PACX system, four full time support staff, and about 20 student assistants.4 This Fall
the academic information technology environment has 630 student workstations in 33 labs or
classrooms with 16 LANs, approximately 300 faculty workstations, 28 mini/super minicomputers,
an Alliant mini supercomputer, 340 ports on two Gandalfs and an Infotron INX with a bridge to a
Proteon Pronet-10, 17 full time support staff (11 are in ATS and six are in Schools/Departments)
and 45 student assistants. Additionally, annual academic information technology donations to the
campus have tripled to a sum of about one million dollars.

Telecommunications

A Pacific Bell Central Office Centrex providing approximately 2225 telephones which coupled
with a Ganda lf PACX port selector based data network with about 450 connections made up the
communications resources for CSLA in Fall 1986.5 The campus now has a telecommunications
system from Centel Communications Systems consisting of a Northern Telecom Meridian SL -1
PBX with about 2670 telephones, an Infotron INX 4400 medium speed data switch with 250
connections, a Proteon Vronet-10 fiber optic high speed network which supports Ethernet, Token
Ring, Star lan 3BNet and Appleshare LANs, a Digital Sound voice server with 555 voice mail
boxes, and Com Soft system management software running on a Microvax 3600. Additionally, the
Ganda lf PACX with approximately 750 connections is linked to the Infotron INX. 6

Administrative Systems

The administrative computing environment in Fall 1986 consisted ofa variety of CSU developed
Cobol systems, and an Information Associates integrated business system/financial accounting
system (that was significantly modified), operating on the campus Cyber 730. The majority of
applications were batch processing, and there was little integration between different modules.
There were about 250 administrative connections on the the Gandalf. Today, through project
OASIS, a joint development project between IBM, Information Associates (IA), CSLA, California
State University Long Beach, and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, the institution has the alum,:
development system (ADS), the financial records system (FRS) (with a CSU developed front
end), and the student information system (SIS) from Information Associates Series Z applications.
A few other Cobol administrative applications have been converted and a property management
system has been developed in FOCUS. All app!: itions now run on an IBM 4381 T92E. The
Series Z applications are fully integrated ane provide on-line access to about 700 administrative
users and academic departmerts.

Prescriptions. Preventatives. and Postmortems

Strategic Planning

The rapid technological change evident in higher education today, as illustrated by the examples
just enumerated, almost demands that some form of strategic planning be utilized in implementing
information technology initiatives. Such a process must fit the environment of the institution
where it is utilized. At CSLA, the Shirley planning methodology provided a guideline that led to
the development of a process that has adapted well to campus needs, directions and uniqueness.

The planning model called for an internal and external assessment of the campus, including a
values analysis. From this baseline examination and the definition of a vision for the future an
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extended mission statement, goals and measurable objectives, broadly based operational strategies,
and detailed actions plans were developed and put into place. Strong support from the President
and Executive Officers, a focus on University-wide priorities, and broadly based participation have
been essential elements in the planning resulting in pertinent decision making which has led to the
development of meaningful polic, and procedures, and most importantly, enhanced services to the
Uthversity.7 There is a strong belief at CSLA in strategic planning in general and that strategic
planning for IRM works!

Organizational Initiatives

After the establishment of an IRM unit at CSLA in July 1985 and the employment of a Chief
Information Officer (CIO), the first order of business was to pull diverse units of the new
organization together into a cooperative, cohesive, service oriented group. Through the strategic
planning process, immediate emphasis was placed upon an analysis of campuswide information
technology needs, client expectations, existing and potential opportunities /constraints, values of the
newly formed IRM administrative team, and strengths/weaknesses of both the campus and the
IRM unit. This series of exercises resulted in a shared understanding and appreciation of the
magnitude of challenge, some ideas for possible early successes, and a commitment to define and
infuse a culture into the organization that would be supportiv ..if the CSLA mission and also be
meaningful to IRM employees as individuals.8

The basic characteristics that the new IRM organizational culture strives to attain are: a recognition
that responsibility to one's clientele is inherent; to establish an environment where all individuals
are treated with courtesy and respect; fostering a balance between organizational and individual
needs; tying rewards to productive performance; maintaining personal integrity at all times;
maintaining an atmosphere of professionalism; individuals accepting responsibility for contributing
to the solution of problems; an organization providing equitable and consistent service at defined
levels; maintenance of security and integrity of carrpus data bases; and the observance of sound
fiscal procedures in all activities.9

The approach defined here has proven to have been very successful. Overall, good progress has
been made in establishing a culture with similarities to the ideal described above. The morale of
IRM staff members is good, the unit is regarded with respect by the University community, and
there is broad agreement that positive institutional change has taken place in a relatively short time.

Othe: factors contributing to organizational initiatives, more fully described elsewhere, are: the
usage of carefully selected advisory committees; a broadbased participation in decision making; the
emphryment of a campuswide evaluation structure that involves every IRM unit on a monthly
basis; frequent internal evaluation of administrative projects and unit objectives; and providing
external and internal feedback on a regular basis.10

In hindsight, there are two initiatives which, had they been done, very probably would have
enhanced the progress made to date. The first involves the establishment of user liaison positions
in AdSS. This was initially planned but put on hold when requested positions were not
forthcoming. The role and function of these positions are demanded and are not carried out as well
as they might be by project managers and programmer/analysts whose primary foc, . is elsewhere.
Secondly, systems seminars, a set of consciousness-raising, change oriented group exercises for
users, were proposed and discussed but not done due to an already extensive primary user training
schedule. Had these group exercises been conducted, some unrest and resistance to change deep
within client organization could have been lessened as process and procedures were altered.11
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When the CSLA 111M unit was formed and three strategic information technology thrustswere set
forth, there was a conscious decision by the President to focus first on the academic infrastructure.
This was the area of greatest need and visibility, where cooperation between IRM, Academic
Affairs, Schools and Departments could most easily be OE: (a concept essential to the success
of all major projects at CSLA) and where th,; reallocatko of institutiona' 'sources was best
accepted. The soundness of this action has been shown again and again. Lally successes here
established an openness to the possibilities the (air.: information technology projects offered. The
cooperative efforts worker' exceptionally well leading to an expectation of cooperationas the basis
for systems implementation. Given the focus on information technology in academic endeavors
faculty members have been very receptive to innovation and to incorporating meaningful
information technology applications into the curriculum.

Several other det. .ons were made early ir '.e project that seem to have been useful. These
include: (1) a determination to move to L .ghly distributed, networked, academic environment
with the individual workstation as the basic access device; (2) allowing diversity but standardizing
application packages whenever general agreement could be attained; (3) providing basic student
access through general labs before focusing on broadbased faculty access; (4) developing targets
based upon an annually constructed course-by-course matrix showing computing requirements
within the curriculum by discipline; a id ;3) establishing the director ATS as the focal point for
planning, funding, implement*. mid operating the information technology infrastructure.

There ate implementation strategies that have also had positive impacts. The cooperative model,
referred to earlier, has allowed functionality and defined needs to drive design as opposed to turf
issues or politics. Having a plan in place, one central contact, and the ability to leverage funding
from va ious sources has made it far easier to work productively with vendors. The primary mode
of faculty training has been to use highly qualified faculty as instructors in formal classes with
hardware/software loaned over an extended period (two quarters). These programs have been set
up in such a manner, that when the training is finished participating faculty may submit proposals
which, if accepted, allow them to keep the workstation and software, 'henever possible,
matching funds are provided, usually by central administration, allowing less affluent departments
to buy into the distribution of information technology resources.

As mentioned early in this paper, Academic Technology Support now includes both instruction::
computing and media support personnel. In addition to the advantages already listed,
organizational blending has permitted media staff to be cross trained and to augment the small
instructional computing staff in support of lab facilities. It has also provided needed networidng
expertise in this area s: Ice media technicians historically provided support for di:: campuswide
video network.

Although a long list of academic infrastructure needs could be complete 1, they are felt to be wore
related to meager state funding than to prior decisions that might have been made differently.

Telecommunications

Both of the other major information technology projects could not be successful without an
operational network being in place within a specified timeframe. Thus, in a very real way, the
'elecommunications project is at the center of the information technology strategic thrust at CSLA.
Given that the major elements of the camrswide network ha been installed close to the
implementation schedule and well within the its needed to support academic and administrative
users, that the voice systems provides significantly enhanced functionality over the centrix, that it
has been very reliab1.3, and drat the voice mail system has been a popular and useful addition, this
very complex project has gone well.
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There are many reasons that have contributed to the success of this undertaidng. Due to a window
of state funding, this pro'ect was underway before the arrival of the CIO. A draft of a generic
request for proposal (RFP) was provided by the State to CS... L. The campus was then asked to
modify that document to fit specifications of the institution. A telecommunications consultant with
significant e tperience in higher education, with the CSU and the State of California was retained.
The CIO selected by the campus had been involved in two other telecommumcations projects at
other universities. The AVP for IRM Jperations who was recruited by the CIO had led the
implementation of a telecom system at another institution. The manager c* telecommunications
hired by the AVP was a professional in the -r-a with over fifteen years of expen 'e. The tasic
RFP was modified to include as many mandatory bid options as possible within _Le guidelines.
The RFP review commit lee consisted of representatives from all areas within db.: University who
were involved in either the procurement ur the installation. The client community was briefed well
be. ere the project began regarding its complexity, its importance, and potential problems which
could arise. Trenching; and wiring were done primarily at night and on weekends to avoid, as
much as possible, the disruption cf classes and administrative work. A train-the-trainer approach
was taken so that ever) academic and administrative department on campus had their own "expert."
Beyond this, extensive hands-on training was provided for anyone who would attend (most people
did!) just before cutover, and continues on an "as requested" basis. The telecom staff worked with
each department to design their own functionality. Once an office configuration was agreed upon,
a formal signature by the department head was obtained. As many classrooms (about one in fly
and offices were wired for data as the budget would allow. Within guidelines, all new instrurr.enta
were provIded to departments without additional costs to them. Where chargebacks wer made,
they were set to cover actual expense and were one time charges, i.e., the actual additional cost of
an upgraded instrument, $300 for a data connection, $100 for a voice mail box, etc. Finally,
ongoing equipment and maintenance costs were covered "off the top" of the state allocation and are
not passed on to departments.

Although the overall assessment of the telecommunications implementation was positive, there
were a number of things that in retrospect could have been done differently and quite possibly
would have made it even better. The generic RFP should have been reviseu well beyond providing
campus specific numbers and adding mandatory options. In some places the layout was confusing
to vendors, in others it was vago 3 allowing bidders too much latitude (this was ezpecially true
regarding the management system), and lie evaluation criteria could have been somewhat more
rigorous. The consultant was prole Ably kept on retainer for too long and the new manager of
telecommunications was not brought on early enough. The usefulness of the consultant lessened
after the vendor was selected and the contract was finalized. The new manager. clearly, should
have been involved in the contract negotiation phase. The contract calls for one full time, on site,
vendor supplied, technical support position. The needs, at lea:,: for the first two years, indicate
that a second position should have been specified. .e number of secondary vendors involved in
the bid probably should have been limited. There are a total of five companies represented in the
complete system, and that is too many for a small staff to easily handle. Six weeks were allotted to
conduct the station review and to design the department configurztions, a minimum of two to three
more weeks should have been allowed. The manasement ystem was far more critical than initially
believed. It should have been in place for three montns before cutover and tested nith a full
compliment of data instead of being available at cutover with limited test data Finally, mg: most
critical timing issue was related to the voice system; this inadvertently resulted in the other
components receiving a somewhat lower level of attention. The same level of intensity was nee led
until all elements of the total system were in place and completely operable.

Administi.Liive Systeim

Project OASIS has enabled CSLA to move away from a 20 year old date processing philosophy
for admimstrative systems into an integrated information systems environment residing on an IBM
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platform. The second phase of OASIS calls for the installation of a completely integrated DB2
based on-line set of administrative applications. The total project is scheduled for completion in
1992.

This joint development project has progressed very well to date. There were a number of actions
that helped account for the success of OASIS. The commitment of the Chancellor's Office and the
three CSU campus1Presidents set the stage initially and continue to providea driving influence for
the project. The cooperation between the information systems and application area staffs of the
campuses have been extraordinary. The support and expertise supplied by IBM and Information
Associates have been excellent. An oversight committee structure consisting of a Steering
Committee (focusing on policy and contract issues), an Operations Committee (focusing on major
implementation issues), and a Technical Committee (focusing on day-to-day technical issues) has
worked well.

At the campus level, the imp'ementation has been guided by task forces made up of users and IRM
staff. Each major module had an affiliated task force. A policy level task force which includtd
two senior faculty members provided liaison with the Academic Senate. This model provided
excellent communication and played a signaficant role in maintaining an ambitious schedule. A
hands-on training room was set up, and extensive training was provided for sy stems implementers
and end users on an on-going basis. Hardware, software and data connections were supplied to
every academic and administrative department in the institution allows tg almost immediate
broadbascd access to the database. A voice ingistratici system was installed permitting many
students n register via touch-tone telephone creating enough good will to more than overcome any
expected "glitches" inherent in a new system. Finally, as this list indicates, the macro level project
management was handled with skill.

As anyone who has ever been involved in a major systems imp ,ez...entation realizes, there are
always lessons to be learned. Although several senior managers ha :I experience in a systems
conversion effort, many of the staff did not. Only a few individual: hai experience in moving
from one hardware vendor to another while doing an applications system conversion.
Consequently the magnitude of the transition from the Cyber to the IBM mainframe and the data
conversion efforts were underestimated. In like manner, as mentioned earlier, greater effort was
needed to prepare the user community to fully understa i issues such as data integrity,
coordination and timing that are critical in integrated systems. Due to these difficulties and to the
fact that the cam,. as experienced a major earthquake early in the implementation, "catch-up"
became an emphasis and project management at the micro level suffered. Although documentation
was better than with the replaced systems, more is needed. This is especially true with Computer
Center operations and in orocedure dev;lopment it, some user areas. The Informs. Jn Associates
Z-writer provided enhanced ad hoc data retrieval capability but was not easily used by a user
community without significant experience in doing ad hoc retrieval before. This was one t the
areas where user liaison positions were greatly needed. Better coordination between Computer
Center operations staff and Facilities Management staff was needed. The new information systems
environment required a far more timely response than was true before, and there nave been
difficulties with environmental systems, 1. :., water, power, And air conditioners, that have
negatively impacted the implementation effort.

T'e largest single problem resulted from an over ambitious dev lopment schedule frx a front end
point-of-sale (POS) system for Cashiering. IBM provided hadware, information Associates
mainframe software, Sales-Point (a third party vendor) software fey the cash registers, network,
and servers, and CSLA did the alpha and beta tests. Due to slippage in delivery of the third party
software, the system was put into operation before being thorouglo.y tested--and predictable
difficulties ensued.
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Miscellaneous Observations

By any measure, the progress in IRM at CSLA over the three year period from Fall 1986 to Fall
1989 has been reasonably impressive. Eight critical success factors were initially listed as being
crucial to the success of the strategic information technology projects. Those factors were:
(1) Top Management Support: The President and Executive Officers have provided direction,
encouragement and resources whicn offer a very visible context for all to see. (2) Project
Leader Ai:). Both IS professionals and end users have performed well. Macro project
management has been excellent and micro lel 'el project management is steadily improving.
(3) Participative Planning. It is difficult to envision CSLA being where it is today in information
technology without the effort that has gone into the planning process and the significant
involvement of many people across the campus. (4) Significant User Involvement. The task
forces have been mentioned and are of great importance. AnotLer aspect of user involvement
focuses on the monthly evaluation of IRM units by their clients. All units have been evaluated
monthly for two years now and the user response rate remains at over 50%. (5) A.,ducation and
Training. A great effort, with meaningful results, has been devoted to training. This area remains
a challenge, and it is clear that further efficiency, effectiveness and innovation are possible if
additional resources can be found. (6) Process, Policy and Procedure Development. It was
anticipated that this would be one of the most difficult challenges, Although much remains to be
done, and mug be done, anequate progress has been made. Both the task forces and the IRM
advisory committee structure are credited with major contributions. (7) Timely
Telecommunications Installation. All deadlines were met with time to spare. The basic building
blocks for the CSLA information technology infrastructure are now in place. The challenge now is
to tie as many individuals to the infrastructure as quickly as is possible. (8) Funding. To date,
through sacrifice, careful planning, good management and extraordinary cooperation, funding has
been secured for these projects. The demands are on going, and the campus must look to the State
to recognize the :mportance of information technology in ways beyond what has been historical if
the rate of progress is to be sustained over a period of years. 12

In concluding this section, it must be noted that the comments here have not attempted to address
overall needs of any of the information technology pivjects. Rather, they have br- - Iii, -4 to
actions basically under fairly direct, short term control by thecampus. For example, it wot.. ao,
be recommended that newly formed organization with a new leader from the "outside" tackle
three simultaneous multi-year, multi-million dollar projects. It was done because not doing it
would have meant missed opportunities not likely to have been replicated in the foreseeable future.

Conclusion

The fact that the world is rapidly changing need not _ -in that we are destined for a
future of disoree, disruption, and dysfunction; but higher education administrators
must realize that they not only manage finances, curricula, or services -- they also
manage change.13

This quotation catches the essence of much of what has been reinforced through the IRM projects
at CSLA over the last three years. The strategic planning process provided a framework that linked
institutional mission and goals, tactical objectives, unit actions, And administrative work plans,
thus avoiding disorder, disruption, and dysfunction. It also fostered a process for meaningful
analysis of options, strategies and tactics. Indeed, it has been through strategic planning and
management thaz the rapid changes have been controlled and focus d upon campus priorities.

The creation of a new IRM unit offered the opportunity to redefine the culture of the information
technology organization. The ability to manage an organization's cult' ire as a strategic resc urce
let ds ..co successful change management. Culture -- the beliefs, behaviors, and assumptions of



individuals in an organization -- is one of the most powerful forces an administrator confi-onts.14
iUsing culture to drive change rather than to impede it has been key to CSLA.

An IRM approach has played a significant role in what has occurred. One of the added values of
IRM is the emphasis on pli.nning. The concept of IRM also includes the vision of capitalizing on
existing and new investments in information-related rw. sources, and it incluo disciplines required
to ensure sound management of these resources.15 The IRM approach has been far more
important than what was reflected in to organization chart since many aspects of technology
projects rewire coordinated involvement across the entire IRM unit.

It is very important to make good early decisions in macro management. If that happens, these
decisions often can easily overcome failures at the micro project management level which almost
assuredly will occur at some point. Personal experience may be significant at the micro level. For
v.:ample, developments in the CSLA information technology projects lead the authors to advise
administrators to use techniques that have been successful in similar situations in other
environments unless strong evidence is presented that "it won't work here" despite advice to the
contra, y.

Finally, it is prudent to take advantage of major opportunities when the chance occurs even if the
organization is not completely prepared if the risk trade off is appropriately weighted. Identifying
critical success factors, r -blicizing them, and worl.ing hard to obtain support to meet them goes a
long way to overcoming the risks, despite their magnitude.

10 S.
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The University of Pennsylvania, like all other major research universities,
must harness current and emerging information technology to achieve its
missions of teaching, research, patient care, and public service. At Penn
planning and management of computing and information systems are
especially challenging, because of the autonomy of the twelve school deans. t.
major strategic planning effort now underway seeks to leverage school
investments and initiatives in order to create a University-wide data, systems,
and support iifrastructure. Key elements of this strategy are a new
cooperative panning structure, a new client-centered program management
process, and a new data and systems architecture. To succeed, these initiatives
will require not only substantial resource commitments, btf: also a major
change in organizational culture.
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A year-long effort to define information technology objectives and strategies
is underway at the Univer:".ty of Pennsylvania. Although Penn's planning is
informed by technology trends and forecasts, the focus of this effort has been
on processhow the University should plan, develop, and manage it
information resources. Major changes are called for, both within the Office of
the Vice Provost for Information Systems and Computing (ISC) and in
relationships between the twelve schools and the central administration. This
paper represents a snapshot taken near the end of this planning effort.

Vision of the Future

Currc.fit planning for information systems and computing at Penn is shaped
by a vision of the University in the 1990's. This vision anticipates:

Enhanced personal productivity, wit'a appropriate information resoL .ces
and computi. g tools, on campus and 4sewhere, that are easy to use and
readily available to faculty, students 7esearchers, and administrators.

Increased collaboration, within and across disciplines, between students
and faculty, and in administrative areas, for example as the University
network, Penn Net, is enhanced by new information services, extended to
dormitories, and interconnected to a more robust, world-wide academic
network.

Invigorated teach; .g and learning, with support for development and use
of state-of-the-art presentations, demonstrations, simulatio. is, tutorials,
and access to semantically-organized knowledge bases.

Excellence in research, scholarship, student services, patient care, and
public service, as Penn's ability to attract the best faculty, students, and staff
is supported by our reputatifm for an outstanding yet cost-effective
information infrastructure.

A cohesive University, as an increasingly diverse population of
undergra&ates and graduate students, dormitory and off-campus
residents, faculty, researchers, clinicians, and staff come to value Penn as
more than the sum of its world-class parts. Campus-wide access to new
information services and to an integrated administrative data encyclopedia
will contribute in important ways to this cohesion.

To understand the relevance of this vision requires background on the
institution and its management of computing.
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The University of Pennsylvania' A History of Innovation

Two hundred and fifty years ago, a charity school was founded in
Philadelphia that was to become the University of Pennsylvania. Benjamin
Franklin, who helped found the school, proposed a new kind of institution
for st-dents to "learn those things ... moct useful and most ornamental,
regard being had to the several professions for which they are intended."

Over the years, Penn has carried out Franklin's spirit of innovation in a
number of ways: with this country's first liberal arts curriculum, first medical
school in 1765, first law courses in 1790, first university-owned teaching
hospital in 1874, first collegiate school of business in 1881, first psychological
clinic in 18%, and first electronic, general purpose, digital computer, ENIAC,
in 1946.

Penn Today

Penn (not to be confused with Penn State, the larger, multi-campus land grant
institution) is a privaie, research university of 22,000 students with a strong
commitment to undergraduate education. Its compact, 260-acre cameos
enhances the unique interdisciplinary focus of the university. For example,
far- members in the School of Veterinary Medicine regularly teach
undergraduate neuroscience courses in the School of Arts and Sciences (SAS);
the Laboratory for Research in the Structure of Matter includes faculty from
Physics, Chemistry and Materials Science; and the new Center for Cognitive
Sciences brings together colleagues from Computer and Information Sciences,
Linguistics, Psychology, and Philosophy.

Contrasting with the interdisciplinary intellectual tradition is Penn's
administrative decentralization, exemplified by "responsibility center
budgeting" instituted in 1972. Each of the twelve schools in the university has
its own income and expense, and all central expenses are allocated .o schools
as indirect costs. Responsibility center budgeting has succeeded in
maintaining balanced budgets for the university each year since 1972 but has
encouraged schools to be more independent and, occasionally, even
antagonistic to each of.. er and to the central administration. Fiscal
responsibility is very important for Penn, in part because its endowment is
modest compared to most peer institutions. A one billion dollar capital
campaign was launched in fall 1989 to help address this issue.
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Computing at Penn and the Role of the Vice Provost

Computing at Penn is a reflection of the decentralized nature of the
university. All instructional and research computing is funded and managed
by the schools, with substantial centers in Arts and Sc .ences (including an
IBM 3090-200 with vector processors and an IBM 4381 managed for the
University Librarys Nuns system), Engineering (numerous minis and
UNIX workstations), Medicine (a small center but many departmental
facilities), and the Wharton School (VAX duster). Some centers have
substantial computing facilities, such as the three mini-supercomputers in
the Laboratory for Research in the Structure of Matter. Additional research
computing is performed at the national supercomputer centers, accessible to
the University via JVNCnet and PREPnet, mid-level components of the
NSFnet.

Administrative computing is more centralized, with major systems running
on an IBM 3C90-180. Nevertheless numerous administrative units operate
minicompt.ters to support transaction processing and office automation, and
some school facilities support administration as well. Also centralized is
installation, maintenance, and management of PennNet, which now
connects over 100 buildings via fiber optic backbone. Over 3,000 end nodes can
access some 100 host computers via PennNet, which uses the TCP/IP protocol
required for NSFnet. PennNet also provides a gateway to FITNET.

Administrative computing and PennNet are the two largest gro...ps reporting
to the Vice Provost for Information System b and Computing, a position
established in 1983. The other two units are the Computing Resource Center,
which provides campus-wide end user services, and Data Administration and
Information Resource Planning. The Vice Provost's budget, roughly $10
million, compares with $10 million for computing at Wharton, $4 million for
Arts and Sciences, $3.5 million for Engineering, and $750 thousand (central
facility only) for Medicine.

To achieve the vision for the 1990's outlined above will require cooperation
and partnerships among the cen*.m1 organization and the schools. The role of
Information Systems and Computing (ISC) is to coordinate planning and
management from a University -wine perspective and to provide a versatile,
powerful, and easy-to-use information and computing infrastructure. As 'his
infrastructure is developed, ISC must see that policie-, and standards are
created and adopted, which requires the many Univt.....sity constituencies to be
part of the development and control processes. Accordingly the Office of the
Vice Provost has been engaged in a wide-ranging planning process, seeking
input from every major constituency of the University.
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Although the planning process is by no means finished, there is consensus on
a set of twelve ISC objectives. The five primary objectives are:

Enhance access to scholarly information in partnership with University
libraries. Provide consistent, easy, fast access from the desktop computer to
Penn and other universities' library catalogs and databases.

Ensure computing capacity for the research communityfrom resource
sharing within the University to participation in regional and national
surercomputing centers.

Support school initiatives in instructional uses of computing.

Provide students with information, network services, and computing tools.
Enable students to become partners in the information environment, using
the same tools available to faculty and researchers.

Provide administrators with the information and systems needed to do
their jobs. Design new systems and their underlying data structures from a
University-wide perspective to promote integrated management of
University resources.

Two organizational objectives are:

Facilitate, coordinate, and support the computing activities of schools,
centers, libraries, and administrative offices.

Make planning and management of that portion of Penn's information
environment under the purview of ISC more widely representative and
more responsive to Penn's computing community.

The remaining ob' actives involve creation of the necessary infrastructure:

Enhance the University network, Penn Net, and connect more faculty, staff,
and students, via Penn Net, to le world-wide network of colleagues,
libraries, academic and administrative information databases, remote
supercomputers, and experimental instruments.

Establish an integrated, campus-wide architecture of selected hardware and
software to enable cost-effective system development and data sharing
among microcomputers, minicomputers, and mainframes.

Provide a consistent, intuitive user interface to the selected hardware and
software, to encourage easy access and use.

5
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Establish an accessible, widely-understood base of University data, identified
and defined in a University data encyclopedia.

Enhance user support services, including education, technical assistance,
consulting, problem identification and resolution.

Whether these objectives are achieved in five years or ten years depends on
the soundness of the strategies proposed to achieve them.

Strategies

Nine strategies have been identified to achieve these objectives:

Early Follower. Stay close behind the leading (some say "bleeding") edge of
information technology in higher education so as to be positioned to
integrate components developed elsewhere and build upon Penn's unique
strengths as an interdisciplinary institution. Much Penn research v411
continue to develop and use state-of-the art technology, but University
infrastructure will rely on proven technology.

Funding. Seek increased funding from government, corporations, ai.1
foundations, as well as from central University funds and from leveraging
initiatives at the School level.

Representation. Create a widely-representative Information kesource
Management Committee (IRMC) with four active subcommittees focused
on instruction, research, administration, and infrastructure, to replace the
current, disjointed committees and advisory boards.

Planning. Establish a broad-based planning process that coordinates the
information planning of ISC, the schools, centers, and librariesand that
serves as input to the budgeting process.

Partnerships. Form partnerships internally, with schools, libraries, centers,
and administrative offices, and externally, with other universities, industry,
and government.

Organization. Reorganize Information Systems and Computing to ensure
leadership and advocacy for the major initiatives required.

Quality. Taking the needs of end-users into account, 'stablish quality
standards and a process for evaluating and improving services.
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Staff Development. Improve each stage of ISC human resource
management: recruitment, job assignment, compensation, training,
performance evaluation, and career-path planning and development.

National Recognition. Encourage faculty, staff, and students to seek national
recognition for excellence in the use and management of information
systems and technology.

Aspects of a New Paradigm

Four aspects of these strategies represent major departures in the way Penn
plans and manages its information and technology resources. Although there
is growing realization that managing this much change will be a formidable
task (to say nothing of the need to keep the network up, get payroll out, et al.),
there is also genuine excitement expressed by those who foresee substantial
benefits from these new directions.

First the Information Resource Management Committee (IRMC) will be
charged with reviewing all significant information technology initiatives,
whether or not they are to be centrally funded and managed; planning and
coordinating development of information systems and services; and serving
as a University forum for review of technology-related policy. Subcommittees
on research, education, administration, and infrastructure will set objectives
and priorities in their areas and, once an initiative is approved, an IRM
subcommittee will monitor its progress. Ad hoc subcommittees will be
formed as needed when issues such as office automation and information
security cross functional boundaries. The IRMC and its subcommittees, drawn
from central and school administrators, faculty, and students, will be the first
such committee to have institution-wide responsibility for technology.

Second, a Program Management process is being created to oversee
individual development projects or "programs." Program team roles and
responsibilities are spelled out, along with the steps needed to produce
systems on time, on budget, and as users intended. The Program
Management process is characterized by end-user authority and responsibility
as well as strict documentation of management and design decisions. Each
pogram team is headed by a "Program Manager" usually from the user area.
All central initiatives will be managed this way, and the approach will be
strongly recommended for decentralized programs as well.

Third, other schools will be encouraged to follow the lead of the School of
Arts and Sciences (SAS), which has, since March 1989, been planning for
computing with support from the (central) Office of Data Administration and
Information Resource Planning. One of the major goals of the SAS planning
process is to integrate and enhance the services of its separate academic and
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administrative computing groups. SAS also plans to integrate the audio
visua* center. A successful joint school-central planning effort will be an
important exemplar for other schools and centers.

Finally, no new major central systems will be developed until a University-
wide data and systems architecture is put in place. Current rpplications, built
without benefit of such an architecture, are proving difficult to use and
expensive to maintain. Moreover they take little advantage of either the
increasing power of desktop workstations or the widespread connectivity of
Penn Net. The next steps in this key area are to share the "Strategic Directions"
document with current and potential corporate partners, and to initiate
discussions with other major research universities facing a similar need to
integrate a multi-vendor environment.

Conclusion

Many key stakeholders in the Penn comet inity have expressed support for
the vision and new approaches, but much remains to be done. Although a
portion of the billion-dollar Campaign for Penn is earmarked for computing,
these funds are not yet in hand so additional fund-raising strategies must be
pursued. Moreover a nationwide search for a new Vice Provost for
Information Systems and Computing has nct been concluded. Fortunately
the interim Vice Provost, Ronald Arenson, has vision, energy, and strong
support from senior management. In fact University management is not only
supportive of change, they are demanding it. We predict that Penn will be a
very interesting place to watch and workin the months and years ahead.
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USER CHALLENGES

Need to Access Mutiple Networks with Varying
Protocols and Procedures

Requirement to Utilize Multiple Applications
Products and Vendors

History of Multiple Vendor Standards and
Interfaces. Standardization Efforts have
generally been unsuccessful

Growing Diversity as a result of Globalization

Requirement for a New Operating Vision for
the 1990's
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990s

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

1) The user's knowledge station should become the center of a
network universe consisting of concentric spheres of
information access.

2) The network services and resources available should be
logical extensions of the already familiar environment of the
user's knowledge station.

3) The interface to the network services should be user friendly
and should transcend the hardware platform and operating
system.

4) The network environment must be as reliable and as
promptly responsive as the telephone system.

5) Commercial products should be used whenever possible in
order to assure reliability and to reduce support costs.

CAUSE 89
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/ ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990$

GUIDING PRINCIPLES (Cont.)

5) Connectivity to intra campus, state, national, and
international networks is essential.

7) Security of data must be a primary consideration for any
network strategy.

8) Distributed processing services should be vailable to
assure maximum efficiency.

9) The University must limit the hardware and software families
which it supports,

.--- CAUSE 89 .i
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990s

GUIDING PRINCIPLES (Cont.)

10) A coupled support strategy combining centralized and
decentralized support for networking is essential to
guarantee long term success.

11) Defining standards and University endorsed protocols is
essential in defining a network strategy.

12) Individual departments must be given options for their local
network environments in order to meet their own needs
within the parameters which they face.

13) The interface to all network services should have the same
"look and feel" for all hardware environments that are
supported.

14) The network strategy must be designed to assure maximum
flexibility for evolutionary changes in technology.

Liberally Adapted from Brian L. Hawkins, Academic Computing, January 1989
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990s

REQUIREMENTS

MULTI PROGRAM "KNOWLEDGE STATION©"

SINGLE NETWORK IMAGE- HETEROGENEOUS

NETWORK ENVIRONMENT

EASILY NAVIGABLE ACROSS NETWORKS

SEAMLESS ACCESS 1-.CROSS APPLICATIONS

INFORMATION SERVERS

SUPPORTED FAMILY OF HARDWARE AND

SOFTWARE STANDARDS

1u7
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990s

URAL SERVER

PASSWORD SERVER
AUTHORIZATION

PONT SERVER
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990s

MULTI PROGRAM KNOWLEDGE STATION (PC BASED)

5 MIPs Processor Speed

10 Megabytes Memory

Multi-Tasking Operating System

40 Megabytes Hard Drive (low access time)

Mega-Pixel Display

I/O Processors

Audio (MIDI) Ports

Built-in Network Adapter

CD-ROM

Scanner

-- CAUSE 89
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r ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990s
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SEAMLESS ACCESS ACROSS APPLICATIONS

Application Interfaces Based on Supported
Family Software Standards via Network Servers

ACC, Library, CSC, UMSA, MINC, etc.

Movement Across Applications Independent of
Physical Network Residence

Software Driven Directories/Servers

Intelligent Information Transport
Intelligent Information Link across
Different Applications

Paper less On Screen Forms Document Transfer
Electronic Signatures
Security Standards No More Rigid than Standards
for Paper Security

0 1989 John A. Blekoo. All rights rosenred.
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING VISION FOR THE 1990s

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Adequate Funding for Creation of Knowledge Station
Environment, Hardware, Software, and Access

Establish Resources for Minimum Level of Universal
Service

Trained Personnel

Flexible Personnel Classifications

Competitive Salaries

System of Rewards

Creation of Maintenance Structure

User Support for Family Products

Space

Security

.----- CAUSE 89
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Track II
Funding and Accountability Issues

Coordinator:
Mark A. Olson
University of Southern California

Demands forinformation resources are on the rise, life cycles forequipment
are shortening, and total costs continue to increase. Requests for funding
must compete for scarce resources. Managers of information technology
have a responsibility to continually review methods and procedures for
cost-effective and efficient solutions. Presentations in this track covered
such topics as innovative strategies for dealing with these challenges and

marketing them to top management; strategies utilizing industry partnerships; the evalu-
ation of information technology needs on campus and the role ofassessment; development of
budget formulas for information technology resources; cost/benefit analyses for applications,
equipment, and staffing; and ways to demonstrate accountability within institutions.

Cynthia Cross, University of Michigan; Donna Mores, AMS; Richard Legoza, SCT;
Charles R. Thomas, NCHEMS; John Gwynn, IA

Betty Le Compagnon, University of New Hampshire
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A CHECKLIST FOR INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION SUPPORT

by

Gerald W. McLaughlin
Associate Director of Institutional Research

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

and

Richard D. Howard
Director of Institutional Research
North Carolina State University

ABSTRACT

Planning and decision support processes are tools which, ideally,
are designed to contribute information to individuals responsible
for the operation of our institutions of higher education. In
this paper a checkl....it of activities and critical attributes are
presented which help to enhance the usability and effectiveness
of institutional data and information in planning and decision
activities. Three primary personnel responsibilities and five
primary activities are identified, whicn define a process
spanning key operational aspects of the development and
maintenance of information support. The focus of the paper is on
the human and management side of the enterprise, rather than the
technical elements of hardware and software.

Presented at the CAUSE Annual Meeting in San Diego
November, 1989
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A CHECKLIST FOR INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION SUPPORT

INTRODUCTION

Distributed computing environments place unique requirements

on information support at a college. In order to insure the value

of support, it is necessary that those who provide information

carefully consider both quality of the data bases and also

requirements for support. In "Bridging the Gap between the Data

Base and User in a Distributed Environment"1 quality of

institutional data bases was defined in the terms of reliability

and validity. It was shown how these two aspects can help

evaluate the problems which impact on decentralized database

creation, management, access, and use. The article also noted

that:

"As information systems become more
decentralized, they will tend to move
from a state of order to disorder. Our
challenge is to focus our efforts on
areas that will simultaneously
strengthen an information system's
state of order while strengthening its
ability to provide information to our
decision makers."

Before quality information for decision making and planning

support can be created, reliable and valid baseline data must be

established. The article ended with the following quote from

:.,ntropy:2

"Strangely enough, it seems that the more
information that is made available to us,
the less well informed we become.
Decisions become harder to make.... As
more and more information is beamed at us,
less and less can be absorbed, retained,
and exploited. The rest accumulates as
dissipated energy or waste...."
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In summary, the reader was reminded that decision makers and

planners are confronted daily with a great deal of information.

The first step is to insure that the information ccmes from data

bases which are reliable and valid. Even if the data bases are

reliable and valid, the data from them must be considered in

terms of the process of information support to insure that they

are of value to the users.

The value of information from institutional data bases is

limited by the quality of the information support process. In

this paper we provide a model and checklist for the development

of USEFUL information support for the strategic planning and

management activities on the campus. The creation of an

information support process is a two-step process, the first of

which is the collection of data.

"Data are raw facts from which
information can be constructed. The
quality of data is determined by
their validity, accuracy, and
reliability, all of which are
properties related to measurement."3

(See Howard, McLaughlin, and McLaughlin, 1989, for a discussion
of the issues associated with the collection and maintenance of
quality data.)

The second step, addressed in this paper, is the evaluation

of the information support process. Many of the same

reliability and validity concepts that are critical in the

creation of quality data are used to insure the creation of

useful information support.

"Information consists of data that have
been combined and given a form in which
they convey to the recipient user
some useful knowledge. Information is
created when data are selected,
organized, and analytically

2
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manipulated, and the result is given a
form that 4nforms and serves the needs
of users."'

A MODEL

In order to monitor the quality of information support

processes, both personnel responsibilities and information

support functions must be considered. A model which interfaces

personnel responsibilities of information support and the five

functional steps in an information support process4 is presented

below. Once the personnel responsibilities and functional steps

of the model have been defined, a checklist of activities and

responsibilities are identified which can act as a guideline in

the evaluation of useful decision support information. Again, it

should be stressed that the utility of the model and checklist

proposed in this paper are totally dependent upon tile desire and

ability of the institution to create reliable and valid data

bases. Without motivation to improve the process, the old

"garbage in, garbage out" rule for computing will apply to the

information support system.

Also, it is within the context of the distributed computing

environment) that the following personnel responsibilities and

five functions are especially critical in the development of

information support. These five functions provide the basis of

the checklist for monitoring the information support process.

The checklist, following a description of the model, is an

example of a checklist which others are encouraged to modify

according to the specific situation found at their institution.

The use of a checklist, focused on the characteristics of a

3
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specific institution, will help insure reliable, valid, and

useful information from all components in a distributed

environment.

Information Personnel

In general, there are three types of people associated with

the creation of information. While each has A specific role, all

must be interdependent if the information development process is

to be successful in creating useful information.

Technicians: These individuals are typically responsible

for the collection, maintenance, and storage of the data. In

general they are responsible for the hardware and software issues

and have tended to not be involved in data quality issues.

Recently, however, the appearance of data administration

functions and information centers reflect increased pressures on

the traditional "computer center" to address data quality issues

with the users. This is a direct response to increased demands

for decentralized processing capabilities.

Analysts: Typically, it is through these people that the

integration and manipulation of the data occurs and information

is created and disseminated. Before the technical capabilities

that make distributed prccessing feasiole, these people where

usually found in institutional research offices. The result of

their activity was to provide the link between the computer

center technical people and the users of the information they

created.

Users: Once information is created, these people apply it in
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decision making and planAing activities. As they are the primary

beneficiaries of the information development process, it is

critical that they be involved in the identification of t:.e

initial data that feed the process. Responsibility for the

quality of information falls upon the personnel involved in the

information support process. Technicians have major

responsibility for the reliability of the data that feeds the

process. Both internal and external validity are the primary

responsibility of the analysts. The users of the information

must take direct responsibility for construct and content

validity. While the above identifies the primary responsibilities

of the individual personnel types, it must be emphasized that the

overall quality of the information is depencient on the integrated

efforts of all three types of personnel.

Functions of Information Support

The three types of personnel responsibilities, identified

above, are responsible for the following five functions of

information support development:

Selection: What processes and events are sufficiently im-

portant to measure? Selection involves positioning information

development activities by identifying key areas or events and

selecting data elements which measure ^c define the structures

those areas or events. Some measures should be taken f. m

data bases, others are valid when taken from the dynamic

operating files.

Capture and Storage: How and when does one capture and



store the data? Data elements should be captured at their source

and coded consistently in categories which can answer questions.

Data must be stored securely and still be accessible to those

needing it. It is critical that the capture of data be coordinated

through a central unit to insure that characteristics of each

data element is known by all users. This function is often

referred to as the data administration role.

Manipulation: What do the data mean? The interpretation

of data requires the full documentation of their capture--the

sample, the conditions, and timing. Standard analytical proce-

dures are used to translate data into information. Often

manipulation requires the integration of various data bases. The

specific analysis is heavily dependent on the analysts' perception

of users' needs.

Delivery: How is information presented? Delivery

provides the user with qualitative and quantitative information.

Timing involves having the information available when it is

needed. The needs, analytical capability, and decision making

ability of the user must be consistent with the reports.

Standard reports and graphs support ease of interpreting results.

Influence: How can the information be made more useful ane4

valuable? There are certain key points in organizational

activities where the use of information can influence the

direction or outcome of the activity. Presenting information at

these critical points reduces uncertainty, influences or creates

power, and focuses future events. Evaluation of the usefulness

6
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o.s. the information for various purposes during this function,

provides insights into the selection function.

These five functions are the process by which information

support is developed from those data typically collected to

support various operational functions of the institution. It is

a closed loop, with the usefulness of information contributing to

the criteria for selection and hence capture of appropriate data

elements. It is a dynamic process which, in a decentralized or

distributed environment, occurs at many points across the campus.

THE CHECKLIST

Based on the interaction of personnel responsibilites and

information support functions, a series of checklist items are

presented which can be used to monitor information support

activities. For each functional area, these statements identify

a generic set of activities and responsibilities that should be

addressed within the specific organizational and management

structure of each institution.

Selection:

o Technicians and analysts are involved in goal setting at all
levels of the institution.

c There are multiple measures in most key areas.

o Everyone has a good idea of the management processes for the
Institution.

o Most user questions can be answered from census date data
bases or the factbook.

o Standard definitions exist for key concepts such as "faculty"
and "student."

o There is a set of written guidelines for IRM available to
users.

7
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Capture and Storage:

o A data element dictionary is readily available to analysts.

o Responsibility for data is assigned to key administrators.

o Input is audited as it is enterad.

o There is an administrative systems group which coordinates
data bases.

o Inconsistencies in data bases are identified and resolved.

o RFP's require compatibility with local standards.

litanipulation:

o Written procedures for coding data are available to analysts.

o Those who analyze the data use standard packages.

o User groups contain users, analysts, and technicians for all
major data bases.

o Census date data bases are widely available to users.

o Administrators have analytical perspectives and computer
confidence.

o Distributed data bases are easy to integrate.

Reporting:

o Standard graphic and analysis packages are used.

o A calendar of key decision dates is available to technicians.

o Periodic reports are in a standard format.

o Reports tell users the extent to which results can be
generalized.

o The reports from various groups on the same topics have the
same numbers.

o There are resources on campus for those who want to learn to
use the information system.

Influencing:

o Members of the faculty use the information system.

12C,



o Users see the information as unbiased and reputable.

o Analysts are considered ethical.

o Key administrators often meet with those who provide the in-
formation.

o Vice Presidents and the President make frequent use of the
information.

o Information providers include those who share the values of
higher education and who understand the management of the
college or university.

WHAT'S NEXT?

The purpose of the checklist is to insure that the

information support process is reliable and valid in a

distributed computing environment. To develop the checklist we

have (1) identified the three personnel responsibilities

associated with the development of information; (2) described the

five functions which make up the information support process;

and, (3) identified the relationship between interdependent

personnel responsibilities and the functional components of an

information support process.

If you want to monitor the quality of information support on

your campus, we suggest that you build a checklist; and propose

that you use the one presented in this paper as a starting point

to develop your own, institutional specific, information support

monitoring program. As you develop a checklist for your

institution, remember that you may need to develop specific

checklists for different situations within a campus-wide

distributed environment.

12'
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CAUSE PANEL DISCUSSION

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AS A MARKET FOR ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATION
SOFTWARE

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this session was to address the following:
From the point of view of software developers, what is the
college and university market like as a customer for
administrative systems,
What is the outlook for the coming decade?
What systems (Student, Personnel, Alumni-Donor, Admissions, etc.)
are likely to be strategic?
How will the changing technology affect the situation?
What is the outlook for industry/university partnerships to
develop new administrative applications?
Are these relationships likely to be different in kind or scope
from past arrangements?

Panelists:

John Gwynn, Vice President -
Advanced Research Technology

Information Associates

Richard Legoza, Director
Western Region Sales

Systems and Computer Technology (SCT) Corp.

Donna Mores, Vice President
Deputy Manager College and University Systems Group

American Management Systems, Inc.

Charles R. Thomas,
Senior Consultant - NCHEMS

Moderator:
Cynthia S. Cross

Systems Development Coordinator
The University of Michigan
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AS A MARKET FOR ADMINISTRATIVE APPLICATION
SOFTWARE

The purpose of this session was to address the following:
From the point of view of software developers, what is the
college and university market like as a customer for
administrative systems?
What is the outlook for the coming decade?

The moderator requested each panelist to address a specific question and
then invited comments from the other panelists. Questions from the floor
followed. The following is a distillation of the discussion as taped.

I. Compared with "commercial" customers, do colleges and universities
behave differently?

Are they less likely to see administrative systems as strategic?
Are they more (less?) cost conscious?
More (less?) resistant to changes in hardware and technology?
Are they slower to make decisions?

Donna Mores. Vice President
Deputy Minster Collets and University Systems Group

American Management Systems. Inc.

Yes, they are slower to make decisions, but that's the only bad part.
I've worked in a number of industry areas within our organization, and
find that colleges and universities score very well in other respects.

My comtAny and Carnegie Mellon University jointly sponsor an award which
honors people from a variety of industries for strategic visions in
information technology. One of the winners this year was Lou Herman of
Waubonsee Community College. He has really brought the electonic campus
to Waubonsee and even extended its reach to high schools in the community.
I think it is also worth noting that the first DB2 implementation of one
of our financial products was not done by American Express, Citicorp, or
someone from one of the other industries, but by one of our college and
university clients.

COMMENTS
Lezozg: I agree that colleges and universities are more open to new
technologies, strategic systems, etc. - especially compared with
government, which is my company's other vertical market.

Thomas: I agree with Donna, although I think that on the point about
moving slower, some of the schools - particularly in the private sector -
can make decisions faster than she suggests.

-2-
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ftEnn: I disagree in part. It seems to me that colleges and universities
are interested in being on the leading edge, but not necessarily on the
"bleeding" edge - especially for administrative systems. The planning
horizon for most schools is two or three years out. That's why they are
so interested in having veindors use the latest technology. They figure by
the time they have the funding and planning in place what is now bleeding
edge will be established technology. That was my observation regarding
technologies such as dataLases, MIS, etc.

II. Colleges and Universities vary widely in size, complexity, management
styles and relative resources.

How do colleges and universities vary in their receptivity to
purchasing vendor software - rather than in-house development -

when compared by those characteristics?
How do they compare in successful use of purchased systems to
support critical operetionst

Richard Legoza. Director

1111=3111Wri.0111111
Systems and Computer Technology (SCT)

When I was a consultant for many years, I saw a profile of successful
systems implementation:

- the customers took ownership (it was"OUR" system),
there was end-user leadership for the project, including
technical leadership,

- there was full-time project mansgement,and
- there was executive level support.

Above all, when the institutions take projects seriously, and when the
customers and the vendor are not naive about the implementation, we see
successes.

As for the criteria of size, complexity, resources, and management style,
I'm seeing fewer differences in the purchase versus buy decision because
of size of the institution. Small schools tend to have more problems
getting resources for implementation, but I've been seeing equally severe
resource constraints at some big schools because of budget cuts.

All schools think they are different and complex. We are seeing a new
generation of highly flexible systems, with rules based processing, which
can be made to respond more quickly to changes in academic policy.

As for management style, I don't believe it's always easier to mandate a
system. I've seen presidents and vice-presidents mandate a system, but
the people who have to use the system in the end impact the success of a
system. Purchased systems appeal to risk takers in management, those who
want to see changes happen very quickly.

-3-
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As for resources, when institutions take these questi,ms seriously, they
find that they can justify the dollars to buy the system. Where they fall
short is in allowing for the people resources, particularly for
implementation. Somehow they seem to think "I'll just work 80 hours a
week, rather than my present 60 hours and that will get the system
installed." That is not appropriate.

I think institutions have personalities, like peuple, and it is more
useful to look at those factors - risktaking, leadership and commitment
etc, rather than size, complexity and resources as predictors of success
in systems implementation.

COMMENTS
Korea: I agree with Rick. I am seeing many pressures among large,
complex institutions to force people who previously developed in-house to
look at packaged systems. While the fact that vendors are now developing
systems which can be more easily tailored to individual needs and the
pressure on managers to meet timetables are both important, I find that
two other factors are now critical. First, the cost of maintaining these
systems is enormous. Schools are spending 85 - 90 percept or more of
their budgets to maintain old systems. 2) Tecl ,ology is changing at a
faster rate than ever and schools want insulation against changes in
technology. They see vendors as an ally in providing that insulation.

Thomas: One pattern I've seen is that smaller institutions buy entire
integrated systems, whereas the larger schools buy application by
application and adapt them to the local environment. Partly that's
because you can't change everything at once in a large place. These
schools will replace application by application on a cycle, doing the
integration by themselves. Then by the time they've replaced all their
systems, it's time to start all over again.

Gwynn: In my observation bigger schools buy hardware and then they buy
software; smaller ones buy software and then hardware. I worked on the
institution's side for a number of years and now I've been with a vendor
for several years. In my experience schools which form partnerships with
their vendors and work in an environment of mutual trust are more
successful than those who take the attitude that the vendor is trying to
rip them off. The vendors work with many schools and it is to their
advantage to have the school succeed.

III. As we look to the future, what administrative computing systems
are likely to be critical to the success of colleges and
universities in preserving their financial and intellectual
viability? Why?

Charles R. Thomas.
Senior Consultant - NCHEMS

There are two critical areas. The first is the transactions systems which
"have" to be done, i.e. the student systems, the financial systems, et

-4-
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cetera. The issue is how to do it with the minimum grief and cost. Tf
you look at the CAUSE member profile, they list about 155 different
systems in 11 categories. The vendors don't begin to cover all the
categories. I expect to see an increase in the number of those but there
will still need to be some areas developed in-house. What I see in the
way of development in that area are strategic alliances of two kinds - one
is the traditional one of a school and vendor working together to build a
system to be marketed elsewhere. Then I see groups of schools, consortia
or groups of large schools, commissioning systems for their own use which
may or may not be sold elsewhere.

Of this class of transactions system I see two types us critical: the
first is Admissions (You've got to get them in the front door), and second
is the Alumni system, especially in private schools - and even some
publics. Those two systems drive the production function of the
institution. Then next is Human Resources.

Then there is the whole area of Strategic Systems - these are systems
which make information from transactions systems available to department
heads and others so they can use it. What I see happening is that schools
are not putting people online to their transactions systems but are
extrcting data on a cycle to another database system of some kind. This
prevents them from modifying the records, and provides time-date stamped
files for analysis 'using standard PC (workstation) tools.

The next level emerging in Strategic Systems are Executive Information
Systems which combine snapshots of the institutional data with external
information for analysis at the worustation by department heads and
others.

In the future I foresee the introduction of Expert Systems, taking the
skills of the best people such as benefits counselors, admissions, and
financial aid counselors, and then developings way to get the right
information to the right people. Another strategic issue is getting
libraries and computing centers to work together.

IV. How will the chLages in technology which we can foresee affect the
characteristics of administrative systems colleges and universities
rant /need? How will these factors affect the ability of software
developers to provide systems which will fill the needs of many
different customers?

John Gwynn, Vice President
Information Associates

We are right on the threshold of a major revolution in the way information
can be accessed and processed. Higher education is not unique in being
affected by many of them, but it is the combination of these factors which
makes the situation so difficult. These are the factors which will shape
the information environment of the 90's.

-5-
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INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT OF THE 90'S

1. Relational Database
2. Ad hoc query and report generation.
3. Workstation based.
4. Cooperative/Distributed Processing
5. Homogeneous user interface
6. SM NAS
7. Transparent operating system
8. Transportable software
9. Increased faculty and departmental involvement in

administrative processes.
10. Non-homogeneous environment
11. Rapidly changing technology
12. More in hardware and operating system
13. More generic porducts
14. More productivity products

As I see it vendors will need to buill the very difficult, complex
products - like LOTUS. The fragmentation and variety of higher education
institutions means that vendors don't get multiples in their applications
software. To get beyond this, the vendors need to move into a technology
which will provide as much flexibility as possible in adapting to
individual institutional needs.

Also -

We will see more and more use of productivity tools such as CASE.
There will be more off-loading from mainframes into the
workstation, which leads us into the UNIX environment.
We are seeing more and more faculty involvement in student
counseling and guidance which leads to more need to access
student information and more need for academic support systems.
Standards are an important issue because otherwise we are into a
standard of product survival.
We pressured by a need to deal with non-homogeneous hardware and
a concurrent demand for a homogeneous user interface.

I see a A:spidly changing technology which will be jerking everyone around,
and that the vendors are going to be major players.

COMMENTS
Norea: In the next decade I see that vendors need to develop delivery
methods for systems, i.e. training. We have gotten smarter about
developing systems, and adapting to new technology. We are talking about
giving access to all these systems to faculty and staff all across the
.campus. We now have to figure out how to teach users to use sytems - and
how to use use technology such as video and expert systems to do so.
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Also digital imaging and optical disk technology is now at the point of
stabilization and ready for use. I see a lot of applications possible,
for example collecting all the paperwork for financial aid applications so
that it can be routed electronically.

Lezoza: It is exciting to see the technology arrive so that institutions
can take 70 - 80 percent solutions and modify them to meet their needs. I
think that is affecting the types of institutions we vendors are talking
to these days. We are seeing more institutions which used to develop
their own systems looking at vendor packages.

QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE

How will CASE tools fit in on campus?

Qom: Many institutions will want to modify systems bought from vendors.
They will want to use the same productivity tools as vendors. Vendors
'All have to use CASE tools becuase campuses will use them. The only way
vendors can compete with in-house development is if we sell multiples and
spread the cost across several institutions.

Also CASE will be important for modifying and maintaining systems.
Consider how desireable it would be to maintain systems at the design
level rather than at the code. The next generation of vendor applications
systems will be designed in case.

Legoza: One spinoff of the desire to use CASE is that, whereas Chuck
Thomas mentioned the tendency of the larger schools to install new systems
one at a time, we are now seeing some larger schools buying whole set of
systems because they want to use these standards and this technology.

Morel: I'd like to add that CASE tools solve a lot of problems in
customizing at client sites. When you look at what is wrong with systems,
it's usually a design problem. Being able to do the work once and
propagate from the design to the screens and the code and also integrate
development with documentation is a key advantage of CASE.

Which CASE tools are being used at your firms?

Morel: AMS is using Excelerator at the design stage, with local
enhancements "around the edges" to generate screen maps, code, and
documentation and development. Systems are being developed on LANs of
networked PS/2's.

LAMA: SCT is using Oracle's CASE tools and design dictionary.

ofgan: For analysis IA is using PRISM from Index Techology; for design we
use Excelerator (one of IBM's strategic alliances), and APS from Sage for
code generation.



Institutional Governance:
An Albatross or A Gold Mine

Sandra M. Statham
University of Arkansas

Fayetteville
Arkansas

In 1983, the Department of Computing Services at the University of Arkansas
moved to new facilities located at the southwest corner ofour 319-acre campus.
This physical isolation from the heart of thecampus dramatically represented the
psychological separation between Computing Services and University administra-
tion. In 1987, Computing Services set out to determine how other organizations
had approached this "us versus them" problem and discovered academicresearch
results indicating that the "role and contribution" of information support organiza-
tions ranks as one of the top five key issues in information systems management.
Along with this tidbit, we found a couple of management mechanisms that seemed
very &ppopos for high.;-. education. Although 1989 finds us in the same facilities,
the psychological separation has lessened dramatically. We feel this is a direct
result of implementing several of the techniques we uncovered, and that' the same
techniques may benefit other colleges and universities.
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Institutional Governance:
An Albatross or A Gold Mine

Sandra M. Statham
University of Arkansas

When Computing Services moved into its new facilities in 1983, we were excited. After
all, we were moving off of the first, fifth, and eighth floors of a men's dormitory building into
a facility that had been built just for us, and we would all finally be physically located together.
Although there was some grumbling about the fact that we would be located over a mile from
the administration building, most felt that the improved facilities would more than compensate
for the distance problem. That may have been true at another time, but what no one foresaw
was the effect on the campus of the microcomputer revolution. Computing Services was no
longer a monopoly, and users no longer felt the need to hike to either their cars or to our
building simply to be able to access our services. It was not long before the physical isolat,.n
became a symbol of our psychological separation from the rest of the campus community.

All efforts to remain part of the day-to-day functioning of the University during this time
frame were initiated by individual managers. A coordinated effort was not pursued until early
1987 when Computing Services' new director arrived. After sizing up the situation, he made
the mainstreaming of our services a departmental priority. Part of the strategy was to determine
ht v other computing organizations were actively coping with similar problems, and a "lit
review," an idea taken from our academic brothers and sisters, was initiated.

In 1986, the Society for Information Management and the ItlIS Research Center at the
University of Minriesots jointly conducted a Delphi survey to determine <At information
systems executives and ctsporate general managers considered as top issues in information
systems ma.. gent (Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1987). The survey results identified the
following top tive issues:

SmogialanniugIntormation support organizations need to engage in strategic
planning in order to adapt to changing technologies and environments in a timely fash-
ion. In addition, long-range planning, if i to be successful, must be aligned with the
company's strategic business planning.

Competitive AdvantageIrdormation systems can and do provide weapons to fight the
competition. In order to take advantage of potential opportunities, information support
organizations mus vome more responsive to the neecL f their companies.

Organiznnonalk-aning---Future prosperity is tied to the use of appropriate t Ihnology.
In order for users t determine the appropriate technology, they must first learn about
altemkdves. Information systems professionals are e ,pected to take a leadership role in
providing the ,ecessary training.

Role and ContributionInformation support organizations are generally considered as
"back office" functions rather than as vital, contributing components of a business.
Information support organizations must work with corporate managers to assist them in
appreciating a more integrated role.

agnmeginDrganizationThe effectiveness of an information support organisation
can be either helped or hindered by the formal reporting relationship it faces.
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The bad news was that we had weaknesses in all of these areas. The good news was that
we now had a foundation for a turn-around strategy since all five issues contained twocommon
elements: top management involvement and education. The next stet) was finding the appro-
priate mechanisms for implementing our strategy. The question now became, could proven
business techniques be useful in a university environment?

CHARACTERISTICS OF UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENTS

Although sources could be found that detailed the differences between higher education and
business (e.g., Birnbaum, 1988; Wyatt, 1989), none were found that addressed the similarities.
One possible reason for this could be that the similarities are not considered important. Robert
Birnbaum implies this in his book, How Colleges Work, when he says, "The differences be-
tween academic institutions and business firms are significant enough that systems of coordina-
tion and control effective in one of these types of organization might not have the same c onse-
quences in the other" (p. 21). Although Birnbaum does go on to adapt current organize, ional
behavior theory to the higher education environment, he continues to minimize similarities when
he quotes Policy Making and Effective Leadership: A National Study of Academic Management
written by J. V. Baldridge, D. V. Curtis, G. Ecker, and G.:, Riley: "the organizational char-
acteristics of academic institutions are so different from other institutions that traditional man-
agement theories do not apply to them" (cited in Birnbaum, p. 28). Since so much attention is
devoted to the importance of the differences, a review of a few of the characteristics that dis-
tinguish colleges and universities from the business world warranted.

Institutional Governan

Institutional igoveziance is one of those phrases that I have heard bandied around ever since
I got my first job m higher education over 20 years ago. Although it was years before I finally
saw a definition in print, the phrase itself was pretty descriptive, particularly when used by a
facu' member to justify his or her rights in a decision-making situation. Birnbaum refers to
the "Joint Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities" published by the American
Association of University Professors in Policy Documents andReports, 1984 Edition when he
says, 'The document art;,-Ilated the concept of governance as a shared responsibility and joint
effort involving all imp it constituencies of the academic community" (cited in Birnbaum, p.
8). What this really means is that, with institutional governance, authority/power is diffused.
Management is generally by consensus. Just because you have administration on your "side"
does not mean that you will be successful in pursuing a particular course of action. Also,
depending on the paril frzae, administration's backing alone could prove a detriment.

The concept of multiple constituencies is a key to understanding institutional governance.
The obvious constituercies are facuiiy, administration, and students. In reality, these groups
only touch the tip of the iceberg. Several years ago, I was involved as a graduate business
student in a research project that attempted to measure organizational effectiveness in higher
education by looking at the expectations of multiple constituencies. Our first assignment was to
identify these constituencies. Ofcourse, we added several other obvious groups to the above
list such as alumni, the community, donors, employees, and the government. Our next step
was to design and administer a survey instrument. In addition to collecting information related
to the demographics of each respondent, our questionnaire solicited the individual's feelings
concerning 1A0 statements related to desirable characteristics for an educational institution.

The restas of our initial research highlighted the fact that even within the major constitu-
ency groups, different expectations existed. For example, the results for tenured faculty
differed from those for non-tenured facwity. Rank also had a significant impact. Graduate
students viewed the institution differently than undergraduates, etc. In every case, however,
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each constituency felt that its role was important to the successful functioning of the institution.
Actually, this was not a surprise. Human nature is such that each individual wants to feel that
he or she is importiait. Although the concept of institutional governance may cause university
personnel to feel that they have more of a "right" to be involved, human nature is the same no
matter where you are employed.

AQUICMicanZilgal

Academic freedom fuels the concept of institutional governance. Whereas institutional
governance indic3tes that each constituency should have a voice in how the institution is
managed, academic freedom removes some of the limitations associated with that voice in other
environments. There is little fear of retribution. From my own rather limited view, I have seen
university administration criticized much more frequently and harshly by other university
personnel than their counterpane in business or government. A recent article in The Chronicle
of Higher Education was describing "bad times" in one university's recent past and referenced
"unproved charges of sexual harassment" against its former president and faculty accusations
that the former president had shut "them out of the policymaking process" (Harrison, 1989, p.
A3). When it rains, it pours. Of course, it is always easier to talk about people after they have
left One thing is fairly obvious, if the college or university community is no: given the
opportunity to have a say-so in the governing of the institution, they will still use their voices,
just somewhere else.

Academic freedom not only relates to what one says inside or outside of the classroom and
to which research interest one pursues, it also relates to where time is devoted. Time is a
valuable commodity. For every issue, there will be those who do not place enough importance
on it to devote time to it. However, this does not necessarily mean that they do not want to take
part in any decision making that takes place related to the issue. Birnbaum states, "Faculty may
fight for the right to participate in committees and then not attend meetings" "7. 170). Often, the
opportunity for expression or involvement is more important than the actual partaking. On the
other hand, there are also issues that are important enough to the individual that significant time
would be invested if the opportunity for involvement was there. The major difficulty is in
predicting which issue falls into which category.

Dusiness or "Hobby"

Another major difference between higher education and business that could actually explain
a number of the other differences relates to the definition of the organization's purpose. Most
businesses place significant importance on increasing shareholder wealth. There is little ambi-
guity here. On the other hand, there is much ambiguity when colleges and universities try to
define their purposes. In the grand scheme of things, the purpose of an educational institution
is to prepare individuals to contribute to society. Although this romantic view is comforting, in
reality, our institutional missions are much more complex. Depending upon one's affiliation
with a specific constituency, different, sometimes conflicting, goals of the inritution may be
emphasized. A joke I have heard in various fans throughout my computini, career goes
something like, "This would be a great place to work if it weren't for the students," or "... the
faculty," or "... the administration"depending on the perspective of the speaker. There are at
least as many perspectives as there are constituencies.

PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT

There are, of course, many more differences between specific institutions of higher educa-
tion and the business world, but there are also many differences among individual colleges and
universities themselves. Since the majority of my formal education took place in a College of
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Business Administration, I was decidedly prejudiced and determined to steal and adapt any
mechanism that I perceived as having even the slightest chance of working, de:.rite the differ-
ences. Furthermore, my favorite technique, stolen from the human resource management dis-
cipline, appeared to have the necessary characteristics to work in the higher education environ-
ment of institutional governance. I started pursuing participative management.

What is it?

Rosabeth Moss Kanter defines participative management as "the building and nurturing of
a collaborative team that is more fully consulted, more fully informed than the ordinaryone
that shares responsibility for planning and reaching outcomes" (1985, p. 197). In her book The
Change Masters (1983, pp. 34-35), Kanter states:

Participative teams are not equivalent to 'groupthink,' or inaction without con-
sensus, or management by committeothree negatives to many American man-
agers. They are action bodies that develop better systems, methods, products,
or policies than would result from unilateral action by one sponsible segment,
or even from each of the team members working in isolation from the others.

Eir _should you use it?

Kanter (1985, p. 198) describes twelve situations when the use of participative teams could
have a positive impact on the organization.

To gain new ..)tures of expertise arLd experience.
To get collaboration that multiplies a person's effort by ,..,oiding assis-
tance, backup, or stimulation of better performance.
To allow all of those who feel they know something about the subject to get
involved.
To build consensus on a controversial issue.
To allcw representatives of those affected by an issue to influence decisions
and build commitment to them.
To tackle a problem that no one 'owns' by virtue or organizational assign.
went.
To allow more wide-ranging or creative discussions/solutions than are
available by normal means.
To balance or confront vested interests Li the faceof the need to change.
To address conflicting approaches or views.
To avoid precipitous action and explorea variety of effects.
To create an opportunity and enough time to study a problem in depth.
To develop and educate people through their participation: creating new
skills, new information, and new contacts.

When should you ignore it?

Kanter (1985, p. 198-199) also describes eight occasions when the use of participative
teams could have a detrimental effect on the organization:

When one person clearly has greater expertise on the subject than all the
others.
When those affected by the decision acknowledge and accept that expertise.

Institutional Governance: An Albatross or A Gold Mire
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When there is a 'hip pocket solution': The manager or company already
knows the 'right answer.'
When the subject is part of someone's regular job assignment, and it wasn't
his or her idea to form the team.
When no one really cares all that much about the issue.
When no important development will result or others' knowledge would
neither contribute to nor be served by their involvement.
When there is no time for discussion.
When people work more happily and productively alone.

Flow does it relate to today's issues?

I am reassured by the fact that the concept Kanter, and others in the human resource man-
agement discipline, refer to as participative management is growing in popularity. Recent pub-
lications from only a handful of sources extol the virtues of developing partnerships to improve
the probability of success in computer-related projects (Alter, 1989, p. 56; Bruce, 1989, p. 56;
Currid, 1989a, p. 81; Currid, 1989b, p. 91; Freund and Schlier, 1989, p. 45; Inmon, 1989, p.
24; May, 1989, p. 4; Ryland, 1989, p. 14; Scheier, 1989a, p. 91; Scheier, 1989b, p. 91;
Stone, 1989, p. 74). Surely participative management, shared responsibility, teamwork, part-
nerships, or however else you might label the concept of involving users, would work in an
enviionment where institutional govemane reigns.

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS STRATEGIES

As noted above, our strategy contained two major facets: top management involvement
and education. We chose to implement it using a participative management approach. The
implementation itself consisted of several activities that were somewhat dependent upon one
another. At a minimum, they worked in conceit with one another to achieve our objective.

Executive Symposium on University Computing

Top management commitment and support has been cited as a prerequisite for any orga-
nization to successfully implement a program that crosses territorial boundaries (Freund and
Schlier, 1989, pp. 45-46; Glover, 1988, p. 19; Marks, 1989, p. 14; Nolan, 1982, p. 75;
Scheier, 1989a, p. 91; Stone, 1989, p. 76). The need for computing organizations to adopt a
marketing philosophy has also experienced recent popularity in the literature (Bouldin, 1989, p.
26; Bruce, 1989, p. 44; May, 1989, p. 4; Moad, 1989, p. 100; Ryland 1989, p. 14). At the
1988 CAUSE National Conference in Nashville, our director described how these ideas came
together one day while he was reviewing his "junk mail" (Zimmerman, 1988, p. 105). The
result was a half-day "free seminar" for the University's Chancellor and vice chancellors that
we called the Executive Symposium on University Computing. If you were able to attend Dr.
Zimmerman's session last year, you may remember the acronym he used to describe it
ESUC. In addition to providing our administration with some needed information, the sympo-
sium also increased Computinf Services' credibility. It was so well received that the Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs requested that we repeat it for the Deans' Council. It was later
repeated for the university-wide Computing Activities Council and for our departmental staff.

Indimislughnocrahips

One thing is certain in a university environment. There is an ample supply of expertise.
Although I cannot speak for all colleges and universities, the ones that I have experienced have
uniformly enGouraged faculty to share their expertise with the outside world via consulting.
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Our strategy included trying to find expert faculty with goals similar to ours that would lend
support to some rather hefty projects in the "inside" world. For example, a faculty member in
the College of Engineering was very interested in the concept of networking the campus since
he had recently been involved in networking his college. He had also served as a consultant in
this area. We developed a partnership with him where he contributed the ideas, and we did the
leg work. When it came time to brief the Chancellor, he delivered the presentation. Simply by
virtue of the fact that a well-respected faculty meinber made the presentation, the Chancellor
knew that at least one academic collegewas behind the project. The next thing we blew, we
had a budget (albeit not all we asked for) andan ad hoc committee appointed by the Chancellor
to implement phase one of a campus-wide backbone network.

Another partnership we developed with a faculty member had similarly dramatic results.
We already knew that we needed to engage in strategic planning for computing resources for the
entire campus. We also knew that our academic colleges would not be too receptive to the idea
of Computing Services "telling" them what to do. Since one of our major topical areas in the
ESUC was the need for coordinated planning, we had also received feedback that the Chancel-
lor and vice chancellors recognized this need too. The problem was determining how to pro-
ceed without alienating our academic brothers. This time, a faculty member in the College of
Business Administration came to ourrescue. He had just accepted the chairmanship of the
University's Computing Activities Council. Once again, we developed a partnership where he
contributed the ideas, and we did the leg work. Although it took 18 months, we now have a
campus-wide plan for computing resources.

angatingAggyitittCauncil

The Computing Activities Council could be considered the University's answer to the con-
cept of a steering committee. It is appointed by the Chancellor and "reviews, monitors, and
recommends policies related to the needs, uses, budget allotments, and information control
measures for the computing facilities and functions as a hearing body for proposed modifica-
tions to those policies" (Faculty Handbook, 1986, p. 32). Its memh iship consists of faculty
representatives from each of the University's colleges and a couple of administrators. Prior to
1987, even though the Cuuncil met monthly during the academic year, it did little more than
rubber-stamp policies such as how long reader files could be stored on the system before they
were purged. The academic-types accused the Council of beingan administrative committee
ana the administrative-types said the Council was dominated by academicians.

When the new faculty chair took over in 19?' things stated to change. First, Computing
Services assumed the clerical functions associated with calling meetings, etc. This relieved the
chair of having to spend significant time with details, and he could devote more of his time to
really important matters. Next, the chair developed a number of subcommittees to deal with
different issues: administrative information systems, library automation, microcomputer man-
agement, networking, planning, and supercomputing The same kind of partnership that Com-
puting Services had formed with the chair soon became associated with each of the subcommit-
tees as well as the Council as a whole. Council presentations to the Chancellor were much
more effective than requests from Computing Services to the Vice Chancellor forFinance and
Administration that were then forwarded to the Chancellor. At the end of one such oresenta-
don, the Chancellor queried two faculty members representing two different colleges as to their
positions on the issue. When both responded positively, the Chancellor responded that if those
two colleges agreed on something, it must be inevitable.

Ad Hoc Committees

"Ad hoc committee" is just another way of describing a participative management team. It
can be a very powerful device when used wisely. One of the ingredients we found essential to
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the successful functioning of an ad hoc committee is knowledgeable leadership. Over the past
two years, the Chancellor has appointed three ad hoc committees related to computing. The
Computer Network Planning Committee was assigned the task of implementing phase one of
our campus-wide network backbone. Once this task was complete, the ad hoc committee was
excused and a new subcommittee of the Computing Activities Council was formed to work with
the University's networking specialists. The Student Information System Committee was
formed to develop specifications for a new, integrated student information system. After the
specifications were complete, this committee too was excused and a new committee is being
formed to oversee the acquisition and implementation of a new system. The third ad hoc com-
mittee formed was the Library Automation Committee. Its purpose is to develop specifications.
Although committees can sometimes be heavy to carry around, we have found that the benefits
of involving all players is worth the weight. This is particularly true when you consider that
Computing Services may have been the representative left out as has happened in the past.

Computing and Information Technology Management Principles

Several months ago, our attention turned from dealing with specifics such as implementing
the network backbone, upgrading the mainframes, or acquiring a student system to thinking in
more general terms. Although we have made much progress in the past couple of years by
using a participative approach, it seems reasonable that someday we may want to function a
little more efficicady, particularly on routine matters. The literature tends to toot the horn of a
full-functioning steering committee/user board (Bouldin, 1989, p. 26; Drury, 1984, p. 256;
Glover, 1988, p. 19; Marks, 1989, p. 14; Nolan, 1982, p. 72; Reck and Reck, 1989, p. 89).
Although the Computing Activities Council could serve such a role, we were not fully comfort-
able with it as a lonb term solution as it stands today. For this reason, we were quite excited
this spring when we ran across an article in Harvard Business Review by T. H. Davenport, M.
Hammer, and T. J. Metsisto entitled "How Executives Can Shape Their Company's Informa-
tion Systems" (1989, p. 130). This article discussed the development of principles to guide
computing and information technology management. We started the first step this past summer.
Computing Services' managers held several meetings to develop a "strawman" set of principles.
These principles are now being reviewed by the Vice Chancellor for Finance and Administration
with the idea that they will eventually be presented to the Chancellor and other vice chancellors
for acceptance. Along the way, the Computing Activities Council will also be provided the
opportunity to have input. Once the principles are accepted, they could be used by Computing
Services to make routine decisions and would define those occasions when decisions needed to
be taken directly to the Council.

RESULTS

Today, Computing Services is generally considered to have a vital role in the day-to-day
func4.Nns of the University. This is a quantum leap from the time when the typicsl computer
use rather do almost anything than to have to deal with us. The change did not occur
overk. A, and we still have a long way to go. The essential thing is that today we are perceived
as being headed in the same general direction as the rest of the campus. We believe that the
activities described above account, at least in part, for this change in perception. The key,
however, has been our genuine openness. We have both listened to and acted upon the con-
cerns of our campus community.

Setbacks

Although we feel that our partnerships have produced positive outcomes, the process is not
as easy as it may sound. One of the major difficulties is time. Sommimes, things seem to take
forever. It is often tempting to think that you could have already implemented something in the
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time it took just to educate the players. Expectations ofprogress must constantly be down-
graded to match actual progress. In order to minimize disappointment, each individualmeeting
must be viewed as only a small part of the whole. When discussions start going in circles, or
get way out on a tanirnt, even though it seems like it would save time to cut the conversation
off, it is better to let it run its course or to subtly redirect it. Occasionally, such a conversation
might be just what is needed to convince the last dissenter. Finally, sometimes you have to step
back and take a long-range perspective just to see how far you have come. All in all, I imagine
that the proca^ is like plastic surgery. It is no fun while you are going through it, and the
process seem: _o take forever, but the results are generally worth the trouble.

Successes

There is no doubt in my mind that if Computing Services had set out alone to implement
the network backbone, we could not have achieved the quality of resultswe have today, even
though it would have been available much earlier. It took a faculty member at a crraimittee
meeting asking if the goal was to implement the cheapest alternative or to implement what was
best for the University to get everyone behind the concept of a network that the University
could look upon with pride. Somehow, it would not have been the same if a systems analyst
had asked this question. I believe that a significant indicator ofour success is that people refer
to UARKnet as the "University's network," not "Computing Services' network." This is a far
cry from the old days when they had to use "Computing Services' [mainframe] computer."

The Future

We plan to continue to use the participative partnership approach for major University
projects, particularly those that have far reaching implications such as the network backbone
and the student information system. Now that we have some experience, we have learned first-
hand those things which can either make or break the experience. Not surprisingly, we were
not the first to uncover these. Kanter (1985, p. 224) actually concludes her discussion of
participative management by offering the following ten suggestions for organizations that would
like to implement a participative approach:

Start small and with local issues.
Neither promise nor expect tuo much.
Allow people to define for themselves the issues they want to discuss and to
opt out of those they wish to avoid.
Involve parties whose power might be at stake and give them important,
rewarded roles in the new system.
Provide education on both the skills of participation/decision making and the
issues to be discussed.
Maintain leadership.
Make sure minority views are heard; be wary of group pressure.
Keep time bounded and manageable.
Provide rewards and feedbackthat is, tangible signs that the participation
mattered.
Expect participative teams to wax and wane; hey supplement, rather than
replace, the hierarchy or routine structure.

Of the above, ou-r experience indicates that "maintain leadership" is probably the most criti-
cal. We might even stiggest that you change it to "maintain knowledgeable leadership." A
vision of the future is rs.Nttled. This is a piece of cake if the leader represents the information
support organization; however, this has not usually been the case with us. It then becomes a
challenge for your organization to turn the appointed leader into a real leader.
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Administrative Computing at Stanford:
What Didn't Work and What Might

Frederick M. Biedenweg
and

Catherine A. Gardner
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Stanford
California

Abstract

In 1987, Administrative Computing at Stanford underwent a major reorganization
that included moving the organization under a new Vice President, creating new
management structures, and decentralizing applications support programmers into
the line organizations. This paper explains some of the causes leading up to those
changes and attempts to assess what has worked and what hasn't in financing and
managing administrative computing at Stanford. The first section of the paper
discusses organizational and management issues, the second the financial
strategies, and the paper concludes with some thoughts on charged-out services
written 25 years ago by the 1972 Nobel Prize winner in economics, Kenneth
Arrow.
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Administrative Computing at Stanford:
What Didn't Work and What Might

I. Introduction

In 1987, administrative computing at Stanford underwent a major, and for some, stressful,
reorganization. The purpose of this paper is to describe some of the key factors that led up
tho this reorganization and explain some of the management and financial strategies adopted
in rebuilding a stable, responsive admW strative computing environment.

The choices institutions make about to structure their budgets and their budget processes
often determine how difficult or easy certain ventures are to start and how well others will
succeed.

GENERAL MTN. AUX. CAPITAL
FUNDS FUNDS

SOS II MS II Ni,.. MS II

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
ANNUAL EXPENDITURES

Figure 1

Total Expenditures at Stanford

As Figure 1 shows, to the nearest 100 million dollars, Stakiord spends $300 million
annually in general funds, $300 million in Restricted Funds (restricted to the use of specific
schools, departments or activities), $300 million in Auxiliaries (such as the Linear
Accelerator, the Faculty Practice Program, the University Press, Intercollegiate Athletics,
etc.), and another $300 million in Capital expenditures such as new buildings.

The fact that such a large portion of the expenditures are made in the Restricted Funds
Category means that the institution is very independent and entrepreneurial. And, this
independence and the local control of such large resources means that the pieferred mode
for new adventures is charge out (i.e., service centers). For those unfamiliar with Service
Centers, these are essentially what industry would refer to as profit centers, except that they
are not allowed to run profits.
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II. Management Structure in 1986

Figure 2 is one depiction of a Stanford Organization Chart for 1986. As most university
employees know, organization charts for universities are completely dependent on who is
writing the chart as, for the most part, organization charts are either never written down or
not shared.

In 1986 there were six Vice Presidents. Excluding the Medical Center, which was and
continues to be mostly independent, the largest Vice PresidentialAreas were the Provost's
(who is also the Chief University Budget Officer) and the Vice President for Business and
Finance.

gure
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Major local systems applications had been built in the DevelopmentOffice (reporting to the
Vice President for Development), the Registrar's Office and Libraries (reporting to the
Provost), Telecommunications (reporting to the Director cf ITS), he Controller's
Office and Human Resources (reporting to the Vice President for .ness and Finance).
These local applications were written in SPIRES due to a University policy, adopted in
1982, that central data bases have similar structures.

Information Technology Services (ITS) and the Vice President for Business and Finance
were responsible for the entire range of administrative computing services. Central
computing capacities were provided on a fee for usage basis from ITS. Application
support for both maintenance and development of systems were available to
local unifar:111=m ITS.

Amding for these resources resided in different locations. Funds to pay for computing
capacities resided in the local units budgets along with funding for applications
maintenance. Funding for development of new systems resided in the staff function of the
Vice President for Business and Finance.
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HI. Management Problems with this Structure

The authors have heard said, both by Stanford folks and by non-Stanford folks, that the
main problem ITS had was that its mission and goals were not in alignment with those of
the University. In our opinion, this simply is not true. We believe that ITS and its
previous leaden listened very closely to what the community wanted and did everything
possible to provide that level of service. This included extensive computer related
consulting services and everything else from providing copy centers to post office box
services. Virtually everything that someone wanted was provided.

The problem was not the services, it war *he cost of those services. And, the cost center
model which had allowed tremendous grt,wth based on local demand ultimately provided
for the downfall of ITS.

What Went Wring?

1. Lack of

Both local units and central ITS did capacity forecasting to some degree but neither
integrated their forecasts with each other. The local areas typically had someone who
worked for central ITS responsible for making projections but this person was in an
awkward situation. The local unit frequently did not want to be told that they would need
15-30% more capacities and furthermore did not have funding to pay for capacity increases
of this magnitude. Thus, local units typically did not have official forecast estimates and if
they did, they were simple statements that next years c .parity needs would fit within the
units budget (i.e., something like 5% growth).

Central ITS, on the other hand, knew that 5% growth was unrealistic and that based on
historical data, 30% growth per year was a much better estimate to use in determining when
machine upgrades were needed.

2. Flat o. cliningRatra

The result of this capacity planning, or lack thereof, was that ITS assumed computing
capacities would grow by 30% per annum and thus determined that they could decrease
rates by 10% per year and still increase total expenditures by 20% per year.

3. Expenditure Control

Expenditure control was the principle area where the problem manifested itself. The key
usr n of these services (the local applications) were not happy paying for the free
consulting services that were being offered to support the rest of the administrative
community.

4. Budgeting for New System

Budgeting for new systems didn't work because new systems were forced to pay average
costs rather than incremental costs. And, more importantly, the central budget officer was
either unable or unwilling to pull back funds from areas that received windfalls.
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5. 1266 deficit

The result of all this was that, in 1986, ITS ended with a $2 million deficit and a whole lot
of finger pointing.

The 1Gcal application areas blamed ITS because, "how could we project how much our
systems were going to cost when ITS keeps changing its rates."

ITS blamed the local application areas because. "If ITS controlled application development,
then the applications wouldn't use so much computing capacities."

Staff for the budget process blamed the Vice President and his staff for not controlling
expenditure growth and the Vice President blamed the budget staff fornot anticipating that
the local areas would not have enough funds to pay for their computing needs.

After many months of this and a review committee established by the Provost to reduce ITS
expenditures, the Provost .nally declared a s to the finger pointing and created the
following new computing structure r Stanf Ol

IV. 1988 Organizatic- Chart

PUBLIC
AFFAIRS

LFigure 3

DEVELOPME

1988 Stanford t.%)Aivarsity
Organizattena I Structure

PRESIDER

ILibraries'

Figure 3 de . icts the changes that took place from 1986 to 1988. Notone but two new Vice
Intormafion Resources (IR) is now responsible for

Academic Computing, Administrative Computing, Networking and Telecommunications
Services and Libraiy Tech. .:ogles. In addition, the Vice President for Business and
Finance's desire to move into new ventures resulted in the reation of an eighth Vice
President for Administrative Resources. This VP took over Human Resources, Facilities
Planning, Operations and Maintenance and S.alent Housing and Food Services.

11 :I .1:1: 11: 1 I 11'..1
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The structure of Administrative Computing Services also changed. Whereas in the past ITS
provided the computing capacities on a charge out basis and hired the applications
programmers, under the new structure the applications programmers were decer.tralized to
the local areas and computing capacities are now purchased on a pricing agreement basis.

The management structure of administrative computing also changed with the creation of
the Core Resources Allocation and Management Group or CRAM for short. (There were
some unhappy people at ,tiis name but after discussing some worse names, CRAM stuck.)
CRAM's charge, as its name indicates, is to allocate core capacities to the central, core
applications and to manage the use of those resources.

Here too was something that didn't work. The first pass at creating CRAM was to have the
Assistant Vice President for Information Resources (Chair), the Controller, the University
Budget Officer, the person in charge of the applications development fund, and the Director
of Administrative Computing as the members. Needless to say, this structure did not go
over very well with the University Officers in the Libraries, Registrars Office, or the
Development Office. After gil, these offices were still the core clients.

So, after a little more thought, it was decided that CRAM should in fact include its primary
clients (i.e., the senior officer responsible for each of those applications areas) iii addition
to those mentioned before.

V. The Need for a Creative Financial Strategy

The organizational solution that proposed decentralization of the applications programmers,
recentralization of funds for mainframe services, and an oversight management group
called CRAM created a unique set of challenges for a financial strategy to support t.iis new
entity. Essentially, the financial strategy had to achieve the following goals:

1. Create a funding/charging mechanism that would assure the authority of
the new CRAM management structure.

Without some control over resources, the new management group would have little
clout and insufficient accountability to make the new reporting relationships work.

2. Support control of Applications Programming in the line organizations

A major complaint about the Me. rganintion was one of the lack of understanding
of the essential University processes that systems had been designed to support.
They were not adequately designed with client nec. 1 mind.

3. Protect the University Operating Budget from uncontrolled growth in
computing costs.

As mentioned earlier, unconstrained growth in computing costs hitting the
Operating Budget had to bk, brought into control. It was the key factor in triggering
the reorganization of administrative computing.
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4. Maintain an equitable charge-out strategy for cost recovery to meet
Federal A-21 regulations governing service centers.

Because Stanford is a major research University with administrative computing
costs ultimately allocated to federally sponsored research projects, our Service
Center charge out policies must meet the criteria of federal regulations. Principal of
these regulations is the requirement that users be charged equitably to assure fair
costing to Government sponsored projects.

S. Provide long-term stability for the Data Center that would assure timely
hardware and software upgrades as necessary.

While controlling costs to the University remains a primary concern it is equally
imnortant to maintain the Data Center's technology at a level that optimizes
Stanford's needs against the opportunities created by technological advances.
Upgrades on our IBM mainframe units are needed on 2-3 year intervals to meet our
client needs and to keep up with the technology so we don't find ourselves in a
technological cul de sac.

VI. The CORE Concept for Funding Primary Admioistrative Systems

In order to meet all 0.7 the objectives outlined above, the concept of CORE was developed.
Essentially, the idea was to have the Provost enter into a partnership with the Stanford Data
Center to purchase a piece of the IBM mainframe for the use of the primary administrative
systems. On an annual basis, the central Operating Budget would buy a share of the
mainframe's overall CPU capacity, disk and tape storage, and printing capacity. Instead of
billing each client account for actual CPU seconds used, pages of print and megabytes of
storage, the Provost, with Operating Budget funds, owns a percentage of these capacities
and allocates them to the CORE clients .(ificluding the Registrar, Controller, Officeof
Development, Administrative Resources and the Libraries). Theamount purchased would
be based on historical asage and estimates of growth for existing function, plus some head
space.

This conapt met objectives #3 and #5 outlined above in that it is a reasonable cost recovery
method under A-21 principles and it established the full cost to the Operating Budget well
in advance providing the needed cost control. The only problem was that the funding to
purchase a piece of the mainframe was in the individual CORE clients' budgets! In order to
make the CORE concept possible it was necessary to pull these dollars out of the line
organization budgets. This was also the key to making the CRAM management group
work (objective # 1). Making them collectively responsible for the CORE budget would
support their authority.

At Stanford very little is done by mandate. Thus, it was necessary to persuade the line
managers that this plan was in their best interests as well as those of the Provost. This was
accomplished by emphaezing the advantages of budget stabilization that would come from
knowing in advance exactly what their computing costs would be for three.ears in
advance. Plus, the line managers bought into the overall concept of optimizing local
control for applications programming and central control of the Data Center budgets. Of
course, the principal line managers, such as the Controller and the Registrar, who are
owners of the large administrative systems are members of the CORE Resource Allocation
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Management (CRAM) group. This gives them dual responsibility for both their own
applications and for sliming in the management of the overall CORE capacity allocations
and growth. Once these funds were centralized in the control of the CRAM group,
objectives #1 and #4 outlined above were realized. Moving the applications programmers
into the line organizations, where the funding was, and co-locating them with the line
staff met objective #2. Figure 4 shows this realignment of the applications prcgammers
to the line and the recentralization of the production computing budgets.

Stanford
Data
Center

I_Restructuring Administrative
Computing at Stanford

ProgrammersProgrammers

CORE
Budget
(in IR)

Uil:frcT
--Controller
-Registrar
--Development
--Etc

Production
Computing

$

Figure 4

VII. How Well Does the CORE Concept Work?

Administrative computing is now in a "controlled" growth pattern. Computing costs
charged to the University Operating budget are expected to grow at about 12% per year
(down considerably from years of more that 20%). However, because the Provost
purchased a share of the mainframe, including some critical "headspace", actual growth in
CPU usage for the CORE systems is expected to grow at an average 21% over the next
three years. In addition, capacity forecasting has improved and Data Center equipment
plaimmg is better integrated with budget realities, supporting more realistic planning for
mainframe upgrades. A consolidated three year plan has been prepared for all of the CORE
applications, and, this year, the Data Center and CORE clients are making important
advances in integrating user needs with technology planning through the applications plans.
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VIII. Conclusions

There are many conclusions that could be drawn from the Stanfordexperience. As always,
the financial strategies and organization structures need to fit the culture of the institution.
However, given the context of this conference, we will try to summarize the important
things we felt we learned. To some, these will seem extremely obvious. But,
unfortunately, when you are surrounded by day-to-day problems and no one has or is
willing to accei... clear responsibility, very obvious things tend to be missed.

Following are the lessons we found most important:

1. Control both rate increases and total expenditures growth for
service centers.

2. Include major clients as a part of the management structure
for administrative computing.

3. Develop a financing strategy that allows this to happen.

In our case there were many parts to that financing strategy but perhaps the most important
one was the partitioning of the machine and the upgrade strategy we chose to adopt.

Epilogue

As an epilogue to this paper, we would like to share some thoughts from a young
economist who later went on to win the Nobel Prize for Economics. In a 1964 paper,
"Research in Management Controls: A Critical Synthesis", ManammcntCcuallim
Directions in Basic Research, Ken Arrow wrote down five circumstances under w .iich
charge-out structures (or transfer pricing as it was called in those days) do not work. We
leave it to the reader to determine how many, ifany, of the following apply to the Stanford
situation.

Circumstances under which Charge -lout Structures do not Work

1. When consequences of the decision extend far into the future.
2. When the external world is changing, particularly when it is

changing uncertainly.
3. Externalities (when the profitability ofone part of the

organization depends on the profitability of another).
4. When there exists large uncertainties in prices.
5. When managers are not performing well. (i.e., When they are

not paying attention to revenue and expenditures.)

8 15
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An Intensive Approach to

Application Enhancement

Donald E. Heller
Director

Administrative Systems Development

MIT Information Systems

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

November 1989

Many *nstitutions face an aging applications portfolio that demands
much attention and many resources from information systems
management and clients. These older applications are often caught in
cycles where maintenance and operation become increasingly
expensive, yet replacement costs are prchibitive. Efforts to meet
constantly changing business needs ail also straining many
applications. In order to help support a major capital campaign, MIT
chose a highly targeted and intensive approach to enhance an existing
alumni/fund-raising/gifts system rather than replacing it. This paper
discusses this project and projects of this type in general.
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Introduction

As they head into the 1990s, many universities find themselves facing a common problem: a portfolio of
business and administrative applications that are aging, difficult and expensive to maintain, and no
longer meet the needs of the functions they support. This problem is not unique to universities, as
corporations with custom applications (as opposed to relying predominantly on vendor packages) face
the same issue. We presently find ourselves in an era when new tools and techniques to support the
design and cone :ruction of applications are commonly available, yet most organizations still spend the
vast majority of their programming resources on maintaining existing system;

As an application ages, the real dollar cost to operate and maintain it usually increases each year.
There are a number of reasons for this:

As the application is changed by adding screens, modules, data elements, and the like, it
becomes unwieldy, and its original architecture weakens to the point similar to a house of cards
ready to coil ?se at the failure of one key component.

As changes are made, technical documentation often is not updated, making maintenance more
difficult by causing a divergence between the application and the documentation.

As the underlying business processes of the organization evolve and change from those in place
when the application was originally designed, the ability of the application to support
changing functions decreases Lich succeeding functional change becomes more and more
difficult to implement.

Most application support organizations face intense pressure from clients to keep up with their requests
for changes. Many groups carefully monitor their backlog of requests but are seemingly unable to "keep
their heads above water. This pressure forces many application changes to be done on a "quick fix"
basis, without sufficient thought given to implications on the overall application architecture. These
quick fixes often exacerbate the problem with older applications and make continued maintenance and
operation more costly and difficult. This paper will describe a successful project to improve a major
business application and extend its life by a targeted approach to breaking out of the typical costly
maintenance cycle.

Ba lcground

The Massachusetts Institute of Technc:Jgy (MI1), like most institutions, has an aging applications
portfolio and spends most of its application support resources on maintaining these applications. With
the exception of three relatively small systems which ase vendor packages or service bureaus, all of
MIT's administrative applications have been custom developed. During the last fiscal year (ending
June 30,1989), MIT spent more than $7 million to develop and maintain administrativ e applications,
with 50% of this total spent on low-level maintenance. Many of these applications operate in the IBM
mainframe env grotunent and are more than ten years old, with an original architecture dating to the
1960s. While some of these applications have been converted to different operating systems over the
years (DOS to VS1 to VM/CMS), their underlying designs have not been improved.

Most maintenance on these applications is done on a task-by-task basis, in which individual changes
are implemented one at a time. The priority for maintenance tasks is established by the client, who
responds to changes in business processes and functions. Changes to application databases are
occasionally made, usually done on a task-by-task basis also. In some instances, this process results in
the technological equivalent of a ramshackle shack which is now ugly (from a technical, functional,
and user interface perspective), difficult to maintain, and in danger of collapse.
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Over the last few years, MIT has decen- :.d the responsibility for support of approximately 50% of
its administrative applicationsl. Applications can be developed or maintained in several ways: by
programmers from Administrative Systems Development (ASD), the central applications development
group; by programmers in client offices; by consultants from outside of the Institute; or by any
combination of these.

One of the risks of decentralization, observed at MIT as well as at many other universities, is difficulty
in creating and enforcing standards. With the responsibility for applications support reporting up
through different line organizations, there is a good chance that common techniques, tools, and
architectures will not be used. Unless some type of centralized review and authority over application
support is established (by the central information technology organization, for example), the risk of
standards being ignored is much greater. The lack of adherence to standardscan exacerbate the
maintenance problem described on page 1.

The Alumni, Donor, Development, and Schools System

In 1979, MIT developed an application to track all alumni and their gifts. The central application
development group, working with the Alumni Association an the Treasurer's Office, devek.ped the
new system. The system uses the ADABAS database management system to maintain its data and the
PL/I programming language for on-line and some batch functions.

Over the years, the system was maintained and enhanced to provide additional functionality as client
needs changed. The central application group performed most of this maintenance on a task-by-task
basis as described above, with little overall strategic direction. During this same period, the Alumni
Association also established its own small group of programmers, the group focused primarilyon
writing management reports to track the various data about alumni and their gifts. In addition, this
group developed a number of small subsystems that used some of the data in the main system.

In the mid-1980s, MIT began to formulate plans for a major capital campaign. These plans evolved into
the Campaign for the Future, a $550 million, five-year campaign. As part of the plans, the Resource
Development department more than doubled in size in order to manage campaign prospecting and
solicitation. Part of this increase resulted from creating a small programming group to write
management reports for the campaign. The staff of the Alumni Association also increased (though by a
smaller magnitude) in order to enhance its efforts on annual giving.

By the campaign kickoff in 1987, the original alumni /gifts system hadgrown to become the Alumni,
Donor, Development, and Schools (ADDS) system. Its purpose was to support the following groups:

Alumni Association, responsible for alumni relations and annual giving

Resource Development, responsible for researching, prospecting, and soliciting major gifts

Treasurer's Office, responsible for recording the gifts

development officers of the five schools at MIT, responsible for school-related solicitations

1 For more on how MIT has decentralized application support, see Mary Ellen Bushnell and Do ld E. Helier,
"Application Development Services in a Competitive Environment", CAUSE/EFFECT, 1.a1119b., p. 33.
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The illustration below shows the relationship of the ADDS system to the various departments
involved.
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The architecture, many of the r 'ograms, and much of the database structure of the All ..ystem
remained similar to the original system developed almost ten years earlier. A number of enhancements
and modifications were made to support the campaign, but these primarily were added on top of the
existing system, rather than being fully integrated into it. Some of these enhancements were actually
new subsystems to track such entities as prospect information and campaign volunteers. Other
enhancements involved writing reports (at this stage primarily using NATURAL, a 4th generation
language) to support campaign researchers and solicitors. At the time, ASD and the client offices
believed the system should last through the life of the campaign, even though it would be dose to
15-years-old by the end of the campaign. ASD had two programmers supporting the ADDS system,
with 60% of their time spent on maintaining the on-line system, and 40% on programming management
reports.

With the campaign ready to begin, the ADDS system was Wag used by almost 200 different people in
three administrative departments and five schools, v. ith an average of 60 simultaneous users. During
the most recent fiscal year, the system was used to record over 40,000 gifts and pledges with a total
value exceeding $131 million. In addition, an average of 170 batch report jobs are run against the
database each week. Many of us felt an omen was sent when the stock market dropped precipitously on
Black Monday only three days before the official campaign kickoff in 1987.

The Problems Begin

With increased usage of the ADDS system following the campaign kickoff, both the clients and ASD
staff began to notice some problems. Their observations included the following:

1, Response time for both the on-line portion of the system (used for entering and querying alumni
ographical and gift information) and batch jobs (prin-arily management reports' was
deteriorating. While this was partly due to the overall load on the IBM 3083 mainframe on
which ADDS ran, some questions were raised about the performance of the ADDS system itself.

-3-
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2. The mainframe costs associated with running the ADDS system were increasing rapidly and
approached $1 million. Since the data center at MIT operates on a chargeback basis, the
increased costs impacted the client operating budgets.

3. The user interface and functioning of the on-line portion of the system were awkward and
inconsistent. Menu hierarchies and screen navigation rules forced users through many different
screens in order to enter or query information.

4. Many of the programs were awkward and difficult to understand for the programmers
maintaining the system. Over the years, some inefficient and unstructured programs had been
written that tended to be "cloned" by subsequent programmers who needed to develop a similar
function or report. In this way, inefficiencies and structural problems were perpetuated
throughout the system.

5. The data structures were inefficient and in many cases did not support client business needs.
Data elements and descriptors (keys) had been added to the database as needs arose, with no
overall plan. for or redesign of the database.

These observations raised concern over whether the ADDS system would in fact be able to support the
Campaign for the Future during its remaining four years. We knew we could not implement a vendor
package or develop a completely new system in the middle of the campaign without majordisruptions.
Even if the system did in fact last through the end of the campaign, people thought it couldnot be used
much beyond that, if the campaign was extended beyond its original five-year duration (a common
event in capital campaigns).

Because of these growing concerns, clients and Information Systems (the central information technology
organization) decided in 1988 to conduct a study of the ADDS system, examining problems and possible
solutions to ensure system usefulness throughout the life of the campaign. A decision was made to hire
an independent consultant in order to bring the necessary expertise to the review process.

Review of the ADDS System

In September, 1988, MIT hired a consultant2 to review the ADDS system and make recommendations for
improving it. The consultant had a number of years of experience in applications development and had
been a principal in a consulting firm specializing in ADABAS and NATURAL applications. He spent
approximately six weeks meeting with clients and ASD staff as well as reviewing PL/I and NATURAL
programs, the logical and physical design of the database, and system performance reports. The results
of the study were presented to a group that included the vice president and department head of each of
the areas involved with the A DDS system.

The key findings of the study, as summit, Ted in the final report, were
1. Programs and batch jobs are inefficient ... programs and jobs can be improved 10%-95% in execution

speed by more structured design and programming techniques.

2. Programs, jobs and systems are difficult to understand and maintain .... almost all programs could
benefit from improved structured design and programming techniques ... there is almost no
technical documentation.

3. The database design is inefficient ... there are an excessive number of kejs to the major files....
Compound keys to support the frequently used e....ess paths do not exist ... there is no
documentation about the design decisions made

2 The ...ames of the consulting firma used in this projectare not given in order to avoid any appearance of an
endorsement by MIT; this shoulc. not be construed, however, as a comment on their performance. More
information is available from the author.
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4, The user-interface of the on-line systems is inefficient.... The user must traverse through nicaple
screens to satisfy their information request where one screen would suffice.... The user cannot go
directly from their current screen to the one they need next.... On-line help is rarely available

5. Finding problems and determining their cause(s) is difficult and time-consuming ... determining how
often programs are run is difficult or impossible ... determining which database files are accessed,
how they are accsard and how often is difficult and expensive. There are over 40 NATURAL
libraries contaLting over 4,500 programs ... only 1200-2000 are used in production .3

In order to eliminate or alleviate these problems, the report made the following recommendations:

1. Proceed with a project (the "ADDS Efficiency Project") to improve the systems, practices, and
procedures related to the Aros database.

2. Hire a full-time Data Administrator to menage the ADDS systems and the improvement project.

a Provide training to all ADDS development personnel in structured design and prograrnming.4

The major benefits of undertaking this project would be to improve the performance efficiency of the
ADDS system, reduce or control the growth of applicatbn maintenance and support costs, and most
importantly, ensure that the system would last for the duration of the Campaign for the Future. The
major incremental costs (beyond resouLes already dedicated to the ADDS system) would be the cost of
the data administrator and the ark/Mons resources for accomplishing the report recommendations.

The Search for a Data Administrator

Among the complexities of the ADDS system are that it directly supports three major departments and
that the technical support is provided by three different departments (see diagram page 3). Because of
this, governance of the system is relegated to a series of committees, summarized in the table below.

Committees with members_____
ADDS Management Group

Director, ASD
Director, Alumni Information Management
Director, Campaign Systems
Recording Secretary
Data oordinaior, Sloan School

Set policy
Long-yin' planning
Resolve i cferences between the
Technical Group and the
Operations Group

A Technical Group
b., eucor, Alumni Information Management

(chair)
Technical staff from ASD, Alumni, and

Resource Development
Area Manager, ASD

Establish programming standards
Review file structures
Determine ways to implement
changes requested by the
Operations Group

ADDS Operations Group
Director, Campaign Systems (chair)
Users from Alumni, Resource Development,

Treasurer's Office, and Schools
Area Manager, ASD

Discuss requested changes,
performance problems, and other
factors affecting users

3 "Management Report: MIT ADDS Database Systems Efficiency Evaluation", internal MIT report, October
1988, pp. 6-8.

4 Ibid. p.12.
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During discussions about hiring a data administrator to assume overall responsibility for the ADDS
system and the ADDS Efficiency Project (AEP), it became clear that a consensus did not exist regarding
which organization should supervise the data administrator in a reporting relationship. In addition,
the question was raised whether a qualified data administrator could be retained once the AEP was
complete and a more stable operating environment was achieved.

Because of these concerns, the ,iecision was made to hire a consultant to act as the data administrator
and to lead the AEP for its estimated duration of twelve months. The consultant would be funded by
and would report directly to the Director of ASD, with a responsibility for coordinating his or her work
with the three groups that govern the ADDS system.

In December 1988, a Request for Proposal was written and distributed to twelve organizations around
the country. The request contained excerpts from the ADDS study and asked for proposals for providing
data administration services. The organizations solicited ranged from Big 8 accounting firms to small,
specialized information technology consultants. Propqsals were received from seven companies, and
after an initial review by the Director of ASD, two were eliminated because they did not meet the
minimum requirements stated in the r..quest. The remaining five proposals (which ranged in
cost from approximately $94,000 to $ 219, 000) were distributed to the members of the ADDS
Management Group. Another proposal was eliminated in this process and the remaining four firms were
invited to MIT to present their proposals.

The presentations were conducted in January 1989, and the winning proposal was selected unanimously.
The contract award was based on three factors:

qualifications ana reputation of the contracting firm and of the individual proposed as data
administrator

description of the services to be provided

proposed cost

The winning proposal was the second lowest in cost of the four finalists. A one-year contract with the
firm was negotiated and signed, and the data administrator began working in February 1989.

The ADDS Efficiency Project

A project team was formed for the AEP. Under the direction of the data administrator, merr'Sers
included two senior level and one mid-level analyst programmers and one technical writer, all from
ASD. In addition, a manager from ASD also was involved on a day-to-day basis with the project. The
AEP team would work closely with programming staffs from the Alumni Association and Resource
Development, though the AEP team would not have direct authority over their work. All parties
acknowledged that, while programmers from the client departments would be involved in the AEP, the
majority of their work would have to continue to support the on-going operations of the campaign.

The first task of the AEP team was to review the ADDS study report and to develop a project plan
outlining the work to be conducted over the following twelve mt...ths. The project plan was completed
and reviewed with the ADDS clients within about three weeks. The major activities of the project fell
into the following three categories:

Analysis and redesign of the production database files

Analysis and reprogramming of the large, frequently-run batch reports

Analysis, redesign, and reprogramming of the on-line portions of the system
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In addition to these activities, education and training of the technical staffs supporting the system
were to be addressed by the project. This was done through a variety of mechanisms: informal trairing
sessions about the ADDS system and its data targeted at users; sessions about specific programming
topics led by the data administrator and targeted at client programmers; and formal workshops on
various aspects of ADABAS and NATURA, pi ogramrning led by an outside traiaing firm.

The AEP was scheduled to last for twelve months, through February 1990. To allow for any changes
that may occur during the life of the project, the schedule set the completion date for the final task
approximately ten months into the project, thus allowing for contingency time of 15%.

As noted on page 4, one of the critical problems with the existing system was the lack of standards
supporting the maintenance of the ADDS system. Consequently, one of the project's first activities was
to establish standards for the maintenance and documentation of the ADDS system. The consulting firm
selected to provide the data administrator was wen-respected for its work with ADABAS and
NATURAL environments, including establishing specific programming standards. The AEP team
wisely decided early on to adopt these standards as the basis for much of the work tt, be done.

Analysis and Redesign of the Database

As described on page 4, an overall plan for implementing changes to the database files in the ADDS
system did not exist prior to the initiation of the AEP. In the past, when an office needed a field added
to one of the files, it was usually added to the end of the file because this was the easiest and fastest
way to ^take the change. This solution was used because of the quick turnaround time required by the
clients and the workload of the database analysts. Often there was insufficient time to conduct an
analysis of the change and its impact, in order to develop the most efficient and effective solution.
Requests for new keys for the file usually occurred in a similar manner, without reviewing whether
existing keys could be combined or otherwise changed to meet client needs. In addition, database
problems were made worse because virtually no reviews were conducted to determine whether unuaed or
underused fields and keys could be eliminated. At no point were real attempts made to truly malize
the data.

Compounding problems with the database itself were the numbers of new programmers and users added
in the client departments over the previous few years. For the most part, both users and prograiruners
were not provided with enough training to give them sufficient knowledge of the data and their uses in
order to do their jobs effectively. Without a thorough understanding of the logical and physical
database design, as well as adequate technical training, programmers could not structure prorams to
make the most effective use of the data and of machine resources. Similarly, users who did not
understand the data often did not know how to accurately formulate requests for information.

In order to evaluate current data ase use, the AEP team worked with the database analysts in ASD to
collect information about patterns and frequency of use of the files, fields, and keys. The team analyzed
the usage patterns through an iterative process; they reviewed this information with the clients to
determine possible changes. Early in the project, it was decided to combine all of the recommendations
into a major restructuring of the database in order to minimize the impact on the clients.

After ethorough review and analysis of the database, the Ah. team developed a list of changes. The
list included the removal of 100 fields (16% of the total fields 1n the 14 affected files) and 101 keys
(41% of the total keys in those files). These changes were scheduled for implementation in the summer,
after clients had concluded processing to dose the fiscal year.

-7-
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Analysis and Reprogramming of Batch Report Jobs

The ADDS system was used most frequently to produce various types of n ports fc - the markgement,
researchers, and fund raisers in Resource Development and the Alumni Association. The most pressing
problem was that jobs were taking too long torun, eve+ during o ierright batch processing. In February
1989, the IBM 3083 mainframe on which the ADDS system ran was upgraded to an IBM 3090, providing
roughly twice the computing power. While this provided short-term improvement, database users
were concerned that problems might resurface later when the 3090 became busier. Thus, the AEP team
was charged with examining the report programs to see if they could be made more efficient.

This task was a difficult one, because there were literally thousands of programs in scores of libraries.
The AEP team embarked on a process of identifying key tactical improvements that could be made to
selected programs. They accomplished this by analyzing the performance of jobs run against the ADDS
database and their resource utilization as measured by physical input/output calls and database
transactions. A weekly list of the most resource-intensive jobs (fondly referred to as the "chugger" list)
was created in order to track which jobs were using the most resources and were run most frequently.

Once these key jobs were identified, the data administrator met with the programmer responsible for
each job. They examined the programs, and suggested and tested methods of improving the performance
efficiency of the programs. The revised programs were tested to measure their resource usage. The
results showed that some of the most resource-intensive jobscould be reduced by more than 75% in both
run time and resource utilization. Since many of these report programs had been cloned, fixing one
program often led to changes that could be made quickly to others.

Analysis and Redesign of the On-Line System

The largest and most complex activity in the project was the analysis, redesign, and reprogramming of
the on-line portions of the system. The major portions of the on-line system consisted of approximately
230 PL/1 programs that were ten years old. These programs were divided into two main subsystems:
BioEntry, used for the entry and display of biographical information about alumni, and GiftEntry, used
for recording gifts and pledges made by alumni and others. Both subsystems were largely undocumented
and often did not follow good software engineering techniques, resulting in difficult and expensive
ma:ntenance. A relatively simple request to change the layout of a screen became a major endeavor. In
addition, because user interface standards were not used,inconsistencies in screen navigation rules and
function key definitions existed.

Since the scope of the project was primarily to improve the performance and efficiency of the ADDS
system, the project team did not set out initially to make major enhancements to system functionality.
One of the first decisions made by the team, with the concurrence of the ADDS Technical Group, was to
discard the PL/I programs in their entirety and reprogram the screens in NATURAL. Prototyping and
testing demonstrated that existing programs could be replaced with NATURAL programs without any
response time slowdown (and in fact some improvement). Previous experiences had shown that the time
iequired to write programs in NATURAL was much less than for equivalent PL/I programs.

The AEP team began with the premise that it would simply copy the existing data entry and query
screens and reprogram them in NATURAL. During prototyping, they received many requests for
hnprovements to existing functionality. Most of the suggestions revolvedaround the screen navigation
and function key definitions. During the iterative prototyping, the team determined that it could
accommodate the requests of the users without delaying the project schedule. Thus, they decided to
meet requests for new functionality from the users as long as the original schedule for reprogramming of
the on-line systems could be maintained.

-8-
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As described above, the existing ADDS system contained two main on-line subsystems. The original
plan was to maintain the structure of two separate subsystems, with the reprogrammed Gift Entry
subsystem put into production in August and the new Bio Entry implemented in September. Pmtotyping
allowed -IS to discover that the two could be combined into one vlbsystem to support buch biographical
and gift date. entry and query functions. The combined subsystem would minimize the effort spent on
reprorunmhtg the screens and also would simplify future maintenance. The project team continued the
iterative prototyping of the screens, taking into account the functionality improvements requested by
users. A major revision to the technical and user documentation of the BioEntry and GiftEntry systems
was done concurrently w''h the reprogramming effort.

Once design specifics were well-established, programming of the screens began. The existing 230 PL/I
programs were to be replaced with 90 NATURAL program& When the target dates for implementing
the new subsystems were delayed until October, it became apparer. that these changes and the
scheduled implementation of database changes (described on page 7) were likely to occur
approximately one month apart. Because the system would be closed down for a period of time . or the
production conversion with a resulting impact on clients, the AEP team and clients opted to implement
bc It the database and on-line subsystem changes in one conversion. While a combined conversion would
be more complex, a shorter period of impact for the clientc was a more important consideration.

The work on both the database changes and replacement of the on-line subsystems continued, the
implementation date for both activities was November 4, 19P^

Evaluation of the Project

The conversion of the database files and on-line subsystems was completed on schedule. The conversion
required an intensive effort by a variety of parties:

database analysts, who converted the actual database

the AEr team, who installed the new version of the on-line screens

the client programmers, who installed the subsystems they were responsible for converting to
the new database formats

the users, who conducted all of the testing after the conversion

The system was shut down for two business days to accomplish the conversion. With very few minor
exceptions, all converted programs were implemented successfully without any bugs.

As the deadline for this paper approached, we are still evaluating the performance improvements of
the new database structure and on-line programs. Some (4 the improvements already noted include:

a 25% n Suction in disk sto. age for the fourteen files affected by the databasechanges

an improvement in response time for both on-line functions and batch report jobs

a large degree of user satisfaction in response to the simpler screen navig-sdon and function keys
in the new on-tine subsystem, leading to increases in user productivity

Data on the total resource usage and response times for both on-line subsystems and batch jobs will be
collected over the next tew months and compared to preconversion data. So far it appears that both
/ ,urce usage and response times I Are decreased, but we will make a formal conclusion when more
concrete data are available.

One of the d3fficulties in evaluating this project is the number of factors affecting resource utilizer n,

-9-
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production co43. tau response time. For example, one of the concerns described on page 4 was production
costs of $1 trdloon annually for running the ADDS system. Since a major goal of the project was to
improve performance efficiency, as performance measure could be the production cost of the system before
and after the conversion. A sample comparison of this type, however, assumes that the volume of
activity in the ADDS system remains constant. If the volume increases (because of running more reports,
making more queries, or recording more gifts, for example), you need to control for this in cost
comparisons. While possible, this is a tedious and time-consuming task, given the size of the ADDS
system, the large dumber of users, and the variety of jobs run. Thus, comparisons ofresource utilization
over time are difficult to make.

Summary

The current schedule of the project calls for the final report and recommendations to be completed on
January 5, 1990. This is approximately two morths earlier than the original twelve -mcmth schedule,
due primarily to not using the contingency time. Explicit project costscan be summarized as follows:

Contract with consulting firm for data administrator $148,000
Addition of one full-time programmer and one half-time technical writer

from ASD (above existing level of ADDS support) for ten months 96.000
Total $244,000

The total does not include costs associated with time spent by theprogrammers in client offices for work
done on enhancing client subsystems and batch jobs. While these costswere not tracked separately,
they are believed not to be large since none of the clients added additional staff exclusively for this
_ffort. The programming staffs of both the Alumni Association and Resource Development were able to
continue to meet the operating needs of the campaign during the entire project.

As mentioned above, the quantitative benefits of this project still need to be calculated. We do know,
however, that the following results have been achieved:

The useful life of the ADDS system has been extended to ensure that it can continue to meet the
needs of Lie campaign workers.

Current estimates are that the programming resources necessary for maintaining the on-line
portion of the ADDS system in NATURAL will be half of what was necessary for PL /I program
maintenance. Taken another way, twice as many tasks can be accomplished with thesame
resources. In addition, programmers joining the project will be productive more quickly because
of the 4th generation language and structured techniques now used in the system.

The functionality and user interface of the system have been vastly improved; users already
have acknowledged this change.

The improvements in batch report jobs have been noted earlier, and initial indications after the
conversion are that oz. Ane response time has improved also.

The decision to apply an inter ve approach to enhancing the ADDS system appears to have been a
wise one for MIT. By extending the life of the system and postponing the capital expense of replacing
it, we have made resources available to address priorities :n other areas. Other older applications at
MIT are currently being examined to determine whether the same approach will yield similar benefits.
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ALIGNING UNIVERSITY GOALS WITH INFORMATION SYSTEM STRATEGIES--

SMOKE AND MIRRORS?

Dennis L. Kramer
Director, Computing Services

Richard C. McKee
Assistant To President

Ball State University
Muncie, Indiana

Ball State University's president, vice presidents,
provost, and leadership of information systems
jointly completed an intensive study of information
systems investments and the degree of alignment with
the goals of the University. Objectives of the study
were to improve the executive leadership's under-
standing of information system (IS) investments,
determine the level of alignment of these investments
with strategic University goals, and identify oppor-
tunities for shifting investment priorities tc better
support these goals. A 1988 study of critical MIS
issues ranks aligning ' and corporate goals second
in a list of twenty (behind using IS for competitive
advantage). This paper describes the methodology,
findings, and impact of the study at Ball State
University.
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ALIGNING UNIVERSITY GOALS WITH INFORMATION SYSTEM STRATEGIES--

SMOKE AND MIRRORS?

A recent study of critical management information systems issues
ranks Aligning information systems (IS) goals with corporate
goals LecoAd in a list of twenty---first was the use of IS for
competitive advantage. (CIO, January, 1989, p. 10) It has also
been reported that average spending on information systems for
1989 would increase at a rate twice that of Inflation, but that
less than 10% of senior IS executives have foand ways to measure
the value of their information systems to the corporation. (CW,
December 5, 1988, p. 20)

Ball State University's preeident, all vice presidents and the
senior leaders in campus computing jointly completed an intensive
study of computing investments and the degree of alignment with
'he goals of the institution. The study took approximately one
month to complete, including data gathering, the analysis of
university and computing goals and computing investments, and
completing the final report.

Ball State University is a state-supported institution with over
19,000 studeits, 1200 faculty, and a computing services budget of
$6,500,000. University Computing Services reports to the Office
of the President and has responsibility for academic and ad-
ministrative computing and data communications. Overall policy
and planning is supported by four committees: President's Ad-
visory Committee on University Computing (PAC), Academic Comput-
ing Committee, Administrative Computing Committee, and the Com-
puting Resources Subcommittee of the University Senate. The
University leadership has focused strategically on the applica-
tion of computer, data communications and video technologies to
enhance it's image, quality and competitive advantage.

A structured approach employed in this study was SIM (Str tegic
Investment Methodology), offsred by IBM's Advanced Busines. In-
stitute. SIM has been used in private enterprises in the United
States and Europe, but Ball State University is the first in-

stitution of higher education to employ the methodology. Presi-
dent John E. Worthen was the executive sponsor of the study, ap-
pointing the participants, providing resources needed, and becom-
ing an active participant. IBM provided senior consultants from
the Advanced Business Institute and the technical resources that
were required. Other participants are listed in Figure 1.

Objectives of the study included:
*Improwi understanding by senior University officials of
total computing investments throughout the campus.
*Relate computing investments to University goals, and identify
over or under invested priorities.

1
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*Provide a system to determine the impact of changing
University goals on computing resource allocations.
*Clarify and enhance communications between senior ad-
ministrators and computing leadership.
*Develop action plans to improve alignment of computing invest-
ment with key University goals.

Computing investments must be measured not only in the computer
center or traditional organization normally thought to contain
this budget, but also in user areas throughout campus. User
areas have workstations, personnel dedicated to computing, mini-
computers, outside services, software, networking and maintenance
that may be budgeted for separately from centralized services.
Of course computer center budgets include investments
(expenditures) for mainframes, minicomputers, personnel, network-
ing, maintenance, outside services and software.

These investmentb are analyzed and categorized in a four quadrant
grid according to the type of resource (i.e., personnel, network,
computer, outside services, terminals, other), functions or uses
(I.e., teaching, research, public services, marketing, ad-
ministration, support), technology portfolios (learning support,
decision support, office support, physical, infrastructure,
institutional), and management approach (utility, venture,
retail). Consensus techniques are used to weight University
goals, rank functions, and determine which technology portfolios
have the most potential to contribute to meeting the University's
goals.

All this analysis is combined in Figure 2 that illustrates the
percentage of computing investments made in the various user
functions and technology portfolios, as well as the strategic
values of each of the cells (as determined by the consensus rank-
ing and weighting). It may be seen that the high strategic and
very high strategic value cells are typicely receiving the most
investment; examples of exceptions are learning support/resource
development, and external support/administration. User functions
which could qualify for additional investment include research,
evaluation/accountability, and support services. Technology
portfolios to be targeted include office support and decision
support. Close study of the chart indicates That the University
is, by most indices, investing in high impact areas. Few 'ells
were identified in which there was a low strategic weight and a
high level of investment. While this indicates strength, it also
is a limitation in that there are fewer "fat" (i.e., over-
invested) cell from resources can be reallocated.

kction plans were developed during the study and reviewed by the
University Officials. President Worthen has referred future
study activities to the President's Advis'ry Committee.

2
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MANAGING COMPUTER SUPPORT COSTS
THROUGH EFFECTIVE USER TRAINING:

Lessons Learned at the University of New Hampshire

Betty Le Compagnon
University of New Hampshire

Durham, New Hampshire

John F. Leydon
George Kaludis Associates, Inc.

Nashville, Tennessee

Given the rising costs of technology, directors of computing must look for cost-effective
and efficient means of providing support to users. Yet, how can the computer services
department provide cost-effective support to an increasing number of users with an
ever-broadening spectrum of needs? One answer has been to create hardware and software
standards. Yet, even with standardization, changes in personnel, upgrades to hardware and
software, and the availability of new technology necessitate a long-term approach to providing
computer support. At the University of New Hampshire, we believe that the one of the most
cost-effective means of providing support to users is through effective user training. This
paper presents the University of New Hampshire's apr Jach to user training and argues that,
among the investments a computer services department can make, training can actually have
one of the biggest payoffs.
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Introduction

As the discrepancy grows between computing budgets and other ways to spend
limited campus dollars, computer center directors are having an increasingly difficult time
justifying the high costs of computing. At a recent conference of high-level University
adminIstrators, a number of Unive.sity &andel officers indicated that 5% of their annual
budgets ws being spent on computing. This number went as high as 10% for those
Universities that had undertaken a significant campuswide networking effort.

Along with the rising costs of computing, the number of computer users on campus
continues to increase, and the profile of the computer user is changing. Many users have
a growing comfort level with technology, a greater awareness of the possibilities offered
by computers, and a growing demand for increased computerization. Mill others feel
pros, 'red to begin using computers in spite of their continued fear of technology. The
computer services department must be responsive to these changes. Yet, the computer
services staff is not growing. How does the computer services department support an
increasing number of users and changing institutional needs in a rapidly changing
computer environment?

One answer which is often overlooked is to provide effective training. Many
computer center directors consider training as an investment with less payoff than adding
additional hardware, software, or support staff. At the University of New Hampshire,
however, we believe that among the investments a computer services department can
make, effective training can actually have one of the biggest payoffs.

The Importance of Training to the Institution

New technology continues to alter not only the teaching and learning aspects of an
institution, but also its administrative capabilities. Adequate training is absolutely
necessary if institutions are to take advantage of this rapidly changing technology. People
must have the 'skills necessary to work with new technology and its associated software
systems. Training is therefore beginning to emerge as one cf the most important functions
of campus computing,. However, training individuals to use computers is difficult
because of rapid changes in the field and because of the variety of uses to which
computers are put in a large post-secondary institution. The institution must therefore be
committed to significant training for all users,--faculty, staff, and students. At the
University of New Hampshire, it is our view that training for computing is a key factor in
providing the support needed to keep users ahead of technology.

1
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If we were to look at a cruss section of -secondary iutitutions today, we would
find they tend to approach training differently on how important they view the
alining function. They may simply "muddle through" with little or no training, they may
do "reactive" training in response to problems or as specific needs arise, or they may
actually have a planning process for training just as they plan for the accrisition and use of
technology.

Much of the training for computing in higher education has not been particular-or
effective, partly because technology has developed so fast. Existing training models have
not coped well with the changing technology. Moreover, as the computer experience 3f
faculty, staff, and students increases, so do their training needs. Training must shift from
basic literacy to more selective training for particular skills. What then are the elements
necessary to provide effective training?

Factors Affecting the Success of Training

Some of the elements of good training are fairly obvious. Others are not so
obvious. One of the first things to assess in an effort to design a training program that
will provide adequate support to users is the goals of that naming program. In order for
training to be a part of the overall support infrastructure of the computing department it
must go beyond merely teaching skills for using a particular software. package or solving
operational problems. Although these are important and necessary goals, training must
also include the goals of increasing the productivity and quality of went and of creating an
environment of teamwork where users wade together more effectively.

If the goals of training are viewed in this larger perspective, a number of
cost-saving benefits can result including:

Making it easier to introduce changes and use new technology;
Reducing costs associated with errors, rework, or down time;
Reducing learning time for new employees;
Doing more with the same number of people.

On the other hand, inadequate training can lead to costly delays, problems, and
dissatisfaction on the part of users. One way to cost-justify training might be to consider
the cost of not training. According to one recent article, corporations can waste as much
as $740,000 per 1000 installed PCs if they don't teach people how to use them.
(j llfomiafif_:". Center, November 1989, p. 28.)

Timing is crucial for training to be effective. Don't wait for problems to arise.
Schedule adequate training before implementing changes. 44 t the same time, training must
satisfy a need or it will not be retained. For example, ada ..Arative users trained in how
to use a new on-line administrative system months before the system will actually be in
full operation will have forgotten most, if not all, of what they have learned by the time the
system is fully functioning.

You must also ask yourself what delivery method will work the best. Not all users
learn in the same way For some, one-on-one training is most effective. For others,
self-study packages will work best. Generally, less experienced users learn best with
one-on-one training sessions or small hands-on workshops. More experienced users can
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learn effectively with self study packages which might include documentation, video
tapes, or computer-based-traimag (CBT) exercises. These forms of training allow the
more advanced leanner to skip areas they are already familiar with or go faster than a
classroom presentation might allow them to. In general, training should include a balance
between skills-based training and knowledge-based training. However, the emphasis on
skills, or the "how to" aspects of training, should probably be emphasized early on so that
the user may see results before becoming discouraged. Understanding the concepts will
be easier after at least a short period of doing.

Training should also be geared to specific work groups, that is, to groups where
people share sunilte: job functions and, therefore, similar problems. An example of a
training model that -lid not work well at the University of New Hampshire was an attempt
to teach a word-processing course to a class open to both faculty and staff. These two
groups, in fact, use word prxessors in very different ways. The faculty were more
interested in learning how to do such things as footnotes and bibliography entries, while
the administrative users wanted to learn how to produce mailing labels or use the word
processor's mail-merge function.

It is also important, although not always possible, to try not to mix skill levels. If
class sizes do not permit having a beginning, intermediate, and advanced section of a
particular course, be sure to have have plenty of examples and exercises for more
advanced users to work on while you are helping less-experienced users.

Encouraging Users to Take Advantage of Training

In order for training to serve as effective support, thus reducing support needs in
other areas, users must take advantage of the training available to them. One method of
making sure users take advantage of training courses is to make them required. This is
not necessarily the most effective way to assure that users will benefit from training,
however, since training will not be effective if it does not satisfy an immediate need.
Training courses must often be scheduled far in advance due to limited classroom facilities
and the availability of instructors. For this reason, courses may not be offered at the most
appropriate time for users. Requiring someone to take a training course for a product they
will not be using immediately will riot eliminate their need for support later on.

Another, better way to encourage users to attend training sessions is to make them
as easily-accessible as possible. One way to accomplish this is to provide in-class, or
in-office, training for users at the request of :acuity members or administrators. Another
is to provide regularly scheduled "walk-in" training sessions so that when users develop a
particular need, they can get immediate, and therefore, more effective training support.
Video tapes of training sessions, whether "home-grown" or commercial, are another way
to make training more immediate since users may view them when, and as often as, they
like.

In all cases, training must be marketed to the user if the user is to take advantage of
it. Marketing efforts for training can take the form of published schedules announcing
monthly courr;, offerings, newsletters or flyers announcing special training sessions of
particular interest, or announcements in the institution's newspaper under a "notices" or
"calendar of events" column.

3
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Another way to make training attractive to users is to make the registration process
as easy as possible. At the University of New Hampshire, users can call one central
phone number to register or, if they prefer, can register for courses on-line. If on-line
registration is used it must be well thought ow so that it is both easy to use and up-to-date.
Nothing will discourage a user from future training more than showing tip for a class
which was canceled but for which no information to that effect appeared in the on-line
registration schedule. Thus, if on-line registration is used, it must be easy for the user to
register, cancel, or reschedule and equally easy for those maintaining the on-line
registration program to notify those registered of changes or cancellations.

Evaluating Training

An important, and often overlooked, factor affecting the success of training in
providing effective support to users is that of assessment. For training to be effective, it
must be seen as an on-going process which begins with a determination of institutional
and individual needs, involves both users and trainers in the planning process, and
includes procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of the training and making changes
and adjustments as needed.

One way of evaluating the success of a particular training effort is to have users fill
out a course evaluation form following the training session. This is an effectivemeans of
fine - tuning individual training programs. It is also a means of determining specific areas
for which adequate training is not being provided. It will not provide much information,
however, on some of the questions which those responsible for training needto consider
if training is truly to be a part of the computer services department's support function.
Some of these questions might be: Does the training make the user more self-sufficient?
Does it make the user more efficient at his or her job? Does it provide a more
cost-effective oeans of support to users than other types of support?

In order to address some of Ciese larger training issues, the University of New
Hampshire conducted a survey of both academic and administrative users of personal
computers in the Spring of 1989. The goal of this surveying effort, called Project PC
literacy, was to determine what hardware and software were being used by users, how
much users knew about support available to them on campus for hardware and software
products, what hardware and software purchases were planned by users for the upcoming
year, how important computing was to the user in performing his or her job, and what
support, in what form, users felt they would like to have.

A total of 104 departments were surveyed as well as full and part-time faculty. The
department survey took the form of a latlf-hour meeting to discuss computer services the
department had used, an evaluation of those services, and discussion of services the
department had not used c was not aware of. Departments were also asked about their
future computing needs. After the meeting, an inventory of the department's
microcomputing hardware and software was taken. At the same time, a two-page survey
was sent to all full and part-time faculty. The survey asked faculty what microcomputer
hardware and software they used, what computing services they used, didn't use, or
didn't know about, and how they evaluated training and support services available to
them. To encourage faculty to return surveys, a those who completed and returned their
surveys were entered in a drawing for a gift certificate to thecampus computer store.
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The results of this survey were very revealing and resulted in a number of changes
in microcomputer training and support offered at the University. Some examples include:
the offering 01 evening courses for faculty; the publicizing of our on-line "questions"
mailbox, which many users asked for but were unaware of the existence of; and the
expanded use of regularly scheduled "walk-in" training sessions for users. In addition,
we learned that some of the most successful forms of training we provided, might not be
considered "training" in the traditional sense of the word. These were things such as our
one-page, "how to" documents and our Faculty Resource Library, both of which allow
users to "help themselves" to trainihg as they see fit.

Training for Academic Computing

The training function for academic computing at the University is part of the
department ofComputing and Mfonnation Services and falls specifically under the
responsibility of the Manager of User Support. Four areas in the User Support group
which provide different forms of training are: the User Support Center, the Faculty
Resource Library, the Desktop Publishing Center, and the Training Center.

The User Support Center was sit up two years ago in response to user complaints
that they were unsure where to go to get answers to computing questions. The Center is
the first place for faculty and students to go for help with any computing question. If a
user needs help with software, hardware, or any other computing information, a member
of the User Support Center will either answer the question directly or refer the user to a
consultant responsible for small or large systems support. These consultants are located
either in the Center itself, or in offices adjacent to it. At the User Support Center there are
a number of "self-help" training and support facilities such as a library of trade journals
and a selection of one-page, "how to" documents on such topics as: Gnting started with
BITNET, How to protect your work, and Installing WordPerfect S.G. There is also a
Media Conversion Center with self-help guides to help users convert data files between
MS-DOS, Macintosh, NorthStar, CP/M, or VAX computers. Users can also transfer
information between 5 1/4" and 3 1/2" MS-DOS disks there.

The Faculty Resource Library and Desktop Publishing Center are two other
learning environments which are particularly attractive to the more sophisticated academic
user. In both centers, faculty may sit down by themselves, try new software, and ask for
help from consultants when they have a problem. One-on-one training is available by
appointment on the use of all software and hardware available in centers.

The Training Center is located near the Lsec Support Center and is used for training
of both academic and administrative users. There are three classrooms at the Training
Center tailored to the training needs of faculty, staff, and students. Thy.y provide
projection equipment, microcomputers, and terminals which allow trainers to include
either classroom demonstrations, hands-on training, or a combination of both, as
appropriate. As part of the overall training effort, the Training Center offers regularly
scheduled short courses on such popular topics as WordPerfect and dBASE III. Many of
these courses are also available on videotape for viewing at the user's convenience. These
tapes may be checked out for viewing on- or off-campus. There are also a number of
commercial tapes, many of which incorporate software for hands-on exercises and
self-paced learning.
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The Training Center also provides projection equipment andcomputers for use in
classrooms. Training Center personnel will deliver equipment to the classroom and set it
up. Arrangements can also be made for extended-use setups. Each piece of loaned
equipment is labeled with a hotline phone number to call if there is an equipment problem.

The Cost-Saving Benefits of Effective Training

As the above examf.es show, effective training can take on a number of different
forms, not all of which take place in the traditional classroom environment with an
instructor. Documentation, software packages, and video tapes can provide adequate and
cost-effective training for certain user needs. In order fur training to be successful and, at
the same time provide a cost-effective means of support for users, it must be evaluated
carefully and tailored to both institutional and individual needs. The goals of the overall
support function of the computer services department must be taken into account, as well
as the resources available for the training function.

With careful planning, implementation, and evaluation, a number of cos -saving
benefits to the overall support effort will result. These include:

Teaching users how to do things for themselves rather than having the computer
services staff do things for them;

Enhancing the personal productivity of faculty and staff;
Reducing the time spent on problems and crises;
Reducing the time needed to install and maintain user systems;
Decreasing departmental "downtime" resulting from turnover;
Reducing lost productivity due to the learning curve associated with the

implementation of new systems;
Reducing risk of loss by educating end users on data integrity and security.

Recognizing that one of the best ways to manage support costs is by developing
effective training, we will now turn to a case study of one training model developed at the
University of New Hampshire. The following example ofa training effort for
administrative computing at the University of New Hampshire presents a model that has
not only proved to be more successful in providing support to users than previous efforts
but, at the same time, is among the most cost-effective training models used to date at the
University.

A Case Study in Training For Administrative Computing

The University System of New Hampshire (USNH) is comprised of four
campuses: Keene State, Plymouth State, University of New Hampshire Durham, and
University of New Hampshire Manchester, and a state-wide adult education school called
the School for Lifelong Learning. USNH Computer Services (USNHCS) is the
organization that provides the administrative computing support for financial accounting,
human resources, end student administration. Computer Services is located on the
Durham campus and is connected to the other locations via a combination of leased and
dial-up telephone services. Each campus has its own computing organization that operates
inderadently from Computer Services, but these computing organizations support
primarily instructional and research computing.
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The Opportunity

The University System implemented a financial accounting system in Fiscal Year
1987. The new system was a well-known and successful software package, but this was
the first implementation in a VAX VMS erviromnent for a large Umversky System. The
implementation was a disastr r due to many factors, and the University Syst. n was in
serious trouble. The financial system allowed for a distributed entry of many
documents,purchase requisitions, budget transfers, payment voue'ters, internal purchase
orders. This distributed processing concer, was a step forward in the effective use of
automated systems, but it required a corresponding leap forward in the amour: and quality
of training.

The entry _f the financial d miens was a very intimidating responsibility for
many of the staff of the Universit, stem. The staff required - do the work was
primarii) ck_iatrtment secretaries, most of whom, had never' ro -e interacted with a
computer. A few attempts v., ere made to provide training, but no trainers were available to
provide assistance for spur-of-the-moment questions, nor were there continuing classes
presented to train new staff. The task of training the end users was given to the
Controller's Office staff who had all that they could do to address a multitude of
implementation problems and no time to assist the end inc. with training. Thy detrimental
effect was dramatic; the situation caused a tree n ',us amount of frustration and many of
the clerical staff resigned as a mutt. To descrile the situation as chaotic would be only
slight exaggeration.

ibcChallauge

It was crucial to initiate a quality, timely, and comprehensive training capability.
The trak'ing model would need to account for a widely dispersed audience. As earlier
stated, USNH Computer Services served users in several locations in New Hampshire.
To add to the emblem, the training model could not include an increase in staff. Further,
the University System was in crisis and something had to be done immediately; speed was
essential and a lengthy preparation process was not acceptable.

Thtkissisa

The central theme of this case study deals with cost-effective means to provide
waking support to end users. The previous discussion administrative computing
presents the situation that occurred to p- Icipitate action by the Computer Services
organization to providt; training to its end users within the constraints of existing resources
and staff. The model that developed was based upon the following fundamentals:

1. In order to increase the number of trainers in the Computer Services
organization, group all the functions that provide direct services to end isers into
one User Services department and designate all staff as trainers.

2. The number of professional trainers will be limited, therefore, leverage the
skills of these few through support of a large group of non-professional trainers.

3. Quality documentation is an effective form of training.
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Lba Services

The definition of User Services shruld be viewed as a broad concept. The
functions of Production Services, Quality Assurance, Data Securiti, User AN ants,
Technical Writing, Information Center, Consulting, and Training are consolidated into the
User Services department. Each staff member, regardless of their speciality, is designated
as a trainer and expected to provide end-user *raining.

The experience at the University indicates that the staff is not only willing to
perform the added task of trainer, but that it is a welcome from their normal
responsibilities. Over time, each staff member will develop a particular area of expertise
and, in some cases, surpass the knowledge of the primary trainer

At UNH, tl, s practice of designatinf all User Services personnel as trainers, is also
extended to phone support. The objersive is to ensure that the telephone will always be
answered quickly during the business hours of 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 p.m. Everyone is
expected to provide phone support and the phones must be covered. The delivery of
service is paramount and it is unacceptable for any staff member, including the department
manager, to consider themselves exempt from the function of training and phone support.
This approach to user service allows for the development of a critical mass of personnel
that is able to provide consistent and effective delivery of training and telephone support.

Non-professional Trainers

The user community serviced by USNH Computer Services has embraced the
concept of end-user trainers. The professional trainers in Computer Services promote the
idea that their primary function is to train the end-user trainers who, in turn, provide front
line training to a particular department or division. The ideal would be that the USNHCS
trainer support only the end-user trainers, but in practice, this is not possible. Many

,artments have trainers who are not effective and some have none at all. The USNHCS
trainer must prepare training exercises for both the end users and the end-user trainer. The
fact that this "train the trainer" model is not 100% effective does not invalidate the concept.
The goal is to provide cost-effective training, and, if the number of end users to be trained
is halved because of effective end-user trainers, fewer pr lessional trainers are necessary.

It takes a sinificant effort to recruit end-user trainers and, once recruited, to keep
them involved. It is important to establish an end-user trainer committee that meets
periodically to share information and receive updated training assistance from USNHCS.
This committee is particularly important to those end users that are representing i.noie
campuses. (Keene State and Plymouth State are each 90 miles from le Durham campus
of UNH.) Poor training practices and inconsistent or incorrect information will result
unless the end-user trainers are frequently updated with current data. The onus is on the
compuwr services staff to encourage an active and interested user trainer committee. The
user trainers all have a primary function to perform. Training is ciecond ry responsibility
and interest will decline unless 'bey are provided with regular stimulation from computer
services. To kindle this interest takes a significant amount of rune and effort but the
results are worthwhile.

An excellent meth * for reducing reliance upon direct end-user training is useful
documentation. Effective documentation is elusive; the effort to prepare quality
materials is very time-consuming Obviously, the content of training manuals is
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important; not so obvious is the need for nn effective format for the documentation.
Regardless of how well the narrative is sritten, if it is delivered to the end users in a form
that is not conducive to easy use, it will not be utilized and the efforts will be wasted. Our
experience has shown that an effective format for training manuals requires the services of
a professional technical writer/editor. The form is as important as the content and a quality
form requires the services of a professional.

The approach that has proven to be effective for Computer Seraces requires that the
end-user office develop the documentation narrative and User Services provides the
editing and formatting. Userervices employs a technical writer/editor to edit and format
text developed by end users, to prepare documents for printing, to coordinate the printing
with the printing services department, and to distribute the documentation to the
appropriate end users. The technical wri!er/editor uses desktop publishitg software
(specifically, Aldus Pagemaker running on an Apple Macintosh computer) to prepare the
documents for printing services. Fornma-tly, the Printing Services department at the
University of New Hampshire acquired a photo composition/typesetting system that is
compatible with documents prepared by Aldus Pagemake-, eliminating duplication of
efforts.

Once the initial preparation is completed, the task of keeping the documentation
current is also assumed by User Services. Effective updating of documentation can occt
only when the initial effort has produced a manual that is designed fo. ease of
maintenance. This is another argument in favor of having a professional invoked from
the start. If the initial effort produces a document that must be reprinted in its entirety each
tirLe an upda' occurs, the cost of printing and distributing the manual will b:
astronomical. Doing the job right at the start of the effort saves a significant amt int over
the useful life of the manual.

Part of every training exercise is the presentation of a User Guide to the stair being
trained. The training will not only show how the automated system works but will als.-,
include instruction in the &sign and use of the User Guide. The objective is o have the
end user become reliant upon the User Guide rather than the User Services Trainer.
Nothing is ever completely successful, but if a large percentage of end uses use the
documentation, then the User Services Trainer can spend time on other responsibilities.
Again, the objective is to levei..ge the skills of the professional trained with good
documentation manuals.

Thclusta

The USNH Computer Services organization has in excess of 1,000 end users
located on four dispIrsed campuses, the University System offices at a fifth locaf on, and
eight locations for the School for Lifelong Learning. The User Services organization has
two professional trainers and one technical writer/editor to serve this large Ind diverse
user community. One of the trainers specializes in applic.. Lion systems,--finarcial
acconnting, student records, and human resources; the other trainer concentrates on
technical products such as Fourth Generatio,: Languages (Oracle and System 1072), Text
Editors, Job Control utilities, and operating system commands. Each is caps ge of
substituting for the other if needed.

A single technical writer/editor has excellent written communications skills and is
thoroughly conversant in the use of Aldus Pagemaker for the Apple Macintosh corn?uter.
The content of all of the user documentation has been written by either the end user or one
of our professional trainers. The technical writer has taken the narratives and transformed
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the prose into attractive, readable, well-organized, and easy-to-maintain documentation
manuals.

The manuals have been updated frequently and remain as current today as when
first created. The net impact of quality documentation on the ability of User Services to
offer training will never be able to be measured accurately, but the fact that this large
group of end users are well trained and very knowledgeable is testament tt, the success of
the overall training nocisl. The assumption is that the documentation is a major
contributing factor to that success.

Case Study siwzmx,

A monthly calendar of events is published to announce all courses for dn. next two
months. User Services has developed an on-line course registration system that is easy to
use and available to any Computer Services customer. Phone reservations are also
received. In addition to the formal courses, User Services has periods set aside each week
for introductory training for the major administrative systems. All new staff for the
University System can be trained in the basics of any system the same week that they are
employed. The 'Drop -in Center" makes available a comfortable atmosphere for end users
to stop into User Services for answers to questions or a quick training exercise. The
emphasis is on friendly service to end users and "one-stop shopping" to meet all their
needs. The techniques outlined in this paper have allowed USNH Computer Services to
provide a quality and comprehensive training service with a very small staff. The primary
elements of this training model are:

1. End user trainers to leverage the skill of the professional trainer.

2. Supplement training with quality end user documentation.

3. Combine all end user services into a single organization to provide a "critical
mass" of staff, all of whom are expected to be trainers.

Lessons Learned at UNH

Training must not be considered a quick-fix, an add-on, or a "cookbook" approach
to educating users. To be successful, training must be seen as a process to strengthen
long-term institutional goals and performance, and as a cost-effective m -.s of providing
user support. Often, not enough time is spent up front assessing needs and planning the
training effort, nor is enough time spent evaluating the results and making necessary
chances.

Changes in personnel, upgades to hardware and software, and the availability of
new technology necessitate a long-term approach to providing computer support. Given
the distributed nature of the equipment, the need for a strong centralized supprrt
organization, one that can coordinate training and other support functions, 1E essential.
While knowledgeable end users will become an extension of centralized support, their
jobs do not depend upon providing computer services. There must b. an organization
whose responsibility it is to coordinate training for all users. With proper planning and
evaluating, however, training can be one of the most cost-effective and efficient means of
providing computing support to users.
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ABSTRACT

This roper describes the &nation faced by universities in general,and Western in particular,
in planning the development of administrative information systems. A methodology to
aria decision-making with respect to the relative priorities of alternative (competing)
projects has been developed and was applied for the first time in the 1989-90 fiscal year
and is being continued for the 1990-91 fiscal par. The methot:ology is designed to identify
the principal opdons for ::.formation systems development, and to permit tine application
of executive judgement as to 'he strategic importance of competing projects. The
methodology itself and the ra-anale for its ae ptionare described. Our experience to date,
and issues encountered and their resolution is also summarized.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS PLANNING AT UNIVERSITIES

Planning the development of information systems is a challenging matter in most large organiza-
tions, and t /asides are no exception. Commonly experienced difficulties include the following:

rapidly evolving technology chimp° ; both the nature of the work to performed and the tools
available to do the work;

the growth of decentralized computing using microcomputers and local-area networks creates
rising expectations by the clientele to be served as well as multiplying the technical
considerations;

the proliferation of cent demands. as computer applications increase bith in number and
importance points to the need for a general strategy and a need to involve more persons in the
decision-making pn,cess;

a backlog of unfinished work It is common to have a large unfinished backlog of systems
development work. Western is perhaps typical: the backlog of identified work amounts to
approximately 3 years for a systems development staff complement of 20 positions. This
situation creates frustration in client departments.

In addition to the commonly experienced difficulties, the organization of administrative processes
in universities presents some special obstacles and considerations. These are:

Administrative processes, and the information systems to support them, are regarded as
overhead activities of secondary importance at universities, svh3re the primary activities are
teaching, research, and direct public service;

Funding is tightly constrained in higher eduction and therefore new funds for administrative
information systems are hard to obtain;

Increr ag demands for administrative productivity have been experienced with record
elm cents, demands for new services, and requirements for information for
government-mandated programs;

The need for porticipative decision-making, due to tradition and the accountability of the
university administration to a legislative-style decision- making system, and particularly in
view of the fact that the end-users to be served by information systems are academic
departments and students.

An important and simplifying factor in administrati 'e information systems development at univer-
sities is that many (not all) of the important information systems are fairly stable in purpose and
have, in one way or another, been in operation for many years.

The major administrative information systems include:

student admisssions, registration and record-keeping; financial accounting and budgeting;
purchasing and physical asset management; personnel administration; fund raising and alumni
records; and physical plant systems.

APPROACH TO ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SY,. irj.MS AT WESTERN

The technical means for development of computerized administrative information systems at
Western is modern and typical of the mainstream. Information systems projects are in:dated with
a request to the Department of Administrative Systems (DAS) which uses the PRIDE methodology
for capturing the infonnaEan necessary to plan a project. Project committees are formed for major
proiects to manage the phases of development. In most cases, information systems are developed
in-house; although Western attempts to evaluate software available from external sources, it has
usually been found that already-developed and available software is either unsuitable c deficient,
or that in-house development is cheaper or more practical.

-2-
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Western uses IBM computers, the MVS/XA operating system, and the Cullinet IDMS-R database
management software for major information t systems. A variety of fairly standard means of
connecting administrative workstations to the mainframe administrative computer is used most
administrative offices now employ microcomputers using the MS-DOS operating system. Up-load-
ing and down-loading of administrative data to microcomputers is facilitated with Cullinet's
Infogate/Goldengate software. A catalog or administrative databases i.; maintained and aided by
use of the dictionary capabilities of IDMS. This data is reputed as a corporate asset; procedures
have been put into place to facilitate and control theuse of "corporate" data throughout the university.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS STRATEGY

Despite the use of the foregoing resources and methods, Western -- like many universities -- found
itself in increasing difficulties in carrying out its informationsystems development in the mid-1980s.
Many of its information systems were in need of re-development. Staff of the Department of
Administrative Systems had to be reduced, in view of the "steady state" budget situation, to pay for
adequate hardware and software to run the re-developed information systems and to handle the
amounts of data and increasing degree of on-line access required for administrativeoperations. New
administrative computer applications were being requested, in addition to a "backlog" of system
development work stretching out for three or more years. In fact, many worthwhile projects had
simply been put on the "back burner" awaiting sufficient resources.

The Vice-President for Administration foresaw that senior executive action was needed to break the
logjam. Even if all worthwhile administrative computing could not be accommodated, there was a
need to concentrate resources on the development and maintenance of those information systems
which were critical and/or most strategically important. Because of the complexity and scope of
the information systems work which could be undertaken, it was difficult to identify the major
decisions which were needed, let alone foresee all of the implications forthe departments affected.
Simplification was needed as a basis for decision-making.

A major consideration was the nee 1 to involve senior levels of the administratica decisions
regarding information systems development. The reasons Ab re: first, the expense of development
of information systems was forcing financial trade-offs which would affect all areas of the
administration, and second, the information systems would have a major effect on most areas of
administrative operations and therefore needed to be coordinated with general administrative
planning.

it was recognized that decisions should not be made, or forced, by the Department ofAdministrative
Systems. It was not considered fair, or appropriate, to expect this department to provide technologi-
cal leadership. accept responsibility for development of information systems, and make decisions
as to the prior.ty and timing of new projects. Especially in the emerging technical environment of
distributed computers, these decisions needed to be a result of collective planning throughout the
administration.

A classical response in many univerities to some of the above difficulties has been theintroduction
of "hard dollar" chargeback. The bw.,ic rationale for this has been to provide a simplified planning
concept for the administrative information systems department: they provide whatever clients
request and can pay for. It also has the effect of putting the onus on the client departments to obtain
resources for information systems. However, this approach has been rejected at Western for the
following reasons: first, it would not generate mine money in total for administrative cooly .ag,
and secondly, it would reduce the flexibility of the administration to move infornation systems
resources to the most strategically important or critical projects -- which could very well change
quickly according to circumstances.

-3-
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ADMINTSTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS WYERNANCE

It was decided to put into place an administrative structure to meet the following objectives:

Involve the senior levels of administration in decisions relating to administrative information
systems. Accordingly, the Priorities and Planning Committee for Admiaistrative Information
Systems (FPCAIS) was set up, chaired by the VP, Administration, and consisting of all
Assistant VPs as well as the Director of Administrative Systems. This committee became the
vehicle whereby major decisions with respect to administrative information systems are taken.

Involve appropriate staff throughout the administration in matters relating to information
systems development. An advisory subcommittee, the Advisory Committee for
Administrative Information Systems (r..CAIS), was established, consisting of the Directors of
most administrative departments, and representatives of all academic faculties - the "end
users" for many kinds of administrative information services. ACAIS is consulted with respect
to all major policies and procedure's regarding administrative information systems. In
addition, a number of special study groups and task forces with technical expertise have been
set up to consider certrin matters, especially in connection with the initiative for office
automation v, .tch was launched in the fall, 1988.

AMETIMOLOCLIE

A search was conducted for methods which would facilitate planning and decision-making for major
information systems nevelopment projects. Vendors and companies, as well as other universities,
were consulted. It was concluded that many large organizations, despite invt..;tments of millions in
"information systems development methodologies", generally "muddle through" where the big
decisions were concerned. It was recognized that the tools and methodologies described above
could not help in this regard, even though they are useful, if not essential, once a project has been
decided upon.

Although "politics" can never be eliminated where major financial decisions were concerned, a
method which would reduce the complexity of choosing among dozens of competing projects was
desired, as well as a way of conceptualizing 1.e decisions to be made. Many authors advocate the
application of information systems resources to the most strategically important projects -- that is,
the projects which most directly support the "strategic" goals of the institution. This is undoubtedly
a good concept, but Western -- like most large universities -- did not have t, clear or explicit plan,
strategy, or set of goals which are of direct use in trying to decide which information systems projects
should have priority.

It was decided to 1...y some methods described in the t-lok "The Computer Solution: Strategies
for Success in the Information Age", by Eugene F. Bedegi, 1985. The methods eavocated . his
book appear to address the major concerns described above. Although these methods have oeen
successfully applied in a few large corporations, they are not well-known, nor to our knowledge
have they been applied in universities. Therefore we are breaking new ground in this endeavour.

The remainder of this paper is devoted to describing in detail the method which we have adopted.
The method has some points in common with classical "cost-benefit analysis", but allows a
considerable degree of collective executive judgement to be applied. Like any workable decision
tool, it is used as a guide - not the last word -- in the decisions we make regarding computerized
administrative information systems development at Western.
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pRELIMINARY STEPS

The first major task undertaken by PPCAIS was a review of the backlog of information systems
development work.. This was completed in 1987, and used to set the agenda far information systems
development projects in 1988-89'. Previously, information systems development work was or-
ganized into projects and each project has in turn phases which are the necessary steps in the
execution of 4 project of this nature: preliminary feasibility studies and d -rmition,systems analysis
and design, database design, programming, implementation, and maintenance

In the summer of 1987, DAS undertook to review and cull the e..tire backlog of project work in
order to provide PPCAIS with current information. About 100 sub-projects (phases) were identified.
For each sub-project, a brief description was prepared, andmanpower requirements in man-hours
were estimated. Fortunately, Western has enough experience with project planning methodology
that manpower estimates are now considered quite reliable. This information, however, proved to
be too detailed for PPCAIS to identify the major decision points and tradeoffs, so DAS was requested
to prepare consolidated "work chunks" the goal was to identify 20 to 30 major items of work
much could be considered by the general administration. A "work chunk" proved to consist of
about 2-3 man-years of development work systems analysis and programming. Based on this
information, the work plan for 88-89 was approved. At the same time, it was decided to apply the
methodology described below in the summer and fall of 1988 to produce the plan for 89-90.

IAU: Importance of an Activity to the University
A basic concept of this methodology is that of activity. An activity is a major function of the
university. In order to understand the importance of alternative information systems to the
university, it is necessary to determine: first, which activity an information system supports, and
second, how important that activity is to the university.

1Western uses z ^ ennual pinning cycle. In the last quarter and early first quarter of each year, each department submits a plan for the following
fiscal year (May Istrough April). Every three years, each departznent submits a three ?ear plan, which is thoroughly reviewed by the Senate
Committee on University Planning. The mutual plans provide an update to %a three year plan and are accompanied by budget requests. Each
year, plans ii.g instructions are lowed. In the pLnning for 88-89, departments % e asks:. to comment cat their information systems developnient
plans, and in the planning for 119-90, adndnistrotivo departments and pardcipeang academic faculties were asked to include plans for office
automation. These plans were collected and provided to PPCAIS for information. 7f course, administrative Wormed= system plans of
deportment, are usually developed with the involvement .4 the Deportment of Administrative Systems. In this way, DAS has advance notice
of client department requirements in order to prepare its own plans and recommendations, which are also reviewed by PPCAIS.

-5-
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TABLE1
IALI - IMPORTANCE OF AN ACTIVTIT TO THE UNIVERSITY

10:Critkal. An activity is critical if it must accomplish outstanding performance on all of
its objectives for the university as a whole to achieve its long-term goals.

8: Important. An Activity, is important f it must accomplish most of fts objectives for the
university as a whole to achieve its long-term goals. The difference between critical and
important iS that outstanding performance is not required.

6: Contributory. An &ably is contributory if it directly contributes to the achievement of
the university's long-term goals, but the university may achieve its long-term goals even if the
Activity fails to accomplish a substanda portion of its objectives.

4:Support. An Activity, is support if it does not directly work to accomplish the university's
goals, but supports critical, important, or contril ,utory activities, and whose failure will not
prevent the university from achieving its long -teem goals.

2: Overhead. An activity is overhead if it must be done, but does not contribute to achieving
the university's long-term goals.

0: Detrimental. An Activity i : detrimental if it works against achieving the university's
long-v1L: goals.

Examples of Activities are: recruiting and registration of student; paying staff; financial accounting;
budgeting.

It is not necessary to maintain an exhaustive list of all Activqico at the university. Only those
activities for which information systems development is proposed need be identified i a given
planning cycle.

In our first consideration of Acjiyitirj, a list of the principal functions of tiministrative departments
vas prepared. General; speaking, single identifiable departments are the focus of a given Activity,
-- that is, a single department usually has the prime responsibility for coordinating and/or carrying
out the Activity. For each activity so identified, each member of PPCAIS was asked to prepare a
subjective estimate of the importance of the activity to the university, using a s, 'ale of 0 to 10, as
shown in Table 1.

The administrative officers applying these ratings must form an idea in their minds of the university's
long-term goals, understand the objectives to be accomplished by each activity, and know how
accomplishing the objectives will contribute to the achievement of the university's long-term goals.
For their judgements to be valid for the university as a whole, it is important that the administrative
officers be positioned to make these judgements. PPCAIS xms appropriately constituted for tnis
purpose.

The scums assigned by the members of PPCAIS were cluswed and discussed by the group. The
officers were asked to revise their estimates. Based upon the revised scores, a composite score
representing the Central tendency of all the scores was determined for each Activity. Tt is noteworthy
that the officers reached a fairly consistent set of scores for the various Activities. he discussions
of the officers in compiling this scale were interesting and yielded insights into the importance of
the various Activitieg at the university. This suggests that the process has team-building value, quite
independent of the application of the IAU Scale to information systems decisions.

We should candidly recognize that it is difficult for any employee or officer to voice, judgements
about the importance of major university-wide activities (particularly outside one's domain of
responsibility), and is fraught with political, organizational, and interpersonal overtones. This is
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especially true when carried through for the first time. It was possible at Westtra because the
members of the PPCAIS are officers who routinely work closely together, and because the scores
assigned by individuals have been keep confidential to thegroup.

It is planned that each year the list of activities IAU Scale will be revised, as necessary, as a first
step in the annual planning cycle. It is expected that the IAU Scale will probably not change
significantly from year to year, once established. It is probable that the IAU Scale can be applied
in other de' ityri-making situations at the University as the officers gain familiarity and comfort
with its 1186.

DEEMEHAVEZELIMMANDSXSTESE
The second important concept in this methodology is that of a computerized information system
(or system for short). Each proposed project over the period for which decisions are made (fiscal
years, at Western) leads l the establishment of a computerized information system. In other words,
a project produces a Rat= The task of the dec;sion makers is to choose between projects which
compete for resources; or equivalently to set priorities for the acquisition ofsystems.
Each proposed project is given a descriptive tide, a short description in non - technical Anguage, and
an estimate of manpower requirements and cost. We have calculated manpower requirements in
man-hours, and costs are obtained by multiplying man-hours by $40 -- an estimate of the cost per
hour of a programmer- analyst. The decision-makers will choose from the list of pests. An
example of a pt ojez description is show in Table 2.

At Western departments are permitted to "buy" project manpower from DAS at the rate of $40 per
hour. In the past, this has been done routinely for smaller projects and for "ancillary" (cost-recovery)
departments. A decision available to PPCAIS is which departments will be required to "buy in" if
they wish a project to be undertaken or to raise the priority of their requested work.

TABLE 1
A nricagriazczumsailahni

VC e g rnger mount s eta
scription: Improve the reporting of general ledger account data, both on line and in hard-copy.

Provide for selective account ranges on reports; maintain and displayup to five budgets (current
and past four revisions); provide management report screens for any period in the current and prior
fiscal year, provide tables where ledger account numbers can be linked to an entity code.

anpower Estimate: 1850 hours

ost Estimate: $7 VW

ISA: The Importance of a Computer' ied System to an Activity it Supports

It is assumed that each system will support a unique Kik itL. If a system supports more than one
activity, this does not invalidate the methodology, but the estimateof how important a AutSm is to
an activity needs to be =Led (see below). Alternatively, the definition ofa in= and/or the
activity which it supports can be revised so that the system supports a unique slyitx.
In order to estimate the importance of system to the activity, which it supports, the ISA index is
prepared, as shown in Table 3. Originally, is was intended that the Department of Administrative
Systems would prepare this index in consultation with the client department requesting the project;
howe-rer, it was found that client department staff tend to ovelestimate the importance of system
development proposals. To date, estimates prepared by PPCAIS are being used In subsequent

-7-
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decision cycles, a greater effort to involve client department staff in assigning ISA scores is desirable.
In order for this exercise to be productive, however, more clarity regarding the definition of activities
will be required from senior decision-makers.

TABLE./
ISA; HOW IMPORTANT IS A SYSTEM TO THE ACTIVITY IT SUPPORTS

10:Essential Factor. A an= is an absolutely essential factor in achieving the major objectives
of the Activity it supports. Note that a system is not essential just because an activi uses it
extensively.

5:Major Support Factor. A system is a major support factor to an activity if it is not essential to
the Activity, but can, or already does, play a vital role in supporting the Activity.

1:Minor Support Factor. A system is a minor support factor for an activity if it helps the Activity
achieve its objectives but reasonable alternatives are available that are not significantly more costly,
less convenient, or less effective, and that would not significantly lisrupt operations.

G:Not Useful. A us= is not useful if the actiyity it supports does not derive benefits from its use.
It should be eliminated.

ISU: The Importance of a System to the University
In order to obtain an estimate the importance of a system to the university, we multiply the two
indices, IAU - Importance of the Activity to the University, and ISA - Importance of the System to
the Activity. The resulting index, which we may call ISU - Importance of a System to the University
- is a value on a scale of 0 to 100.

Both the IAU and ISA Indices are ordinal scales - subjective estimates of the kind familiar to social
researchers. We are aware that from a methodological point of view, the multiplication of ordinal
indices is questionable. We have adopted this technique for the pragmatic reasons that the procedure
is simple, that i. separates the construction of the ISU index into two steps involving estimates of
two quite different yet important factors, and that it appears to work well enough for our purposes

ESA; How effectively does a System Support an Activity,
The final index to be compiled is an estimate of how effectively a computerized information system
supports an Activity, both before and after its development. The ESA Index: How Effectively
System Supports an Activity, is compiled on a scale of 0 to 10 as shown in 'Bible 4. The
Administrative Systems in consultation with Client department representatives proposing ths
system.

TABLE 4

ESA; HOW EFFECTIVELY DOES A SYSTEM Support AN ACTIVITY

10:Highly Effective. A system is functionally appropriate, technically adequate, and cost-effective.
Little or no additional work or investment is requited for the system, other than routine maintenance.

5 Moderately Effective. A system provides a moderate degree of support to the =Wm, but
substantial improvements are needed to improve functional appropriateness, technical quality, or
cost-effectiveness.

1:Ineffecdve. A Arvin support the Activity it was designed to support, but ineffectively.

0:No Support. No AyAcin is currently installed, or the system that is installed is so ileffective as
to be worthless.

-8-
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The Change in Effectiveness Resulting from Installation of a System
In order to estimate the contribution to overall effectiveness resulting from installation of a given
system (i.e., from completion of a project) we weight the change in the ESA Index with the ISU
Index - Importance of the System to the University. The two values are multiplied together, that is:
The Change in lbtal Effectiveness Resulting From Installation of a System
= ( ESA(New) - ESA(Old)) X ISU = ( ESA(New) - ESA(Old) ) X IAU X ISA
The resulting effectiveness index is on a scale from 0 to 1000. It can be divided by the largest value
and multiplied by an arbitrary number (normalized) to facilitate comparison. We rank-order the
resulting numbers to facilitate consideration by the decision-makers. An example of the calculations
are shown in Thble 5, using data for 19419-90.

Estimates of Cost-Effectiveness

A final step can be taken to introduce a measure of cost-effectiveness for each project. This is
obtained by taking the index of increase in effectiveness and dividing by the estimated cost for the
project to produce the system. Given the direct relationship between cost and man-hours at Western,
we can equivalently divide by man-hours. For convenience, the resulting numbers can be normal-
ized to obtain a Cost-Effectiveness Index. We rank-order the resulting numbers in order to facilitate
consideration by decision- make=s. See Table 5.

Use of the Indices by Decision Makers

The' resulting indices are used as a guide to decision - making. The decision makers must consider
how many projects can be undertaken in a given planning period, any logical inter dependencies
among the projects, timing, and any other factors relating to planning outside the scope of this
methodology. Using manpower estimates as a surrogate for costs, and assuming that the pool of
manpower is known in a given planning period, the projects must be fitted into the agenda for the
manpower available.

Once priorities have been assigned, the projects can be listed in priority order, and cumulative
manpower calculated. In this way, the amount of work which can be accomplished in the following
planning period t..an be readily identified. See Table 6 for an example, where the projects have been
ranked in the order of estimated cost-effectiveness.

We consider that a programmer-analyst can produce approximately 1000 hours of project work in
a year, taking into account training time, vacation, average sick time, and other activities which
cannot be assigned to projects.

Each project can be viewed as a "rectangle" which can be stretched out or shortened according to
the number of analysts assigned to the work. The height of the rectangle is proportional to the
number of analysts assigned, and the area is proportional to the size of the project measured in
man-hours. This, of course, is a standard way of planning manpower assignments. See Table 6 for
a feasible schedule resulting from an selection of projects from the list in Table 5.
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Track III
Organization and Personnel Issues

Coordinator:
Carolyn Livingston
Tufts University

C(.nverging technologies have dictated that institutions view their
organization's structure and use their personnel in new and better ways in
order to manage the changing information resource function. Not only is it
important to determine where information will be created, preserved, and
communicated; the choices of how and who will perform the functions and
the skills required to perform and manage the functions are critical. Topics

covered in this track included: organizational strategies for delivering informationtechnology
services; cultural differences among the units involved in the information infrastructure
(computing, library, telecommunications); the need for different skills and capabilities in
systems development staff in light of new development methods; the evolving role of the
information center; and training and productivity issues.

Jim Scanlon, California State University
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How to Successfully Mix Oil and Water:
or How to Get Your Programmers

to Work with Librarians

by
James J. Scanlon
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Information professionals, as any diverse group of individuals,
span the whole range of personality types, from the most gregarious to the
very withdrawn. Different types of personalities are drawn to different
professional types. We are all used to dealing with the typical police or
bureaucratic mimiset. One of the primary responsibilities of any manager
is to ensure that individuals work well in harmony. Generally,
computing and library professionals have very different personalities.
This paper will examine the personality differences between librarians and
computer professionals and further examine several strategies which will
allow them to work together. The paper will also examine the present and
future relationships of the computer center and the library.

The typical stereotype of the librarian is a little old lady with a bun
on the back of her head who is constantly 'shushing' patrons. According
to the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI), librarians typically are literal,
search for total solutions to problems, and place emphasis on authority.
On the other hand, computer specialists think linearly, tend to search for
the best possible fit to a problem, worrying about exceptions as they occur,
and place emphasis on knowledge as opposed to authority when seeking
answers.

These two differing personality types serve their professions well.
Librarianship is a mature profession with a history going back to Greek
and Roman times. Consistency of information presentation is essential
for the librarian. One main function of the library is to provide quick and
easy access to information for large numbers of patrons. In order to
provide this level of access, there must be a high degree of standardization.

One must constantly rely on rules of authority to achieve
standardization Over the years, these rules have served librarians and the
general public well. The majority of adults were educated in a system
which used library methods to access informations.

Because of the age of libraries, the decision-making processes have
become very standardized. This is true of any mature institution. Mature
institutions tend to have numerous review committees and very
formalized decision-making processes which are indicative of bureaucratic
orpnizations. Generally, since libraries are bureaucratic institutions,
reliance is placed on authority as opposed to knowledge.

On the other hand, computer professionals come from a culture
that is very young. As typical of young cultures; change is a constant. To
deal with change, professionals must adopt coping strategies. Often these

1
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coping strategies solve only a certain percentage of problems in the general
situation and then deal with the remainder, on a case-by-case basis.

Computer professionals, as indicative of professionals of any
emerging field, tend to shoot from the hip and place their faith in the
knowledge of individuals as opposed to their authority within the
organization. Authority is a commodity that does not solve the problem
at hand; therefore, is of little value.

Getting these two cultures to work productively, is at tines, a
difficult and frustrating process. Constant dashes occur between the
personality types. Procedures which make absolute sense to a librarian
make little sense to the computer professional, and vice versa. Conflict
seems almost inevitable because of the differences in these interpretations.
A case in point would be the library automation system at the University
of Georgia. At the beginning of the author's tenure as manager of library
automation, there was a great deal of dissuktion between the library staff
and the computer staff. Shouting matches were not uncommon and little
respect was shared between the two organizations. Over the course of
three years, several strategies were developed to provide a better working
relationship between these two groups. These strategies were based upon
the following four pronged approach:

1. Develop mutual professional respect

2. Develop mutual understanding of operational needs of the other
organization,

3. Develop an identification with the positive results of the ott.ar
organization,

4. Good problem definition.

At the beginning of the project, the library staff perceived the
computer staff as technicians, not as professionals. As technicians, the
computer staff's opinions and needs carried a lower weight in the minds'
of the professional staff. The genesis of this problem is quite
understandable. Often, there is no formalized training for the computer
staff, while a professional librarian is required to earn a Masters of Library
Science. The difference in educational requirements alone was , .Jugh to
make this perception widespread.

The key to overcoming this problem from the point of view of the
computer staff was to act with a professional demeanor in all contacts with
the library staff. When discussing problems, the computer staff was
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instructed to deal with the problems in a professional manner. In all
sitLations, the computing staff attempted to portray the professional image
and to refer to themselves as rrofessionals.

From the point of view of the library staff, the professional image of
the computer staff was built by the management of the library. Wher_
talking about the computing staff, they were referred to as professionals.
When a decision needed to be made, the management staff would often
refer to the expertise of the technical staff. This leading by example was
very helpful in building the image of the computer professional as a true
professional.

The second step was to develop a mutual understanding of
operational needs of the other organization. Due to the diverse
backgrounds and missions of computer professionals and librarians, there
was difficulty underst Acting the professional concerns of the other
group. As stated previously, the major interest of the library staff is to
ensure constant and consistent access to information. It should be noted
that the key words for library staff member;, are constant and consistent.
These two words require a high degree of uniformity in operation. This
overriding requirement for uniformity has lead to the requirement of
librarians to require solutions which allow for all of the cases. When an
unusual cataloging problem occurs, it must be dealt with immediately. It
cannot be handled on an exception basis, but as a part of the routine
function of the library.

The computer professional deals in a world where there is constant
change. This is not only due to changes in the external environment and
the work requirements of the supported systems, but those changes due to
random occurrences. It is possible for a computer program to be changed
due to the chance passing of a cosmic ray through the wrong part of a
computer chip. Because of the extremely variable world of the computer
professional, only the most c munon cases can be handled on a routine
basis. All others must be handled on an exception basis.

Just as the library and computer professionals must recognize each
other as different types of professionals, this recognition has its own set of
professional concerns. Discussions of all problems and solutions should
focus on the professional concerns of both communities. The computer
professional is concerned with the stability of the system and integrity of
the data. On the other hand, the librarian is concerned with the accuracy
of the data contained in the system. These two sets of concerns are often
at odds with one another. Decisions need to be made where there is a win-
win solution regarding the professional concerns of both communities.
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The bottom line of each of the two professionals is the same: "The
provision of information in a timely and accurate manner." Because the
end is the same, each group should identify with the positive results of the
other. A system which handles the inter-accuracies of the relationships of
serials designed by a librarian should be greeted with a high level of
enthusiasm by the computer staff. On the other hand, an operational fix
allowing for the recovery of data which is apparently lost should be
appreciated by the library staff.

When developing a common language between the two staffs, it is
incumbent on the computer staff to learn the language of the library staff.
The jargon of the librarian may seem arcane, but it has a precise meaning
for professionals in this area. The computer staff should learn the
language of the user to allow the computer staff to do three different
things. It helps the computer staff to associate more closely with the needs
of the library staff to understand the logic behind the language. The
second reason is that it allows for easier problem identification and
solution. It is much easier for the user to explain the problem in a
language in which he is accustomed, than to try to explain a problem in a
language that he really doesn't understand. The third reason is that it
helps build the professional image of the computer staff because the
computer professional has learned language of the user, and in the
process, gained new empathy with the user.

One method for developing this type of positive attitude toward the
successes of other organizations is to hire staff from the organization or to
allow that organization the opportunity to become involved in the
solution of a problem they are facing. The former library staff member
could often speak the language of the user much more easily than the
general computer staff. An unanticipated benefit of using library staff as
professions is to get at the other side of the quostiono. When one of the
computer staff would complain about a perceived library problem, the
former library employee would say, "But you just don't understand.'
From this rather startling statement, will come a new understanding of
the operational requirements of the library.

Problem definition became a very big issue between the two groups.
The library staff, being excellent problem solvers, would present problems
in terms of solutions rather than as problems. This attempt to solve the
problem before it was wel: understood generally fielded poor results.
From the point of view of the computer professional, was that what often
appeared to be a rational, intelligent solution to the real world would not
work in the computer environment.
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To assist in the problem definition, a great deal of time was spent in
meetings where all aspects of the problem were well understood. When
these probler n were well understood, solutions would be discussed. This
discussion xess was often lengthy and stressful. As a result of this
process, problems were solved which were agreeable to all parties
concerned. By defining the problem in a manner understandable to all, a
large step was taken in the solution of the problem.

To make these four coping strategies work required the full
cooperation of all levels of management in both the library and the
computer center. It was the expressed commitment of the directors of
both departments that full cooperation between these two would exist.
More f han a commitment was made by these two individuals; they were
occasionally called upon to intervene in situations out of control. From
the commitment of the senior managers, the junior management
followed with the active encouragement and cooperation.

In the final analysis, it was through the dedication of both
organizations that a common professional ethic was achieved to deliver a
service to their user community as it was needed. The professionalism of
both organizations was the dedding point. The role of management was to
demonstrate how this professional ethic could be achieved to improve
communications between organizations.

These steps are applicable to all groups using the service of
computer professionals. It should be remembered, the main goal of the
computer professional is to achieve success through the success of the user
community which he/she serves. A computer professional can design the
most elegant system imaginable, provide instantaneous response time,
and have 100% machine availability; but if the user cannot use the system,
it is valueless. The key to a valuable system is to increase communication
with the user.



Meeting the Challenges in Computer User Support
Don E. Gardner and Carol S. Schwob

Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, Florida

The establishment of the microcomputer as a standard desktop tool, coupled
with ever-increasing access to computer networks, has resulted in significant
challenges in campus computer user support. Typically, the institutional
response to these challenges has been shaped by the previous orientation
of the responsible office: e.g., administrative vs. academic computing, or
a history of mainframe vs. mini/micro support. This presentation describes
a case study where a new "Computer User Services" department, completely
separate from administrative computing, academic computing and the
information center/MIS department, was created in an effort to provide a
source of "application-neutral" user support. Problems and solutions are
discussed, including the benefits of the approach c/nd recommendations for
those interested in pursuing a similar course.
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In a short ten years, microcomputers have become the single most important tool
-- aside from the telephone - in most administrative offices in higher education. At the
same time, desktop computers have provided :nyriad opportunities for enhanced academic
instruction, research and public service. One result of this literal revolution is the
emergence of a new breed of computer consultants and a variety of new offices aimed
at providing microcomputer support to campus computing users.

Most of these support orgar!zations have evolved in obvious ways: for example,
out of the traditional academic or administrative computing departments within the
college or university. Others have become extensions or integral parts of Information
Centers or MIS departments, where attempts have been made to adapt business concepts
in the college setting. In every case, a series of new challenges must be addressed in
some way:

Guiding the transition from a "machine-centered" to a "user-centered"
computing environment,

Making all campus computer users citizens (or potential citizens) of an
integrated data network,

Dealing with the issues of hardware and software standards,

Managing technological change with some semblance of rationality,

Meeting user education and training needs, and

Maintaining effective support sub-groups (for example, network user groups,
computer stores, computer mai ltenance shops, special interest groups, etc.).

The Challenges:

The challenge of effectively guiding the transition from a machine-centered to a
user-centered computing environment is dependent on the extent to which campus
computing professionals acknowledge a fundamental change in computer user status.1
In the old computer environment the mainframe (whether academic or administrative, or
both) was at the center of activity, with computer experts working diligently to help
users access "the machine." In the new computing environment, campus mainframes are
simply one of many computing platforms -- including minis, high-powered workstations
and microcomputers -- available to help users accomplish their tasks. While some have
be -11 slow to recognize it, the focus has clearly shifted away from the technological bulk

1The authors are indebted to Arthur S. Gloster, II, California Polytechnic -- San Luis Obispo, for his pmentation,
'Establishing an Information Resource Management Organization,' in An IBM Seminar for College and University
Executives, November 3, 1988, Oakland, California.
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of major computing centers to the individual computing needs of the user, whizh typically
can now be satisfied in a variety of ways.

This being the case, the real hub of activity from a hardware standpoint becomes
the network, which leads to the second challenge outlined above: that of making all
campus computer users citizens (or potential citizens) of an integrated data network. In
this context it is not necessary to define an integrated network from a technological
standpoint. Regardless of how it is achieved, providing general "any to any" device
communication is, or will be, a requirement at most campuses.2 The focus here is on
the difficulties associated with providing flexible, easy-to-use network access to a group
of users with such widely disparate needs, interests and levels of sophistication.

The challenges relating to hardware and software standards have been widely
discussed in other settings. Suffice to say here that whatever size computer user support
staff is available, it will only be able to effectively assist users with so many hardware
configurations and software packages. Selecting good hardware and software standards
and making them stick is both an art and a science.

Managing technological change with some semblance of rationality is perhaps the
most frustrating challenge from a budgetary point of view. As each new generation of
hardware and software bursts on the scene, top university administrators may have
reason to believe that computers are a kind of "racket," with periodic payments required
for "protection" from the dire consequences of being left out of the next level of
technological advancement.

Unfortunately, the pace of technological change continues unabated, although the
rush to adopt the latest new thing appears to have slowed temporarily while users either
work to catch up learning to use what they have, of are content with tools that are
generally adequate. The challenge, of course, is to help identify hardware and software
migration paths that both protect current investments, while allowing users to advance
at a rate that needs and desires demand.

A major part of the current investment in microcomputer technology is in training.
Focusing on user training needs and keeping pace with them as they evolve is a major
challenge, since it takes time and money to bring a large group of users to a significant
level of expertise on any software package. Furthermore, each level of competence
provides a window on further possibilities, which makes this a never ending process. At
the same time, employee turnover insures that there will always be a need for
introductory courses.

The final challenges we have identified are in the areas of microcomputer
hardware support. In spite of challenges from small businesses and the questions relating
to unrelated business income tax, manufacturer education discounts have put most
support centers in the position of running some kind of computer store and providing
some level of microcomputer maintenance. Store operations range in scope from offices

2At Florida Atlantic University, the technical challenge has been to integrate three separate data networks with
four different protocols into a single entity from a user standpoint. This is being done with gateways and protocol
converters, using TCP/IP on the fiber optic-based Ethernet network.
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which simply verify eligibility and hand out forms for users to return directly to the
vendor, to full scale store front operations with large inventories of equipment. The ease
with which most mirrocomputet hardware problems can be diagnosed and repaired
makes maintaining some level of repair facility almost irresistible. Both kinds of
operations have introduced a whole new set of management problems and challenges in
campus computing.

The Case Study:

In 1987, a State University System of Florida review team conducted a
comprehensive study of computing at Florida Atlantic University and published its report.
In addition to recommending a new division of Information Resource Management
bringing the various computing departments under one cabinet-level administrator, the
team recommended creation of a new End User Support Center supporting both
administrative and academic computing users.3 After the new Associate Vice President
for Information Resource Management was hired in 1988, he began immediately to
implement many of the review team recommendations, including the creation of the new
Computer User Services Department.

The Associate Vice President agreed with tit -eview team's observations that a
lack of coordination and direction had resulted in a wasteful and confusing use of
resources. Individuals in both computing departments were providing the same kinds of
services, but often with conflicting results. The person a user would call for help
depended almost entirely on who they knew, rather than who might be best qualified to
satisfy their needs. The two existing centers supported different networks with different
communication protocols, in spite of the fact that n -my users had both academic and
administrative functions to fulfill. Also, different software orientations resulted in serious
incon_patibilities in sharing electronically stored information.

While theoretically desireable, the review team's recommendations with regard to
the functions of the new Center were impossibly comprehensive. Ultimately, within the
broad mission of providing "responsive, high quality technical support to Florida Atlantic
University computer users," the following five specific goals were adopted:

Provide reliable, competent advice to faculty, staff, and students on
hardware configurations, application software and network connectivity for
microcomputers.

Offer low-cost hardware maintenance services for microcomputers that will
minimize user down time when repairs are necessary.

3Roberta Maddox, Information Technology Resources at Florida Atlantic University: Report and Reconunendatiojg
(Tallahassee, Florida: State University System of Florida, September 18, 1987), p. 27.
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Provide effective low-cost training on microcomputer software products and
use, as well as DEC VAX (mainframe) computer use.

Coordinate campus hardware and software standards, and obtain the most
advantageous pricing possible (through site license agreements, etc.) for
products to assist individuals and departments minimize costs.

Serve as a bridge between users and the technical systems people at the
Computer Centers. Ccmputer User Services personnel understand the
technical foundations, capabilities and limitations of computers at Florida
Atlantic University, and can help individuals apply computer technology to
his/her day-to-day tasks.

The personnel and support dollars for the new department were literally carved
out of the existing Administrative and Academic Computing departments. Identification
of the personnel to be reassigned was relatively easy, given that both departments were
already engaged in the kinds of support activities envisioned for the new unit; the
individuals involved were simply given the opportunity to be part of a combined
operation in which they would be doing essentially the same things. The timing was
perfect for shifting the necessary budgets, since the directors of both of the existing
departments had resigned just prior to the Associate Vice President's arrival. A former
Assistant Director of Academic Computing was reassigned to head Computer User
Services, and the department was on its way.

Staffing Problems:

Today, after one complete year of operation, the Computer User Services
Department at Florida Atlantic University is firmly established and moving forward in the
fulfillment of the goals identified above. The effort has not been without problems
however, and some lessons have been painfully learned.

The first of these had to do with the consequences of putting together a user
services staff from two very different computing environments and dealing with their
resulting "identity crisis." The composition of the original Computer User Services staff
members was two from Administrative Computing, five from Academic Computing, and
one contract employee from a Regional Data Center.

The Administrative Computing personnel were accustomed to a one-vendor
environment where technical problems were solved by calling in the vendor's marketing
representative or engineer. These consultants were used to dealing with administrative
personnel with tight deadlines -- most tasks were "emergencies," and priorities were
established based on the user's rank in the University rather than on the relative severity
of the problem. The administrative users had generally been given whatever they asked
for, rather than following a strategic plan for campus computing.
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Network connections for administrative users had been accomplished by running
individual coaxial cable from a controller in the Administration Building to the user's
office, wherever it was located. The cost of coaxial cable and distance limitations kept
the number of administrative network users stable. In this environment administrators
got immediate service, and since long-term goals were never addressed, they were the
recipients of many one-of-a-kind, support- intensive micrc computer programs. For
example, the consultants spent a great deal of time producing customized sets of mailing
labels for various administrative offices.

On the Academic side, personnel were experienced in a multi-vendor environment.
An Academic network was in place, based on Ethernet 802.3 technology. It was widely
used and included both VAX/VMS and UNIX systems (including Hewlett-Packard, SUN
and AT&T workstations) as well as a variety of microcomputers and terminals connected
both directly to the network and through network servers.

Unlike the crisis environment of the administrative users, large projects with tight
deadlines for academicians could usually be anticipated and planned for. While
academic users often indicated emergency status for their requests, meeting deadlines was
generally not as critical as on the administrative side. Consequently, some of the
academic computing consultants had a very casual attitude toward consulting and user
problems in general.

A major staff-related problem at the beginning had to do with salaries. There was
a historical disparity in salaries between the two departments. Other staffing problems
emerged during the process of assimilation. The Academic Computing Center had
generally enjoyed a reputation as a successful, technically competent department.
Personnel who moved from Academic Computing to Computer User Services had to give
up some of the glory associated with their old reputation to build a new one. (The
present location of the department is in the same building and in the same hallway as
the Academic Computing Center so some of these identity problems still persist.) At the
same time, the administrative computing personnel needed to be accepted into the group,
and everyone had to participate in an exchange of system-specific knowledge.

Cross-trainn.6 and sharing of clientele were other initial problems. The former
administrative consultants generally viewed administrators as THEIR clientele and were
not anxious to take on the diversity of academic-type problems. On the other side, the
former academic consultants were not terribl anxious to take on problems viewed as
"office-related," such as helping someone prin labels, fix envelope jams in laser priers,
and so forth.

Policies and Procedures:

Computer User Services first had to establish an organizational structure. The next
order of business was to establish working hours and expected work routines. As

indicated above, personnel were used to very different management styles. After general
departmental policies were in place, procedures for each of the three sub-areas in the
organization structure were established: Training, Maintenance, and Consulting.
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Raining. One of the first things decided was that it was important to set up
internal training criteria and procedures for staff development of the Computer User
Services staff BEFORE attempting any expansion of training for campus computer users.
For example, the chief maintenance person was sent to a one-week seminar to learn the
finer points of repairing microcomputers. In turn, he was required to give a one-day
seminar to the rest of the staff. Every staff member had to take a PS/2 and an AT style
system apart, identify the boards and components, and put them back together.
Following the same philosophy, other staff members attended local application seminars
such as SAS and Desk Top Publishing, and vendor presentations on the Macintosh and
IBM AS/400. Every other week, the department has an in-house technical seminar on
pertinent topics such as Laser Jet Printers (including Postscript printing), downloadable
fonts, network connections, Campus Network Design, UNIX to VMS gateways, using the
Kurzweil Programmable Text Scanner, and so forth.

With a program for interne staff development in place and functioning, Computer
User Services proceeded to expand the training offered to university microcomputer users.
Examples of the courses that were being offered include: Introduction to Microcomputers
(including DOS), WordPerfect Beginning, WordPerfect Intermediate, WordPerfect
Advanced, WordPerfect Special Topics, DBAse, Lotus 1-2-3 Beginning, Lotus 1-2-3
Advanced, Hard Disk Management, Backup and Restore Techniques, and Desk Top
Publishing.

When one of the original staff left the University to relocate out of state, it was
very difficult to replace his skill level. During the long recruitment process, a grant was
negotiated to partially fund a certified trainer to teach faculty and staff. Because of the
success of that program, the grant has been expanded to support 1.5 FTE positions.
Computer User Services now has a part-time certified trainer with an office management
background who concentrates on office-type seminars and courses including specialized
topics such as WordPerfect mailmerge, printing three-up labels, among others.

Another method used to augment the number and frequency of training courses
offered was a significant increase in the number of courses taught by persons of expertise
from outside the department. For example, the Computer Science Department had
requested that Computer User Services offer mini-courses in programming languages not
taught by their department. Consequently, part-time specialists have been hired and
courses have been successfully offered in such topics as "C" and FORTRAN. These classes
typically have had full registrations the day they are announced and have required
waiting lists.

Maintenance. An early an _1 major undertaking of Computer User Services was to
s ' up a new Computer Maintenance Service Auxiliary to repair and maintain campus
microcomputers and peripherals. Starting the Auxiliary required first a list of standard
supported hardware be produced, prices were established for agreements and repairs, a
proposal written and presented to the President's cabinet, then the proposal went to the
Board of Regents for approval. When the Board of Regents approved the new Auxiliary,
a document explaining services and charges was prepared and distributed on campus. A
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new technician position was established, which involved generating a position description
and bringing in enough capital to cover the technician's first year salary before
recruitment could take place.

Although the initial charges were undoubtedly too high (based on the need to
cover the technician's salary), the maintenance auxiliary has been successful. Me,: the
auxiliary was set up, a new microcomputer burn-in and installation service was instituted
for campus users for a nominal fee. The fee also covered preliminary diagnosis and pick-
up and delivery for warranty repairs. Whenever possible, loaner equipment has been
provided to keep users up and running while their equipment is being repaired.

A second major undertaking has been the set-up of a Computer Support Lab and
Productivity Center. This Center provides demonstration equipment and software for
students, faculty, and staff to test and to learn about computer equipment before making
purchasing decisions. The products represented in the Productivity Center to date are
IBM, Apple, DEC, NeXT, and Hewlett-Packard. The hardware and software available for
demonstration will be continually updated, depending on new announcements from
computer vendors.

Part of the Productivity Center is the Florida Atlantic University Computer Store
where vendors offer systems to students, faculty, and staff at educational discount prices.
The Productivity Center also offers a method to obtain campus standard software at
educational discount prices. In addition to providing Florida Atlantic University with a
central place to discuss computer options, to exchange computer information, to
demonstrate new technolog,, and to explore network connectivity issues, the Center
offers other services. The Kurzweil scanner is a programmable text-only scanner which
can be "taught" to read material printed in a foreign language, or text in different printer
fonts. There is also a graphic scanner available for use.

Consulting. The consulting group has been the most problematic of the three
areas within Computer User Services. The principal difficulty has been in clearly defining
duties and then finding qualified personnel who are flexible enough to cover
microcomputers through mainf,amec, and technical programming through office
automation applications. From t le beginning, the consultants were required to have
experience with mainframe computing, with microcomputer computing as a secondary
skill. The philosophy was that if a consultant is expected to be able to ascertain whether
a user computing need might best be satisfied on a mainframe or a microcomputer; the
consultant must understand the entire computing picture.

Other problems experienced in the consulting area include: (a) software
Standards. When it was announced that WordPerfect would be the campus word
processing standard4 the choice was backed up by surveys and microcomputer magazine
ratings. However, there were still some very unhappy Wordstar and Displaywrite users.
(b) Cross-Training. As indicated earlier, a consulting staff concept was followed instead
of relying on individuals to be the sole expert in any one area. All members of the staff

4It was already the dg acto standard, with approximately two-thirds of the university word processing market
already cornered.
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were given primary and secondary responsibilities for supported software. This has been
difficult to accomplish because of the demands on staff time, and the natural tendency
for people to specialize in their favorite area. The new Productivity Center is expected
to assist since new software and hardware will not be installed or remain on just one
person's desktop system. (c) Help Desk. The intent has been to establish a user hot-
line, i.e., an easy to remember number for all campus users to call with computer
questions and problems. While the number exists and functions to a certain extent,
employee turnover and other problems have made success in this area difficult to obtain.
(d) Computer User Database. At the outset, the Associate Vice President directed that
a computer user database be established to keep track of individual user hardware
configurations and software revision levels. A software package was pun.' ed for this
purpose, but again, employee turnover has prevented it from being fully implemented.
(e) Network Connectivity Issues. The campus IBM S/38 has been successfully connected
to the campus network by a gateway system. However, until very recently, we haven't
had the necessary staff to solve the problems associated with keyboard mapping.

Successes in the consulting area have included: (1) establishment of a User
Bulletin series for important announcements and distribution of university-wide
documentation, (2) expansion of university site-licensing for microcomputer software (for
example, in a six-month period, 570 packages of WordPerfect were distributed at a
savings to the University of over $30,000), (3) creation of independent user groups
(because it is not possible to support all applications, independent user groups are
sponsored to augment the consulting staff), and (4) opening a Computer Support Lab
and Productivity Center where faculty, staff, and students can try out a wide range of
software and hardware before purchasing.

Criteria for Success:

The following criteria were identified to measure overall success or failure: Are
the functional goals being met? Are users receiving reasonable levels of service? Are the
anticipated efficiencies of operation being achieved? What end user problems have been
effectively solved or addressed?

The scorecard so far has shown significant evidence of success: the Help Desk hot
line logs an average 120 calls per week, the equivalent of two maintenance personnel are
consistently busy, Computer User Services training classes are in constant demand, users
(who are not shy about expressing dissatisfaction) appear reasonably harpy, real dollars
have been saved through more effective software site licensing, and th Productivity
Center is open and operating.

Jens and Recommendations:

Some of the obvious 'lessons learned were: the cliche that computing is a
constantly changing environment is more true than ever; it is necessary to constantly
train personnel; computer software consultants must continually be reminded it is as
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important to SHOW the user the solution as it is to fix the problem (better yet if the
user can be taught to fix the problem the next time it occurs); that there is no such thing
as "settled" or "all fixed"; and there still is not enough time in the day to accomplish
everything -- which means setting priorities and sticking tc them is essential.

Some of the most conspicuous mistakes included not remembering that higher
salaries do not necessarily make employees happy, starting out with maintenance contract
prices too high, and relying too extensively on part-time help.

Most notable successes included: starting with a clear mission statement and
goals, hiring professional teachers with specialized computer training and sending the
consultants to special training seminars and classes before allowing them to teach (it is
a mistake to expect someone might be a good teacher just because they are expert
programmers), separating the training group from the consulting group, and setting up
the Help Desk hot line.

In terms of recommendations to others, overall the Computer User Services
Department at Florida Atlantic University has been a success. It might be argued that
there are still significant differences between pure administrative users and pure
academicians. However, an extensive data communications network which offers the
same menu of services to all, effectively blurs the distinction between types of users --
and some clearly wear both hats. The experience at Florida Atlantic has confirmed that
t. :re are economies to be realized, and that progress toward a university-wide
community of computer users is an achievable goal.
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Bridging the Gap:

Designing an Effective User Interface

Audrey Undsay
The University of British Columbia

David Smithers
Sierra Systems Consultants Inc.

Vancouver, B.C. Canada

As information systems professionals we are totally immersed in systems technology, at work and
probably also at home. We are comfortable with computers and excited about pushing them to the
limits in order to solve our institution's problems. Typically, we design and build large centralized
administrative systems. On the other side of the gap are users who differ widely in their impressions of
the systems we deliver. On the one hand, there are those who are not at all comfortable with
computers and fmd our systems intimidating, frustrating and difficult to use. On the other hand, there
are those who have had a variety of microcomputer experiences and fmd our systems lacking in
sophistication and "personal" flexibility.

This presentation will describe our exprience at the University of British Columbia in developing a
consistent, flexible but realistic user interface for a student information system. We will discuss such
issues as screen design standards, on-lin,. .4elp, on-line procedure manuals, programmer creativity vs
standards and managing user expectations.
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1. What Is the User Interface?

In a very simple sense, the user interface is everything with which the user has to interact in order to use a
computer system. However, in this presentation we wish to concentrate on the kind of user interface you should
consider for large, custom-developed systems in a mainframe environment, where you seldom find a good user
interface. Therefore, our definition of an effective user interface has three components: the integration of
systems and procedures, on-line documentation and the application of consistent design principles.

The Integration of Systems and Procedures

To integrate systems and procedures we must begin by deliberately designing the system and the office
procedures at the same time. In fact, in a student system we also have to consider the student procedures, since
students are users of a system just as much as the staff in the Registrar's Office or the faculty in the Biology
department. Therefore, forms, paper flow, instructions and screen design should be seen as one "system" and
designed as an integrated whole. Our users, students included, are becoming more educated in the use of
systems and are demanding this degree of sophistication. We, as system planners, system designers and system
managers, must respond to this challenge and broaden our definition of the system.

However, we must also be cautious and not attempt to automate everything in sight. Designers should be
taught that the initials IBM could also stand for "it's better manually"! In other words, expanding the definition
of the system does not imply that the computer must do all of the work. Analysts must apply their talents to the
human side of the interface as well as the computer side. This begins the bridging of the gap.

Another way to bridge the gap is to realize that tables and codes belong to the users, not to the system. In the
early days of systems everything was encoded in pursuit of the elusive goal of system performance. Today, we
encode values to improve the human performance, by saving keystrokes and time. We can only achieve this
goal if the users can easily remember the codes or easily find the correct codes. As information system
professionals we seem to have a talent for developing cryptic codes for nearly everything in our environment
(DBMS, CASE, 4GL, JCL, DFD, DED, TP, PSD, PDS, VRU...). Somehow most of us even manage to
remember what these codes stand for. Yet when we apply this talent to encoding values in our systems we
manage to develop codes like *7-01-90-290" to mean Master of Arts in English! We still believe that numbers
take less DASD and less CPU (there's those codes again) than ordinary English language words. In the
broader definition of the system, this just isn't true. A consistent, meaningful, user - defined and user-maintained
coding structure is a first step on the way to bridging the gap between the human being and that binary CPU
deep inside the blue box.

On-line Documentation

The next step is to put as much of the information as people need to effectively use a system right at their finger
tips, which are on the keyboard ( or maybe a mouse, or even a touch screen). The way to do this is with on-line
documentation. This does not mean that we should rush out and take the Microsoft Word or Word Perfect files
from which we print our manuals and put them in a file on the mainframe for users to read. In mainframe
systems you don't have the different font sizes, boldface type, graphics and other layout aids you find on a PC.
On-line documentation has to be carefully designed, using very different concepts than printed manuals. At
minimum, a good set of on-line documentation should encompass:

- screen help
- data element help
- error message help
- prompts
- integrated procedure manuals
- training tutorials

Many PC software packages now offer these aids; why shouldn't our large mainframe systems?
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Consistent System Design Principles

The primary objective of applying consistent system design principles is to put the user in control at all times.
Too often we develop systems which appear to users to have a mind of their own. For example, we realized that
in the first set of screens we developed pressing the enter key would in some cases update the screen you were
on and then take you to the next screen; in other cases it would update the :;aeen you were on and then clear
the screen for the next entry; and in yet another case it would update the screen you were on and re-display the
updated record. It all seemed logical to us because we knew which screens were in "threads" and which handled
multiple records, but the users pointed out that there was nothing on the screen to tell them what action
pressing enter would cause. They felt the system was in control.

To address these concerns, our interface definition insists on standard screen design principles, such as letting
the users know what function they are in, single function screens, adherence to screen standards, Menu-driven
applications, consistent terminology for captions, prompts, etc., consistent navigation rules and consistent use of
navigation aids like PF keys. We will describe later how we defined these standards and rules.

2. Why Design an Effective User Interface?

We believe that there are two key reasons why it is necessary to design an effective user interface. These are to
meet the constantly changing user expectations and to achieve a more efficient use of resources in developing
and supporting information systems.

To Meet User Expectations

The expectations which users have for systems are often very different than those of the system designers. If we
are to meet these expectations, then we must begin to understand our users better. This process begins with
understanding our environment. For example, UBC is a large public university with approximately 30,000
students in 12 autonomous faculties, including arts, science, professional faculties and graduate studies. Each
faculty has distinct requirements for student information and distinct approaches to what, in other universities,
may be common procedures. Thus, a single approach to certain system functions would not meet the users'
requirements.

In addition, we were involved in the custom development of a student information system in a large mainframe
environment, which entailed a migration of the system from a 1970's batch approach to a fully interactive, on-
line environment (IDMS/MVS). We used a structured approach to phase in the new system, rust developing a
Touch Tone Telephone registration system (an application with high visibility in the community), then
reviewing all student systems to develop a plan for replacing the remaining old systems in several subsequent
phases. The users who best understood the existing batch system therefore lacked the on-line experience to
effectively contribute innovative ideas for a new system. Nevertheless, we had to consider the needs of these
users as well as those who were ready to make a giant leap into the twenty-first century. Only by carefully
designing the user interface can you meet the expectations of such divergent groups ofusers.

In any organization you will find that the users of a system have different and changing skill levels. For
example, we had some experienced people, both faculty and staff, who used the registration system frequently,
understood its functionality well and were eagerly awaiting more of the same. On the other hand, we had many
infrequent users who lacked confidence in using computers and didn't know what the system could do for them.
There was also a large group who had been using an on-line system on a different mainframe which suffered
from slow response time and limited functionality. They were prepared to use the new system, but with a
certain vocal skepticism about its ability to do the job.
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However, their lack of enthusiasm was easily offset by a small but growing group of PC-literate users who saw
the PC or MAC as a solution just waiting for every problem. Why couldn't the mainframe have pull-down
menus, pop-up dialogue boxes, multiple windows, graphics or icons and still have sub-second response time,
they asked.

Finally, there was the diehard group with only batch system experience. Their idea of the user interface was to
"cram" everything on one screen, replicating their coding form which had ten or fifteen different transactions on
the one form.

Recognizing these different skill levels still wasn't enough. We had to try to ensure user ownership of the
system. The initial 6 months in the life of a system are critical for its long term success. A sense of pride and
ownership must be developed during the design stage to ensure that user support will be there to iron out the
initial growing pains that any new system experiences. In order to achieve this sense of pride and ownership,
the users need to feel that they played a key role in the design of the system and that their ideas were listened to
and addressed in the system which is finally delivered. Developing this ownership means that the project team
must learn to approach tasks from a user point of view rather than an analytical point of view. For example, a
system designed according to all the rules of accounting principles may keep the auditor happy but will fail
miserably if it is too complex for a clerk, the primary user, to understand.

Efficient Use of Resources

Every project manager is interested in making the best use of resources in delivering a system. At rust glance,
designing a user interface as we have described may appear to increase costs, particularly in the design and
development stages of the project. However, a closer examination of most projects will show that a large
portion of the team's time and the project's budget is spent on creating user manuals, conducting training
sessions, and distributing replacement sections of the manuals as the system is modified. Adhering to consistent
design principles and including on-line documentation should reduce the number and the size of printed
manuals, reduce the number of training sessions and reduce the cost of distributing, updating and replacing
documentation. The results should be a more user-oriented system for the same resources.

In addition, maintaining an adequate level of funding for large central systems at universities is always difficult.
The system is expected to support the unique requirements of the individual faculties and departments, as well
as those of the "centralized" administrative departments. Yet as soon as faculties believe they are not being
served adequately, they may "steal" the funding to develop their own unique PC-based solutions. Developing a
quality system from the users' point of view can often prevent this duplication of effort and provide cost-
effective solutions for all users.

Another hidden cost of training and documentation surfaces once the system has been in production for some
time. The frequency of user training sessions and the new releases of documentation decrease and new users to
the system are left to struggle with learning the system on their own, frequently using outdated paper
documentation. For example, the department that attended the most training sessions and collected the most
manuals during our initial project is still the least knowledgeable on campus. They frequently complain that the
system won't do what they want, simply because they do not know that a feature exists. Is this their fault?
Probably not. In hindsight, we recognized that those people were probably the least computer-literate group of
users, had difficulty absorbing everything in the training sessions and thus had limited knowledge to pass on to
new staff. With on-line assistance, new users will be more likely to be aware of the system features and
continue to be satisfied with the system longer.
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3. How to Design an Effective User Interface

As we have indicated, we are now developing the second phase of a student information system. We have
learned from our mistakes on the first phase and have begun to apply some of the concepts we have discussed
so far. As a result of these experience; we believe that the key factors in designing an effective user interface
are establishing interlace standards, ensuring extensive user involvement and recognizing the cost of training
and documentation.

Establish User Interface Standards

The first step is to develop a standards manual. This is not an easy task. We asked several senior analysts on
the team to write position papers on each of the elements of the user interface as we defined it in section 1, such
as help, table strategy, screen standards, etc. These papers took into consideration some of the standards we
had already developed in Project 1, the ideas we had gathered from the users and the ideas we had discussed as
a team. The position papers discussed different ways of implementing the concepts and their technical
considerations and made recommendations regarding the best approach. We had numerous meetings with the
team leaders and several all-day sessions with the whole project team and user representatives. The entire
process spanned several months, during which time we were also completing the functional design of the
system.

Just when we thought we had a standard pinned dow-a the old question, Is it a standard, a rule or a guideline?
would surface. (We found that a standard was something you had to do, a rule was something you could break,
and a guideline was something you could ignore!) There were always reasons why the standard didn't apply to a
certain situation or became technically difficult to implement. At some points we wished that we had had a
standards appeal court with all the bureaucracy to discourage team members from wanting to re-open the
standards discussion. What we learned, however, is that a certain degree of flexibility is both in
developing the standards and in enforcing them, although knowing when to stop the research an publish the
standard is difficult in this environment.

In the end, we also found that time and resources did not permit us to implement every design concept we had
considered. So we tried to set achievable goals and focus on those concepts which would best contribute to an
effective user interface at a reasonable cost. We chose to implement a meaningful coding structure with easy
table look-up, consistent screen design principles,screen help, data element help and a limited set of prompts.
These provided the basis for the other aspects of the user interface which we hope to add in later projects.

Ensure Extensive User Involvement

Having developed the standards, we looked for ways in which to get the users heavily involved in the design of
their system. In our first project we recognized the value of significant user involvement and therefore planned
for user secondment, including 90% of a senior person in the Registrar's Office and some time from
representatives of all key departments. We also established a user Advisory Committee with senior
representatives from all faculties. However, we soon discovered that maintaining sustained user support was
not an easy task, because day-to-day activities frequently took priority over systems development. Thuswe
looked to additional solutions for Project 3.

Buying User Involvement

First, we "stole an administrative staff member in the faculty of Education who served as our user trainer on
Project 1 and hired her as a systems analyst. This has worked very well. The team has the benefit of an in-
house user, while she has gained technical expertise and is better able to recognize when a proposed functional
solution is not technically feasible. Next, we sought to ensure stronger support from faculty members. When
one of our best faculty representatives, a former Associate Dean of Graduate Studies and a member of the
Commerce faculty retired, we hired him as a team consultant on a part-time basis. He has an excellent
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understanding of the administrative functions of the university as well as what will and will not be acceptable to
faculty members in a student information system. His wealth of knowledge and sudden lack of day-to-day
responsibilities allowed him to focus on 'le design of the system and therefore we improved the quality of the
system significantly.

Another way in which we "bought" user expertise was by assembling a development team with strong application
experience. In addition to the extensive student application knowledge for UBC team members, we hired
consultants with student application experience, both at UBC and other educational institutions. In fact, when
we take the two senior UBC people and the two senior consultants, we have a total of 47 years of diversified
student application knowledge!

However, we learned that even with such knowledge it was not always best to assign analysts with strong
functional experience in a particular area to that specific function. It was sometimes difficult for analysts to
overcome their natural inclinations to improve efficiency by relying on their past experience rather than taking
time to understand the needs of 'he current users. An alternative may be to assign another team member to do
the initial research and design the system, then use the analyst's functional knowledge as a resource and for
reviewing the design.

Structure for Pargdpation

Strong, consistent user participation in the design of a system is difficult to achieve when using traditional
approaches to systems development which rely on interview sessions with many individual users followed by
extensive written specifications and user responses. We opted for a structure which required concentrated user
participation for short periods of time. We did this by encouraging the use of prototypes and Joint Application
Design (JAD) workshops.

We believe that using prototypes is the only way to design an effective system, since users typically don't know
what they want in a system until they have seen a version of it. Further, in order to take full advantage of
prototypes they must be presented and discussed with a group of users rather than with one person at a time.
To be successful, such group sessions require a structure and a clear focus, which JAD delivers most effectively.
Since it is a workshop with a team of users and only one analyst, a JAD generates excellent ideas and synergy
while encouraging strong user participation. By incorporating the creative use of technology, such as projecting
the prototype on a screen and modifying and expanding it during the session, users became even more actively
involved in the system. However, this user involvement and improved quality of design did not come
automatically. JADs and prototypes require careful management.

Prototypes, by their very nature, encourage change. Prior to the JAD we had to work with the team to
encourage them to accept this change, since most analysts take great pride in their work and find it difficult to
accept that their prototype wasn't perfect. However, after the initial JAD sessions, during which the users had
changed the prototype many times, the team easily fell into the cycle of accepting and making changes readily.
It was then difficult to bring the design to a close because there was always one more "better idea" to be
incorporated.

Even the users got caught up in this "better idea" syndrome. For example, we established our general system
design principles well before the JAD sessions, as we described earlier. We thought that we had considered all
of the options and selected the ones which worked well in project 1 and were best suited to our users and our
technical environment. Nevertheless, we still got surprised in some areas. Each of our screens had a unique
mnemonic identifier. We thought these would be easy to remember and give some clue to where a screen fit in
the overall system. During the JADs the users decided, however, that numbers with no specific meaning were a
better way to identify screens. We were committed to designing for the users, so we agreed to use numbers on
the new screens and to change the names to numbers on all of the screens already built in project 1!
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In some cases the JADs encouraged creativity beyond reality. Based on previous experience with PCs, ese
users requested "friendly" menus. They had seen menus in alphabetical sequence, menus with highlighted key
letters for selection, menus with selection by number, and menus with selection based on cursor positioning.
Each of these approaches had its advantages P.m some group of users; therefore, they wanted some aspects from
all four methods of selection incorporated into each menu! Needless to say, it fell to the project manager to
explain why the technical limitations of MVS and the cost of programming would only permit one type of menu.

Offsetting our enthusiasm at the degree of attention the users were giving to design concepts in these JAD
.sessions was the disappointment at the consistency of the user participation. Even though we invited
representatives from various departments to the JADs well in advance, we discovered that commitment to day-
to-day activities appeared to take precedence over a system being developed for the future. Some people who
had confirmed ark attendance did not attend at all and others only attended for part of the session. Even
more frustrating, we found that some users who were too busy to attend the initial three-day development
session attended the one-day review session and then wanted to re-open previously resolved issues because they
had missed the initial discussion. This presented a difficult dilemma for the JAD facilitator and the project
manager who wanted the user involvement, but also had a tight project schedule to meet.

Finally, a few guidelines on selecting user representatives are in order. Because of the size of the University, we
found that it was not feasible to involve representatives from every faculty and department in a JAD.
Therefore, careful selection was required to get a representative cross-section of the campus. Sometimes, this
involved including some users who had traditionally been opposed to the system. The natural inclination was to
avoid these people, but we found that it was best to get their viewpoint up-front, when the issues could be
addressed, rather than waiting for the sniping to occur after the system was installed. We also found that during
the development process staffing changes occurred in key user positions. At UBC, Deans and Associate Deans
are term positions. When the term for one of the Project's actively involved Associate Deans expired, his
replacement had a totally different view of his role on the project and how the system should work. Managing
such a change 7as a challenge for the project team.

Even more difficult, we discovered that our greatest asset could become a potential liability. Our Registrar has
taken a keen interest in the project, has attended all of the JAD sessions, has displayed a great vision for the
future and has shown that he has an extensive knowledge of the current rules and regulations. He has also been
the champion of the novice and occasional user, suggesting various concepts which would make the system
resemble a PC and be more accessible to these groups. His enthusiasm and vision had an infectious quality
which the project team enjoyed. However, he sometimes forgot that the project budget was limited, the scope
hat' to be controlled and that mainframe systems just couldn't deliver everything his PC could. We should all
have such faith in systems development.

Recognize the Cost of Training & Documentation

Our past experience was probably not much different than most large projects in a decentralized setting. For
Project 1 we organized and ran 35 user training sessions, which cost the project team more than 100 person days
of effort. We trained over 300 staff and faculty and then handed out at least 400 user manuals. These manuals
saw more than 200,000 pages of paper run through the Registrar's Office photocopier. The manual is already in
its second edition and still needs revisions and improvements. Yet despite this massive effort, the team still
spent more than 200 person days on post-implementation support, often "hand holding" the same users we had
trained.

We concluded that by expending some resources early in the project to improve the user interface (aswe have
described) we hoped to reduce ow training costs; but that was not enough. We also had to address the issue of
voluminous specifications, which were read once or twice by the programmers and then lefton the shelf, while
someone else re-produced much of the samninformation later in the user manual. We decided to take an
evolutionary approach, agreeing that in writing specifications we should have the ultimate goal of on-line help in
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mind. The concept was to get the team to write specifications which could become documentation, which then
would become the on-line help text. In this way we expected to produce a minims" user manual, perhaps in the
form of a quick reference guide.

The theory sounded good and was ,,agerly embraced by the team; however, we made one startling discovery:
not all analysts write at the same level or with the same degree of proficiency. We had agreed that screen help
would commit of two parts. First, a brief statement of the purpose of the screen (what it did), which would be
the first "page" of help. Second, there would be three to four "pages" of a description section indicating how the
screen vas to be used It was amazing to discover that four analysts could all have o different definition of what
the word "purpose" meant. In the first draft of our screen specifications we found that one analyst could
describe a fairly complex screen in one terse sentence, while a colleague would take four convoluted
paragraphs. Neither of these accurately described the purpose of the screen.

We also found that keeping a consistent level of language and approach was a problem. The programmers and
analysts knew what a screen was supposed to do from the system point of view and were naturally inclined to
write help for themselves. It proved very difficult to train analysts to think like clerks.

The answer, we found, was to have the team write the first draft of help and then let an experienced writer
polish the product This added to the time it took to develop the specifications but certainly improved the
quality.

Conclusions

We are just completing the design of the system and have not yet begun programming and installation. We
have tried to adhere to our definition of an effective user interface and to involve the users extensively in the
design of their system. By this time next year we should have implemented the first phase of the system and
pothered some working experience with it. Perhaps we will have an opportunity to share the outcome of this
experiment with you at Cause 90.
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OFFICE OF SYS1EM AND COMPUTER SERVICES
IN-HOUSE MICRO COMPUTER REPAIR

IN THE COLLEGE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

Martin Flekbe
Donald Brusk

Donald Sanders
Cuyahoga Community College

Cleveland
Ohio

Other than third party vendor maintenance services, what alternatives can
College management consider for reducing the increasing costs of
repairing and maintaining micro computing devices? What primary
considerations should be addressed, when aa alternative internal repair
support decision is made? How do we enaure users will be provided
service equal to or better than the service thoy would receive from third
party vendors?

The In-house Micro Repair Group at Cuyahoga Community College was
initiated through a proposal developed by the College, the Office of
Systems and Computer Services, and Systems & Computer Technology
Corporation, the computing center facilities management organization.
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INTRODUCTION

Cuyahoga Community College has implemented an in-house "Micro
Computer Repair Center" which provides faster response to user problems,
is more sensitive to user needs and priorities, and is more cost-effective
than third party services.

This session will share the experience Cuyahoga Community College
encountered before, during and after the implementation of it's own in-
house Micro Repair Center ...what went right, what went wrong,.... and is
intended to provide background or assistance to other Colleges in

implementing similar in-house solutions.

BACKGROUND

In 1983/84 Cuyahoga Community College was faced with the dilemma of
whether or not to continue paying a third party vendor approximately
$95,000 annually for the maintenance of its terminals, printers, and micro
relatod devices, (approximately 622 pieces of equipment), or find an
alternative which would be less expensive, provide faster response and
better service user support requirements.

During this period, whenever devices broke down or a user had a problem, a
call was placed to the Office of System and Computer Services, (the data
center), where it was logged by either a computer operator or a
communications technician. The call was then forwarded to .he third
party maintenance vendor. They would respond by sending a repair
technician to repair the device on site or return it to their service center.
If a spare was required the college was still obligated to supply it.

Due to the critical natuie of on-line administrative transactions being
processed, it is imperative that terminNI problems be addressed
immediately. The vendor guaranteed four KJur response time, w1 .1 is not
unreasonable without a dedicated repair person on site. Quite Ate., this
response time is not sufficient. When lines form at the business office,
during registration because of equiprrint downtime, students get angry,
frustrated and leave. When you depend on enrollment for your livelihood,
this type of situation can not be tolerated.
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The College data processing environment at this time consisted of a
Honeywell 6610 dual processor as the mainframe computer linked to three
campuses through Honeywell DPS 6's serving as gateways. All
Administrative Offices had Hazeltine or Courier terminals which were the
smart devices and Lear Siegler ADM 3/5 dumb terminals. Remote printing
was primarily done utilizing Decwriter LA 34/36 printers. The Micro
computer environment consisted of a few IBM PC's in some offices, Apple
ll's in labs, and some donated Commodore 64's, none of which were
network connected. Computer related hardware and software inventory
management was in its infancy, unorganized and inefficient.

Gameplari

Planning was underway for upgrading the current network terminals to
micro computer PC's which would provide faster response and greater
functionality for the users. Implementing leading-edge technology, the
college was creating more micro computer related courses of instruction,
which meant more micro computers in the classrooms, which required
more dollars for maintenance. All things considered, it became apparent
that micro repair costs were going to significantly escalate.

After requirement bids, five vendors submitted proposals for the
maintenance of the devices just described. Only two vendors quoted
prices for the repair/maintenance )f all terminal, micro and related
devices, one being th9 then current college third party maintenance
vendor.

TRANSITION

A proposal was prepared by OSCS and submitted for an in-house micro
repair center utilizing existing communications support personnel.

The college decided to try experimenting with several options. The first
option tried was an agreement with the third party vendor on a time and
materials basis, with no overall maintenance contract, for basic
equipment repair services.
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The second option also included the third party vendor on time and
material, but also included one of the college OSCS communications
technicians as an in-house repair person. The vendor wat, primarily
responsible for the repair of the administrative terminals and remote
printers. The OSCS technician was responsible for repair calls associated
with micro computers, ensuring that all calls were logged and forwarded
to the vendor and tracked if local repair was not possible.

The vendor charged $60.00 per hour with a two hour minimum so all calls
cost at least $120.00... more than the worth of some devices, after parts
costs were added.

The technician was soon overwhelmed with repairs and faced a backlog of
equipment, which had been picked-up for repair. The backlog continued to
grow and consequently the single technician with his other
communications responsibilities, couldn't service the devices disabled the
longest. This arrangement was unsatisfactory because the technician
could not perform his primary duties which took priority over repairing
micro equipment or auxiliary devices.

OSCS Goes It Alone

Late in FY 87/88 the college decided to modify its contract with SCT and
add an addendum for additional personnel to initiate its' own in-house
micro repair center staffed by two repair technicians. The staff cu, rently
consists of a senior technician, repair technician, and part-time student
assistants on a continengency basis supervised by an OSCS Manager.

The guidelines for the Micro Repair Center were that it would provide four
hour response time, provide coverage from 7:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. (Monday
through Friday) and service all three campuses, the District office, and
other satellite sites which the college owned or occupied.

To begin operations, policies and procedures had to be written and
implemented, the College community had to be informed of the existence
of the Micro Repair Center and repairs had to begin.
The Micro Repair Center was budgeted with approximately $115,00.00 to
buy replacement parts, loaner devices, tools, manuals, a software package
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for inventory and problem history management, and pay third party
vendors for any work allocated to them. Initial staffing costs were
budgeted at approximately $163,00.00.

The initiLl Micro Repair Center staff consisted of a senior technician who
had an extensive background in micro computers, a trainee who was
transferred from computer operations, a student assistant with a
knowledge of micro software, all under an OSCS Manager with an
operations background.

The first order of business was to prepare a suitable workplace. A phone
number exclusively for micro repair had to be obtained and published.
Space had to be allocated and work areas set-up. Space for parts, tools,
manuals, in-coming/out-going devices, devices waiting for parts, others
being worked on and office space was another concern which had to be
addressed; there had to be space for not only the computers, but also for
the micro repair staff.

A form had to be designed which would serve as hard copy documentation
of problem calls. Information had to be comprehensive enough to include
'The requestor name, phone number, problem description, date/time
reported, date/time responded, date/time device up, repair person,
description of work performed, time spent, parts cost, warranty
information, loaner information, and name/date/time of outside vendor.
This all didn't happen on the first design...the form became more
descriptive as more experience was gained in the shop. Also this hard
copy form had to stay with a device until it was returned to the user. This
repair form is alsn the vehicle used to log and monitor problem history
which is maintained on the Micro Resource Manager software package.*

Resource Management

At this point it's appropriate to discuss the importance of having an
automated software package for inventory management and problem
history t acking.
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The college had established a policy which required all
hardware/software purchased by anyone in the college to be logged,
tagged, and distributed by the data center. This provided a control point
which allowed better tracking of the increasing amount of micro computer
equipment. Prior to the establishment of the Micro Repair Center all of
this information was entered on a data base maintained separately with-
in the data center. The college also maintains its own data base which
contains the same information, but not as organized or descriptive.
Neither of these data bases contained files which could be used for
problem reporting or maintenance information; especially labor and parts
cost data.

Management reporting requirements at this point were vague and
undefined. The initial focus was on inventory control management and
problem history. The first tracking package purchased cost $600.00 and
after installation and use for a short period of time was found to be
deficient in tracking labor or parts costs and wasn't sophisticated enough
for our expanding inventory management requirements. We reviewed the
Micro Repair Manager (MRM) package from Atrium Information Group which
appeared to fulfill our requirements and could be upgraded to
accommodate 15 on-line users. We purchased the basic package in
November,1988 but production installation wasn't implemented until
March, 1989 after an initial testing phase. Computer Associates now
markets the MRM system. Management now focused on inventory control,
problem history, labor tracking and parts costs statistics because OSCS
had until July, 1989 to present facts figures, and statistics which would
justify the decision to continue the implementation of the in-house Micro
Repair Center.

To install the MRM inventory data base we had to import all records first
from the original package base and second from the college capital data
base. The first import was not difficult because previously defined files
and descriptions were similar. We completed importing records from the
college capital data base, (the most difficult) in October of this year. It's
important to note that on the data base a device is defined as anything
which is attached to, can be attached to, or actually is a micro computer.
For example, a keyboard is a device which we must fix or discard, but
still have the responsibility for repairing it...even though keyboards aren't
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entered en the data base because they cost less than $200.00. We still
have to provide parts and labor costs for repairing them.
In-house repair becomes a necessary and viable alternative when the
number of devices begins to exceed 600. This is an approximate break
even point, depending on equipment repair supported, to cover salaries,
parts and eouipment. Currently CCC with 2,000 micros representing a
composite total of 8,000 devices to support, requires a cost effective
solution. Our present in-house repair cost to support all equipment, PC's
and other devices, is $278,000 per fiscal year. A current third party
vendor quote received, of $246.00 per PC, would equal $492,000 for just
PC's alone. Consequently in-house repair saves the College a minimum of
$200,000 per year. To realistically look at total savings, you must
include the cost of third party repair for all other non-PC devices. The
additional costs of these items, digitizers, plotters, file servers,
printers, etc. dramatically escalates third party maintenance costs over
just PC support.

Estimated savings since the original implementation of the in-house Micro
Repair Center at Cuyahoga Community College approaches $392,300 for 22
months of service. This figure is based on prices third party vendors have
quoted to maintain devices at one college location... then multiplied by the
remaining devices throughout the rest of the college and compared to the
documented costs we have incurred in the Micro Repair Center.

An alternative method of comparing internal versus third party is to take
OSCS's labor charge of $35.00 per hour and compare that to the minimum
hourly rate third party vendors would have charged for the same repairs on
site; approximately $130.00 and then add the parts costs. Most third party
vendors are quoting $55.00 per hour on-site but they also include travel
time and expenses in addition to this cost which equals the $130.00 figure.
We realize significant savings (wholesale) on Apple parts as an authorized
Apple repair center. This is achieved by having a repair technician trained
at their school.
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Currently the Micro Repair staff is resident at the Metro Campus of the
college. While this arrangement provides timely service to Metro, the
District office, the Unified Technology Center, and a downtown satellite it
doesn't provide the same to the two campuses located outside the Metro
Cleveland area.

We have considered severe' alternatives to improve micro repair. One
alternative is providing training, at a basic level, to Academic Campus
Consultants located at our Western and Eastern Campuses and providing a
small inventory of devices and parts frequently causing problems at these
sites. At this point in time this alternative is still under consideration.
Ideally, there should be a qualified repair technician at each campus who
is linked online into the MRM system. This would allow us to generate an
action report from the MRM system eirectly to the appropriate campus and
that technician could then perform the required maintenance and update
the MRM system. If the repair call required us to bring the device to our
central shop at Metro it could be picked up and a loaner dropped off by a
delivery person making the rounds to all locations once a day.

We also need to improve our service/response from those third party
vendors which are repairing farmed out devices. Some of these repairs
are taking in excess of two months which is unsatisfactory. Expanding our
repair capabilities to reduce the necessity of sending equipment out
appears to be the only realistic solution to this problem.

We have requested the programming staff to perform an analysis of the
"MRM" and "Progress" software packages and to determine from
management what reports or reporting statistics are required. The
analysis will be the impetus to generate a project producing additional
custom reports from these two packages.

The use of College student assistants could also be expanded into an
academic training environment supported by and supporting the
institution.
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The management of the inventory database can be greatly enhanced by
including the Purchasing and Receiving departments in the group of online
users of the MRM system. This would allow any purchase order relative to
micro hardware/software to be entered by the Purchasing department at
it's inception, viewed for status by our office, updated by the Receiving
department when the order came in, and updated again by our department
when the order has been tagged, delivered and installed, and finally
entered into the inventory database by our staff.

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS

The in-house Micro Repair Center at Cuyahoga Community College is a new
viable operational entity which has saved the college hundreds of
thousands of dollars in its 22 months of operation. It provides faster
response to user problems than a third party vendor can for the costs
incurred, and it provides the college user community a central point
within the college which they can call for hardware problems. An
additional benefit of the in-house Micro Repair Center is the familiarity
and in most cases a relationship the users have developed with the Micro
Repair staff in addressing their questions and problems. Having a central
focal point within the college which monitors the pulse of micro related
proble ns and micro inventory management is essential for control
purposes and for senior college management to be able to identify its'
micro computer resources and micro computer needs.
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Distributing Support - Departmental Computing Coordinators

Jerry Sanders
Loyola University Chicago

Chicago, Illinois

Abstract: End user computing appears to be successful as the talents of end users
are increasing. This is the mission of our information centers. The mission is being
fulfilled, and everyone is happy, right? Well, almost, but now we face a new set of
concerns as decentralized processing seems to threaten the integrity of the institution's
information resource.

Information Systems at Loyola is sponsoring a new program to create a partnership
and better define the relationship between it and end users. The program will
institute an accountability called Departmental Computing Coordinator (DCC). The
objectives of the program are to promote and harness the talents of end users, while
maintaining the integrity of centralized systems.
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Distributing Support - Departmental Computing Coordinators

To say that a lot has changed in computing over the last few years is not an unusual
statement: computing always changes a lot any and every few years. What distinguishes
these last few years are the computing capabilities that have been placed on the user's
desktop.

The new capabilities offer new opportunities, and computing support organizations have to
reconsider their methods to take advantage of them. This paper describes how we at
Loyola are doing that by means of a program called Del. atmental Computing Coordinators
(DCC)

Background: Computing at Loyola University Chicago

Loyola is a private, Jesuit, coeducational university with an enrollment of about 16000 in
its ten schools and colleges. There are three campuses in the Chicago area, and one in
Rome.

Our computing environment is centrally administered, and standards for microcomputer
hardware and software have been set by the Information Systems (IS) Division. Our
mainframe computers are IBM. There are several DEC, HP and ATF minis, and about
2000 microcomputers - primarily IBM or con-.2atible, with 100 or so Apples.

To date, the high level of centralization and standardization has produced a good track
record: user satisfaction and IS credibility is relatively high.

IS has maintained communications with users through various committees as well as by
establishing key contacts in each user department. In 1985, the key users representing the
largest, or most computer intensive, deparLnents were invited to join the IS sponsored
"Superuser GroupTM.

The Superuser Group is a voluntary collaboration between Information Center staff and
Superusers. The group meets every two months. Coordination of the group was turned
over to users after the first year, and IS continues to attend group meetings.

The Superuser Group is important because it sets the scene for the DCC program. We
envision the evolution of our users as being key user to the more formalized role of
Superuser, and then to the role of DCC.
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Distributing Support - Depwonental Computing Coordinators

Conditions leading to the creation of the DCC program

Before defining the DCC program, I would like to mention how we in IS saw things
occurring at Loyola. I think that the following points also characterize most computing
environments:

There had been an increase in mission critical ("bet the business") systems
operating on departmental microcomputers.

There is an increasing demand by the institution to see return on computing
investments i.e. how a department has improved their services or cut costs.

There is an increasing requirement for specialized software. Loyola has met
what the university had identified as a strategic level of workstation
deployment, and the tools are in place that meet the need for basic
automation - wordprocessing, spreadsheets, data management.

Departments are now requesting software for specialized applications- unique
to the function of the department - in order to maximize the use of their
computing equipment. The evaluation, selection and use of this software
requires knowledge of the business of the department.

There is need for administration of new areas:

Local Area Network administration - Loyola has 40 Local Area
Networks installed, there are about 800 workstations connected via
LANs. LANs need a certain level of administration performed locally.

Data administration - IS has been engaged in a Data Administration
planning over the last 2 years. Of course, an important objective of
data administration is to manage data to avoid redundancy and
improve the integrity of data Presently, however, there are over 150
end user managed databases in departments. Most of these were
developed with IS; however, it is very easy to loose management
control over end user databases. Therefore, IS needs to ensure that
end users follow fundamental procedures in managing data in their
databases.

There is a desire to optimize the use of our expensive computing resources
by taking advantage of computer literate users, of which there are many these
days.

Desktop computing capabilities will continue to increase, become less
expensive and be available to a larger user audience.

2
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Expected Benefits of setting np a DCC program

It was apparent to IS that our end user support methods would need to be upgraded to
respond to the conditions just mentioned. For the Information Center, the primary end
user support group, change was a familiar process. Prior change had usually meant an
increase in central support staff, but since it was clear that user departments possessed a
wealth of computing talent and capability, we had the opportunity to create a program that
would take advantage of that resource.

This is what we hoped to achieve with a program that would give users claw d roles as
convuting resources:

A best of both worlds scenario: Successful computing projects require an
institution-wide (integrated databases, telecommunications, network
compatibility, data administration) and local (the function of the department)
analysis. IS is the most qualified to address the former matters, the DCC is
the most qualified to address the latter. Projects will be partnerships.

The optimization of IS support through key department contacts

The immediate availability of first line computing support to a department

The synchronization of local computing planning with institution-wide, long
range computing plans

The creation of departmental computing standards to be maintained locally

The improvement of IS/User communications

The computing abilities of present staff will be utilized and redundancy in
support services coverage will be reduced. The result should be a reduction
in the rate of growth of the cost of end user computing support.

Departmental Computing Coordinator definition

The description of Departmental Computing Coordinator is called an "accountability".

An "accountability" is an individual component of a job description. Usually, a particular
job description will contain several accountabilities, each of which is assigned a percentage
of time and a rating of the impact of the perlbrmance of that component on the institution.

DCC was set up as an accountability, rather than as a job description in itself, to
accommodate different percentages of time required to fulfill the DCC responsibilities
according to department size and level of automation. For example, in some small
departments the DCC responsibilities can be fulfilled using a small percentage of one staff

3
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member's time, while a large department might require that a full time staff member be
dedicated as a DCC.

The same flexibility is required in regard to rating the impact of the DCC responsibility.
For example, a DCC who is responsible for workstations serving a patient monitoring
function will receive a higher rating for impact than a DCC who is responsible for
wordprocessing workstations.

Any DCC has the responsibility to be a liaison between IS and the DCC's department. This
entails:

Serving as the communication link between IS and the department.

Communicates policies, standards and procedures to department staff
Communicates user needs to IS

' Serving as the first contact for his/her department's computing questions.

In addition to the liaison role, a DCC might have either, or both, of these functions:

Administration of departmental LANs

At least one individual must be designated network administrator for a Local
Area Network installed at Loyola. This person will be the department's
liaison with Information Services and will be expected to fulfill the following
roles and responsibilities:

Planning, with IS
Set-up and installation assistance
Support for day to day operations
Training requirements coordination

Departmental Data Administration

At least one individual must be designated data administrator if the
department locally maintains electronic data owned by the institution (Data
Administration will be the arbiter, if necessary). This person will be the
department's liaison with the Data Administrator and will be expected to
fulfill the following roles and responsibilities:

Planning, with IS
* Programming (Fourth Generation Languages)

Documentation of data management systems
' Data backup and recovery

Staff training requirements coordination

4
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How does a department determine it it needs a DCC?

IS presently handles most of the computing functions that have been described as future
responsibilities of DCCs. In many cases IS will continue to do so. The need for a DCC
arises when departmentally directed computing becomes an operating requirement. The
following are guidelines for when DCC functions should be instituted:

Liaison - As mentioned previously, all DCCs will have, at least, liaison
responsibilities. This role is recommended when a department's computing
requirements would best be wet by identifying a key, local user. This
recommendation would typically be made by consensus of the department head and
IS.

LAN Administrator - This DCC function is required if the department has a LAN.

Data Administrator - This DCC function is required if the department locally
maintains electronic data which Data Administration classifies as mission-critical
data. The role might be recommended if the volume of data maintained locally is
large, even though the data are not considered to be mission-critical.

Once the need fora DCC is determined, how is it instituted?

After IS and a department head have concluded that a DCC is needed, the department
head will have the DCC accountability included in a revision of the job description of the
employee selected to serve as DCC.

The revised job description will be submitted to Compensation to review for possible
regrading of the position.

Pitfalls to date

Overall, the DCC program proposal has been well received. Serious pitfalls have not been
encountered. The following are questions and constructive criticisms directed toward the
DCC proposal:

1. The More Work criticism is, "How come we have to make this a formal program,
and go through the trouble of regrading jobs?"

The response is that we have gone as far as we can go informally, and the need for
DCCs is increasing greatly. The Superuser group has taken responsibilities on
voluntarily; however there is no guarantee that this will be true for most users.
These responsibilities are not an official part of the job, ano are not included in
compensation consideration. So far it has been a matter of great cooperation and
luck.
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2. The Not Manageabk criticism is, We have over 250 departments! Where are you
going to hold meetings?

The response is that although it is possible for the number of DCCs to grow to
where monthly me& s become unwieldy, we'll manage communications with the
DCCs through technology (electronic and voice mail), newsletters and small meetings
which IS will repeat

3. The How to Evaluate Positions question is, "What do we do when on Secretary
Grade II has the DCC accountability and another Secretary Grade II does not?

The response is, from our Compensation Department, that this is not a problem.
It is a matter similar to many others, such as when one secretary monitors a budget
of one million dollars and the other secretary does not monitor budgets a. all, or
perhaps monitors a very small budget. The difference in percentage of time spent
and in impact will be graded accordingly.

4. The Who will be the Gatekeeper question is, Who will decide who needs and who
shall be a DCC? Won't this have implications like faculty asking for a reduced
teaching load because they are the DCC?

This is pending resol. ion. The resolution will probably have the department head
request of the head of his/her division that a stab memo: : become a DCC. This
request woulo include a written recommendation by IS anu a justification according
to - mulct

5. The Costs question is, "Will it cost a lot to upgrade present positions by including
the DCC accountability in job descriptions?

The response is that overall costs for elixiting support will be reduced institution-
wide, although DCCs are likely to receive a small increase in :sy. Cost savings will
result from a reduction in the rate of growth of IS end user support staff.

Progress to date

We are optimistic abc it the development of and response to the program so Air. Support
for the DCC program has been received from these sources:

Informatia_421enn sees the program as a means to support the IS mission, which
Li:

"To provide the leadership and expertise to design, implement, support and
manage information technologies to foster the teaching, research, and health
care mission of Lcyoia University Chicago"

6
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Zragnarind.Camplandon like the program because it will establish job grading
standards to use for the increasing number of positions which include computing
responsibilities.

Zoom like the program because it will provide a means to have their
responsibilities included in their job description, and therefore to be acknowledged
and paid for performing those responsibilities.

Most DepartmentHeads who are acquainted with the program support it, and a few
have not formed an opinion. Those who like it feel that it gives them greater
influence in their department's computing operations.

The program has received a qualified sanction by the Information Systems Steering
ramniUm, pending resolution of the "Gatekeeper" question (#4 above). This
committee consists of Division Heads.

Other signs of progress are that

many of the elements of the program in practice, or are being put in
practice. This can also be a pitfall (see #1 above) if it is perceived that there
is no r :aeon to pay someor ,who it presently doing the job voluntarily.

the DCC manual has been written.

important issues have been raised, some have been resolved, and the rapport
between IS and departments is continually improving.

Summary

The Departmental Computing Coordinator program will:

clarify the computing responsibilities of department staff

clarify the departmental computing support responsibilities of Information
Systems.

optimize computing talent within the institution.

reduce the cost of end user support services.

contribute to Data Administration objectives.

estabLish a better rapport between Information Systems and our user
community.

7
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Conclusion

Loyola's centralized approach to information technology management has been successful.
However, technology has changed. Implicit in the DCC proposal is the recognition that
Loyola's mission, and therefore the IS mission, can be better served by reassigning
responsibilities for some areas of end user computing that IS previously controlled. This
will encourage r tative application of computing technology to specific department business
problems, and free IS resources to concentrate on the enhancement of the information
technology infrastructure.

There is a certain amount of risk that is involved when reassigning responsibilities. The
DCC program is a cooperative effort between IS and our users, based on mutual respect,
and ultimately, mutual goals. The maturity of the Loyola IS organization and user
community have created the confidence that any failures will be outweighed by the overall
achievements of the program. Wits many elements of the program currently in effect, this
has so far been the case. We are optimistic that the DCC program will be officially
sanctioned in the near future, and that it will meet its intended goals.
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EGADS, we DID it!

Employing Global Administrative Distribution Strategies
Data Integrity Distributed

Jo Powell
Systems Analyst

Janet Crowder
Senior Programmer/Analyst

Lee Anne Hoppe
Senior Programmer/Analyst

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia

The University's de: nand for access to data makes it necessary to
distribute administrative systems. Global strategies fundamental to
the implementation of distributed systems are: source point data
capture, electronic signature approval process, data value authori-
zation restriction and access to administrative systems by all depari-
ments. These strategies widely disperse the responsibility for data
integrity to user offices. The recent design and implementation of +he
new Student Reco As System at Virginia Tech employ these strate-
gies. This discussion will explain these fira6egies, their impact on the
development and distribution of administrative systems, the advan-
tages and disadvantages of distribution, as well as tiger interaction in
development.
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Introduction
A totally distributed system is one which provides all users access to data they
need while prohibiting access to data they are not authorized to see. This ac-
cess includes both inquiry and update capabilities. The demand for increased
access to data at Virginia Tech necessitates the distribution of all new admin-
istrative computer systems. Adoption of distribution philosophies and imple-
mentation of the supporting strategies provides the methodology for
accomplishing this. The rewrite of the Virginia Tech Student Records System
combined these philosophies and strategies with extensive user interaction to
produce a distributed system. Academic departments maintain data integrity
which results in the role of data verification for the central student records of-
fice.

The Systems Development group at Virginia Tech is the pi Unary developer of
new administrative systems for the on-line IMS environment. This paper re-
views the early development procedure at Virginia Tech, the philosophies and
strategies that changed our methods, a system developed employing these
strategies, and the conclusions resulting from an actudi implementation.

Early Development
Development in the 1970's was initiated by a request from a user office, then
fundamental manual procedures of the user office were observed and their
basic needs were considered. The users were only involved in minor deci-
sions during the design phase of a system. All other development phases of
the project were strictly controlled by Systems Development, from planning
functions and designing screens to testing the system. The user office was
consulted on the contents of the screens but rarely saw them again until the
system was demonstrated prior to implementation when they were trained and
presented documentation defining the use of the system.

Systems Development maintaine i these early systems until growth in exper-
tise and staff led to the formation of system support groups associated with
large user areas, such as Personnel/Payroll, Student Records, and Student
Accounts. These groups then became responsible for system maintenance,
minor modifications and user reports as requested.

Access to transactions/functions was controlled with logical terminal security.
Distribution was limited and generally confined to the related user area.

Over the years, the number of terminals on the main and satellite campuses
expanded, until in the early 80's, all administrative departments had on-line
access to the mainframe. The University community evolved into a sophisti-
cated computer literate society with many of the departments active in mini
and micro computing. This growth led to demands by deans and department
heads for greater access and stricter control of 1.......,nation relating to their
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amp of responsibility. Answering this challenge required a change in phi-
losophies and strategies for developing new systems.

Philosophies and Strategies
introducing new philosophies into the university environment requires a fun-
damental set of plans. In the 1982 CAUSE Monograph Series, Vinod Chachra
and Robert C. Heterick presented a global strategy for administrati 'e systems
in a document entitled Computing in Higher Education: A Planning Perspec-
tive for Administrators. This publication contained the following concepts.

Source ?cant Data Capture - Data is entered via workstations in the de-
partment of origin and transferred electronically to the destination office.
Any requirements for approval at a higher level reroutes the document
through the appropriate office for an "electronic signature".

Value-added Data Handling - The data's electronic route depends upon a
user's need to add information or approve a document. For those admin-
istrators not in the hierarchical flow from source to target office, on-line
queries and management reports are available.

Destination-Point Documentation Generation - Documents are printed In
the destination office as needed for external communication and verifica-
tion.

Transaction Tracking System - Events are tracked in audit trail records
with individuals restricted to activities and data corresponding to their
area of responsibility.

The University adopted thece global strategies for administrative systems and
approved the "electronic signature" - the concept of a password entered on a
terminal screen in lieu of a signature on a document. implementation de-
pended on an authorization system capable of identifying areas of responsi-
bility for a user and the required routing flow for documents.

Virginia Tech Authorization System
The in-house developed Virginia Tech Authorization System controls the use
of IMS transactions through a unique authorization identifier associated with
a user. These are established by Data Administration on request from an ad-
ministrative user. The authorized user then contacts the administrative office
controlling the requested transaction for access. Transactions are grouped
according to function with access based on the need for the function. The ad-
ministrative office is responsible for distributing the functions Li assigning
the data value mask for the user.

The data value mask defines the type of authorization and how a function is
distributed. For example, the data value for the grade change function is
composed of college, division, department, and course level (undergraduate

23E
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or graduate). Each person's mask for this function is based on their level
within a college. The dean of the College of Education can process any student
taking a course within the college. The associate dean of a division within the
college can process any student taking a course within his division. This hier-
archy continues down through the department head and his/her assistants re-
sponsible for undergraduate and graduate courses. -The mask for the
Rejistrar's staff is set to allow access to all students.

The routing of data through the various offices is controlled with the data value
mask and a process called "in-basket". Approval hierarchies are established
for functions based on signature requirements. In the approval process of an
electronic document, routing automatically progresses to the next level upon
approval at a lower level. The user at each level reviews the documents to be
approved in his/her electronic in-basket daily, much the same as processing
paper documents. Alternate signatures are defined for each level to expedite
the flow regardless of absenteeism in the signature hierarchy. An audit trail
of the signatures, the original document, and any comments added during the
approval process are stored as part of the authorization system. On final ap-
proval, the new information becomes effective with the update of the appro-
priate administrative data base.

To hold users accountable for changes in a system, the authorization identifier
and password are required on all update transactions. These become part of
the audit trail reflecting the change. Thus accountability of data is based on
the authorization identifier and the access controlled with data valued func-
tions.

Distributed Student Records System
in the summer of 1985, the University administration announced the decision
to convert from a quarter calendar system to a semester calendar system be-
ginning Fall 1988. The existing student records system was first developed in
the early 1970's and was supplemented with additional data bases throughout
the next 15 years. Structural changes were needed based on requests accu-
mulated over the years in addition to those required for the semester conver-
sion. Rather than make major modifications to an antiquated system, the
University requested Systems Development rewrite the entire student records
system employing the policies and strategies previously described.

Objectives
Jystem objectives, based on the global development strategies, were:

Build upon the computer literacy of the University allowing users to fully
interact with the system

Capture data at the source

Provide accountability in conjunction with data access
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Reduce flow of paper to and from the Registrar's office

Utilize electronic signature approval process for documents

involve user in every phase of development

Other objectives of the rewrite focused on paper storage reduction and system
modularization for ease of maintenance.

User- involvement
Due to the extensive scope of the rewrite, it was divided into multiple sub-
systems based on publishing and processing deadlines. Meetings with the
University Registrar and staff to define the basic functions began the develop-
ment of each component sub-system. A set agenda defined topic guidelines
for each discussion and members of the Registrar's staff attended those per-
taining to their individual areas of responsibility.

General sessions were held w'th the undergraduate and graduate academic
deans, department heads, administrative users of student information and the
Office of institutional Research to gather their requirements for the new sys-
tem. These sessions were more comprehensive allowing for discussion of
existing problem areas and requests for processing, access and data. Trans-
fer of responsibilities for data entry and data integrity from the Registrar's of-
fice to the colleges and departments was explained and discussed. Current
procedures and information flows in the various colleges were analyzed to
arrive at consolidated solutions acceptable to all concerned. Meeting doc-
umentation, recorded by a secretary as well as the analysts in attendance,
provided a valuable cross reference during the system design.

Planning meetings were held with Student Systems Computer Services, the
computer support office for all student related functions. Issues discussed in-
cluded maintenance requirements, reporting needs, good and bad features of
the existing system, and areas needing expansion.

As design analysis was completed for each phase, a detailed scope of effort
proposal was presented to student system administrators for approval. Once
these proposals were approved, data bases were designed and, as part of
Systems Development's methodology, reviewed by in-house data base com-
mittees composed of selected members of Systems Development, Data Ad-
ministration, and Student Systems Computer Services. Screens and reports
were designed with the Registrar retaining final approval of all layouts.
Throughout the entire rewrite, an ana:yst from Student Systems Computer
Services was assigned as a liaison for the communication of requests and re-
sponses between the Registrar's office, Stvdent Systems, and the developrrdnt
team.

Thr... F!egintrar's staff was involved in the system testing phase of each sub-
system. Also, selected academic and administrative departments across the
campus beca:ne test sites. Their expertise in daily processing identified ex-
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ceptlon conditions in several procedures and their perspective on the flow of
screens and transfer of information from one sub-system to another resulted
in modifications which improved overall system performance.

Before implementation, the Registrar's office was responsible for determining
the distribution of transactions to academic and administrative departments
and colleges. The needs and requirements for data accessibility for each of-
fice were reviewed to establish the proper data value mask for each function.

Training
Prior to this system, a minimal number of transactions were authorized for
departmental users. Because of the wide distribution of update capability,
greater emphasis was placed on training for this system. To enhance this
training, detailed user's guides were produced and distributed at training
sessions.

As previously mentioned, the University Registrar's staff was trained in con-
junction with sub-system testing. A diverse cross section of the University
community, ranging from clerical staff to college deans, participated in group
training sessions corresponding to their access needs. Tt,ese were conducted
in the weeks prior to implementation and attendance was mandatory to receive
authorization acce.s to the new system. Slides were used to explain each
transaction and familiarize the users with the type of information available. A
question and answer period followed each presentation.

After the system was put into production, the Registrar's staff conducted
"hands on" training in each user's office, giving detailed explanations for each
transaction defined for the user. Future users of the Student Records System
must be trained by the Registrar's staff before authorization is granted.

Implementation and Results
The catalog sub-system was implemented in September 1986 to meet the
publishing deadline for the Fall 1988 University Catalog. This was followed by
the timetable sub-system in November 1987. Tha registration modules were
temporarily placed in production in April 1988 to conduct class registration for
Fall. he remainder of the system conversion took place in July 1988. An
unforeseen benefit of phased implementation was the gradual introduction to
the users of new transactions, processes and responsibilities.

In determining the electronic routing of a process, unnecessary steps in exist-
ing administrative procedures were uncovered. The review of manual proce-
dures proved advantageous to the user offices and resulted in streamlined
automated processes.

s
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The new system provides the University community with:

Increased access to information for inquiry and update throughout the
University, restricted by area of responsibility. Deans are now able to view
all information relating to students in their college as well as all courses
taught in their college. Update functions, such as registration hours over-
ride, blocks, grade changes, classroom scheduling, etc., which were pre-
viously controlled by the Registrar, are now processed in the various
administratIve offices.

Distributed responsibility for data integrity and timeliness. Grade changes
are entered Into the electronic "In-basket" by clerical staff upon request of
the faculty member teaching the course. The course offering department
head is the first step in the approval process. Grade change "documents"
are then forwarded to the student's major dean with final approval granted
by the course offering dean. At this point, the student's grade is changed
with no required interaction by the Registrar's office. Additional process
responsibilities transferred from the Registrar's office include demo-
graphic updates, major changes, academic level changes, readmission,
independent study approval, and academic drops.

Reduced paper processing and storage. Departments enter their Timeta-
ble of Classes modifications on-line where nreviously paper reports were
corrected and returned to the Registrar' . )ffice for data entry. Grade
change cards are no longer sent to the Registrar's office. All transcript
information is now stored electronically, eliminating the need to store per-
manent record cards. Classroom usage is maintained on the system, re-
placing a manually updated room assignment board.

Enforced policy by programmatic date and function restrictions. One
module of the sysJm, a Dates data base, contains all processing and cal-
endar dates for each academic term. Schedule completion programs
check this Information before allowing modifications to a student's class
schedule. Blocks are not allowed prior to the current date. Grads changes
cannot be made before the current term is complete.

Function restrictions are in place to control student and course processing
and are achieved with the data value mask. For example, Virginia Tech
offers 4 types of degrees: associate, undergraduate, graduate, and profes-
sicnal. The Graduate School is only allowed to update student and course
information pertaining to graduate students. Each college/department is
restricted to their own data. This same concept controls a :cess for on-
campus versus off-campus processing.

6
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Advantages

Accomplishing the major objectives for the Student Records System resulted
In numerous advantages.

Entry of data at its source with immediate error detection. This eliminates
duplication of effort required when data is typed on a form prior to terminal
entry. Errors in information are noted and the person responsible for the
data can research and correct them.

Reduced erron§ from misreading or misinterpreting written information.
Interpretations of hind-written forms are no longer a problem for the
Registrar's office reducing the time required to contact the user office for
explanations.

Improved timeliness of processes. The delay due to mail schedules and
paper sh:Aing is eliminated. Changes can be processed in minutes rather
than days.

Modified workload for the University Registrar's staff. Other duties are
accompligited because of reduced data entry, decreased form filing, and
less Nine Involved in researching errors.

Diminished volume of permanent paper records required. All transcript
information is stored In the system rather than on permanent record cards.
Cards with the audit of grade changes and major/minor changes have
been eliminated.

Enhanced control of data accessibility. Distribution by function and access
control by data value mask have resulted in more secure student records
information.

Disadvantages

Post implementation studies and interviews revealed problems for consider-
ation when changing to a distributed system.

Deans and department heads perceive additional workload for their
areas. These offices feel they are performing services previously provided
by this Registrar's staff with no increase in resources. The system is
viewed as function of :Jed rather than task oriented thus requiring multi-
ple transactions to accomplish a single process.

A higher skill level is required for administrative users. Correction of er-
rors cannot be Ignored and must be dealt with before proceeding with on-
line transactions. Research into the cause of these errors requires
know!: dge In all areas of student records including the appropriate trans-
actions for determining the cause of the error.
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Verification for completeness and correctness has become more difficult
with the removal of data entry from the Registrar's office. Omissions and
mistakes entered by the departments go undetected until they have an
Impact. For example, in the Timetable of Classes a subtitle for a course
was published as 'Ask John what to call this".

Restricted access is viewed as a limitation. Deans cannot look at the re-
cords of a student in another college when considering a major change or
readmission in .1 a new major.

Additional computer hardware and communications expenses were in-
curred by some users k increase the access points to the IMS system.
Departments whose primary processing involved the use of personal
computers required new and/or additional mainframe connections.

Conclusions

Final observations
With the support of the University, the Virginia Tech Student Records System
was successfully Implemented as a distributed system. Based upon a study
by Virginia Tech's Administrative Systems Review Committee, the benefits of
distribution to the user office and the University community are numerous and
far outweigh disadvantages revealed since implementing the Student Records
System project.

Establishing standards in processes across the various colleges will ease the
impact of changes required by automation. The transfer of responsibilities
from the central user office to academic administrators may require additional
resources in those areas. Involvement of the user community in the develop-
ment process needs to be encouraged to pr Rice a workable system for all
areas.

Distributing a data processing system requires the definition of policies and
strategies to govern distribution of data, the full cooperation of the University
administration, a means of controlling access, and the support of the user of-
fice.

Future t:onsiderations

All future development in the Student Records System will employ the philos-
ophies and strategies discussed In this paper. Cun ent discussions include the
Efallability of data on PCs for spreadsheet processing and access to the sys-
tem by students - not only for inquiries but to update items such as address
and phone number. The capability of defining a user's access is crucial to-
wards achieving the goal of total distribution.
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ABSTRACT

Converging technologies have dictated that institutions view their structure and
use their personnel in new ways to manage the changing information and commu-
nication resource function. Today's information and communication problems de-
mand answers which are integration oriented -- first for people, then for technolo-
gies.

A faculty/staff group developed a propor 1 for a needs-based, interest driven
structure to achieve computing, communication, and human resources goals for
the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln. The Center for Emerging Technologies (CET), which could implement
and integrate computing, communication, and human resources, is proposed to
bring together people and technologies. CET offers a framework for solutions to
these Institute-wide concerns:

(a) computing/communication services;
(b) staff updates, training and development;
(c) student education concerning effective utilization of r :,w technologies;
(d) technology assessment, computing/communication research and

development, and facility planning;
(e) "think tank" applications providing a visioning framework.

The proposal for CET is on-going; we are not reporting on a completed project.
We will describe the proposal presentation process and the audiences and out-
comes. We will report on early returns on investment as well as some of the on-
going, in procIss activities IANR is now undertaking.

* All authors contribried equally.
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Interactive, computer based communication technologies cannot solve all the problems
of American higher, Hucation. Nevertheless, even in today's ,:hanging and seemingly
chaotic educational environment, these tools advance both the practice and process of
higher education (4. ulley, 1939).

Many times, interactive, computer driven technology applications can be implemented
within existing higher edu-ation structures. For structures to be successful, however,
those respect:9)1e for stdministrative re xganization must be capable of change. They
must :X programs and themselves in new ;.ays (Heterick, 1988; Hirschheim and Klein,
1989).

This paper focuses on one segment of a large, land-grant university, the Institute of Ag-
riculture and Natural Resources (IANR) at University of Nebraska - Lincoln. We will
discuss a planning eff.,rt to substantially expand the use of interactive technologies in our
programs and attain more fully integrated applications across the campus. If imple-
mented, this plan may require new computing and communication strategies, commit-
ments to change, openness to risk, possibly new and untested management authority, and
departmental reorganization within IANR.

We will describe the background of the institution, and son. of the computing, commu-
ni nation, and human resource issues, the proposal outlining the. Center for Emerging
Tech"ologies, and the outcomes of the entire process including the lessons learned.

THE BACKGROUND

The University of Nebraska has three campuses. The flag-ship campus, the University
of Nebraska-Lincoht is a comprehensive, land-grant university with approximately
24,000 students. Redefined as a unit in 1973, the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Re-
sources has as its mission teaching, research and extension in agriculture, natural re-
sources and comm. ..ry and family living. It is administered by a vice chancellor. IANR
provides state-wide support of agricultural needs through a network of research and ex-
tension centers and eighty county extension offices.

To handle IANR communication and computing needs, there is a Department of Agri-
cultural Communications providing communication supprni, and the IANR Computing
Services providing computing resources.

OAP.,4-2 / 1



Historical lit, the Department of Agricultural Communications is responsible for devel-
oping brochures, editing manuscripts, producing slides and graphics, producing mediated
programs, producing radio and television programming, and handling the IANR news
and information fun-,,..ons. Computing services, including consulting, maintenance, and
programming, are carried out through IANR Computing Services. Rigid boundaries
exist. Once written, job descriptions are set in concrete. For each job and task, there are
specific tools. Territory is defined.

A blurring of jobs and functions is now occurring. In Agricultural Communications,
artists and editors are using computa graphics packages and desktop publishing systems.
Reporters have developed a computer based electronic newsroom. In IANR Computing
Resources and other de'iartments, faculty and staff are developing brochures and newslet-
ters using desktop publishing. Individuals are designing visual preseatations with com-
puter graphics systems. Across the campus, in every department and unit throughout
IANR, faculty, staff, and students are using the same tool, the computer, for Similar com-
munication tasks.

Previously, each discipline had its own unique gadgets -- artists with rulers and colors,
editors with blue pencils, reporters with paper and pencil, computer programmers with
lines of code, statisticians with formulas. The tools were job specific. Today the same
engine for the tools sits on the individual's desk, linked in varying configurations. The
tools and the engines cross previously rigid boundaries. In fact, the tools and engines are
converging. The technologies are evolving into dynamical systems.

Lines isolating "traditional" disciplines are becoming less and less distinct. We are all
embracing similar, "front-end" technologies in our daily tasks. Yet faculty and staff are
continuing to play old University roles. They perform traditional functions while assum
ing new, expanding roles with the tools of the computer/communication revolution.

We still have the need, for which the past tools worked well, and for which the new
tools are continuing that work. We are doing timeworn activities differently, having com-
puterized our former work tasks By using computers, faculty are becoming more inde-
pendent. Parallel to that developing autonomy, faculty are growing more dependent on
the providers of new technologies, those individua.. ho know how to assess and main-
tain the new technologies, those individuals who can envision multiple and diverse uses
of the new teemologies, and those individuals who can work with the human component
in the technological era.

These elements of computing, communication, and human resources are problematic.
They do not fit into existing university patterns, with simple borders, within established
and orthodox disciplines. Such novel constituents have blurred the traditional university
structure. Naisbitt (1989) calls this the open square -- issues with no black and white,
simple definition; rather they are issues full of grays, and reds, and blues, and perhaps
many other of the 16.8 million colors.
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THE PROPOSAL

As an outgrowth of an IANR faculty luncheon in September 1988, we came together as
a group. That September meeting covered issues related to the decentralization and cen-
tralization of computing and communication services. From that discussion, we felt a
need for the Institute to formally invertigate new and emerging computing and communi-
cation :nchnologies. We also wanted to include equipment and personnel recommenda-
tions to the Institute.

We firmly believed that decentralization of computing and communications technolo-
gies was resulting in the need for more powerful equipment and for connectivity between
disperse'. user groups. Decentralization was also creating an enormous demand for new
University funds to explore and implement these technology explosions within IANR de-
partmental units.

Based on our views of the future, we developed a short white paper. Our primary pur-
pose was tt, suggest institutionalization of appropriate administrative guidelines to secure
appropriations for items with price tags beyond the realm of Ldividual departmental bud-
gets. Such guidelines could include coordination of these activities by an Institute ap-
pointed Vice-Chancciior's committee. We sent our comments to the Vice Chancellor
and selected department heads and were invited to meet with the Vice Chancellor's coun-
cil, composed of all the Deans of the Colleges. Following that presentation we were
asked and encouraged to further explore, expand, and report upon our ideas.

From this charge grew a second, more comprehensive proposal. This proposal encom-
passed the computing and communications, human resource, technology assessment, and
futuring arenas at the Tnstitute.

Our proposal rested on a simple belief derived from the literature, from our scanning of
the environment, and our personal feelings -- that the information and communication
challenges of today's campus demanded, and indeed, required, coordinated solutions --
first for people, then for technologies (Brand, 1987; Dede, 1989; Heterick, 1988; Hussey,
1985; LeDuc, 1989; Sculley, 1989, Seybold, 1989).

To fully implement computing, communication, and human resources, an organization
must assume responsibility for identifying, developing, managing, and maintaining those
resources. To define a framework for doing this, we proposed a Center for Emerging
Technologies in Computing, Communication, and Human Resources (CET).

Such a Center would facilitate the use of these resources within IANR. We proposed
the CET to support institution strengthening ....-4 human capacity-building. We also rec-
ommended that CET results be evaluated in both human and technical terms.

What is The Center for Emerging Technologies? We envisioned CET as a needs -
bast, interest driven saucture to achieve computing, communication, and human re-
sources goals within the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources. CET is a formal
response and an institutional commitment to the integration of people and technologies.

249
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Steele (1989) pointed out that opportunity will rarely reside in the traditional practices
of simplifying, separating, and operating exclusive entities. Integration will be the key
since prc.blems cross lines of interest and authority.

The Center ix Emerging Technologies was proposed to address several Institute-wide
needs including:

(a) computing and communication services;
(b) professional and organizational development focusing IANR staff and organizational
development activities;
(c) technology assessment, computing and communication research and development,
and facility planning; and
(d) "think tank" applications providing a framework for visioning.

The Center for Emerging Technologies in Computiig, Communication, and Human Re-
sources would create sin environment that:
-- refocuses efforts toward priorities as -,utlined in IANR's Strategic Plan;
-- allows for doing new things, not just computerizing old processes;
-- analyzes positive and negative impacts of the integration of technology and people;
-- streamlines the support, consulting, and maintnance roles in IANR;
-- allows for "think tank' capabilities;
-- encourages curiosity and, risk taking.

The CET would address perceived barriers and fortify multi-disciplinary ties between
computing, communication, and human resources.

The CET structure flows from the functions of existing communication and computing
programs and innovativefiauring activities.

Clientele
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CET's four major areas or divisions are outlined and described below:

A. Computing and Communication Services--integration of computing, communica-
tion and information delivery services:

Computina, consulting and support services would include administrative computing
(budgeting, accounting, and requisitions, student records, drop and add, registration, re-
search databases, and personnel), mainframe computer support, computer programming
support, and computer labs (development, expansion, and monitoring).

CET communication services would comprise production of visuals. signs/displays,
printing facilitation and distribution, photography. Consulting communicators would
work on a inter- and multi-disciplinary basis within IANR to facilitate communication
marketing, strategic planning, and production efforts.

Both communication and computing components would also involve maintenance capa-
bilities, networking, equipment loan (computer and audio-visual equipment), large equip-
ment facilitation (siting within units), communication and computer training and support
on campus and at District Centers.

This component results from the integration of communication and information deliv-
ery services. A blurring of the barriers separating previous functions drives this natural
marriage of services.

Computing, for example, was once separated between mainframe data processing PP)
shops and non-computer users. You either used computers through the DP shop, or .fou
did not use them at all. This evolved into a mainframe environment which began support-
ing personal computer users only among the innovative. Today there are few if any non-
computer users on staff, most have access to intertwined networks, and none who particu-
larly care whether the computer service represents a mainframe or personal computer op-
eration. A blurring of the previously well defined confines of computing types vs. non-
computing types has occurred.

Another good example of blurring can be found in the academic computing arena and
alternatively the arena for administrative computing. In the very recent past, these two
entities were quite separate. Many institutions, including the University of Nebraska,
have distinct computing organizations for these two segments of our school's support
components.

Today, however, a blurring of the barriers separating these entities is rapidly occurring.
Review any issue of Academic Computing or T.H.E. Journal to see programmic exam-
ples of vast blurring. Faculty are requiring access to their student advisees' records, elec-
tronic mail needs to travel over networks to administrators as well as educators, depart-
mental accountants are accessing budgeting and requisitioning programs via campus net-
works, and yet they still expect electronic access to all the academic programs and aca-
demic computer networks. The list of mutual needs is growing daily. Now, instead of
being able to conduct business within a DP shop, or across a proprietary network, the
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academic and administrative information organizations are utilizing similar network com-
ponents, as they're now being required to serve identical user bases distributed across the
campuses. This blurring of boundaries is requiring the movement to similar computing
platforms or transparent information exchange between varieties of vendor platforms.

Distributed computing has fostered the growth of local des_..bler. publishing, newsletter
productions, graphic design operations, and the use of multi-media technologies through-
out many campus departments. Where once the department of info' -nation or communi-
cation was relied upon for nearly all production and dissemination of materials, more and
more production is being done "in-house". Questions to our communications specialists
from faculty and staff are now highly technical, computer oriented and many times impa-
tiently voiced. No longer are these professional communicators advising solely on con-
tent or appearance, but more on how to stretch the limits of the myriad of graphics and
text hardware and softwan components springing up throughout the campus.

Secure, protective borders of responsibilities are disappearing. These two groups of
service and educational professionals are finding themselves drawing from the same well
and watering the same masses. The proposed component consisting of communications
and computer services personnel, will enhance everyone's ability to serve more coopera-
tively and thus effectively.

B. Professional and Orgailizational Development - focus of IANR staff and organi-
zational development activities:

The human component of CET includes activities revolving around faculty renewal,
staff leaves, re-tread shop, staff training, student education an'' module development,
grantsmanship, fundraising, needs assessments, interest inventories, development of re-
cruitment and retention strategies, links to outstate educational facilities, research activity
such as impacts of change, higher education, administration, etc.

Professional and Organization Development activities will cut across many of the Com-
puting md Communication practices. Both groups will have to be closely coordinated
to ensure targeted, specific programs for faculty, staff, and students.

C. Technology Assessment - facilitation of the research, development and evaluation
of new computing and communications technologies:

This component would be responsible for the development of the Institute as a Beta
and pilot test site for emerging computing and communication technologies. It would
also work on planning functions for IANR computing and communication resources,
such as consultation on new buildings, student computing labs, and networking.

Other activities would include outreach to Nebraska industries and business on comput-
ing and communication consultation, and research on communication activities and out-
comes, including qualitative audience analysis.

6
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D. Think Tank - framework for visioning and futuring:

This component is a future oriented, scanning group that encourages new ideas. Activi-
ties will focus on establishing environments for planning, modeling, and prototyping
ideas, analyzing positive and negative impacts of suggesting ideas via cross impact ma-
trix analysis, and creating a body of resource materials for shying.

Interaction will take place in interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary ways and would
allow individuals from differing views and/or areas to combine positive talents. Thus,
we feel that human capacity for problem solving and futuring will be deeloped, refined,
and enlarged through the think tank and the human resource component. The Think
Tank is tc =vide the environment for alignment (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1985).

On coming into the think tank, people's initial expectations will be "challenged/reset";
people will have or be exposed to some fundamental training in futuring before they
come into the think tank. Follow-up activities will be developed as part of the experi-
ence. A process of constant futuring will be developed.

An attempt will be made to avoid elitism or the charge of snobbery. The think tank
should not divide people into categories. Rather it should be used to bring people to-
gether. However, it is not a counseling center for opposing views. It is a process ori-
ented, futuring activity. The think tank encourages responsibility for thinking. It invites
moving informaiion around and depends on open environments, minimum boundaries,
and high levels of people interest.

A lot of think tank activities will take ple"e away from normal duties and environ-
ments, i.e., retreat type of settings. Yet a lot of activities can be done in the current physi-
cal environment. The challenge will be to change the mental environment of faculty,
staff, and students. Initial training and challenging of expectations will be used to change
that mental environment. New ones will be established when people come into the
think hulk.

EXPECTED IMPACTS

What are the expected impacts of the CET? Based on our examination of the IANR
needs and expectations, CET objectives and activities, the following impacts were pro-
jected:

1. Addresses the organizational challenges of IANR Computing Services and the De-
partment of Agricultural Communications. It brings together the emerging technologies
and the support staff of computing and communication.

2. Places responsibility for the management of support services with professional/mana-
gerial staff, and not faculty. This arrangement would free faculty for consulting and aca-
demic activities supporting CET.
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3. Focuses on hump: resource needs in response to accelerating changes.

4. Provides a structure for "re-careering" and "opportunityoffering" through the Profes-
sional and Organizational Development component.

5. Eliminates duplication of services.

6. Provides structure for multi-disciplinary interactionbetween CET and departments
in content related development activities.

7. Eliminates the encounter between centralization and decentralization service con-
cepts by advocating that a mix of both is a more realistic approach.

8. Recognizes the need for strong, distinct authority in content areas of computing,
communication, and human resources for the purpose of institutional structure and func-
tions of leadership, development, and futuring.

9. Creates temporary disequilibrium among those directly impacted by proposed
changes, an addressable administrative impact.

10. Creates unit administrative issues including transfer of personnel and services, and
tenure concerns.

OUTCOMES

The CET is an idea whose time has not yet come to IANR. Nevertheless, the changes
envisioned in the CET and its proposed restructuring remain viable.

We know that order, rationality, predictability, and impersonalmodes of operating are
all barriers to innovation and creativity in institutions of higher education. Change, of
the scale offered by the CET proposal, runs counter to institutional needs of orderliness
and predictability. While it can be planned and controlled, changerequires new behav-
iors, different interactions, altered assumptions, and revised attitudes.

Given that, several ideas from the CET proposal and the earlier White Paper have been
explored and implemented. These include the following:

1. Administrative calls for new equipment requests and acquisitions have been priori-
tized based upon IANR-wide, interdisciplinary utilization.

2. The Office of Professional and Organizational Development (OPOD) was in the pro-
cess of independent formulation during this proposal's development. OPOD is now un-
dertaking human resource activities encompassing recareering, technical assistance, and
retraining.

3. Several IANR task forces have been formed campus-wide to review and forecast pol-
icy on dp tabases, graphics, and desktop publishing activities.

4. Think Tank applications have been reconceptualized to include futurir 1. One mem-
ber of our group has been asked to work in multi-disciplinary, Institute fut ring activities.
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5. An informal IANR-wide futures group of faculty and staff is meeting on a regular
basis, twice a month. In addition, the Department of Agricultural Communications has
developed a futures committee.

Sikes, Schlesinger, and Seashore (1974) point out that all universities have obstacles to
creativity and imagination. These involve order, rationality, predictability, and imper-
sonal modes of operating. "Change to some degree runs counter to orderliness and pre-
dictability; it can be planned and controlled but inherently it calls for new behaviors, dif-
ferent invirtIctions, altered assumptions, and revised attitudes. One cannot always be sure
where it will lead" (p. 39).

We faced many of these obstacles to implementation and change. From our experi-
ores, we learned several things, some of which we would like to share. For example:

1. Don't take a hardball to a softball game. We lacked experience in working with the
system. We assumed that good ideas sold themselves. We did not include department
heads or higher level administrators early enough in the design and development process.
Basically, we handed them a "finished" product in the CET. We did not get an advocate
to chrmpion our cause. We mistakenly believed that administrative interest (which we
had) was tantamount to strong support and quick implementation.

2. Show me yours. We had difficulty in assessing the reactions that othwa would have
with the CET. The very nature of the CET makes it awkward to pilot or develop a proto-
type. Without a visible, working model, widespread faculty interest or serious adminis-
trative support has not been forthcoming.

3. Wash your mouth. We may have been too explicit when we wrote our second paper,
the comprehensive opus detailing the CET. We played out our ideas and put our findings
in writing, without options. We did not look for models or provide alternatives. We
could have presented two or three scenarios representing different degrees of change.

4. Don't expose your backside without suntan lotion. While the administration was in-
terested in our ideas, they did not officially sancon them. We should have asked for let-
ters and verbal approval with copies to selected faculty, in particular the department
heads.

5. Share everything. We did not involve key people on campus. Even though we used
a multi-disciplinary team approach, we needed a broader base of support for systematic
change, and for the development of the CET in particular.

We did not account for alignment. Once we had the vision, we needed to attract peo-
ple who could help realize it (the vision) by adopting it as their own and sharing the re-
sponsibility for achieving it.

6. Time is on my side. We might have arranged time for people to spend studying the
proposal. This might have helped broaden the prceess and understanding of the changes
envisioned. Change could probably come about sooner and more radically if the adminis-
tration had received the message from more people directly and indirectly affected by the



change. But we &led swiftly, turned data around quickly, and in the process, did not
give many of the audience with whom we were communicating enough time to digest our
ideas or offer suggestions.

CONCLUSION

We realize that success or failure of change ultimately rests with the people who are
being asked to change - their attitudes, understandings and their support. This takes time.
Although pots of the CET proposal have gained acceptance, and indeed have been imple-
mented, others remain as challenges.
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Abstract

The decentralization of administrative systems at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University has evolved both by design and by virtue of advances in technology and user
expertise. Meanwhile, force: both external and internal to the University have focused
attention on the need for minimum level; of standardization in order to utilize the various
information resources to the institution's best advantage. In response to these pressures, the
of of Institutional Research and Data Administration (later renamed Information
Resource Management) undertook a project that resulted in the development of a set of
guidelines for information resource management.

This paper describes the historical evolution of the present situation, the forces that motivated
the development of the guidelines, and the consensus-building activities that led to the
acceptance of the guidelines as University policy. Noted in particular are: the key role
played by an existing loosely- structured organization of systems coordinators; the bottom-up
strategy for endorsement of the guidelines; and the management foots of the g ,idelines
document. Insights gained along the way are presented to help those pursuing a similar
endeavor.
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Background Information

Virginia Polytechnic Institute arid State University, also known as Virginia Tech, is the land -grant
university of the Commonwealth of Virgiaia. With almost 25,000 students and over 1,500 full-time
instructional faculty members, Virginia Tech is the largest university in the state. It rinks in the top fifty
U.S. universities in total research expenditures, with an annual total approaching $100 million. Virginia
Tech's computing capability includes an IBM 3090 Model 200 supercomputer, an IBM 3084, and several
smaller mainframes. Access to the mainframes is provided by the 3,000 terminals across campus, as well
as by many of the 12,000 personal computers on campus.

The Historical Evolution from a Centralized to a Decentralized Environment

During the late 1960's and much of the 1;70's, administrative information systems at Virginia Tech
operated in a highly centralized environment, based on common methods, repetitive procedures, and shared
knowledge within a small group of experts. Essentially all major record-keeping tems were IMS systems
developed in house by the central Systems Development office. This centralization offered the benefit of
consistency across systems, along with the potential for iarge-scale integration. The level of expertise
required to develop and maintain IMS applications also encouraged the maintenance of a central support
system. Requirements for integration and security across systems and the sharing of limited mainframe
computing resources Ltd to a "build-on" approach to existing systems and furthered the need for coordinated
and centralized data-base management.

Counterbalancing the forces promoting centralization were policies and decisions that led to the
distribution of data management activities. Principal among these was the fact that central operational data
sys.ems were never operated as a "job-shop". Virginia Tech never intended to maintain a central pool of
programmers providing support to administrative units who needed access to University datr. Instead, the
practice was for in-house-developed systems to be tuned over to user offices (along with the addi'ion of
some support staff positions) for local management and maintenance of production systems. All major
production applications were run by decentralized system-coordinating groups. On a somewhat informal
basis, Systems Development staff provided continuing backup support for trouble shooting ..ad minor
modifications on the systems they developed. The central Data Administration office admix' tered the IMS
data base system and the UCC-10 data dictionary that supports IMS, coordinated P assisted with
productiea implementation, managed sect ity, controlled IMS space allocations, and n: .wined a system
of shared tables.

During the 1980's, the move toward decentralization accelerated dramatically. Programming and
systems-analysis staffs were growing in administrative offices across the cam ous, especially in support of the
student, personnel/payroll, and accounting record systems, but also on a sh.aller scale in a number of other
offices. While the budget of the computing center remained a central allocation of real dollars controlled
by the use of allocations of computer dollars, the other costs associated with such staff growth salaries,
equipment, supplies, professional development, etc. were direct costs in the budgets of the individual
offices. This shift in dollars promoted a corresponding shift in the mindset of the managers of the admin-
istrative units, a shift toward a much more decentralized point of view. "If it's MY money being spent, then
I'd like more control on how Ai's spent," summarizes this new perspective.

Software developments played a role in the move toward decentralization, as new less-complicated
data-management systems and languages such as SPIRES ®', FOCUS02, and SAS ®3 allowed operating

I SPIRES is a registered trademark of Stanford University, Sufi. CA

2 FOCUS is a registered trademark of Information Builders Inc., New York, NY 10001

3 SAS is a registered trademark of SA.S Ir.stitute Inc., Cary, NC 27511
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offices increased independence from central support systems. Forrth-generation languages were eagerly
examined by both the central computing-support offices and by the ,perating zffices as potential new tools
for maintaining systems and providing services. For the fir*. time, the purchase of sophisticated off-the-shelf
software packages began to be considered as a serious alternative to developing all major systems in house.

The Motivating Forces in the Development of Guidelines

The development of guidelines for information resource management at Virginia Tech should be
viewed against the background of a number of campus events, trends, and initiatives of the latter half of the
1980's. A major force was the rapid expansion in the number of personal computers on campus, including
many that were bought by administrative units that had never been heavy users of mainframe computing.
Suddenly, offices that had no previous capability for using administrative data in unprocessed form were
displaying appetites for data that were commensurate with their rapidly developing skills in word processing,
graphics packages, spreadsheets, and data bases.

Another major contribution came from the University Self Study of 1986-88, which identified several
concerns in the are:. of information resource management, including documentation, consistency of coding,
an ease of access. Specifically, the self-study report contained the following points.

A recommendation for an inventory of the data bases used for management information, and for the
development of procedures for consistent coding, complete documentation, user training, and system
integration.
A suggestion that the office of Data Administration (which was later renamed Information Resource
Management) take a lead role in the coordination, integration, and dissemination of the new wave of
information technology.
A recognition of Institutional Research as a major player in the process of gathering and analyzing data
to support the planning and decision-making functions.

A concurrent campus initiative was the commitment to move toward a 'Single SyStem Image' (SSI),
a vision being articulated by Dr. Robert Heterick, Vice President for Information Systems. (See 'A Single
System Inlaa; An Information Systems Strategy', CAUSE Professional Paper Series, #1, May, 1988.)
This visidn cepts the increased pluralism of 'native computing environments' whether mainframe,
minicomputer, or microcomputer, and whether spreadsheet, word processor, data base, or other and
develops a strategy for maintaining 'coherency in computing and communications'. In the context of
administrative information systems, the SSI implies the capability of moving largeamounts of diverse input
and output to a--..c1 from a variety of native environments. Essential to this transmission process is the
establishment of standard interfaces, based upon intelligent data-management systems capable of doing the
required translation.

Another motivating factor was the emergence of external standards, such as the International Standards
Organization's Open Systems Interconnect (ISO/OS I) model for data communications and the American
National Standards Institute's (ANSI) Information Resource Dictionary Systems (IRDS) standard,
approved in 1988. Meanwhile the University began to witness growing acceptance of 'standard electronic
operating procedures' for particular business functions in the private sector where the University conducts
business. As a prime example, vendors were positioning themselves to accept purchase orders using
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) standards. In order for Virginia Tech to anticipate, plan, and be
responsive to these initiatives and reap the accompanying benefits, it was clear that some degree of
conformance to standard practices for data management was imperative across the University's information
resources.

The Self Study played another significant role in the move toward guidelines through its call together
with the University's positive response to the call for the development of a strategic planning process.
It was generally recognized that (a) such a process could place major new demands on administrative data
systems to provide management information to support planning and (b) the ability of the University's
decentralized data systems to provide the integrated data needed by such a process was suspect.
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The problems inherent in one area of the administrative data systems but symptomatic of problems
in a number of other areas were highlighted in the work of the Facilities Data Bmse Task Forte, which
completed its six-month study in September of 1988. Thy task force found a proliferation of special-
purpose systems operating totally independently of one another, using imprecise or conflicting data
definitions, and offering very few options for sharing of information. The task force's report identified
several essential standards for data quality and usefulness including rigorous definitions, standardization of
data items, uniform sets of codes, and documentation of data elements and structures.

Another motivatmg factor in the development of guidelines, itself a consequence of some of the forces
described above, was the start of planning for a data dictionary. Data Administration was charged with
Looking at the products available commercially and the possibility of developing a data dictionary in house.
The immediate goal was to provide a tool for the inventory and 4ocumentation of the entire administrative
data resource. The ultimate goal was the development of a -university data base-, a concept that had earlier
been articulated in a position paper developed by Data Administration. In general terms, the im.rersity data
base is a logical data base (not necessarily a physical data base) which provides a stable information archi-
tecture within which the authorized users of University information can obtain what they need to perform
their duties.

A final event worth noting is the 1986 decision to purchase an accounting system to replace the
IMS-based accounting system that was nearly twenty years old. This decision was made at a time when the
resources of Systems Development were heavily committ- to developing a new student system in IMS.
The student-systems project had an immovable target date of Summer 1988, at which time the University
would convert from a quarter to semester system. A decision to develop the accounting system in house
would have meant several years delay in implementation.

Nonetheless, the decision to purchas4 the accounting system sent shock waves throughout 'he
University administration, both for being the first commercial software package to be used for a major
operation:.) system, and for not being an IMS system. Unforeseen problems, delays, and expense also
created a few aftershocks. The magnitude of the effort required to configure the new system to the
University's computing environment raised the consciousness of the Univeisity's executive leadership about
the need for communication between and consistency across data systems and about the associated costs
when consistency is lacking.

The Development Process

The process of developing guidelines for information resource management began in Spring 1988 with
meetings of a core group corsisting of two representatives from Data Administration and two represen-
tatives from Institutional Research. These meetings had multiple agenda items. Both units wanted to
define and develop their positions relative to the Self-Study mandates. Institutional Research represen-
tatives were anxious to talk about issues of consistency and communication among administrative data
bases, as a consequence of both their traditional responsibility for data-gathering and reporting projects that
involve multiple data lases and their prospective new role in support of the planning process. Data
Administratirm representatives w: ated to begin their feasibility study on data dictionaries and to define their
long-term role in the development of a ''university data base-. In this connection, they wanted to discuss
the possibility of using Institutional Research's Student Census File as a starting point.

Early in the discussions, a common thread among all of the agenda items became clearly evident: the
need for guidelines and standards in the management of all of the I Jniversity's administrative data systems.
It also became clear that a fairly distinct division could be made between guidelines and standards, in the
sense that guidelines indicate what should be done and standards indicate how it should be done. It was
quickly recognized that the issue of standards, with its attendant enforcement questions and other political
problems, had the potential for d.-railing the entire process. Everyone in the core group agred to put aside
standards for the moment and to focus first on guidelines.
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An initial set of guidelines was drafted in August 1988. However, the group recognized that, without
the perspective and the support of the individuals who operate and maintain the individual administrative
data systems, these or any other set of guidelines had no future.

The next step involved the Administrative Systems Users' Group (ASUG), a loosely-structu-ed
organization ..-pen to all interested parties. The intent of ASUG is to provide an open forum for commu-
nication between central computing-support offices (Systems Programming, Systems Development, Data
Administration, User Services, etc.), system coordinating offices (Accounting, Student Systems, etc.), and
other users (Institutional Research, Budget and Financial Planning, Extension Information Systems,
Library, etc.). ASUG's monthly meetings include time for announcements of general interest and questions
on topics of common concern. Despite its informal basis and its lack of any official status in the University
administrative structure, ASUG has made productive contributions to the Universit) beyond just serving
its communication function. Since its inception in 1986, one ASUG subgroup has developed COBOL
programming standards and another provided significant input on requirements for an access-control
software package that was purchased in 1988. In both cases, the proposals from there ASV.; committees
were presented to ASUG as a whole where they were reviewed, modified, and endorsed.

In July 1988, five individuals were asked to represent ASUG on a committee to assist in the develop-
ment of guidelines. Four of the individuals were from the staff generally senior programmer-analysts
of the offices of Student Systems, Accounting, Facilities, and Budget. The fifth member was the EDP
Auditing Manager from Internal Auditing. Two from the core group were also committee members and
coordinated the group meetings.

The committee members were encouvged to reach their own conclusions, with little pressure to retain
the features of the draft document prepared by the core group. After a series of meetings over a period of
three months, characterized by a lot of thought-provoking discussion and a considerable sense of give grid
take, a guidelines document was finished. The document was basically a revision of the original draft of the
core group, refined by the management perspective of the ASUG representatives. In the true spirit of
compromise, no individual on the committee thought that the guidelines were exactly what he or she
wanted, but they all agreed that they had a chance to be heard in the deliberations and were willing to
support the document, both in ASUG and within their own offices. Perhaps the greatest concern expressed
by the committee members was that they might be perceived as telling their own managers how information
systems should be managed.

The revised set of the guidelines was distributed at the November meeting of ASUG, along with a
request for comments and suggestions. It was announced that the guidelines would be on the agenda of the
January meeting.

During December, a meeting was held for the managers of the various administrative data systems,
including the immediate supervisors of several of the committee members. These individuals, basically the
most senior among the ASUG members, were considered essential to building the consensus needed at the
operational level. The group suggested some improvements in wording and other clarifying statements, and

:thout a formal vote, generally endorsed the document.

At the January ASUG meeting, a representative of the core group led discussion on the guidelines,
including the proposed changes incorporated into the document as a result of the December meeting.
Among the points that car,.; out in the discussion were these:

The guidelines must be -dewed as a living document; revisions will continue to be made as consensus
dictates.
Many of the 'data custodians' (generally the individuals to whom the systems managers report) are
not currently aware of their responsibilities as set forth in the guidelines. An important function that
should not be overlooked is that of educating and assisting the data custodians.
Data Administration must move toward standardized interfaces and security strategies for decentralized
systems and provide tools such as a comprehensive data dictionary for informations- resource
documentation and reference.
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Some of the tasks implied by the guidelines are not currently being done. To accomplish them,
additional icsources (for example, documentation snecialists) and/or new strategies will likely be
required.
Clarifications of responsibility and authority may be needed to ensure that the guidelines are followed.
In particular, the need for clear responsibilities for data-exchange interfaces in the evolving distributed
environment was noted.

The discussion concluded with an endorsement of the guidelines.

Also in January of 1989, the core group initiated discussions with the Assistant Vice President for
Administrative Affairs, whose responsibilities include two that are directly relevant to the guidelines project.
One is the ADMINSYS system, an on-line repository and reference system for University policies and
procedures. The second is the office of Records Management, which was in the process of developing, local
records-management policies and procedures to conform with Virginia's state policy. Initial discussions
focuse on how electronic records fit into a policy whiz's although it refers to "infIrmation in vny
recording medium ..., includinb data processing devices and computers' is definitely oriented to hard-copy
records. While the e lorsed guidelines do not specifically address procedural issues for electronic records
management, they do proviso- a framework for determining such procedural issues. Since standards and
procedures would be developed based on the guidelines, it was agreed that the guidelines belonged in the
ADMINSYS system, with cross references to other sections of records management policy.

In March 1989, the guidelines document was presented to all those adm;nistrators who have respon-
sibility for the major operational data systems. Th ;se are the individuals called the 'data custodians' in the
guidelines. They have titles like Controller, Associate Provost for Student Systems, and Associate Vice
President for Fscilities. Generally speaking, they hold positions just under the vice-presidential level and
just above tile level of the ASUG members. All of these individuals were provided with copies of the
guidelines and invited to attend a meeting to discuss them. Again after only minor modification, the "data
custodian' group endorsed the guidelines.

It is worth noting that in each meeting with the various constituency groups questions were raised
regarding how the guidelines woulo be implemented or enforced. Although such lines of questioning are
clearly relevant and important, the group was encouraged to focus only on the principle.; (the what) now.
It was made clear that the standards and procedures that would later be developed to conform with the
guidelines would again progress through consen -building forums. It was encouraging that the concepts
embodied in the guidelines were viewed as both reasonable and needed at all levels of the organizatior.. In
fact, in response to a question about auditing and compliance, a represenative of Internal Auditing
sugges' xl that he would routinely use this policy in his review process.

In the final step of this informal "approval" process, the Director of Institutional Research and the Vice
President for Information Systems (the executive-level supervisors of the members of the core group and
the two top-level individuals most directly responsible for carrying out the Self-Study mandates on data
management) met and discussed the guidelines. These twc agreed that the guidelines were appropriate and
authorizes' their inclusion in the ADMINSYS system.

Of course, this is not the end of the story. Much work lies ahead, most notably the development of
standards. On the software side, the guidelines clearly identify the need for data-management tools to help
with issues of accessibilhy and compatNlity, and they specifically mention the essential role of a ;entral data
dictionary. Development work is currently underway on a dictionary product which will run in a relltional
environment and which is based on the ANSI IRDS standard. Acceptance of these guidelines is an
important first step for successful implementation of this data dictionary.
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Strengths of the guidelines

Perhaps the most notable strength of the guidelines, and also a key to the broad base of endorsement,
is their ma agement focus, as opposed to a technical or operational focus. Nontechnical, nonthreatening
erminolog was used intentionally to promote shared understanding.

A second important strength of the guidelines is that the criteria for inclusion of a data base or data
element under the guidelines is based on the University's usage of information and not on existing system
stiuctures. The guidelines introduce a concept called the Administrative University Data Base (AUDB),
which is defined as a logical aggregate of data critical to the administration ,3f the University. The criteria
for inclusion in the AUDB cover all of the following classes of data.

Data relevant to planning, managing, operating, or auditing major administrative functions.
Data referenced or required for use by more than one organizational unit.
Data included in an official University administrative report.
Data used to derive an element that meets the above criteria.

Finally, the guidelines are strengthened by their definition of information management roles based on
function, without regard to virrent or future organizational structure This gives them general applicability
which will not become obsole...: in an environment of ever-widening distribution and ever-increasing use
of administrative information. Data custodians are ultimately responsible for the data created and referenced
within their particular area of responsibility and turn, for conformance to the guidelines. Data stewards
are those delegated the responsibility for data maintenance and dissemination as directed by data custodians.
Individuals who have lc for University data are considered the data users. Virginia Tech is considered
the data owner of aL University administrative data. The function of applying formal guidelines and tools
to manage the University's information resource is termed data administration and isa role overseen by data
custodians, but played by all participants. The recent reorganization and rename of Informat'on Resource
Management (formerly Data Administration) underscores the leadership and support role this office
provides for the distributed data administration activities.

Also a credit to the guidelines is their breadth. Following the introduction of the AUDB concept and
explanation of the information management roles, they deal independently with each of the following topics:
data capture; data storage; data validation and correction; data manipulation, modilcation, and reporting;
data security, data documentation, and rata availability. Next, they address the need and procedure for
annual review with possible update reference related policies, and end with a section defining terms used
throughout.

Lessons Learned

This final section presents some of the lessons learned by the core group as they progressed through
the various steps in the development of the guidelines. Perhaps some of the insights gained along the way
can be beneficial to others and if incorporated into an initial strategy serve to speed up this kind of
process. The intent on this r unpus is to use a similar strategy in the process of establishing standards and
procedures for conformance to the guidelines.

Perhaps the most important lesson learned and a primary point of success so far was the use of
informal groups in the absence of formal organizational structures in the University community. Such
groups generally brought to the process a set of diverse backgrounds and experiences, but were always able
to identify common purposes anr: needs. Three of the key groups in this proems the core group, the
system managers, and the data custodians had never previously met together on a formal basis.

Even ASUG, the most structured of the participating groups, has no officially recognized role in the
administration of the University. However, its choice as the first constituency group to work on the
guidelines was particularly successful. It had a history of working on cornon problems in an atmosphere
of mutual trust. Moreover, its members were the people who would be affected by the guidelines on a daily
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basis, as well as the individuals whom the data custodians would consult about whether the guidelines were
relevant and worthwhile. Getting this group's parricipailan and endorsement as a first step turned out to
be nn excellent strategy.

Also contributing to the success of the process was the riding of the tides that were surging in the
University community. The case for guidelines was built on a broad base of forces and events: the Self-
Study, the purchase of an ac Junting package, the need for policy on records management, and several
others. By capitalizing on the diverse array of motivatir 3 factors, the core group was able to convince a
number of groups and University officials at various levels in tho organization of the value of these guide-
lines.

Another lesson to be extracted from this process is the importance of creaf-1 focus as a means of
avoiding unnecessary controversy and distraction. This was the reason why standards were put aside
initially in order to build consensus on guidelines. Debate and discussion could be focused on this limited
topic in order to build a foundation upon which to base further work and more attention to detail.

As in so many projects, one of the keys was to maintain reasonable expectations. This was important
in at least two areas. First, it was recognized by the core group and articulated to the constituency groups
that neither total agreement nor the perfect document were likely outcomes. Consensus, however, was
attainable, even though no one w!to contributed to this process was likely to agree with every point in the
final document. Second, it was evident at every step of the way that the process was and will continue to
be an evolutionary one. The document is not -cast in stone-, but is expected to continue to evolve in
response to technological and environmental change.

The virtue of patience was yet another basic principle that was reinforced by the process of developing
the guidelines. At each stage of the process, the guidelines changed slightly, as each new constituency group
brought its new perspective into the discussion. From locking at the end result, it is evident that what
seemed like minor modifications in fact served to build depth into the final set of guidelines. In retrospect,
it seems unlikely that a top-down approach (which was he core group's first impulse) or any other less
patient course of action would have worked as well.

The final point to be made here is perhaps a capsule summary of the entire process. By acknowledging
and illustrating data management problems without laying blame, by describing desired outcomes and
suggesting a path for achieving those outcomes, the cote group helped to expand thinking beyond the limits
of individual turf boundaries or existing organizational structures. As a result, the Guidelines for University
Administrative Information Resource Management are not the -rules according to XYZ Department ", but
rather a platform that will support a variety of idiosyncratic architectures and individual missions and, at
the same time, support the global information needs of the University.
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APPENDI X

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Policy and Procedures Section 2005

Guidelines for University Administrative Information Resource Management

1.0 Purpose

While all administrative data captured using University assets are resources of the University, theyvary in their
relevance to the administrative processes of the University. This policy is intended to apply to those data which are
critical to the administration of the Unive.sity. While these data may reside in different data base management systems
and on different machines, these data in aggregate may be thought of as forming a logical data base, which will herein
be called the Administrative University Data Base (AUDB). This terminology is not intended to imply that these data
now or in the future should reside in a single physical data base. Rather, it is a recognition that regardless of where
these data reside, there are some general principles of data management that should be applied in order to maintain
the value and guarantee effective use of the information resource.

2.0 Policy

2.1 Information Management Roles

The University is considered the data owner of all University administrative data.
University officials, such as the Controller, the Associate Vice President for Personnel Resources, and the
Registrar, are responsible for data in their functional areas and are considered data custodians.
Staff delegated the responsibility for information management activities related to maintenance and dissemination
of data are considered data stewards.
Individuals who have need for University data in order to perform their assigned duties and are therefore
authorized access are considered data use. s.
The function of applying formal guidelines and tools to manage the University's informationresource is termed
data administration. Those data administration activities that do not fall within the realm of responsibility of
designated data custodians are the responsibility of the Information Resource Management (IRM) department.

2.2 Data Included in the AUDB

A data element is considered part of the AUDB and should conform to AUDB standards if it
more of the following criteria:

It is relevant to planning, managing, operating, or auditing major administrative functions.
It is referenced or required for use by more than one organizational unit. Data elements
by a single depanment or office are not typically part of the AUDB.
It is included in an official University administrative report.
It is used to derive an element that meets the criteria above.

Data elements which meet the criteria for inclusion may be identified as such by a data custodian,
IRM, or a user group.
A data custodian should be identifie4 for each data element to be included in the AUDB.
IRM should assist in the negotiations for inclusion and for identification of data custodians.

2.3

a

2.4

satisfies one or

used internally

a data steward,

Data Capture

The data custodian is responsible for complete, accurate, valid, and timely data capture. 'nese responsibilities
may be delegated to data stewards
Electronic data should be captured at or near its creation point as identified by the data custodian.

Data Storage

An official data storage location f a. each data element should be identified by the data custodian.
A official data storage location of valid codes and values for each data element should be identified by the data
custodian.
Data element names, formats, and codes should be consistent with University standards.
Archiving requirements and strategies for storing historical dal- should be determined for each d. to element by
the data custodian.
IRM should assist in determining data storage location and archiving requirements for AUDB day 1.
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2.5 Data Validation and Correction

Applicatim s that capture and update AUDB data should incorporate edit and validation checks to assure the
accuracy of the data.
The accuracy of any element can be questioned by any authorized data user. The data user has the responsibility
to help correct the problem by supplying as much detailed information as available.
The data custodian or delegated data steward is responsible for responding to questions and correcting incon-
sistencies if necessary.
Upon written identification and notification of erroneous data, corrective measures should be taken as soon as
possible or in accordance with the consensus of the users to:

Correct the cause of the erroneous data.
Correct the data in the official data storage location.
Notify users who have received or accessed erroneous data.

2.6 Data Manipulation, Modification, and Reporting

The data custodian is responsible for authorizing manipulation, modification, or reporting of AUDB data
elements and for creatir3 derived elements, which are also members of the AUDB.
The data custodian is responsible for ensuring that data maintained are consistent with official University
reporting requirements.
The data custodian has ultimate responsibility for proper use of AUDB data; individual data users will be held
accountable for their specific uses of the data.
All extracted or reported AUDB records should include the time and date of data capture.

2.7 Data Security

All AUDB data should be secured and access granted to a data user only for University business on a
"need-to-know" basis and within predefined access rules and security requiremcats.
The data custodian has ultimate responsibility for determining security requirements and authorizing access.
The individuals or office responsible for implementing access control will be identified and charged with this
lesponsibility in writing by the data custodian.
The data custodian is responsible for documenting authorization procedures.
The data custodian is responsible for monitoring and reviewing security implementation and authorized access.
All data users of AUDB data should sign a statement indicating their understanding of the level of access
provided and their responsibility to likewise maintain the inherent privacy, accessibility, and integrity of the data
they are provided.
The data custodian is responsible for assuring that data are backed up and recoverable in response to events that
compromise data integrity such as system failure, inadvertent faulty manipulation, unauthorized user penetration,
or other unforeseen disasters.

2.8 Data Documentation

Documentation of data elements should be provided to IRM in machine-readable format and will reside in a
University Data Resource Dictionary.
IRM is responsible for the data administration ft action of maintaining the University Data Resource Diode iary
and for making it readily accessible to data custodians, data stewards, and data users. In essence, I RM is data
cus"...o.r.an for the the University Data Resource Dictionary.
Documentation of data elements is the ultimate responsibility of the data custodian.
Documentation /definition for each data element should at least include:

Name and Alias Names
Description
Data Custodian
Usage and Relatiorships
Frequency of Update
Source for Data Capture
Official Data Storage Location and Format
Description of Validation Criteria and/or Edit Checks
Description, Meaning, add Location of Allowable Codes
Access Rules and Security Requirements
Archiving Requireme tts
Data Storage Location of Extracts

Documentation for derived AUDB data elements should include the algorithms er decision vtles fc tae deriva-
tion.
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Change in any of these characteristics should be noted to 1RM and/or recorded in the University Data Resource
Dictionary in advance of the change.

2.9 Data Availability

Data Custodians are responsible for providing accessible, meaningful, and timely machine-readable A UT.M3 data
for University use. This activity may be assigned to data stewards or to other University officials v,ithin the
predefined access rules and authorization procedures.
Data custodians and IRM share responsibility for AUDB data compatibility, accessibility, and interfaces.

3.0 Procedures

These Guidelines for University Administrative Information Resource Management have been prepared by the
Information Resource Management (IRM) department and the Office of Institutional Research and Planning Analysis
in association with the Administrative Systems Users Group (ASUG). They serve as a statement of objectives to
manage the administrative information resource. These Guidelines apply to all AUDB data. In addition, these
Guidelines should be considered and followed where possible by all those whocapture data and manage administrative
information systems using assets of the University. Standards and procedures should be developed to conform o the
objectives embodied in these Guidelines.

Copies of these Guidelines or related standards documents are avauable from the Information Resource
Management Department and from the Administrative Information System.

3.1 Updates

As an ongoing document, these Guidelines for University Administrative Information Resource Management will
be maintained and revised as needed by the Information Resource Management department (IRM) in cooperation
with data custodians and administrative systems users groups. All administrative system users are encouraged to
correspond with 1RM describing cny suggestions for improving these Guidelines. When corresponding please refer
to the document title and provide an appropriate section and page number reference.

Changes or updates to these Cuidelines will be reviewed by the Agency Records Administrator to ensure
compliance with Management of University Records (University Policy 2000) and related State regulations. Revisions
t these Guidelines will be sent to the manager of the Administrative Information System (before the effective date of
the change, if possible). The update will be made, the date and revision number changed and the revision noted in
Section 6.0, and returned to be approved and released.

4.0 Definitions

1. AUDB (Administrative University Data Base) is a conceptual term used to identify that body of data critical to
University planning, management and business operations.

2. Data administration is the function of applying formal guidelir ; and tools to manage the University's information
resource.

3. Data custodians are the University officials responsible for managing a segment of the University's information
resource.

4. Data stewards are staff members delegated the responsibility for data maintenance and data dissemination.
5. Data users are individuals who are authorized access to University data required by them to perform their

assigned duties.
6. University Data Resource Dictionary is a databae system t" ' functions as a repository that contains compre-

hensive information about University data and documentation. of University administrative systems.

5.0 References

1. Po'' t :!.;00, "Management of University Records," effective Fetruary 1989.

6.0 App.. As and Revisions

Approved January 5, 1989 by the Administrative Systems Users Group (ASUG).
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Establishing and Implementing Policies and Procedures
for End User Training in Higher Education

Anne Knight
Office for Information Technology

Harvard University
Cambridge, MA

Elaine Cousins
Computing Center User Services

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI

ABSTRACT

At some institutions the central administration mandates or facilitates the use of
technology for administrative, instructional, and research needs. .".t other
institutions it is the office staff and faculty who, by using it, have discovered the
value of technology: in these institutions, support is informal. Those who facilitate
access to technology usually acknowledge and generally support training for staff
and faculty with funds and personnel. When access to technology is not actively
supported, training it often ad hoc or obtained from sources both outside and inside
the institution, usual for a fee.

Harvard University and the University of Michigan represent two contrasting,
institutional models in the way they support technology. One applies a
decentralized approach to user support, while the other is centrally supported

Training is an aspect of user support that often receives short shrift: it is under
valued and under funded by administration at many institutions. At Harvard,
training, like all user services, is provided both centrally and de-centrally, and is not
consistently supported within the various Schools. Harvard's Office for
Information Technology provides training open to all University employees, yet it
is based on a fee-for-service. In contrast, at the University of Michigan, the
Computer Center User Services provides free training to all employees.

This paper will compare and contrast these two universities in their approach to
technology and user support and the policie3 and procedures they use for end user
training. The similarities and differences between free training and fee-based
courses similarities based on the nature of high-quality training programs and
differences brought about by the structure cf the institutions may help other
institutions plan for training programs of their own.

Both authors are managers of training programs for central competing organizations
at their respective institutions.
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Introduction

A group of college and university technology educators in southern New England began meeting
regularly in 1988 to discuss i,:nies and share ideas about training at their respective institutions.
The early meetings, supported by Apple Computer, focused on Macintosh *mining. Preliminary
discussions revealed the need to obtain a traini; g profile of each of the nine institutions. The
institutions include Boston College, Brandeis L niversity, Brown University, Harvard University,
MIT, Trinity College, Tufts University, Wesleyan College, and the U.S. Coast Guard Academy.
The survey, completed by training managers or coordinators, gathered data about the training
programs, classroom facilities, training policies and procedures, evaluation riethods and marketing
strategies. The section identifying successes and challenges raised the issue of how policies and
procedures for training were established through central mandate or by default and what
made particular training models work in each institution.

Description of the Institutions

Harvard University. Harvard University is decentralized it consists of 11 graduate and
professional schools and an undergraduate Faculty. Central administration consists of the
President's and Vice Presidents' Offices, Budget Office, General Counsel, News and Public
Affairs, Alumni Association, Development Office, Office for Information Technology, and more.
Founded in 1636, Harvard is the oldest university in the United States. It awards at least 17,400
undergraduate and graduate degrees each year. Supporting the student population, there are 2400
full-time and 600 part-time faculty members as well as a staff of 15,00C.

The Universitwalchigan. The University of Michigan is also decentralized with 16 graduate
and professions i schools and an undergraduate Faculty. The University community in Ann Arbor
is comprised or ever 36,000 students, 3,000 faculty, and 15,000 staff. The University
organization is comprised of the Offices of Business and Finance, Government Relations,
Academic Affairs, Research, Development, and Student Services. The Information Technology
Division is headed by a Vice-Provost who reports to the Vice-President for Academic Affairs. In
addition to the main campus in Mn Arbor, The University of Michigan also includes a car or M
Flint and one in Dearborn, with a Chancellor at the head of each.

Recognizing the importance of Information Technology to the research, instructional, and
administrative activity on campus as well as to the quality of life, the University has made a major
commitment toward support of Information Technology on campus. The Information Technology
Division consists of approximately 700 employees engaged in the provision of computing,
communication, and network services. A campus-wide network environment has been created that
connects the entire campus in a network of interlinked, local- and wide-area networks connecting
mainframe, wierocomputer, and minicomputer users . The network uses a variety of media
including fiber and tv..sted pair wire. There are currently 9300 asynchronous ports connecting
faculty and staff offices and student workstations in public clusters and midence halls.

Planning and Budgeting

Harald. Planning and budgeting occurs in each School and Faculty at Harvard before the central
budget is compiled. As with all other aspects of University life, the way budgets are done also
affects information technology planning and implementation. Individual Faculties and
administrative Departments have developed systems to meet internal needs and provided users with
tools for data managemcnt. Concurrent with the increasing use of distributed computing is a plan
to connect the entire campus by fiber, enabling a computing network of pcs, minicomputers and
mainframes within five years.
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According to the 1987 Long-Range Plan of the Office for InformationTechnology (OTT), "no
University-wide framework for technology use exists at Harvard, and there are no University-wide
standards and connots for implementation." The plan's objectives were, "in addition to identifying
OIT's long-range goals and strategies, to begin a pmcess for gaining consensus on these goals and
to build awareness throughout Harvard of the University's future information technology needs."

The plan emphasized that information sharing tools are needed and that extensive training is equally
important in order to upgrade individual technology skills OIT's publications and its computer
training program were established in their present form along with this plan. The information
dissemination and training services are designed to raise consciousness about information
technology in higher education, and are intended to stimulate discussion and increase customer
self-sufficiency in using information technology.

Althougil there is no central mandate about technology at Harvard, expenditures in this area grow
at the rate of 8 percent per year. With no central standards, OTT can only set some de facto
standards through sales of a limited range of hardware and software at the Technology Product
Center and by providing training for selected software packages. Individual schools set their own
standards and provide their own computer support structure, which may or may not offer training.

Michigan. Budgets at Michigan are also prepared by each individual school, college, or
administrative unit. Since 1984, the Information Technology Division budget has grown from 4
million dollars to its current level of 17 million. The majority of this funding is comprised of direct
funding from the University's general fund, but it also includes revenue from mainframe charges
to external clients and modest user fees. Having recently realizedmany of its important strategic
goals (including the installation of a campus-wide network and the deployment of 1600+
workstations in campus computing sites), it is expected that the ITD budget will remain relatively
stable in the near future. Increases to the budget are more likely to come as a result of additional
use fees than from additional central funding.

Computer support in a decentralized university such as The University of Michigan is not
surprisingly also decentralized. While at one time it was thought that a "centralized, controlled,
rational approach to a microcomputer environment at the University of Michigan would be nearly
impossible to achiever," computer support is now best characterized as the result of individual
units working together for mutual benefit. While it is true that there is not a "centralized and
controlled" environment, them is a gnat deal of "rational thought " being expressed. Individual
units can make whatever decisions they wish for the acquisition and support of information
technology, but it is not unusual to find decisions being made in favor of ITD-supported solutions.
We find that support responsibilities are typically shared -- with general support usually provided
by the central service and discipline-specific surport provided by individual units, schools, and
colleges.

Several mechanisms exist for sharing information and shaping support policies. Of key
importance is the concept of Ill) supported products. Individual units know what products are
supported and what services they can rely on from the Information Technology Division.
Evaluation teams made up of both ITD and non-ITD persrinnel make recommendations for
supported products. An ITD Selection Committee makes final support decisions based on the
availability of support resources and the perceived demand for a particular product. Infonnatiou
about needs and directions for information technology are shared at regular meetings of several
campus groups of computing support professionals and key policy makers from within and
beyond ITD.

1The University of Michigan UCCPU SubCommittee Report "University Microcomputer Policy" January 4th,
1984
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Computer Education and Training

Hanand. OIT's training classes are open to the entire Utriversqy as well as to non-profit
institutions in the area. These classes are hands-on, skill-building sessions offered in two
dedicated classrooms in Cambridge and one shared facility in the medical area in Boston. During
the 1988-89 academic year, more than 900 people were trained on the Macintosh and the IBM
PC/PS2 in 121 classes of 21 different courses. People taking these classes were representative of
eligible organizations: 60 percent were staff members from all Harvard schools, 19.5 percent were
from OTT, 2.7 percent were faculty, 3.8 percent were graduate students, .8 percent were
undergraduates, and 13.2 percent were from non-profit institutions.

In addition to classes, the technology education group of three professional people, under the
management of Anne Knight, organizes a colloquium series, hosts user groups, and holds product
demonstrations throughout the year. The educational program has grown steadily since 1986.

Most of OIT's services are supported by user fees. Very little central funding is provided. The
classroom must be full cost recovery. Thus, the importance of high quality programs and services
is obvious. The biggest challenge is to determine client demand from the widely scattered audience
and to set fees appropriate to the market. Harvard's training program must be as good if not better
than its competitors and must be offered at a lower price. The setting of goals and standards for
OIT's training program became vital to its success.

Michigan. Computer education programs at Michigan are designed for faculty, staff, and students
of the University. Non-University participants are eligible only for the University's mainframe
(MTS) classes. Michigan's end-user computer education program began with mainframe training
in the 1970's. In 1984, with the influx of microcomputers and Michigan's participation in the
Apple University Consortium program, workshops became an effective and efficient way to
communicate with the rapidly growing numbers of novice computer users who needed L, learn
more about what computers could do for them and who needed to develop their computer use
skills. Since 1984, the workshop program has grown enormously. Current education programs
include:

regularly-scheduled workshops
self-guided instructional materials (print and computer-based)
training the trainer activities
special workshops

Regularly-scheduled workshops are offered in systems use (Macintosh, DOS, and Michigan
Terminal System), application areas including electronic messaging and conferencing, database
management, spteadsheeting, word processing, data communicatior., local area networks,
authoring systems for creating multi-media courseware, and workshops to facilitate access to UM
data. There are over 14,000 registrations for workshops each year and over 1,800 hours of
instruction in more than 100 different workshop titles each semester.

Workshops are offered in a variety of formats including lecture/demonstrations and hands-on
classes. A Macintosh classroom and an IBM PS/2 classroom are regularly used for hands-on
classes. Each of these rooms contains 16 workstations and overhead projection capabilities. The
computers in the IBM Lab are connected to one another on a local area network with a network file
server containing all programs and practice exercise files. The biiacintosh lab will be added to the
same network as soon as commercial release connected to one another on a local area network with
a network file server containing all programs and practice exercise files. The Macintosh lab will be
added to the same network as soon as possible. A 3rd classroom equipped with a Macintosh and a
PS/2 is used for lecture/demonstration workshops. This room is also equipped with projection
equipment for each computer.
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The workshop population at Michigan is composed of approximately 55% staff, 39% students, 5%
faculty, and 1% MTS clients. This is not an exact mirror of the University statistics for these
groups. Faculty are representative, but staff clearly outnumber students in workshops.

The University of Michigan's Computing Center education program is managed by Elaine
Cousins, assisted by a staff of 5 full-time instructor/consultants, a full-time registration clerk, and a
part-time secretary. Staff from other wen of User Services also regularly teach workshops. Their
time commitment may vary from 6 hours of classroom instruction per term to over 40 hours. In
addition to the Computing Center education program, other ITD education programs include the
Office of Administrative Systems program (with 3 teaching staff) and the Residence Halls program
which makes use of student trainers to teach students in the residence halls.

Because workshops are not the only way to teach about computers, self-guided print tutorials and
computer-based tutorials have been created. These include introductory training on mainframe use
and the widely-used computer conferencing facility at Michigan. A series of tutorials on basic
concepts of computer applications is currently in progress.

In keeping with the desire to help users help themselves, the University of Michigan Computing
Center assists departmental trainers, faculty, and teaching assistants to teach computer topics using
Computing-Center developed materials. approximately 20 groups took advantage of this service
last year and it is anticipated that more will do so in the coming year.

The end-user education budget at Michigan is approximately 300,000. This represents salaries,
material preparation and production, advertising, and software for teaching. Not included are
teerhing lab hardware costs, staff expenses for supplies and equipment, and non-education group
salaries (approximately 1.5.FTE).

IV. Goals and Standards for Training at Each Institution

award: The goals of Harvard's training program are to:
impart skills to its customers
maintain high-quality course content and delivery
have satisfied, repeat customers
build and maintain a good reputation for orr

The classroom standards that were established include:
an instructional methodology with lecture, demonstration, and hands-on exercises and
group problem-solving in the advanced courses
in-class opportunity to practice
one person to each machine to provide a hands-on experience
a comfortable learning environment a bright, clean classroom and an assistant for large
classes;
using current, appropriate, reliable technology
regular support by a technical person.

ivlichigan. The goals of The University of Michigan's computer education program are to
contribute to the quality of instruction, research, and the administrative work environment by
facilitating better use of Information Technology. We do this by:

Providing information about Information Technology resources on campus
Enhancing the computing skills of the U-M and MTS community
Assisting faculty and computer support staff with their education/training responsibilities
Encouraging self-help and strategies for continued learning
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The program standards we have adopted to help us realize these goals include:

talented and knowledgeable instructors who are an integral member of our support team
up-to-date training equipment in comfortable _classrooms with overhead projection equipment
varied formats that encourage active learning and problem-solving
supportive, group - oriented environment with 2 students per workstation in workshops

V. Policies and Procedures

Harvard. The mission of the training program at Harvard is to increase the customers' skill level
and self-sufficiency in using information technology. The overriding management objective is to
make the classroom function full cost recovery. High standards were established to attrict clients.
Timeliness and clarity is important for marketing the courses. A training catalog published each
semester is distributed in September and January as an insert in the Technology Window
publication to all 1,400 Harvard employees. Certain courses, such as SAS, require targeted
mailings, and publicity in the medical area has received special attention. General publicity is
handled through calendars in other Harvard publications and via announcements on Harvard's
information telephone number called FACTLINE. We maintain a training inf.( ...lotion telephone
mailbox and "hotline" to respond to customer questions. Decisions about each semester's
offerings are based on software sold at the Technology Product Center, software used by OTT staff
and discussed in the User Groups, and on inform ion gleaned from other information technology
forums at Harvard.

Introductory courses for the PC and the Macintosh are offered more frequently than intermediate
and advanced courses, and they are offered in two half-day segments. The intermediate and
advanced courses are one and two days long (7 hours each, including mid-morning and mid-
afternoon breaks and an hour for lunch), depending on the amount of material to be covered. In
addition to the operating system courses, word processing, desktop publishing, spreadsheets,
databases, and statistics courses are offered. File transfer and local area network training is also
offered. Adjustments to the schedule are made each semester, based on past experience. When
use of software packages represents a critical mass, training programs are offered, and support is
provided.

Pre-registration for all courses is required via mail or in person, with payment and confirmation
letters sent acknowledging enrollment. Fees range from $125/day for introductory courses to $395
for three- day courses. Student rates are $15 to $70 lower, depending on course length. When a
class is filled, the registrant is contacted about enrolling in the next class offered. Waiting lists are
maintained, if necesary. Cancellation within five working days is accepted with full refund. OTT
reserves the right to cancel classes with insufficient enrollment (kba than five people) or because of
inclement weather. Failure to show up for a class does not entitle the student to a refund.

The student/teacher ratio is 8 or 9 people. If there are more students in IBM PC classes, up to a
maximum of 12, a classroom assistant is hired. No assistant is provided in the Macintosh
classroom where 9 students is the maximum.

Although prerequisite skills are defined for all classes, frequently students come to classes they are
not prepared to take. This year we have instituted a self-assessment skill test, which is sent to all
registrants with their confirmation letters. This enables students to determine whether or not their
skills are sufficient to proceed to a higher level course.

The problem of varying levels of expertise among the student population is handled by the
instructom They adjust their rate of instruction to the majority of the students and try to provide
extra help for slower students during the exercises.
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Technical support is provided for all classrooms. OlTs technical support person prepares the
^ystems before class and is available to troubleshoot any problems that may arise during class with
the network, the individual systems, the projection unit, or the printers.

Harvard contracts with independent trainers as instructors. Each instruc'..J.-1.. seitaed on the bac.'
1 an interview and recommert cations from other employers. Tiny are evaluat4.4. during their f

course by the manager. Their fees are negotiated and depend on level of experience, amount of
course development necessary, and on years taught for OIT.

Fortunately we have never had to cancel a class because of instructor illnesq or failure to show up.
We do not have backup provisions for instructors, so "dc show must go on."

Course outlines are prepared by a! truaors, and either third-party courseware or instructor
develcpee courseware is used for ino.ruvion. Bibliographies .. "cheat sheets" are prepared by
the instructors. OIT provides each instructor with a policy and technical notes. Twice a
year the instructors meet with the OIT staff to review, discuss, and evaluate the past semester.
Often, suggestions are adopted by all the instructors.

At the end of all classes, the students complete a course evaluation form. These evaluations are
reviewed by the instructor and the training coordie nor. "roolemareas are discussed inz iadiately
with the instructor, and appropriate adjustments r, t made to course content, length, or
presentation.

A Paradox database is maintained of all registrants on a PS/2 Model 70. This database is updated
regularly with data from the central Human Resources database. Reports can be generated upon
request on enrollment ( :embers, distribution according to department or staff type,, courses
(name, type, number, hours, fee, etc.), and income and expenses. These reports are used for
plarning purposes and preparing the Department's annual report.

Some Departments or (iffices at Harvard request special training sessions, especially if they h
more than five people to be trained. These sessions are scheduled according to classroom and
instructor availability. Occasionally on-site training is provided, especially for the President's and
Vice-President's offices. When OIT cannot meet a training request, we refer people to outside
vendors or try to accommodate the request next semester.

As yet, Off has not developed follow-up surveys of our customers. In order to reach the faculty,
a needs analysis may be conduced in the spring of 1990 to determine their desire and availability
for training sessions.

Michigan. Policies at ttichigan have grown out of our experience and our desire to offer high-
quality, effective programs that meet the needs of our participants.

Dependability and Consistency:
Because it is important for the campus community to be able to plan ahead, an entire semester's
schedule is published one month in advance of the coming semester. Information about the
workshop schedule is available in a Computing Center publication, Non-Credit Computing
Courses on Campus , as well as in other campus publications published each term by the Human
Resource Development office and the Hospital Training Department. Our ITD newsletters and

vral University publications publish weekly workshop scherktles as well. An onl ost file that is
widely accessible on campus also carries information aboutwr lops and any last-mutute
schedule changes.
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In order to narrow the gap between participant expectations and reality, our publications try to
clearly convey exactly what will be covered in a workshop and what prerequisite skills are
necessary. Information is also provided about the length and format of the wcr. ' :top.

So that it is not necessary to cancel workshops in the event of an instructor illness, substitute
instructors are available and specially-prepared "Instructor Notes" are assembled in notebooks for
reference. Workshops are cancelled only in the case of ins? eficient enrollments (fewer than 5
registrations for advanced, limited-audience classes and fewer than 10 for traditionally more
popular classes).

Printed materials have become an important part of Michigan's workshop program. Some are
designed as reference materials while others are step -by -step tutorials. In either case, our
participants have co ,e to expect high-quality support materials for post-workshop use. Many
people also find that our handouts substitute for attending a workshop when their schedules are
particularly busy.

Excellent workshop instructors are particularly important to our program's success. Our
instructors are very knowledgeable and enthusiastic teachers who enjoy training. Instructors work
in teams to design new workshops and are available as consultants to users both before and after
workshops. The workshops they design grow out of their experience on the U-M campus and
reflect campus needs. Wherever possible, we try to assign more than one person to teach a
particular workshop title. This helps when we need substirae instructors and it also makes
consistency in workshops essential. Instructors of advanced courses need to know that the same
material is covered in introductory courses regardless of which instructor may have taught it.

Appropriate Scheduling:
Schedules are planned taking into account University class schedules and the curriculum is
modularized so that individuals can sign up to learn the skills they need. Although we have very
fe- etuening workshops, we have scheduled some to accommodate students, faculty or staff who
fins .vening workshops more convenient. Registration and enrollment statistics are monite -ed
carefully so that we cal? offer the right number of workshops eac: term and at the right time of the
semester. In general, introductory courses are offered more often than advanced classes.

Classroom Policies:
A myriad of policies and procedures seem to govern E.andance and registration. All of our
policies, however, are designed to imp we the classroom experience of those attending or
eliminate a "no show" problem.

Some of our classroom policies are:
Late-comers forfeit their seats to "walk-ins"
Registration is required, but walk-ins are encouraged
Registrations are accepted no earlier than one month in advance
Class limit of 30 participants for hands-on :lasses
2 participants per workstation is the norm
No eating or drinking in the classrooms
No mail registrations to enable immediate confirmation or registration
Modest fees are charged for all but introductory workshops and hands-on systems use

workshops. (typically $5.00 per hour, no charge for students)

Other Policies:
Computing Center developed tutorials are distributed for a nominal fee ($10.00) and may be
duplicated freely. Commercial tutorials will be available for cneckout beginning in the winter term.
Print tutorials and workshop handouts available for $2.00 or at no charge (for workshops that have
no fee.)
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Special workshops may be requested by facuiv or departments. Departments are charged roughly
$150/hr for special workshops and development time for special workshops that are not regularly
taught is charged at 40.00 per hour. An estimate is given to each department requesting special
workshops in advance.

Program Analysis and Ongoing Improvement:
At Michigan, we monitor our program and its effectiveness regularly. Wurkshop evaluations are
completed by participants after each session and these are compiled for each workshop each
semester. Instructors are the first to receive the evaluation data and often respond to feedback in
the evaluations immediately. Participant evaluations are also very useful for identifying problem
areas that can be addressed in a special meeting. Some recent such topics have included enhancing
presentation skills, teaching to a mixed level participantgroup, handling que lions, and teaching
newly arrived foreign students. Longer-term follow up evaluations have not ocen carried out with
the exception of special workshops where the Tiducation Manager always talks with theorganizer
of the training several weeks after the training has been completed.

Consultants provide inpin into the curriculum planning and re6istration and attendance data are
aulyzed for trends and indicated changes to workshop schedules. Beginning next term, we wi,1
be instituting a plan for peer evaluations. The Education group meets biweekly to address any
problems that arise and once or twice each semester, the entire teaching staff assemble for tol cs of
mutual interest and the sharing of teaching tips and skills.

L Challenges for Training Programs at Each Institution

Harvard. The ON ling challenges for Harvard's training program are
requiring full cost recovery for the classroom, which includes all overhead e,.prises (space
rental, instructors, staff support, course materials, printing, telephone, hardy, 9 e, and
software, etc.)
setting and maintaining standards for course materials (course descriptions and outiiles,
pre-tests, student materiels in proper sequence with page numbers, quick reference sheets,
integrated exercise s, bibliography, and student data disks)
keeping our excellent instructors happy (pay commensurate with skill al. '. experience,
providing staff assistance, dinner meetings semiannually)
getting students to self-ask -s their skills and enroll in appropriate classes only.

The challenges for the future of Harvard's training program include:
preparing and training faculty to evaluate and use technology for personal and professional
tasks by cooperating with computer services groups within the various Schools
keeping up with the rapidly changing technology (when to upgrade and what expenditures
for hardware and software to capitalize)
developing effective training coordination mechanisms within Harvard (regular meetings of
user support managers from the various Schools, quarterly meetings of training
coordinators and trainers, etc.).

Michigan. Challenges for Mich: ;an in the coming year are numerous and revolve around budget,
changing technologies, and changing user nee3s. Among the more interestir t are:

Reaching increasing numbers of users with static resources
Keeping up with rapidly changing technology and changing user needs
Narrowing the gap between experienced and novice learners in the same class
Continued exploration of alternative training media and strategies
Becoming an effective lobbying voice for user needs and improved software
Helping users work "smarter" with new technology
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The ever-increasing computer usage at Allegheny College demanded an
in rease in computer support. By 1987 the 450 employees and 1900 students of
Allegheny used eighteen different word processors.

The Computer Center found that standardizing on one word processor was
one way to increase productivity without increasing computing staff size. The
complex change process required the si pport of top management as well as user
involvemeat in thc t.1/4-zision. Workshop training with hands-on experience was
found to be the best strategy when teaching novice users. A users' group all. wed
for continuing user ti_ .olvement. r oject evaluation using a questionnaire
provided necessary feedback.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR STANDARDIZATION:
FROM EIGHTEEN WORD PROCESSORS TO ONE

This paper reviews the proceu. -r, used at Allegheny College to standardize the use of
word processing. Founded in 1815, Allegheny is a small, private liberal arts college. The 254 -
acre campus located in northwestern Pennsylvania in Meadville is 90 miles north of Pittsburgh.
Meadville is a small city of 15,000 people, surrounded by farm country and rolling wooded hills.

The methodology for standardization included the following steps that proved successful:

1. Needs assessment
2. Top management support
3. User involvement in the decision process
4. Questions and answers
5. Workshops and training
6. Distribution of the software
7. Formation of a Users' group
8. Project evaluation

The Need to Standardize

Be' Le standardization, the 450 employees of Allegheny College used eighteen different
word processors, many at different version levels. The most popular wen' PC-Write, Multimate,
Volkswriter, WordPerfect, Word Star, and MS Word. The 1900 students primarily used PC-
Write. Support ane. training for all these packages was 0 very time consuming no-win situation
for the Computer Center staff.

The quality of support offered by a computer center depends upon dun factors: the staff,
the number of products supported, and the level of support offered.' If the majority of the
college community were to use one versatile, powerful, user-friendly word processing package,
we would be able to concentrate our support on one good package.

By January 1988, it was apparent to the Computer Center staff that an attempt must be
made to standardize on one word processing package at Allegheny. In addition to improving user
support, standardization makes the exchange of information much easier and increases efficiency.
The Computer Center performed an evaluation of major word prozessing packages to select the
most appropriate program as a standard for Allegheny. Product reviews and professional
literature suggested that WordPerfect was the most widely used and highly rated word processor
on the market.' A recent survey of CUMREC members also found WordPerfect to be "the
easiest and most helpful &Aware."' The package met our criterit of being both easy to use and
lean, with powerful and versatile features for both general and academic use. The Computer
Center suggested that Allegheny College adopt WordPerfect as its standard.
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AdministrativiaxisutiffSaundlialuport

Research indicates strongly that in any complex change process, there is a critical group
of people whose commitment is necessary to provide the energy for a change to occur.' Support
of top administration is essential when attempting to effect most organizational changes. All
department marls had to be willing to supply the time required for training.

The first step in this process was to approach Allegheny's Administrative Executive
Committee (AEC), comprised of senior officials reporting directly to the president. The
cooperation, support, and guidance of this committee was sought from the outset of the
standardization effort.

By the end of February 1988, the AEC agreed in principle to support the concept of
limiting support to one or two standard word processors on campus. They requested the
development of a fonaal mechanism for selecting the appropriate word processor. They believed
it was important for the users to play an active role in arriving at the decision. They shared a
common belief that resistance can limit the successful implementation of computer applications.'
User involvement tends to reduce resistance. The users needed to have a strong input.

The AEC wanted a vehicle for all constituencies of the college - student, faculty, and staff
to provide input to the final proposal. As this retraining effort was to affect all members of the

college community, the AEC saw it as an opportunity to improve communication on campus.
It workshop participants could discuss the type of work each did, people would to get to know
each other better. As participants discovered that they shared many similar concerns and
problems, an increased sense of community might develop. Forming a user.' group would
provide an opportunity for people to come together on a . egular basis. Thus a secondary goal
of standardization was to provide opportunity for communication across boundaries.

The AEC gave its support for funding on two conditions: first, that workshops would
include a mix of people from different offices and different levels of authority; and second, that
a users' group would be formed.

Word Proo 'sing Standardization Committee

The Computer Center began to discuss ways to involve the entire college community in
the decision. We rejected me idea of sending out a questionnaire and explored the idea ofan ad
hoc committee By May 1988, ye had focused on the formation and purpose of the Word
Processing Standardization Committee. This committee was to make explicit the reasons for
adopting a standard word processing package at Allegheny. Using the existing evaluation
materials provided by the Computer Center, we wanted the committee to take into consideration
cost, power, flexibility, and ease of use and leaning. We anticipated this committee wod;,' ,each
the same conclusion we reached, choosing the same word processing package that we had in
mind. The decision !lad to be made as soon as possible so training couk take place during the
Summer months when the computer labs were available for employee use.
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In June 1988, the committee was fo ned. The Word Processing Standardization
Committee included five staff, three administrators, three faculty, and three students. We chose
members not only from various areas, but also with various computer backgrounds. The
chairperson of the committee was a member of the Computer Center staff. The Computer Cegter
prepared a working document to simplify the task facing this committee, emphasizing that it was
only a recommendation. The committee would analyze the material within this document, and
discuss the issues and strategies with colleagues. As representatives of the college community,
they would build a consensus around a final strategy for standardization. The document included
the following reasons and objectives for standardization:

1. Communication Communication cannot happen when everyone is speaking a different
language. Standardization provides the ability to exchange information effortlessly with any
office, administrative or academic. A free flow of information eliminates both communication
bathers and problems of misinformation and speculation.

2. Community Better communk. ?lion makes for better working relationships and increases
understanding among groups. StWardization would require cooperation am5ng the many offices
on campus who t tve similar needs but rarely find occasio, to discover the similarities. The
entire campus working as a team toward a single goal could brir the college community
together.

3. Integration To have everyone using the same tools encourages a sense of creativity,
harmony, and organizational solidarity.

4. Efficiency When multiple word processing packages are used, employees must use a
conversion program or retype to sham documents among offices. Secretaries in academic
departments find themselves working with documents from faculty who use diffenMt word
processors. All of these tasks waste time and energy at a time when emphasis on improving
productivity continues to increase at Allegheny.

5. User Satisfaelon and Productivity Research shows that two important factors fiat impact
end user comp ..itg are the efficient and productive Ise of available software and the quality of
interaction with computer specialists.' The level of training and support me Comp. Center
could provide by concentrating on one package should improve both factors. This would lead
to increased productivity, expertise, and user satisfaction.

6. Quality One of our goals was to equip faculty, students, and staff with the best possible tools.
We evaluated several word processing packages and found what we judged to be the most likely
software to meet the needs of almost all groups on campus. The package we recommended has
powerful, easy-to-r se features for general and academic word processing needs.
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The prospect of standardizing raised several questions, issues, and problems that needed
to be addressed:

1. 'Transition We expected a period of transition during which t: new standard word processor
and the old word processors would all be in use. The transition period would take approximately
one scnool year for administrative users. Converting faculty and students would take longer
because of the number of upperclassmen using PC-Write and the time constraints faculty face in
attending training workshops. During the transition we would continue to support the most
widely used word processors. Any new employees and students would learn the standard
Package.

2. Time We saw the commitment of time to be the most univeral problem. This commitment
must have priority and come from the top down. Department heads must give staff the time to
learn the new prckage. We anticipated each person learning the package would spend ten hours
in workshop training over a period of 2-3 mouths. The time to achieve competency in the new
soft ware would vary considerably from person to person. For optimal results, we suggested that
people begin using the new program immediately after training. For about one month, we
estimated this could add one hour per day to the time it would take them to accomplish thei-
normat work. We also recommended that for about one month trainees spend 1-2 hoursper week
away from their office work on the program, preferably in the microcomputer labs where
people who knew ickage would be available to answer questions and provide help.

3. Training Individualized instruction is most effective when teaching word processing. A small
group accommodates differences in learner abilities, attitudes, and backgrounds.' We planned
to conduct workshops attended by no more than 18 participants with two instructors for each
group.

We planned to provide training in steps - an introductory session, an intermediate session,
and then workshops on advanced topics. This would give users the opportunity to work with the
program, absorb what they learned, and formulate questions before the next session. Individuals
did not need to attend the introductory session if they felt comfortable with basic features of the
program. They could attend the intermediate or advanced levels as they saw fit. The sessions
emphasized the type of work participants were most likely to do with their word processor in
their own working environment.

4. Support We had in mind a number of support mechanisms. The formation of a users' group
would provide excellent and timely help for people having problems and an opportunity to share
hetnful hints discovered while using the package. Each office would identify a word processing
expert. These liaisons would answer most questions and act as the word processing contact with
Cie Computer Center. 'I alephone support from the Computer Center would also be available.
We would distribute tip sheets and handouts.
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S. Access/Distribution The standard package would be available on all college-owned computers
and networks. Anyone who had his or her own etiaipinent could purchase the software for a
highly discounted rate. WordPerfect is not a public domain program. Unlike PC-Write, we
could not duplicate and distribute it free of charge.

Standardization

The Word Processing Standardization Committee net twice. During the first meeting the
members discussed the problems and concerns. The committee made the decisiun to support
standardization on WordPerfect during its second meeting. If this project were to be a success,
it was important that the users undersand the reasons for standardization, the commitment to it,
and the long-run benefits.' To meet this requirement, on July 18, 1988, the committee seat a
memo to the Allegheny community. Many areas in this memo reflected the recommendations
of the Computer Center to the Committee. This memo presented the rationale for standardization
and the reasons for choosing WordPerfect as a standard.

Workshops and

isy mid July 1988, the Computer Center had negotiated a license agreement with the
WordPerfect Corporation and ordered the software. It was time to formalize the training process.
Many trainers say problems arise when users with different levels of PC experience and different
job requirements are together in the same workshop.' However, one of our aims was to improve
communication across the campus by getting people together. We chose to includt employees
from various departmaits in each workshop. In order to stimulate conversations, each workshop
included a 15 minute coffee and cookie break. Users are more li'tely to seek help after their
initial training if they are personally acquainted with the support staff.' The coffee breaks
allowed the Computer Center to become acquainted with tht, users in a personal, friendly setting.

Now the problem we faced was who would teach the workshops. Up until this time,
two people from Academic Computing taught nearly all computing workshops. Both had
extensive experience teaching workshops, and one was the WordPerfect expert on campus.
However, these two computer professionals could not possibly teach all workshops. Although
the rest of the Computer Center staff had no knowledge of WordPerfect, everyone would join
in and help with the training.

Here is where the plan met some resistance. * my programmer, any DP type, any
computer scientist, wants to program, not train." Some of the staff were very reluctant to teach
workshops since they had neither teaching experience nor training. One person refused to teach
a workshop; tne rest said they would, but they were hesitant because of their Lek of experience
with WordPerfect. A key ingredient in workshops is the instructor. The instructor must have
a deep understanding of the program. It is important that he or she understands the fears and
apprehensions of new users. In addition to prior teaching experience, instructors should have
extensive experience with both the personal computer and the sclware that they are teaching.'
Many of us we mainframe programmer/analysts who had never used WordPerfect. Most of
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us had no teacher training. So what were the chances for a successful training program? The
workshops had to be a success. We could not risk failing in even one workshop group.

Our solution was to have the inexperienced teachers assist the experienced trainers in the
early workshops to get a feel for what to expect. This worked out quite well. Even the one
programmer/analyst who had refused to teach a workshop agreed to give it a try. After assisting
in several vorkshops, we felt comfortable enoagh to teach, and in fact, we enjoyed it and did
a good job.

Along with the July 18, 1988 committee memo, we sent a memo to all administrative
offices announcing the WordPerfect workshops. We asked each office to identify the employee
who would serve as tht word processing liaison for the department. Liaisons were considered
the key word processing experts in each office and would be the first to receive training in dr_
package. They acted as the contacts with the Computer Center, received the software for
distribution, and converted files from other word processors when necessary. ien users had
problems, liaisons would be the first people to consult.

Focusing on Allegheny's 125 administrative users, we conducted ten Introductory
workshops and five Intermediate workshops during July and August. Each workshop met for two
two-hour sessions. The Introductory workshops required no experience with WordPerfect.
These workshops covered basic features of the package. The Intermediate workshops were for
those who had taken the Introductory workshop or had a working knowledge of WordPerfect.
They covered such features as working with blocks of text, advanced printing features, and
search/replace.

Advanced workshops met for one two-hour session. Conversion workshop #1 showed
how to use the conversion utility provided in WordPerfect. Conyers:X1 workshop #2 showed
how to use Mastersoft's Word for Word to convert files created in Microsoft Word or
Volkswriter. The Mail Merge workshop covered the techniques of merging a list of names and
addresses with form letters. A Document Processing workshop dealt with the use of WordPerfect
with the HP Laserjet.

The mix of s'Aff, t..ministrators, and faculty in the workshops was roughly 4:2:1. Each
workshop had participants from an a :rage of eight different offices. The workshops were
definitely accomplishing the goal of t inging together the different groups on campus. People
were mingling and introducing themselves to others, mostly because of the coffee and cookie
breaks we included. We gave peopl.: time to talk anal get to know each other. Everyone we
talked to, including those cf us teaching, enjoyed the workshops.

Distribution

On July 25, 1988, we distributed one copy of the Wo1Perfect software (six disks) to each
computer on campus, accompanied ty a quick reference card and a keyboard template. Each
copy included instructions for using WordPerfect from floppy diskettes, installing and using
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WordPerfect from a hard disk, and ttlecting a printer. Manuals were distributed at a ratio of one
manual for every three machines.

Users could check out workbooks with self-paced lessons from Academic Computing
Services. We DID NOT recommend using the on-line tutorial that comes with the WordPerfect
program as we were experiencing some problems with it. This worked to our advantage since
research shows that an on-line training package is a less effective teaching method than workshop
training."

WordPerfect Users' Group

End-user attitudes toward word processors affect efficiency and productivity. Assuming
that more positive attitudes produce greater job satisfaction and productivity, we attempted to
improve user attitudes.'' In August 1988, we formed the WordPerfect Users' Group as the
medium for exchanging solutions to problems, macros, and other helpful information. We
encouraged anyone interested to attend the meetings. Two college employees with PC
eirperience, who were not members of the Computer Center staff, coordinated the users' group.
This was a further attempt to involve the users. The Users' Group planned to hold informal
monthly meetings in a computer classroom where demonstrations could be given.

Emblems

Many of the problems we experienced with the project were anticipated and measures
were in place to deal with them. Other problems were unexpected. One major problem we
encountered was that as we were about to standardize on WordPerfect 4.2, WordPerfect
Corporation came out with a major upgradeWordPerfect 5.0. "There are substantial diffi...-ences
between the two versions. "" Not only did we have the task of teaching WordPerfect to the
college community and ourselves, there was no one on campus who was an expert at
WordPerfect 5.0. In addition, WordPerfect 5.0 requires 384K memory while version 4.2
required only 205K. Many of our PCs had only 256K memory. Version 5.0 runs best on a hard
drive or a network with lots of free space."

Another problem was that during this same time frame, =II; offices were converting to
laser printers and hard disks. Betides learning a new software package, users were dealing with
new hardware. Often calls concerning WordPerfect were actually questions having to do with
the new hrudwarn.

We logged all calls and reports of problems, sending students or personnel out to help
users when necessary. Most problems seemed to be with printers. An IBM 'Wheelprinter driver
was not available at the time we received the WordPerfect software. Eighteen offices on camps
used the Whrelprinter. Furthermore, we had to experiment with suitable drivers for older dot
matrix printers not supported by WordPerfect 5.0. ..s problems arose, we rirepared handouts
outlining solutions or ways to avoid the problems. These handouts as well several useful
macros were distributed through the users' group.

7



Project Evaluation

Although the standardization process was far from being complete, in November 1988 we
performed an evaluation using a questionnaire sent to all employees of the college. This feedback
would allow us to make modifications to the plan ifnecessary. Of the 450 employees receiving
the questionnaire, 36% responded.

The questionnaires were analyzed using SPSS-X. Of those responding, 30% were
administrators, 36% were faculty, and 34% were staff. Of the 59% using WordPerfect 5.0,
33% were administrators, nearly 73% were faculty, and 40% were staff. Of those responding
to the survey, 61% attended a workshop: 87 attended the Introduction, 63 attended the
Intermediate, 19 attended the Mail Merge, 9 attended the Document Processing, and 12 attended
the Conversion workshops. The workshops were rated excellent by 61% of the respondents,
good by 34%, and fair by 4%. None of the employees rated the workshops poor.

Despite the positive ratings, comments on the questionnahs pointed to three areas in need
of improvement. First, the constructive criticism illustrated the importance of workshop
evaluations. Before the next round of workshops in December, we would design an evaluation
form to be completed by participants at the conclusion _ f each workshop. This immediate
feedback would allow us to monitor the quality of instruction and make timely adjustments.

A second difficulty involved our practice of integrating users with various levels of
computer expertise into a single workshop. To meet our goal of providing cross boundary
communication, we combined users with different levels of PC experience. We overlooked the
option to include users from various areas without including users of various levels of PC
expertise. To eliminate this problem in future workshops, we would either match participants
by ability, or require users with little PC experience to attend the Introduction to the PC
workshop. Employee comments also led us to question the timing of the workshops.
Participants in the summer WordPerfect workshops often attended an Intermediate or Advanced
workshop without enough practice at the introductory level. Enforcing prerequisites would
alleviate this problem.

Closingatgaights

Throughout this project we have stressed user involvement. Res arch shows that the
training strategy not only affects learning efficiency, but also affects mit les end users develop
toward the system." We expect the favorable ratings of the workshops to carry over into the
work area.

The first wave of training, with over 300 participants, was a success. We will continue
to offer WordPerfect workshops, asking participants to perform an evaluation at the conclusion
of each workshop. We have learned that feedback is a necessary part of the change process.
Thus far, feedback shows that our expectations are being met.
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DATA ADMINISTRATION:
Problems and So'utions
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The Pennsylvania State University
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ABSTRACT

This paper .7.escribes some of the problems encountered in the
administration of data at The Pennsylvania State University and the
solutions that have been implemented to solve these problems. It
is recognized that the technical aspects of these solutions may not
be applicable everywhere, however, the techniques presented will
hopefully stimulate ideas for solutions to similar problems at
other institutions.
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INTRODUCTION

The implementation of data administration can vary widely from one university
to another. However, some of the problems encountered in administering data
are common to organizations that have active data administration functions.
It is the purpose of this presentation to describe the structure of data
administration at The Pennsylvania State University, and to detail some of the
solutions to problems we have encountered.

Hopefully this discussion will provide useful information to those who are
contemplating data administration, and alternate solutions to problems
experienced by organizations that have already established data administration
functions.

DATA ADMINISTRATION HISTORY AT PENN STATE

Data administration has existed at Penn State for many years. Initially it
was in the form of policies, procedures and security measures that were
necessary for the normal day to day operation of the computer department. As

systems grew larger and more numerous, a more formal method of keeping track
of university data was needed. This need was met through the acquisition of a
system called Pride from M. Bryce & Associates Inc. Pride used paper forms to
collect and relate information about files, records and data elements. The
system wes good for the collection of information but proved inadequate for
reporting purposes. To correct this situation, a in-house system was
developed to place the data from the forms onto magnetic tape. Updating and
reporting facilities were also developed. This became the first machine
readable dictionary used at Penn State. The administration of this system was
the responsibility of the systems development group.

In 1974 the University acquired IMS as its first database management system.
At that time a database administration group was created and assumed many of
the responsibilities associated with data administration. In 1982 work began
on a major effort to develop new student systems using the ADABAS database
management software and its fourth generation programming language NATURAL.
The new systems are on-line oriented and have created an environment where
more data is available to more users than ever before. This environment
emphasized the need for a more formal data administration function which was
established in 1986. The goals of this function are as follows:

1. Institutional data are to be:

a. Accurate
b. Complete
c. Accessible
d. Secure

-1-



2. Information systems are to be:

a. Coordinated
b. Consistent
c. Efficient
d. Protected
e. Flexible
f. Accommodating

DATA ADMINISTRATION ORGANIZATION AT PENN STATE

With the establishment of the above goals came one of the first problems
encountered by most organizations contemplating data administration. Where in
the organization's structure should data administration reside? At Penn State
it was decided that data administration would not be empowered in a single
person or organization; rather, all units interacting with the system would
share the responsibilities of data administration. Identified below are the
key participants and their responsibilities:

1. Executive Director of Computer and Information Systems

The primary responsibility of the Executive Director is for
initiatives for system planning, policy development and research
activities that affect data administration. The initiatives are
undertaken with the direct involvement of the Committee for
Administrative Systems Planning in which key offices are
represented.

2. Manager of Data Administration

The Manager of Data Administration is responsible for facilitating
and coordinating overall data system planning, policy development,
research activitic:., communication, system efficiency, data security
and data accessing. The installation, maintenance and efficiency 3f
the d..tabase and data dictionary systems are also the responsibility
of the Manager of Data Administration.

Data Stewards

Each data element in the administrative systems is assigned a
steward. The stewards are responsible for developing coding
structures for data, ensuring data accuracy, determining updating
frequency, establishing requirements for data protection and
authorizing access to data within the stewards area.

4. Access and Security Representatives (ASRs)

ASRs are established in the major offices of the university and are
responsible for requesting access to data for their organization and
for ensuring appropriate access, use and protection of the data
within their purview.

-2-
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Of the above participants, the Manger of Data Administration is the most
active. This office handles the typical data administration functions of the
University. The placement of this function is usually critical to the success
of an organizations data administration efforts. Figure 1 shows Penn State's
placement of this function within the central administrative data processing
department which reports to the Executive Director of Computer and Information
Systems and the Provost. This structure has advantages in permitting data
administration to work directly with the operations, process control and
security staffs to enforce standards and take immediate action in controlling
data access. In addition, the database and data management staffs report
directly to the Managet of Data Administration and provide technical expertise
for software and systems solutions to many problems

A Potential disadvantage of placing the data administration function in the
data processilig center could arise when a problem occurs that affects
organizations over which the Manager of Data Administration has no authority.
Generally these problems take longer to resolve but have been successfully
addressed through the coordination of data administration and the data
stewards. In the event a problem cannot be resolved, the data administration
reporting structure permit:. the escalation of the problem to the Executive
Director of Computer and Information Systems and potentially to the Provost.

USER ACCESS TO DATA

The first challenge that faced data administration at Penn State was to
provide a way of requesting access to computerized institutional data that
would meet the needs of the users and all parties involved in the
authorization process. From the users standpoint, a vehicle was needed that
would allow them to identify the particular data they wanted to access. The
data stewards wanted information describing why the data was needed and how it
would be used. They also desired the capability of specifying any
restrictions that were to be imposed on the use of the data. The security
office required an identification of the individuals who would access the data
and a signed statement that the users understood their responsibilities for
using data as outlined in university policies and as agreed to by the
stewards. Data administration needed a way of recording the request and
subsequent approvals or disapprovals of everyone involved. In addition, it
was highly desirable that the process be kept as simple as possible.

The initial solution to this problem was the design of a general form for
requesting access to computerized institutional data. It was decided that a
single one page form would reduce confusion on the part of the requestor and
aid in the standardization of the request process. The front of the form, as
illustrated in Figure 2, is completed by the access and security
representative from the requesting office. This portion of the form is used
to identify the data needed, the reasons for the need, and the individuals who
will access the data. Each individual is uniquely identified by a "userid"
assigned by the security office. The back of the form, as shown in figure 3,
is used to record the signatures of those involved in the request, approval
and implementation processes. In the event additional space is required,
additional pages are attached to the form. When a request is completed, a
copy of the form is returned to the requestor and the original form is filed
in the data administration area.

-4-
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PENNSTATE
Management Services

Requ3Gt to Data Administration
for Access to

Computerized Institutional Data

3 Shields Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16002

MGMT SVC USE ONLY
Log Number

Date Rec'd

Date Stewd

Date Ret'd - -
Access Est - -

1. PURPOSE of REQUEST:
(Specify why data is needed)

2. SCOPE of DATA REQUIRED:
(Specify desired population, selection criteria, and specific data values - if appropriate)

3. INSTITUTIONAL DATA REQUIRED:
(List specific file names, or list of data elements. Attach additional pages - if necessary)

4. TIME PERIOD:

The data is requested for the period from to or

riSemester ri Quarter ri Current ,

OTHER

S. INDIVIDUAL ACCESS INFORMATION:
(Enter useriDs of individuals from your area who will access the date'

Figure 2
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6. ACCESS and SECURITY REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE:

firm the data I accept will be used in accordance with the agreement specified by the
Steward(s) of this data and I have read and understand University Policies AD-20, Data
Security and Privacy' and AD-23 -Use of Computerized Institutional Data'.

Name: Administrative Area:
(Please print)

Signature Date:

Forward the completed form to the Manager of Data Administration.
3 Shields Building, University Park.

7. DATA ADMINISTRATION ACTION:

Reguest

Comments:

Signature:

Approved Disapproved

(Manager of Data Administration)
Date:

8. DATA STEWARD(S) APPROVAL:

I agree to release the requested data which is under my stewardship, under the conditions
and time periods noted on the reverse side of this form.

geVaWrs °file 1Tanature Date

Restrictions (Attach additional sheet, if necessary)

Steward's SMIt Tanature.

Restrictions -asch additional sheet, if necessary)

Date

9. MANAGEMENT SERVICES APPROVAL:

Signatua:
Director, Management Services

Date:

10. INFORMATION CENTER ACTION:

The following data sets ware created to satisfy this request.

Signature: Date:

11. INSTALLATION SECURITY OFFICE ACTION:

Appropriate access was established for this request.

Signature: gag:

Figure 3

-6-
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The above process has worked well over the past threw years with only minor
changes to the request form as dictated by experience. The next step in the
process will be to include the request form in an electronic approval system
that will eliminate the paper form and speed up the approval process. This
system will also provide requestors the capability of monitoring the progress
of their requests.

ELEMENT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The request form was not in use very long when another probleu presented
itself. Requests began to appear asking for access to entire data base files
rather than individual fields. In these cases the stewards were provided with
listings of their data elements from the requested files. For some stewards
this meant reviewing listings of up to a thousand data elements. At times the
steward would just finish one review when a request from another user would
start the process all over again. Needless to say, the stewards soon asked
for a better way to handle access requests.

What appeared to be needed was a system that would allow the stewards to grunt
access to classes of data elements rather than individual data elements. This

meant the stewards required a methodology to group their data elements for
access authorization purposes. The first proposal for providing this
methodology used government classifications such as top secret, secret and
confidential. This proposal was not well received for two reasons: The
stewards felt that terms such as top secret and secret did not fit into the
university environment, and no one could decide on a set of criteria for
classifying data into these categories. A second proposal was then made that
was more structured in its approach. It called for only two categories:
classified and unclassified. A work sheet was also provided to aid in the
classification process. The work sheet listed six factors to be considered
for each data element. These factors were:

1. Competitive value

2. Fraud potential

3. Legal liability

4. News-worthiness

5. Financial exposure

6. Impact on management decisions

This proposal was also rejected. The stewards felt that two classifications
levels were not enough and the factors on the work sheet were difficult to
apply across the board. The third time is a charm and the third proposal was
accepted by the stewards. It involved classification levels of 0 through 3

and two simple rules. Rule 1: Data elements classified at level 0 are
available for anyone to access. Rule 2: Classification levels are inclusive
of the levels represented by lower level numbers. For example, a user who is
give access to level 2 data will also have access to level 1 and 0 data.
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Other than level 0, no attempt was made to define the meaning of levels 1
through 3. The stewards were free to create their own criteria for assigning
elements to each level. The classification levels are maintained in the data
dictionary for each data element. Now, when a user requests access to a file,
the stewards simply specify access to a classification level. As is sometimes
the case, the solution of me problem often highlights another problem. The
stewards were now able to authorize access in record time but the creation of
tailored user views to match those authorizations was a painfully slow manual
process. This was made worse by the fact that a given file usually contains
elements for many stewards and therefore many access levels had to be
considered in the creation of a user view for the file.

AUTOMATED USER VIEW SYSTEM

Eliminating the manual process for creating tailored user views was the next
challenge to be addressed. The data dictionary system provided an on-line
capability for creating user views from file descriptions. However, it was
not able to use the steward's element classifications in the process. Half of
the solution to this problem was in place with the documentation of data
element classifications in the dictionary. What was needed was a system to
link the element classifications with levels of user access authorizations for
each steward and each file, and then to automatically create tailored user
views based on these links. An existing code table file was used to coitain
the link information. A new code set was defined that contains an entry for
each unique file, user and steward combination. The entry also contains the
level of data access approved by the steward for the user. The final piece of
the solution was the creation of an on-line program to read the code set and
dictionary and create a user view that is tailored to the approved access for
a particular user.

As with any system, exceptions do ariss. Occasionally a user will request
access to elements at a level higher than they have been authorized. when
this occurs the stewards have four choices:

1. Authorize the user for the higher level.

2. Change the classification level of the elements in question.

3. Disapprove the request.

4. Grant access to the elements on an exception basis.

Choices 1 through 3 are handled by the automated user view system in normal
fashion. Choice 4 requires some additional processing. In these cases, the
code entry containing the user's access authorization is flagged to indicate
an exception exists. The user view generation program then accesses another
code set that identifies the data elements to be added as exceptions. The
stewards have done a good job classifying their elements and the use of the
exception process has been rare.
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During the design o2 the automated user view system, provisions were made to
select an alternate element classification level for sensitive data elements
when used in conjunction with entity identifying elements. For example, a
data element containing grade information may have a classification level of 1
if used alone or with other elements that do not identify a particular entity.
This permits studies to be done on grades with no links to entities such as
students or colleges. However, if the grade data element was requested along
with entity identifying elements such as student id or college name, the
access level of the grade element can be raised to 2 or 3. The stewards have
the ability to designate entity identification elements and to specify
alternate access levels for any data element. It is interesting to note that
this feature has not been utilized. The stewards have opted to maintain a
simpler system based on a single element classification.

DATA DICTIONARY USER ENHANCEMENTS

As institutional researchers and other users began accessing university data,
they uncovered problems in the documentation of data elements in the
dictionary. Typically, the element descriptions in the dictionary were
created by individuals who worked closely with the data and had an in depth
knowledge of it. As is often the case, these individuals assumed a similar
understanding on the part of others and their documentation was difficult for
the uninitiated user to understand. This problem was further compounded by
the fact that the dictionary did not provide good facilities for the storage
and retrieval of the kind of textual information required by the user.

The first step in the solution of this prcblem was for the users to get
together and develop a list of the kinds of information they felt should be
part of the data element documentation. The list they created is as follows:

1. USAGE INFORMATION - This category of information describes how an
element is used and interpreted. Some examples are:

a. Descriptions of algorithms used to calculate element values.
b. Unexpected features of the format of an element.
c. Cautions about the use of elements that have known limitations.
d. Time dependencies and order of entry for array elements.
e. Any special requirements for interpreting the values of an

element.

2. VALUE INFORMATION - This information describes:

a. Legitimate values for an element.
b. Default values
c. Indications of what values mean as well as what they do not

mean.
d. The effective dates for specific values.

3. UPDATE INFORMATION - The data to be collected in this category is to
reflect:

-9-
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a. How an element is updated.
b. When it is updated.
c. Who is responsible for the update.

4. RELATIONSHIP DATE The information in this category describes
relationships to other data elements and processes.

5. HISTORY INFORMATION This documentation lists the date a change was
made to an element and describes how the element was affected by the
change.

A form was designed for the collection of the above information. A separate
form for each data element was printed and distributed to the appropriate
stewards for use in providing the requested data. A policy was also
established requiring the completion of the form for new data elements and fot
changes to existing elements. This policy is enforced by the data
administration staff which is the focal point for data element maintenance.

The second part of the solution was to design a data base to contain the new
information and to develop an on-line system to access and maintain the data.
The scope of the on-line system was expanded to include access to the regular
data dictionary as well as a keyword data base. The keyword database is
created by selecting words from data element .ames and descriptions and
sorting these words to form a cross reference. to the data elements. When used
through the on-line system, this cross reference permits the user to select a
keyword of interest, such as "degree", and view all data elements that contain
this subject in their element name or description. A generic keyword can also
be entered to allow access to all elements with keywords beginning with the
selected characters. All on-line users have read access to this system and
stewards have read and update access. Whenever an update is made by the
stewards, the system enforces the creation of a history record to document the
reason for the change and the date it was made. Future enhancements to the
system will provide the stewards with an on-line capability to view the
accesses they have approved through the previously described element
classification system. They will be able to view approvals by user or by
file.

The solutions presented in this paper to the problems encountered at Penn
State have taken advantage of the vendor software in use for database and data
administration. While the technical aspects of these solutions may not be
totally applicable to similar problems at other institutions, the ideas and
techniques presented should be adaptable to most environments.

-10-
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PREPARING FOR CASE:
IMPLEMENTATION OF A

STRUCTURED PROJECT LIFE CYCLE

RICHARD H. SEIVERT

UNIVERSITY OF AKRON

AKRON

OHIO

Most academic institutions' long-range plans call for
the implementation of automated aids to system
development, including a full complement of CASE
tools. In orderito fully utilize the benefits of
these tools, a computing organization must have a
well-defined structured development methodology and
must follow it religiously.

The University of Akron, like many other institutions,
has been using a well-ingrained classical methodology
for many years. This presentation discusses the
development and implementation of the University's
Structured Project Life Cycle. It covers the
investigation of the various structured techniques to
be adopted for analysis, design, development,
maintenance, and project management; the development
of procedures for building the data models, process
diagrams, and structure charts, and the training
methods used to ensure implementation of the new
methodology. Future plans for modification of the
project life cycle to accommodate future tools are
discussed and several recommendations are made.
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INTRODUCTION

"By the 1990s, CASE tools and software development
workstations 0.11 be as common to software development
as programming lilguages and compilers have been for
the last three decades. Computer-aided software
engineering will take a central position among
software technologies." - CARMA MCCLURE

As recently as a year ago, I was one of those who felt they
had heard all of this before and that the whole idea of CASE
and structured systems development was going to be just
another "flash-in-the-pan". A couple of very important things
have happened to change my mind.

The first was the realization that our traditional techniques
were no longer having the desired results. Although systems
were being developed at a fairly decent rate, the designs were
not standard, even among the project leaders that had been in
the department for many years. Additionally, files and
databases were being designed and 5uilt that were totally
unacceptable. Access to these files, even when they were very
acceptable to the user, were difficult to maintain and ignored
institutional data needs that should have been considered.

The second thing that happened was the "legitimization" of
CASE and structured techniques. I'm referring to the
announcement of AD/CYCLE by IBM and the adding of three of the
top CASE product companies (Bachman, Index Technology, and
KnowledgeWare) to th,: IBM "partnerships".

Although I'm referring to this as a "case study", it is
actually an unfinished case study. We have gone only part of
the way toward implementing the structured techniques and the
CASE too] . In my contacts with other universities and
corporations, I have found that most of us are at approximately
the same point. We have either made the commitment to utilize
structured techniques or have decided to stick with the
traditional techniques until the dust settles.

This is the story of how we made our decisions and how we plan
go about implementing the tools.

ENVIRONMENT

The main campus of the University of Akron has a student
enrollment of just under 29,000, making it the third largest
of Ohio's state universities. The academic and administrative
computing on campus share the facilities and resources of the
University's Computing Center.

2
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The University of Akron's administrative systems utilize an IBM
3090/200 running MVS/XA. Most of our programs were written
in-house using COBOL and CICS. We use Easytrieve Plus for
batch report generation for both users and programming staff,
IMAGINE for batch query for our users, SAS-Graph for our batch
graphic needs, and over the last two months, have developed our
first set of online screens using IBM's Cross SysteA Product
(CSP).

The Model 204 relational database from Computer Corporation of
America (CCA) was installed late in 1986 and several systems
have been constructed utilizing Model 204's utilities,
including a complete rewrite of the Accounting System. During
the last few months, a commitment has been made to install
IBM's DB2 as a second database.

Over the last twenty years, administrative applications have
been implemented in all of the major areas: student systems,
financial systems, human resource systems, alumni/development
systems, and physical facility systems. There are currently
64 different systems that include a total of 3,200 programs.
The number of programs in a system range from a bookstore
report system consisting of one program to the personnel
system with 374 programs. We spend about sixty percent of our
productive time maintaining and modifying these systems.

REQUIREMENTS FOR CHANGE

In the spring of 1986, the University completed a five-year
plan for computing. The seven committees that developed the
campus plan oyez a period of about six months covered the major
automation topics of: large mainframes, micros and minis,
graphics, office automation, computer based education,
administrative systems and programming, and networking and
telecommunications.

A great deal of the good planning of these committees has
already resulted in the implementation of some fine automated
systems. What was missing was any commitment toward the
development of new systems development techniques or the need
for them. The closest anyone got toward suggesting such a rtep
was the recommendation that

"--a primary effort be exerted by the Computer
Center's Administrative Systems and Programming
department on providing the support necessary to
enable the University's administrators to better
utilize the available data and that these needs be
given major emphasis."

The actual reluirement for making some changes came from
several other sources.

3
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First, we had been trying to update our development life cycle
for several years. The current development techniques have been
in use since 1974, are totally traditional, and are based on
manual operations to be automated and the subsequent delivery of
specific documentation.

Second, there have been many requests for Executive
Information Systems (EIS) and Decision Support Systems (DSS)
from the highest levels of the University. These requests may
not be a direct request for EIS or DSS, but will show up as a
request for a quickly-needed inquiry covering several years of
comparative data, some type of forecast, or a graphics output.
Although we have set up a "Quick Response" group within the
department, this is not the long-term answer.

Third, with the commitment to DB2, it has been emphasized that
a good solid set of development techniques based on structured
methods was a necessity if we were to be successful.

Fourth, it became apparent during the analysis and design of
the last couple of database systems that our systems developers
could not rely on traditional design methods and develop an
acceptable system.

LIFE CYCLE METHODOLOGIES

Over the years, the primary objectives of the project life
cycle have remain unchanged. According to Ed Yourdon, they
are:

1. To define the activities to be carried out in
a systems development project.

2. To introduce consistency among many systeN
development projects in the same organization.

3. To provide checkpoints for manEtgemert control
for go/no-go decisions.

Whether you were using a version of the classical project life
cycle or of the waterfall model of systems development or a
combination cf both, the objectives stated above still
remained valid. The problem stems from the fact that all of
these methodologies required a sequential progression and
bottom-up implementation.

According to Ed Yourdon again, the difficulties with requiring
a sequential progression are as follows:

1. It doesn't allow for real-world phenomena such as
politics or project leaders who mrce mistakes.

4
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2. It allows for user indecision; indeed it is very
common for users to change their minds several
times during the development of a system.

3. It relies on outdated techniques; in fact, it
totally ignores structured techniques.

There are several other difficulties listed by Ed Yourdon when
bottom-up implementation is demanded:

1. Nothing is done until it's all done; there is
nothing to show the user during development
other than an enormous pile of listings.

2. Trivial bugs are found at the beginning of
testing, serious bugs are found at the end.

3. Debugging is extremely difficult during final
stages of system testing.

4. Requirements for computer test time rise
exponentially during final stages of testing.

STRUCTURED METHODOLOGIES

For several years now, there has been a growing recognition
that structured techniques were available to help us solve our
problems. The big question was: how do we go about implementing
then? Some organizations went to a semistructured project life
cycle. Although it utilized top-down implementation and the
coding and testing of high-level modules first, it was still a
largely manual effort the depended on narrative specifications.

Another version of the top-down approach that has become
popular lately is the prototyping life cycle. Although I do
consider prototyping to be a useful part of good development
life cycle, I don't see this type of life cycle as a complete
answer to the development problem.

The structured project life cycle as proposed by Ed Yourdon
contains nine activities: survey, analysis, design
implementation, acceptance test generation, quality assurance,
procedure description, database conversion, and installation.
There is a lot to say for the planning, analysis, and design
procedures in this life cycle, but the process is hard to learn
and the various documents , be delivered by each of the
activities are difficult to produce without heavy manual effort.

Unlike the traditional approach, any or all of the activities
can be taking place simultaneously. In fact, the "radical"
approach calls for all activities to take place in parallel.
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STRUCTURED TOOLS - CASE

There are now more than a hundred companies selling "CASE"
tools. Even 4GLs are now being called CASE tools if they
generate some type of code.

My definition of a CASE tool is a tool that automates the
structured techniques. By this I mean a series of programs
that automates the development of the various components of
each of the structured activities, maintains the information
in a master dictionary, justifies the various relationships
between the components, and generates the code. Any changes
to the system should require changes to the components, not to
the code.

Carma McClure lists 40 software packages as representative
CASE full life cycle tools. I'm not sure I agree with her.
Most of the tools listed depend on another tool for completion
of the full life cycle. For example, Index Technology's
Excelerator has excellent planning, analysis, and design tools
but, at the current time, depends on another product such as
Telon or Micro Focus to generate code.

We have only found two tools that we feel are full life cycle
tools - KnowledgeWare's Information Engineering Workbench
(IEW) and Texas Instrument's Information Engineering Facility
(IEF). More about them later.

V S T OF AKRON

The project development life cycle in use at the University of
Akron since 1975 contains four activities: systems survey,
systems design, systems definition, and programming. The
deliverables are in narrative form except for a couple of
manually produced flow charts. In fact, nowhere in the
Computer Center's standards manual is this called a "life
cycle". It is merely a list of items to be delivered after the
system is developed.

As I mentioned earlier, we have been trying to develop a new
development methodology for many years. Our latest attempt
(about a year ago) had five activities: project initiation,
requirements definition, system design, programming and testing,
and implementation. Although data flow diagrams, prototyping,
and structured walkthroughs were listed as parts of the
activities, the basic idea was still a sequential, bottom-up,
traditional life cycle. Because of disagreement among
management as to the actual structure needed, it was never
implemented.

6



The University of Akron made its first jump into the database
arena in late 1986 with the purchase of Model 204. Prior to
that time, lack of hardware resources made that move impossible.
Sever,1 medium sized systems were developed and the rewrite of
the Accounting System was our first major effort in Model 204.

Although the development with Model 204 was successful, the
interfacing with other systems was difficult. If we could have
stopped all development and taken the time to rewrite all of our
systems in Model 204, it would have been very acceptable.
However, this was never considered an alternative.

As we added new application tools and longingly looked at
others, it became evident that Model 204 was not in the
"mainstream" and was most likely not going to be. Most tools,
including CASE tools, had not been developed with Model 204 in
mind.

The commitment to implement IBM's DB2 was made about six months
ago.

CASE PROGRESS

The whole area of CASE tools and where they fit within the
applications development picture has become much clearer within
the last couple of years and the tools available have had a
tremendous increase in capabilities. I have attended some good
sessions at CAUSE over the last couple of years presented by
happy users of Excelerator and IEF.

We looked closely at Excelerator from Index Technology. The
flexibility and usability of the system are apparent and they
have a great track record. I'm sure there are several
Excelerator user's at this presentation today. The only
shortcoming we saw was the need for a separate product for code
generation.

We also looked closely at IEW from KnowledgeWare. Like
Index Technology, KnowledgeWare became an IBM partner a couple
of months ago. Unlike Excelerator, IEW now has its own code
generator.

The four activities in IEW (planning, analysis, design, and
construction) and the components of each are well integrated.
Since James Martin is the head of this company, it necessarily
follows his Information Engineering methodology very closely.
Because of the au.omated integration of the various components,
the flow of the resultant life cycle is also much easier to
understand than the nine step approach proposed by Yourdon.

7
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Carma McClure lists the following benefits to be gained from the
implementation of a CASE supported methodology:

1. Makes structured techniques practical
2. Enforces software/information engineering
3. Improves software quality through automated checking
4. Makes prototyping practical
5. Simplifies program maintenance
6. Speeds up the development process
7. Frees the developer to focus on the creative part

of software development
8. Encourages evolutional and incremental development
9. Enables reuse of software components

She lists the following causes of CASE failures:
1. Confusion about what individual CASE products actually do
2. Using CASE tools to address problems for which they were

not intended
3. Placing too much emphasis on CASE tools as a whole

solution
4. Ignoring the importance of good management
5. No development methodology or standards in place
6. Poorly integrated CASE tools
7. Poor tool documentation and training
8. Not enough functionality present in CASE tools
9. Unclear about which software problem needs to be solved
10. No methods for measuring impact of CASE on software

development and maintenance
11. No software development methodology training
12. Indecisive - unwilling to make a decision about how to

use CASE technology
13. Unwilling to change current way of developing and

maintaining software
14. View CASE as a high-risk technology
15. No plan detailing how to implement CASE technology

What, then, is the most frequently used development methodology
in the United States? Nearly 30% of the structured technique
users use Yourdon's structured design. Gane-Sarson and DeMarco
users together make up about 25% of the total with Orr and
Jackson users making up another 10%.

MME STRUCTURED PROJECT LIFE CYCLE

The development life cycle we will be implementing has seven
steps: project initiation, requirements definition, system
design, programming, system testing, implementation and
production, and post implementation review. This is fairly
close to the Yourdon structure that I mentioned earlier. In
addition, data flow diagrams, entity-relationsh1p diagrams, and
structure charts, the basic-three of structured techniques will
be interjected as part of the life cycle.

8



The structured project life cycle we envision consists of seven
steps: project initiation, requirements definition (to include
the activities of planning and analysis), design, construction,
system testing, implementation, and post implementation review.
We plan on incorporating the IEW activities and components into
this life cycle.

IMPLEMENTATION.

In addition to the standards currently being developed for the
structured project life cycle, there are other standards we are
working on that will be implemented during the next six to nine
months. These include CSP, DB2, and the CASE tool usage.

One of the most important components of the implementation is
the training of the project leaders and programmer/analysts.
We started the training in May using two hour sessions every
two weeks and planned to complete the initial training in nine
sessions. So far, we have had about eight sessions and have
made it through the requirements definition activity. The
introduction to systems development alone took three sessions.

We will restart the training sessions again after the holidays.
We plan to cover the structured techniques first though before
continuing with the life cycle.

Another big question to be answered was whether or not to
implement the structured techniques and the structured
development life cycle fully before implementing a CASE tool
(install them sequentially) or to go with the structured
techniques and the CASE tool at approximately the same time.
We decided on the latter approach because we feel that the CASE
tools structure should help provide some badly needed
consistency in our analysis and design.

RESULTS,

We have already taken several steps on our long range SAA plan.
We installed a local area network connecting all of the
administrative project leaders and managers. We implemented
CSP, completed the pilot project, and will be training
additional users within the next few weeks. In addition, in
preparation for DB2, we installed several upgrades to our
operating software.

The next phase will begin about the first of January, 1990, and
should be complete about September. This includes the
implementation of DB2, IEW, and several other application tools,
as uell as training our personnel.

9
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Future phases include expansion of the encyclopedia to the
mainframe and additional IEW workstations in 1991, and the
implementation of TIF and AS in 1992.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Structured techniques and CASE is the future. The two are
singular: structured techniques will never succeed without CASE
and CASE is useless unless structured techniques are
implemented.

Nothing good is cheap. Providing a full tool capability for all
of your developers will be expensive from both a software and
hardware standpoint, but the techniques and tools can both be
phased in rather easily.

Prepare to spend large amounts of time and money on training.
There is some excellent training being provided by consulting
organizations at the present time.

Sell, sell, and sell. Everyone I talked to, even the most
excited users, stressed the need to continue selling management
on the fact that CASE tools and structured techniques are the
systems tools of the 90s.
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STRATEGIES FOR DELIVERING ON-LINE
APPLICATION SYSTEMS TO A LARGE CAMPUS

Waren H. Curry
Administrative Computing Services

University ofFlorkla
Gainesville, Florida

Peter Maren
Division of Human Resources

University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida

A 3STRACT

This paper presents a look at the approaches, problems and successes of
delivering Administrative Management Systems which affect both Central
Processing Areas and Departmental processing of information. These systems
affect policy, procedures and training required to operate the administrative
functions involved.

As system implementors, our management of the application development
projects must be sensitive to the user's perceptions which inevitably surround all
development projects. Our experiences in on-line systems at the University of
Florida have guided us to develop strategies which hate been successfully used on
several development projects.
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Introduction

Building informatiLi systems solutions that work effectively for a business is
a tough job for all those involved. Top management must find ways to ensure
success and economy. Users must learn to use equipment and processes which often
seem foreign to them. Middle managers must rethink the procedures and structure
of their office and staff. They must learn to manage, train, and motivate a group of
people experiencing drastic changes in their daily routines. The Information
Systems Department must become knowledgeable in many areas of the business.
They must also maintain a high level of skill in rapidly changing areas of technology.
The above forces have been common knowledge to most Data -Processing Managers
for years.

Within the workin and agendas of a large public university such as the
University of Florida (UF these forces are diversified and multiplied. Projects
undertaken in this environment must be closely managed and guided from inception
through completion if you intend to implement successful Information Systems (I.S.)
projects. Furthermore, you must continue to manage the project throughout the
system's operational life time. Lack of coordination between top management,
operational managers, system users and information systems personnel will provide
for a difficult (perhaps impossible path) for developing quality information systems
that work and continue to work as the demands on the university change.

To provide insight into the magnitude and scope of these issues at the
University of Florida, the following profile should be considered. UF is a top 20
school in size of student population. As a member of the American Association of
Universities (AAU), UF is among the nation's leading research universities. As a
Land Grant educational facility, OF is responsible for Florida's Institute of Food
and Agricultural Sciences (WAS) and the related extension centers throughout the
entire state of Florida. Also part of the university is a large Medical Center with
related professional schools. It performs extensive research and operates many
patient clinics.

UF has 20 colleges and schools. All programs are coordinated and offered
on a single campus of more than 800 buildings spanning 2000 acrcf: Progr
offerings include:

137 Academic Departments
114 Majors in 52 undergraduate degrees
123 Masters degree programs
76 Doctoral programs
100 Interdisciplinary Institutes and Centers

Post Baccalaureate Studies are also offered in law, dentistry, medicine
and veterinary medicine.

All these statistics indicate UF is a large campus with a wide diversity in
procedures, needs and management styles. A staff of over 13,000 faculty,
administrators and university support personnel and 35,000 students must be
coordinated through the never ending list of administrative procedures, regulations
and mandated requirements placed upon a university with a budget of over 900
million dollars.
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Administrative System Directions

The University of Florida has installed many successful applications during
the last 5 to 6 years. Some of these are listed it Table 1.

Table 1: Recent Systems Developed or Installed at OF
[project Installed Description

P/P/B

SAMAS

Central Leave

Performance Appraisal
ACCESS
FTE/Effort

Student Cashiering

Automated Cashier
Balancing
Salary Commitment Tracking
Purchasing

Purchasing Departmental

Employee History

Traffic & Parking

7/84

7/86

6/87

9/85
6/89
5/89

8/87

8/88

1/89
5/88

2/90

11/89

3/90

Comprehensive On-line
Integrated Payroll/
Personnel/Budget
Statewide Accounting
System with state
provided software.
On-line Personnel Leave
Management
Support Staff Performance
Central Employment
Faculty Staff FTE/Effort
Tracking
Cooperative On-line
Cashiering System
End of day Cashier
Balancing System
On-line Salary Projecting
On-line Purchase Request
Management
On-line Purchasing
Departmental Entry
Personnel Historical
Retrieval
Management of Parking
Decals and Traffic
Tickets

The systems have been installed with a relatively small staff by industry
standards, and we have had a high level of acceptance by our campus community.
More importantly, our Information Systems Staff has gained credibility and is in
demand for a number of additional development projects.

3
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Several common directions persist throughout all of these projects.
These concepts are described below:

Systems are being provided ON-LINE via an IBM CICS Administrative
Application Region to staff stationed primarily on our campus but with
access from facilities in most of Florida's 67 counties. These systems provide
management areas a mechanism for collecting accurate information and for
reducing paper flow and usage.

Policy and audit enforcement can be built into the system. Massive time
consuming reviews can be accomplished much easier via adhoc or routine
reports.

Centralized control of functions and information formerly recorded and kept
in manual files are now accessible. Administration is able to track and
evaluate information housed in the databases. For example, prior to the
Central Leave System, employee leave records were kept in manual files at
the employee's department. Once a year, or based on sampling visits, audits
were done to assist in policy enforcement. Leave liability was known only for
the annual financial status and only then through a lengthy data collection
activity. We are now able to record leave faster and more accurately than
before. The department clerks need to work only with leave usage. The
system determines leave earned automatically and accurately.

Technology within the systems is continually being upgraded as new tools
become available for our use. Our approach to technology encourages our
technical staff and management to use technology to assist the smooth
working of UF. The choice of the most current technology for a project is
not always necessary. As managers, you should evaluate all the issues and
factors regarding an application and select the appropriate technology.
There are _places for Batch, On-line, Cooperative Processing Techniques and
for VSAM, DB2, Sequential, and tape in all of our day to day operations.
Generally, however, you want to choose the most current tools.

Staff training for the efficient use and management of the systems has been
encouraged at all levels of UF's organization. Training and skills are to be
enhanced at our user departments, management areas and within
information systems. This is a continuing and ongoing activity which should
begin early in every project and never stop even after the system is fully
operational. Ongoing training is an important success factor for systems on
our campus. Turnover and changes in responsibilities is a constant problem
to overcome. We have over 1000 terminals accessing our business
applications and the staff using the network must be comfortable using the
applications.
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UF Administration has identified several areas of concerns which we closely
monitor during each project. These concerns are managed jointly during and after
the project by the "owner" and Information Systems Department. Although varied
in nature, each of the items below plays a key role in the production of a successful
project

1. Technology and Methodology
2. Security Management
3. Communication (of the human kind)
4. Depart mental Training
5. S ffi g
6. Management of Expectations

The strategies implemented for our projects are sensitive to the six items
above. Attention is provided to all of these throughout a UF project.

How Projects Begin

The "TONE" and "STYLE" of interactions between participants of a project
is often influenced by the initial formation or conception of a project. The term
"How Projects Begin refers to the origination of the concept or need for a new or
enhanced information system. An awareness of the project origin will allow the I.S.
department to present the solutions to users involved in more effective formats. If
the I.S. aepartment can keep the best possible workbg relationships with the system
owners and related departments, the projects success will be more easily secured.

UF has identified three basic points of origin. Upper management promotes
the project to be implemented. This scenario ensures the high level VP support
needed for a project. The operational owners and end users may need to be
convinced in some cases that the system will be worth all of the implementation
effort. They will be required to participate and are an important success factor
during the system startup. The line management will often conceive of ideas which
deserve attention by I.S. and upper management. They must sell there idea to the
VP in charge of their area so it can be studied for development. This situation
provides a devoted and ready to work owner to implement and operate the system.
The third type of project organ often encountered is the external mandate. We have
all grown to expect and react as necessary to these often short deadlined requests.

Implementation of information systems follow a three level thinking process
for the project manager. First, "AWARENESS" of the problems that might occur.
The second stage is understanding why these problems happen, "DIAGNOSIS".
The third stage involves the "TREATMENT' of the specificproblems you have
diagnosed.i The issue of who or where a project is started can affect the factors
commonly associated with implementation success. Refer to Table 2 to review the
factors.

1Dickson and W.therbe, The Management of Information
Systems, McGraw-Hill. 1985. pp380-409
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Table 2: Factors Associated With Implementation Problems

Factor Description

. Ease of Use The intended users perception of the degree
of difficulty to use the system must be
weighed against the perceived benefits to
the user.

. Previous Systems A previous bad or good experience can
Experience carry over to a new system activity.

Data Problems If the data is not or felt not to be
accurate or complete, the users will
lose confidence and tend not to use the
system.

. Perceived Need The users must perceive a need for the
system for it to be used successfult

. Control over People do not resist change, rather
Change they resist not having control over it.

. Mutual Technical Designers ane Managers must
Understanding communicate a workable solution.

Often there is failure to communicate and
understand each other.

. Expectancies The way users expect a system to
contribute to their performance and
their belief that performance is related to
rewards they receive are important to how
these users employ a system.

Power and Social The roles of power and political
Change issues involved include:

rivalries
territorial threats
fear of obsolescence
resistance to outsiders
cultural factors
worries of job security
information possessiveness
changes ;- job pattern

. MIS Staff Turnover Losing staff members during the
project can cause a great deal of
information loss to the technical
staff.

6
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Analysis Techniques

Developing an information system requires a great deal of analytical and
technical expertise. However, the expertise must be governed by a method which
proAdes tools to clearly communicate the analysis results to the programmers,
owner and upper management when necessary. Characteristics required of tie
method used include:

1. Graphical A picture paints a thousand words.

2. Stepwise Refinement Various levels of detail are required.

3. Support English Simple English explanatory text regarding application
semantic content is easily attached.

4. Automated It must have a computer based interface which ideally
includes color graphic, intelligent diagramming and
data dictionary abilities as a minimum.

These tools resemble the approach used by an architect designing a building.
The architect must concisely and precisely define the specification of the building
for a variety of technical experts (contractors) _end the client. The drawings will be
at various levels of detail with each level providing an accurate analysis of how r.nd
what the end product will be like when completed.

Analysis techniques for an automated system should try to provide three
goals. First, the analyst should decompose and clearly understand the business
functions to be automated. Define what the system must do or accomplish for the
enterprise. Don't define how it will be done procedurally until later steps. Second,
use the tools to decompose the information required to support the business
functions. Once you have identified th information define the relationships
between the information elements to provide a relational information structure of at
least 1NF and preferably 3NF. The third step is tc combine the function and
information into a sound procedural flow of data

At OF we have chosen use a CASE tool and other support packages to
provide intelligent graphic diagrams with attached data dictionary support. The
tools provide the analyst with hierarchical function decomposition diagrams, entity
relationship data modeling, and Gane-Sarson Style DFD dia . The
supporting tools provide a means to produce a prototype of e on-line system for
early review of system feRsibility. A walk-thru should be conducted that challenges
the designers decisions. The analyst should be called upon to defend the design
choices he has made. A good aesign will be made better and a good design will
withstand the process. When a poor solution is encountered, the walk-thru team
must provide the impetus and direction to correct problems. Under no
circumstances should a poor solution be accepted into a new on-line system. The
system will only get worse if you allow the process to produce components with
questionable quality.
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In summary, analysis techniques are really quite simple. Understand the
function, information and flow of data through the system. Build a prototype which
allows your management, owner, and even departmental users to react and provide
suggestions and/or confirmation to your vision of their system. It may be useful to
think of this as the architect's sketches depicting the floor plan and external
appearance of a building. His client will be able to look at his design concept,
understand it, and then decide to accept, reject or suggest modifications to make it
acceptable. A well conceived prototype provides a system analyst with a similar
capability for an information system project. Lastly, the project manager must be
committed to a quality solution and demand that his staff provide accurate and
complete technical implementations of the prototype. You must demand quality in
your system solutions.

Communication, Training and Expectations

Even with the best technicians available you are ensured a failed
development, project if you do not communicate and train the required audience of
your application system. With training the users and management will be more
comfortable and know what to expect. To be successful, you will need to provide
the system* you have conditioned the users to expect. Therefore, it seems to be
extremely j. _udent to manage the communication and training processes carefully.

The communication and training process at the University of Florida is a
three dimensional process.

- I.S. ensures that the owner understands how the application works. The
owner/user assists actively in system testing. Classroom sessions are
held to train the staff of the owner area.

- Owner manager ensures that his staff understands the new system.
Procedures must be documented to accompany the new system
at startup. I.S. personnel will assist the owner as needed.

- End users at the department are trained by the owner. A set of pilot
departments should be considered for initial startup.

Communication and training should start early in the project's life. You
should be persistent and deliberate, and be sure to avoid rushing through a training
program. Finally, don't stop training after the system is operational. IN has
systems with over 1000 departmental users. Turnover, promotions and changes in
our staff require that we maintain an ongoing training program. Encourage
departments to participate in the training programs and announce to users how they
may attend a training session. Provide an easy to read and understand users' guide
which is kept updated as system changes occur.
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Summary

Reviewing the strategies discussed in this document will reveal three themes.
Awareness of the environment and feelings that are held by the key participants of
the project will allow the I.S. department to approach the problems without
alienating required participants. A sound analysis methodology should be followed.
The keys to the method are graphics, English semantic definition, and a prototype of
the proposed system. Lastly, you must communicate and train all levels of the
University community on the use of the application. Top management, the owner
department, academic man* ement and clerical staff must all understand their role
with the system and be convinced to expect life to be better if the system is correctly
utilized. Ignoring either the political, technical or communication and training
aspects of the bystem development project will make it more difficult to achieve a
successful system. Attention given to communication, training and the project's
nature of origin will make a good technical solution successful.
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Abstract

During the present period of decentralization of administrative computing in German
universities which is marked by separate departmental computers and data-processing systems
for each administrative department, some universities have started pluming for the phase of
"re-integration". Tasks to be fulfilled by more than one administrative department, cross-
departmental data access necessities, office automation and communication, and management
computing are the main impetus that force the universities to put the so-called re-integration
on their agenda. The paper describes the state of the art of administrative and management
computing in German universities, the planning pocess for re-integration, and the expected
future development regarding the opportuaities and limitations of re-integration3
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1. Introduction

This paper deals with the state of the art and future perspectives in administrative and
management computing in German higher education institutions. To fully understand the
organizational and implementation problems dealt with here, it should be explained that most
of the 244 higher education institutions in the Federal Republic of Germany are state funded.
Although each institution is provided with a certain autonomy it belongs to one of the eleven
states of the Federal Republic, it is governed and administrated according to the respective
state laws and regulations, and the role, power and functioning of the state ministry of
higher education may be comm.,. : with a combination of governing and coordinating boards
of higher education gam in the United States.

The paper will address three main topics. A first section is dedicated to the distinction of
three consecutive stages of administrative and management computing at German higher
education institutions, a second part will focus on goals and concepts of a new era of ad-
ministrative and management computing, and the final section describes planning and
implementation problems, including suggestions how to resolve them. The paper attempts to
address the problems in a generalizing way such as to provide valuable information beyond
the borders of German higher education systens.

2. The Main Stages of Administrative and Management Computing

2.1 The "Big System" Era

It is interesting to remember that administrative computing in German universities started
with an integrated management computing approach. The idea in the early seventies was
rather to build the integrated Managment Information System (MIS) to improve planning of
higher education than to support the institutional administration. Although the real outcome
of the software production efforts was not the one big integrated Managment Information
System for state higher education policy but merely institutional administ alive support
systems with almost no integration between adminstrative systems exept that they were run
on the same mainframe, I would like to keep the term 'big system era". This term might be
justified by the fact, that these "big" administrative systems

- were run on mainframes ("big" computers)
- claimed to support the main (big) administrative domains
- emphasized (nothing but) the (data) administration of the buge amounts of data

that happened to occur in the higher education administration.

These administrative domains and the supporting data administration systems of this first
phase were: The student record systems including examination administration, the personnel
and position record system, the equipment and other investment administration system, the
buildings and space administration system and the stock administration system. The
accounting system remained in that first phase of administrative computing in a "semi-
automated" stage, i.e. implemented on magnetic card computers.

1
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In this whole period from the late sixties to the early eighties higher education
administrations witnessed certain developments in administrative computing with regards to
several dimensions: the first systems started to be implemented and run on the (multi-
purpose) academic computing mainframes and the later systems ended up on central
administrative mainframes intended for ill administrative computing systems to be
implemented and run in one institution. The first systems of this phase of course were batch
systems, and at the end of this period only dialog systems existed for administrative support.
And if we regard the three groups of university staff involved in administrative computing, a
shift of responsibility and closeness to computing facilities occurred within that period: At
the beginning of administrative computing on the academic mainframes, the central Acadamic
imputing staff was held fully responsible for everything, the hardware, the processing of the
software systems and even the data stored on the mainframe devices by the batch
programmes. The adminigraivesamsaimalaa, continiously emerging out of the planning
and institutional research offices, during this period had to care increasingly about the
hardware and software facilities, but diminishingly about the data. Whereas the nsga started
in the case of batch systems with being totally seperated from the computing facilities and
ended up with keyboards and screens on their desks linked to the central administrative
computer and being fully responsible for their data and data administration.

The software was written in COBOL ISAM or in some cases hierarchical data base systems
used to be the data management systems. Regarding the whole Federal Republic a wide range
of mainframes and operating systems were in use in the institutions. Although the systems
weie implemented on the same one mainframe (academic mainframe in the earlier part of this
phase and administrative mainframe later) almost no interfaces between the systems, in the
sense of whatever integration efforts, used to be implemented.

One could consider this type of computer use as a really partial support of the clerk's work
mainly and merely focusing on supporting the administration of the huge amounts of data in
the university's administration. A certain amount of management information or rather
statistical information was extracted from the files, but rather on the basis of preformatted
fixed reports, by intermediates such as institutional researchers, and rather for the middle
management levels or the reporting duties to be fulfilled by state mandate than for the chief
executives.

2.2 The Decentralization Era

This era starting about the middle of the eighties and still ongoing at most of the
institutions is the era of the departmental computers, i.e. almost each of the university's
administrative systems or a set of very closely related systems is implemented on a seperat
computer. As a consequence each administrative department has its own computer or
computers. Whereas this era started with a certain variety of operating systems of the so-
called mini-computers in use at the institutions, we now witness a situation in which new
purchases of departmental computers have almost exclusively the operating system MS-DOS
for the single user PC's and the multi-user PC-networks (based on Novell), and Unix for the
multi-user computers.

Computers and application systems for administrative support are spreading in both directions,
in breadth and in depth. On the one hand new areas of the central administration are about
to involve computer systems and computer support. The 'big system approach* for only large
data set administration is no longer valuable.
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Many small systems on the margin of the big systems with even less or few data to be
handled were developed and implemented, such as travel-expense-refunding, social
administration, key-administration, room-cleaning service administration, budget *ming, fund
allocation models, purchase order system, billing support system, electricity and power supply
costing system, administration of research projects, planning of the use of teaching room
facilities. On the other hand it was a new experience for the central organizers and admini-
strative computing personnel to realize that there was an administration on decentralized
levels such as the academic departments, academic institutes, projects and other organizatio-
nal subunits on the academic side., sometimes doubling the central administrative efforts on a
disaggregated level, sometimes substituting central administration. These decentrally located
administrations demanded their computer support as did the central administrations previously.

It is also a phase of the considerable spread of word processing, now almost exclusively on
PCs with one of the three most common word processing software (Wordpafect, Word, or
Wordstar). Such organizational units with their word processing machines installed earlier are
now in a process of implementing the second generation of automated word processing solely
on PCs.

It is also the phase of a tremendous increase in a specific "fast" (compared with the
traditional "snail mail") external communication mins, telefax.

As to the degree to which the clerk's work is supported by computers and computer systems,
one could speak of a more comprehensive support compared with the previous phase of
administrative computer support. The work on keyboard and screen is less interrupted by
paperwork, as more data are available electronically and more process elements are supported
by the software of the system applied.

This more comprehensive support approach is due to and coupled at the same time with a
high quality and highly user-friendly and supportive user-interface on the screens, comprising
the following main characteristics:

- selection in menues by positioning of the cursor instead of data input
- use of function keys for every other control function
- totally self-explaining screens/formats

immediate check of field ;nput
widely use of sfack.-94 for secondary file access
browsing in secondary files based on random access according to numerical
identification or in alphabetic order
reports optionally on screen or 'In paper.

This user-interface is however still "specific", i.e. a part of the respective administrative
system, in contrast to standard user interfaces such as MS-Windows or GEM.

The improved retrieval functions and userfriendliness are due to the fact that development
tools, programming language and software environment of relational databases are used (such
as Informix with 4GL for the UNIX environment ana Clipper/dBase for MS-DOS PCs). The
ameliorated retrieval options also allow direct computer output for management support. While
middle manarri such as administrative department heads indeed use the computer &redly for
their information requests, chief executives still rely on intermediates to get their
information.
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As in this phase of decentralization the hardware moves closely to the administrative
departments, i.e. to the end users themselves, the responsibility for everything, the hardware,
the purchasing and processing of the software and the responsibility for the data tends to
follow this decentralization direction as well. Although central administrative computing staff
should maintain a cerain responsibility in decisions concerning the purchasing process of
hardware and software, coordination, user training, and maintenance, one witnesses with the
rapid growth of computer use in this decentralization phase not always such an ideal sharing
of responsibilities between end-users and computing staff.

2.3 The Re-Integration Era

After this excessive spread of stand-alone computers all over the central and decentral
administration it is nothing but a logical step that a re-integration should take place.
Although this phase is nowhere fully implemented but rather in its conceptional and planning
phase, one can conceive the main traits and rationales of this phase:

There are certain administrative tasks that are fulfilled not only by one clerk at one
desk, but are to be handed over from one dr.4k to another until completed. A purchase
order from the central purchasing department, e.g., is followed by an input into the
central accounting system. An input in decentral accounts, e.g., should be followed by
an entry into the central accounting system (on an aggregated level). An integration
with respect to the different computer systems according to the need of the
administrative processes could be reached by two alternatives: by direct update or by
file transfer.
The passing over of data out of the administrative files to text files for word
processing purposes is another issue of re-integration.
University internal communication such as Message Handling Systems (MHS) require
integration in the form of networks.
There is a need for at least read-only access to central files inside the university, from
various decentral places and position&
Statistics, reports and management information often have to rely on more thart one
administrative system and file in order to integrate this information into one report.
The use of central resources such as high speed laser printers, central back-up storage,
access to external tele-communication services (X25) and external information services
from more than only one terminal in the institution demand integration of single or
multi-user places.
Telefax and analog telefon is a non-integrative form of external communication. One
could easily predict that telefax in the future will be succeeded by teletcx as the most
used form of telecommunication, apart from teiefon.
The multi-functional terminal and a common user-interface ccntrolling whatever
application from word processing to administrative systems at the individual working
place from the clerk to the chief executive is another facette of integration.

In contrast to the decentralization era, where we were talking of a rather aimprehensive
support of the clerk's work by computer systems, this era might be characterized by a quasi
total and integrated support with almost no 'paper- based' interrupts in the clerks'
administrative processes at the keyboards and screens. It will also be the phase of executive
support systems with executives' direct access to and 'hands -on' desk-top keyboards, mice,
screens etc.
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If the central administrative computing staff does not take over the full responsibility for
administrative computing in the central and decentral offices yet in the stage of concepts
and planning re-integration with all the benefits expected will never become reality.

3. Goals and Concepts for the Next Step of Adminbtrative and Management Computing

3.1 Strategic Relevance of Administrative and Management Computing

The next steps are, of course, depending on the actual stage in the respective institution,
both the decentralized spread of single purpose computers and the re-integration of these
seperated facilities. But it is rather the integration phase, needing planning,
conceptualization, in contrast to the incremental growth of the decentralization phase. And it
is also the re-integration phase, giving rise to more general thoughts on goals, objectives
and general benefits and the strategic meaning of administrative and management computing.
The question might also be posed as to whether and how university administrative and mana-
gement computing differ significantly from the corporate world and its computing services.
There are four aspects to be considered:

(1) The " service" aspect: Whereas administrative computing in the corporate world, ecpecially
in industry inight be fully integrated into concepts of CEA or PPS, and thus serving the
clients of the organization as well as internally, in the university administrative computing is
almost totally seperated from the primary productiou processes and customer services. Thus
the university administration and administrative computing is not directly linked to the aim
of serving the university clients, but rather the members of the university production
processes inside the institution, of whom, of course, the students are both customers and
producers. But the better, the faster, and the less bureaucratic the central or decentral
administration might function, due to the computer system support (but also due to the
behaviour, efficiency and effectiveness of the administration employees), the more the overall
atmosphere, functioning, effectiveness, productivity and creativity of the university's primary
producers and production processes might be enhanced. Administrative computing - on
whatever developmental stage - should primarily help the administrative employees do their
jobs better, and in the integration phase to get the docisior makers more involved into the
benefits of administrative computing by improved and direct information retrieval options.

(2) The *Leading Edge of Technology" aspect: Taking into account the research and
development functions of the universities, it would fit very well into the "image" of the
individual institution to provide its own administration with the leading edge of the techno-
logy equipment and systems, even compared with the corporate world. But one has to be
careful not to get confused about the size of the "enterprise' university. The higher educa-
tion institution has to be compared with small to middle sized corporate enterprises. It was
e.g. a mistake, as far as we can judge, to base administrative computing in the phase of the
mainframe computers on late base software such as IMS, UDS and ADAMS. It would have
been better to stick to the ISAM data management, in order to "consume" less computer
resources compared with the data to be administred and compared with the retrieval needed
at that time. But nevertheless it would suit the higher education institutions very well to
have the leading edge of the technology implemented in their administrations, compared with
the "right size' corporate enterprises.

(3) The 'Information' aspect: European higher education institutions have recently tended to
be more exposed to a competitive "market" of higher education and research.
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The more autonomy they are granted in that sense and the more they have to care about
their strategic uniqueness and their market niche, the more their challenges are converging
to those of the corporate enterprises. Executive managegement information, especially for the
managers on the academic side of the enterprise university (President, Vice-Presidents,
Deans) gains increasingly in having a strategic relevance. The information domains focus not
only on the resources, processes and performances of the institution, but on various aspects
of the institution's environment.

(4) The implementation' aspect. University administration in Europe has more in common
with public administration than with business administration. Although public administrations
often show in their organizational structures quite a lot of hierarchical levels, the daily work
and administrative processes of the subordinates seem rather to be shaped to! laws and fixed
regulations than by the guidance of the respective leadership-level persons. Ai =sequence
often subordinate clerks have more influence on the implementation of computer support than
the respective leaders of the administrative department or than the chief administrator.
Although this might be beneficial for the motivation of the clerks it bears the danger of
perpetuating organizational structures and impeding strategic decisions as regards the
university administration, strategic decisions that could be made in the course of computer
support implementation.

3.2 Premises, Goals, Objectives, and Concepts for the Next Steps of Administrative and
Management Computing

It should be stressed once more that the next step of administrative and management
computing in higher education is both a continuation of the decentralization together with
the spread of departmental computers and systems, and the re-integration based on computer
networks.

The premises, goals, and objectives of the next step are stated rather similarily by all
institutions that are going to work out concepts, as follows:

The concept of the central `administrative computer should be abolished as far as
possible. Departmental computers should be the prevailing concept of administrative
computing.

All levels of the university's administration should be supported by computers and
systems. The amount of data to be stored and handled is no longer a criteria for
automation.

Access to data and the general user-interface should be highly comfortable.

Access to *central" files (i.e. to departmental computer systems in the central university
administration) should be provided for those who need this information for
administrative or decision making purposes.

Whatever transfer of data and documents is necessary inside the institution, it should be
handled electronically and not by paper-documents. Data-input should not be necessary
more than once in the flow of the administrative process.

The primary goal of the so-called office automation is to implement word processing
everywhere from the scientist to the secretary.
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- Message handling (MHS) seems not to have the highest priority inside and between
German higher education institution:

- There is an increasing demand for better, faster and desk-top information for all levels
of university management, now for the chief executives as well.

- Data security and privacy as regards personnel data (student record files and personnel
records) seem to have a very high priority with severe consequences for all concepts of
networks and access to data. Administrative and statistic data have to be seperated from
each other. Academic and administrative computing stringently seperated.

These premises, goals and objectives lead to some common traits of the concepts that have
recently been developed at various institutions:

Administrative departmeasts are to be supplied with their own computer to ran only the
one system or the set of very closely related applications for this department. There are
indeed four models for the departmental computer configuration, usually mentioned in
the plans and concepts: (1) The MS-DOS PC with aipper/dBue or Informix as relational
database systems for those applications with only one user and rather limited data sets
to be adminstred. It is also the typical configuration for the rather small decentralized
administration in the academic departments, in academic institutes or in the research
projects with their own administrations. (2) The second model is the Unix-computer for
those applications and administrative departments with more than one user at a time
The relational database and the programming language used are Informix and 4GL (3)
The third model, being just an alternative for the same multi-user constellation consists
of a PC-network, using Novell as network software and having a central file- and
network-server (386-PC). (4) The fourth model consists of a combination of both, the
Unix computer wish PCs instead of non-intelligent terminals, and the underlying reason
for this model is a combination of central and decentral computing at the individual
working place.

Data and doer= went transfer between administrative departments and systems in the
course of administrative task fulfilment should no longer be handled on paper basis but
rather electronically. Although direct update from one system to another departments
system would be imaginable, file transfer with subsequent update by the clerk
responsible for the receiving system, is the favoured model according to the present
concepts.

To handle the data communication and transfer of data and documents between the
seperated administrative computers and applications online, an adminstrative network is
being planned. This network usually has two components or units: the central university
administration and the decentral administration in the academic departments.

Because of the extraordinary high security, privacy and confidentiaffity requirements the
academic and the administrative network are thought to be separated physically almost
totally. In fact there are four quasi seperated 'planning units as regards computer
support and networking in German higher educe lox institutions with only few overlap
the central administration, the decentral academic administration, the academic
computing, and the library inclufing access to external data bases. The main interface
necessary for all four units is the access to external communication facilities: the
German Academic Network (DFN) including all X25 facaTeks.
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The fact that there is only little overlap is due rather to the security and privacy
requirements (especially with regards to student and personnel data) than to other
reasons based on the working processes. In cue the academics need access to
administrative or statistical data they have to use the academic administration terminals
with their access to central information files instead of academic computing facilities.

Even the link between the decentral academic and the central university administration
is thought to be somewhat ' buffered' for the same security and privacy rr..asoos: three
alternatives are to be found in the university concepts: (1) If direct access to the
administrative computer and files is planned to be allowed at all, it is a read-only
access, using the retrieval programmes provided on the administrative computer, and
documenting every successful and tn. bnccessful attempt at access to data. Whenever
update in central administrative files is necessary it will be handled through file trans-
fer, the transferred files being used for update by the central administration clerks
themselves. (2) Information retrieval accor.ling to the second even more 'secure' alter-
native takes place on :operate information files to be maintained on separate computers
in the network and to be fed periodically from the administrative systems. (3) The most
consistent "buffering" alternative is a requester/server or mailbox-concept, where the
decentral requesters formulate their information retrieval requirements through a
message handling system into a central mailbox, and central administration clerks answer
the request by means of e-mail after having looked into their mailbox,

Both for security reasons and for the reason of user-friendly and easy-to-handle user
interfaces, the concepts provide for or even mandate the "hiding° and locking' of the
operating system and its operations aga;mst direct user interference. In the case of
single user PCs often security software such as Safeguard are declared mandatory. The
most advanced concepts even think about common user interfaces to take over the
control for all applications or even sub-functions of applications on one terminal at one
working place. On Unix computers Uniplex and Q-Office are examples to be investigated
in farther detail.

The re-integration phase seems to provide the maturity of computer-technology for
direct executive support. The more advanced concepts contain special sub-networks
linking at least the President, the Vice-Presidents, the Chief Administrative Officer, and
the institutional research and planning office together, with nodes consisting of MS-DOS
PCs or Macintosh:, the latter using new user interface concepts such as Hypercard. The
primary goal of executive support seems however not to be communication on the base
of a message handling system, but rather direct executive access to information. The
following information elements are planned to be implemented and maintained (the
maintenance being the most crucial and sensitive parameter in this kind of executive
supper):

"self-discriptive data with respect to the individual institution
non-numeric, verbal information on the individual institution (role and mission
statements, central and important decisions etc.)
inter-institutional comparative data on critical success factor areas
general higher education related data, describing the relevant environment of the
institution (highly aggregated statistical data, economic data, demographic data
etc.)
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iron- numeric, verbal information of importance for the instituti"nal policy and
decision making (such as statements of legislators and politicians, information on
fedsal and state financial programmes and initiatives, definitions of data elements
etc.).

4. Problems ut Planning and Implementation of Administrative and Management Computing

The following section is based on the experiences in the "big system' and the
"decentralization" phase and is extrapolated into the phase of "re-integration" with its
specific characteristics. It is also an attempt to find answers and solutions to problems that
emerged during planning and implementation processes.

4.1 Comprehensive Planning or Incremental's=

Comprehensive planning in the past turned out to impede rather than to facilitat- quick
responses to computer service need in the university administration and to technological
opportunities. The technological development and prices of computer hardware are changing
so rapidly that plans tend to become obsolete at best soon after their completion. A
thoroug.Lly and comprehensivley corducted analysis of word processing need of a whole
university in 1984, e.g., ended up with the recommendation to install at most of the word
processing places electronic typewriting machines (with one line displays and small memories),
whereas today 286-PCs and laser printers at places with intensive word processing activities
seem to be the common standard. The coordination function of central university wide plans
with regards to the vs .ety of computer hardware and software (including dministrative
applications as well as word processing) on the campus enn be achieved more "silently' and
indirectly by offering central services for only :ejected hare g,,,karajoilgarg on the
campus, such as raining for users, maintenance, consulting and "trouble shooting" hot lines.
Tod.. e should really count on the normative and standardizing forces of the . +-called
"industry standards" and standard software available in the MS-DOS and Unit environment.
Networking, of course, needs somewhat more planning, but one should not hesitate to plan
for and implement sub-networks, which even take better account of securit] and privacy
aspects than comprehensive administrative or campus-wide networks.

4.2 State-wide (System-wide) Co-ordination

There are some states in tk 5 Federal Republic of Germany with rather extensive state-wide
coordination mechanisms concerning almost all university administrative computing items, with
the aim of unificar and for economic reasons. One ctrl Int means of state coordination is
a central state bu......:t for all administrative computing purchases and decisions to be made
centrally in coordiiating committees on the state level. There is oae major :'vantage to be
emphasized wit' regards to this central coordinating model: It assists hie university
administrations to survive the competition with the academic computing investments, which
often would leave only very small 'budget bits' for Administrative c omputing facilities. State
central recon .Aendations, decisions and budgets may back the technological advancement of
riministrative computing. But the &advantages seem to overshadow the advantages of state
central decision making committees: Those university administrations or administrative
departments which do not really want administrative computing facilities may easily hide
their reluctance behind the long lasting coordinating processes, while these processes at the
same time tend to impede a quick decision for those administiations which urgently need and
would like to implement computing support.
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Coordinating and decsion making committees tend to require each PC to be decided upon in
the central committee meetings!

4.3 Academic and Administrative Computing Relationships

Most institutions have their' Academic satiate committee to decide upon the big investments,
regardless whether academic or administrative support is under review. Especially in the "big
systeLf phase of administrative computing this decision making structure as a result treated
the university's administration as as "stepchild" with regards to computer facility investment.
One solution would be to decentralize decision making on computer facilities by
decentralizing budgets. But again the budgets for administrative computing might be limited
too much in favour of ocade v;r computing budgets. The best solution is, of course, an
enhanced visibility of administrative computing services for the academics, i.e. quick and
direct online access to data they might need for their administrative, teaching and reseat-ch
activities. This kind of "involvement' of academics in administrative computing outcomes
indeed showed less reluctance towards administrative computing investments in recent decison
making processes. Compromises have to be found between high standards of security and
privacy protection on the one hand and quick and easy-to-handle retrieval facilities for the
academic side.

4A The Role of the End-User

As stated o.arlier the final end-ua. of public administrations including the university ad-
ministration is rather powerful as the oi anization of his/her work and administrative
processes. This power extends to the formulation of requirements towards the data processing
systems' developers and the implementation and processing of these systems. It does often,
especially in the case of big administrative departments, not suffice, to have only one person
responsible for the definition of user requirements towards the system developers, one person
who rather tends to become a data processing expert than to remain the advocat of the
user-requirements. Rather especially in the implementation phase, one should build on
"concentric cies" around those users who show special identification with the new
technology, who received special training, and who could help guarantee the motivation and
immediate problem solving more than any other more centralized organization of user support.

There iz hr-vever the danger that the relative power of the administrative end-user leads to
a perpetuatIon the way in which administrative tasks are fulfilled. End users might tend to
formulate requirements for automation such as not to change the flow of processes at all.
Unless one does not sr, !zed in involving the leaders in his process and build on their
responsibility for the overall efficiency of university administratiGn. the benefits of computer
technology for the administration will not be fully appreciated and used The involvement of
the Chief Administrator of the institution and of the President in the hard- and software
implementation decisions end processes seem to be crucial, especially in the phase of re-
integration, where things can really be changed.

4..5 Responsibility of the Central Administrative Computing Staff

ie.: ever h organizadons the motivation of the individual is more crucial for the fulfilment of
the organization's functions than formal structures and responsibilitiea
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In the phase of decentralization it was ine-ed an undoubtable experience, that those
implementations of administrative systems worked best, where the end users felt responsible
for everything, from requrirements analysis to the daily running of the departmental computer
and the daily back-up of the modified departmental data files. This 'informal" or non-
formalized responsibility cannot however serve as the model for administrative computing
organization, especially in the case of network facilities existing in the university
administration. There should be a stable and secures responsibility at a university central
administrative staff level fur the maintenance of hardware and software of the decentralized
computers is well as for the network, training, immediate trouble shooting, further
developments of software especially to serve additional retrieval requirements. There is
however a shift in thr. activities of these staff members to be perceived from daily running
of the administrative systems to more long term activities and ad hoc involvement in
exceptional situations in th, course of the daily running of the computer systems.

4.6 Self-made or Purchased Standard Software

Several reasons in German higher education administrations suggest the preference for
standard software for administrative support. Institutions usually have not enough
administrative computing staff in order to do both maintaining existing software and
developing new software systems for the administration. To have students of computer science
or business administration programmes develope systems in the context of courses or
examinations, did not groove a valuable approach. The use of methods, tools and principles is
more important for the students' learning process than the immediate result for the
university administration, and there is a lack of continuity in the maintenance of these
uacademicIr self-made systems.

Due to common laws and regulations, some of them even on the federal level, others at least
on the state level, and being applied mandatorily by all institutions in one state, the
implementation of "standard systems" seems to be possible. These "standard systems' provide
at least support for the so-called core functions of the administrative processes in the
institutions. With the central administrative computing staff remains however the task to do
the adjustments (especially additional and special retrieval functions) at the margin of the
core systems.

4.7 Laws and Regulations

The often most influencial laws as regards the planniag and implementation proce.sz of
computer support in university administrations seem to be the law to garantee formal
participation (co-determination act) and the law garanteeing privacy and protection of
personnel dar..t. There is no other solution for the success of the system i-kplementation as to
involve those being the formal representatives of participation and data protection as early as
possible in the process of planning and implementation. If the final end-users are really
convinced about the benefits of the new systmas then there is no reason for those formal
representatives, who rather tend to defer or even to impede computer support implementation,
to oppose heavily. Severe data protection and privacy laws impact the decoupling principles
and mechanisms between administrative support and retrieval functions for others than
central administrators, that have been described earlier in this paper in the context of
university wide netwaks.

11
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4.11 University Management and Admhdshadve Computing

University Management, be it the middle management level of administrative department
heads, the Chief Administrative Officer or the President have not been involved enough in
administrative computing decisions in the past. Administrative computing an however benefit
greatly and even receive its major incentives from management requirements. Its early
attempts owes administrative computing to the management information requirements (compare
the MIS approach in the late sixties and early seventies which marks the birth of
administrative computing in German higher education institutions, which was however more
directed towards state and federal state level management information than towards the
support of institutional management).

University Management involvement in administrative computing planning and impementation
seems to be cruciai, in order:

to overcome the perpetuation of once existing administrative structures and to fully use
the efficiency potentials of computer technology
to fully set to work the strategic importance of administrative computing
to fully use the potential of present computer technology with regard.: to executive
support.

The development and use of executive support systems by the executives themselves may not
only impact their involvement in administrative computing issues but may also shape
decisively the administrative support systems which then will have an additional function to
supply executive support systems with aggregated data autrunaticallly and periodically.

S. Conclusions

German higher education administrative computing has undergone and is still in the process
of a "dramatic" decentralization of computer hardware and software implementation and use,
with the prevailir;; concept of seperate ,;epartmeatai computers. The main emphasis of this
phase of administrative computing support yids 'Aid on vey high standards of the individual
clerk's work suppot 1 and on very user-friendly and easy-to-handle user-interfaces. The next
step, a re-integration of the seperate, computer and system facilities, will help reduce the
paper-based interrupts and data input with regards to the cork's work.

But perhaps the even more important benefits of this next step of administrative and
management computing will be the direct access to data and information by those in some
distance from the dlily administraiive processes, i.e by the institutional managers. The
executive support system perspective seems to be the most interee'n perspective of this
future era
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CAUSE89

Track V
Telecommunications and Networking Issues

Coordinator:
Ken Blythe
The Pennsylvania State University

The user community on campuses today is demanding inform- tion re-
sources to be delivered to tLe desktop. Data will be stored on mainframes,
and MIPS will be on the micro. Electronic connectivity is through the
network. Presentations in this track focused on such subjects as network
management and control; integration of voice, data, video, and image com-
munications; dealing with a multi-vendor environment; making the "right'

choice when faced with multimillion-dollar costs, budget limitations, and rapidly changing
technology; strategic planning and appropriate organization for telecommunications; the
TCP/IP debate and development of OS! standards; micro-mainframe connectivity; accessing
external resources (e.g., commercial data bases and supercomputing); distributeddata bases;
and models combining academic and administrative data networks.

Roger Bruszewski,
Frostburg State
University

Nancy Alen,
Colorado State University
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NETWORKING OHIO COLLEGES
IN SUPPORT OF

STATEWIDE ECONOMIC AND HUMAN RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

Richard C. Decker
Paul E. Shumaker
Kathleen M. Faust
T. T. Deggendorf

Cuyahoga Community College
Cleveland

Ohio

in response to the Governor of Ohio's economic and human resource
development strategies, The Ohio Board of Regents created
Enterprise Ohio, a statewide network of public two-year colleges
(community colleges, technical colleges and university regional campuses),
to provide training services to local business and industry.

A rapid, comprehensive and flexible communication system was needed to
link the colleges. The Ohio Network for Information Exchange (ONet) was
developed by Cuyahoga Community College in cooperation with Systems
& Computer Technology Corporation. Based at Cuyahoga Community
College, ONet is a specially designed educational computer network whose
electronic warehouse of information and educational services assists Ohio
colleges in providing customized training to meet high technology needs of
business and industry.
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INTRODUCTION

The Ohio Network for Information Exchange (ONet) is a state-of-the-art
communications network for higher education institutions in the state of Ohio. ONet
currently provides a variety of communications network services including electronic
mail, bulletin boards and databases to more than sixty colleges and universities.
ONet was initially proposed, funded and implemented to meet a state-wide need for
electronic information sharing.

In response to a changing state, national and international economy, and the
Governor of Ohio's request for support of statewide economic and human resource
development strategies, the Ohio Board of Regents challenged Ohio's two-year
colleges and universities to take a proactive role in their communities' economic
development efforts.

Enterpris.Ohio, a statewide network of public two-year colleges (community colleges,
technical colleges, and university regional campuses), was created by the Ohio Board
of Regents to assist in sharing the best resources available for providing job training
and retraining services to business and industry. A rapid, comprehensive and flexible
communication system was needed to make this sharing possible. The Ohio Network
for Information Exchange was developed to provide that electronic network.

BACKGROUND

Electronic communications for Ohio's two-year college presidents dates back to 1984,
when Cuyahoga Community College, in cooperation with the Ohio Technical and
Community College Association (OTCCA) established the OTCCA E-Mail Network.
This early network was limited to sending and receiving short messages and served
only the 23 presidents and the Executive Director of OTCCA.

In 1986, The Ohio Manufacturing Training Group (OMTG), a consortium of six
Ohio colleges, recognized the need for the acquisition, development, dissemination
and utilization of information to support the state's business and industry training
needs.

The OMTG submitted a proposal to the Ohio Board of Regents to develop
enhanced comprehensive state-wide electronic information exchange network to: (1)
facilitate sharing of information from projects developed among other groups of
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colleges within the two-year college system, (2) support information exchange
requirements among the consortia group and all two-year campuses, and (3) create
more effective information networking between the two -yeas college system and
other organizational and institutional offices and databases in the State.

IMP' EMENTATION

Following the approval of funding by the Ohio Boa Td of Regents on September 12,
1986, the ONet Steering and Planning Committees were appointed and held their
first meetings in October of that year. At these meetings, an organizational structure
was confirmed, a project coordinator/manager was appointed and project goals and
objectives were approved.

ONet was tested on a pilot basis beginning in November 1986, at which time the
Planning Committee and other "pioneers" assisted in testing the communications
software and provided direction in the design of the network and its components.
The electronic mall component and a demonstration bulletin board were available for
pilot testing at that time while a prototype database facility was being developed.

By March, 1987, training sessions were scheduled throughout the state with over 100
persons attending. ONet became operational March 30, 1987 when the 24 users of
the OTCCA E-Mail Network were transferred to the Ohio Network for Information
Exchange. From that initial small group of users, ONet has grown to over 550
registered users in over 60 colleges, universities and agencies.

ONet is not just another electronic mail system, but a specially designed educational
network whose electronic warehouse of information and educational services greatly
assists Ohio's two-year area four -year colleges in providing credit and non-credit,
customized training to meet local and state high technology needs of business and
industry.

ONet was developed as a statewide initiative to serve primarily the two year colleges
in Ohio. Today, it has been expanded to serve all public institutions of higher
education and is being offered to private two and four-year non-profit educational
institutions with plans to make it available to secondary schools in the future.

Partnerships

ONet was supported by, not only Cuyahoga Community College (CCC) as the lead
111311itlen and home for the mainframe computer, but also by three private
companies; Ohio Bell Communications, IBM and Systems & Computer Technology
Corporation (SCI). Ohio Bell and IBM provided support in the first year of
development. As a result of a partnership already in place between CCC and SGT
to manage CCC's computing facilities, this public/private partnership was extended

2
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through the creation of the National Center for Advancement in Education through
Technology (NCAET). The purpose of NCAET is to advance excellence in
education through the use of technology and to assist in the development and
application of technology at CCC and other educational institutions. One of
NCAET's major goals is the development and operation of electronic information
exchange networks.

As CCC entered into the consortium to propose ONet, SCT, as part of its contractual
responsibility with CCC, contributed extensive efforts in support of the initial
development of ONet. Through the NCAET partnership, CCC assumed
responsibility for all network communications, logistics and management as well as
agreed to provide the necessary mainframe equipment and support. SCT agreed to
provide the operational, maintenance and development staff and to assist in
marketing ONet outside the 'tate of Ohio.

Governance

Governance of the Ohio Network for Information Exchange was defined in the
original proposal to the Ohio Board of Regents. Policy and planning directions are
still provided 7 y two committees originally proposed - the ONet Steering and ONet
Planning Committees respectively.

The ONet Steering Committee serves as the policy body for the project: establishing
priorities, assuring short and long term goals and objectives of the project are
accomplished and reviewing and approving proposed project budgets.

In August 1987, the Steering Committee changed the name and focus of the group
to more accurately reflect the interests of the members and to expand the
membership to include three additional institutions who were involved in
manufacturing training activities. The new committee combined the Ohio
Manufacturing Training Group with the ONet Steering Committee; thus broadening
the scope of the committee to permit involvement in other statewide initiatives, with
ONet serving as the communications link for these projects.

The ONet Planning Committee is responsible for network development and
implementation planning and schedules and makes recommendations to the ONet
Steering Committee for final consideration.

The Chancellor rif the Ohio Board of Regents appointed the Enterprise Ohio
Executive Committee to serve as an advisory group to the Chancellor. This
committee reviews all requests for funding from the Productivity Improvement
Challenge Program grants which funds special statewide projects such as ONet, Train-
the-Trainer and the Ohio Resource Exchai Se. The EnterpriseOhio Executive
Committee provides overall coordination of thesit statewide projects and combined
efforts of the colleges to meet business and industry training needs.
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ON-LINE SERVICES

ONet users access the network with a personal computer, a modem and specially
developed communications software which supports auto-dialing the network toll free
telephone number and automatically logging on to the network. Once online, the
user may access all available services from menus. The user can also transfer ASCII
or binary files, making it possible to send virtually any type of file, (including
spreadsheets and executable files) to other users throughout the network.

The services provided by ONet reinforce the colleges' partnerships with the state and
the private sector in supporting and advancing the economic and human resource
goals of the State of Ohio.

The most important function of ONet is to provide access to a "storehouse; of
information" through the database and bulletin board components.

Database Component

The database component permits the storage of, and access to, databases developed
and maintained by ONet user groups. The 'atabase component permits users to
search the data in an easy and efficient manner by searching any identified field for
a particular word, partial word, or group of words to retrieve desired information.
Developed specifically for ONet, and employing a similar search process for all
database access, the database facility is a generic system which can be customized
for any database to be stored on the network computers.

ONet not only provides access to databases stored on the computers at Cuyahoga
Community College, but will eventually permit linking with databases stored on other
computer systems via gateways. The following is a list of databases currently
available on ONet.

Institution/Agency Directory lists key staff from over 60 different institutions and
agencies.

Training and Services Inventory provides a comprehensive listing of credit and
non-credit training courses and services, designed and developed to meet the
need; of business and industry.

User ID Directory lists th ; names, titles, addresses and phone numbers of over
550 users who have access to ONet.

Development of additimal databases under consideration includes:

o Access/Retention database
o OBOR Taxonomy of ;alleges, programs and courses
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o Grants database
o Calendar of Events database
o Others as defined.

In addition to the database services on ONet, another major source of information
is provided by the bulletin board component.

Bulletin Board Component

ONet supports bulletin boards to deliver general bulletins or messages to all network
users, or selected information to "special interest groups" (SIG) by offering each SIG
its own dedicated bulletin board which can be accessed only by its members.

The bulletin board component currently consists of seven (7) public bulletin boards
and severs! private bulletin boards for SIGs. The ONet bulletin boards are designed
as electronic 3 x 5 card postings, limited to ten lines of copy but with the ability to
attach a text file of any length for more detailed information on the specific topic.
The text files can be read and printed on-line or download to the user's
microcompter. At the time an item is posted on a bulletin board, the user is
prompted for an expiration date which will automatically delete the message and
accompanying text file on the specific date.

The existing public bulletin boards include:

Ohio Network News Bulletin Board - Announces new ONet services, uatabases,
and facilities, as well as helpful hints on how to use the network's many features.

EnterpriseOhio Bulletin Board - Provides messages about the activities of
EnterpriseOhio, OBOR and associated projects.

Calendar of Events Bulletin Board - Lists meetings, seminars, and conferences
throughout the state.

General Information Bulletin Board - Contains general items of interest, requests
for information, want ads, etc., which do not apply to any of the other bulletin
boards.

Awards/Grants Bulletin Board - Lists announcements and sources for available
funding for eduer..tional prcjects.

Access/Retention Bulletin Board - Offers current information regarding successful
access/retention programs already in place at other institutions as well as
information on establishing new programs.

5
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Help Wanted - Includes information on positions available, positions sought and
requests for adjunct faculty and staff for special projects.

Electronic Mail Component

ONet offers the standard electronic mail functions of sending and receiving messages.
It also offers many lxpanded mail related services such as; permitting the user to file
messages received, generating and automatically storing copies of all messages sent,
forwarding messages to other users, replying immediately to messages, editing
messages and returning them to the sender, printing messages at the local office
primer, sending carbon copies to other users and requesting an automatic
acknowledgement when the message is read. There is even an on-line spell checker
and thesaurus available.

Users can send messages, documents, and files which vary in length from a few words
to a multi-page document. These documents can be composed while on-line with
ONet, or can be prepared on a microcomputer using stand-alone word-processing,
database or spreadsheet software packages. The documents can then be transferred
to the host computer and sent directly to identified user(s) or included in an
electronic message.

The user has the ability to send messages or prepaied documents to one or more
ONet users simultaneously, as well the ability to create and maintain distribution lists
to send messages, documents and files to groups of users, such as committee
members or project team members. Distribution lists can be created and maintained
by one user and easily shared with other members of the distribution list for their
use.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

The host hardware environment consists of an IBM 4381, Model Group 2 computer
system, associated disk and tape drives, an IBM 7171 protocol converter and several
other types of communications controllers.

The host software environment consists of the VP/SP5 operating system, under which
PROFS 2.2.3 and SQL operate. The PROFS menus and screens were customized
to provide consistent response from all function keys and more readable screen
displays. All menus rely on PROFS kernels which are called by the menu system,
All databases and bulletin boards rely on SQL as the information storage and
retrieval system and were designed to compliment the customized PROFS displays.

ONet is accessed through the use of a specially developed communications software
package developed by ONet with full on-site support from Systems & Computer
Technology Corporation staff. This special communications softy are permits the
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users to access ONet by pressing a single key which dials the telephone number and
automatically logs the user onto the network. Users need only enter their private
password to gain final access to ONet. Once logged-on to ONet, users have the use
of full screen editing and menus for ease of operation and selection of the many
functions available. ONet is accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

The communications environment consists of phone service provided by two vendors.
Four local dial-up lines are provided by Ohio Bell. Six toll free lines, for use within
the state of Ohio, are provided by AT&T. A nationwide toll free number is also
provided by AT&T. Error correcting modems capable of responding at 300, 1200
and 2400 baud are attached to each line, and are connecte' to the IBM 7171.

The end user hardware environment may consist of any IBM PC, IBM AT, IBM
PS/2, any compatible MS DOS computer or any Apple Macintosh computer. A
Hayes command set compatible modem is required. A compatible printer attached
to the microcomputer is also supported.

SUPPORT SERVICES

To effectively and efficiently use a computer network requires a certain level of
understanding and skill. Special training classes are offered periodically to lillp
develop the needed understanding of the network and to assist users in developing
the necessary skill level. This service is an important part of the overall ONet
philosophy to enhance the users' ability to effectively employ the services of the
network in the most efficient manner.

Assistance is also available on an ongoing basis. If users experience a problem, they
may call HELPDESK at (216) 241-6567, Monday through Friday, from 8:30 am to
5:00 pm. If the issue is not urgent, users may send an 'Net message to HELPDESK
anytime, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. HEL SK will respond to the query,
either via ONet or, if necessary, by telephone. In addition to HELPDESK, each
institution has appointed an ONet Liaison to assist local users with problems,
supervise the maintenance of institutional information in the databases and coordinate
activities with the ONet staff.

ONet Connection is a monthly publication distributed to ONet users as a regular
source of ideas on new and existing network capabilities and suggestions on how to
better use the available services. In addition, Enterprise Ohio News, a quarterly
publication, was created to inform potential users of the availability of the Ohio
Network for Information Exchange and to share information from the Ohio Board
of Regents, Enterprise Ohio Executive Committee and supported projects and
activities.
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A copy of the ONet communications software is given to each new user along with
the comprehensive Quick Start instructions which explains the setup and use of the
communications software.

A set of 16 Quick Reference Guides, outlining the major functions of ONet and
how to perform them, is also provided to every user of the network.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

ONet's initial development was started through a grant of $100,000 from the OBOR.
This represented less than a third if the first nine months' development costs. The
remawder of the costs were contributed by CCC and the three companies noted
earlier. Since that initial grant, OBOR/EnterpriseOhio has provided additional
funding in the amount of $285,000 to help launch ONet during the critical
development years while the network builds a strong bases of active users. It is
projected ONet will become self-supporting by 1992.

Institutions have made a commitment to use ONet and support the network through
assessment of users fees based on connect time. Currently, Ohio users are charged
at the rate of $20 per hour ($0.33 per minute). ONet, in cooperation with CCC's
Accounts Receivable department develop(' I a billing, invoicing and tracking system
to provide accurate records on revenue generated. Institutions are invoiced monthly;
each invoice details the active user IDs and connect time for the month.

Currently, there is no installation fee for new users, however, consideration is being
given to implementing a new user fee and/or some form of a minimum monthly fee.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

ONet is a dynamic system which will continue to grow, not only in the number of
users, but also in the available services to meet the changing needs of the user
groups.

In addition to the already available functions, ONet is planning for future services
which will have an even greater impact on the operation of individual institutions.
Some added services which are under consideration include:

o Gateways to other networks
o Electronic Computer Conferencing
o Electronic Survey Services
o Articulation Agreement Support
o Electronic Exchange of Student Information
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Although ONet was developed to serve institutions in Ohio, through the iNCAET
partnership, similar network services arc being offered to other states to develop
independent state networks like ONet "th the capability of linking the states into a
regional and eventually national network.

11,,;NEFITS

Some of the benefits gained from activtly using ONet include:

o Locating available training resources for business and industry to meet
training and employment needs.

o AssistinE colleges in their efforts to improve the economic development
climate ei their region.

o Improvinp communications and supporting information exchange among
participanng institutions.

o Sharing of viiluable resources among institutions and omitting duplication of
effort.

o Creating irportant linkages with colleagues throughout the state through
continued use of ONet.

o Sharing information and participating in the development of new applications
to meet changing needs.

o Providing a cost effective and time saving communications tool to:

Communicate with persons without participating in "phone tag".
Access information at the time it is needed.
Send and receive messages at any time. (The system is available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.)
Access electronic mail, bulletin boards and database information services
at the approximate cost of a regular state-wide long distance phone call,
but with the potential for more immediate response, timely information,
and "led services.
Electronically transfer a multi-page document to another user or a group
of users, immediately, at a fraction of the cost of sending a similar
document via Federal thrpress or U.S. Express Mail and with greater ease
and speed and lower cost than sending the same multi-page document
to several users through facsimile copy.
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Reachhig the Promised LAN

John Bates/Gerry Leclerc

McGill University

Montreal

Quebec, Canada

McGill Univeruy's Management Systems group recently installed PS/25 and a
Novell/ArcNet Local Area Network. This paper describes the environment, reviews the in-
stallation history, and discusses *he problems and successes of the Installation, Including
tha uses made of the LAN, and the features most liked and most disliked of the LAN and
the PS28.
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Background to McGill
McGill is Canada's oldest chartered university, founded in 1821 by a bequest from James McGill, a wealthy
Scottish Canadian fur trader. We have been living off bequests ever since.

Mc Is an English language institution in the heart :I what is now downtown Montreal. Montreal Is
primly French speaking, and our province of Quebec even more so. This provides one of our greatest
attractions o out of town students - the ability to "go foreign" and practice a "foret ," language whist
studying in Erviksh. It is also one of our greatest problems, since most of our funding comes from the
same French speNcing provincial government.

We are public in the sense Ova our funding is mainly provincial, private in that subject to some overall
approvals from Quebec we make our own rules and spend our money the way we see fit. We are
therefore something of a blend between your private and state universities.

We are medium to large, with a day student headcount d 22,000 (19,000 fte's), and an evening headcount
d another 8,000. Despite giving almost all d our courses in English, 2896 d or students are French
mother tongue.

Academically our major strengths are our professional faculties, particularly Medicine, Law and
Engineering, and our strong research trat..i record in all areas. We receive more competitively awarded
research grant dollars per full time academic than any other university In Canada.

OrganisationaNy, our strength is in our decentralisatim. We have a long tradition of faculty power and
"bottom up" decision making. The more perceptive will imniedkitaly recognise that potentially this can
also be a major weakness, and certainly makes providing campus-wL:a applications and campus wide
standards an Interesting challenge.

The other, overwhelming weakness, Is our financial position. Our deficit for the current year was originally
budgeted for $12 million (US) - it is now expected to be around $6 million due to an improved provincial
grant. Our cumulative deficit will be d the order of $50 million (US) at the end d the current year.

This sorry financial picture comes after years d belt tightening, short time summer working, and staff cuts,
and is attribrutable to significant, long term, and self admitted government tmdedunding of us relative to
the other large Quebec universities, and to a provincial policy which has frozen tuition fees at their 1968
levels. A Canadian student at McGill pays $450 (US) for tuition per yea', eve,ii in Medicine.

Background to Management Systems
Management Systems is a kitty typical administrative systems group, with 35 development staff and 20
operations people who do batch data entry, batch updatkig and reporting, and give first line support to our
administrative network users. We share the university's 3090-180E (vector) with researchers (a growing
load since It's largely free time), students (a dadkika; load since free PCs are more fun than free
mainframes), and commercial customers (also declining). Our load Is naturally growing.

We run MVS/XA, IMS as our main database, TSO/ISPF for development, COBOL Mark IV and V, and have
just installed Adabas, Natural and other Software AG products.

Organisationally we report to the same vice principal as the Computing Centre/Telecommunications group.
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But our piper today is to do with how and why we implemented a Local Area Network for all of our
development and most of our operations staff.

Objectives of the LAN
Ali of our developers and most of our operations people have had terminals for several years. Shoe 1982
we had gradually added a Idudge of various PCs, XTs, ATs and donee, aswe shall discuss later. When the
story opens then we had a mix of ancient terminals and disparate PCs.

One of my goats in proposing the UN was therefore to sknpiffy this mbced environment. Mother, and
perhaps the most important, was to turn my development staff on to PC possibilities. Some were already
PC enthusiasts - most were not. Most had Me concept of what PCs could do - and were doing In the right
hands - for administrative computing. I vaulted to position my staff so that they bob' understood desktop
computing, and could service the growing demands for PC applicationssupport.

Similarly I wanted to build our experience with LANs, so that we could better suppat the needs of
administrators.

And naturally I wanted to do all this and at the same time kn- prove our productivity In the development
an operational areas.

And finally I wanted to regain the initiative we used to have, Le. to catch up with or (gulp) surpass our
power users in the field who were doing greet things with PC/LAN technology.

Configuration
The configuration that we selected for our MIS department LAN consisted of industry standard software
and hardware, which our Computing Centre!'4id on its approved list of Campus produ .2. For our Network
operating syntem we chose Novell Advanced NetWare 286. Weare uurrently using version 2.12 revision
B.

The workstations and servers were provided through our Computer Centre Store, and NqtWare was
"gen'ed" (Installed) on our servers by the technical staff of the Computing Centre.

Our choice of workstation was the IBM PS/2 Model 30 286 w4h 1 Megabyte of RAM and 1,1.44 Megabyte
diskette drive. We decided against hard disk drives, as we wanted everyone to store files on the network
disk. The reason for this was to reduce costs and service problems, and to ensure that files wire regularly
backed up. Every station was equipped with , model 8613 VGA colour display and a mouse. Altogether
there are about 50 woricstations.

Each workstation is connected to the LAN using ARCnet Interface adapters supplied byPure Data Inc. In
Canada. The cable plant xinsiste of RG62U cotedal cable. ARCnet uses a tree topology, with
workstations attaching to branches of the tree using "passive hubs" and the branches connecting to the
trunk using "active hubs". Our own operations group did all d the cable and hub installation.

We decided to have 2 network file servers. One Is the production machine and the other acts as a print
server and backup machine for the first. For these, we selected Everex 386 PCs running at 20 Megahertz
and equipped with 4 megabytes of RAM. We used 300 Megsbyte CDC fixed disk drives for storage. Each
file server is protected &gait k.t power falures and surges by uninterruptibie power supplies (UPS)
manufactured by American Power Conversion Inc. For backup we are using a Legacy 150 megabyte tape
drive.
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Our backup cycle consists of daily copies of ail files, a tape made weeldy and kept for a month, and two
monthly tapes which alternate. We also keep a taps off-site.

Since each of our workstations requires access to our host mainframe systems, our plan was to use the
LAN as a path to the mainframe with the addition of a gateway rover running a program developed
in-house by our Computksg Centre staff called Net3270. This would eliminate our need for two cable
connections to each PC, and extra communications hardwaresoftware such as IRMA.

We also added a remota dial -In gateway server to our LAN using the Remote2 communicatkm software
from Crosstalk communications.

Timet ible
The UMS LAN grew out of experience with a smaller LAN set up In 1986 within the department's
Information Centre. This LAN was based on ARCnet and NetWare, and connected 4 IBM PC's to an IBM
AT file server. The Info Centre staff gained experience with the LAN, and I as manager of the ink. Centre
felt that this would be a good facility for the entire MIS department. Being a keen PC advocate, my boss
the director of UMS, became wired to our tiny network soon after we had it fully "shaken down".

In November 88, I prepared a paper for our annual Managers Retreat proposing a LAN for all of
Management Systems (excluding Data Entry which had their own minicomputer based system). A
decision was taken to go ahead with the proposal if funding could be secured. A month later we had the
final spedffcations and cost estimate for the network. Luckily, the funds were allocated and work began.

The first step was to expand the adding Info Centre LAN to a subset of the department and gauge how
well things went. This would help A gain experience on a smaller scale with the vagaries of equipment
acquisition, cable installations, software setup, training, and user reactions. We selected staff ranked as
project managers and above as our plot group. They were ail 'quipped with PC's (many of our other staff
were not), and they were the easiest to work with because their computing needs were more PC oriented,
and they had more PC experience than our analysts and programmers who worked more with the
mainframe.

We held our first training course In December 88, and by January 89 had about a dozen new stations on
the LAN. Everything was working pretty well, so In February we began to spread the LAN to all remaining
systems and operations staff. We decided to acquire and install PC's In groups of 10, to make it easier to
setup the hardware and train staff.

Around this time we upgraded our IBM AT server to an Everex PC. Since more than half of the remaining
taff not yet networked had PC's already, these were replaced with substantially better P8I2 models.

Others who had terminals, were working with PC's for the very first time. Those staff that had PC's were
using their PC's as terminals with IRMA cards. We replaced the IRMA cards kito the new PC's. This meat it
that we had to run two cables to each PC temporarty until our gateway connection (Net3270) was fully
operational. ARCnet uses the UM. type of cable as a 3270, so this made the job easier as we were well
experienced with installing this kind of coax.

By April 80 we received our last lot of 10 PC's, and everythirn was running! We pulled several of our staff
off of the IRMA link to the mainframe and tested Net3270. We gradually increased the load to test the
performance and reliability of the gsteway. We instituted moldy meetings between myself, my backup
from the systems staff and our operations people to discuss the ongoing management and operation of
the LAN.
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There were still a few odds and ends missing or backordered (spare NIU cards, extra RAM, multi-user
copies of software), but by May these had come in. By June, the implementation was for all Intents and
purposes, complete.

Over the summer we installed new modular workstation furniture In the department, and the IAN was a
Godsend in allowing us to easily relocate staff both during and after the move. At this time we cut over to
Net3270 fully, and ceased using IRMA.

Problems
Although everything Is now running very smoothly (Pm amazed at how smoothly actuanyl), we did have
our share of problems getting everything right.

Several items shipped to us were defective or failed soon after installation. Among these were 2 network
interface units (adapter cards), 1 colour display, 1 PS/2 system unit, and 1 of the UPS's.

We also encountered another 'WOW when we discovered that about 50 megabytes of our 300 megabyte
drives were unusable after being formatted for NetWare.

Since we had two servers, we wanted both to be "onikerso we bridged them to each other. This allows a
workstation to access either file rerver. This proved to be problematic, as we somehow got the addresses
d the servers mbced up, and couldn't activate one of them. Not having gen'od the operating system puts
you at a disadvantage at times like this!

Mother problem which still haunts us today is RAMCRAM, or the inability to fit everything you want Into
memory at once. We ere shoehorning DOS, NetWare, the mouse driver, NetWare menus, Net3270, and
Framework III into 6401( This leaves very little working storage, and sometimes programs hterfere with
one another. We have reclaimed some extra space by using the LANspace program, and by eliminating
Netblos from Net3270.

Cables always seem to present headaches in any network installation. We had are share of difficulties as
well with cables being unplugged indiscriminately. Once we finally got everyone trained In terminating
unused cables, the problem went away. It's a good kiss to physically attacha cable terminator to each
cable, with a note explaining is use at t' .a end of every user accessible cable!

Our servers are attached to a mufti-building fibre optic local area network running ProNet ebeckbone, via
a gateway. We had several problems with this connection, but with the ProNet driver software and with
noise. Our Computing Centre sok: i the noise problems, but It took a lot of work. The drivers still do not
always initialize correctly. The long term solution to this problem is to replace the Pronet with another
network, as our Computing Centre expands th3 backbone to cover most of the campus.

Another source of problems attempting to change anything about the LAN during the day. Don't do It!
Like the maktrame, Ws best to make changes outside of normal working hours.

We encountered several difficuldes getting our backup tapes to work reliably. Our first unit, a Genoa tape
system, never worked 100% of the time. Fortunately It wu planned to replace It from the beginning, and
its replacement a Legacy drive soon took over. It ado did not always wort! Eventually the problem was
determined to be owing to the fact that the PC that I was attached to had 512K of memory. Attached k a
640K machine, It has worked fine ever since.
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Trying to find a secure spot to ha. rovers to protect them from the environment, and curious
fingers, has also been difficult for a department always short on space. Right now they are kept in
telephone wiring closets, where telephone technicians often have to work - and unplug things! We are
planning to move them kito /aciable cabinets soon.

Some of the software we have is only needed by a single user, but since we don't have hard disks on our
PCs (and software often requires a hard disk) we have installed the software on the server. With some
packages (e.g Harvard Graphics) the software does not work properly on a network disk.

In the area of human psychology, we hi some difficulty when we switched to the Novell Menus. This is a
very nice menu facility, much better than the batch fie menus we had used at first, but our users had
grown accustomed to the old menus, and took awhile to adjust to the new "user interlace".

Recently we discovered that even though we have plenty of free disk space, we have run out of "directory
entries" on the Me server. This means that we have used up all of the space to enter fie and directory
names on the NetWare volume. Apparently this can only be changed (increased) by regenerating the
operating system, a formidable task I am given to undWtand. We are living with the problem for now by
reallocating files onto another spare volume (lucky we have that) and by careful policing and fie
maintenance of the bloated volume. The lesson here is to allocate plenty of directory entries when you
"gen" the disk volumes. 9,000 entries may sound 11141 a big number, but you'd be amazed at how quit:My
network disks attract fleet

Another fiasco we lived through related to printed output from the laser printers attached to both file
servers. NetWare has an option that allows you to print "banner" pages (proclaiming the name of the
person to whom the prkitout belongs) and separator sheets. These sheets have a useful purpose, but
waste an incredible amount of paper and toner, especially for the majority of print jobs which are just one
or two pages. We've compromised by milting the banners, but leaving the separator pages. People
have to sort through printed output and Identify their own jobs.

One of our worst problems had to do with the Net3270 gateway. In the first couple of months the gateway
hung, or went down occasionally, due to noise on the backbone network linking us to the mainframe
computer located at our Computing Centre. This was pretty serious because most of our staff spend their
time communicating with the mtddrame, ary Net3270 downtime resulted in much idle staff time. The
major problem was finally rectified by removing the gateway from the backbone and placing it on a
dedicated coax cable running to the Computhg Centre from our office. Since then we have had other
troubles caused by Ndbios, but these have been cleared up as our Computkig Centre re-wrote Net3270 to
bypass Netblos altogether. In the last three weeks we have had no downtime at all.

Results
When the dust had settled, I surveyed al of the LAN users to see how they were using it, and how they felt
about IL

Uses - On a weighted average basis, 59% of the time the PCs are being used in 3270 emulation mode
using Net 3270. This Is not too iiurprising as about half of the users are programmers or data
controllers/schedulers.

30% of the time the PCs are being used with PC level packages, principally Framework Ill for word
processing, but also including FoxBase/FoxPro, RBase, EasyFlow, 1-2-3, Harvard Graphics and a hod of
°them

E Md to other people within the department takes up 6% of the tine, and E Mall outs, de a further 2%.
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Features - I asked whet people liked most about the PS/2a Bearing in mind thatwe had all come from
either a monochrome 3270 or a monochrome PC1, the most liked feature was perhaps not surprisingly the
colour screen, mentioned by 48I6, followed ly the keyboard (2996), overall speed (26%), and flexiblity
(19%). Amongst the other beloved features, the overall size, shape, colour and general aesthetics received
several mentiona

Top of the lust-Mod features were the inebility to hot-key between sessions as easilyas with Irma (23%),
the overall speed (1616), and nothing at all (23%).

I asked the same questions for the LAN as opposed to the PCs. Top of the pops were E Mal at 4296, so
much easier on the LAN than with the previous mainframe version, and disk handing. Staff find using the
disk server vastly better than fighting dozens of floppies. Access ton wide range of shared software was
very close, at 39%, then trailing behind came laser printing and using shared files, both with 19%.

Remarkably the highest most-disliked feature for the LAN was "Nothing", with 1696.

Conclusions
The LAN and PS2s have been very well received. Naturally what people like best is what's new - colour,
better keyboard, speed and the LAN. From the management perspective I am very pleased with the
relative ease with which the LAN went in. We profited by walking, then jogging, then running. I am also
pleased with the attkude change on the part of the staff towards PCs, and their acquisition of PC expertise.
Finely, the hnprovement in internal communications through E Mal alone justifies a large part of the
04101180.

I look forward to building r 1 our experiences so far by expanding the support we prov......, for end-user
computing, and by upgrading some of our PS2s to take advantage of CASE and cooperative development
of mainframe applications on the desktop.

I am also gratified that our traditional users such as the Registrar are now knocking on our door to Join our
LAN, and at least one existing small LAN wants to come on board ours to eliminate their support
overhead.

- 6 -
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ABSTRACT

Legislation for a National Research and Education Network (NREN) may
soon be introduced in Congress. The NREN could create opportunities for
major changes in the kind and content of information services delivered by
academic libraries to the scholarly community. Examples are on-demand ndl
text delivery, self-generated interlibrary loan, access to electronic library
catalogs which include article-level access points, access to non- bibliographic
data files and new means of electronic scholarly communications. Libraries
and library organizations have important roles to play in the NREN,
enhancing access to these and other information resources.
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'We expect the revolution In comnunicatioss to extend the power of our brains. lb ultimate effect will be the
transformation and unification of all techniques for the exchange of ideas and intonation, of culture and
itaraing. It will not may laterate new knowledge, but will supply the means for its worid-wide dissemination
and absorpdo

David Sarnoff, 18914971
Founder and President, RCA

World of RCA.

Library Automation and Networking

Academic libraries must Still purchase, process, store and kid books and journals, but they must also acquire
and access information in electronic form. They must do all of these things efficiently in addition to providing
access to the universe of information not within their walk. To quote Richard de Gennaro, "Technology is
making the resouras within the library available beyond its walls, and the resources beyond its walls available
within the V' rary". (1) The way libraries manage these accomplishments is in great part related to an increasing
use of tetecommtmication networks. We will illustrate and explain some of the current library uses of
telecommunication networks and look at ways an cspanded high-speed network which connects private and public
sector, business and educational research endeavors will impact libraries.

Processing

Libraries use machine readable bibliographic descriptions to create online public access catalogs in addition to
typed, handwritten, or manually produced catalog cards created prior to the mid 70s. Twenty years ago, a
Dray catalog department may have housed 20 or 30 catalogers describing all the new books and journals
acquired for the library. We still have all those personally produced records, but today the catalog department
has far fewer staff, and those remaining search national bibliographic databases for records which match the new
books and journals in hand. They may make minor changes in the records, but they acquire the ten of the
record over telecommunications lines, depositing them one by one into the local online catalog.

Similarly, libraries use telecommunication links to order new materials through library vendors or publishers.
Electronic mail systems are widely used to speed orders to vendors. S"metimes the vendors are able to supply
the matching cataloging records along with the books.

When journal issues do not arrive on time, or if missing issues neeu so be ordered, electronic mail systems are
used to claim them. Libraries also dial into large serial vendor databases of journal holding information to
determine issue availability.

Y ';se and many other ways, libraries make extensive use of bibliographic Of commercial database searching
phone lines, and sometimes, dedicated high speed lines. The size and scope of research library collections

Ana the need to process them efficiently mandate the use of information technologies.

National Bibliographies

The large national bibliographic databases used for processing collections also rave other purposes. The two
largest databases are OCLC and RUN. Current developments in the ways libraries and scholars are using these
national bibliographic "utilities" have major impacts on telecommunication networks.

The utilities were developed for library use, not individual use. They continue to be chiefly used for cataloging
functions and for resource sharing. However, both organizations have been moving toward providing individual
access to their databases OCLC is about to launch new search software called EPIC, which will allow much
more flexible subject searching of the 20 million records contributed by the staffs of the 10,000 member libraries.
Direct (not mediated by a librarian) patron use of the OCLC database will then be facilitated. Plans are not yet
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made, however, for interest access to OCLC, since OCLC is just now installing a new telecommunication
network. However, it is common for libraries using OCLC to offer public access terminals in their library
buildings, and with EPIC, individual use of the massive database will be easier andmore effective. The Research
Library Group (RLG) has already announced its plan to allow individual scholars affiliated with member
universities to search its database, RLIN; and RLG has recently completed a pilot project called the Research
Access Project which was ,' ed in part to identify needs for direct searcher access not mediated by librarians.
Further, RLG has announ . internet access to the many research and bibliographic files in RUN. RLG is
installing its own dedicated high speed pathway, linking all the member campuses for materials processing and
information transactions. Two RLG libraries, University of Pennsylvania and New York University, are
developing gateways to nr:,ve easily from the online catalog to RUN.

Interlibrary Lending and Document Delivery

The largest research library cannot afford to own even a small percentage of all published works, so it must be
highly selective about building collections to be housed locally. By joining organizations such as OCLC and
RLG, I braries have for many years used their bibliographic databases to locate copies of research materials
which lucir. not been purchased locally. This is possible because the utilities store information not only describing
the item itself, but listing all libraries owning the item. A library using either system can electronically transmit
a borrowing request to the holding library, or a lune of holding hi:wanes. Very recently, interlibrary lending
meant that once the location of a ne.,Ied item was found, and the electronic mail request was sent, the person
needing the item waited fo: the U.S. mail to deliver the book or article. With recent advances in telefacsimile
technology, high quality', high resolution copies can be made available by scanning and sending via phone lines.
OCLC is even planning extraterrestrial library service with the Technical Library at NASA to beam information
to astronauts. (2) Very recently, some libraries and library organizations are experimenting with digital scanning
and digital sending, using fiber technology and the internet or components of the internet. The RLG anticipates
using its dedicated network at night for large volumes of fax transmissions so that rush interlibrary loan requests
need not depend on the mail. RLG is also developing a document transmission workstation to speed both the
document request and the document itself on their way between libraries and other libraries, and between
libraries and scholars. (3)

Although the RLG document transmission workstation is intended to be a critical part of the library document
delivery service rather than a multipurpose workstation for scholarly use, the vision of a workstation enabling
information to be received directly by the scholar is not a new one. "In 1945, Vannevar Bush urged scientists
no longer dedicated to the war effort to turn their aeativity to making knowledge more accessible. The device
he pictured, which he called ammemex," was a desk which incorporated a numerically controlled microfilm store,
reader, and camera. The stored information would include both published works and personal records; several
items could be viewed simultaneously at high resolution....The computer had not yet emerged from the closed
doors of the wartime cryptography department, but Bush's vision of the scholar's workstation is still a goal for
the library of the future." (4)

Electronic Storage of Full Text

Vannevar Bush looked toward microtext for solutions rather than storage of text in digital farm, but it is possible
that the next step toward Bush's ideal scholar's workstation is about to be taken. Once the library scans or
receives the document, and before it relays the document to the requestor's fax machine or computer, the library
will store the document in analog or digital form, comOzte with illustrations, and link it to a bibliographic record
for retrieval upon the next request. There is present experimentation with digitization of photographicand other
graphic data for storage on compact disk or videodisc. Is this a form of publishing? What are the copyright
ramifications? How much storage will libraries use? What involvement will libraries need withoptical technology
on site? How long should such documents be kept? Will publishers become the archive for their publications,
instead of libraries? These and other public policy issues 1. Ire been cited by Clifford Lynch as areas of great
interest to libraries. (5) As scanning technology improves and standards evolve for document compression, the
solutions to these questions will be addressed in the near term.
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141/a aa , 7.i-salons such as OCLC and RLG are key to policy development on these and other related issues.
At this time, INAK ." 0 and the American Library Association, as well as many states which are establishing
statewide fax networks, are developing interlending policies and protocols for new delivery methods. Clearly,
these policies will affect telecommunication traffic loads, and will lead to the resolution of many copyright, far
use, telecommunication access and scholarly communication issues.

Commercial Document Sources

There is a link with the co nmercial document delivery sector. Competing with libraries as sources of documents
are many nonprofit and for-profit electronic delivery systems. Among these are:

1. ADONIS (Article Delivery Over Network Information Service)
2. ARTEMIS (Automated Retrieval of Text from Europe's Multinational Information Service)
3. Scientific Delivery System
4. EIDOS (Electronic Information Delivery Online System)
5. APOLLO (Article Procurement with On-Line Local Ordering)
6. Transdoc
7. Knowledge Warehouse
8. Project Mercury
9. ISI's Genuine Article Service
10. The ERIC Document Reproduction Service
11. Chemical Abstracts Service
12. University Microfilms International Document Service

It is worth noting that these organizations and the fees they charge affect the library's choices for the most
effective way of obtaining needed information. This in turn will affect interlending operations and their cost
e ffectiveness. If commercial document sources were on high speed networks alongside major research libraries
or even publishers (a great many academic publications are now owned by a handful of large corporations) some
interesting developments might occur. At this time, it is generally less expensive for the end-borrower to use
libraries, but only because academic libraries are willing to absorb costs of delivering documents not owned
locally to their primary clientele. RLG is considering a pilot project with UMI to include this company's serials
holdings in the RLIN database so scholars will have easy access to the choice of using either UMI .-.): interlibrary
loan.

Take a aroment to think about what part A the scholarly communication marketplace w Along to academic
libraries and what part will remain in the private sector, as well as new ways they ma;' be intertwined. The
datafile produced by the scholar is the basis for research findings. The database itself will be 'published' by
listing and describing it in library resource files in association with ICPSR - like consortia which archive and send
copies. The published findings, possibly in electronic form, are indexed by 6 e private sector, as always, burt the
indexes are available on library catalogs. Procedings indexes and journal indexes are produced commercialy.
Libraries are likely to continue to enhance access to listings and delivery of documents, and may move toward
distribution systems for not-very-profitable areas such as small scholarly markets, while the private sector will
profit through activity in larger academic markets.

Special Collections an Scanned Images

The nature of available documents is changing, too, end in a way which might greatly affect telecommunication
traffic. Digitizes: text, especially text with graphics or other images, consumes a considerable amount of storage
space and telecommunication time. There are several pilot projects experimenting with scanning images with
the intent of making them available to remote researchers The Library of Congress' American Memory Project
is one example, and the National Agricultural Library's 1. ,N project is another. In the NAIN project, the
National Agricultural Library (NAL) and the North Carolina State University (NCSU) Libraries will establish
a telecommunications link through the Internet which will enable NAL to transmit digitized page images of
requested material to NCSU. This demonstration project will test the technical feasibility and administrative
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structures necessary to capture, transmit, and receive machine-readable page im ges at remote sites. (6) A
benefit to the scholar is clear: special or rare collections unavailable until now for examination without a site visit
may be scanned, stored and retrieved from storage for transmission to local campus networks.

Preservation

Those who are concerned with the role of the library as the archive for preservation of information regardless
of format we considering questions about the role of the library in veserving electronic images, including
questions about the potential of scanning and storage of information as a preservation method. The Commission
on Preservation and Access has recently appointed a Technology Assessment Advisory Committee to address
these very issues. "Obviously, the goal is not only to produce a copy of a deteriorating item with relatively
permanent life and of comparable or even enhanced quality and definition, but to provide copies that can be
electronically stored, searched, disseminated, and reproduced in suitable print form from remote locations in a
manner that is both convenient and cost-effective for the library and its users. ...Ow, the next few years, the
Committee expects to concentrate on such areas as electronic image capture or scanning, compression and
enhancement, optical character recognition, storage devices, transmission networks, workstations, user interfaces,
searching algorithms and printing devices." (7)

Union Catalogs

In the past, the library card catalog was usually intended to provide an index to the material owned by that one
library. Some groups of libraries had card catalogs called union catalogs because the catalog listed and described
material owned by more than one library. It is now common for libraries to join together in international,
national, regional and local networks to share the expenses of automating. The online catalogs of these groups
of libraries contain information about the collections of all libraries in the shared automation project. This
means the concept of a single catalog for a single library is no longer assumed to be the case. At the national
level, one of the newest networks for such resource sharing is called LEGEND - Legal Electronic Network and
Database. LEGEND provides law libraries with an authoritative database for legal materials andan effective way
for some 500 law libraries to create, send and fill interlibrary loan requests using the OCLC Interlibrary Loan
Subsystem. (8) It is also very common for regional resource sharing to be promoted through the development
and use of regional online catalogs. The MELVYL system in California is a well-known example. The three
major research libraries in the Research Triangle of North Carolina is another example, since the three libraries
share the use of TRLN, a public access catalog. Some state legislatures have been funding efforts to link research
libraries in the state to enhance availability of research resources to the taxpaying public. In Indiana, where the
major research libraries all use the same catalog software (NOTIS), a Notis-to-Notis Ink has been funded for
development. In Michigan, all the major research libraries use NOTIS and will be searchable on MERIT. In
some cases where the major state resource libraries are not on the same automation system, the linkage is more
difficult, but is still being developed. In Colorado, a system called IRVING provides baseline search capability
for dissimilar online catalogs. Even the utilities are beginning to look at technical issues of interconnectivity; a
RLG/OCLC technical paper is underway.

External Library Resources

Recently, some research libraries have been adding more than local or regional library information to the catalog.
For instance, many of the bibliographic records of the Center for Research Libraries collections (located in
Chicago) can be added to the catalog of any member. The Center for Research Libraries acquires expensive and
often little used research material which then becomes available to all members. The local online catalog
containing CRL catalog records will retrieve entries for material located in Chicago and available for loan even
if the searcher and the member library is in California.

Journal Article Access in the Catalog

A growing number of libraries are taking this concept further by adding databases to the online catalog for
nonbook material such as indexes to journal articles. The index to journal articles may be accessible to the user
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using the same search engine as the online catalog if it is loaded as part of the online catalog. Even if it is not
part of the catalog, the journal article file is usually listed on a menu along with the book catalog. The library
has the choice of adding article level indexing for journals not in its own collections by leasing access tr
commercial indexes, or it may index only journals in its own collections or the collections of itF cooperative
r itomation consort:um. In this way, indexes to journal literature are available to an/ campus network user, or
through dial access to the library computer. In the past teri or fifteen years, this could only be accomplished
through the use of dial access programs where the trained searcher dials into a remote mainframe mounted
dumal Indec made available by database vendors. This is a case where telecommunication based use of data
files by libraries is already decreasing. However, the potential for another substantial change in data acct's
exists: the ideal Access method for commercial journal indexes might involve Internet access made available by
the pro'Iucers of d Labases rather than phone line access through vendors.

The definition of a ;Iraq catalog has forever changed. (9) Catalogs no longer provide an index to owned
materials, but to materials available globally for access via interlibrary lending or commercial document delivery
services.

Direct Search Access to Catalogs

Moreover, individual online catalogs are increasingly available for searching on the internet. The current list on
the Humanities Bulletin Board on the Internet contains over 25 major research library catalogs. This could
change the process of access to the schoiarly record, as research libraries continually increase the size of the
databases of machine readable catalog entries through conversion efforts from card form. IIowever, proprietary
or commercial files included in individual online catalogs nny be problematic for the internet user. CARL, the
Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries has, for example, an electronic encyclopedia mounted and available to
CARL members. It is not available without password authorization to those dialing in or coming in through the
internet.

Information for Distance Learning

As remote access to library catalogs becomes even more universal, libraries become better equipped to support
the information access needs of those involved in extension education programs. As the NREN is linked to state
or regional telecommunication structures, we envision improvements in access to educational programs available
through 'elecommunication, interactive learning, video and data communication. Even the most remote
geogr.pnic region can be a local phone call away from continuing education, extension degree program, teacher
training programs, or partnership programs between secondary and higher education. Library, landing, and
information service systems supporting such educational Initiatives are vital.

Information fer Eccnomic Development

Just as information access plays a critical role in extension or distance learning initiatives, so does information
access enhance and encourage economic development. Public libraries and state funded academ4: libraries are
sources of business, market, and technical information key to economic growth. Remote access to business and
technical information through regional library cooperatives and document delivery systems based on high speed
networks are already ,resent in some states and region., and are under development in others. Expanded access
to educational networks for t".ese purposes is in direct support of state-based economies, or third world
economies.

MRDF

So far, we have discussed the library's role in using telecommunication networks to access descriptions of printed
material. Although the much proclaimed paperless society has not yet occurred, libraries are indeed acquiring
information which 's made available only in electronic form. Electronic bulletin boards, electronic journals, U.S.
government literature indexes published on compact disk, data files and access software distebuted on compact
disk, and information sources such as the electronic encyclopedia just mentioned are all available in libraries.

6
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Nonbibliographic data is often accessit1-, in the library in machine readable form, and aggregate data sets are
widely lila 4 through ICPSR (InterunAversity Consortitni for Political and Social Research). Some universities
involve me rary as the source of access to awl information about such aggregate data tapes.

The two utilities (OCLC and RLG) have recently announced a cooperative project to make available both
cataloging describing the ICPSR tapes and the code books accompanying the tapes. In addition to files from
ICPSR, RLG is now exploring arrangements with the Oxford Text Archive, ESRC Data Archive, and the
Rutgers/Princeton Center for Machine Readable Texts. Machine readable data files on compact disk well
as in otht r formats are in libraries of all types, including small public libraries. Library involvement in
management of machine readable data files (MRDF) is raising many questions. According to a recent RLG
study:

"MRDF itself is a generic term covering a wide variety of electronic information in terms of
l"oth physical format and data content. MRDFs can be a computer program, a collection of
raw data, or a combination of both. Data itself may be numeric, textual, g. aphic, or a mix.
MRDFs may exist on floppies, laser discs, magnetic tape, or hard discs. Data files may be static
or dynamic. The data itself may bn unique or exist in a variety of formats and combinations.
The information may be public or private. MRDFs may be stored locally or accesses from a
remote site. Some of these files are intended for public consumption, having excellent
documentation, while others have been created by individuals for personal use without any
initial intent to make the data widely available. Data files of the latter type often have little or
no documentation and are not "robust" (thoroughly tested). Some MRDFs may be accessible
as they are act ,Aired; others may require extensive programming before they can be used by
faculty and students. Individual MRDFs may require certain equipment andjor specific
operating systems to be useable. Certain formats and/or publishers of MRDFs may require
"stand-alone" workstations, while et' er sources of electronic information may provide formats
and licensing options which ally data to be networked within the institution. This
technology brings a dimension to information resources and their ust and management that
raises new issues for collection management and development, ranging from identification,
selection, funding, and acquisition to cat '':Aging, housing, disseminating, and sharing." (10)

Recently emerging as a major player in access to scholarly data files are the library consortia. RLG has assumed
a critical development role through its PRIMA (Program for Research Information Management) project. As
a result of PRIMA, several nonbibliographic data files will be available on RLIN. One of these is the MEMDB,
the Medieval and Early Modern Data Bank. It was created by scholars at Rutgers University, and through a
funded pr& ect, was made accessible by search software. The first phase of the project involved publishing the
database on disk, but the next phase involves access via RLIN. Another RLIN file is Research In Progress, a
file of entries and abstracts of journal articles accepted but not yet published in several journals indexed by the
Modern Language Association as well as a number of women's studies journals. RIPD also contains information
about funded research. Another 'early alert' file may be a table of contents service from Engineering
Information, Inc. for very recent literature not yet indexed. With such a growing variety of nonbibliographic
research data available through library organizations as well as in individual libraries, direct use by scholars of
these resources is highly likely to increase.

New Forms of Scholarly Communication

A new wrinkle in the de lopment or publishing of research findings d the publishing of research data is now
be-ng explored by Johns Hopkins University Medical Library. In this experiment with the publishing process,
the text is mounted on a 1atabase, accessed by readers, students, and critics who respond directly via E-mail to
the author. (11) This in ,ractive process has also been proposed recently by Sharon Rodgers (12) as a way to
revolutionize the scholarly publishing process. In her model, a working draft would be circulated to readers
electronically before comments are cumulated into the finished version for review by referees.

7
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Libraries and the NREN

Title II of Albert Gore's bill (National High-Performance Computer Technology Act of 1989) creates the
National Research and Education Network. Title III addresses the National Information Infrastructure. This
infrastructure includes 1) a directory of network users 2) access to unclassified federal scientific databases,
3) prototyping of computer chips and other devices using centralized facilities connected to the network, 4)
databases and knowledge banks for use by artificial int-iligence programs, and 5) provision for international
collaboration among researchers.

If we examine each element of this "infrastructure" in relationship to academic libraries, we find that academic
libraries have a long history of:

1. Using technology to build and maintain directories of network users;
2. Providing access to a variety of databases;
3. Working with applications and systems programmers to develop prototype front-ends, protocol

converters, database loaders, search engine software, etc.;
4. Providing access to local and network-based non-bibliographic databases and knowledge banks; and
5. International collaborations related to information technology.

Academic librar'-s will continue to use information technology to process collections, lend materials, deliver
documents, access bibliographic utilities and other database vendors, provide access to local and network-based
non-bibliographic databt_Ars and provide access to their own catalogs via the internet. The major difference tor
academic libraries between the present and the future is the increasing extent to which they must be at the
forefront of plans to design the network niarigement system which pulls these resources together and permits
our primary clientele to access these resources in a standard, consistent, and intuitive manner.

What then will be the role of libraries as a part of this infrastructure? In a presentation given at the May 1989
meeting of the Association of Research Libraries, Kenneth M. King of EDUCOM cited the Library of Congress
(LC) Network Advisory Committee charge to research libraries as related to the emerging national
comrr ..gnication network. Libraries will be responsible for "collecting, preserving, organizing, presenting, and
managing scholarly information regardless of format, for the design of the network knowledge management
system which permits scholars to access information resources in a standard, consistent and intuitive manner, for
connecting libraries to the network and managing interlibrary interaction and bibliographic resources on the
network, and for supporting scholarly access to network information resources." (13) Taken further, we think
the library community will develop directories of data points. Libraries will be responsible for archives of
electronic infonnatiort and for preservation and ensured access to public information. Libraries will be
responsible for library-to-library communication protocols. They will be responsible for user education and
training in the use of information resources. ibraries have already been critical in the development of standards
for command language, and will continue to be critical in implementation of user interfaces with data files,
whether they are bibliographic or non bibliographic in nature. The library 7.1?mmunity has long been active in the
standards community (another example is the work cf libraries with publishers to encourage the implementation
r a standard markup language for electronic manuscript editing) and have gone on record supporting the
ISO/OSI standard. Despite tht fact that our campus networks and library automation systems are using TCP/IP,
libraries have also been leading the way with OSI based pilot projects such as the Linked Systems Project now
underway between several large academic libraries, the Library of Congress, OCLC, and RLG. (14)

NREN's Impact on Libraries

In ordel to accomplish any of the charges proposed by LC's Network Advisory Committee, academic libraries
must rust have an active role in planning information policy for the campus. Research libraries must ensure
that they are cone' cted to the campus networks, so as to provide state of the art telecommunication pathways
to external and campus resources. Research library staffing and library organization charts must shift. One
recent gaze at the future of academic libraries (15) predicts flatter organizational structures, greater numbers
of non-library information professionals, (including computing professionals) and structures supporting the
outreach of inf- rmation services from the library to scholars according to discipline-based needs. These changes
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will be mandated by the fact that scholars will increasingly see their local library as one of many sources for the
scholarly record. Their needs for assisted information access will occur wherever they work and access
information networks -- in theii homes, offices, labs and while visiting colleagues at other campuses.

Research Libraries must also form partnerships with other key players in the information infrastructure. A
recent example of such a partnership is Informa, a forum for users of IBM technology in libraries. The goals of
Informa include emphasis on better communication between IBM and the library community, encouraging
inno .don, articulation of the role of the library within the educational and scholarly communication process,
and st, tinge- partnerships for information access and delivery. In real terms, it is a lobbying effort to help inform
and shape vendor-client-application relationships.

At the national level, research libraries must play an active role in influencing the development of national
information policies. The NREN legislation is of interest to the Association of Research Libraries' TaskForce
on Telecommunication, which is working on developing statements defining the implications of migrating to a
new national research and education network. As previously mentioned, the Library of Congress Network
Advisory Committee has made strong statements on the library community's responsibilities in planning for the
NREN. Libraries must therefore be part of the decision-making group which shapes the uses and resources of
a new national network. Library voiws must be included in the dialogue to answer important questions such as
"Who will determine what commercial agencies have information, databases, or services available on the
NREN?", and "what will the determining factors be in deciding what information or products will be accessible
via the NREN by and for di; public good." (16)

What element of the library community will emerge as the agency which represents our voice? One possibility
is the Association of Research Libraries. It has in the past functioned as a lobbying group, as does the American
Library Association, and as the professional t, banization closest tc the scholarly community of higher education,
could well begin to coordinate the policy articulation agenda for academic libraries. Its membership includes
libraries affiliarld with both OCLC and RLG. OCLC and RLG both have research and development offices
staffed with info oration management professionals and librarians. We recommend that the ARL, perhaps using
its Task Force on Telecommunications, should work with OCLC, RLG, and the Federal Coordinating Council
for Science, Engineering, and Techrnlogi to establish the forum to address and ultimately create the
"infrastructure" proposed by he NREN.
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Panel Discussion

National Networking Update:
How It Affects Your Institution

Michael M. Roberts
Vice President, Networking

EDUCOM

Susan Calcari
Site Liaison, Information Services

MERIT/NSFNet

J. Gary Augustson
Executive Director

Computers and Information Systems
Pennsylvania State University

Telecommunications are re-shaping the we. that universities will teach, research,
and collaborate. This panel presentation pros ided the latest information on national
networking initiatives including CREN (th I new corporation that will operate the
merged BITNET and CSNET), NSFNet, ar d the coming National Education and
Research Network. Panelists also described national legislative and funding issues
that are shaping higher education networking for the future, and explained how
campuses will be affected by these initiatives.

A brochure describing the NREN is available from the Coalition for the
National Research and Education Network, 1112 16th St. NW, Suite 600, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036; phone (202) 872-4215.

(Paper not available)
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TOWARDS NEGATIVE ENTROPY: A STRATEGIC PLAN

William J. Moressi, Director Betty M. Laster, Director
Academic Computing Center Management Information Services

C. Brown McFadden, Systems Engineer Laurance R. Mit lin, Assistant Dean
Academic Computing Center Library Services

Winthrop College
Rock Hill

South Carolina

ABSTRACT

A fundamental concept of nature is that living systems without adequate
"information flow" will utilize large amounts of energy (resources) while
tending towards disorder. Our campus is such a living system and it has .peen
the objective of a five-member campus team, with the support of
administrative officials, to reverse this process.

After defining the "disorder", we have devised "A Strategic Plan for
Communications at Winthrop College." This plan has two major goals: (1)
to establish Information Technology standards on a campus-wide basis for
information system network service centers and for end-I.u:ers wishing access
to and support from the network service centers, and (2) to install a
campus-wide infrastructure network optimizing cormativity and
interopembffity b-,tween and among information processing systems while
providing comprehensive end-user access. Our tactics and strategy will De
provided togetti 5r with accomplishments to date. This is a real-time activity
with plans calling for budget and specifications by August of 1989.
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Towards Negative Entropy: A Strategic Plan

INTRODUCTION

By way of introduction, we would like to provide a conceptual framework from which we
can view the information resources and communications within our camp'is crganization.
We find it useful to think of our campus as a living system, analogous to single celled
organisms, humans, or societies. We then may apply, by analogy, certain ideas from the
fields of systems and information theory, and thermodynamics to such a system.

We use the term "system" as a set of units with common properties. The interactive
relationships between the units are ones of constraint, control, and dependence. The
"campus as a living system" is therefore all internal organizational units, from the academic
departments to the office of the president, that functir ' towards common goals in a
predetermined structure or hierarchy. This living system is comprised of individuals and
groups who process information for the system. In this article, information is considered
a measure of the order or pm of communicated or transmitted media and not the media
itself. The "media" is considered to be that matterjenergy which is able to be transmitted
and assimilated and ineides such forms as data, voice, video, graphics, and security signals.

The law of "Degradation of Energy" or "Setnnd Law of Thermodynamics" suggests that
disorder, disorganization, lack of patterning or randomness is the natural progress of a
system from ordered to disordered states. Information is a negative index of uncertainty
or disorder. For an organization to progress in an orderly fashion towards common goals;
individuals, groups, and units within the organizational system must be able to acquire
meaning or significance from processed information. It is through meaning and acquired
knowledge that living systems change their processes to adjust to changes in their
environment. Without information, media will be utilized, but no meaning or knowledge
acquired. Information provides the power of organization, lack of information results in
natural disorder, and the subsequent degradation of the organization.

Winthrop College has as its mission two fundamental aims: (1) the fullest possible
development of each student as an educated person, and (2) the preparation of students for
professional careers. Education is the effective transmission of knowledge and skills to
students. If the college, a living, open system h. ,ompetition with other similar systems,
cannot process information effectively and efficiently within its internal units, it will not be
able to reduce the internal strain that such systems experience. The system's organizational
and l erational integrity will diminish to the point of dysfunction. Biologists associate this
progressive systems failure with aging and mortality.

We at Winthrop College are attempting to provide the means by which various media
may be effectively ordered and communicated to maximize the transmission of information.
We plan to do this by (1) establishing standards for the control and transmission of media
as information and (2) creating a campus-Ride communications infrastructure for its
transmission.
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The vehicle for effecting this change is Winthrop's "Network Project Team."

Genesis of the Network Project Team

The committee that ultimately gave rise to the Network Project Team had its beginning
in 1980 when Winthrop went in-house with administrative computing. Appointed by the
president and named the "Computer Coordinating Committee," it had as its mandate "to
ensure that all administrative units desiring computer assistance would be served."

By 1983, campus computing resources, especially microcomputers and microcomputer
software, were expanding significantly. In an attempt to manage this rapid expansion of
computing resources, the appointed committeewas re-commissioned by the administration.
The committee was to scrutinize the personal computer purchase requisitions and consult
with those departments making requests that did not appear to be cost justified. Having
no formal authority, the committee was not regulatory and had no effective role in
controlling purchases.

In 1986, the President appointed a "Computer Utilization Committee,' which was
comprised primarily of the mem: ers of the previous committee. Moressi, Laster and Mit lin
were asked to serve again, along with three other persons. No explicit directives were
provided except by way of the name of the committee.

At our first meeting, in December 1986, there was a consensus from the group that we
needed some definitive objectives the committee could attain. While exploring possibilities,
we got into a rather ant mated discussion about the great difficulty the campus information
resource centers expel 'ace in trying to provide services beyond their immediate physical
domain. We also recog_ zed that we were not even able to share resources because of the
absence of standards between systems.

The committee decided it would define the problems and do a preliminary analysis of
data communications, or lack thereof, on campus. The study would define the scope of the
project, identify the information savior caws, and address the issues of standardization of
savices and camps communications. With this information in hand, we would recommend
to the President a course of actioi. for the committee: plans for the establishment of a
campus-wide network for Winthrop College.

The President and other senior officials became convinced of Winthrop's
communications problem. We were directed to begin a feasibility study and to search for
practicable options for networking the campus. At this juncture, there was no stopping us!
Our next move was to identify ourselves as a group with a specific purpose. We adopted
the name "Network Project Team."

2
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Evaluation of Campus Disord er

In preparing the feasibility study, we found that information technology disorder !ell into
two categories: technical and non-technical. We further observed that the non-technical
disorder, which can be defined as lack of coordinated control, resulted in the technical
disorder.

The three computer centers on campus use different computers and dissimilar
communications protocols and transmission media. Sometimes there are
three types of cable covering the same route.

Communication line facilities evolved as opposed to being the product of
design; there are no provisions for growth or change. There is no allowance
for the integration of such commiziications media as voice, data, security
systems, graphics and video.

There is no single source to identify what communications lines and conduits
exist and where they are located.

Telephone lines have to be used for local connections because of the absence
of conduit or other forms of direct connection.

The telephone system and its administration operates ii, dependently of the
comp der centers. This arrangement precludes careful planning for multi-
meth. transmission.

Special lines outside of the telephone switch must be requested when
attempting to communicate on or off campus with computers or terminals.

An inordinate number of personal computer hardware/software systems have
been purchased for use by Winthrop personnel. Service center resources
cannot begin to support the great variety of hardware and software systems.

No guidelines or standards exist for the acquisition of personal computer
hardware and software. Thus, users are often left unsupported and unable
to properly utilize their systems.

Without controlled coordination of the information technology cur.rtion, each
of the existing service centers make independent attempts to communicate
and share resources. The processes employ- ' are usually comple- and
circuitous.

The absence of standards impacts functionality, service and budgets.

3
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DEFINING THE CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT

Another component of the feasibility study was a definition of the campus environment.

Two important factors that must influence the formulation of systems objectives are
organizational constraints and the people who use the system. A term currently being used
does a good job in describing these factors. It is called "organizational culture."
Organizational culture addresses issues of money, people, time, and facilities and how evil
are allocated. In other words, the organization defines its priorities by the very nature Ir-
ks existence. It follows that an understanding of this "nature of existence" is paramour. to
planning for change.

Because of this maxim, a determination of the culture of our campus was in order. Our
starting point was the identification of campus-resident providers of computer services, and
consideration of the niche or placement each occupied in the organization.

We defined three information system service centers: Academic Computing,Managemc
Information Services and Library Information Systems. Each utilized a combination of
mini-computers and micro-computers representing multiple vendors and had no protocol
or media compatibility with each other. Each center was located in a different building.

The Academic Computing Center's primary role is to provide the tools needed by
students and faculty for course-work requiring computers. We found that another
important role has emerged and is growing in the area of faculty and student research. The
Academic Computing Center also provides management of curricula and other functions
directly associated with academics. Communications with other colleges and universities
are made possible by communications links through the Academic Computing Center.

The role of Management Information Services is to provide computing resources for
administrative functions common to all colleges and universities. The scope of services has
been extended to include the administrative functions of the academic units.

The Library Information Systems center exists to provide a computerized public access
catalog and internal library record keeping. Provision is made for access by author, title,
subject and keyword.

As for the orgamzational placement, each of the service centers resides in the fourth
layer. The Academic Computing Center and Library Information Services are aligned
under the Academic Vice-President. Management Information Services is controlled by the
Vice-President of Finance and Business.

Given this organizational structure the three centers have had no common ground for
achieving unity of purpose.

The remaining component in defining the campus environment was to determine what
other isolated computer uses existed, if any, a& what functions were being performed by
the computers.
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To accomplish this a one page Information Technology Census form was prepared in
summer of 1987 that asked each department to list the number of terminals and
"intelligent" devices located and utilized in their area We asked for manufacturer, model,
and description.

Analysis of the data revealed that the campus used 6 types of display terminals and over
twice as many types of printers. We had at that time 365 personal computers representing
13 different vendors in 24 buildings.

Since the display terminals were connected to the service centers, we knew what
functions they were performing. We also knew that 170 of the personal computers were
in PC laboratories. Exactly what was being done with the remaining 265 personal
computers was unknown to us.

STRATEGIC PLANS

Our stirs tegic plans are for the development of an Information Resource infrastructure
at Winthrop College. The plans have two primary goals: (1) the establishment of campus-
wide standards for information resources, and (2) the installation of a campus-wide
communications network infrastructure.

GOAL 1: to establish Information Technology standards on a campus-wide basis for
information system network service centers and for end-users wishing access to and support
from the network service centers.

Objective:: Plan of action to:

0(1): Provide network software standards.
Timeline: July, 1990

0(2): Provide network architecture and hardware standards.
Timeline: July, 1990

0(3): Provide specifications for a data exchange standard between compiling systems.
Timeline: July, 1990

0(4): Develop standards that will define resource services the information service centers
provide.
Timeline: July, 1990
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GOAL 2: to install a campus-wide network infrastructure optimizing connectivity and
interoperability between and among information processing systems while providing
comprehensive end-user access.

Objectives: Plan of action to:

0(1): Define the campus's information resource service facilities.
Timeline: December, 1988

0(2): Define the campus's communications environment.
Timeline: January, 1989

0(3): Evaluate several networking technologies that could meet the needs
of Winthrop College
Timeline: August, 1989

0(4): Compare networking alternatives on a cost-benefit basis
Timeline: August, 1989

0(5): Recommend establishment of organizational structure(s) for
the support of the communications network.
Timeline: July, 1990

0(6): Develop proposed .system specifications.
Timeline: August, 1989

0(7): Implement .system in phased approach.
Timeline: 5 year installation.

PLANS vs REALITY: Accomplishments & Adjustments

GOAL 1: Establishing IT standards

Standards are to be:

developed with consideration of the finite resources of the service centers.

developed with consideration of the average user.

maintained and updated on a regular basis to reflect current and anticipated changes
in technology and needs of users.

flexible enough to allow for information systems development and expansion, and for
changes in user's requirements.
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0(1): Establish network software standards.

We are considering standards that are not only compatible with currently used
technology, such as the International Standards Organization (ISO) Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP), but those that would ensure flexibility with future
technological advances.

0(2): Provide network architecture and hardware standards.

Hardware interfaces must be selected based on the current equipment and near
term hardware expansions of the service centers. We have yet to decide on an
appropriate architecture and hardware interfaces.

0(3): Provide specifications for a data exchange standard between computing systems.

The three service center directors are coordinating th effort to establish
standards for communications between our host computer systems. In addition,
the committee is considering su-h systems as minicomputers, microcomputers,
telephone circuits, video systems, security and emergency systems to determine
their capability to adopt a data exchange standard.

0(4): Develop .standards that will define resource services the information centers provide.

Standards will be developed for the three campus information systems and users
of su'h services. These should clearly define the hardware, software and systems
consulting and support source(s) and resources to be provided by the centers.

GOAL 2: Install campus-wide communications network infrastructure

0(1): Survey campus for Information Resource service facilities.

This ;As been accomplished. The three major information service centers on
campus have been identified: The Academic Cnmputing Center, Management
Information Services, and Library Information Systems. Considerable detail has
been accumulated on end user systems and data entered into database systems
for analysis.

0(2): Survey camp u for all misting communications lines and services, including
telephone.

Most buildings on campus have been surveyed and data has been recorded as
to the number of voice lines both in place and required and the number of data
lines in place and required. Data has been entered in a database system for
analysis.

7
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0(3): Evaluate sevcral operationally feasible networking technologies that may best meet
the needs of Winthrop College.

Several vendors have beer invited to informally review VIrthrop's networking
needs and pro- ide some viable solutions. Men bers of tho NPT have also - 'ted
several sites where networks of interest were installed.

A hybrid data switch/Li ^I is visualized. We have already had several
companies demonstrate data switching capabilities on elur campus.

0(4). Compare networku, itematives on cost-ben eg' basis.

We have not settled on any unique alternatives to provide definitive costs,
although we have made some estimates based on a hybrid data switch/LAN.

The college's administration informed us of a possible "Step 12 Formula" funding
for the network through the Soteh Ca, olina Commission on Highe Education.
We applied for this funding, esti, eating costs for using a data switch with existing
telephone wires as cpposed to rewiring the campus for a LAN configuration.
On a projected basis, it appeared to be more cost-effective to eventually rewii
the campus thus giving us the option of using a full LAN or a combination
switch are LAN.

0(5 Organizational structure for support of network

Two pr^liminary steps werc taken in this direction:

1) in our proposal for network funding to the S.C. Commission on Higher
Education (6/89), a budget allocation was made for campus network staff.

2) we reviewed campus Information Technology coordinatingproblems with the
vice President of Academic Affairs and President (9/89).

0(6): Develop iropased systems specifications.

We have inventoried most all types of computing and communicating equipment
on campu.; identified most all buildings needing communications down to thc
room ley 31 in need of communications, located communications co 'nit in
existence. For each of the service centers we have analyzed the current data
traffic flow and expected traffic flow. With this data we have listed a nnmber
of specifications for service center t..nd end user requirements.

8
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0(7): Implement .system in phased approach.

The flat phase of the IAN implementation will be twofoi . (1) to provide for
all existing end - users, service to the host-systems through the network, and (2)
to install a fiber optic backbone between existing host-processors wit standard
protocol software. The second phase will be to expand LAN facilities and install
network software to provide for complete campus connectivity and
interoperability.

SUMMARY

Conleptually, we relate our campus organization to a living system; a system that utilizes
energy to do useful work. Th. better organized a system is, the greater is its so-called
"information content" and its ability to use enemy to do constructive work.

Our actions over the past two years have been to develop a plan and specifications for
a more ordered structure for media such as data and voice; and for an appropriate means
of transmitting these media both within and external to the organization.

We have set the plan into action and accomplished such tasks as defining major
information resource centers, surveying the campus for central processors and their
associated major software systems, and for communications equipment. We surveyed for
voice and data lines on a room-by-room basis in most campus buildings. We surveyed for
existing underground conduit and subsequently developed AutoCAD diagrams of the
campus graphically depicting our results. We have invited interested vendors to present
Lek networking strategics and made site visits to academic institutions and corporations.
All this was done '.n an attempt to help us boner define tur information resource "problem"
or disorder.

The data have been analyzed, problems 'dentified, and the structure for solution(s)
provided. We have submitted analytical worts bad provided communications
demonstrations to the upper administration. We developed a strategic plan for camris
information resource standards and a communications infrastructure, and submitted a
proposal for funding of the project to the State of South ()gonna.

We plan, with the continued support of our administration, to be able to effect changes
in our organizational environment that will allow us to progress to a state of "negative
entropy." With these changes we may continue to grow in functionality, productivity and
complexity with the ever increasing information demands made on our organizational units.

9
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In 1983-84, The Pennsylvania State University developed its first Strategic
Plan for Telecommunications that projected needs for 10 years. Now, five
years later, changes in the world of telecommunications and computirs have
Zorced a new look at where the University should be heading. Completed in
October of 1989, the new Strategic Plan recommends changes in some cases tut
reaffirms many of the initiatives contained in t e earlier report. Vor
example, the 1984 Task Force thought it was daring to call for 64 kilobitq per
second to every desktop. Yet today, 7enn State provides networks performing
at 10 and 8P megabits per second and expects even higher speeds n the future.
On the other hand, the fiber optic network and the antra- building cabling
standard have been re- validated. Besides providing a clearer focus on the
future, an important objective of the strategic planning process is to foster
increased confidence and renewed lommitment to view teiecommuecation, as a
strategic resource at Penn State.
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Introduction

Penn State's geographic dispersion creates unique communication problems,
Until five years ago, many units of the University solved these in a mostly ad
hoc and uncoordinated manner. However, in October of 1983, as the breakup of
AT&T was imminent and telecommunications technology was advancing rapidly, the
President's Office created a Telecommunications Task Force to study the
problems and opportunities these changes presented in the context of Penn
State's system-wide needs. The Task Force, representing the University's
broad interest in voice, data, and video, presented its Strategic Plan for
Telecommunications in October, 1984, after an intensive year of work. The
Plen recommended how the University could best approach its changing
teecommunicrtions environment.

The focus on telecommunications allowed substantial progress in upgrading Penn
State's telecommunications infrastructure, guided mainly by the objectives and
strategies contained in the initial plan. With rare exception, the objectives
are being implemented as planned.' After five years, it was time to assess
changes in services, technology, end the institution and to do a mid-course
correction. A planning group similar in composition to that of as original
Task Force was established. Its members represented the major users of
telecommunications and other support organizations upon which
telecommunications has an impact. This Telecommunications Task Force II
deliberated an average of two full nays per month from January through
September of 1989.

Mission Statement

Based on the charge to the Task Force by the Executive Vice President and
Provost and on its own assessments, the Task Force took as its mission:

To develop an overall :ecommunications strategy for the
University in suppert all aspects of the University's mission;

To define a telecommunications system to accommodate the voice,
data, and video cormunications needs of the instructional,
research, and public service programs engaged in by all academic
units of the University, and to similarly accommodate the
administrative and cadmic support needs of the Uni. city.

External and Internal Assessments

The Task Force rrcagnized the emphasis being placed on economic development by
Pennsylvania's Governor and by the Penn State administration. The members
learned that the pool. of high school graduates is declining, that research
activities are increasing, and that education will have to expa-i beyond the

classroom.

' Arms, Caroline. Campus Networking Strategies, Digitpl Press, 1988.
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They also found that federal regulations are changing, communications
standards are being developed, and technology is advancing, opening new
telecommunications opportunities-but also setting new challenges.
Internally, it could be seen that competition for prospective students will
intensify, Penn State will be embracing partners beyond traditional camrs
boundaries, erd the University will be required to do more with less.

The Strategic Plan

To meet the needs it identified, the Telecommunications Task Force II has
formulated a series of Coals and Strategic initiatives that will form the
basis for future yearly Action Plans and which are the focus of this paper.

GOAL 1: le:;ranse the ability of users within the Penn State

telecommunications network to freely exchange information in support of
teaching, research, and public service.

The focus of this goal 's primarily on computers, because the 'Ask Force
oelievws that the next plateau in the development of the University's
computing resource lies in greater interoperability between devices, ranging
from desktop computers to large host centers. Effective research and
education are dependent upon good communication, particularly in an
environment as geographically dispersed as Penn State's. To acUeve such
communication, there must be a physical network that allows devices to be
connected together, and a standard data communications protocol that will
allow the computers to "talk" to each other.

1.1 Devise or adopt telecommunications standards as appropriate.

The Urfa strategic initiative under Coal One recommends that the University
continle devising LA/or adopting telecommunications standards as appropriate
for °,-.;nn State. The Office of 'Telecommunications (OTC) has already developed
standards for backbone neivorking protocols, for cabling between buildings,
and for wiring within buildings.

Standards will be particularly important as classrooms are modernized. The
Task Force believe: the4 classrooms equipped with contemporary technology to
enhance teaching will. become an important University resource 3f the future.
Developing models for general- purpose classrooms that incorporate th...se

resources should become . high-prior y effort. Such classrooms should
enable teachers to use computing devices and video units within the classroom
and to connect to resources external to the classroom through data and vile()
networks. Standards will enable this flexibility.

1.2 Enforce talecommunications standards

Clearly, however, standards do no good if they are not followed. The Task
Force strongly believes that the flow of information in a major comprehensive
university is as important as the flow of electricity and running water.
Standardization of cabling and wiring is essential to the uninterrupted flow
of information, and it is very important that local decision-makers not
undermine the effectiveness of Penn State's communication system by electing
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not to follow the standards. Such actions have significant impact on the
future productivity of users and ultimately will cost the University more
money wt 1 enhancements to the wiring system have to be made on a piecemeal
basis. 6ecision-makers must be encouraged to follow standards.

1.3 Define and implement s..e.,4..rds for electronic security

As reliance on electronic information grows, so does the need for security
standards. Developments in software and advances in hardware are creating new
approaches to electronic data security that may be of value to Penn State,
which now relies on a physically separate network for sensitive
administrative data. If all users could be on a single public network, costs
could be reduced and the network would be easier to use, mole flexible, and
more functional. A planning group should be formed to define a Penn State
standard for data privacy and electronic data security that takes into account
the various levels of security required for administrative and research date

1.4 Convert the Penn State network to the new OSI standards

The Penn State community's need for communication extends far beyond the
boundaries of the University, and standards are as important to the flow of
information externally as they are internally. OSI [Open Systems
Interconnect] is a new international set of standards that will go a long way
toward supporting the level of interoperability needed within the Penn
State network. A planning group should bA convened to develop a Penn State
profile ' at will identify the specific OSI protocols to be used at the
Univer cy and a small advisory group should be created to coordinate the
impl_Jentation of these standards.

1.5 Increase connectivity by providing more LAN support

Local Area Networks (LANs) are physical networks that provide a depa.tment
with opportunities for easy exchange of information among its members. Many
departments lack the technical expertise necessary to design, install, And
manage such a network. The Task Force .ecommends that telecommunications
services be offered to support these departmental LANs.

1.6 Extend modern networking capabilities into each building on each campus
through installation of standard wiring

As cable upgrade projects are completed to provide high-speed communication
between buildings at each campus, the advantages of this cabling system must
be extended into the buildings, most of which have, lot been wired for modern
data or video communications. In a-building wiring is critical in order to
enable departments to easily install LANs and to have them connected to the
high-speed data backbone.

GOAL 2: Provide equal service for similar applications at all Penn State
locations

Coal two recognises that Penn State's telecommunication needs range from
simple telephone calk (perhaps to or from a County Extension Office,, to

4
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high-speed access to super:omputers at other institutions, to delivery of
instruction to on- and off-campus sites. The location of Penn State faculty,
staff, and students should not disadvantage them in doing their jobs.

2.1 Provide systemwide high-speed access to the Penn State data backbone

Penn Stag's data backbone is especially critical for the faculty and students
at the other campus locations, where information resources are not as varied
or rich. By establishing high speed data links through regional communication
hubs, the high-speed data backbone is being eztended from University Park to
all campuses, allowing faculty, staff and students access to national and
international networks in addition to all university data services.

2.2 Provide all locations with dial-in access to Penn State data
services

Another important means of accessing Penn State's computational resources is
through dial-in connections. At University Park, faculty and students in
their homes can access University computing services for the cost of a local
phone call through a dial-in connection. Similar local access should be
provided at other Penn State locations.

2.3 Work with Penn State information providers to attain equal
access to vcice-accessed information services

The voice information services that Penn State offers must also be equally
available to all. Examples of such services include TIPS (Telephone
Information Penn State) and the Registrar's voice response system that allows
automated registration and ,.op/add transactions. Like computer-b-se.
information services, these information resource should be available on the
same basis at all campus locations. The responsibility for providing these
information services rests with the administrative offices in charge of the
service--and thus the funding justifications should come from the it4orzation
provider. The Task Force does, however, recommend that OTC continuo to assist
the information providers in developing these services.

2.4 Continue to install digital telephone switches (PBXs) and to
upgrade telecommunications cable plants at all campus locations

The digital telephone switches that have been installed at several campuses
make possible the laTger menu of useful features (such as touch-tone dialing,
3-way conferencing, one call forwarding) that have been enjoyed for some time
at University Park. As new ,switches are installed at the campuses, the
telecommunications cable plant must also be upgraded.

2.5 Expand the Penn State satellite network

In order to derive still more benefit from the use of satellite technology ..or

educational purposes, four enhancements to the Penn State satellit., network
are proposed. First, a second satellite downlink is required at all campuses
(five have them now) to allow simultaneous reception of two events at each
Nampus, thus expanding the opportunities for service (and for revenue).

5
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Second, downlinks at County Extension Offices would take advantage
of these convenient locations for group. to view instructional material.
Because satellite receivers at the county offices would provide benefits for
the Extension Service, for the 'iniversity, and for each colnty, it is
appropriate to divide the cost among those entities. A third enhancement
proposes modifications to the satellite transmitting equipment to allow
simultaneous transmission of two programs. This would alleviate scheduling
conflicts, especially for programs run during early evening hours, or thet
coincide with short-term seminars. Finally, the Hershey Medical Center needs
the capability to broadcast via the University Park transmitter for continuing
Medical Education. This recommendation, which alters the original p1 -n to
install a transmitter at Hershey, eliminates the need to have specialized
operational and maintenance personnel at Hershey.

2.6 Expand videoc.onferencint, capabilities

The University has two videoconferencing systems in the early stages of
development, The first has operated for four years and originates from
specialized teaching studio, at three campuses. A fc.rth will be added in
spring of 1990. This system is particularly useful for credit course
instruction. 'he second system, first demonstrate, in 1988, is oriented
toward administrative uses or smell groups. It uses desktop workstations with
built-in cameras and microphones. The Task Force recommends that both systems
be expanded to include additional sites.

2.7 Help expand PEMMARAMA cable service throughout the Commonwealth so as to
serve all Penn State campus locations

Television is also a means of bridging the distance barriers between the
University and the citizens of Pr nsylvonia. PEMMARAMA is a 24-hour-a-day
instructional service delivered to tome 800,000 cable subscribers. It it
provided through local cable companies via a network supplied by a non-profit
consortium of cable operators known as PECS. There is no charge to the
University for using this network, but so far it reaches only eight Penn State
campuses. OTC should work to persuade the eligible cable operators serving
other Penn State campus locations to carry PEMMARAMA and to work with P"CS to
provide servi a to all campuses.

GOAL 3i Expand telecommunications support for all of Penn State's
instructional research, and public service activities-- wherever they are
delivered

Because Penn State's clientele is becoming more widespread, telecommunications
support must expend beyond the campuses and the county offices, Penn State
faculty and students, for example, are increasingly involved in national and
international projects and activities.

3.1 Extend network access to non-Penn State locations

There is a need for access to Penn State's information resources in
non-traditionll places like a farmer's field or a prospective btudent's home.
Technologies like cellular telephones can potentially meet these needs--and

6
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OTC should closely track the development of such technologies to ensure
maximum benefits from them.

3.2 Provide access to data services not available through national research
networks

Faculty and staff are beginning to need access to com-ercial or public service
databases. These databases are not generally available through the networks
used ny researchers and to which we are already well-connected. Penn State
today has no way of providing this new access. OTC should develop and
implement a solution for providing this access to the Penn State community as
soon as possible.

3.3 Provide greater support to Penn State's increasingly important
international programs

The support required for international programs is worldwide in scope and
encompasses a wide range of services. First, OTC should appoint a liaison to
the Office of International Programs to advise and assist the Office as well
as faculty and staff in international lmmunications. Second, the Office of
Computer and Information Systems should encourage extension of higher
education networks to Penn State': international partner institutions in order
to provide such services as electronic mail- -and to enable these partner
institutions to access Penn State's information resources, regardless of their
distance from Pennsylvania. Third, Penn State should seek federal grants from
agencies such as United States Information Agency to support educational
programs and to improve communications to partnership institutions. Finally,
Penn State should arrange a seminar with other institutions that have similar
international programs to discuss how education can best be delivered to
institutions in other countries.

3.4 Wire residence halls for computer and video services

Penn State's data network needs to be extended into the residence halls. It
is the Task Force's view that students will require--and demand--network
support for their own computing devices, especially as the number of courses
requiring use of computers increases and as more information resources become
readily available. The Task Force believes this need will become intense
within the next five years and plans should be made to wire the residence
halls for data services within that timeframe.

3.5 Examine solutions that would arow calls to be answered transparently
from a multi-campus pool or at home.

During peak periods, many offices, particularly at University Park, experience
overload cf their telephone lines because of the large number of calls being
attempted to a relatively small number of support personnel. With new
telephone technology, it is possible to route calls transparently to support
locations throughout the state and take better advantage of trained personnel
at the campuses and talented individuals whi may be home-bound such as the
elderly or the handicapped.

7
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GOAL 4: Through education, training, and other activities, assist faculty and
staff in making full use of Penn State's telecommunications resources, thus
helping to increase their productivity.

Goal Four is concerned with the educational activities that are needed if all
of our faculty, staff and students are to make full use of telecommunication
resources. This is very much like the technology transfer mission ol the
Cooperative Extension Service, whose techniques have been refined over the
past 75 years. The following three recommendmtixis define techniques to
prowote user adoption.

4.1 Create a group of "utilization specialists" for education and support.

The first 4tep toward successful technology adoption is to create a group of
"utilization specialists" to provide e'ucation and support for University
users. These specialists would work with individuals and groups to make them
aware of telecommunications resources, services and features that are
available, offer activities to stimulate interest, help users with product
evaluations, create oppor.:nnities for user trials and support the integration
of technology into existing work processes.

4.2 Establish a volunteer facilitator program

A second technique for promoting adoption of services is to establish a group
of volunteer facilitators from among the early users. These volunteers serve
as local consultants and become advocates for change. Because their early
adopter status makes them well respected by thei: peers, this group has great
impact. This program would recognize the leadership role of these people,
provide them with the latest software and information, -Ind supply them with
support materials to use with their peers.

4.3 Increase dissemination of information about telecommunications services

A third requiremeLt is to better disseminate information on technology
improvements and enhancements. Aggressively done, this can all attention to
new applications and increase the level of interest. A variety of options can
be implemented to accomplish this objective including printed newsletters and
electronic bulletin boards.

GOAL 5: Identify new technologies that will enhance telecommunications, at

Penn State

Goal Number Five is closely related to resource implications, and calls upon
OTC and others to identify new technologies that will enhance
telecommunications at Penn State.

5.1 Continue an aggressive program of testing and prototyping new technology

A continuing, aggressive program of testing and prototyping is essential to
remaining competitive in the field of telecommunications, where changes are
occurring alms; daily. Lack of funding in recent years bee hampered

8
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development in some areas. Future developments are dependent on prototyping
to avoid wasted money in full-scale implementation of projects and to move
forward as new technology makes improvements possible.

5.2 Position the university to be able to take advantage of new technologies
when they become available

Clearly, .ue University also needs to be able to take advantage of emerging
technologies that show promise for the Penn State system, such as ISDN and
HDTV. It is OTC's responsibility to stay abreast of developments, to evaluate
those technologies through its prototyping activities, and then to
appropriately integrate them into tVe Penn State network.

ACTION PLAN

After reviewing its goals and strategic initiatives-and the resource
implicatich.s-the Telecommunications Task Force set about establishi-
prioriti-ds to be accomplished in the first three years of the Strategic Plan.
The first year's budget request, for 1990-91, includes the following projects:

* Firat, the University is obligated by contract to continue T-1 service
provided by an independent carrier to the Hershey Medical Center. This
service will be extended to the Capital Campus in 1990.
* In addition, because only partial funding is available to upgrade Capital's
local telephone switch and cable system this year, the remaining balance of
funds are needed in 1990-91 to complete the project. To limit central funding
requests for this type of work in any one year, two other campus upgrades have
been pushed out to 1991-92 and a much-needed cable upgrade at Behrend has been
stretched over a two yea- period.

In addition to these contractual obligatisns, there are several projects that
need to be continued from previous years:

* The University Park cable upgrade, which will provide the necessary fiber
optic, coaxial, and twisted pair cabling to all major buildings at University
Park. Continuation of this multi-year project is a key factor in scheduling
other major activities, including development of he high-speed data backbone,
installation of intra-huilding cable, and expansion of video services.
* The regional hue project, whi h not only supports increased data
transmission speeds, but also prNide: higher relability through improved
network control and monitoring capabilities, and enables the extension of the
high-speed data network to the campuses.

* The University Park Data Bee-bone - Phase Ii, which will allow current data
switch users to take advantage of the benefits offered by the University Park
high-speed network at no additional cost.
* Extension of the data backbone to other campuses, which will allow higher
speeds, better access, and more local control over campus networks. Such
control will facilitate development and expansion of local networks by
campuses.

9
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* The campus PBX replacement r.nd cable upgrade project, which in 1990-91 will
provide for the first year of a two-year project to upgrade conduit and cable
and to expand the local telephone switch at Behrend.
Of the new projects recommended by the Task Force, eight were selected for
funding in 1990-91, but six of those are not entirely new.

* Two deal with increased staff and departmental allotment adjustment.
* A third is to make permanent a full (broadcast quality) video link that
would give Hershey Medical Center access to the satellite uplink at University
Park and circumvent the need to install a castly satellite uplink at Hershey.
This is currently provided on an ad-hoc, trial basis.
* Fourth, satellite downlinks at the campuses and ap'ropriate extension
offices would add important flexibility and functionality to the network.
* Fifth, a request for prototype funds would make permanent an arrangement
that has been temporary in the past, providing a continuing source of funds to
assess the application of new technology into our environment, and limit the
risk incurred when undertaking new projects.
* Sixth, we are also recommending an expansion of our current
videoconferencing facilities, building on existing capabilities.

There are two completely new projects for which funds are requested.

* Dial-up data connections at the campuses to enable faculty, staff, and
students to locally access Penn State's information resources from their
homes; and
* Intra-building wiring at University Park to install standard wiring within
buildings at University Park. It is now time to begin an oveisll
infrastructure project to bring buildings at University Park to the same level
as these at other campuses.

CONCLUSION

Five years ago a strategic plan was pre6ented that, in hindsight, provided n
strikingly accurate vision of the University's future--and the key role
telecommunications would play in helping to realize that future. Today, there
is no doubt that the plan has been instrumental in setting a strategic
direction and that the University community is reaping the benefits of our
work. However, there are even greater benefits to be g.1:42e4 by maintaining
momentum. The continued investment in the use of telecommunication technology
to support the mission of a University such as Penn State is criLical, and
underscores the ne3d for a comprehensive, up-to-date plan.
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Phase I of A Comprehensive Approach to the Planning
and Design of a

Multipurpose Fiber-Optic Cabling Plant

Roger V. Bruszewski
Director of Computing Services

Frostburg State University
Lowndes Hall

Frostburg, Maryland 21532
(301) 689-4317

Frostburg State University's rapid growth in data
communication has saturated the current facilities and
generated a need for a new infrastructure. During the same
period, other communication and service needs have emerged
or required enhancement. The planning process, which was
driven by data communication, has been expanded to support
and service data, voice, video, environmental control, campus
identification card system, security video, FDDI, appropriate
redundancy, and other future applications. The concept of a
universal cabling plant was developed.

This paper will deal with Phase I - Planning and Design
strategies used to synthesize the various technologies,
capital and human resources into a comprehensive design.
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Introduction

Frostburg State University (FSU) is one of the eleven
constituent institutions of the newly created University of
Maryland System. FSU's main campus is located in the town of
Frostburg in Western Maryland. 'the University also of'ers
courses in Frederick, Maryland and at a new Hagerstown Center
in Hagerstown, Maryland. In the fall of 1989, FSU's
enrollment was 4127 undergraduate and 659 graduate students
for a total of 4786.

The Office of Computing Services supports all aspects of
administrative and academic computing at the University.
Over the last few years, FSU's growth has created a stronger
need for computing services. In just the last year, FSU has
increased the number of users and computing power by over
fifty percent.

The growth and evolution of information systems at
Frostburg State University within the next fore years will be
the most profound in the history of the University. The
major reason will be the establishment of a network which
will increase computer access by approximately 400 percent.
In attempting to develop a strategy to deal with this
evolution, the Office of Computing Services has recognized
the need to incorporate new technologies and provide the
flexibility to adapt to unforeseen developments. With FSU's
next major technological innovation occurring in the
communications, the connectivity of humans and machines is
an extremely important issue.

Planniw- Strategies

With the current communication facilities saturated, the
plan is to accouter a cabling plant design which could be
easily managed, flexible enough to accommodate changes in
technology, cost effective, quickly installed, immune from
electromagnetic interference and service a variety of
applications. Other administrative units were experiencing
the same growing pains as the Office of Computing Services.
The planning process, which was driven by data needs, was
expanded to include these needs as well. These other
functions and/or uses are considered to be of equal
importance in the cabling plant design. Fiber-optics has
been proposed as the media of choice.

Fiber - .Optic Uses

In the fall of 1988, FSU contracted Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) to conduct a feasibility design and
estimate cost of he cable plant. DEC was provided with the
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goal to design a cable plant to support the following uses:
data, void, interactive video, future Fiber Digital Data
Interface (FDDI), security video, environmental control,
campus identification card system, and any other future
applications. As a protection against downtime, redundant
fibers have been added to take over upon failure of the
primary systems.

Ae_vantages of Fiber-Optics

Fiber-optics was chosen for the following reasor.,:i:

1. High speed and enormous bandwidth for data
transmission - No argument here. The only
problems is the ability of the hardware to deal
with the speed of the fiber.

2. Immunity from interference and crosstalk - Living
in the mountains of Western Maryland, Immunity
from electromagnetic interference was an
extremely important feature. During the summer
months, the current twisted-pair wiring is hit by
lightning at least 8-10 times per season at a
cost of repair between $30,000-60,000 per fiscal
year.

3. Security - Any attempt to tap into fiber-optic will
result in immediate detection. This may be an
overstated feature for higher education.

4. Can be used for a wide variety of applications -
There is a wide variety of fiber-optic in use
today. Fiber is becoming increasingly used for
data, voice, connections between microwave
facilities, local-area networks, and etc.

5. Low transmission loss - The development of optical
fibers over the last few years has resulted in a
cable with very littld, transmission loss. Low
transmission loss extricates the implementation
of communication links.

6. Potential long range low cost - The cost of cabling
and the labor to .nstall additional applications
is reduced and/or eliminated. The fiber-optic
infrastructure provides the platform for these
applications. Also, due to the fact that fiber is
very small, the current communication-duct system
will not need any changes. The current four (4)
inch conduit will be more than enough room for
all aspects of the cabling plant.
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7. Reliability and 'ife - Loose tube optical fiber is
extremely durable and should last 20-30 years.

Basic Design and Topology

In designing a cabling plant to serve multipurposes with
different technologies, you can not depend upon one topology
to serve all your needs. In networking, the primary logical
topologies utilized are bus, tree, ring, star, and
point-to-point. If you are to serve multiple technologies in
your design, multiple logical topologies must be available
for all users. The.afore, any design must provide for all
other logical topologies to exist in harmony and without
placing unnecessary restrictions on each other.

FSU's design is based on a multiple star topology. The
star topology Serves the cabling system by providing maximum
flexibility and at the same time minimizing costs. The
system can accommodate other technologies with minimum
disruption to other systems sharing the cabling plant. This
is accomplished by equipping the cabling with a universal
connection regardless of application.

Presently, FSU plans only to provide fiber-optics
cabling between buildings. For data communications inside
the building, thin-wire ethernet will provide the
communication link to users. In other applications, the
appropriate copper-wire technology will be implemented.
There seems to be no need to bring fiber to the outlet at
this point in time. By positioning the fiber distribution
equipment in good size rooms with easy access to the conduit,
fiber to the outlet can be added on a building by building
basis in the future.

The main campus was divided into three ziajor areas,
thereby creating three major implementation phases totaling
twenty-nine buildings. In Phase I, the main distribution
frame and two other intermediate distribution frames (these
are usually referred to as hubs) as well as other
strategically located buildings were chosen because of their
primary importance. The main distribution frame provides a
single point of control for the star and allows for easy
system administration. The two Lntermediate distribution
frames create a second level of hdministration and control
for the additional stars. In total, three (3) hubs and seven
(7) buildings are included in this phase.

The hubs are extremely important in any design and
should be selected with a great degree of care. The main hub
needs to be centrally located on the camp's, have excellent
access to the communication duct systtn, and provide a
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reasonable amount of floor space to house the equipment room.
This room will require enough space to store wall mountable
interconnect centers for cable, fiber distribution equipment
rack to handle all the fiber splices, and server rack for
couplers, transceivers, terminal servers and etc. It is
important to note that the main hub does not have to be your
computer center building. If properly designed, any building
can serve as the main distribution frame.

Phase II consists of the academic and administration
buildings not considered to be primary in Phase I. These
buildings serve as classrooms, faculty offices, research
facilities, administrative and academic support areas. In
total, eight (8) buildings are included in this phase.

Phase III consists of providing services to all resident
halls. The resident halls are considered to be the least
important for FSU's design. In total, eleven (11) buildings
are included in this phase.

Functional Requirements of Fiber

Not all fiber is created equal. The selection of fiber
used in the cabling plant design is one of your major
decisions. This decision will require great debate and a
sound rationale for justification.

There are two major types or classifications of fiber- -
multi -mode and single mode. As a general rule, single mode
fiber is used for long distance applications or those
applications requiring an unusually high bandwidth.
Multi-mode fibers are utilized for short distances covering a
variety of applications. The longest distance traveled in
FSU's cabling plant will be approximately 2000 feet. We are
trying to build a multipurpose system over short distances,
these recta lead us in the direction of multi-mode fiber.

There are three sizes of multi-mode fiber in use today- -
50/125 micrometer, 62.5/124 micrometer, and 85/125
micrometer. DEC recommended that FSU use 62.5/125 micrometer
fiber because it is, 1) best suited for premise applications
and LAN's, 2) has the best combination of attenuation and
bandwidth, and, 3) is endorsed by major equipment
manufacturers. Loose tube fiber-optic cable will be
installed as a result of it's compacted size, isolation from
outside interference, and reliability. This type of fiber is
only for inter-building communications and can not be
utilised inside the building because it does not meet fire
codes.

The type of connectors to be installed is another
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important decision. There are no officially defined
standards for fiber-optic cable connectors. The ST
compatible connector is probably the most widely used today.
FSU has chosen the ST compatible connector for
implementation. When connectors are necessary for different
applications, FSU will utilize a hybrid cable with the ST
compatible connector at one end and SMA 905 or etc. at the
other end. This increases the flexibility of the design and
standardizes the demarcation lines.

Patch panels provide an excellent control point for each
building. Patch panels create flexibility for multiple uses
as well as simple cable plant management by furnishing a
single connect point for all applications. At this point,
the application leaves the fiber-optic cable plant and makes
the transition to the intra-building copper-wire technology.

The last requirement, and ptobubly the one that will be
debated the most, is the number of optical fibers in the
cables. How you allocate the number of fibers depends upon
the various uses and the kind of technology used for each.
FSU decided on 24 fibers fol each building. There are two
exceptions to this policy, Fuller House and Brady Health
Center. Both of these buildings are extremely small and do
not warrant all applications. Therefore, these buildings
will only receive 12 fibers. The distribution of fibers per
applications and topology is as follows:

APPLICATION FIBERS TOPOLOGY

Data/Ethernet 2 Star
Voice 2 Star
Interactive Video 2 Point-to-Point
Security Video 2 Point-to-Point
Energy Management 2 Point-to-Point
ID Card System 4 Point-to-Point
FDDI 4 Ring
Redundancy and Future 6 T.B.A.

TOTAL 24

Ethernet Conficuration

Digital Equipment Corporation is the main hardware
vendor in the area of administrative and academic computing.
DEC will play a major role in the implementatioa of the data
aspects of this cabling plant design. FSU's decision to
continue and expand this relationship is based on the fact

6
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that DEC has all the necessary products and features to
fulfill the institution's goals and objectives.

Each hub will be equipped with a Chipcom 9314$ -ST
fiber-optic ethernet 14 port active star coupler with 9300BU
backup power supply. The active star coupler was choosen over
the passive coupler for one basic reason, the active star
coupler has additional power to boost the optical signal.
This will allow for greater expansion of the network. The
active star coupler will then be configured to a Chipcom
9301T-ST fiber-optic transceiver which will be connected to a
Digital DELNI-BA local area network interconnect. The DELNI
will support either additional DELNI's or eight Digital
DSRVB-BA DECservers.

In all other buildings, the fiber-optic cable will
connect to the Chipcom transceiver then right to a DELNI o:
DECserver depending on thw number of ports necessary. Due to
the easy manner in which systems may be configured, adding to
the network requires no significant re-designing or disruption
to users.

ETHERNET CONFIGURATION FOR HUBS

Chipcom
Active Star

Coupler

Backup Power Supply

A A A

-1 Transceiver 1-->--1 DELNI [-->

< < < <

1 1 I 1 I

1

<

IDECserverl IDECserver IDECserverl [pECserver] IDECserverl

Estimated Costs

The estimated costs are the result of several different
analysis. The design and management figures are based on fees
which would be paid to DEC, if they were to manage the
project. The fiber-optics material and labor costs are the
result of DEC's original study which solicited five major
fiber-optic cable installation firms. These figures are the
average costs of these five vendors. The ethernet components
are prices from DECdirect with the appropriate discounts.

7
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There are some interesting issues about costs. First,
labor is not cheap. It is important to balance your time with
the vendor's tiae. The installation, assembly, and splicing
can cost more than the fiber itself if you are not careful.
Splicing cost varied from $35.00 per hour to $95.00 per hour
depending on the vendor in DEC's study. If you are developing
your first fiber-optic cabling system, 3.t is cheaper to pay
the expert at the outset than to pay for your mistakes during
installation.

Second, time is money. The management of a project like
this will require at least one person full-time for one year
or more depending on the size and complexity of your
institution. We estimated that it would be cheaper to hire
DEC engineers.

Third, FSU anticipates spending an additional
half-million dollars in upgrading the current administrative
and academic main central processing units. This additional
equipment will be necessary to deal with the expanded user
environment created by the cabling plant. Time-sharing ports
will grow from the present 135 to 408. These figures below
are only for the fiber and related work.

Estimated Costs for All Phases

Activities Phase I Phase II Phase III

Design a Management $ 40,000 $ 1/,000 $ 26,000

Fiber-Optics Material 158,000 55,000 81,000

Ethernet Components 207,568 32,332 57,662

Labor 95,000 54,000 80,000

IPhase Totals $500,568 $158,332 $244,662

Grand Total $903,562

Implementation Timetable fog other Applications

Data communications is scheduled to be the first
application to be implementei. Data is expected to be or-line
sometime in the spring of 1991. Data communications will
consist of administrative computing, academic computing, and a
new library information management system. In academic
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computing, FSU supports computing for Instruction, research,
and faculty 'oft services. All current and future planned
microcomputer ...ribs will be connected to the network with a
file server and/or ethernet cards.

Environmental control (energy management) and campus
identification card system will be implemented sometime in
1992. The energy management system will phase in
approximately four to five buildings per year until completed.
The campus identification card system is planning to be
operational in six buildings. The system will support library
access and use, a debit card system for the bookstore, dining
room, snack bar purchases, and security access to computing
facilities. We are exploring other aspects such as, security
access to resident halls, parking, and ATM machines.

The last applications will be video and voice. The
costs for a total fiber-optic PBX system and a video system
for the main campus can not be justified at this time.

Some General Guidelines to Follow

O Decide early what applications need to be supported by
the cabling plant.

O Choosing the appropriate design and topology is crucial.
Remember any design must accommodate a variety of
technologies and topologies.

O Provide enough capacity for growth. Some institutions
double the capacity just for this purpose. Don't worry,
you will find ways to use it.

O Time is money. Sometimes it is cheaper to pay the
expert than to experiment.

O Watch your costs. Labor cost can be more than the fiber
itself you are not careful.

O Utilize mass production components and standards where
ever possible. This will save money and create
flexibility.

O Avoid any unnecessary hardware costs. Repeaters, for
example, require maintenance and incur additional
expenses.

O Use active couplers instead of passive couplers because
they produce optical power and therefore allow for
larger networks.

9
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Conclusion

The development of a multipurpose fiber-optic cabling
plant requires a round planning process if all applications
are to be synthesized into one coherent design. There is a
consistent need to balance costs with benefit and service.
Many aspects of this planning process are just plain common
sense.
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Academic Computing Issues

Coordinator:
Daniel A. Updegrove
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Many colleges and universities are increasing investments in computing for
instruction and research, and the growth in departmental computing
continues. Papers in this track focused on such areas as: coordinating with
administrative computing (including planning, managing, evaluating, and
networking, as well as library automation and academic/departmental in-
formation systems); student and faculty computing access; instructional

software development, use, and assessment (including incentives and support for faculty,
standards, site licensing, copyright, and piracy); strategies for supporting research; distance
education; and progress toward an international network forscholars.

E. Michael Staman
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San Joaquin Delta College
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Loan-a-Mac
A Successful Computer Literacy Program for Faculty

R. Ann Thick
San Joaquin Delta College

Stockton, California

Loan-a-Mac is a program at San Joaquin Delta Community College that
was designed to provide "hands-on" computer literacy development for the
faculty. Twenty Macintoshes with software and carrying cases were provided
to faculty on a 30 day check-out basis. This article desribes the process of
implementing the program, the instructions shared with the participants, a
profile of current users and the HyperCard Loan-a-Mac Checkout System
designed by Computer Services. An analysis of why this program is
successful (i.e., the Macintoshes come back on time, no politics or plea
barginning, repeat requests) will be discussed.
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Loan-aMac
A Successful Computer Literacy Program for Faculty

R. Ann Zinck
San Joaquin Delta College

San Joaquin Delta College: A Growing Network

As a result of the acceptance of Computer Services Five Year P1an1988-92, San Joaquin Delta
College will realize the vision of a computing environment that will transform the use of
information technology in an educational setting. This plan establishes the ambitious goal of an
Academic Computing Network parallel to the current Administrative Network. By harnessing the
capabilities of information technology; managers, staff, faculty and students are empowered
through the use of a computing and communication network for critical, creative, and collaborative
activities. Thus, Delta College is creating an environment in which the use of computer technology
will be the "matter of course" and natural way of doing business. It therefore becomes critical that
the college community is ready for this evolution. The Loan-a-Mac program is one of the ways in
which the college is addressing the need to provide faculty with the opportunity to develop the
computer skills that will be essential to the basic functioning of the campus. In addition, the
avallebility of the computer will help to encourage an interest in using the computer as a
productivity tool and to explore ways to incorporate computer assisted instruction in the
curriculum.

In the Beginning...A Network. In 1987, under the le =hip of Lee Belarmino, Director of
Computer Services, a local area network for administrative services was built. The purpose of the
network was to provide access to the Student Information Systems (SIS), a new Business
Information System (BIS) and electronic mail and file transfer capabilities from the various offices
on campus. The primary requirements in the design of the network were to maintain the college's
investment in the current SIS, residing on a Unisys (Burroughs 6930) mainframe, incorporate the
new BIS on a VAX 8350, and create a "front-end" that would be easy for the user to operate.
After researching many different options, the best soli lion was to design a custom network
utilizing existing phone lines, but based on a new Ethernet backbone. Theresult was a network of
Macintosh workstations that could access both the BIS and SIS using Pacer Link. In Box became
the solution for ...lc:Ironic mail and file transfer and Microsoft Works the standard office
productivity package. The Macintosh provided the perfect solution for the design of an easy to use
front-end to the BIS and SIS, as well as holding down on the investment in training on office
productivity software. Computer Stvvices has been recognized by Digital Equipment Corporation
for the unique solution of using the VAX 8350 as a gateway to the Unisys ( Belarmino and Zinck,
1988/89). Currently, over 130 Macintoshes are on the Administrative Network.

The Academic Connection. The benefits of the Administrative Network, particularly the E-
Mail and file transferring features, are indispensable to the users. Facility members are beginning
to understand the benefits of electronic communication and want access to the capability as well.
The proposed Academic Computing Network (ACN) will, within five years, provide both faculty
and students with electronic communications on campus. The implementation of the network began
this summer with the installation of a fiber optic backbone connecting four Business Computing
Lab/Classrooms to the central Academic Computing Lab. A 3Com network now serves software
applications and printing functions to five different locations. Over 3000 students per semester
take advantage of these computing facilities. This phase of the ACN, is the first of three phases
that will see six satellite labs located in a variety of divisions pulled into the network. In
preparation for the implementation of the ACN, a critical component has been the providing of
computer resources to the faculty.

Since 1987, faculty have had access to a Macintosh computer in their Division offices. In the
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Summer of 1988, the Faculty Computing Center (FCC) opened with a Macintosh II (connected to
a CD ROM and Scanner), LaserWrier, and two IBM PC's available for faculty use. The
popularity of the Macintosh resulted in a reconfiguration of the FCC, replacing the IBM's with two
Macintosh SE's. The goal of the Faculty Computing Center is to provide an environment where
both novice and expert user can find the resources necessary to meet their computing needs. An
interactive video development station, with a Macintosh IIci as the central component, will be made
available in the FCC by December, 1989.

In January, 1989, Computer Services inaugurated what has been called "The Year of the Faculty."
Beginning in 1989, Computer Services was in the poeition to focus attention on the development
of faculty skills and resources in educational and productivity computing. With the vision of the
ultimate campus network firmly in mind, the first concerns for its implementation was the
development of corresponding computer skills and a network vision on the part of the faculty.

Totable Training--Loan-a-Mac. Delta College is not unique in facing the dilemma of
providing computing resources (equipment, training, and software) to faculty, yet having finite
funding for such endeavors. Armed with the understanding that the availability and accessiblity of
computers are among the primary determining factors in developing computer literacy, funding
was allocated for 20 Macintosh computers that faculty could take home for a period of time.
Computer Services was given the task of defining the nature of this opportunity and how it was
going to work. The result was Loan-a-Mac, defined primarily as a computer literacy program for
faculty.

Making It Work. Considerable time was spent in the design of the Loan-a-Mac program. First,
the eligible individuals had to be defined. Funding sources for the equipment required that the
users be faculty members. Since computer literacy was the primary goal of the program, the next
step was to determine a reasonable length of time for a user to keep the equipment. It seemed that
30 days would provide the user with a sufficient amount of time to become fairly proficient with at
least one application. More than that, it was hoped that at the end of the thirty days, the user would
find him or herself seeing the computer as a valuable tool. The other reason for the 30 day time
period, is that realistically, Computer Services knew that proficient users would also participate in
Loan-a-Mac and would want sufficient time to work on projects. The total numSer of faculty,
including part-time instructors at Delta is over 600 individuals. Since full time faculty numbered
around 200 individuals, Computer Services determined that limiting the use of the computers to
full time faculty would greatly assist in availability of the resource, not to mention keeping the day
to day operation of the program manageable.

Once these basic parameters were established, that is, Loan-a-Mac would be a 30 day check out to
fulltime faculty, then the nitty-gritty of the total procedure had to be defined. Requirements for the
successful operation of the program were brainzzonned in Computer Services until solutions that
were acceptable to both Computer Services and the Vice President/Assistant Superintendent were
reached. The following were the initial requirements Computer Services established for successful
day to day operation of the program.

The operation of the program must:
1. Be free of politics.
2. Function on a day to day basis without management involvement.
3. Provide an accurate status report on demand.
4. Be managed by a Macintosh application.
5. Insure that the user will return the equipment on time.
6. Allow a turn-around time for maintenance of the returned equipment.
7. Insure the user is skilled enough to do basic set-up and desktop functions.

Service First, Fairness Foremost. In the Loan-a-Mac program, we at Computer Services
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wanted a clean process that was fair to all and could not be corrupted by political games or
favoritism. Compuk.,. Services' role on campus is that of a service organization that views all
users as important customers. In all cases, the goal of the department is to be outside the political
arena. The computers for the Loan-a-Mac program were funded by the Instruction Office as
directed by the Vice President/Assistant Superintendent. Computer Services was given the charge
of designing and defining the program. Input related to the requirements cited above were solicited
from the area Deans. Suggestions from them related to the distribution process and authorizations
for use of the computer. Quite honestly though, tne suggestion. didn't seem to meet the
requirements we had established. Thus it was determined that Loan-a-Mac would operate simply
on a first-come, first-served basis with no advanced or multiple reservations of systems being
possible. Once the basic reservation policy was established, then a HyperCard stack was designed
to manage the reservation and tracking tasks. The stack allows phone reservations to be entered
and the requester is automatically entered into the queueing system. The stack also maintains an
accounting of the software resident on the equipment. A status report can be printed at any time to
determine who has Macs, who is on the waiting list, or an entire history of Loan-a-Mac users.
One of the concerns about turn-around maintenance, the possibility that 20 Macintoshes would be
.;turned at once, never materialized since when the program was initiated, the first users took up to
a week to pick up their Mac. Now we have a policy that users must pick up their Loan-a-Mac
within three days of being notified of its ai ulability or it goes to the next person on the list.

Issues and Risks. A major concern in designing the Loan-a-Mac program related to liability in
case or theft of the equipment or damage while it was off -campus. There was also a question of
what recourse was possible should a Macintosh not be returned, i.e. the faculty member refused to
return it on time. The campus Risk Manager was consulted with on insurance questions. The
recommendation by the Risk Manager was r hope that the user's homeowners insurance would
cover a th:ft. If not, Delta College is self-insured and thus responsible for replacement costs. The
possibility of the Macintoshes not being returned wasn't considered until a colleague mentioned
that this had apparently been a problem at another institution. What would we do if a computer
di in't come back when it was supposed to? Everything from requiring collateral, to withholding
paychecks, and legal prosecution was suggested The bottom line was, we did not want to take a
punitive stand. We decided that an agreement signed by the faculty member that represented an
Lnderstanding of their responsibilities in the program would be sufficient. If a problem of an
overdue computer came up, it was decided that notification of the Division Chair/Director would be
the first recourse. The second would be informing the next person on the list that their computer
was still held by the cerrent user. It seemed that this was sufficient to act as appropriate press=
for timely returns. 1 ...s the faculty are asked to sign an agreement upon checking out the
Macintosh in which they agree to abide by the reservation rules, time limitation, all software
licenses, etc.

As soon as the operation of the program had been spec lied, we were ready to present it to the Vice
President for approval. He agreed with our centralize( library type approach, limiting the prograr-
to fulltime faculty and the user agreement. We were given the "go ahead" to proceed witn
presentations to the major governance groups on campus.

Training Options. Computer Services through the .Apple Computer, Inc.'s Higher Education
Purchase Program II MEPPI, provides almost weekly on-campus training opportunities provided
with assistance from the our HEPP Apple Computer Sales Representative. Faculty and staff have
the opportunity to attend training sessions on such topics as introduction to the Macintosh,
Microsoft Works, HyperCard, Ready Set Go, and SuperPaint. In addition, faculty and Computer
Services offer training on Micrograde, PowerPoint, mrrd MindWrite. An exten-lve library of
training tapes for such Macintosh applications as Excel, Works, HyperCard, PageMaker, Using
the Macintosh, and Filemaker offer the user many opportunities for training on their own time.
The truly novice Loan-a-Mac user is required to take the introductory Macintosh workshop (2
hours) or complete one of the introductory tapes prior to checking out the computer.
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A library of popular software is maintained for the Loan-a-Mac user to check out with the
computer. A separate HyperCard stack was created to manage this library since faculty and other
users not involved in Loan-a-Mac request use of software. Some software titles the are included
in the library are Micro Test III, Wingz, Adobe Illustrator, Page Maker, Word, Excel, and Statview.

A Profile of Success. Loan-a-Mac will celebrate a year of success in February, 1990. The
first twenty Loan-a-Mac recipients were selected by a random drawing from requests that were
called in by phone during the week of February 13-17. Since then, 70 faculty members have had a
Loan-a-Mac at least once. In October, 1989; I sent out a survey to fmd out how the program was
going from the user's perspective. The results indicated that the program is an unquestionable
success. Highlights of the survey are summarized below. Forty surveys, 57 per cent, were
returned out of the total of 70 sent. Not all respondents answered all of the questions.

Tables 1-3 below provide. a general profile of the faculty participants in Loan-a-Mac according to
experience and use of the computer. Table 1 provides confirmation that most Loan-a-Mac users
are repeat customers. Table 2 shows that most of the users consider themselves to be at a
"Beginning" level in terms of computer use. Fifty-two per cent of the respondents (n=31)
"'.scribed themselves as having a little skill in a Macintosh application, while 42per cent (n=26)
had comparable skill with a different brand of computer. Thirty-nine per cent of the respondents
described themselves as having an Intermediate level of skill by bein* familiar with several
Macintosh applications, 39 per cent also had comparable experience with a different brand of
computer. Table 3 nrovides data related to how the faculty used their Loan-a-Macs. Word
processing was the tool of choice for 83 per cent of the respondents (n= 36). Forty-one per cent
of the respondents (n=36), noted that they used Loan-a-Mac to learn new software. The remaining
applications: spreadsheet, database, electronic gradebook, and desktop publishingwere uaed about

pally

User satisfaction with the service provided was high. Eighty-seven per cent of the respondents
(n=39) indicated that they had encountered no difficulties with the reservation or return process.
Of the five who cited problems, one circled yes for problems, but said ."Very nice to deal with."
A second had problems because she was trying to manipulate her reservation time to insure that she
would have a computer in September instead of August when her name came up. One individual
was upset because he was first told as a part-time faculty member he wasn't eligible, however,
after checking with the Personnel Office, it was verified that he was 52% faculty and 48%
classified staff. The remaining two said the problem was that the computers were, "hard to carry."
All in all, considering the scope of the program five rather minor complaints appears to be an
excellent record. Computer Services is considering purchasing some inexpensive luggage carts to
elp in transporting the computers. A second question asked about satisfaction with the technical

support provided in the Academic Computing Lab. Approximately 79 per cent (n=33) of the
respondents said they asked for assistance from the Lab and of that, 96 per cent were satisfied with
the assistance. The one dissatisfied individual said he simply could not understand the computer,
but everyone was helpful.

A final tidestion dealt with the respondents interest in applying for a MacNet project which would
give them a Macintosh SE in their office for a year. Ten of the 38 who answered that question
already had a MacNet computer. In response to a question about plans for applying fora MacNet
computer, fifty-two per cent (n=29) said they intended to do so. It would seem logical that repeat
users of Loan-a-Mac would apply for a MacNet computer. It is interesting also, that some MacNet
faculty continue to get a Loan-a-Mac on a regular basis.
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Table 2: Skill Level of
Participants on Macintosh and

"Other"Computers
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An area left open for comments resulted in 33 of the respondents writing comments about the
overall benefits of the program.' All ',A the responses were positive. A few examples were:
"Excellent opportunity," 'Wonderful, enjoyed having it," "Gained skills and convenient," "Super
program," "Only game in town," and "Helped a great deal."

Conclusions and Recommendations. In doing this "retrospective" of Loan-a-Mac, it was
interesting to think through why this program is so successful and what recommendations can be
made to other colleges that may want to initiate their own "Loan-a-Mac." It is my belief that Loan-
a-Mac's success has several key contributory factors behind it.

First, the system was designed to function smoothly in a non-political manner. Computers are
"hot property" on this campus. Besides being a limited resource, there is also certain cL e of ego
and status that come into play when computer users are vying for this resource. In Liman -a-Mac,
everyone is treated equally, just as if they were checking out a book in the library. The program
was presented as the best possible way to spread around a limited resource, and the campus users
accepted this reality. The "red tape" for getting the computer is minimal. On the first request there
is one form to sign and a training requirement to meet. After that, it is a matter of a phone call to
enter a second request.

Second, Loan-a-Mac fits into the flexible work habits of the college faculty. Whether it is the first-
time user learning an application, or the more experienced individual working on a project; the
ability to take these computers home has provided a valuable resource that fits into the inherent
work-time flexibility of a community college instructor. Instructors have stated that being able to
take the computer home insures that they are able to spend quality Lime on the computer. Another
advantage is that fcr some, it showed them how essential to their work a computer becomes and as
a result, they have purchased their own Macintosh.

Third, the program is clearly a "no strings attached" benefit or "perq," if you will. Generally, the
policy on any State Community College employeeon taking home equipment has been extremely
restrictive. The Loan-a-Mac is revolutionary in that regard. This is recognized and appreciated by
the users.

Finally, the Loan-a-Mac program is totally consistent with Computer Services Five YeffilAn.
The faculty recognizes that the campus will become an electronic village of sorts with the
installation of the Academic Computing Network. Loan-a-Mac provides those that are interested in
participating in the "electronic revolution" with the opportunity to learn and become comfortable
with the coming technology. It provides them with the opportunity to be skilled enough to
participate in the MacNet program. The MacNet program began in July, 1989 and provides faculty
with the use of a Macintosh for the period of one year to complete a definable curriculum
improvement project. This program operates very much like a competitive grant program. A
written proposal is required and rater by a committee. Those who achieve a mini,ium criterion
score are eligible for the MacNet computer. The use of the Macintosh is for one year in the faculty
member's office. At the end of the year, it will be possible to renew a project based on a
continuation plan or proposing a new one.

Based on the success of the program on Delta's campus, it would seem to fit a need for colleges
that see it as important to provide computer access to the faculty for both learning and project type
functions. When considering the implementation of such a program, the following
recommendations are made:

1. First and foremost, spend time developing and defining the operation of the program. Our
library type of program is very successful, there may be other options that a college may consider.
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No matter what the delivery system is, I cannot stress enough that it should be mechanical, not
political. Even our Mac Net program is based on a rating system that effectively removes politics,
plea bargaining, and favoritism.

2. Focus on service with the system. Provide the software which will do the tasks instructors will
want done. It is not necessary to have all software on all equipment. Everyone uses Works, but
only a few may want or need Ready Set Go. Additional software is loaded on and removed based
on the needs of the user. We provide help-line service through Computer Services and the
Academic Computing Lab. Encourage users to use that instead of trying to fix it themselves.

3. Provide adequate training opportunities for the users. Training tapes are an ideal companion to
the Loan-a-Mac. Users can sometimes only get time to learn new software at home, outside of
assigned work time. In recognition of this and the overall success of the program, Delta's College-
Wide Staff Development Committee has allocated funds for the purchase of eight Macintosh SE's
for classified employees to check out on a two week basis.

4. Visit the key governance bodies to explain the benefits and intent of the program. This pre-
implementation activity insured an understanding of the program by the campus leaders and
allowed Computer Services to stress the benefits and value of the program as it was designed.

5. Remember that the success of the program is very probably due also in a large part because this
is a Loan-a-Mac and not Loan-a-PC. The ease of learning the Macintosh contributes to the
enthusiasm and success that the new faculty users on campus are experiencing. This program is
desig__ d primarily as a new user program. The relative ease and independence associated with
learning Macintosh applications makes the program manageable because fewer resources are
needed to support the learning experience. A significant and rapid increase in productivity is
experienced, thus the use of the Macintosh becomes a reward in and of itself. Of the 40 surveys,
only one person save up on the computer because he just couldn't understand how to use it and a
second just wanted to stick to using a secretary. In either case, it is quite likely that a DOS
computer wouldn't have been a better solution.
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When is a Site License Not a Site License?
A Guide Through the Maze
of Large-volume Academic

Microcomputer Software Purchasing

Tony Townsend
University of Virginia

Charlottesville, Virginia

Many microcomputer software companies profess to offer a site license for
their products. The term site license, however, is loosely defined and can
mean any number of different licensing and financing arrangements. This
presentation will examine the different types of such arrangements, explain
the differences between them; and offer guidelines as to what to look for
when negotiating a site license agreement with a software vendor.
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I. Introduction

The answer to the question, "When is a site license not a site license?" is deceptively
simple almost never. Almost any microcomputer software company, when asked if they
offer a site license, will respond in the affirmative. Upon further inspection, however, the
great majority of these site licenses turn out to be something other than their name would
have you think. In this paper, we will take a look at what is and is not a site license, give
specific examples of each category, and offer some guidelines on what to look for in a
volume-purchase of microcomputer software for an academic institution.

H. Types of licensing Agreements

A. True Site licenses

A true site license is just that the institution pays a fee, either one-time or
annual, and the software company allows unlimited use of its package at that
institution. Even within the framework of the true site license, however, there can
be a distinction.

This difference lies in where the software will be used.

True BASIC and WATCOM, for example, license their BASIC and FORTRAN
languages, respectively, for use by any student, faculty or staff member anywhere on
the campus of the licensing institution.

Datastorm Technologies, on the other hand, issues a site license for its Procomm
and Procomm Plus packages to be used by a student, faculty or staff member in any
location, as long as they are using the software to communicate with the institution's
computers on campus.

This difference can be seen as reflecting the type of software being licensed.

Procomm, because it is an asynchronous communications package, would be of
limited value licensed solely "on-campus", as on-campus computers are usually
already in communication with each other over a faster medium, such as Ethernet.
There may be certain on-campus sites that would need such a package and these are
covered by this true site license as well.

True BASIC and Watcom's WATFOR, however, are licensed to be used in
classroom situations, as teaching tools. The companies who market these products
also know that students who have their own computers will want a copy of the
program for their home machine, which will help the company sell more copies of
the software (probably at a reduced rate, as we will see later).

1
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B. Volume and Educational Discounts

In a majority of cases, when a software company says that they offer a site
license, what they are really talking about is a volume discount. Like the volume
discount in other parts of the economy, the larger the ramber of items you buy,
the less each item costs per unit. As with a true site license, there are variations
here as well.

The first kind of volume discount involves a purchase threshold. For example,
up to a certain amount in sales, a software package costs 100 dollars, beyond that
certain amount of sales volume, the price drops to 75 dollars. Claris, the Apple
software company, operates in this way, with purchase thresholds at 5,000, 10,000
and 15,000 dollars.

A variation on this is offered by Microsoft for some of its software. Packages
that are likely to be used in a teaching situation, such as Word, are sold in
"Academic 10-packs". These groupings have enough disks for 10 computers, but
only one set of manuals. This of course saves Microsoft money by cutting down
duplication costs. It is also logical from the point of the instructor, who will
supposedly be teaching the students about the program, so that manuals for each
student would be redundant. WordPerfect uses a variation of this, as we will see
later.

The second kind of discount has no purchase threshold. Here a special
educational price is offered by the company making the package, no matter how
much business you do with them in a given time-frame. This price may only apply
to those packages used in a teaching situation, or any person affiliated with an
educational institution may purchase the package at the reduced rate.

An example of the former scenario is AutoCAD by AutoDesk. Copies of
AutoCAD used for instruction may be purchased at about 35% of the retail list
price. Each copy is identical to the full retail version.

An example of the latter is the School Software Program of the WordPerfect
Corporation. Under this plan, any product offered by WordPerfect can be purchased
by student, faculty or staff of any educational institution for about 25% of the retail
list price. As with AutoCAD, each copy is identical to the full retail version.
Through a third party, WordStar offers the same arrangement.

The third variant of the volume discount is the "master fee-minimum number"
plan. Here, the educational institution pays a master license fee for a software
package,,then pays a fee per copy of the software bought and agrees to buy at least
a certain number of copies.

This variant is used by WordPerfect, which calls it their Site Volume Pricing
Agreement. For example, to buy version 5.0 of WordPerfect for the IBM PC under
this program, an institution pays a master license fee of $75, then pays a per-copy

2
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fee of a maximum of $40 each (a cost which further declines as the number of
copies increases). For each copy of the program, you get a quick reference card and
a keyboard template. The master license fee entitles you to one copy of the manual,
as well as allowing you to purchase more copies of the nt 'vials for a fee.

C. Resale Agreement

Several software companies offer a site license which operates very much like a
department store. The institution buys the software at xholesale, adds its profit
margin and then sells to the consumer. College bookstores will frequently offer
such packages to students. Companies encourage faculty to adopt their software
by offering such plans, in hopes that the teaching staff will require students to
purchase a copy of the software. This kind of licensing is very similar to that used
for textbooks for many years.

One company that offers this kind of arrangement is Borland. Through their
Scholars' Program, students can purchase any Borland product at a discount of
about 50%. College bookstores and computer stores can buy the software at about
a 70% discount, so even with a reasonable markup, the software can still be sold for
the same price as the student could purchase it at retail. In addition, for a certain
number of copies of the software bought, Borland supplies a free copy to the faculty
member who will be teaching the course.

Even if specifically required for a course, Borland will still offer a discount to
students through a special coupon. This coupon, usually distributed at the start of
the semester, entitles them to the 50% (or more) discount. The only requirement
is that an instructor suggest that the software would be valuable in a certain course,
and that a course number be noted on the coupon.

Addison-Wesley is also in the resale agreement line. The difference is that
Addison-Wesley offers "student editions" of popular packages. These editions are
smaller, o: have fewer features than the regular retail versions. For instance, the
student edition of Lotus 1-2-3 can only handle 256 rows by 64 columns. A special
manual is also included with the student editions. This manual is more of a tutorial
than a reference text. Once again, college bookstores and campus computer stores
can purchase the student editions at a greater discount, mark it up and resell it to
students for the same price as the student would normally pay. Addison-Wesley also
does not sell software of its own, as does Borland, it only markets the special
editions.

M. What to Look For in a licensing Agreement

With all the different programs offered by vendors, it's easy to get confused and
quite possibly wind up with a sales agreement that isn't what you had thought it would be.
In this section, we'll suggest some guidelines for buying software in large quantities.

3
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A. Intended Audience

Before conducting negotiations for a site license, ask yourself what group will
benefit from we package. If it will only be used in an instructional setting, it's
wasteful to buy a license that lets anyone associated with the institution use the
application at no cost. If it is a program that will only be used administratively,
don't spend extra dollars making it available to students as well.

On the other hand, it never hurts to get as wide a coverage as possible for the
least cost. If a site license costs the same whether or not its distribution is restricted
(and the vendor doesn't want to negotiate a lower price for fewer users), you have
no choice. You may find that having faculty, staff and students all use the package
helps the computer support staff by creating a de facto campus-wide standard.

B. Hardware Environment

Take some time to identify where the software will be used. Vendors frequently
license software for a single computer, so if you want to run it on a network, you
may find yourself paying a higher price. 0., the other end, if the network version
of the software is the package you want, see if the vendor will decrease the price
normally charged if a product will be used on both stand-alone and networked
machines.

C. Types of Fees

There are as many different ways to pay for a site license as there are things
called site licenses. In general, there are four categories of payment, listed below
in order of preference to educational institutions:

1) One-time fee. You pay once and the software is licensed to the institution
in perpetuity. This option is so rare as to be non-existent.

2) Yearly fee. Here the institution pays a yearly fee to the vendor, with no
per-workstation or other incremental costs. This variant is quite similar
to the next one below.

3) Initial fee with yearly maintenance fee. Here a one-time cost buys you the
ability to pay the company an annual cost, in order to keep your site
license current. This option is common and has its roots in the pricing
arrangements for minicomputer and mainframe software.

4) Master fee with per-workstation license cost. Much like #3, except instead
of paying an additional fee each year, you pay an additional fee for each
computer on which you intend to use the software.

Of course, the best kind of fee is the smallest one possible, no matter what its
terms.

4
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D. Packaging

Especially with volume discounts, you should give some thought to how the
software will be distributed. If all you really want is the legt1 ability to run a
package on say, 100 computers, why get 100 copies of the manual, disks and assorted
paraphernalia? Ask the company if you can reduce the cost of such volume pricing
further by only getting one copy of the actual product. This will also save you from
having to open 100 packages, throw out the manuals, and re-format the disks. (Why
re-format? You could be held legally liable if someone went through the trash,
picked out the program disks and used them on a computer that wasn't covered
under the license agreement.)

On the other side of the coin, if your intent is to make a full-blown copy of the
software available to anyone in your institution who wants it, it is to your advantage
to have them get all the parts of the application that come with it if you had paid
full price. Otherwise, your computer support staff will end up spending more time
and money answering questions about the package than you saved with the site
license.

E. Technical Support

Ask the vendor you're buying from how the site licensing agreement will affect
the vendor's technical support. Will end-users of the program still he able to call
the company, just as if they had paid full price for the package? This luxury may be
one of the things the vendor wants to do away with, in order to save money.

The technical support for a site license (if end-users can't call directly) often
involves a designated support person at the institution. This support person fields
questions from end-users, answers them if possible, and if not possible, calls the
vendor for help. In an effort to make this system more usable, vendors may make
available a database of commonly-asked questions with their answers, a bulletin
board system or other support aids.

As a basic requirement, make sure the vendor from whom you are considering
licensing a product at least has a technical support department accessible to your
institution. There are cases of companies who only allow dealers to call them
directly and your site license does not make you a dealer.

F. Upgrades

When figuring the cost of a site license, always ask if upgrades and/or bug fixes
are included in the cost. Sometimes, upgrades and fixes are an additional expense
(payable per workstation license or as a lump sum annually). Some vendors offer
free bug fixes, but the institution has to request them. Other vendors may throw in
a year's worth of product updates with a license of that term.



G. Error Determination and Resolution

As we all know, the software package that is completely free of errors has yet
to be marketed. With a site license, an institution may well find itself in a situation
much like that of a vendor: the more users who work on an application, the more
bugs will be uncovered. If the vendor of a particular package prohibits end users
from calling the company directly, users who encounter flaws will call you instead.

Always have the vendor specify how such problems will be handled. There may
be different ways to resolve problems depending on the severity of the bug. If a bug
prevents a program from working as advertised, the vendor should provide a fix
promptly. If a bug only requires that a work-around be used, the vendor may wait
until the next official release to change the product. In either event, spelling out
such conditions before paying the license fee can save time and hassle later.

H. Methods of Distribution

Every vendor who offers a site license has their own way for distributing legal
copies. SPSS, a statistics program, requires that every person who receives a copy
of SPSS-PC sign a license form, which the institution must keep on file. Other
companies only ask that the institution verify that a person is legally entitled to
receive the software. Other firms only let people use their product while on
institution business; copying is forbidden.

Remember that one of the advantages of a site lir .. nse from the standpoint of
the software vendor is less administrative overhead. Very often, this manifests itself
in such overhead being done by the institution in place of the company.

When negotiating a site license, check that the method of distributing the
software won't cause a burden to your institution that you don't have the staff to
handle.

IV. What to Avoid in a Licensing Agreement

Just as there are many things to look for in a site license, there are items to avoid
as well.

A. Having One Person as a Vendor Contact

Even though many firms may want only one technical contact at an institution,
it is important that this support person be different from the person handling the
administrative dealings with the vendor. Even with small volumes of software
licensing, the amount of work involved in both technical support and organizational
record keeping can crowd out any other tasks a staffer is expected to handle.

Also, with more than one person as a contact, you have a backup in case of
illness or other absence from work.

6
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B. Non-cancelable Agreements

As with any contract, be sure there is a clause allowing your institution to
terminate the agreement on written notice. This clause should not have further
stipulations and should allow you to get out of the agreement for whatever reason
you see fit. Agreements that only allow you to terminate them with the vendor's
approval should be avoided at all costs.

Here's an example of why you need this safety outlet: your fiscal year does not
correspond with the term of your site license. The licensing agreement requires you
to make quarterly payments. Your budget for the new fiscal year gets cut drastically
and one of the items you decide to cut is the rest of the payments on the site license.
If your contract didn't allow you to exit without vendor approval, you might find your
institution running a deficit.

C. Putting Your Institution at Risk For Misuse

A very touchy subject with all vendors is who will be pay for unauthorized copies
made from your site license. Although it is reasonable for institutions to be
responsible for such piracy (they are, after all, supposed to enforce the terms of the
license), the thing to watch out for is any liabilities above the cost of the stolen
software. By this, we are referring to court costs, lawsuits, or criminal charges. In
general, a paragraph or two stating that the institution will do its best to prevent
illegal copying may well satisfy most vendors.

Although the burden of uncovering such illegal copies is almost always the
vendor's, it would be a good idea to verify this as well before signing any agreement.
Once again, a good faith effort on the part of the institution to prevent piracy from
happening in the first place is the best defense.

V. Conclusion

Although what may be called a site license is most likely another beast altogether,
there are still many advantages to using such arrangements.

The most important thing to do with any volume purchase of microcomputer
software is to compare the dollars saved n the short-term with the labor costs incurred by
your institution in the long-term. The site licence that appears on the surface to offer you
an application at 1/3 of retail list price may turn cut to cost you 25% above list after you
add in staff time for support and administrative record-keeping. Only by doing a
comprehensive analysis of both costs, both immediate and long-range, can you make the
right decision.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of integrating technology and pedagogy is not
easily solved. In almosu every case, successfully integrating
technology into .an existing course is hard work, probably
involving a multiple-year effort, hundreds of hours on the part
of an individual faculty member, and the coordination and support
of number of different units within the University. It is not,
as was once suggested, simply a matter of "buying a package and
placing it on the network for students to use."

Indeed, the problem (irregardless of the solution) is not
well understood by many members of university faculties, staffs,
or administrations. Each has a different role in the process,
and each set of roles must be fulfilled if a university is to
benefit from the widespread integration (as opposed to today's
relatively isolated instance:) proposed by proponents of the use
of technology in teaching /learning environments. One can begin
to understand the difficulty of the problem by attempting to
develop an environment which would truly encourage such
integration, hence the purpose of this paper.

The initial section of the paper contains a section entitled
"General Nature of the Problem", which is defined in more detail
in the section on "Specific Aspects". In the se%;tion entitled
"Implementation", a solution is proposed within the perspective
of a supported, managed effort designed f create an
environment in which interested faculty can, if they choose,
successfully integrate technology into a classroom environment.
A financial model and several conclusions appear at the end of
the paper.

GENERAL NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

It is important to note that most faculy are users, not
developers, of teaching/learning materials. They use resources
such as textbooks developed by their peers, audio/visual
materials frequently developed by vendors, and libraries and
information technologies developed and/or supported by their
institutions. In the case of written material, the use of
resources prepared by others as tools for instruction has been
occurring since the beginning of time; in the case of stored
program computers, since the middle of this century. The first
professor to use the first IBM 70/ sometime in the early 1950's
probably began envisioning the instructional potential of the
technology as soon as the power of te resource was understood,
and certainly there are many exampl-, of computers in "..,
classrooms in the early 1960's.

Thus efforts to develop courseware are not new. What is new
is that the key barriers of excessive cost and the lack of a
sufficient amount of acceptable software are rapidly being
overcome. Given the number of successes reported in recent years
it would seem that by now the use of technology in teaching and
learning environments would be as common as the use of other
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resources available to faculty, or that we would at least see
momentum in that direction sufficient to convinc4 us that the use
of such resources mould become commonplace during the next few
years. But the use of technology in pedagogic environments is
not commonplace, and what momentum that does axist is developing
at an excruciatingly slow rate.

Efforts to develop the momentum have focused on a series of
perceived, tangible obstacles. For example, both the Silicon
Basement Seminars and the NCRIPTAL Awards evolved because tneir
developers correctly believed that major obstacles included a
lack of awareness both of the potential offered by technology and
of successful examples of the use of technology in disciplines of
all types.

But more fundamental than these kinds of obstacles,
however, is the question of what truly happens when a member of
the faculty walks in front of a class and begins to teach. It
(the act of teaching) is a very special event, highly
individualized, unique to a given professor in a given
environment, teaching a given lecture in a given course. The
issues are curriculum restructuring and courseware portability
(in the pegagogic, not the technical sense) because the way in
which a particular course is actually taught depends upon a
specific professor at a specific university and is typical:17 a
function of the specific tools available.

When we then recognize that the problem is further
exacerbated by more mundane things such as a lack of detailed
technological expertise on the part of most faculty, insufficient
staff support, lack of resources, minimal or no administrative
support or commitment, and a general lack of focus on the
problem, it is not surprising that the results have not been
good. Simple problems become incredibly complex: which software
package to choose for a given segment of 3 course, whether the
package will run on existing hardware, what the use of the
package will do to the existing continuity in the course, and
even how to load memory, get started, and recover from a myriad
of potential technological-eased failures.

Finally, in some cases the problem may be made more complex
if an administration makes incorrect assumptions about whether
and how a given segment of the faculty will want to change, and
then proceeds to install resources which may not be appropriate
to the pedagogic environment at the time. Integrating technology
into the curriculum is not an administrative process. It is a
faculty process which requires a great deal of administrative
support, possibly in the form of released time, and certainty in
the forms of staff assistance and financial support.
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SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM

Successfully creating an environment in which interested
faculty can integrate technology into the curriculum is a
relatively complex problem. The problem can best be described as
a series of needs. In this section of the paper the needs are
defined, and an approach to meeting these needs is described in
the next section.

NEEDS

ITEM

1. A plan

2. Interested faculty

3. Sufficient interest to
impact a number of courses
(ten, for example)

4. Faculty identified courses

5. Staff support for faculty in
the selection of software

6. Staff support for faculty
during the acquisition/
purchasing phase

413
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WHY

The project spans about
thirty-six months, involves
many different activities
and constituencies, and
a not insignif!.cant
financial commitment.

Volunteers will have a much
higher probability of
staying with the project
for its duration.

One aspect of the problem
is critical mass. Multiple
success stories across
several divisions has a
better chance of building
momentum than one or two
"apostles".

obvious

1. Software evaluation
requires knowledge of not
only its functionality, but
also its operational
environment; 2. Sources
of software are not
generally known to faculty.

Bureaucracies can quickly
destroy an initiative.



7. Staff or intern support for
faculty during initial
implementation

8. An opportunity for faculty
training in the early stages
of the project

9. Possibly a defined amount of
released time for faculty to
make modifications to the
curriculum

10. Documentation support

11. Evaluation process (rroject
oriented)

421

1. Software is often not
well documented; 2. There
may be components which do
not work as advertised.
3. New technologies or
technologies unfamiliar to
faculty may be involved.
4. University procedures
(access, establishing
student accounts, etc.) may
be problematical.

1. Additional use of
technology (e.g.:
spreadsheets, data bases,
word processors, etc.) may
be assumed by the authors
of the selected packages;
2. Expanded use of
technology may be highly
useful in either the
teaching or learning
process.

May be necessary if
significant changes to the
pedagogic process is
contemplated. Source
materials, course
sequences, changed quantity
of course content,
examinations/evaluation
tools, assignments, etc.
are impacted.

1. Students will need user
guides; 2. Demonstration
examples will need to be
constructed. 3. Staff
will need to learn how and
at what level to provide
consulting support.

In return for
administrative and staff
support, meaningful
feedback on how well the
project worked should be
part of the process. The
focus with respect to this
need is on how better to
support future faculty
projects.
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12. Intern support during first
sequence through a course

13. Two to three post-course
faculty conducted seminars
presented to other faculty
within the university

14. Staff support for an update
cycle

Identify, help fix
problems, failures in the
process, failures in
documentation,
administrative needs, etc.

1. The focus is on
pedagogic impact at this
point. Disseminate
information to peers; what
works, what didn't work,
etc. 2. Build critical
mass; attract other
interested faculty. Obtain
agreement from faculty to
present seminars in
exchange for released time
and support.

Post course evaluations
will reveal problems and
areas where
modifications/additional
support is required.

15. Planning for sustained efforts University administration
can assist in expanding
successes, by building on
or repeating the cycle.

Thus there is not one, but many problems to be solved.
The successful incorporation of technology into the curriculum
includes faculty becoming engaged in self-directed uses of
technology, the creation of new approaches in curricular
presentation, and the development of specific expertise, and
examples of the use of technology in the classroom so that other
faculty will follow by example.

IMPLEMENTATION

The key is to put together a team of academic professionals.
To have a impact on the institution, a "critical mass" is
required -- one or two projects will not do. The support of the
University's Academic Computing Services is also vital to the
success of the project. This support needs to include assistance
in: the identification of appropriate software, management,
documentation, training, evaluation, and dissemination of
successes to other faculty. A three-year developmental project
is envisioned.
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The actual process may be summarized as follows: For
purposes of example, we suggest that approximately ten faculty
members be identified, each to spend about 25% of their
time for one year developing material to be applied to a
specific, targeted course during the next year. The intent is
to successfully integrate technology into a total of ten courses.
Each faculty participant will then present two seminars to the
university community during the third year (twenty seminars).

Each individual who volunteers for the project will go
through a process of identifying software and/or technology
which, because of the documentation, review, and/or national
recognition, appears to be an excellent candidate for a
particular course. The process of identifying the technology,
acquisition, learning how to use both the software and the
hardware, and developing initial approaches to the targeted
course will be conducted during the initial year of the project.

The second year (first actual classroom implementation) is
also developmental in nature. Problems, knowledge of what works
and what does not work, and ideas about how to improve on the use
of the tools developed in the first year will become apparent
only through classroom pilot and evaluation efforts. Faculty
will teach the course one semester, make revisions in curriculum
and technoloq, use, and re-teach the revised course to complete
pilot work.

The final, very important developmental aspect of the
project is the two seminars that participants will conduct during
the third year. Each seminar need be only a few hours in
duration. The successful "experiences" of faculty can be
discussed and used as catalysts to cause other members of the
faculty to seek ways to integrate technology into their courses.
That is, proof by a known colleague that the use of technology
truly improves the teaching process, or that students learn
better (this means that they learn more from a given course, gain
different insights, retain thetmaterial for longer periods of
time, learn faster, etc.) will generate more interest on the part
of the faculty than any number of papers, reviews, or sales
efforts by people external to the University. Third year
seminars will be offered under the auspices of Academic Computing
Services, and Faculty will lead seminars without release time as
part of their project commitment.
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CALENDAR

Tasks Primary Participants Estimated Months

Planning begins: Identify
faculty volunteers.

Identity courses

Identify software sources
and universities who have
used software.

Select student interns for
involvement in the project.

Review software document-
ation, demo disks, manuals
and installation requir-
ments.

Contact universities using
software that is finally
chosen.

Order and install software.

Faculty training in use of
software.

Curriculum design, demon-
stration, applications and
preparation integrating
software use. Revise
syllabi.

Assemble final project
packages:
- user guides for faculty
- classroom demonstration

examples.
- course lectures/syllabi
- class assignments

Courses taught

Course modifications.
Training documentation for
faculty updated; project
packages updated;

Provost, Deans, Faculty

Faculty

Duration/Calendar

1-1 July
#1

2-2

Academic Computing Services 3-3 Sept
Staff and Faculty #1

Academic Computing Services 3-3

Academic Computing Services 4-6
Staff and Faculty

Academic Computing Services 4-6
Staff and Faculty

Academic Computing Services 7-9 Jan
and student interns. #1

Academic Computing Services; 10-14
interns; faculty participants.

Faculty participants. 3-17

Academic Computing Services 13-14 July
staff; faculty participants #2
interns.

Faculty, interns. 15-18 Sept
#2

Faculty participants, Acad- 18-19
emic Computing Services
staff.
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Courses taught

Evaluation of process

Faculty, interns-

Faculty, staff

19-23

24-27
Jan
#2

First seminar conducted Faculty participants; 28-28 Oct
Academic Computing Services. #3

Second Seminar Faculty participants; Acad- 32-32 Feb
Computing Services. #3

Planning for project
continuation.

Provost, Dir. Academic Com-
puting; Deans Council,
Faculty

25-34

FINANCIAL MODEL

The figures below assume that the project involves ten
courses, ten faculty released 1/4 time for one academic year
to learn the technology and to modify a course, ten students (one
for each faculty for a two-year period), an average of $3000 per
faculty for software and equipment, and $200 per faculty for
miscellaneous expenses. In Year #1 the major activities are
acquisition, learning, and curriculum modification; in Year #2
the activities are teaching and evaluation, and in Year #3 each
faculty member presents two seminars. Actual budgets could vary
significantly, depending on items such as local costs, equipment
and software. Figure 1

YEAR #1 YEAR #2 YEAR #3 TOTAL

Ten Faculty - $100,000 $100,000
01/4 t. me ea.

Equipment 30,000 30,000

Student support 20,000 $20,000 40,000

Supplies 2,000 2,000 2,000 6,000

Totals $152,000 $22,000

Estimated cost per course: $17,600

SUMMARY

2,000 $176,000

From the standpoint of university administration, the
problem of how best to integrate technology into the pedagogic
process must ultimately evolve into the question of how best to
create an environment in which interested faculty can, if they
choose, create change in individual courses, one course at a
time. There are a number of difficult, and sometimes complex
implementation issues, such as: where to start the process, how
best to provide support, how to fund initiatives, how to sustain
the project, and how to disseminate the results. That is, where
to begin, how much does it cost, who does what, and who pays?
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There are examples where highly motivated individuals have,
through often extraordinary efforts, developed courseware modules
for some aspect or another of a course. The more general case,
however, and the conclusion suggested by this paper, is that the
successful incorporation of technology into a teaching and
learning environment is a two-to-three year process requiring a
great deal of hard work on the part of a principal and
significant support on the part of the university. Furthermore,
should a university want to have an environment where the use of
technology in instruction is more the general rather than the
special case, and it (the university) is not willing to wait
until the middle of the next decade for this to occur, then a way
to build momentum must be found. One such way might be to .pa
initiate a sufficient number of projects so that critical mass, is
established, with the idea that the successful experiences of a
core group of individuals will become the foundation of a more
widespread use of technologies in teaching and learning
environments.
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Instant Miczocomputer Labs: When Just Adding Water is Not Enough
Jacqueline D. Brown
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

Abstract: When novice planners of microcomputer labs have either
received a hardware grant from a vendor or have located funds to
acquire hardware, they sometimes ti.ink that their task is almost
completed. This presentation will provide the beginner (and, we
believe, the more seasoned) planner with a series of steps and a list of
items to consider in the creation of a Jab as well as in its operation and
management.
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This session could have fit in most tracks at this conference, from Strategy
and Planning to Policy and Standards, but I .,irt delighted to have been selected for
the Academic Computing track since this will allow me to address most freely the
broad range of issues governing public facilities.

The paper will address the general strategic questions, the implementation
stages, and the day-to-day operations of microcomputer labs.

I will lead you through a checklist of items you need to include when you
plan a facility, a checklist compiled over five years of trial and omissions.

First, how do public facilities figure into your institution's computing
strategy? At Princeton, their main purpose is student computing, but the labs are
open to all members of the Princeton University community students, faculty and
staff. Our strategic plan calls for a ratio of twenty-five underclassmen per public
microcomputer and fifteen upperclassmen and graduate students per
microcomputer.

Our student population is 4,524 undergraduates and 1,770 graduate students.
We currently have sixty-nine workstations in residential colleges serving 2,263
undergraduates, or thirty-three students per workstation and 267 workstations
serving the other 4,031 students, or fifteen students per workstation. In other words,
we haven't reached our goals for underclassmen.

We have also made microcomputer ownership attractive by negotiating
discount agreements with, among others, Apple and IBM and by providing loans to
students at one percent above prime rate.

Public facilities fall into two categories at Princeton: (1) general, where
students do their homework (wordprocessing and other) and (2) classroom, where
faculty teach u3ing commercial or custom software. The latter facilities revert to
general use outside of class hours. Two of our facilities are high-end graphics
classrooms used for instruction and research. The others vary from IBM PS/2
30/286 and Apple Macintosh SE to IBM PS/2 mod 70 and Apple Mad Ix.

Where, then should those labs be installed? At Princeton, it is usually the
most difficult problem to solve. Our campus buildings are quite old and have very
little space to spare. The spaces relinquished are often basements, used for storage.
One of our last facilities was converted from a civil defense shelter. These
renovations become very expensive. If you have the good fortune of being able to
include a computer classroom when a building is built, so much the better.

Ideally, one would locate the clusters where students are taught and where
they study. Where are they taught? In the academic buildings. In this case, it is a
question of negotiating with the departments for space.

Your second option is to install dusters where students study. In the libraries
and in the dorms. You are well aware of the close relationship we need to form
with libraries as we shift from the computer age into the information age. A lab in
the library is one of the many ways to foster that approach. We have opened our
first facility in the main library this year. Others have done the same. Boston
College has a superb facility in their library and I recently visited Stanford where a



few Mad Is have been put on study tables in the stacks of the undergraduate library.
On most of our campus, crime is unfortunately on the increase and we need

to think more about the safety and security of our students. Providing dorm
computing facilities helps. It also fosters collaboration and camaraderie between
students as they work together and help each other use the equipment and software.
In a recent survey, we found that fifty percent of students own a micro but do not
own high quality printers. So the demand on duster printers is great. Currently
students use "sneakernet" from their rooms to the duster printer. . owever, we are
wiring the dorms for data and next year, the students will be able to send rles from
their own room computer to the duster printers or to special print statioi Our
strategic plan calls.for free printing for students.

One would like to see the dusters evenly distributed between dorms, libraries
and academic buildings, but one utilizes the space as available.

Let us go down the checklist (see Appendix). I will not comment on each
item as a numl:.er of them are self-explanatory, but are there as a tickler.
Ouster Planning Checklist

Cluster name: Usually building name and room number are suffident for
identification. Occasionally, a working code name becomes the lab's official name.
For instance, the Macintosh lab in the basement of the math-physics library which is
located in Fine Hall is known to all as "MacFine."

Department(s): The academic department(s) who own(s) the building.
Department Contact(s): The departmental administrator or the faculty

member responsible for computing.
Project Manager: Usually the manager of Public Facilities Services who., with

a staff of three, is responsible for the planning, implementation, and the operation
of public facilities.

Planning representative: the representative of the university facilities
department.

Estimated starting date and estimated completion dates are self-explanatory.
The Drop dead date is usually determined by a curricular need. For instance,

if Professor Smith is scheduled to teach a class using Mathematica on the second
Monday of the Fall Semester and the new lab is the only one which will run the
software, then the second Monday of the fall semester is the drop dead date.
Hardware

The choice of hardware depends on strategic decisions you have made for
your campus and about the actual hardware you will support. Occasionally a
vendor who is not a part of your strategy will offer a gift of their hardware. This is a
time to consider the support implications of the gift. It is necessary to examine your
support commitment and decide if you can afford to add another vendor without
diluting the support of those vendors already in your plan. We are a multi-vendor
campus as are most institutions. We try to balance the distribution of the various
vendors around the campus. The minimum configuration for IBM is a model
30/286 and for Apple an SE, but we will move as rapidly as we can to 386-class
machines. Our hardware ranges from fairly low-end in our general use dusters to
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much higher-end in classrooms used mostly for engineering and scientific teaching
and research. It must be said, however, that although many believe that high-end
hardware is wasted on humanists and social scientists, I do not subscribe to that
doctrine and, in fact, a humanities course is using one of the Iris graphics labs and
we are about to install a small NeXT cluster in the Music department.

We amortize workstations over three years and printers over two. When we
replace the workstations in a lab, we overhaul the equipment we remove and resell
it to departments for its residual value. There are still enough departments that do
not have any hardware or for whom used duster equipment is an upgrade.

How many machines we install is obviously dependent on the size of the
room. Ideally, we would like five feet between workstations but we will often
squeeze a few more in an area of the campus that has fewer labs. We have one
printer for every fifteen to twenty workstations and we have standardized on
Postscript printers.

In each lab we equip one machine with the means of conversion from 3.5"
disk to 5.25" and vice versa.

We offer a variety of services from true file servers where we register the
users, give them private disk space, etc., to software servers, to simple print sharing
devices like Avatar Alliances or even switch boxes in the case of the smallest
clusters. Our smallest cluster occupies a little typing room in the Art library, where
two Macs share the space with an electric typewriter.

We use Northern Telecom "Memorybank" for backing up our servers. The
question of local (i.e., near the cluster) vs. centralized file servers (i.e., near our
system programmers) is a hotly debated question.
Network

Our networking consists of standard 8 pair, 4 shielded, 4 unshielded data
cable. We have generic faceplates at each workstation. We offer 9600 Baud serial
connections, AppleTalk, Ethernet, Token ring, video and alarm connections.
Workstation cabling is from the workstation to the wall plate. Bridges and gateways
is the equipment needed for the cluster to communicate with the campus network.
Software

We equip our labs with base software sets consisting of operating system,
network software, communications and word processor. To this we add spreadsheet
and course software as appropriate to each lab.
Physical Renovations, Furniture, Security, Teaching Technology, Miscellaneous

Considerations of physical renovations, furniture and teaching technology
may seem obvious, but are surprisingly easy to overlook. Overlooking them can
make life difficult later on. Security arrangements are tailored to each particular
cluster. Video surveillance is one we have not used but are considering.
Maintenance and Management

This is where questions of turf come most into play at Princeton.
Departments will give us their space to create a lab, but although we spell out very
carefully that equal access needs to be given to all members of the university
community, memory losses are very frequent. However, we work closely and well
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with most departments and get a lot of cooperation from them.
Our hardware is maintained internally. Vendors can also provide this

service. The Public Facilities Services staff refresh the hard disks periodically and do
backups of the servers. We support the EDUCOM code and advertise it, but illegal
software crops up on machines all too frequently. We also have signs indicating
that personal files found on hard disks will be erased.

Network administration comes out of our Systems group.
Paper and toner is stocked as dose to the facility as possible. Agah. the Public

Facilities Services staff is responsible for this function. We recycle toner cartridges
and purchase refilled ones.

Access depends on the hours of the building in which we are guests. The two
facilities in the computing center are open twenty-four hours a day. We don't have
a summer school, so we close some facilities during the summer.

Handicapped access is another issue at Princeton. Our old buildings are not
easiiy accessible to wheelchairs. As we become aware of special needs, we
accommodate students as well as we can. We are now working toward better
facilities for sight impaired students. California State, Northridge, and the
University of Missouri at Columbia have done pioneering work in this area.

We cannot afford professional staff for our twenty facilities. Our residential
college facilities (for freshmen and sophomores) are staffed by student consultants
twenty hours per week. They are coordinated by a student site manager who
provides input on consultant scheduling as w. '1 as signage and documentation.
Our Information Centers consultants provide assistance by telephone.

Scheduling of the facilities is not done centrally. Rather it is done separately
in each academic building, usually by the person who schedules seminar rooms or
lounges. The departments prefer it this way but I am not sure that scheduling by the
registrar might not be more efficient. We rely on the same people to post closings,
software changes, changes in hours, etc.

We like to maintain a Faculty (courseware) liaison whose function it is to
submit proposals for the purchase and installation of new courseware. Our requests
for these purchases and installations often come in a week before classes start. We
would like to adopt the library reserve model, e.g. in the spring, faculty ere asked to
submit reserve lists for the fall semester. If those lists are late, the faculty have come
to realize that the hooks they requested may not be on the reserve shelves.

The building managers are great allies in that they provide day-to-day help
with routine problems such as temperature control, blown light bulbs, etc.

In summary, no, just adding water is not enough. Careful planning is
essential in undertaking to provide public computing facilities on your campus. But
as you know, the best laid plans, etc....

In 1985, our computer science department received twenty Macintoshes ten
days before they intended to start teaching their introductory Pascal course. We rose
to the challenge and ten days later, the class was taught in our first public Macintosh
facility. I was given a small bottle by the leader of the team who accomplished this
miracle. Its label reads: Jacqueline's Instant Macintosh Cluster Pills. Just add water.
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Appendix. Ouster Planning Checklist

'Cluster name
'Room number
'Building
Department(*)

'Department contact(s)

'Project manager
'Planning representative
'Estimated start date
'Estimated completion date
'Drop dead date

Hardware

Worbtations or terminals
'Diskette conversion
Printer(s) & cable(s)
File server
'Software server
Print sharing
'Server backup device
bother

Network

'Network type
'Network cabling
Workstatio
"Bridges, gateways, etc.

Software

'Operating systun
'Network software
Conurturdcations
'Word processing
'Spreadsheet
'Course software
'Other

Physical Renovations

'Heating, vent, air coretioning
'Painting
Cleaninb
BPS
Lightin8
'Electrical circuits k outlets
*Cable housing Sr connectors
'Storage
'inspection, Certl. sate of Occupancy
'Other

Furniture

Built4n counters, etc.
'Tables
'Chairs
'Closet or cost area
'Paper storage cabinet
'Cabinet locks
'Clock

Security

Worltstation alarms (local)
'Workstation alarms (remote)
'Equipment locks
Video surveillance
'Door locks
Fhe extinguisher (electrical)
Other

Teaddng Tedtnology

'Projector
'LCD projection panel
'Projection sawn
'Black or whit' boa..:
'Other

Miscellaneous

'Telephone
'Bulletin board
'Mouse pads
prune-' rack
Documentation
Wastebaskets

'SPIV
'Other

Maintenance & Management

Hardware
'Software
'Network administration
'Paper & toner
Accees (hours, etc.)
'Handicapped access
'Student staffing/site manager
'Class reservations
Publidty/notification/closings
'Faculty (courseware) liaison
Building manager
'Other
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An Asassment of Computer Based Cat** Writing Programs

Max Kirsch, Harvey S. Wiener ard Michael Mbaudo
the National Project on Computers and College MI lkig/ the aty Universily of New York

Background

Perhaps more than any other discipline, composition studies

all over the country have generated considerable excitement

for computers as teaching aids. Indeed, many campuses are

considering regular computer use the foundation of writing

classes. However, many composition teachers are uncertain

about how to use computers in the writing classroom.

Interesting programs do exist at sae post secondary

institutions; yet these prograr'i are generally unknown to

most English teachers. Further, reports on the benefits or

dangers of word processing on the teaching of writing have

been highly generalized, based largely on impressionistic

observations of -'assroom outcomes, or driven by anecdotal

remarks made by instructors. None of these, unfortunately,

is particularly valid as a research commentary. The effects

of microchip technology on the teaching and learning of

college-level composition has neither been adequately

investigated nor appropriately showcased.

The promise that computer technology offers dramatic new

means fo the teaching of writing has consequently been

tempered by a yrowing concern that the fate of the computer

will follow that of other technologies with powerful
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educational potential such as overhead and opaque projectors,

televisions, movie projectors and cassette recorders.

Because of a lack of systematic training, teachers never

adequately integrated this equipment fully into classroom

methodo:ogy; and the new-then, old-now technology is

collecting dust on storeroom shelves. Indeed, very little

practical material exists to help those classroom teachers

who want to transform computer hardware and aoftware into

regular instructional realities. Other than the technical

manuals that accompany software packages. very little

guidance and even less computer-based curriculum and teacher-

produced materials, have enabled instructors to integrate

programs effectively into classroom use.

The National Project on Computers and College Wilting

In 1986, the U.S. Department of Education's Fund for the

Improvement of Post Secondary Education (FIPSE) invited the

City Universit,, of New York to propose a wide reaching

project to assess microcomputers in the college composition

class. In response, the University's Office of Academic

Computing and the Office of Academic Affair's Instructional

Resource Center proposed the National Project on Computers

and College Writing, which was funded for a three year period

beginning in the fall of 1987. The initial goal of the

project was to identify a number of representative

institutions across the country that had already integrated
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computers into the writing curriculum,

model that could assess the effectiveness

for instruction, and develop ways of

results to other institutions embarking

approaches to writing instruction.

design a research

of this technology

disseminating the

on computer based

Word processing methodology varies widely from one college

program to another. We set out to examine the nature of that

methodology on diverse campuses. Then, we wanted to study

the effects on student writing of particular uses of the

computer in the composition classroom, thereby linking

methodological strategies and assessment.

It was clear from the beginning that dissemination was as

important as the empirical assessment. From the perspective

of an English department or a writing program, the "how.to"

needs to precede the investigation of programmatic outc_Ines.

By looking at how various institutions have implemented

computer-based approaches to writing instruction, and by

providing information on daily activities in writing classes,

we felt that we could be of significant help to the writing

community as a whole. There were too many stoil.es of

instructors returning frcm summer break, handed a set of keys

to a newly-acquired state-of-the-art computer laboratory, and

asked to implement a computer-based writing class.
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Project Methodology

The activities of the first year of the National Project

included identifying a set of institutions that could be

included in the research design and whose efforts could later

be highlighted through curriculum materials development and

dissemination. Over 90 institutions responded to a call for

proposals that was distributed to institutions of higher

education in the Fall of 1987. FIPSE had funded the project

for six institutions, and the project's Board and staff was

unable to pare the proposals submitted to that number.

Realizing that the project needed to be larger than

anticipated, we approached Apple Computer Inc. for additional

funding to include 15 schools. They responded affirmatively,

allowing the project to expand to its present size. The

discussions about what institutions to include helped us to

clarify our goals and strategies. We focused on schools with

mature--if any new program can be deemed mature--programs

with well articulated goals grounded in a clear theory of

writing instruction. We were also conscious of providing

geographical representation and of representing the diversity

of higher education in the United States. Based on these

criteria, the following institutions were chosen and agreed

to participate:

Ball State University/ Indiana
Blue Mountain Community College/ Oregon
Bowling Green State University/ Ohio
Colorado State University/ Colorado
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Columbia College/ Illinois\
University of California, Santa Barbara/ California
Fairleigh Dickinson University/ New Jersey
Greenfield Community College/ Massachusetts
Indiana University/Perdue University/ Indiana
Laguardia Community College,CUNY/ New York
Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Massachusetts
Mercer University/ Georgia
Ohio State University/ Ohio
University of South Carolina/ South Carolina
University of Southern California/ California

Once the sites were chosen, staff and advisory board members

finalized a research design that could be applied across the

institutions involved. The research focused on many

questions that needed attention. Can for example, pencil and

paper methods be combined with computer technology in the

same classroom? Are there advantages of one over the other?

Does fascination with the computer detract from the business

of writing? How are the utilities of word processing --

spell checkers, formatting, style checks -- affecting the

work of revision? Are students writing Lotter? How does the

word-processed paper influence the teacher's perception of

good or bad writing? How do collalmrative and process

writing, enhanced by the computer, affect the notions of

authorship and assessment? And how does the introduction of

this technology change the role of instruction and curriculum

in the classroom? What additional resources are needed?

The research plan called for each site to identify six

sections of Fall 1988 freshman writing classes for inclusion

in the project. In theory at least, the six sections
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included similar students, three sections employing computers

and three sections using more traditional teaching modes. We

urged the sites to use caution in assigning faculty to the

experimental and control sections in an effort to minimalize

the "teacher effect" that could introduce additional bias in

the data, and to be sure that all sections followed a uniform

curriculum as feasible.

The study design incorporated multiple measures, including

attitudinal and performance criteria. Chosen was a one

semester, pre-test/post-test format. Essay prompts combined

with the Descriptive Test of Language Skill's Sentence

Structure subtest, writing anxiety and attitudinal

questionnaires, and a background questionnaire. Faculty were

solicited for infozmation on their teaching experience and

philosophy, the experience with computers and their attitudes

about their use in the classroom. A team of readers scored

the essays holistically with a subset scored analytically as

well. Project staff were sensitive to the problems of

measuring change over the course of one semester, but the

alternative of following students through their coursework

1. ved logistically and financially impossible. We also

realized that the classroom cannot be constructed as a

laboratory; we could account for some sources of group

difference by, for example, typing a subset of written essays

for readers and vice-versa, asking teachers and students to

keep logs, videotaping student-teacher interaction and
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employing other qualitative instruments. Still other

potential sources of bias exist that cannot be controlled.

Each si*e had an advisory board member assigned in order to

promote discussion and to customize the research design to

the institution's particular needs. We are now in the

process of coding and sorting out the data that will be

analyzed and investigated during 1990.

The sites having completed their experimental work are now

preparing curriculum and showcasing materials to present at

the Project's National Conference, Computers and College

Writing: Curriculum and Assessment for the 1990's, which

will be held at the Vista International Hotel in New York

City June 1-3, 1990. These materials include "how-to" guides

for writing teachers who want to use computers regularly in

the classroom; film an,i video demonstrations of student-

teacher interaction; reports, papers and articles; and

instructional software for classroom use.

What has already emerged from the National Project is a

cohesive network with the use computer technology in the

writing classroom at the post secondary level. The National

Project's monograph, Computers and College Writing: Selected

College Profiles presents descriptions of forty-nine writing

programs around the country that incorporate word processing

in composition classes. It is clear from these descriptions
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that schools are eager to maintain a discussion of the use of

technology in education, and the assessment that is thereby

warranted and necessary.

What has also emerged is the need for educational leadership

in developing computer uses. The fifteen colleges and

universities involved as sites have met on a 'regular basis

and have shared their experience of the assessment and

demonstration process. The sites also noted the growing

number of requests for assistance from both institutions of

higher education and secondary schools in their area.

Educational :restitutions need help in planning and

implementing instructional efforts involving computer

technology, and these needs point to the future of the

Project.

With or without experimental confirmation, we suspect,

computers are here to stay in the English classrooms. Used

well, the computer seems to engender more cooperation from

studeLts who like it more, write more, and revise more. The

results of the study will be reported on at the National

Conference. Staff and site personnel care actively engaged in

discussions about the future of the Project. One approach

may be to establish regional centers where secondary and post

secondary institutions can come together to discuss common

ccncerns and implement programs. Ancther will be to

establish technical assistance programs for colleges and
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universities that require outside help in implementing

programs. The aim of the Project is to propagate a national

discussion on these issues, and to further the kind of

collaboration between colleges and universities that will

produce the best methodologies and materials for this effort.
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OHIO LIBRARY INFORMATION SYSTEM

Dr. Len Simutis
Dean of the Graduate School

Miami University
Oxford, Ohio

Dr. Frank B. Thomas
Assistant Vice President for Computing

The University of Akron
Akron, Ohio

Mr. A. Jerome York
Vice Provost, Computing Information A Technologies

University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

ABSTRACT

In 1986, all of Ohio's institutions submitted a capital budget
for increasing space for their libraries. The :,nio Board of
Regents formed a Library Study Committee to investigate the
sharing of library space for non-circulated material. As a
result of this investigation, a recommendation was made to
investigate a statewide library system as weJi as the creation of
shared warehousing for non-circulated materials.

This paper will discuss the results of the Library Study
Committee and the formation of a Library Steering Committee to
look at the goals for *he Ohio Library Information System (OLIS).
The Steering Committal( ..ts responsible for the specifications for
RFP as it defined the library assumptions, workstations,
architecture, external data bases and the network requirements.
As a result of the work of the OLIS Steering Committee, an RFP
has been completed. This paper will discuss the specifications
for OLIS as they pertain to the function of a central facility
that ha^ a combined catalog of all institutions, networked to the
local institution library, and how external data bases will be
accessed through advanced workstations.
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Introduction and Background

Indications of a serious need for additional library space
surfaced during Ohio's 193 capital budget requests from Ohio's
colleges and universities. For the three biennia for which
capital plans were solicited (1987-1992), library related
requests amounted to 8121.7M. The universities were requesting
not only the addition of traditional facilities to support new or
expanded prograg but also the replacement of obsolete or worn
out facilities. A significant portion of the requests for new
library buildings however, were related to the large and annually
expanding number of publie.ed materials which academic libraries
are expected to store in order to support educational
programming.

Ohio Library Study Committee - 1986-87

In 1986, the Ohio Board of Regents (OBR) appointed a 17 member
library study committee. The committee spent one academic year
examining the issues outlined in its charge from Chancellor
William B. Coulter which stated in parts

"While the purpose of the study is a direct consequence of the
need to make informed decisions on the capital budget, the scope
of the Committee's work will necessarily cover a broad range of
issues affecting the operation of academic libraries. In

particular, rapidly changing technologies and concomitant changes
in the conceptual approaches to information storage and retrieval
will require careful examination."

As a result of this year long study, the committee concluded
that the need for a statewide library strategy for higher
education was needed and that it should visionary,
collaborative and space efficient. With these important thoughts
in mind, the Library Study Committee recommended that the State
of Ohio restrict construction of academic library space and
require public universities to explore, and, if at all feasible,
pursue solutions to library space problems other than the
construction of conventional library buildings. It was
recommended that universities develop plans for use or
construction of high-density storage space in either local or
regional configurations and include them in future capital
improvement requests, since studies showed that high density
space could provide storage for about one-sixth of the cost of
traditional low-density storage.

A prototype facility is currently being built at Ohio State
University. It is believed that no more than three or four such
facilities will need to be constructed, and in fact such a
cooperative effort is currently being jointly proposed for
Southwestern Ohio by Cincinnati, Miami & Wright State. The
minimum capacity of each facilities should be on the order of 1.5
to 2 million volumes. A second facility is now proposed for
Youngstown, Akron and Kent State.



likauSamatinlignsingatisaa
The following are the major recommendations of the Ohio Library
Committee (OLC):

1. The OBR should use the OLC defined criteria for evaluating
capital requests for conventional library construction, the
rehabilitation of existing space and the construction of
alternative storage or program space.

2. The OBR should monitor developments in information technology
which affect the operations and services of the state's
academic libraries. In addition, the Ohio Board of Regents
should initiate and fund, with State, Federal or Lundation
money, a study and/or pilot project to explore the uses of
new library technology.

3. The Library Study Committee recommended that the State of
Ohio develop, as expeditiously as possible, a statewide
electronic catalog system' complementing the existing local
systems, and, to the extent feasible, be accessible thorugh
them.

4. The OBR designate a broadly based steering committee to
advise and assist and report regularly on the implementation
of the first phases of these recommendations.

OLIS Steering Committee

The proposed committee vas formed in 1987 and included Library
and Computer Center Directors from six of the 17 institutions of
higher learning plus members from the Board of Regents, one
consultant and a member from the State Library. It is important
to note the mix of members which were intended to represent three
distinctly different points of view; the users '4; librarians
and the systems managers. For those of you wl Ave worked on
library projects, we are sure you understand the significant
differences.

As the committee began its deliberations, certain goals and
expectations were established for OLIS.

Goals for OLIS

The Ohio Library and Information System will, as the most
powerful statewide library and information system yet developed,
respond effectively to all of the problems and opportunities of
the emerging "information society". OLIS will connect people,
libraries and information in a network of unparalleled
sophistication and efficiency. In particular:

-3-
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OLIS vill link university libraries throughout Ohio in a
manner that will allow them to appear to the user as a single
resource of some seventeen million volumes. Students,
faculty will have direct access to a share of published
knowledge far larger than that otherwise available.

OLIS will be a gateway to the rapidly expanding world of
information that is stored in electronic formats. Users will
access these new sources with the same computer and computer
interface as for the online catalog.

OLIS will use advance' software and hardware technology to
provide researchers with a comprehensive and intelligent
guide to the effective use of the library and information
resources.

OLIS will recognise that the need to know is immediate.
Researchers who want to borrow materials from other OLIS
libraries will know their status within minutes and will
receive loaned materials within'three days for books or
similar materials and within hours for journal articles sent
by telefacsimile.

OLIS will be a major factor in improving the quality of
education and research in Ohio; it will also provide for more
cost effective use of existing resources.

Because most materials held by OLIS libraries will be
available to all in a matter of a few days, faculty,
librarians and administrators will have the option of
managing the purchase of new books and journals in a
significantly more efficient manner. Universities will be
able to rely on others in the system for items of peripheral
interest at their institution, thereby focusing available
funds on materials of particular importance to their core
programs.

Subscriptions for computer-based information services can be
negotiated on a statewide scale rather than at an
institutional level.

Ohio's public and principal private research universities nov
purchase expensive software maintenance agreements with a
wide variety of vendors. In addition, they provide highly
skilled staff to support several different library computer
systems from different vendors. OLIS will bring economies of
scale to both.

OLIS will be important to Ohio's economy both directly and
indirectly. Ohio is often called an information state
because it is home to a world leading core of providers of
information in electronic formats: Chemical Abstractb,
Compuserve, Mead Data and OCLC are the best known. The
presence of OLIS in this dynamic group will benefit all.
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Further, OLIS will be an information resource enormous
benefit to existing and future research-based manufacturinE
corporations and to the growing murices sector. Finally,
OLIS will significantly strengthen all of higher education by
helping to attract outstanding Atudents and faculty and
assisting in the winning of research grants and contracts,
thus, OLIS will help to attract and retain those leading
elements of business and industry which rely upon an educated
work force.

OLIS Systems Assumptions and the Role of Workstations_

Faculty and students have come to appreciate the value of access
to the card catalog in electronic forest for search and retrieval
of bibliographic records, and for access as well to circulation
information to determine the availability and location of books
and periodicalt) With these first-generation library automation
systems, hovevor, the us:r is merely provided with more powerful
tools to search and manipulate bibliographic information. What
the user searches is not the information itself, but keywords or
descriptors in :44 title or subject as catalogued which describes
the Alformation contained in tie took. Article abstracts, tables
of contents for books, such 1(As the full-text, are simply beyond
the scope of library automation systems developed and implemented
through the 1980's-

But OLIS promise &. and must deliver, far more. As information
become increasingly and economically available in electronic
format both within and outside traditional libraries, and as the
speed and linkages among networks of mainframes and
microcomputers continue to grow, faculty and students vill come
to depend on rapid access to a variety of info-oration resources
to supiort instruction and iesearch. While not slighting the
enduring value of printed materials, it is assumes that OLIS
should be designed to take advantage of publishing in electronic
and optical formats that will characterise the
information- intensive environment of scholarship and research in
the '90's. OLIS must also accommodate the increasing power and
storage capabilities of workstations that will be in general use
by faculty and students over the next five years. Finally, OLIS
must include Aelivery mechanisms for both traditional books and
for information in electronic image formats.

Rev Elements_ fez OLIS

The four elements--sophisticated tools for bibliographic search
and retrieval, a distribution and delivery system for printed and
e lectronic text, access to a variety of full-text data bases in
e lectronic and optical formats, and powerful faculty and student
workstations connected to a high speed statewide net%ork--are the
crucial building blocks of OLIS. Consequently, a wide range of
information sources must be accessible through the system,

5
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including boo:'. periodicals, bibliographic data bases, full-text
data bases, other media such as sound and imagea held by
participating OLIS libraries, as well as links to other
information sources in electronic format available commercially
or in the academic library systems of other states.

Central to OLIS will be the ability to access bibliographic
records and circulation data for books held by OLIS libraries. A
search for a particular book will begin with a query to the
user's local liarary system. If the book is not available
locally, the query will be transmitted to the central OLIS site
where records will be maintained of the location of books for all
participating OLIS libraries. The central system will then
attempt to locate the book and, if found, and authorised to do
so, the user will be able to initiate a request for shipment of
the book to nis home campus within 48 hours.

For periodicals in print format, the process will be similar to
the search and access procedure for books. The user will first
search the local university library catalog to determine whether
a particular periodical issue or number is available locally. If
not, the search request will be forwarded to the OLIS central
site which will identify which DLIS libraries have copies of the
periodical. If authorised, thli user will then be asked to
identify the articles they wish to receive and in what format - -in
photocopy form, or in Fax format to be sent to a local Fax system
or computer workstation via the Ohio Academic Resource Network
(OARnet).

External Data Bases

The OLIS system is expected to have a number of bibliographic
data bases available for access in electronic format. These
data bases, such as Current Contents. Aericola or ilsvchLW
will be accessible using tits same search techniques and protocols
as with other bibliographic records for a consistent user
interface. Some of these bibliographic data bases will be stored
and maintained at the cerTal OLIS site; others may be located at
local or regional OLIS sAtes. Some may be available through
commercial or government distribution; 'Ira may be created at a
local library--e.g., an index of correspondence fot manuscripts
held in a local special collections library.

The location and distribution of full-text data bases will
parallel bibliographic data bases. The central OLIS site will
likely hold a large p rcentage of full-text data bases initially,
but as electronic publishing becomes more widespread, local OLIS
libraries are likely to acquire them to satisfy the specialised
scholarly and research interests of their faculties. Thus,
full-text electronic version: of certain periodicals in law,
medicine. public administration, artificial intelligence or
robotics might be acquired and maintained by libraries to meet
special . cell needs on a continuing basis, but they will be made
available generally to participating OLIS libraries.

- 6 -
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Over time, OLIS is likely to have materials which will be stored
in electronic or video format either for archival or access
purposes. A number of examples cone to mind, including
compressed digital audio for works of music or speeches and
compressed digital video for an art museum collection or copies
of maps or photographs. Both display techaologies and data
transmission speeds on networks vill need to increase
substantially so that digital audio and video storage and
retrieval will become commonplace in systems such as OLIS.
Current experiments with multi-media workstations that integrate
high resolution displays with advanced audio technology suggest
the real promise of these machines for instructional and research
use, certainly well within the next decade.

From the user's perspective, OLIS will open up access to the
scholarly and research materials available in Ohio's public
university libraries. It will also provide access to materials
in electronic or optical form that are not currently available ot-
affordable for an individual library. Of considerable additional
importance, however, will be the ways in which OLIS and its
supporting network in OARNet will serve as a gateway to he
holdings of non-OLIS libraries and to special interest data bases.
Currently, OARNet can provide access to authorised users at CIC
(Big Ten) universities. Via OARNet and the Mc access protocols
provided through TCP/IP, authorised users are now able to view
the bibliographical records for dozens of university libraries.
An increasing number of professional organisations are
establishing electronic publishing and information
clearinghouses. These includes the Association of Computing
Machinery (ACM), the Modern Language Association (MLA), the
National Science Foundation, and the National iistitutes of
Health. As the number and disciplinary range of these efforts
continue to expand, the gateway and netwe)rking capabilities of
OLIS and OARNet rill become increasingly important.

Access to OLIS through Advenced Workstations

Users will be able to access the OLIS system in a variety of
ways. Of necessity, OLIS will be initially accessible from
terminals typically connected to library automation systems to
provide a minimum level of functionality for bibliographic
searching and for information on book availability. These
terminals may either be physically connected to the local library
system or by dial-up line on the local campus. The OLIS central
p:stem will also be accessible via dial lines either directly or
through a campus data switch, modem pool, or as a connection co
OARNet. All currently available library automation systems
designed for university libraries are based on simple terminals
for keyboards and displays. No large library automation t-stems
are designed based on PC technology as the platform for
interaction by users, reflecting both the relatively recent
introduction of PC technology and their high cost relative to
terminals. In fact, since current library automation systems are
designed to work from

7 -
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terminals, attaching to thl systems from a PC adds little or no
value to the functional capabilities of the system.

But, PC technology has advanced astonishing quickly in the past
five years, and the pace will quicken in the next five years.
Using will expect to have substantial online help, high
Luzolution displays, stereo sound, pull-down menus,
wilti-tasking, large amounts of imwscry, disk space, high-speed
local and vide area networks, and very large data bases ,st CD ROM
and erasable optical disk. Some already do who use high-end
" workstations" from Sun, Apollo, DEC and NeXT. OLIS system
design must take into account the functionality that will be
available in vorkstations at a reasonable cost in the 1992-1994
time frame. The system design must also take into account
emerging standards and protocols for data base search and
retrieval, communications, and operating systems for advanced PCs
and workstations. A sophisticated and powerful workstation, not
a "dumb" terminal, must be the basis for designing a library and
scholarly information system for the 1990's, for it v_-1 more
clearly reflect user's work habits and computing preferences.

System Architecture

The key to OLIS is the system architecture. Theoretically it
will function very simply. The heart and control of the system
will lie with a central computer (re !erred to as OLIS Central)
and then distributed between OLIS Central and tue local library
system that will reside on each campus.

OLIS Central will function in two modes; one as a router of
information and transactions between itself and the local library
systems and, secondly, as a high speed search engine. Each local
library will have a full library system with cataloging,
circulation and acquisitions. OLIS Central will have a combined
catalog of all seventeen institutions and the location of the
material that is referenced in each bibliographic record.
Besides the combined catalog, OLIS Central will have the ability
to search external data bases that reside at OLIS Central. Users
of the system will have the ability to request information from
external data bases st OLIS Central or from any other OLIS local
system.

How it Works - Cataloged !liquid.

The local library patron will sit at his or her workstation and
request a search on the local system. If the material is
available at the :oral site, then the transaction is completed.
However, should the material nut be available at the patron's
library, he or she may hot key this request to OLIS Central.
OLIS Central will search the combined catalog and notify the
requestor that it has found (or not fouad) the material within
the seventeen institutions. If the material is found to be in
the combined catalog, the system will ask the requestor if he or

442
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she would like to know the circulation status of the material.
If the requestor replies yes, OLIS Central will broadcast
transactions to all the institutions that indicated they had the
material. The local sites will return the circulation status to
OLIS Central, which will return the information to the requestor
asking if he or she would like to request an inter library loan.
Should the requestor reply that they want the material, the local
system will inform OLIS Central, who, in turn will request the
local system to initiate the loan. The material will be
delivered to the requestor within 48 hours.

4cess to External Data Bases

Should a requestor wish to find information on a particular
subject that resides in an external "data base", he or she may
issue the command find "data base." The local system will route
the command to OLIS Central, in turn, will search it's system
catalogs for location of "data base." If it finds the "data
base", OLIS Central will request the user to provide the search
criteria. If the "data base" does not reside at OLIS Central,
the request for "data base" will be broadcast to all local sites
and, if found, the search will take place at an OLIS local site.

The information, when found, may be routed back to the requestor
in various formats depending on the sine. The ability to display
by video, hard copy by facsimile, downloaded to the user's
workstation or transported by tzto..k will all be available.
Naturally, the size of the data and the format that the
information appears will help to determine how 't is transmh ted
or transported to the requestor.
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OHIO ACADEMIC USW= anon (0411111T)

In the Spring of 1987, the first Supercomputer, a Cray /BP
was instilled in Columbus on the Chic, State campus. Access vas
provided and funded by the Supercomputer Center to all the Ohio
institutions of higher learning that had at least one researcher
using the Center. Presently there are seven T1 lines, sixteen 56
Kb lines and seven 9.6 K!) lines to the Supercomputer Center (See
Figure A) running TCP/IP and DECEIT, Phase IV.

As OLIS becomes an operational system, it is the State's
intent to fund and manage one Ohio network for all of Ohio's
researchers. The present plan is to upgrade OARnet to all Ti
lines by January, 1991 (Fe Figurt B) and build redundancy into
the network. Be definitely vent each institution to have an
alternate path for linking the Supercomputer Center in Columbus.
Our long range plans include migrating to DECNET /OSI after which
we will have TCP/IP and OS/.

To facilitate the implementation and provide direction, a
steering committee is in place. Presently we are discussing the
proposed backbone (See Figure C), areas of responsibility between
OARnet and the local campus and the funding issues, outside of
the support by OLIS and the Supercomputer Center.

FIGUR& A - Present OARne% Backbone Topology, 1989
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FIGURE a - Proposed OARnet Backbone Topology, Winter 1990

FIGURE C - Proposed OARnet Backbone Topology9 1991
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Governance

What is currently evolving as a governance model for OLIS is one
which provides reasonable participation from the library
constituents.

We are currently recruiting an executive director who has
extensive experience with the acquisition, implementation and
maintenance of a large sophisticated automation system.
Interviews are planned for the American Library Associates (ALA)
mid-winter conference in early January.

In order to ensure institutional commitment and involvement, a
governing board will be established and will comprise a number of
University Provosts (five to seven). A policy advisory committee
will recommend strategies and proposals to the governing board
which will provide guidance and direction to the Executive
Director. It is felt that this group should represefit all
constituencies, not just the librarians. In addition, a library
advisory council is required to insure the industry and techlAcal
guidance which can be provided by library directors. There is
overlap of membership on those committees to insure the
appropriate checks and balances that a governance structure like
this requires.

Conclusion

We have completed the planning phases and issued the RFP. The
bids have been returned for the Steering Committee to review as
to the Library, Software and Hardware specifications. OARnet has
submitted their proposal for upgrading the statewide network. A
RFI has been issued for the software to run on an advanced
workstation that will support the researcher in his quest for
information.

The Board of Regents expects to submit kt completed budget to the
General Assembly for their approval by the end of April, 1990.
Within this same time frame, the Steering Committee will
recommend a vendor to the Board of Regents. The Steering
Committee will be selecting a short list of candidates for
Executive Director over the next four to five months. Sometime
in late May the Steering Committee will cease to exist and the
Policy Advisory Committee and Governing Board will begin on or
about June 1, 1990 to hire the Director.

The Steering Committee has done an outstanding job. We look
forward to the 199P's and making Ohio a leader in the information
world.

- 12 -
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Developing and Implementing a Systemwide
Academic Mainframe Specialty Center (AMSPEC)

CAUSE 89

by

Arthur S. Gloster II
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San Luis Obispo
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Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo operates one of seven systemwide specialty centers providing
unique academic computing services and resources to the 20 campus California State
University system. Originally dedicated to research and instruction in computer-aided
design, drawing and engineering analysis, the Center recently expanded its services to
include critical IBM mainframe support to CSU's approximately 77,000 business students.
Through its long-term partnership with IBM Corporation, Cal Poly has acquired state-of-
the-art hardware and software to support the Center's functions, including an IBM-3090
supercomputer. Seven business schools are currently linked via the AMSPEC mainframe,
while five more campuses are expected to be involved during the 1989/90 academic year.
This paper explores the successes (and hurdles) encountered, advantages gained, the role
played by industry, and the innovative approaches used by the campus to successfully
develop and Implement the new service.

I
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CSU Specialty Centers

In the mid-1900s, the California State University (CSU) system adopted the concept of information resource
management (IRM) which seeks to Improve the effectiveness of every CSU participant students, faculty,
administrators and support staff in performing their respective functions as learners, teachers, institutional
managers, public servants and researchers through the appropriate uses of information and technology
resources. To meet this goal, the CSU set two major strategic objectives: (1) to Infuse appropriate
inforrri.lion technology resources Into CSU programs, and (2) to provide universal connectivity to all
available Information resources.

A key component of this strategy has been the creation of systemwide specialty centers. These specialty
centers are designed to meet the needs of multiple campuses by permitting scarce resources, such as new
technologies or expensive data bases, to be shared via CSUNET, the systemwide data communication
network (see Figure 1). Specialty centers may focus on meeting the program needs of a specific academic
discipline or on providing support to many academic disciplines. Regardless, the Intent Is to maximum
service and minimize costs.

Examples of CSU specialty centers include the Chancellor's Office Systemwide Computing Center which
supports large instructional data bases and expensive software packages that are too costly to replicate for
every campus; the Computational Chemistry Center at CSU Fullerton which provides access to molecular
design software for CSU chemistry departments; the multiflow software environment supported by an Elexi
mini supercomputer at Sacramento State University which emphasizes computational chemistry applications;
and the multidisciplinary Geographic Information Systems Center at San Francisco State University. In
addition, CSUNET provides access to non-CSU resources such as the San Diego Supercomputer Center
and the University of California's MELVYL library catalog seMce.

The CSU Academic Computing Enhancement (ACE) Institute has been a major supnorter In the effort to
develop systemwide specialty centers. The Institute was established specifically to foster the Introduction
of new computing technology Into CSU instructional programs. The ACE Institute promotes acquisition,
development and dissemination of new or existing computing technologies and Instructional materials not
widely available In the CSU by funding seed projects with the potential to develop Into specialty centers and
receive on-going State support.

One such roject was the Academic Mainframe Specialty Center (AMSPEC) at Cal Poly. AMSPEC
represents a mutually beneficial and highly successful collaboration between the Chancellor's Office, the
Computer-Aided Productivity Center (CAPC) at Cal Poly, several CSU campuses, and the IBM Corporation.
Computing and CommunLatlons Resources (CCR) at the Chancellor's Office has been Instrumental Into
Identifying campus needs and promoting interest In AMSPEC, providing systemwide communications, and
seeking ongoing funding from the State. Cal Poly's role Involves coordinating and Implementing services
on the campuses, and acquiring and supporting the mainframe environment. CSU campuses are
responsible for remote campus coordination and classroom instruction. IBM has provided significant
financial assistance in the form of disc r 's and equipment upgrades, as well as technical support at the
campuses.

Why Cal Poly?

Cal Poly was Ideally suited to take on the AMSPEC project. It was already designated as a CSU specialty
center. A long-standing and highly positive relationship with the IBM Corporation had resulted 'n the
acquisition of substantial IBM mainframe resources and expertise on campus. Beyond that, by assuming
a leadership role and expanding services to other CSU campuses, the local university community would
benefit as well.

2
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Developing and implementing a CSU Specialty Center

The seeds of a specialty center at Cal Poly were planted 10 years ago with strong faculty interest In
computer-aided design and manufacturing applications in classroom instruction and research. This interest
resulted In CAPC 'ming designated as the systemwide CAD/CAM Specialty Center charged with sharing its
educational resources and expertise with other CSU campuses. Combining industry donations with nominal
State funding, CAPC built a state- of-the -art CAD facility or, the San Luis Obispo campus, providing an array
of high resolution drawing and analysis packages to many disciplines.

However, supporting remote CAD/CAM activities at six other CSU campuses proved difficult due to
Inadequate communications. CAPC did provide the campuses with IBM PCs and site-licensed CAD
software. By 1956, It was readily apparent that Cal Poly would have to increase support to other CSU
campuses to ensure continued support from the State for eight positions and operatingexpenses associated
with the CAPC tar . and mainframe equipment.

In October 1987, CSU business deans identified access to IBM mainframes as their most critical academic
computing need and voted unanimously to promote this service within CSU. Specifically, those cleans
indicated a need for IBM mainframe Jen/co In computer languages, data base management systems, and
application programs in accounting, finance, real estate, business law marketing, expert systems and human
resource management and simulation.

To meet this need, CSU broadened CAPC's mission of supporting CAD/CAM applications to include IBM
mainframe support for CSU Schools of Business. After initially announcing the concept of AMSPEC In
January 1988, CCR requested proposals from campuses interested in participating In a pilot project. A total
of 11 CSU Schools of Business responded and three (San Francisco, Los Angeles and Pomona) were
chosen to begin as pilot sites. Classroom instruction via AMSPEC began at these campuses and San Luis
Obispo in 1988 /89. Based on the success of the plot effort, AMSPEC service was expanded to two more
Schools of Business (Fresno and Stanislaus) shortly afterwards. Five more business schools are In the
process of commencing AMSPEC service (Humboldt, Sonoma, Hayward, Long Beach, and San Diego) (see
Figure 2).

Several key concerns had to be overcome In order to successfully imr ,nent the new service, including
gaining campus commitment, upgrading the mainframe hardware and .,oftware, coordinating services to
campuses, upgrading communications, campus equipment configurations, and support services. A brief
discussion of each area and the problems encountered follows.

Gaininc sinus Commitment. While Interest was very high on the campuses, there was some concern
over ig -term viability of AMSPEC. Deans were reluctant to commit to using a resource that might
not be mere in a year. Thus, gaining their trust in Cal Poly's ability to deliver and sustain services was a key
factor Initially.

tdalatrameikdkarlajx1111xiara. Through CAPC, Cal Poly had been designated as one of IBM's favored
'Grantee Schools' for academic computing. This relationship resulted in several generous donations from
IBM, including one donation and one 'permanent loan' of two IBM-4341 computers, eight IBM 3380 disk
drives, 21 high resolution graphics terminals, assorted peripheral equipment, software, and maintenance

AM. The Cal Poly-IBM partnership extends beyond mainframe hardware. For example, IBM funds
, esearch, employs students through the university's cooperative education program, supports CAI/CBE
programs, and is working with CSU and Information Associates to develop a fully integrated administrative
computing environment using DB2 and IA software.

3
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To facilitate AMSPEC, IBM replaced their "loaned' IBM-4341 mainframe with an IBM-3081 10( machine in
August 1988 as an Interim solution. With assistance from IBM, the campus will upgradb to a single
large IBM-3090/400 level mainframe with vector processing capability in FY 1989/90 (see Figures 3-4).
This upgrade should enable Cal Poly to extend mainframe service to all CSU disciplines and investigate
the possibility of offering services to non-CSU Institutions.

For the most part, mainframe software has been acquired through IBM's Higher Education Software
Consortium (HESC). HESC offers operating system, business and engineering applications at substantial
discount AMSPEC applications currently run under VM/SP. In the near future, VM/XA and AIX, IBM's new
state-of-the-art UNIX product, will be added. A wide variety of languages, data base management systems,
statistical packages, CAD and other applications are currently supported. Due to the expense involved, It
has been difficult to acquire the large data bases required for various business courses.

Remote QammardEr20020, Each campus is expected to appoint a campus coordinator who can serve
as a single point of contact for AMSPEC services and support This individual advises Cal Poly regarding
software needs, Implements and manages campus equipment and accounts, and consults and trains faculty,
staff and students on AMSPEC soft are and database Issues. For the most part, this has been a faculty
member in the business school rather than a representative from the campus computer cemer. In general,
campus computer centers have been reluctant to support equipment designated for a single discipline. In
many cases, CSU campuses have no experience with IBM equipment and cannot provide the necessary
support. This has meant an increased woridoad for Cal Poly staff in delivering, Installing and maintaining
equipment on the campuses.

Vixffadjggranmuglgetbm. To facilitate access to AMSPEC services, CSUNET had to be upgraded and
enhanced. The Cal Chancellor's Office has been very supportive in this regard. As shown in Figure 1, all
20 CSU campuses are now or soon will be equipped with high-speed communication links (56KB lines) to
CSUNET. An inter-campus data network pilot project now links the CSU System to the California
Community College System (CCC). The CCC Chancellor's Office in Sacramento and four community
college campuses (Cerritos, Mount Sen Antonio, San Jose Evergreen and Santa Rosa) in strategic locations
across the State are already linked to CSUNFT (see Figures 1 and 5).

Campus Eauloment Configurations. Cal Poly purchased, configured and installed IBM-3174 controllers at
each participating campus. Once connected, these units permit faculty and students to access the IBM
mainframe at Cal Poly. Perhaps the most significant problem in this regard has been the long leadtime
required for ordering equipment After Cal Poly commits to providing AMSPEC service toa remote campus,
several weeks or months may elapse before the necessary equipment arrives from IBM to make the
connection possible. A secondary problem involved getting various types d workstations and PCs to
communicate properly with the 3174. It took many manhours to work out the 'bugs' associated with
mapping the various keyboards and modifying the 31748 to work at enh campus. (Theo- ayward and Long
Beach campuses plan to access AMSPEC via an IBM-9370.)

luggallentime. Initial attempts to hold training at the remote sites proved unworkable. So many factors
(communications, documentation, software, etc.) had to be covered that it proved to bemore cost-effective
to bring campus coordinators and CSU faculty to Cal Poly for training than it would be to transport a large
group of Cal Poly employees to each remote campus. To distribute account numbers, a system was
established whereby faculty could request and receive accounts via facsimile machine. A large number of
user guides were developed by Cal Poly faculty and staff in conjunction with the campus' migration to an
IBM environment. These were provided on disks to rem. -1 campuses for local adaptation and use. A
telephone tot-line° service was established to answer questions and resolve problems. in start-up mode,
AMSPEC had to rely on other Information Systems staff to assist in each of these areas. Now that AMSPEC
has proven to be successful, budget and staff Increases are expected to support these and other services,
induding on -sita visits to resolve local problems.
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How Cal Poly Benefits

Some of the benefits already realized the campus are improved off-carapus communications and
mainframe performance and capacity. Providing access to mainframe UNIX was iderfified as a critical
need by the university's computer science and engineering programs. With IBM's new AIX product, the
campus will have access to a new stata-of-the-art version of the operating system that Is standard in
scientific and engineering circles. Most important of all, the campus will benefit from continued State
funding designated to support mainframe computing, and the potential for increased State funding and
external revenues to support expanded services to CSU and non-CSU users.

Future Goals and Objectives

Htving overcome the initial problems Identified in the pilot project, Cal Poly is looking forward to expanding
AMSPEC service to meet other critical instructional needs (see Figure 6).

First and foremost is the need for expanded service to CSU campuses. It is hoped that in the near future,
CAPC can offer mainframe service to any CSU discipline with an interest and need for such assistance. For
example, 8eVeriti CSU Schools of Engineering have Indicated interest in accessing engheering analysis
packages available or' on the IBM mainframe, as per the original mission of the CAPC. Specificity, they
need access to finite element analysis, computer languages and expert system analysis programs.

Another area to be expanded is the integration of supercomputing applications in CSU undergraduate
programs, particularly in scientific fields such as chemistry and physics which require access to advanced
simulations and complex modeling software. The vector facility on the IBM-3090/400 can readily support
the use of these large-scale software products.

With the expansion of CSUNET, Cal Poly is exploring services to non-CSU institutions, such as California
Community Colleges and K-12 school districts. Possible services include facilitating articulation between
CSUs and CCCs, supporting electronic conferencing and bulletin board activities, supporting electronic
library of K-12 software for statewide evaluation and distribution, and supporting classroom I .ruction and
funded research activities.

In parallel with Industry's need to develop and use new technologies to remain competitive, applied research
projects within CSU are expanding. These activities could also benefit from having access to the increased
mainframe capacity at Cal Poly. Therefore, a fourth goal is to expand researchservices to industry through
CAPC's CAD research facility.

To support these eft well as the instructional and administrative needs of the university, it is anticipated that
the campus will upgrade to an IBM-3090/600 with 150 gigabytes of storage within the next year or two.
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Figure 3
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Meta-Lenses for Academic Computing in a
Small Univ. :sity: Examining Past Progress and

Problems, Future Promises and Perils

Dr. M.S. Vijay Kumar
University of Maine at Machias

Machias, Maine

The initial stages of the information technology
diffusion process at the University of Maine at
Machias have resulted in the transformation of this
innovation, from an abstract concept to a somewhat
extensive level of applications. The measure of
initial success that has been attained can be mainly
attributed to maintaining a me`a-perspective in
introducing and implementing technology use, through:
a) stressing curricular augmertation rather than
technology inclusicn (integration?) and b) maintaining
an "Organizational Focus".

There are indications that the infusion of technology
is capable of cataly.ing several changes in the
University's educational process and environment. How
can a small University such as UMM sustain this initial
momentum and manage the evolving impacts? An
examination of the current situation reveals that to
do so, there are several "application" needs to be
addressed. More importantly, the University needs to
prepare for the implied changes in the dimensions that
constitute an "organizational" focus.
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Background - Initial Success and Impacts

The initial stages of the information technology
diffusion process at the University of Maine at Machias have
primarily involved the introduction of the innovation to the
campus' culture and context, directing the energies of early
adopters and efforts to define the Academic Computing
concept. The process so far, despite growing pains, has been
successful both in terms of the leapfrogging in the level of
use of the technology, as well as the degree of overall
preparedness in adopting this technology in the educational
process of the University. Developments in the computing
infrastructure and activities of the campus over the past
three years, present several visible indicators of the
initial success of the technology adoption process:

- -The wide availability of and access to computing
resources through: stand-alone and networked microcomputers
in various campus locations, for students and all faculty; a
ariety of software resources for general as well as course
specific applications; and campus wide networking to provide
one-stop access to local and remote computer and
communication services.

- -The range of instructional computing activities being
undertaken on campus: several courses, across disciplines,
incorporating computer use (forty-four, according to a survey
conducted in Spring, 1988); fourteen computer augmented
courses developed over the past two years, as part of a
federally supported Title III project. Multimedia is a major
component of four of these courses; a concentration in
Computer Applications for students from all disciplines
is being offcred as part of the University's program;
collaborative projects with area school systems in the use of
technology are being developed; the university is undertaking
curriculum research to better coordinate and integrate its
computer based offerings.

- -The increasing interest on campus in plannin2 and
developing systems to close the gap between instri..-:tional and
administrative computing.

Equally significant as indicators of success are, the
not so readily quantifiable impacts of the technology
adoption process, such as providing new perspectives to the
teaching/learning process, as well as a unifying theme for
linking diverse groups in the university. The following
excerpt from a report based on an external evalua`ion
of the Title III supported microcomputer activity on campus
illustrates the nature of these impacts:

4 5 L,
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"Perhaps most important is the impact on faculty and the
changes they perceive in themselves and their colleagues
as a result of the microcomputer activities. As one
faculty member said, 'there is more talk about
pedagogy.' Or another, 'the lunch conversations have
changed.' People talk about the process of teaching.
They talk about their trials and errors in the use of
the technology with other users and in many cases with
those outside their discipline-based division. The
excitement has extended beyond the campus to local
school personnel and business people who now see the
college as a regional resource in the use of the
microcomputer. Additionally, the college is becoming
known as a center of excellence in this area for the
University of Maine system...Without question, this
activity has had a fundamental impact on the fabric of
the institution and curriculum."'

perspectives gn tbft Process

An examination of the technology diffusion process at
UMM (through metalenses), provides the themes and strategies
adopted, as derived from: 1) the nature of the educational
tasks to which technology has been applied and 2) the means
through which an understanding of technology and its use has
been promoted among those unfamiliar with it.

Technology Application Tasks

As with other sectors in society and educational
institutions, information technology was originally
introduced at UMM for administrative functions. Initial uses
of technology in the academic areas were based on directicns
recommended by a 2 year plan describing the Needs, Outcomes,
Activities, and Assessment (NOAA) for computer use. This
plan, developed by the computer committee, proposed computer
applications to be incorporated in courses based on an
identified set of computer related skills considered
important for students to possess. A majority of the uses
proposed and adopted, were based un simple applications of
productivity tools (wordprocessing, database parkayes and
spreadsheets) and reflected the nature of use LI
administration. Not surprisingly, computer usage WR3 limited
primarily to some business courses and as an add-on component
in a few others.

Shifting the thrust of technology application towards
augm-nting the in'tructional process, from merely ploviding
comp ter :elEted skills, catalyzed an increase both in the
level of use of technology and the overall app-Qciation of
its role in the educational process of the campus.

The Title III project mentioned above, provided
considerable momentum to the campus' efforts in technology

459
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use with the intent of improving the learning in existing
courses. Courses augmented through this project involved
faculty-student pairs to develop the computer-based
augmentation components. The process of augmenting the
courses involved the following steps: 1) Defining those
components of the course which could be enhanced by the use
of the computer; 2) Defining the subskills that would be
required, both in terms of content and computer use;
3) Identifying and evaluating needed software/courseware and
technology processes with respect to their curricular fit;
4) Modifying the materials or their use and restructuring the
course as necessary, to derive the maximum benefits of the
computer augmentation, without compromising learning
objectives.

The instructional augmentation approach, as exemplified
through the Title III process, has transformed and
strengthened the technology diffusion process in several
ways. It has encouraged a variety of approaches for
incorporating technology use across disciplines, such as the
use of computer communications in Meteorology, simulations
for Marketing, Hypermedia in Art and English and use of
courseware to address the needs of specific audiences as in
remedial mathematics and basic writing courses. It has made
available an inventory of interactive tools and resources
that bring excitement to the learning environment.
The process has served as a model for integrating computer
use in other courses and provided the basis for a creative
faculty development effort.

Keeping the instructional mission of the campus as a
focal point for Academic Computing efforts has provided a
valid context for technology applica'Lon on campus. It has
provided a campus-wide sense of purpose for developing
strategies and plans, and shaped decisions regarding the type
of technology and its use.

Technology Diffusion - Means

In looking at the strategies and tactics (means) to
promote information technology use at UMM, it becomes evident
that la.Lntaining an "organizational focus", in contrast to
merel.. an "application-focus", has contributed in large
measure, to increased acceptance and utilization. An
Application Focus suggests a preoccupation with innovation
characteristics independent of context, such as processing
speed, graphic capability and decreasing costs. On the other
hand, an Organizational Focus suggests that strategies for
promoting technology take into account factors, such as the
contextual relevance of innovation characteristics (e.g.
affordability and access); attributes of the innovation's
recipients (e.g. users'technology orientation, fears,
motivation and training required); and organizational
characteristics of the context (e.g. administration's
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stance on technology use; the university's ability to support
increasingly complex demands of technology; and the
organizational structure).

The dimension of an Organizational Focus are comprehensively
captured in the six themes proposed by Havelock and Huberman
(1980), for planning and predicting the outcomes of
innovations: 1) Ob,ect; 2) Resources; 3) Authority; 4)
Consensus; 5) Linkage; and 6) Environment. For mnemonic
convenience, the composite framework was referred by the
acronym ORACLE. A discussion of each of the themes follows:

gi "Objec.;"-- a concept which included both the substance of
the proposed change and the objective or intent of the change
effort. The object dimension comprise five sub-
dimensions, which related to the characteristics of
the innovation as they facilitated or impeded acceptance by
the recalving culture. These five dimensions were:
1) Eglgyamft of the innovation to the needs of the receiving
culture; 2) Promised Benefit - the magnitude of the
innovation's impact on improving upon the status quo; 3)
Resource Demand -the extent to which the innovation required
the mobilization of scarce, external or local resources; 4)
Complexity - the intrinsic complexity, social complexity or
the ,omplexity of implementation associated with the
innovation;
5) Compatibility - the extent of congruence of the innovation
with attributes of the receiving culture;
$1 Resources - Re. lurces included financial, material, human
and knowledge reso rces, required to introduce and sustain
the innovation;
Al Authority - Authority included both legal support and
leadership of officials at local, district and national
levels;
Qs Consensus--Consensus referred to the extent to which
participation and understanding was achieved at all levels of
personnel involved in the innovation;
LI Linkage--Linkage was largely synonymous with the human
and organizational infrastructure needed for an innovation;
AI Environment -- Environment included the dominant features
of the setting in which the reform took place, such as
compatibility with the local settings and timing of the
innovation.
The academic computing strategies adopted at UMM so far, as
described below, have concentrated to a large extent, on the
Object, Resources, and Linkage dimensions of ORACLE. The
essence of these strategies is best represented through what
I have termed as the SPCA paradigm.

SPCA: strategies for promoting Computing in academia (or
Suggestions for Preventing Cruelty to Academics!) at UMM.

4
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According to this bifocal paradigm, which addresses both
technology and process related aspects, for successful
promotion of technolgy in academia,

1. the technology should be Simple, proven, Compatible, and
Adaptable.

2. the process of introducing technology should be through a
process involving Success, participation, Consensus and
Advancement.

Implementing SPCA

Simple: Our efforts have been directed towards
simplification of the equipment (hardware and software), the
skills required for using the technology and the computing
environment.

Simplification of thr equipment was effected by limiting
diversity in the types of hardware and using simple
productivity tools and courseware for specific topics in
disciplines.

Ensuring that computing resources are both, available
and easily accessible, has been the thrust of our initiatives
in the simplification of the environment. The University,
despite Lmited funds, has taken steps to provide each
faculty with a personal computer. For facilitating
accessibility, the University with support from AT&T, has
implemented a project that allows easy, friendly access to
MS -DOSTM and UNIXTM based resources from networked PCs,
through a simple menu interface. The menu system, along with
the network, serves the purpose of providing a uniform
environment through a standard look and feel in computers
across campus.

Strategies for simplification in the skills domain
include: 1) adopting an approach to training and development
which involves incremental stages of increasing complexity;
2) providing model solutions and 3) establishing relevance
between computer skills being learned and discipline areas.

Proven: The need for small colleges to be close followers
rather than pioneers in the use of techr-logy for small
colleges has been mentioned by others ( :.alien, 1988).

The important elements of our efforts at ensuring proven
technology have been: 1) basing hardware and software
decisions on what had been used successfully at other
campuses and our own; b) procuring courseware from other
universities ant', University consortiums (e.g., WISCWARE,
University of Wisconsin, Madison) and c) evaluating software
operability before distribution to faculty, in order to
minimize any surprises and ensure their efforts were directed
towards applications.

4 62
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Compatiblel Particular attention has also been given to
issues of compatibility in relation to the available skills
and resources on campus. The time, energy and cost of major
transitions in hardware and software as well as the
possibility of users' disillusionment with technology in the
transition process directed us to seek compatible solutions.

Adaptable: Making technology adaptable, through encouraging
and supporting use in a variety of learning contexts and
modes, continue3 to be the approach taken. Rather than
insistence on any specific ways to incorporate computing in
the teaching/learning process, faculty are encouraged to
pursue their preferences, be it as an aid to broadcast
instruction (e.g. CAI drills and tutorials), providing
interactive tools and resources (e.g. Hypermedia,
Simulation) or for instructional advising through
asynchronous communications, a use that is currently evolving
on campus.

Success* Successful initial eAperiences being an important
determinant of continued use, a considerable amount of our
energies have been directed toward ensuring success.
Strategies for simplification have been important elements in
ensuring initial success.

Participation: Participatory processes have brought the
synergy of collaboration and aided the technology integration
process in several ways. As indicated earlier, most of the
instructional computing projects have been developed by
faculty-student teams with students bringing computer skills
and the learner's perspective to the enterprise. Student
collaboration in develwing and managing academic computing
services, as well as assisting in consultancy, have helped
provide essential support that would otherwise have not been
possible, given the limited staff; "Show and Tell" activities
of instructional computing projects, along with small group
discussions and training sessions, have facilitated the
exchange of ideas and served the purpose of providing
reinforcement and the motivation to faculty in undertaking
computing activities.

Consensus

Consensus, on the role of computing in the education process
of the college, was seen as an important factor affecting the
quality of implementation of plans and strategies. The
energy and enthusiasm of faculty and administrator's was
indicative of a high degree of concerns. Factors attributed
to the consensus achieved include: interpreting academic
computing directions to administrators and faculty with a
focus on the academic mission of the campus: information
dissemination and discussion of plans and projects, in formal
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and informal forums, which was facilitated by the small size
of the campus; strong support of the leadership for
technology-based efforts.

Advancement

Convincing evidence of individual and institutional
advancement are being demonstrated through faculty's personal
use, the instructional augmentation projects and in faculty
development/training programs. Targeting computing projects
on need areas specific to the UMM context, specially in
relation to its size, location and the nature of its student
population, has been a central theme in our strategies and is
reflected in the following areas of perceived improvement:
1) Faculty's abilities to manage their correspondence and
publication needs without relying on the limited
secretarial assistance available; 2) A conferencing system
and E-Meil which allows cutting down on meetings--a boon in
terms of time for faculty in a small campus who wear several
hats; 3) One-stop easy access to local and remote resources,
including the automated library catalog, which is a necessity
given the campus's remote location; 4) Improved
learning/teaching environments with the potential of
alternative strategies for remedial education, increased
flexibility in the scheduling of instructional advising
especially needed for the non-traditional students, the
larger inventory of interactive instructioHal tools/resources
made possible and most importantly the excitement brought
into the learning environment.

The ORACLE themes have been represented to varying
extents in the SPCA based strategies for an Organizational
Focus at UMM. The impact matrix presented in Figure 1
summarizes the contribution of SPCA strategies towards
strengthening the Object, Resource and Linkage dimensions.

Future Prises And Perils

As indicated earlier, the initial success of the
technology infusion efforts have had several impacts on the
educational process and e'wironment of the University.

The application of information technology is making the
educational process more efficient and richer. More
importantly, it is initiating a revision of the teaching
learning process and a redefinition of disciplinary
boundaries. Emerging directions of technology-use, sucn as
the use of local and wide area networks for providing
instructional support and advising, as well as the
implementation of statewide Instructional Telecommunication
Networks in the University of Maine System, are making
possible the geographical extension of the teaching/learning
environment. Technology use is encouraging the investigation

4f
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IMPACT on Strengthening

Simple
(in equipment,
skills, environment)

Proven
(through evaluation;
successful
experiences in
other contexts)

Compatible
(with existing
equipment, skills
and environment)

Adaptable
(to learning
situations)

Success (in
initial experiences;
graduated skills
method)

Participation
(Collaborative
efforts in
instructional
computing & service)

Advancement
(of individual and
institution

OBJECT RESOURCES LINKAGE

Complexity re-
duced; Resource
demand reduced;
Relevance and
promised bene-
fit increased.

Reduced re-
source demand;
promised bene-
fit increased;
verification
of relevance.

Reduced re-
source demand.

Increased pro-
mised benefit;
relevance;
need.

Reduced Com-
plexity; pro-
mised benefit

Promised bene-
fit; relevance;
reduced com-
plexity.

Promised bene-
fit.

Accessibility More
increased. practical/

appropriate
solutions

Increased Improved,
availability. manageable

support;few
unanticipated
outcomes.

Increased
availability,
accessibility

Improved
utilization.

Increased
accessibility.

Better
resource
utilization

Practical,
appropriate
solutions;
better
support;
speedy imple-
mentation

Appropriate-
ness of
solutions

Practical
solutions.

Improved
support;better
understanding
of need; more
appropriate
and practical
solutions.

Figure 1: Impact Matrix.
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of mechanisms for cooperative processes between the
traditionally separate areas of instruction and
administration. These impacts are significant in terms of
their implications for the University's future.

However, a look at the elements that have contributed to
the successful process so far, also suggest the fragile
nature of this initial success, if several factors that are
needed to sustain this effort are not addressed. These
factors imply strengthening the Resource, Consensus and
Linkage dimensions of the ORACLE framework as discussed
below:

Resources: Ensuring the availability and accessibility of
resources has been an important aspect of the strategies
adopted so far. The support made available initially through
a state bond referendum and subsequently through arants hae
been critical for stregthening the resource dime,sion
hitherto.

A renewed marshalling of resources locally is required
to: sustain the increasing interest in information
technology activity; to accommodate technological advances,
obsolescence and maintenance, and to compensate for the time-
intensive nature of instructional computing activities. For
small campuses, especially those in a multi-campus system,
both the size of the overall pie and the computing demands on
it limit resource availability for Academir- Computing. A
stated commitment to information technology use through an
understanding of its strategic importance to the University
leading to a departure from traditional resource allocation
mechanisms will be needed to rectify this. The recent
inclusion of an information technology statement in the
priJritized list of goals of the University, as well as
current efforts on the development of a long range plan for
providing technology related capital resources, are
constructive steps being taken in this area.

Consensus: As is becoming evident, the Averse set of
applications and users that are evolving necessitate a more
complex degree of consesus that is difficult to achieve.
Mechanisms to promote/generate consensus are required on
issues related to the prioritization of academic computing
resource allocation, standardization and future directions of
Academic Computing. The formation of a campus wide advising
and user group committee for this purpose is being
encouraged. Consensus will also require a greater degree of
reliance en formal policies than at present.

Linkage: The fact that no formal organization for academic
computing existed at UMM three years ago, coupled with UMM's
location in a remote area where physical and communication
facilities were underdeveloped, made for a weak linkage
situation initially. The evolution of an Academic Computing
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unit with a director and technical staff, have helped create
the basic organizational infrastructure and somewhat
strengthen the linkage dimension. The increase in the level
and complexity of operations are making apparent, tk&. need
for a greater degree of formalization with respect "o
differentiated and articulated configurations of people,
roles end responsibilities. An example is the need to make
programming assistance availLhle for courseware development
efforts and faster in-house systems, given the absence of a
computer science department on campus.

The convergence of information technologies (e.g.
computers and telecom' cations) and that of applications
(e.g instruction and ,..iministration), P_.o suggest the need
for a convergence of the technology-rela..ect decision making
units. University-wide mechanisms need to be established to
insure coordination in decision making for minimizing the
potential for missed opportunities and actions at cross-
purposes.

Conclusion

In general, the interaction of an innovation system with
the educational system could result in three possible
outcomes: 1) mutual withdrawal with no change: 2)
superficial or t.A..mporary change; 3) fundamental/systemic
change. In the case of information technology at UMM a
vi-ion of the last outcome has been seen, through maintaining
an Instructional Augmenta-ion and an Organizational Focus.
The fragility cf this vision and the possible reversal to Olt.
second outcome (i.e. superficial, temporary change) if
factors relating to an Organizational Focus are not addressed
is also evident.

Footnotes:
1 "Summative Evaluation Report, Strengthening Program,

Title III Grant, 1986-1989, University of Maine at Machias,
October 1989, p, . 8-9.

Reference:
Havelock, R.G. and Huberman, A.M., "ORACLE TIMES FOUR:

Predicting the Generalization of Innovation." Working
Document. IIEP. UNESCO, 1980 pp. 11-28.

Smallen, D., "Computing at the Small College -the Computer
Services Perspective." EDUCOM Bulletin 22(31. 1987 pp.

8-9.
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Track VII
Applications and Technology issues

Coordinator:
Michael Naff
Virginia Tech

Many applications have resulted from technological advancements in the
past few years, and emerging new technologies promise even more capa-
bilities for enhancing campus information systems. Participants in this
track shared information about specific innovative applications from their
campuses and the use ofnewer technologies in higher education. The latter
include CASE tools, artificial intelligence/expert systems, hypermedia,

object-oriented design, CD-ROM and optical scanning, simulation, teleconferencing, parallel
4 vector processing, relational data base technology, and the "integrated workstations

concept.
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The Effect of Relational Database Technology on
Adminie!rative Computing

Cynthia Golden
Assistant Director

Datil Eisenberger
Senior Programmer/Analyst

Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

November 29, 1989

ABSTRACT

Carnegie Mellon University has chosen to standardize Its new administrative system development
efkls on relational database and SQL The INGRES reledond database management software is
currently in use In several development projects. One administrative computing applicetion, the
University Infonation System (UIS), urn relational database to distribute access to stwkni and
employee data. The UPS serves as a good test project for examining ;low relational data Vra
technology has affected administrative computing. The flexibility and the portahlay of bu pri.-krd
were extremely beneficial in our environment The easy to use 4GL tools allowed us to produltb
prototypes faster and to qua tidy meke changes to applications. The benefits to the users have seen
noet apparent in the Inrroveti &MSS to data that currently exists with the UIS.

Spacial considerations are associated with moving to relational database tech nok- Users who want
io obtain its maximum benefit need to spend time in learning the structure of their data within the
database, the INGRES query took., and SQL Administrative Systems also must offer p higher level of
support for the new group of people now using the database and oevelop expertise In the effective
management of database applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Carnegie Mellon Univenalty Is an undergraduate and graduate Institution located in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Founded In 1905, the former Carnegie Institute of Technology now enrolls 6,900
students and employs approximatigy 700 faculty and 1,600 staff.

The computing enykorb nerd at Carnegie Mellon can easily be described as diverse. Students use a
variety of personal computers, workstations and some mainframes to do their coursework and
research. In the administrative computing environment , word processing and office data processing
functions take place primarily on personal computers, partici:lady Macintosh and IBM models, which
are often Inked together through local area networks to share resources Ike printers and file servers.
A VAX cluster, (presently consisting of a 6330 , 6230 and three 111780's ), a Sequent Symmetry, a
Se4uent Balance. and several other workstation-class machines currently support the central
administrative comprikrig at :erne* Mellon. The Administrative Systems (A.S.) department serves
the central computing needs of the university.

The stated direction of administrative computing et Carnegie Mellon encompasses the relational
databaie/SQL (Structured Query Language) standard combined with hardware and operating system
Independence. The INGRES database management software (a product of the INGRES Corporation,
Alameda, CA) was selected for use as a basis for all development projects and runs in many operating
system environments, Including VMS, UNIX, VM and DOS. The operating system and hardware
independence will allow us to take advantage of new opportunities presented by the ever-expanding
ted mology base by giving us the freedom to be able to easily move applications from one
environment to another.

It Is both useful and kdereating now to look at the impact of our decision to standardize our
development efforts on relational database. Several relational applications have been in use at
Carnegie Melon since approximately 1984. These Include systems Ike inventory Control, Welc Order
Management and Telecommunications Management Recently, a new INGRES-based Human
Resource Manegement System saw its first major release. The Student Information System, which
manages student records, admissions and student accounts receivable, was put into production a few
short weeks ago. Many other development projects are In progress. la'^ have chosen to examine
one system In particular, the University information System (WS). This system, which was begun as a
project In late 1985, Is one of the 'ow nore widely-used administrative relational database
applkations at Carnegie Mellon.

THE UNIVERSITY INFORMATION SYSTEM

The UIS Is an INGRES applicalon that provides the user with retrieve aoceas to student and/or
employee data The need for such en inquiry system was evident at Carnegie Mellon several years
ago, when It was apparent that the central systems, written in COBOL and ha, 1 on Digital
Equipment Corporation's (DEC) DEC-^C's, were not serving the needs of the user commumly. The
central systems allowed access to data in a very *Med fashion, and this access was slowed by
problems with an over-loaded macilide. While plans were being formed to replace these systems,
particularly the Student Records and PayroWPersonnel systems, the new versions of the systems
were too far away and would not solve immediate problems surrounding access to data. Though some
data were available to users in the form of standard screens and printed reports, the need existed for
access to data in a more ad-hoc Wien. That is, users wanted to be able to produce their own class
rosters, teaching load reports and salary surveys as they were needed or to examine data in their flies
quicidi and easily.

Because the technology to allow users this idnd of access to data was available in the form of relational
database software, and because the need for access to information on campus was so strong, the
decision wee made to provide the campus community with an interim solution to its problem. The
University Information System weir built to give users a way to get the data they needt.d to do their jobs
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while the new systems were being designed and developed. Formatted screens and standard
reports, similar to those available in the old system, but more flexible and robust, were included In the
UIS, along with the availability of SQL for users to write and run their own ad-hoc queries.

Previous versions of the UIS received the'x data on a nightly basis, via FTP from the source systems on
the old TOPS systems. Now, since the new INGRES-based Student in:onnation System and I man
Resource information System have been released, data contained in the UIS continue to be exu acted
from the new systems end shipped on a daily basis to a lequent Symmetry running the Dynix
operating system, where they we loaded into an INGRES database. The decision to continue to
maintain an Inquky-oniV database after the release of the new syster a was made for several
reasons. First, having the second database would reduce the load on the primary database. This
would be helpful during the first months of the release of the new systems, while bugs were being
worked out and the system was monitored. Second, since the feed to the UIS was already In place
and the applications were in use, It would not require much effort to simply continue the data transfer.
This also atc-ded the development of the 'inquiry' portions of the new systems to be delayed until a
later date.

The UIS data rein. what Is contained in are central systems, and we available to users for query
access only. Users we not p4 emitted to change any data in the US. Any errors found must be
correoed at the source, which is the central system.

As mentioned earlier, the UIS data we made up of student and employee information. Separate
applications exist for access to these data Each application consists of standardized screens,
queries, reports. A main menu allows the user to choose which ribset of the appikation he wishes to
run. The menu, which is written in C, allows the user to choose to run the screens, queries or reports,
print copies of the documentation, cheek when the data were keit updated or enter the 1OL query
facfAty.

ficonna Al the dIS screen applications consist of an entry screen and data screens. The entry
screen gives the user the abifity to search for a etude it or employee by name through the "name
search °Non. A fist of all MIMS that match thew kola typed by the ustw wit be displayed in a special
wart if the name search option is selected. The user can then select the student or employee he
needs and call one of the data screens.

Each data screen in the UIS contains data about one entity: a student or a course or an employee. For
exanrld, in the student s Jaws efiplication, then ostee screen shows ail stuciants in u certain course
(..xl section for e given samestK

The user can move eailly from screen to screen/ by typing the n:sw screen code over the current
screen code. In the case of .'meter screen, this action calls a diffarent screen fce the same course
without returning to the main menu. The same method applies to changing the entityor the semester
being retrieved If the user want to see a new student on a student-based screen like ea 'grade'
screen, he simply types the It. .number of the r e student over the id number of the current student If
a new semester is desired, the desired semester is typed over the old semester. Any combination of
screen code, semester or entity can be changed In order to retrieve new data.

Limb'. Commonly-used queries were written and installed in the UIS In a menu format No special
sidle, such as knowledge of SQL, we requked to run the query option of the application. Users
simply select the desired query and enter a few simple parameters. When a query is run, the mains
we written to the screen as well as to a file, which can be manipulated further by the users.

Mode. The report generation option of the UIS applications gives users the opportunity to produce
results for larger, complex queries that we needed on hard -copy, and that we not of a time-critical
nature. Again, the desired report Is selected from a menu of available reports and parameterswe
entered prior to execution. in order to control system load during the day and avoid large disk space
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allocations for each user that wouid be required by INGRES to run the reports, the report requests are
submitted to a batch queue where they are executed when system utilization is low.

ilagraL.ass. One of the driving forces behind the implementation of the UIS was the desire of the
users to have better access to data The UIS screens, queries and reports were duplicat ins of and
enhancements to the features aver. .. on the old central systems. The ad-hoc query facility available
with INGRES was the key to providing the broader access that many users requted in order to be able
to retrieve data not available through standard reports or on the inquiry screens. The ad-hoc query
option is available from the main menu and requires a knowledge of SQL, the data manipulation
language used by INGRES. Users may form their own statements to select data from the database,
perform aggregations or do simple file extracts.

Theme& The UIS database consists of approximately 350 megabytes of data representing
inforrnatioe from 1975 through the present, contained in over 100 tables or relations. Several types of
tables exist in the UIS. They we: main data tables, Index tables, translation or utility tables and user-
owned tables. The main data tables contain the data shipped to the UIS from the central systems. For
example, the Student Schedule Table, which contains a record for every student for every course
taken during a semester, onsets of almost one million rows 30 bytes wide. Index tables are creek.
when the database administrator defines primary and secondary keys for data access, and se
important for effident execution of queries. Translation tables hold codes and their meanings, and are
used consistently by the screens, queries and reports to provide the English translation for a given
code. Other utility tables include the tabkm used for tracking access authorization for users of the
system.

Erdman Air data in the UIS are considered to be sensitive data (grades, salaries), so tight protection
is needed. INGRES provides a permit facility that allows data to be protected at the table level or to be
based on witues in fields. Also, the days of the week and time of day the database is available to users
can also i spedfied. Once the population is defined for a user with specific permits on data tables,
his we 4 of view is iknited to that population. Whether he is running the screens, a query, a report or
exe ting his own SQL statement, the data available to him are always that sane base population.

ilegiA-Segmmunt. The user community of the UIS application spans a broad segment of the Carnegie
Mellon community. Vice-presidents, department heads end administrative and dorical employees
from both the academic and administrative skies of the ti aver* make up the approximately 200
people who have access to the database.

RELATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

As our current environment has grown from the previous generation of traditional, COBOL-based
systems to applications using relational database management software and based on the relational
model, we find It useful to look at what advancing to the next generation of computing has Drought to
the university. The effort Involved in making this move Is often very clew tut sometimes It Is difficult to
see in advance what the benefits or problems will be.

The advantages of usin !National databases for our administrative computing needs are many. We
can examine all at we see as advantages of relational database f m the perspective of the users as
well as from the perspective of Administrate Systems.

Advantages to User

Access to Data. For those users wh.: have no need or desire to go beyond the use of sknple inquiry
screens, any differences between an application written using a relational database manager and an
application written in COBOL may go unaolimd. However, ease users who in the past were well
aware of the structure and limitations of their COBOL application seem to appredate the additional
power they have with direct SQL-based access to the data.
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The relational model is easy for novices to understand. The database is structured In the way that one
would naturally describe data, grouping date into tables of logically related information about a single
entity. As Chris Date, a well known authority on relational database managemeM explains it [1], "a
table consists of a row of column headings together with zero or more rows of data values. For a given
table, (a) the column heading row specifies one or more columns; (b) each datarow contains exactly
one value for each of the columns spedliet; In the column heading row.' The relationship between
tables in , re database is expressed by common, key fields. The concept of 'data Independence'
insulates the users, as well as the programmers, from havingto understand complex data structures,
pointers or underlying data access methods in order fora user to manipulate data No knowledge of
complex data structures, pointers or underlying data access methods Is required.

Even the novice user can use the INGRES tools, such as QBF (Query by Forms) or RBF (Report by
Forms) to do simple, forms -based inquiries of the data With a basic understanding of the table
structure and SQL, the novice user can perform simple select statements to retrieve data.

For the more sophisticated user, tho relational database and Its associatedtools can be very powerful.
With some training in order to become familiar with SQL and learn the database structure associated
with an application, MIS find themselves with the ability to do complex manipulation of data in an ad-
hoc manner. Many of our users have created their own tables to use in conjunction with the
application tables. These 'private' tables can be joined badly with the up-to-date data In the
databases. Users have also found It unnecessary to store redundant data in their own personal
computer applications, since the central data they need we now easily accessible. It is also much
easier now to move any needed data to personal computer applications for use with other software
packages, due to the easy-to-use command to extract data from the INGRES databases and the widely
available access to data transfer programs like FTP or KERMIT.

Data can be viewed in ways previously impossible without complex programming, largely due to the
data independence in relational databases, or the independence of users and user programs from the
details of the way the data we stored and accessed. For example, using the old systems to produce a
class roster required that a complex COBOL program be run that would produce a roster for every
Bass offered that term. The out Ale was then divided and distributed to the apprc ndr.
departments. Changes to this procedure required the users to request programmingand testing by
Administrative Systems and often wait weeks for the results. dow, not onlycan a user do a simple
loin° of a few tables, he can Omit his request to rosters fora single department or even a single course,
all in one SQL 'select' statement Views can also be defined to make life easier for an end-user. A
"view" Is a way to allow a war to look at one or more tables as one entity, providing logical oata
independence. When defining the view, the links between the tables we established, and tha joins
are executed every time the view Is selected.

The users' ability to do ad-hoc selections of data on their own he3 in many cases reduced their
dependency on central computing staff. Administrative users on campus need not wait the several
weeks it cLuld have taken in the past to have a report they requested written, tested, debugged and
run by the central computing staff, who add ass requests in order of priority. They can write their own
request, subrrit It and have their results almost immediately. The Office of University Planning In
particular has made extens!ve use of the query and report generation fadlities available In the
University information System to c'o the large amount of reporting functions for which they we
responsible. Individual departmen a on campus are also producing theirown class rosters, reports
and academic audit records with the UIS database.

efeldgeggajaileggarggegg. Perhaps some of the most unique advantages of the relational
database for the users concern user partldpatlon in the system designprocess. In more NKr- 11
system development environments, user requir ments were translated into an Information sy:.4em by
the programmers. Often, by the time the system was completed, user requirements would change.
Now, because of ta easy, rapid prototyping that can be done by the system developers (see next
section), use get to see the system In earlier stages In the development life cycle and consequently
offer suggestions or criticisms caller. Users do not have to anticipate all their needed reports or
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frinctions during the system design stage. It Is rpiatively easy to write a new report or add a new screen
once the Initial system design Is in place. Addini, such objects does not require any changes to the
underlying database and can be done easily using the INGRES tools (see next section.)

Advantages to Administrative Computing

Administrative Systems has indeed seen an increase In productivity and general system quality and
flexibility since the relational database and Its 4GL tools have been used In systems design and
development. The relational model and its way of representing data In tables has been a useful model
for developers. In the database design process, the relational model forces the developers and the
users to view data in sets and examine the relationship between those sets. This helps break down
the process of designing large, Integrated databases Into smaller tasks and to facilitate fire
communication between user and developer.

productivity. The IN3RES software comes with its own tools to build applications, which have helped
Increase both the level of productivity and the overall effectiveness of the applications programmers in
Administrative Systems. The logic portion of the application Is specified in ABF (Application by
Forms), the application builder. This is separate from screen construction, Witch Is done through
VIFRED, INGRES' forms builder, referred to as a 'screen painter. This separation allows for
easier and faster changes to be ; Ade to an application, since the two functions can be done
independently.

By using VIFRED It is simple to specify and later change field location, 11(1 validation, screen titles and
field display attributes, such as on-sarem highlightinr, default values or color. Once a screen has
been created, any feature cen be easily adjusted. The INGRES software handles al the screen I/0, so
no complex program is needed. In a matter of a few minutes, a simple screen can be constructed and
a user CM be entering or selecting data from the database.

Two simple interfaces to the database we available that allow very fast application construction. QBF
or Quay by Forms, is a screen interface to the database that allows the developer to add, change or
delete data. Default OBE forms can be entoinized with VIFRED order to add error checking or to
customize the screen. No code Is rug. ad to use QBF in an application. The same kind of function, If
written in COBOL., would require hundreds or thousands lines of code. RBF, or Report by Ferns,
provides simple formatting and retrieval capabilities through a default report on a single table. The
default report formats can be changed or enhanced easily. No coding Is ,wolved lo creating a report
with RBF.

A more complex reporting tool, called Report Writer, allows much more complicated reports to be
written than d RBF, sal with no real code requireri Report Wrier allows the results of a query to
be formatter. and aggregated using embedded come Ands. The Report Willer r,ornmandt simple
to team and are combined with the SQL *select* statement to make up the sculpt. A Report Eller
script for a very wimples report may be only one to one and one-half pages in length. Reports
specified with RBF can be written out to a Report Writer script, where fray can be changed if a more
complicated report is required.

The key to the application building process is INGRES' ABF or Applications by Fonne. This tool allows
the developer to tie together the pieces of the application written using VFRED, Repod Writer
and 4GL (Fourth Generation Language) code. The 4GL that ABF uses, called OSL, is the tool used to
specify most al the application logic.

The ability to wrIto most of the application control and topic In OSL code has in most cases reduced the
necessity to write C or COBOL routines. Only in situations where the procedure required was too
complex for 081.10 efficiently handle or where high performance was so critical was the 4GL
application converted to C end optimized for maxi man performance.
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A simple application can be produced using OSL and the other tools in less than a day. During the
application development process, thL 'Nifty to very quicidy make a system prototype has been very
valuable to developers. The developer can start withan application usher that contains the basic
screens and functions, and work with the users to alter or enhance the application. Very little work Is
required up-from for this process to take place, and consequently little work Is lost h designing
something the user does not like or wants to change substantially. Sy using the 4GL application
buildar, the prototype of we system is the real basis for the final pro*" i.e., in most cases the
prototype becomes the final product.

In general, we have experienced an Increase in overall development productivity since the relational
ciatabase and 4GL tools have been used. The decrease in development time has given us the
opportunity to spend more time up-front on systems anatysls Issues, and has given us the ability to get
system prototypes in the hands of the users faster hall ever before.

Security. As mentioned earlier in thls paper, the underlying permit facility handles access to data at all
Web and Is very flexbie. Administrative Systems' programmers are not required to write data access
routines for each application. FadNties for database auditing, checkpointing and purnaling have also
elIminated the need for any programs to be written to perform these functions important to database
security.

Flexibilly, We have been pleased with the weal flexibility of the relational databases. In a few cases
where they were needed, changes to the system, sere easy to make, even after the final production
release of the application was in place. Adding a field to a table does not affect the applications already
in place. The application code will still run, ,46hout changeor re-compilation. This is a true advantage
over more traditional hterarchical or network dulabases, where application code Is based upon the file
structure. For example, a major change made to the UIS after its Initial release was a re-structuring of
the Student Biographical data table. Originally designed to be semester-based, the table contained
many fields that WIMP Al from semester to semester. The decision was made to change the
database to more .acctkately reflect university record keeping, which would reduce the table size from
800,000 rows to 40,000 rows. This change, which required changes to the data loading programs,
some screens, queries and reports, and the database format took less than one week to implement.
In a non-relational system, this would have involved a complete re-write and re-compilation of much of
the application code.

Portability. In addition to flexibility, portability of applications across different hardware and op' ating
system environments is Important to us In order to take advantage of new advances in tedarc.ogy.
With the INGRES software we have been able to demontltratethat this Is a reasonably simple thing to
do. As an example, the UIS was moved from its original home on an IBM 3083 to a VAX 8700 in less
than one month, with most of the time being spent on making any operating-system specific changes,
such as path names In references to files, in re-compiling COBOL code that had embedded calls to
the database and In re-w ittng the application menu, which was converted from REXX to DCL. When t.
second port of the UIS was done, the UIS (database only) was moved from the VAX 8330 to a
Sequent Balance 8 machine overnight. The pieces of the code written In COBOL and DCL were re-
written in C on the Balance, In order to make the application as portable as possible. As a test, we were
able to move the entire application from Dynix bask to VMS in less than a de!.

Mabligangt Development with 43L's have greatly simplified aspects of system maintenance.
Because ABF allows us to tie together many procedures and screens, If a change must be made to
one part of the application, the entire application need not be re-complied. Storing data in tables
"e her than ntwing it hard-coded In programs also allows users to change applications with no
piegrammer Intervention.

Endbuienalabenligtudagx. Finally, we see distributed database, In the form of INGRES/STAR,
being a true asset to our administrative computing effortr in the years to come. STAR now allows two
or more databases to be opened elmuftaneously, whether they are on the same node or on different
nodes. This feature is used frequently in administrative applications when connectivityto other
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databases is required, and allows us to eliminate duplication of data, keeping our databases current. A
further benefit of distributed database technology is fouixl In the ability to distribute data across nodes
which are Inked together via a communications network, like DErInet or TCP/IP. The data can be
stored on any number of nodes and users at any node can see any of the data without having to know
or to specify where it Is. in this way, more data are available to more people, while at the same time it Is
possible to store each piece of data on the machine where it Is most often used, In order to maintain
efficiency.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Although the benefits of relational database are 'limy, it is also important to look at some of tho side-
effects associated with moving to this technology and to also look at what Is required In order b use
relational database effectively and efficiently. Many database vendors make great claims about the
!rate at which your productivity will increase, how simple the tools are to use and how much less work
you will ha -re to do. You we cautioned to not be fooled by such claims. Although productivity does
tend to Increase, nothing happens overnight,

For Users

Along with the Improved acmes to their own data, users now have the responsibility of learning how to
effectively use the tools that a a available to them. If they choose not to take advantage of SQL or the
othret .,cols like QBF or RBF, most of the advantages of the move to relational database will be invisible
to IN: user. We have found that support of the system by upper management is important to the
learning process and the general use of the system. High-level support for the technology has had
an effect on its use at Carnegie Melon, particularly in the case of the UIS. When users at the vice-
presidential level used the WS and saw the advantages that this system afforded, the word spread to
others on campus who were also able to take advantage of the newly available data.

It is important to users that they set aside time to attend dams to learn the structure of the database
and to learn SQL. An in-depth understanding of what data we contained In which tables is extremely
Important to the user who will be writing SQL statements to retrieve this data. Some time should be
reserved each day for the user to spend in practice sessions in order to become familiar with INGRES
and SQL, the database and the operating system. We have cren many users attend an SQL class
and then not practice what was covered in class. When they need to do an ad-hoc query, they have
forgotten what they had learned, end are unable to make full use of the system.

Although users are required to know more than ever before about how their systems work and may
find this learning to be a time-consuming process, ft is important to stress to them how the time
Invested initially in learning the database layout, the application system and SQL will pay off in the
future. They will have better access to their own data, will not have to go through emiddie man'
(administrative computing) in all cases to get data they need and will be able to respond to their users
In a more efficient fashion.

Remember that SQL is still a programming language, and sometimes SQL and database concepts will
be difficult for an end-user to master. One should be realistic m these cases, and encourage a user
who is having difficulty to master the formatted screen applications first, then attempt SQL use at a
later date, once comfortable with the screens. in some cases, either due to lack of initiative,
understanding or ability, some user* never become comfortable enough with SQL ) do their own ad-
hoc queries. Many users will be content with the IN-in-the-form° variety of appliccaacs interfaces. (2]

Although some claim that end users we never going to use SQL [3], our experience has shown that a
few "key users raise in each department or administrative area. These individuals tend to become the
resident expert In .30L and are most often also the people in the department who have a good
understanding of the data. These people have been able to serve as a consultant for ,,them h their
liepanment who we experimenting with SOL.
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For Administrative Computing

The addition of relational database applications to cur computing environment brings with It a new set
of responsibilities for Administrative Systems.

TAM. Training new users was a significant part of the successful deployment of all our relational
database applications. Staff who before were developers and users of the old applications needed to
team hov ...) use the new tools available to them. As the user community grew, many people who
previously dd not have access to any electronic data also needed to be trained. Our experience WO.
the University information System showed us that Administrative Systems needed to plan for and
present training on the database layout, SQL and other INGRES tools, as well as some operating
system concepts. Several sessions, spanning days or weeks are usually required to give most users a
basic, working knowledge of the application and the database ma Ager. A few days between training
session& was also four.' to be helpful. This time lapse gave users some time to practice what was
discussed in the formal dass, and to return with questions in the following session.

We also had to train our own staff. A few people in the department were relational database 'experts'
when our major development began, but a good pal of our staff were from traditional C' 30L or 3rd
generator programming language backgrounds. Some training was acme internally by our own staff,
but we did send large groups to one-week training sessions given by the vendor. In addition, certain
staff were sent to specialized vendor training in advanced redonnance or coding. This el costs
money, and you should plan for this in your project budgets. As we have added staff over the past few
years, we continue to send them to the one week 'INGRES for programmers' course, and wiN provide
internal reviews of database concepts on a regular basis.

Support. In addition to the up-fmnt training requirement, our department must plan for on-going
support of these users. it Is Impotent to have a staff member available to take *emergency" calls from
users who we having trouble with simple tasks like running the screen application, as well as to consult
with more sophisticated usets who we attempting to wine complex queries or Report Writer scripts.
Unless help is available, use's will sometimes give up on the application.

Aociambauee. We have talked some snout the benefits of distributing the ad-hoc access to the data
with SQL This method has Its drawbacks. In edam to users having problems formulating their
queries, there is the danger that they may write and execute *bad* queries. Most often, these are
*disjoint queries that do not properly join tables. The usual consequence of this action Is that the
database manager executes a Cartesian product and the user's query tuns out of disk space and falls.
On a few occasions, however, the databases have become inconsistent and consequently
Inaccessible to all users until erestore" command can be executed by the database administrator.
(Automatic restoration of the database, as well as automatic detection of queries generatingvery large
results we part of version 8 of the INGRES software, but for user of version 5111s a marked process.)

In addition to the problem with disjoint o NW, another unantidpated problem has arisen. Users on
occasion are found to be running large, *moles queries in i Zeman mode that are competing with
regular production for machine cycles a, the central time-sharing systems. No good solution as to
how to handle this problem has yet been determined. Not VI wens can afford to own theirown watt
station, where they could use the own machine resources. Access to the database can be limited to
catkin hours of the day, or users can be forced to execute ail queries in batch mode at a lower priority.
This second option would prohibit users from running simple queries during the day. flight now, we
are attempting to educate the users who are writing the more sophisticated queries about how their
work affects the rest of the users on the machines, and when and how they should do their work. A
more permanent solution must be devised.

Mrny sites have chosen to avoid the problem of users causing hiconsisiendes In the production
databases by providing them with an additional inquiry database. Having a duplicate database for
Inquiry purposes also provides an additional level of security (no changes can be made to the live'
database) and helps improve performance for the users of the on-line inquiry screens, who are not
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competing against massive update, L.'elete or add transactions. This solution requires that the
additional disk space be available, that another database be maintained, and that the additional
database be updated on a regular basis. Although this method Introduces the possibility of the two
databases being "out of sync," depending on the volatility of the data in the source system and the
resources available, this may be a good method to use when production databases are involved.

Pte. Getting good performance from a database application is an important part of database
management and should be given a high priority. First and foremost, good database design Is critical
to good performance. A large percentage or the development effort, probably somewhere around
35%, should be spent in the design phase. We have found that when enough time was spent on
developing a good design, the system performance issues were easier to resolve.

Once the design Is In place and the applications written, If a database is not properly "tuned" the result
will be a slow system that will be the source of many complaints. Database programmers must be
property trained in how to take advantage of the database management system and to use it in
wnjunction with the operating system to its fullest potential. Sufficient time should be allotted during
the system testing phase of any project to tuno the database and application for maximum
performance. The 'tuning' process includes property establishing file structures and secondary
indices, distributing the data across disks and gathering statistics used by the Internal query optimizer
In query execution. Fine tuning should be en ongoing maintenance process. Careful management of
all aspects of the database, including indexing, optimization, icddng, database integrity and user
permits is crucial to the efficient operation of the application.

SUMMARY AND FUTURES

Since the implementation of the first relational database application foe administrative use at Carnegie
Mellon, a trend has existed toward broader distribution of data ar.dimproved access to Information.
The standardization of ail administrative computing on the relational model has brought with it many
advantages, both to the user and to the data processing staff. Though some special training and
expertise is required to properly maintain, administer and use these systems, the benefits they bring
are of critical importance to the operation of this university.

Future arection4 for relational database In administrative computing see even more work being done
In the area of the distributed database environment, through INGRES/STAR, to provide our users with
access to many different databases appearing to be a single system. We also see the GATEWAY
products, which provide links to other databases Re DEC's RDB) or flies, (such as RMS cies), to be
useful to link existing non-relational systems with INGRES databases.

Finally,we hope to soon be taking greater advantage of the natural language interfaces to databases,
which will allow ovr end users to have full access to their data by skr4.4y making 'yak requests In simple
English. We hope that this approach will provide users with greater flexibility In their work,and
eliminate the requirement of learning SOL to make the greatest use of the data !.1 their systems.
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ABSTRACT

Even small shops can provide remote access to CD-ROM
databases such as MEDICINE, ERIC, 801.01A, and Books in
Print. Despite having a limited technical support
staff, we've done it in a DECNET environment.

Many extremely useful databases are available on CD-
ROM. At our medical college, researchers, physicians,
and students clamored for CD-ROM hardware and software.
This confronted the administration with numerous
departmental requests for identical CD-ROM players,
microcomputers, and database subscriptions.

Rather than duplicating these systems, we connected a
CD-ROM player to a device called a "V-Server" on our
VAX system. It isn't magic, but if users' demands are
great, funds are limited, and you use the DECNET
communications protocol, it works.

This presentation also reviews alternative CD-ROM
networking solutions using a Novell network, MACS under
TCP/IP, and remote multi-access CD-ROM without
networking.
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I. Brief introduction to CD-ROM

A. Hardware - how it works.

CD-ROM (compact read-only disk) is a new technology that is
breaking all previous barriers for storing computer data. A
small 5-inch disk typically holds up to 600 megabytes ..f
data. This is the equivalent of nearly 1,500 magnetic
floppy disks of information! CD-ROM stores more because the
"focal point" of a laser beam is much smaller than a typical
"magnetic" disk head, thus more information can be stored on
each disk. This has allowed many companies to "compact"
thousands of pages of information on a single disk.

In addition to being efficient, mass-production of CD-ROM
disks is very economical. CD-ROM disks are not susceptible
to magnetic fields and cannot be accidentally erased.

B. Software - what databases are available?

New titles are being released every day. Typically, CD-ROM
applications are based on LARGE database systems. To date,
there are over 300 titles available. A sampling of
databases (for education) include:

MEDLINE -index to medical journal articles
BOORS IN PRINT
BOOKS OUT OF PRINT
ELECTRONIC ENCYCLOPEDIA
WORLD ATLAS
ERIC -index to educational research literature
PSY:-.A4LIT - index covering material of psychological
releance scanned from over 1300 journals from more than 50
countries
ABI- INFORM - a business database consisting of abstracts and
indexing to business articles from over 800 business and
mnagement journals
TOMES PLUS - information on industrial chemicals, hazardous
materials, toxicity, and emergency responses.
...and many, many more.

(At this CAUSE session we're distributing copies of the CD-
ppm Sourcedisk, a CD which contains CD-ROM product titles
and vendors and also copies of the magazine CD-ROM Enduser,
which introduces this useful technology.)
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C. Cost - Hardware and databases

CD -ROh drives (that attach to a PC) typically cost between
$800 and $1400 depending on the type of drive and
configuration. CD-ROM disks (databases if you like) can
cost as little as $89 or up to $4000. Many CD-ROM databases
are purchased as a "subscription" for a yearly fee which
usually includes monthly updates. [These costs do r
include the microcomputer system.]

D. Why use CD -ROW?

CD-ROM databases are popular because they provide a means to
access almost limitless amounts of information in a small
space. Depending on your facilities, you may already have
most of the hardware needed to implement a CD-ROM database.

The most important factor in considering a CD-ROM purchase
is cost. If you need the information, AND if you can
implement a CD-ROM system effectively in your institution,
then you have cause to consider: purchasing a CD-ROM system.

Another factor when considering a CD-ROM purchase is ease of
use. There is no standard in the ways software packages are
written to access CD-ROM information. Some packages are
menu-driven and easy to use; other packages may provide more
information, but are more cumbersome. MEDLINE alone is
currently sold by more than a half-dozen vendors. Each of
these systems is very different from one another. If you
get a chance to "demo" a system, do so.

Speed is also a factor. Although CD-ROM disks hold
megabytes of information, CD-ROM drives are Lamewhat slow.
Most users are not inhibited by this, as bow much
information is available usually outweighs bow fast they get
it.

Nonetheless, there are alternatives to CD-ROM systems, all
of which should be considered first.

E. Alternatives to CD-ROM systems

The first alternative that should be considered is "outside
access". Many vendors rroviae access to their databases for
a license fee. In the past, we have used the "Grateful MED"
dialup service that the National Library of Medicine (NLM)
offers. All any user needs is a PC/terminal and a modem.
The service is nonvenient and is offered 24 hours a day.

The cost for this particular service is approximately
$23.00/hour for "prime-time" access (9am - 4pw) and
$16.00/hour for "non-prime-time" access. Given the number
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of researchers at our Qollege that utilize the system, this
has proved to be too costly. However, given a different
situation, this would be a cost effective way to access
MEDLINE.

Another alternative is using "in-house" systems that are NOT
CD-ROM based, but normal "load-your-own" systems onto
computer disks. Typically, you purchase the software/data
that runs on your existing computer system. This is an
excellent solution if you can afford it.

II. The problem: A description of our previous non-network
setup

A. Hardware configuration: the "standalone" model

Our initial configuration is a "standalone" model. It
consists of a PC/AT workstation with two internal CD-ROM
drives and a slave printer. This workstation is physically
situated in our Medical Library and is exclusively dedicated
to running =DUNE (from Online Systems), which consists of
a total of eight (8) CD-ROM disks.

Faculty and students use the MEDLINE system to search
through literally millions of medical journals to find
information relevant to their research. Because of its
popularity and effectiveness as a research tool, this
workstation is in use almost all day during library hours.

B. Problems and limitations

The primary problem with this setup is that of the location
of the workstation. Faculty and students must reserve a
time slot to use the system and must physically go to the
library to perform their data searches. Our medical complex
is physically large, so for many researchers, this proves to
be extremely inconvenient and/or impractical.

Additionally, the workstation is only available when the
library is open. Many of our faculty perform their research
after midnight (or weekend evenings) when the library is
closed, and thus they miss being able to use this powerful
research tool at their convenience.

Finally, because there are only two disk drives, v-crs
occasionally must "swap" disks. This is an inconvenience
and slows search time a bit.
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C. Cost of adding users - unacceptable!

The cost for a CD-ROM workstation (including all software
and licenses) can easily add up to between $5,000 and
$8,000. We could attempt to solve the above
problems/limitations by "duplicating" this setup across
campus in various locations, but the costs would add up very
quickly, and not enough staff is available to manage each
separate workstation. Obviously, this was not the best way
to expand our resources.

III. The solution: A description of our "multi-access" setup

A. The new hardware configuration - uses mostly existing
hardware

To solve '.he problem of purchasing costly redundant systems,
and to overcome the fact that PC CD-ROM applications are not
usually "networkable", the MIS department used what is
called a "V-Server", from Virtual Microsystems. Inc. The V-
Server is a device that contains four (4) 286-based
processing cells, and lets any VAX terminal (VT compatible)
run PC-based applications, At the time, the V-Server was
being used by staff who have terminals and who do occasional
PC work, usually word processing or spreadsheets. When the
need for additional MEDLINE access emerged, we realized that
the V-server offered a way to implement remote MEDLINE
access.

The V-Server connects to the VAX via a standard ETHERNET
cable, and uses the DECNET protocol to communicate with the
VAX. Each of the 4 V-Server cells comes with an expansion
slot, so it was easy to hook up a CD-ROM disk controller.
PC "disks" are actually virtual disks stored on the VAX.
The V-Server cells handle the processing, while the VAX
handles terminal communication.

[see figure 1 on page 10]

The nicest benefit of this setup for us is that it uses
mostly existing rardware: By connecting the CD-ROM disks to
the V-Server, MEDLINE instantly became available to all of
our hardwired And dialup users.

The problems of physical location of the CD-ROM system have
been eliminated, and the cost (approximately $10,000 for a
4-cell V-Server) were definitely reasonable. Note that we
also use the V-Server for many other DOS applications in
addition to the CD-ROM application, so the money invested
was well used.
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B. Problems and limitations

Although the V-Server is "PC compatible", there are
obviously differences. It took a lot of parameter
"tweaking" to install the CD-ROM software properly. We
discovered that our MEDLINE uses quite a bit a memory, so we
had to upgrade the CD-ROM V-Server cell with expanded memory
($1000) to work properly.

The second problem is that although the V-Server can be
accessed by anyone [with a terminal/pc] on our campul, only
one person can access the CD-ROM system at a time. This is
because only one of the V-Server cells can access the CD-ROM
disk. Until recently, this has been a minor inconvenience
for our users. However, the CD-ROM system has become so
popular that we are addressing the problem of simultaneous,
multi-user access to CD-ROM now.

Another problem with the V -Servel. is, as mentioned above,
that it expects a VT-compatible terminal on the user end.
The keyboard mapping thus becomes somewhat awkward (i.e.,
"F6" on a VT220 terminal to enter an "Fl" for the PC
application). This prlblsm is further compounded by users
who use PC's to dial into the system, who end up with a PC
emulating a VT terminal emulating a PC. Virtual
Microsystems (the V-Server vendor) is currently developing a
terminal emulation package for PC users that will map all
keys on a 1 -to - -1 basis to make it much easier to use.

At this time, MACINTOSH users still have to put up with the
odd keyboard mapping. Nonetheless, one physician MAC -
enthusiast has contrived a way to use the V-Server MEDLINE
from his MAC. Once we resolve IBM/PC problems, WE will then
work on the MAC next.

C. Reaction of staff and students- enthusiastic!

Most of our staff and students were familiar with the
Library's CD-ROM MEDLINE system, but many did not use it for
reasons described above. When they found out we were
hooking up a similar system accessible from the VAX, the
reaction was fantastic. We have now set up several users
(over 50) who all remotely access the system. The amount of
data on the CD-ROM disks, combined with an excellent
software package, have helped researchers tremendr-sly.

Our department has received many calls and a several letters
commending the system, and they all want morel
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D. The next step - Using a NOVELL network in our setup

As mentioned above, a maior limitation of our current system
is that it can be only accessed by one user at a time. The
solution? We might set up the CD-ROM system on some sort of
PC-BASED network, such as EMU.. However, at first glance,
this seems too expensive, and also takes the VAX out of the
picture as the communications front-end.

Academic Computing Services at the University of North
Carolina (Chapel Hill) has proposed an ingenious setup that
uses both solutions, using a Novell network and the
Server. This solution solves th9 above mentioned problems.

The setup involves attaching multiple CD-ROM disks to a
Novell file server. Each of the V-Server cells is then
configured with a network card (in the expansion slot) and
thus each V-Server cell becomes part of the CD-ROM network.

[see figure 2 on page 10]

This approach solves our current problems, and is cost
effective. A complete network (with workstations) need not
be purchased; only one workstation (the server) and up to
four (4) network cards. The CD-ROM disks which are now
attached directll .o the V-Server would instead be attached
to the network server.

We have found four venders of CD-ROM networking products -
Artisoft. Inc., Meridian Data. Inc., Online. Inc.. and CBIS.
Inc. Base systems range from $2,000 for a 5-user system to
$15,000 for a 20-user system.

IV. Other multi-user CD-ROM possibilities

A. MACINTOSH-based disk server

The sJlution(s) shown above all met our needs. We are
running a DEC VAX with DECNET, and the V-Server happened to
fit into this nicely.

What about non-DECNET sites? In our research of various
solutions, we have uncovered some alternatives for sites
that may not be configured as ours. One answer involves the
use of a MACINTOSH computer as an APPLESHARE file server.

Stanford University recently evaluated a system called
"Knowledge Finder" that uses a Macintosh SE computer working
as an APPLESHARE file server over a PHONENET network. In
turn, this APPLESHARE network is connected to the campus
TCP/IP ethernet by using a Kinetics Fastpath gateway.
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Thus, users of Macintosh computers across the local PHONENET
or other similarly-connected PHONENET networks can all
access the CD-ROM server. Their evaluation was successful,
and they have implemented the product campus-wide.

Like us, they too implemented a solution that fit into their
existing configuration, namely the TCP/IP network.

B. Modification of the Vserver

Another alternative that could be investigated is to have
the technical staff at Virtual lusigjuLtem modify the V-
Server so that the CD-ROM drive is accessible from ALL of
the V-Server "cells", and not just the one cell that the
disk controller is attached to.

This gives us a "non-network" multi-user system, and is
somewhat cheaper than the Novell system.

This would he a satisfactory solution, but it is slightly
limiting. First, we would be required to "invest" a few
thousand dollars of funding to have Virtual implement this
solution, and it might be quite some time before the
finished product is ready.

In addition, this limits our use of the CD-ROM system to the
V-Server, and it gives us little flexibility to move to
another configuration in the future.

C. Multi-user access WITHOUT the VAX

Obviously, not everyone reading this paper has a VAX.
Fortunately, there are many solutions. The latest solution
to this problem has only recently been addressed by network
vendors. Both Novell and Gandalf Technologies have recently
introduced network systems that do not use any front-end
whatsoever, nor do they use workstations. Instead, these
network systems work with many PC's or ASCII terminals,
connected through a serial line. The result is much like a
V-Server, in that you can easily provide remote access to
networked systems, specifically CD-ROM.

The costs for these systems range from $10,000 to $20,000
(CD-ROM hardware/software not included). This type of
system does NOT make use of your existing systems, except
for your modems and/or communication lines. However, this
type of system does, free you from dependance on any
particular mainframe system end/or network, and it can offer
extremely flexible communications alternatives.
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V. Conclusion

A. Evaluate your needs

Should you buy a CD-ROM system? Only your users can tell
you. Find out the needs of your user community. Next,
compare those needs with your knowledge of what's available
in the marketplace. Subscribe to many of the free CD-ROM
journals available to get the latest information.

The Medical College of Wisconsin found an increasing need
for the MEDLINE database. Since the initial library
workstation was installed, our need for access to this type
of system has grown exponentially. For us, alternate
methods of access (e.g., licensed external services or
building in-house disk systems on the mainframe) were too
costly to be acceptable.

B. Evaluate your systems

Take a look at your existing hardware. Does it lend itself
to hooking up some type of PC-BASED system? There are many
options.

DEC VAX systems (like ours) can hook up to many types of
computers easily. We happened to have a third party product
(V-Server) that made access to PC-BASED applications easy.
There are many ways to enable multi-user access to CD-ROM
systems. Use your own hardware if you can, as cost
effectiveness is always important.

C. Choose the solution

Finally, make the choice appropriate for your institution.
We were able to implement a solution that was extremely cost
effective with a minimal initial investment. 3ecause we
were doing something "new" with our particular MEDLINE CD-
ROM software system? the College received a 1-year license
grant to make sure the system was functioning properly.

Check with your CD-ROM product vendor to see what type of
evaluation periods are available. Although CD-ROM products
provide a great way to distribute information, licensing can
sometimes be costly, and the wrong choice can mean an
unsatisfactory system.
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Figure I. Existing V-Server/CD ROM setup
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U-VIEW: STUDENT ACCESS TO INFORMATION USING ATM'S

John J. Springfield
Boston College
Chestnut Hill
Massachusetts

U-VIEW allows students to display and print their Boston
College records at automated teller machines (ATM's)
located throughout the campus. By inserting a magnetic
striped ID card and typing in a personal identification
number (PIN), students are allowed access to their
courses, grades, student loans, student accounts,
financial aid, addresses, and other personal information.

ATM's are "natural" to the student because they can be
located in convenient areas and are available after
normal office hours. In addition, the U-VIEW ATM's have
builtin 80-column printers. U-VIEW has improved life
for administrators by eliminating many inquiries.
Records are more accurate becausk students are reporting
errors. The ATM security features include the ability to
capture obsolete and stolen cards. ATM's are rugged
enough to be located in unattended areas. Future uses
include the ability to drop and add courses, view urgent
messages, and update records.
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An Old Idea, A New Idea

The idea of distributing computer access to user departments is
not new. However, if we expand the term "user" to include the
student (the true "end-user"), we are soon confronted with a
whole set of issues that must be confronted. How do we
guarantee security? What hours should access be allowed? What
kind of devices should be used? Should the devices be located
in hallways, dorms, or kiosks? Should full-page printouts be
available? Should the new service complement or replace
existing departmental access?

After pondering this Idea you soon reach the conclusion that
you need a device that can read encoded ID cards, is intuitive
to use, has a built-in printer, and is rugged enough to resist
abuse. In short, you need an ATM (Automated Teller Machine)
that has an 80-column printer instead of a cash dispenser.

First Attempt - Terminals with Mag Stripe Readers

Borrowing an idea from David Ridenour of Indiana State
University ("Allowing Students Read-Access To Their Own
Computer Records", CAUSE/EFFECT ,March 1988), we decided
to set up terminals with attached mag stripe readers in three
high-traffic locations: outside the register's office, inside
the library, and next to the cashier windows. Since students
already had encoded ID cards, we did not have to set up new
administrative procedures. By late summer of 1988 students
were using "U -VIEW" at these single purpose terminals to
access their courses, grades, loans, accounts, financial aid,
addresses, and other personal information. U-VIEW was easily
used by swiping an ID card through the card reader and
supplying a birth date. It was an instant hit with both
students and administrators.

However, there were problems with this approach. Specifically:

. Some students inadvertently locked the keyboards by
pressing cursor and other keys. A standard refrain
from the registrar's office was "HiCthe reset keyl"
Clearly, the standard keyboard was too complicated.
All we needed was a simple numeric keyrad and a few
function keys.

. It became apparent that most students wanted and
needed a printout. Long lines were being created
because students were copying information from the
screen to paper.

. Because the terminals and card readers sometimes
confused students, there had to be a staff person
in a nearby office to help them. It was obvious
that these devices were not self-sufficient enough
to be left totally unattended.
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. Terminals had to be secured e. night because they
were not designed to resist abuse or theft.

. Although the system could detect anyone with an old
or stolen ID card, we had no way to automatically
retain the card.

Experimenting with an ATM

By the fall of 1988 it was clear that we needed a device that
looked and acted like the standard ATM that was commonly used
by banks. The main difference is that we needed a built-in
printer instead of a cash dispenser. Students were used to
using bank ATM's on and off campus. If we could find an ATM
with a 80-column printer we were sure we could solve our
problems. But did such a device exist?

After contacting NCR and Diebold, we discovered that Diebold
had a model 1060 "Everywhere Teller Machine ". It was exactly
what we needed! It had a 20 by 40 column display screen, a
numeric keypad, four function keys, and an 80-column printer.
But could we communicate with it via VTAM and CICS? It
supported SNA/SDLC protocol, but the ,endor had not heard of
anyone rigging it up in the manner we proposed. After we
secured a loaner ATM and manuals from Diebold, we were on our
own.

When we received the ATM in December or 1988, our first and
biggest task was to see if we could talk to it. Rod Feak,
Computer Center Director and seasoned system programmer, dove
into the manuals. Without Rod I would have hit a wall. Rod
described the ATM to our system as a control unit with a
logically attached terminal. To CICS it was set up as a 3600
device. Within a month Rod had CICS talking to the ATM. After
that I retrofitted our existing U-VIEW application to work on
the Diebold ATM. By February 1989 we went live and became the
first college to use an ATM to dispense student information.

U -VIEW on an ATM

The ATM is left powered up at all times except for periodic
maintenance. Wnen it is first powered up, a CICS transaction
sends a series of "states" and "screens" to the ATM. These
states and screens allow the ATM to have limited functions even
when CICS is subsequently brought down. Without accessing CICS
the ATM can handle menu navigation, timeouts, and incorrectly
inserted cards. But once a student requests data, the ATM
sends a message to a CICS transaction and waits for a response.
Response time is fast when displaying data. Printing data
takes longer because of the relatively slow printer. All
access is recorded on a log file on the mainframe.
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The first screen appears as follows:

BOSTON COLLEGE
U-VIEW

PLEASE INSERT
YOU BC ID CARD

1

4

7

0

2 1 3

CANCEL

(tour
Function
Keys)

The card is read by the ATM and verified that it is an active
BC student ID card. If it has been reported stolen, it is kept
by the ATM and reported to the security administrator. It is
important to note that all cards are kept by the machine until
the student is finished. At the end of a session, the card is
partially released to allow the student to retrieve it. if the
student walks away, the card is retained by the ATM.

The next screen asks for the student's PIN number:

PLEASE ENTER

YOUR PIN NUMBER

XXXXX

THEN PRESS 0
0
0
0

The PIN is verified. If incorrect, the student is allowed two
more tries. The card is rejected rfter the third incorrect
attempt. If the student contnues to reinsert the card and enter
an incorrect PIN, the card in retained after 9 tries security
administrator is notified.
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Once the student is allowed entry to U-VIEW, the main menu
screen appears:

PLEASE MAKE

A SELECTION

PERSONAL INFORMATION
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
FINANCIAL INFORMATION - - - ->
QUIT U-VIEW

0
0
0
0

After this menu are various sub-menus and screens showing
the desired information. All navigation is done by pressing
one of four function keys. Each non-menu screen allows the
student to press a function key to print the data on the
built-in printer. Since the screen is only 40 characters wide,
the printout usually has more detailed information that the
screen.

Here is an example of a present semester course screen:

COURSE NAME SCHEDULE LOCATION

GENERAT '7HEMISTRY I M W F 8 102 CUS
GENERL dIOLOGY I T TH 10 104 DEV
CALCULUS I M W F 1 207 HIG
INTRO TO LITERATURE T 1H 11 001 FUL

PRESS TO PRINT
PRESS TO CONTINUE

0
0
0
0

Note that the print and continue functions are always
positioned on the last two lines on the non-menu screens. For
security reasons screens and printouts never have student ID's
or names on them.
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By selecting various options at each menu, students are allowed
to view and print the following information abet themselves.

. Home, local, and parent addresses

. Vehicle parking permits

. Academic status and rank

. Last, present, and next semester courses

. Advisor and registration appointment time

. Student account

. Financial aid

. Student loans

Human Factors

Even though jumping the technological hurdles was personally
exciting, it is the human factors that have and continue to be
challenging. Students respond well to the simple keyboard and
familiarity of an ATM. We tried to mimic the human/machine
interaction of a bank ATM wherever possible. However, there
are still some human factor problems that do nct offer an easy
solution.

Our first problem centered around the printing of information.
Should we automatically dispense each printout after each
selection, or si.ould we wait until the student ends the
session? Even though it wastes paper, we found that people
want a printout immediately after they press the print function
key. So we form feed the paper out of the machine as soon as
possible.

Another consideration is the length of time that is allowed to
view a screen or answer a question. If we do not allow
sufficient time to read all the information (say 25 seconds),
we 2rustrate the user. However if a long response time is
allowed, users may walk off without taking their cards!

Our current dilemma involves the changing of the menu structure
-Ised upon the time of year. During drop/add period virtual
all students warit to see their courses. After the end of the
semester they want to see their grades. Instead of going
through two menus to reach the selection, we could
automatically put the most frequent selection on top based upon
the time of year. However this may confuse the "frequent user"
student who is used to seeing things in the same order.

4' 411..1
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Shared Administration of U-VIEW

To make U-VIEW work successfully it was imperative that key
departments be involved in overseeing it. We were fortunate to
already have most of the pieces in place before the projer..t
began.

The ID card is issued by the campus police. If a card is
stolen of lost the campus police investigate and reissue cards.
Cards that are retained by the ATM's are turned over to the
police on a daily basis.

MIS handles the programming, the computer center manages and
maintains the ATM's, and network services maintains the
connections and checks daily for worn-out ribbons and lack of
paper.

The security administrator monitors an online log of U-VIEW
access. Students are notified if there has been suspicious use
of their cards. Statistics are kept on daily and monthly
usage.

The registrar and other offices are very helpful in suggesting
improvements to present features as well the need for new
options.

Acceptance of the ATM

From the beginning the ATM was a success. Everybody seemed to
say, "Gee, why didn't we do this years ago?". Students now
have "one-stop shopping". Administrators can be freed from
answering simple inquiries and use their time on the more
involved student questions and problems.

The fall of 1989 showed the following usage of the WM:

MONTH NUMBER OF STUDENTS

September 5285
October 2304
November 3828

On slow weekdays about 100 students use the machines. Busy
days will show over 500 students.

It should be noted that we expect this count to increase as we
add more capabilities. We are purposely keeping the functions
static until we have more ATM's. We do not want to simply move
the lines from an office to the lines to the ATM's.
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Future Enhancements

Currently we have restricted students to inquiry mode only. The
next step is to allow updates, via ing and sending messages,
and requesting prinouts requiring batch processing. Some of
this may require an ATM with an alpha keyboard, more function
keys, or voice and video. ATM use could also be opened up to
faculty, staff, and alumni.

Here are a few ideas for future use of the ATM:

Drop/Add
Allow students to drop/add courses that require no
departmental permission.

Student Elections
Use the ATM like a voting machine. Insure that
students only vote once. Voter turnout would
increase. Results would be known instantly after
polls are closed.

Updating Local Addresses and Phones
Students can update their own addresses by choosing
from a list of dorms or neighboring streets. A free
form address would require an alpha keypad.

Messaging
Urgent messages from home, campus police, faculty,
adminstrators, or other students could be displayed
automatically on the first menu screen. The sending
of messages would require an alpha keypad.

Faculty and Staff Usage
Allow faculty and staff to view their address and
phone, payroll deductions, etc. Currently anyone
having access to a CICS terminal can vie* their
records. However some staff may not have access to
a terminal.

Alumni Usage
Alumni could view their records, reqUest theatre or
sports tickets, or request information on current
donation projects.

Conclusion

The ATM has proven itself to be an effective way to distribute
information to students, fr , administrators of tedious tasks,
and generally improve the quality of life at the university.
It's greatest strengths over standard terminals are the
security features, convenience, ease of use, resistance to
abuse, hours, and ability to print full-page information.
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IMPLEMENTING A CENTRALIZED DIRECTORY AT LSU

Emilio A. Icaza and Ouida H. Carroll

Administrative Information Systems
Louisiana State University

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

ABSTRACT

After twelve years of developing online data base systems, LSU
achieved a major goal of integrating administrative data processing
systems by creating a centralized repository called the Directory.
The Dirertz,ry stores name and address information about an
individual, and serves not only as an entry point to such systems
as Payroll, Personnel, Student Records, and Traffic, but also as
an indicator of an individual's relationship with the University.
Because the Directory collects information from administrative
offices spanning different areas of responsibility, user
coordination was a critical requirement during the development of
the system. Both users and analysts were challenged during the
design to evaluate the needs of the University as a whole, in
addition to the needs of the individual offices. Topics of the
presentation include design requirements, special features, and
prOlems encountered during design and implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

In the course of managing administrative computing development
strategies, the direct involvement or users is indispensable.
However, users sometimes seem to focus on their immediate needs
as opposed to the needs of the University. As a leader of a
technology group charged with the responsibility to deliver
solutions to the community, what do you do if multi-departmental
priorities conflict? How do you consolidate the requirements of
many departments into a unified "institutional requirement" and
work toward its implementation without direct departmental
sponsorshipi

In this presentation we will describe the steps that we at
Louisiana State University took to design and implement a
centralized, University-wide Directory system. We will describe
the environment that lead to its development; we will explore the
managerial as well as technical issues we faced; and we will give
you enough insight into the rewards of doing this so that you will
leave here ready to try it yourself.

THE LSU ENVIRONMENT

The University

At the time this project was conceived, Louisiana State
University, had a management structure as follows:

Chancellor

V. C. V. C. V. C. V. C.
Academic Business Student Relations
Affairs Affairs Affairs Develop.

V. C.

Admin.

Services

V. C.

Research

Our department, Administrative Information Systems (AIS),
reported to the Vice-Chancellor for Administrative Services. For
many years, AIS Fad concentrated its efforts in developing
applications that, while focused on the needs of the University as
a whole, addressed mainly the needs of the individual sponsoring
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departments. Because of this departmental emphasis, a promise
that we made in the late seventies, to dev'lop data base systems
that shared information, had not yet been fully realized.

For example, offices under all six of the Vice-Chancellors, were
managing directory information Lname, address, and phone
numbers) through the many systems already developed, but they
were not ad coordinated. Let's visit with some of them to
experience the problems they were having.

Public Relations

Meet Libby Paxton. Libby works for the LSU Office of Public
Relations. Public Relations reports to the Vice-Chancellor for
Alumni Relations and Development. Libby is in charge of
Publications. She and her colleagues publish many of the
University's publications like the catalogs, brochures, magazines,
etc. One such publication is the LSU Phone Book. Like many
other universities' directories, the LSU Phone Book includes
information about students, employees, and the University
organizational structure.

Prior to the Directory system implementation, Libby obtained
student name, address, and curriculum information from the
Student Records data base. During the fall registration process,
students were given an opportunity to correct their name and/or
address through scannable forms. After registration, these
forms were used to update the data base. Later, the information
was extracted, converted from upper case to upper and lower
case, and formatted for the typesetting system. While this
approach gave the students a chance to request corrections, it
was too early in the semester to reflect the many housing changes
the students made as they settled down for the school year at the
University.

Employee information was kept in a file used exclusively for the
Phone Book. Every year, Libby surveyed the LSU campus
community to determine if there were changes in
employee-department affiliation, name, address, and title. The
file was then updated with the results of the survey, and after
some validation, formatted for the publishing process.

The University organizational structure and key managerial
contacts for each department were maintained in files containing
the typesetting markup language codes. To keep these files
up-to-date, Libby sent copies of pertinent pages to each
department for their review. However, because of the lag
between the annual review and the publishing of the book, she
had to "monitor the grape vine." For example, organizational
changes, and management personnel appointments and promotions
approved by the Board of Supervisors, LSU's management board,
were incorporated into the files before publication.
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The Public Relations environment suffered from some obvious
problems. First, the student address information was rarely
accurate and in order to improve its quality, the Phone Book was
often delayed to allow for updates to the Student Records data
base. The name and address data in this data base were kept in
all upper case, while the Phone Book was published in
upper/lower case. This meant that a considerable programming
effort was required in creating the publishing files from the data
base, seldom with optimal results. Second, Libby's employee
information did not carry the social security number, as a result,
it could not be used to update the personnel data base. This
deprived the rest of the community from the benefits of Libby's
efforts to obtain current information.

Office of Telecommunications

Meet Chip Dodson. Chip is in charge of the Office of
Telecommunications and reports to the Vice-Chancellor for
Administrative Services. Chip has a group dedicated to provide
directory assistance about LSU to the community. This group is
supervised by Sandra Hodges. Sandra and her colleagues
dispense phone and address information to callers.

Prior to the implementation of the Directory system, Directory
Assistance relied on several sources for the information they were
asked to provide. The primary s)urce of information was the
Phone Book. Sandra kept a "master" for the office with hand-
written corrections and additions. She updated the master with
changes she got though their daily contacts with the community.
Hand-written cards provided by the Personnel Office informed
them about new employees and changes in job classification.

In early 1987, Chip's predecessor came to us with the desire to
do something about the Directory Assistance service. He wanted
to explore new ways to obtain existing information on students
and employees and improve the quality of the service. He was
facing some turnover due to retirement and felt that the
experience level of the operators would be difficult to replace.

Office of The Treasurer
Office of Parking Traffic and Transportation

Meet Judy Williams. Judy works in the Treasurer's office
supervising billing and student fee collections. The Treasurer
reports to the Vice-Chancellor for Business Affairs. Judy is
talking to Gary Graham, who is the director of Parking, Traffic
and Transportation. Gary reports to the Vice-Chancellor for
Administrative Services, and is in charge of monitoring parking
areas, traffic flow, and alternative means of transportation on
campus.
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Prior to the Directory system implementation, these two offices
shared names and addresses which were separate from the student
and employee records. Students gave changes to a Student
Records clerk who updated the Student Records data base.
Employees communicated changes to a personnel officer who
updated the employee (Human Resource Management, HRM) data
base. This information rarely got back to the Treasurer and
Traffic name and address data base. Only through returned' bills
for traffic tickets, deferred notes, housing charges, etc. would
these offices know that the address was incorrect.

Social security numbers, used as the key in most campus
systems, were also maintained independently from the rest of the
campus data bases. During the registration processing cycle,
Judy needed to match fee collections to credit hours to verify
student fees. The discrepancies in SSN that had developed
during the previous year made this matching process more
difficult and time consuming.

The Students

Ellen, Nancy, and George meet in the LSU Student Union between
classes. Ellen just got married and claims that her married name
is already in her transcript but not on her student paycheck.
Nancy is disgusted that her student loan check was sent to her
old apartment even though the Phone Book has her new address.
George is puzzled that his phone number is wrong in the Phone
Book, even though he requested a change at registration.

Before the centralized Directory, students were not aware that
informing any University office of changes in name or address did
not guarantee these changes would be effective across campus.
Students might have had to report a change to five different
offices in order to get all records changed. Their frustration,
after repeated attempts to rectify the situation, may have caused
them to abandon their effort to make the University aware of
their location.

THE IMPLEMENTATION

Now that we have described the environment and the problems
that were afflicting many of our users, we need to concentrate on
the steps we took to implement a solution.

Armed with a request from the Office of Telecommunications to
develop a system for their Directory Assistance operators, we
embarked on a journey to produce a centralized solution for the
University.

LSU's development methodology breaks down the applications
development life cycle into Requirements Definition, External
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Design, Internal Design, Program Development, and Installation.
At this time we were at the end of the Requirements Definition
which establishes what needs to be done. But before we could
proceed with the definition of the how, the External Design, our
Director requested an initial assessment to concentrate on the
following questions:

o Could a solution be found that would fit the current
systems and those systems currently in development?

o How much effort would be required?

o Could the implementation be staged in such a way so as not
to interfere with ongoing development efforts?

A detailed investigation was initiated to identify the primary
systems using directory information. Eight out of 18 installed
data base systems were managing this type of information:
Admissions, Student Records, Independent Study, Human
Resource Management, Traffic, treasurer, Fee Bills, and
Housing. Two of three systems in development would also be
affected: Financial Aid and Telephone Registration. Fitting a
solution that extracted information from that many systems would
be a data management nightmare, so we concluded that the best
solution was to develop a separate repository of directory
information. This new data base should satisfy all requirements
currently implemented in existing system., and also serve as the
source of information for the Phone Book and Directory
Assistance.

The AIS organization was divided into four groups: Development,
Maintenance, Technical Services, and Strategic Systems.
Following the installation of DB2 in 1986, and the success of our
pilot project, the development group had a large inventory of
systems in development. For this reason, this project was
assigned to Strategic Systems.

It was estimated that by using DB2, the major components of the
system could be completed in six to eight months. These
estimates also told us that about 85 percent of the effort required
to develop the system would be changing existing programs to
access the new data base. For this reason, and to keep the
impact to our current development commitments to a minimum, the
participation of the AIS maintenance group was deemed
indispensable.

The maintenance group responded with enthusiasm to our
proposal. They were excited about doing work with DB2 and
agreed with us about the many benefits that a project like this
wotrld have on the existing environment.

Now we needed the cooperation of our user community.
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User Participation

A meeting was called with user representatives from all
departments involved. The agenda for the meeting included:

o A description of the current environment and the inherent
problems we had identified.

o A proposal for an institutional name and address data base
that would serve as a central source of information for all
systems.

o A description of the requirements that had been identified.

Attending this meeting were six directors 'and ten Associate or
Assistant directors reporting to five Vice-Chancellors from two
campuses. The outcome of the meeting was positive.

Users were then contacted individually. We wanted to make sure
that all of their concerns were addressed. The following issues
were identified in the interviews:

o The implementation of the Directory should not significantly
alter the screen flow of the systems interfacing with it.

o Social security maintenance procedures should be part of the
Directory system implementation. It was suggested that
since most systems use SSN as the key to records on
individuals, discrepancies in them must be minimized for the
Directory system to be successful. Some users felt that SSN
changes should be restricted and demanded weekly
notifications of SSN changes.

o Availability of SSNs through Directory inquiry should be
restricted to "those who need to know" to discourage
unauthorized access to sensitive information in the target
systems.

Since none of the issues discussed above would seriously impact
the implementation of the system, a decision was made to proceed
with the project.

The Design of the System

One of the first decisions that was made concerning the design of
the system was the establishment of a model to interface with
other systems. After some consideration, the Server/Requester
model was chosen. With this model, the Directory system would
act as a server and all the other systems would be requesters.
The requester functions would be implemented in the form of
subroutine. at can be used by each system to satisfy their data
needs. This model would give the system enough flexibility to be
able to accommodate most requirements on a gloks1 basis instead
of a system-by-system basis. However, we knew that we were
also committing ourselves to a very demanding development
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and maintenance environment. All system needs would have to be
satisfied by the Directory subroutines quickly to avoid delays in
the implementation schedule.

Once the model was established, our standard Entity-Relationship
modeling procedures were followed to establish the data model and
to define the contents of the DB2 data base tables (Figure 1.)

The system was designed with the following features:

o Access to information by SSN, spelling of the name, or
sound of the name.

o Quick display of name, title, organization, phone, and
relationship with the University (i.e. faculty, staff, student,
etc.)

o Ability to handle requests for Directory hold so as to
satisfy the Buckley Amendment and personal privacy issues.

o Ability to keep a history of changes made to name and social
security numbers to aid in the resolution of conflicts.

o Ability to determine what systems carry information about an
individual from a central location.

o Ability to support multiple address types, but miaimize
storage redundancy when several address types share the
same information.

o Provide for decentralized maintenance of address data to
maximize the chances of capturing correct information at any
University office.

At the end of both the External Design and Internal Design, all
user representatives were given an opportunity to review the
definition of the system. Later in the development cycle, the
users were again brought together to discuss pre- and
post-implementation procedures. We took every step possible to
keep the users aware of our progress with the implementation so
as to minimize conflicts.

In the summer of 1988, the Centralized Directory became a
reality. By far the most pervasive problems that we faced during
the early stages of its implementation were data related.
In deciding what information to load into the new data bases, a
priority scheme was worked out so that information was loaded
from the employee and student data base before any of the other
sources. This created some confusion among the users whose
data was preempted by a previous load. However, after a few
hectic days, the tisers either changed the data back, or accepted
the change, and soon settled down to work.
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CONCLUSION

We started this presentation by describing the environment that
started this development in motion. Then we described the steps
we followed in implementing a solution; the importance of user
participation, the issues that we faced during its design, and the
richness of the features that resulted because of this effort.
Let's visit with a few of the players to see how they are
managing today.

Here is Libby looking at a copy of the 1989 Phone Book produced
from the new Directory system. She says this is the earliest
delivery of the Phone Book to the LSU community in years.
Sandra is delighted with her responsive online Directory
Assistance service. She is now able to make many of the phone
and address changes directly and has retired her "master copy"
of the Phone Book. And Ellen, now divorced, can finally rest
assured that changing names is no longer as difficult as changing
husbands.

Applications development starts with one user needing an
automated solution for her/his business functions. Before you
know it, you find yourself surrounded by lots of one-office
solutions. What do you do? Face the issue. Integrata your
systems, but in the process, don't forget to integrate your users
too.



Figure 1. Directory Entity Relationship Model
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Abstract

From time to time, promising applications of information technologies bubble up
to the surface. Ideas for ne-v systems can be the result of some new technology
becoming commercially available, or they can be born of rrevious efforts which
didn't quite work. Sometimes these systems he-. , no specific (read: tr-a* ional)
owner or sponsor, that is, they are generic, community-wide it m -don
systems. At MIT, we believe that the IS organization must seize opporilltaa as
they arise. We must carefully weed through all of the various possibilities and
mains swiftly to develop the most promising. The history of MIDAS, MIT's
Information Distribution and Access Systeu., is the story of just such a system.
This case study examines the origins of MIDAS in previous failed efforts, its
development history from a concept ("the blue') and how it was ultimately
transferred to a production service ("the black").
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L Introduction
MIDAS stanes for MIT's Information Distribution and Access System. It is an electronic file
service available on a public (i.e., ubiquitous access) timesharing machine operated by
Information Systems. MIDAS can be used by any two people or organizations to securely ex hange
data. Access to the service software itself is not restricted, but access to the data placed there is
restricted.

For the initial period, MIDAS has focused on solving the problem of moving data from central
administrative departments (custodians or data suppliers) to Administrative Officers (A0s) in
academic department and research laboratories and centers (data consumers).

For a central department, MIDAS provides a single interface for data distribution for anyone in
the community, without needing to bother with individual idiosyncrasies of the receiving user.
Examples of custodians are Comptroller's Accounting, Payroll or Purchasing.

For a departmental administrator, MIDAS provides a single interface for receiving data &on-
any of the many sources of data that they would normally -teed to work with individually.

"Although the present implementation of MIDAS is not a long term solution, it is a pathway for the
transfer of a fair amount of administrative information, quite adequate until:

1. network authentication is available on the administrative mainframes, and/or
2. central systems invest in overhauling their data models to facilitate direct-inquiry

access.l.

MIDAS has the potential to, but has not yet, chang d the way MIT conducts its business with respect
to how data is moved between the central administration and academic or research units. In the
non - coercive climate found at MIT, change often comes slowly In the end, MIDAS can be judged
to be successfill if fewer custom systems are developed to distribute transaction data.

"Without a business plan that everyone OWfal, bottom up projects (MIDAS is largely a bottom up
project] can only go so far toward changing how we do business. Working bottom up risks:

a. picking the wrong "bottom" items on which to work
b. going off on tangents on one bottom item that worsens another.2"

Ismail communication with M. McMillan, October 18,1988
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Background

The Inibrmation Technology Organization

The responsibility for the computing infrastructure resides within the Information Systems
organization. A concrete definition of what constitutes that infrastructure is underway, but
includes at the very least, the telephone system, the campus data network, the supercomputer
facility, a set of shared mainframes, both IBM and Digital Equipment Corporation machines
which are used for a variety of administrative applications, and a set of general-purpose
applications.

The Vice President for Information Systems is the Chief Information Officer (CIO) at MIT. The
responsibilities of that role are defined in a document entitled Administrative Computing
Principles for 111174. This document also defines the basic criteria that the Senior Vice President
(and a Steering Committee) can apply when evaluating propooale for systems development
projects. These principles (and their implementation) are expected to evolve as they are applied to
a variety of projects. Two of these principles are important to understand in the MIDAS context, the
infrastructure responsibility and the call for innovation.

The Principles require that all organizations at MIT seek out and apply innovative information
technology solutions whenever appropriate. Until October, 1989, one organization of the
Information Systems group, Architecture & Strategic Technology (AST), was specifically charged
to provide leadership in this regard. This group provided staff support to the CIO for innovative
prqjects that did not have other sponsors, or were purely conceptual. This group was responsible for
the definition and development of the MIDAS service during the period, April 1988 to January 1989.
With the dissolution of AST, the responsibility for innoiation has once again been distributed to
each of the line organizations in IS.

Previous marts

In the years that preceded MIDAS, various efforts both at MIT and elsewhere provided experience
from which to draw lessons about what to do, and not to do. Typically, these projects were tactical
exercises, dreamed up by one or two people, often done with only minimal senior level support,
usually done on a shoestring budget, and in technologies that were at the time not completely well-
understood. These factors produced projects that didn't fare all that well in the end. These projects
sooner or later encountered either technological difficulties, or political difficulties, or both. Here
are a couple of the projects that the MIDAS project team learned from.

Technological difficulties

Several years before MIDAS appeared, there was a project called the Statement Display System
(SDS), and a companion project, the MIT Accounting, Purchasing, Property System (MAPPS).
The former was a mainframe based database system containing huge amounts of financial
information, mirroring the existing batch financial systems. MAPPS was designed to deliver a
read-only version of the information with conventional micro-mainframe file transfer
technology (usually at very low speeds) to an IBM PC. At that time, that information was available
only on printed accounting statements.

8James D. Wu% AdmigigigitistSgmoligadagiglgagudEr. August 1, 1989
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At the time of this project, many of the largo departments and labs at MIT already had invested in
microcomputers of one form or another, and had begun to develop effective, if crude, office
automation systems for managing personnel, financial and other resources under their
responsibility. SDS/MAPPS strode into this environment, and was one of the earliest attempts to
marry mainf.ame and microcompr_ter technologies. Unfortunately, it did not meet all of the
needs of its principal constituency, the -,dministrative officers (AO) in academic departments and
research laboratories and centers, lacking among other things, the ability for an AO to run adhoc
queries against the downloaded elate. But the thing that really killed the SDS/MAPPS project was
its rA,or performance. The value of gettit.g some information, even if slowly, was not great enough
to enough people to get them to change to a new way of "keeping their books."

Lesson learned: System performance lea significant, necessary but not always sufficient
condition for success. Build systems in well-understood technologies, sacrificing some function,
to make sure that the resulting system canoe tuned sufficiently to keep the consumers happy.

Political difficulties: getting them to say yes & really mean it

In the summer and fall a 1985, Information Systems conducted a study that ultimately led to the
publication of A Proposed Administrative Information Systems Strategic Plan4 in the spring of
1986. One of the themes of the Plan was the need for widespread distribution of data from the
central data stewards to the academic units. In order to study that problem, a Pilot Program (the
Accessible Employee Database (AED) project) was instituted to distribute Personnel data to the
departments. Prior to this project, an administrator relied on two techniques to manage personnel
data (or any other for that matter) in local offices, SneakerNet and rekeying of data from printed
reports. Although the AED made some progress toward eliminating use of these techniques, some
eighteen months later, the project finally ground to a halt, for several reasons, among them:

1. the project went on too long, and without a well understood project plan, expectations that
had not been properly managed in the early stages gave rise to poor morale and
suspicion. The AED project in fact exposed many problems, both technical and
organizational, which threatened the project's original scope and focus.

2. the administrative officers who were participating in the pilot project had long been
skeptical of the central administration's desire to "help them" by distributing data, and
as time seemed to slip away, they felt vindicated and either dropped out or lost interest.

Lesson learned: Keep projects short, wait to a way tight project plan, and above all DELIVER!

3. the project had produced too little, and too late, to maintain the interest and energy of the
departmental representatives, and the IS representatives. Most of the people assigned to
the project had volunteered 25% of their time, for six months, and were not generally
being rewarded for their altruism in their home departments. The IS staff involved
were still responsible for all of their normal work during the time that the pilot project
wac going on.

Lesson learned: lb the maximum degree possible, don't use volunteer help to do something
REALLY IMPORTAND When push conies to shove, the operational stuff has to get done first.

4j. Bruce, L Colbert, C. d'Oliveira,
1986

.. it fit 1. 44/ "4 . January 21,



4. the Personnel Office was unable to maintain the level of commitment to the project's
vision during a critical personnel change. One of the Plan's principal authors was an
officer in the Personnel office, and could make commitments to distribute the Personnel
data. Within six months of the start of the prqject, that person had moved on, and with
him, the Personnel Office's only understanding of the vision of the Plan. Although the
pilot project continued for another year or so, there was never the same degree of
commitment.

Lesson learned: Alliances with any one organhration can be perilous if the champion in that
arganhation has not tnuuturred the "ownership" of the concept to the larger organization in which
he/she sits.

As early as November 2, 1987, Were was a MIDAS concept on the table. Given the demise of the
Pilot Project effort, Were were suggestions that any follow-on effort in the area of personnel
information should be based on a generalized piece of software (as MIDAS ultimately proved to be)
rather than be a custom office-specific data delivery system.

Fortunately, most of the lessons above were heeded during the MIDAS project It helped that all of
the developers of MIDAS had had direct experience with one or more of the above systems. So how
did we proceed to a suet:088W system?



III. "The Phoenix rises from the ashes"

The origins of the concept

After a second round of negotiations with the Personnel Office that tried to keep the Accessible
Employee Database proje4 afloat had failed, the project was abruptly suspended in March of 1988.
As we were in the process of taking stock of what we had that could be salvaged from the Personnel
project, and as we were looking around for new and interesting stuff to work on, fate intervened.
There were a number of efforts going on around the now suspended project. At about the same time,
the Financial Operations group had received a request for information from an influential
member of the Strategic Plan's Advisory Council. Confluence also came in another form. Yet
another group of AOs had been discussing ways that they could, working as a grassroots
organization, build a personal computer application to manage the books of their (mostly research
oriented) organizations. They petitioned for, and received, support for the idea from the office of
the Vice President for Research. Thus there was a growing amount of pressure to begin to
distribute important data. The Comptroller's effort had already done some preliminary studies
and found that the SDS/MAPPS solution described above was not the answer, and they were getting
ready to start to develop -don of SDS/MAPPS," another custoi^_ data distribution system.

The Vice President for Information Systems gave the go-ahead for a "proof of concept" project for
an infrastructure service that would make the efforts of the groups mentioned above more
ecncient. This type of project solves most of the problems of the projects described above, as it limits
the scope and duration of a given project, and use the "proof as the mechanism for recommiting
resources. With this charge, we approached the Comptroller with the idea of doing a joint
development project. We proposed to develop and deploy a general-purpose data distributor system
drawn from the technology developed in the AED. This system could then become part of the
infrastructure. This would free the Comptroller's staff to develop any specific financial
application software, on the mainframe or on microcomputers, that might be needed. As it has
turned out, there are three application systems now in various stages of completion. The first is a
fairly extensive mainframe-based system that permits AOs to examine, summarize and produce
reports on their data in a variety of different ways. The data used is first retrieved from the
MIDAS server, but left in a user's mainframe directory) rather than downloaded. The other two
systems are personal computer based systems, one for the IBM PC family built using the Rbase
product, the other for the Apple Macintosh family built using the 4th Dimension product.

Within three weeks of the initial idea, we had established the MIDAS Project organized upon the
following principles:

Owner: the Vice President for Information systems is the nominal "owners" of MIDAS,
in his role of CIO.
Custodians: no single custodian manages the MIDAS facility. Any recognized data
steward can mako use of the system, for the price of the storage. To the maximum degree
possible, a custodian should be self-sufficient. Although custodians alone can decide
what they will distribute, clearly they aim to be responsive to the stated needs of the AOs.
Subscribers: no single data subscriber's needs are more important than any other. The
system aims to make data available to all platforms via use of commonly available
protocols.

5Our chosen development methodology, Productivity Plug, from DMR Group, Inc. includes a very precise
meaning for limner." A system owner is the person or persons who pays for the system, who therefore is
entitled to making the go/noiro decisions.
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Development: the system would initially be built with existing tools and software
products, and include an API toolkit for use by custodian-provided applications.
Operations: the system should not require additional operations, production control or
other administrative personnel. That is, it should not require intensive administrator.

What it is & what problem it is trying to solve

MIDAS is a 'smart* file server that provides a single, consistent interface to data providers, and a
single, consistent interface to data subscribers. Its 'smarts" derive from the fact that unlike some
other data sharing mechanisms and file transfer schemes, MIDAS "knows* what files it
currently has stored, and the characteristics of each file, such as the name and type of each data
field. Its most important features are:

providers are insulated from the needs of any single subscribers' workstation type and
software
subscribers are insulated from the existing data formats ofany single providers'
mainframe database system or application
subscribers can request only certain fields of a given file, and in a particular sequence
to aid in loading into pre-existing applications (both on microcomputers and
minicomputers)
providers are responsible for maintaining t} e definitions of their files, and a list of the
recipients of those files
there are hooks for custodian developed application software
access to the system for all of the above is ubiquitous.

The "little green light"

The development team was given a challengethe entire development cycle, Pram concept
exploration, through analysis and design, programming, testing and documenting, would
consume no more than 2 month, approximately 11 weeks from start to finish. This is whatwe
have since referred to as the "little green light." Needless to say, we were going to have to be very
judicious in our use of time. Unlike previous efforts, this one would not start out with an unlimited
time horizon. This ultimately had the beneficial effect of limiting the resources that were poured
into this project, both in the beginning and over the long haul.

The guiding principle for the project was this: fulfill a simple need with a simple product. The
first version could be very crude, but it must be respectable. On the pragmatic side, we needed to get
financial data to users more easily than it was then possible. We decided that quick turnaround
prototypes would be necessary. As a guiding principle, we believed that throwing away a couple of
prototypes was not tragic. Throwing away the user interface would have been tragic. To do it a
"piece at a time," doing whatever proved to be usable and possible, was the right next step.

Seeking Invof of concept"

The MIDAS Project Team was given the go-ahead with the proviso that we could proceed until
"proof of concept" or until it was clear that this product wasn't going to work any better than
previous ones. Throughout the development period, we tried to define carefully just what this
"proof of concept" would mean, and how we would recognize it when we saw it. In the end, "proof of
concept" is very much in the eye of the beholder, but the better the beholder, the better the proof.

We allocated the time we had in the following way:
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Week 1: Sell the idea to potential data stewards
Explore the concept

Week 2: Complete concept exploration
Do analysis of system in its entirety!
Start technical design of system
Start prototyping in several key technologies

Week 3: Complete technical design and hold design review
while prototyping continues

Week 4-7: Build, test, and deploy server code
Week 6-8: Build, test, and deploy client code
Week 7-10: Complete QA and documentation
Week 11: Deploy system officially; receive initial data feed from pilot custodian

Definition of the system

One of the difficulties that immediately faced the development team was how to read consensus on
the features of a system when there wasn't really a traditional owner. It was fortunate that the
development team had participated in the previous adempts to distribute data at MIT, and \
understood some of the obstacles that had been encounters& For that reason, we decided to take two
different tacks to the ultimate system. The first tack would be to use conventional systems
analysis techniques, with the development team playing all of the roles of a typical systems
project, both the customer and the analyst. At the end of a week of sometimes excruciatingly long
interview /design sessions, we emerged with a system design that remarkably enough remains an
effective design document even now, some 18 months later. This design was presented, reviewed
and approved at a formal design review meeting at the end of Week 3. The second tack was rapid
prototyping of the system's client and server functions. In order to do that effectively, we needed to
choose a development environment that was familiar to the developers, rich enough in tools to
permit such rapid prototyping, and that would ultimately be robust enough to act as a platform for
the emerging service. We found that all three of these conditions were met by the only ubiquitously
accestritle mainframe on the campus for general purpose time-sharing access, an IBM 3083
running VM/CMS. The system was prototyped and ultimately deployed almost entirely in the
VM/SP System Interpreter language REIM with a few routines written in PL/I for the sake of
efficiency.

Development of the system

The use of proven technologies from the outset probably did more than anything else to ensure
completion within budget and on time. In this case, the innovation was largely in terms of the
organizational impacts of the system.

But even in a project that is using off-the-shelf technology, you need to have some way to capture
and manage the results of the many brainstorming sessions that are inevitable in a development
group. A simple "Futuree list, maintained electronically and shared frequently with the
development team, worked very nicely. The MIDAS administrator still uses this list for planning
purposes.

Our original goal was to have a single group provide sole support for all MIDAS-related activities-
-design, development, maintenance, training, documentation, support, marketing, planning.
This would mean that there were far fewer communications paths to handle on a day-to-day basis.
In the course of the prototype phase, we found thatwe needed to bring in a few other groups to resolve
problems or provide additional support where the expertise did not exist inside AST. The fact that
we had already briefed the Vice President and his direct reports (directors of the various
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Information Systems departments) meant that we weren't delivering any srrprises to the other
(eventual) support organizations.

Given the tight schedule, we decided to limit the group that could provide functional input to just a
few users and one eager custodian for the pilot stages.

Providing support to users while still developing the system could have swamped the development
team. We decided to groom the initial set of four users so that they could then provide some limited
forms of support to a larger (15-20) group of users. We put in place a "buddy system" between the
"expert" AOs and the large group. Administrators are already more likely to call another AO for
help with some type of administrative procedure questions than they would call anyone it the
central administration.

Deployment of the system

The responsibility for choosing test subscribers was assigned during the "proof of concept" phase to
the initial custodian. One of the lames that was batted around quite a lot was whether this group
should include experts, that is, experienced computer users, or a group that was more
representative of the community at large. Support for the former was predicated on the idea that
what was not needed during the pilot was a lot of problems of supporting novice users, that the proof
of concept was not on how well the system could be deployed, but rather on whether data distribution
could work at all. The "representative" argument was that proving the data distribution could
work for savvy computer users was no proof at all, that the real pudding that needed testing was the
relatively inexperienced personal computer user. There was passion on both sides, but in the end,
we decided to go with mostly experienced users, and to use the buddy system for less savvy users, to
keep the demand for support from the central organizations fairly low during the pilot stage.

Reaching "proof of concept," or declaring "success"

By the end of calendar 1988, we had generally proven that the concept was viable, and our project
was judged a SUCCESS. In the course of the project, we discovered a number of things. In
summary, we found that:

it is technically feasible, to construct in a short time a "smart data server to accept and
redistribute MIT's administrative data using off-the-shelf components
administrators will need to (and will if allowed to) connect to data distribution services
in a variety of communication modes, and at speeds far exceeding 1200 baud, including
high-speed access over the MITnet
custodians do not have to be responsible for maintaining 'Veer profiles" that tell them
what kind of machine, software, etc. exists on each user's desk
custodians do not need to generate "special purpose" files where those files are merely a
subset of the data fields found in an existing "masters file
custodian effort can be kept relatively low (for the reasons in the previous two findings)
users found the initial threshold low enough to warrant their continuing in the project
launching custodian applications from within the data distribution system has both
rewards and hazards on a number of dimensions
data distritetion is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the integral and
effective use of information in departmental offices. The lack of workstation-based
applications to process these data was a major limiting factor to the overall data
distribution service.

(-7
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Developing a service plan

Information Systems has formalized the process of bringing a new (not anticipated by the 5 Year
Plan) service to the campus. The primary instrument in this process is a Service Plan. Among
other things, the Service Plan ducat's the benefits of the service, the service's objectives, provides
an assessment of the demand and need for the service, risks, alternatives, estimates resource
requirements, and suggests possible metrics and evaluation criteria. The Service Plan is
typically presented by a Service Champion, and reviewed by the IS management team.

Finding the most appropriate "service champion,* and working with them on the Service Plan
were therefore our next major steps. The MIDAS team began by devoloping a number of scenarios
for the transfer from "proof of concept to production. This included placement of the marketing,
custodian and consumer support, and system maintenance and enhancement functions. We
reached agreement with the Production Services manager that his group should be the Service
Champion. The scenarios also called for a variety of different levels in the expansion of the user
and custodian base in conjunction with the other support areas. These scenarios were presented to
the IS management team in December of 1988, at which time the decision was made to pursue a low-
growth option for the initia112 months (roughly calendar 1989), calling for 25 new users, and 5
more custodians.

A major prerequisite for the wider deployment of the system involved the establishment of
"computing budgets" for the academic departments. Although this might not appear to be a major
problem to some, there was little history of the use of central computing resources by these
departments. The situation was further complicated by the overhead structures of these
departments versus that of the central departments. In the end, it was decided that a portion of the
central computer that hosts the MIDAS server, and in turn provides user access, would be allocated
to academic departments and research labs & centers. This took the form of a MIDAS Grant
Program, where each participating AO applied for a grant of monies to use the MIDAS (and
;elated) systems. The MIDAS Grant Program is gdministered by the Production Services
manager. The individual grants are monitored by the Administrative Officers in each
participating unit.

Transferring technology

The Service Plan called for the MIDAS development team to train the new team that would be
responsible for stdministering,and mkintaining the system. This was done using a series of
seminars and workshops during January and February 1989. During this same time, day to day
responsibilities were being transferred to the new administrators in the Production Services
group. During January, the original team constituted the first line of support with Production
Services "watching" over our shoulders. During February, those roles were reversed. On March
1,1989, the original development team was no longer invoaved in day to day support.

Finally, we transferred the responsibility for the documentation products to the Production
Services group. These products were:

User's Tutorial
Technical Guide
Custodian's Guide

User's Quick Reference Guide
Administrator's Guide
General Information Guide
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IV. Conclusions

Froze every failure, there are nuggets of gold that earl be mined. There is no question Lit that the
experiences in the several years prior to the MIDAS project provided the MIDAS development team
with a number of insights and techniques that enhanced the project's chances for success.

Not everything that you touch will turn to gold. Changing the -way large, bureaucratic
organizations conduct business takes a long time. No single technology product is likely to
instantaneously alter the business of MIT. MIDAS is just one component. I many that togetk dr
can make MIT a more effective and efficient enterprise, and a more enjoyable place to work. In
pazticular, the lack of personal computer based applications, which would create a greater demand
for downloaded data, has kept usage of MIDAS lower than anticipated levels.

Data definition is our Achilles heel. We needed to open the kimono about the problems that existed
with inconsistent data definitions. Again and again, MIDAS (and previous efforts) risked
running aground when the data was not of sufficient quality to be shared with departmental units.
The fear of sharing substandard data was that it would put new and intolerable demands on the
support resource' of the central offices.

Marketing is key. You can't assume that in the hustle and bustle of everyday life, thatnew ways of
doing business (regardless of how good they are) will be adopted instantly. You must continually
market the usefillness of the system to both existing and potential, subscribers and custodians. In
'articular, it appears that it would have been a good idea to have provided for a consultant whose
responsibility would have been to work closely wit'. all of MIT's data custodians to make
additional information available.

Source Data Capture. Electronic capture of administrative data at the desktop and delivery to the
appropriate custodial organization may ultimately be what's required t-, change the way business
is done.

Be luckY!

:e
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A VOICE BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM FOR CAREER PLACEMENT

by

Norman L. Thienel

University of Virginia

Charlottesville, Virginia

ABSTRACT

The Office of Career Planning and Placement at the University of Virginia

has implemented a voice bulletin board system to electronically post verbal

announcements for job openings. Registered users can access the

computerized system by calling from any telephone equipped with touch-tone

dialing - no other equipment is needed by the caller. The bulletin board

system automatically answers calls, requests the caller to key in his

identification number, and then recites job listings matching the career and

geographical interests of the caller. The system runs unattended around the

clock, except for an hour each weekday morning when database information

is updated. Out-of-date jobs are automatically removed from the database, so

all information relayed to the caller is cu rent. The VBBS user benefits from

remote access to valuable information, and the only cost accrued by the user

is paying the phone company for any long-distance calls.
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A Voice Bulletin Board System for Career Placement

.1 n t rod ucti on

The Office of Career Planning and Placement (OCPP) at the University of Virginia in

conjunction with the university's Administrative Computing Services have implemented a

voice bulletin board system to electronically post announcements for job openings. Registered

users can access the computerized system by calling from any telephone equipped with touch-

tone dialing; no other equipment is needed by the caller. The bulletin board system

automatically answers calls, requests the caller to key in his identification number, and then

recites job listings contained in the database that iLatch the interests and qualifications of the

caller. The system runs unattended around he clock, except for about an hour each morning

when the database files are updated.

Among the extensive computing facilities at UVa, is one very important one located in the

OCPP office. Since 1986, OCPP has been using a I3-station PC network to support its efforts

to assist students in planning and choosing career fields. Nonetheless, before the advent of

he voice bulletin board system (VBBS), OCPP had to collect paper documents announcing job

openings to make them available for review by interested job seekers who studied, lived, or

worked in Charlottesville. The information, although potentially of interest to a large number

of people, was not readily accessible to many who could have benefitted from it. To have

access to this information, a prospective client of OCPP had to either visit the office in person

or telephone a staff member to request information. In effect, the data was available only

within the walls of Garrett Hall, the home of OCPP.
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A manual filing system was used to organize and maintain the documents and to dispose of

those that became out of date. This method was slow, cumbersome, and labor-intensive.

The new VBBS provides remedies for each of these two inefficiencies, offering significant

advantages to both job hunters and to the OCPP office itself. The VBBS uses a cons 'ntional

computerized database system to select and present jobs listings that are of specific interest

to the caller. Out-of-town and even out-of-state alumni can access the database around-the-

clock. Callers are able to "page" through the jobs by using any touch-tone as the signal to

interrupt the computer's speech and to go on to the next option. All job positions that entered

the system prior to the caller's last call are suppressed, unless the caller asks to hear all

matches, regardless of when the job listings entered the system.

Benefits to the Caller

The VBBS clients are scattered about the country. When a job seeker calls, selections are made

on the basis of the geographical preference indicated when he registered to use the VBBS. If

the caller ever wishes to select on the basis of a different geographical region, he may utilize

the on-line option to change his geographic preference, and then ask the computer to restart

the matching process. At the opening voice menu, a caller can choose between hearing all

matching jobs, or only those that have been added to the database since his last call. Out-of-

date jobs are automatically removed from the database, so all information relayed to the caller

is current. The VBBS user benefits from virtually instant access to information, and his only

costs are a nominal registration fee and then paying the phone company for any long-distance

calls.

2
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Voice quality of pre-recorded speech played by the VBBS is indistinguishaole from a live

voice. The system is very simple for a caller to use: a voice menu is presented after each

VBBS function completes. An introductory message is given to all first-time calle:b explaining

the operation of the VBBS, an the system offers on-line help messages that can be requested.

When a job seeker calls the system, the VBBS software identifies the caller by his ID number

(SSN), finds his data record, and makes note of the values for the three parameters on which

it must find a match: major, geography, and career field. Then the job listings are searched,

and when one is found that has attributes corresponding to those desired, the pre-recorded

speech file representing name of the employer, the job titic, and the short description is played

to the caller. The caller can then have these items repeated, have a longer, detailed description

played, go on to the next job match, or return to the previous menu of choices. And at any

me during the playing of these speech files, the caller can interrupt by pressing a touch-

tone, and the system will re' and by playing the menu (which can also be cut short by the

caller pressing a key) and asking for the caller's next menu choice

BenefitaARACEE

This system provides a vehicle for OCPP to distribute valuable information to its client base

in a timely and efficient manner. Using the features of the DBMS, OCPP can easily monitor

usage of the system, LI wing exactly who calls and how often, and which jobs are most

frequently matched. at unattended system is ava;lable to callers for 23 hour4 a day, and at

an operating cost that involves only the manpower reqt :red for entering the new data each

day. (Out-of-date uata is purged automatically.) The reputation of OCPP is enhanced because

both employers and prospective employees recognin the effectiveness of the system, and usage

by one group encourages greater usage by the other.

3
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Development of the System

The design, programming, and implementation of the software for this system was performed

by Administrative Computing Ser$ices at the University. The telephone management

functions needed to answer the phone, accept input, and play voice files were provided at the

dBASE programming level by dbSpeaker(tm)1. Because the VBBSsystem is essentially a dBASE

database system, development time is short and the effort is very much like conventional

dBASE programming. In fact, much of this system's program code was developed before the

arrival of the Watson system by using keyboard input and screen output to simulate telephone

input/output (I /O). Then, when the Watson voice sub-system did arrive, it took only a short

period to convert terminal I/O to telephone I/O. However, interacting with a telephone caller

does present several complicating issues because of concerns with time-outs for input, having

touch-tone input interrupt speech, and hand_ g situoions where callers hang up in the midst

of a session. dbSpeaker, though, does provide useful tools to integrate the features to

conve-iently handle these situations. For instance, when waiting to read touch-tone input, the

VBBS dBASE program passes to dbSpeaker a parameter defining the time period to wait before

"timing-our. If the call does not respond in the allotted time period and there is, in fact,

a time-out, the program tries again by repeating the question two more times if necessary. If

there still is no response from the caller in the way of touch-tone input, the VBBS will

electronically hang up the phone on its end. This is necessary because there is no direct test

available to see if the caller is still inl the line. Consideration was also given to not allowing

the total length of the call to exceed some value, say 10 minutes. But it was decided that

because most callers would be paying for long distance calls, it was not necessary to limit call

duration. If, in the future, this feature becomes necessary, it will be a simple matter to alter

1 dbSpeaker is one component of the Watson(tm) voice sub-system that is a product of
Natural MicroSystems Corp. of Natick, Massachusetts. Other required components for this
application are a Watson interface b"-rd that resides in the PC, and two other software
products from Natural Microsystems.
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the program to note the time the call began, and to periodically check to see if the caller's

daily limit of on-line time has been exceeded.

Although the Watson sub-system can output synthesized voice messages for variable data (e.g.,

values for a job title, name and address of an employer), it was decided to verbally record

all data that is relayed to callers instead of keying it and letting the Watson voice system

synthesize it. This approach yields a couple of significant benefits. First, there is far higher

quality for the system's output as every message heard by the caller is a reproduction of a

human voice. (T!ie image of the voice is stored digitally, and it can be reproduced an

indefinite numlyz of times withou* any distracting background noise.) By using recorded

speech for the jub listing information, the voice output is much clearer and the task of data

input is made easier. The data input module was written to accept the spoken word for job

data fields such as job title, name and address of employer, short and long descriptions of the

job, and name of person to contact. These data items are then entered into the system during

its one hour of off-line time each day by speaking them into a telephone dialed into a data

entry program runaing on the VBBS PC. Speaking these descriptive items into the system takes

much less time and effort than keying them. Voice data is converted by the Watson system

into digital data which is stored as disk files. Data for geographical :nation, career area, and

required degree still must be keyed; these value are used for the dBASE matching algorithm

and therefore must be present in the employers' database file in a standard dBASE format.

These values are never directly relayed to the caller, but instead are implicit in any job match

data spoken to the caller. (It was also decided to key the name of the employer in addition to

entering it verbally. This allows historical reporting to include data on company names.)

A standard IBM-compatible PC is an adequate platform for implementing a VBBS application.

However, it should be noted that if job data is stored as digitized speech, the disk space

requirements become substantial. The dbSpeaker software uses a default speech compression

rate of 3 Kbytes per second when recording voice data to disk, so a five-second message, for
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instance, will require 15 Kbytes of disk space. If each job has a job title, company name, short

job description, long job description, and name and address/telephone number of a contact

person, and then several hundred job descriptions stored on the system may require more than

50 Mbytes of disk storage. Considering this along with our expectation to upgrade the system

in the future to accommodate multiple, concurrent incoming calls, an 80386-based PC eqi ipped

with a 60 Mbyte fixed disk was selected.

Eggiaterino_thg_System Users

Students and alumni who wish to gain access to the VBBS are required to submit a completed

application form to OCPP. On this form, the individual specifies his academic major, his

career field interest, and geographical preference. To simplify the *ssk of data entry at OCPP,

each applicant writes on the fen m the actual code corresponding to his each of these three

items (the entire set of codes is listed on the application form itself). Prospective employers,

on the other hand, submit their hiring requirements on documents whose form and content

vary widely. Therefore, keying this data often involves some decision making for the crater

field area or field of study. If ine employer does not specify an jors that are required for

the job, 'any' is entered and this will match with all student majors.

Management Reports

Because the system is essentially an automated dBASE database, it was a simple matter to

program the usual report features that tell OCPP management about the usefulness of the

system, and the characteristics cf the clients who utilize it the most. Daily reports contain
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data for percent of time the system was in use, number of calls received, number of matching

jobs found, number of students registered, number of students deleted (when the three-month

registration period expires), and number of jobs currently listed. Other reports that are useful

over longer intervals art number of calls received during the period; number of different

callers using the system; and total number of positions that have been advertised. Reporting

options can also list which career fields, majors, geographical areas have yielded the most job

positions, Rnd which employers have listed the most jobs. Another report will produce mailing

labels for all employers who have used the system (provided employer address information has

been keyed).

Future P1 ans

As demand for this system increases, a multi-tasking system will be installed along with a

second phone line into the system. If the caller load begins to tie-up the two-line system, then

a network will be installed and the current machine will be converted to the file server.

Another potential new feature will be the implementation of a voice mailbox so that callers

can leave voice messages concerning problems or suggestions for OCPP to review the next

business day.
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A Counseling Reservation System in a Local Area Network Environment

Bruce L. Rose

Cuyahoga Community College

Cleveland

Ohio

Abstract

This paper will discuss the development and

implementation of tice Counseling Reservation System

developed at Cuyahoga Community College. In addition,

the paper will discuss future plans for automation and

Information Systems in the counseling and student

services area - specifically, the expansion of the

Metropolitan LAN and applications to CCC's Western and
Eastern campuses. Finally, papery 11 analyze some
of the inherent problems found when introducing networked

departmental computing into the College's offices as a
case study which may benefit others following this same
path.
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I. Introduction

Cuyahoga Community College is a large two year institution which

serves the greater Cleveland area in northeast Ohio. The College is

composed of three distinct campuses and a district administrative
office. The three campuses - Metropolitan, Eastern, and Western -

vary in size, and composition of their student body but all three

remain subordinate to the one "College" both organizationally and
operationally.

CCC has aggressively pursued a leadership role in both administrative

me academic information systems (IS) and computing, thus there are
rous IS initiatives which contribute to the College's strategic

mission of academic quality, access, and success. One of these

initiatives is the introduction of automation and networking to the

counseling and advising areas of the College.

Beginning in 1986, a "pilot" local area network (LAN) and

telecommunication capability was installed in the Metro campus

counseling ar_a in order to evaluate the effectiveness of providing

both local resource sharing and host connectivity to the counseling
staff (about 18 counselors.) The results were impressive in that most

counselors used the electronic mail and word processing capabilities

of the LAN in their daily work, and there was a general clamor for
additional training, software, and resources.

In particular, the computing consultant (the author) and the director

of the counseling area agreed that the key enhancement need for the
LAN was some type of scheduling or appointment capability which would

be accessible by all of the counseling and clerical LAN users.

A simple scheduling system was in use which provided batch reports of

counselors' daily schedules as well as student record request lists.

This Scheduling System originated from a timesharing application on

the Honeywell/Bull mainframe computer, and was migrated down to the PC

using ease III's development language and database format. This
simple Scheduling System would form the basis for the Counseling

-ervation System which was jointly designed by the counseling

Jict9r and the author.

The resulting application, the Counseling Reservation System, is

operational at the Metro campus and will soon be migrated to the other
two campuses. The system itself, has many merits and some weaknesses

and is well liked and exploited by the users.

The development and implementation of this application will be

explained in the following pages and represents the primary theme of
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this paper. A secondary theme of this paper is to discuss the

Reservation System development and its importance to the overall IS

strategy in the Student Services and support area of the College.

There are some interesting characteristics of this system's
developer to which are also discussed. For example:

1] The scope of the system was technically and functionally

conservative and was delivered rapidly to the user

2] The system was a literacy tool for both user and developer,
and would be used to guide larger and more ambitious
development efforts

3] The resource requirements were minimal and could be absorbed

without committing or delaying other formal development
projects

Section II is a discussion of the system development; section III

discusses the implementation of the Reservation System, and finally

section IV concludes by summarizing what was learned in this
development and how others may benefit from this experience in small
systems development.

II. Development of the Reservation System

The Counseling Reservation System grew from a simple scheduling system
which was first developed on the Honeywell/Bull ma4nframe computer
used at the College. This system was later migrated to an IBM PC
application using dBase III's file format ard application development

language (Ni)

Th_ scheduling system simply accepted appointment transactions keyed

into a specific format, and later collated these into daily schedules

and other reports which were used for requesting files from the
records office.

The counseling director came to the computer center with the initial

concept of a real time scheduling or appointment system which would
eliminate the need for a manual schedule book. He had the following
parameters to work with:

o About 18 full time and a few part time counselors; his staff

gincrally worked from 8:30 to 5:00, but there were
appointments taken in the evening from 5:00pm until 8:00pm
and a snail staff on Saturdays.
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o Each appointment was 30 minutes in duration and was handled

one on one with a counselor and student.

o There were numerous other "types" of time commitments for

which the counselor would be assigned including walk-in

counseling during registration periods and student

orientations. In addition, the counselors enjoyed faculty

status and might be teaching a class or hay, other academic

commitments.

o For scheduled appointments, the director closed out the

scheduling about 3 or 4 working days ahead of time. That is, a

student could not normally make a scheduled appointment with

less than three days lead time. This allowed the office

schedules to be collated and distributed, and allowed the

records office to deliver the students file folders to the
counseling office.

In terms of design, we agreed that the technical problem of automating

a schedule matrix would be solved first. The author completed the file

design and a sie.le scheduling program or algorithm which would accept

a time range stated in normal clock hours (e.g. 8:30am or 10:00am) and

"map" or translate this time range into the scheduling matrix.

The scheduling matrix or table looked something like this when
completed:

ate Counselor Time Slot #1 Time Slot 12...Time Slot kn>
04/11/89 JR CC CC
04/12/89 J1 XX

04/14/89 MI CC

The time slots represented 30 minute time commitments, while the

two-position code (e.g. CC, XX) represented the "type' of commitment; a

blank, of course, meant the time slot was open or available.

This worksheet style matrix had the advantage of being very straight

forward and lent itself very well to display and visual inspection.

The intent of usage was clear at this point, and would follow the
following events:

o The student would approach the front desk or call the

counseling office to make an appointment to see a counselor.

o The operator or clerk would glean the intent of the appointment
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(type), and if the student had preferences for the Lounselor
(Who?), the time or date (When?).

o Armed with these preferences the clerk would query the schedule
matrix and visually determine the best fit for the student, and
schedule the appointment.

The key to this "point-of-sale" process was providing the strongest
possible visual representation of the schedule matrix on the limited
size and resolution of the Personal Computer screen or monitor. We
determined three separate queries or visual displays would be
necessary:

o A query by date. This displayed the schedule matrix and time
slots for all counselors for a given date. The table could be
"scrolled" or moved forward and backward in time using the PC's
cursor control.

o A query by counselor. For a student who wanted to see a

particular counselor, this display would show all available
dates for one counselor.

o A query by BOTH date and counselor. For student who had both
a date and counselor of preference, this query would zoom in on
the specifics of an individual daily schedule. This, by the
way, was the same query which produced the daily schedules for
the counselors.

The terminology, Reservation System, is best represented in this part
of the application. director and author envisioned an airline
reservation clerk interacting with a computer terminal display to
accomplish reservations. Speed, accuracy, and customer satisfaction
would all be dependent on how efficiently and effectively the computer
would visually bring forth the needed schedule information, and how

the clerk would navigate to the desired "best-fit" between customer
need and availability.

This was the most difficult part of the design in that beating or
equaling the manual process (i.e. visually inspecting and updating the
manual schedule book) was a challenge. If we could satisfy ourselves
that we had at least equaled the manual process, we knew that the
other benefits of the system would warrant a full implementation.

The system, was developed along these lines. A computer center
analyst implemented the author's time scheduling "engine" and
completed the application in about months of part time involvement.
The system was tested stand alone at the counseling front desk, and
the manual scheduling book continued in use as the authority
information. The preliminary results concluded that:
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o There was a rather high rate of data entry errors. In

particular, an incorrectly coded student number (social

security number) would introduce duplicate and erroneous

records into the system.

o The visual representation of the schedule matrix was still

inadequate for effective scheduling.

o The scheduling time engine worked as advertised, and the

resulting time savings were very good.

The.most critical enhancement of our second testing phase was to add a

significant database overhead to the system, namely the student

authority file.

We agreed that we would compose, extract, and maintain a flie of all

registered students at the local campus to be used in the Reservation

System. The source of this file would be the mainframe based

Integrated Student Information System (ISIS). This addition would add

significant complexity and overhead to the system, but would solve our

data integrity problems and would create an interesting tracking

dates'st which could be queried statistically in the future. The

addition of this component of the system had the following

characteristics:

o This would be an operational database. The information would

be extracted and transferred to the PC or LAN, as opposed to a

realtime interaction with ISIS.

o The authority student information would be linked to the local

counseling information such as number of appointments,

counselor last seen, and cancellation or no- show.

o The file would be cycled on a quarterly basis. Students who

had an appointment history would be retained, and the "age" of

the student's experience with the counseling office would also

be tracked or known.

The addition of this file, meant that the clerk could assume the

properly registered student would be "known" to the system. This

saved keystrokes and added neatly to the data integrity of the

student appointment file. .a student could be told of what the

"system" recorded as their current demographic and address

information; thus, changes obi ina:curacies would be quickly reported

back to the records office.
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This authority file was implemented and to date we have one and

one-half years of tracking information in the file. The preparation
and transfer or "downloading" of the authority file is somewhat

formidable (about 5 -I0 thousand records of 200 characters each;, but

once the file is operationalized the capacity of the local software

and hardware is not really challenged.

III Implementation of the Reservattm System

The formal implantation of the Reservation System followed the
second testing period. This testing period continued to use the
manual schedule book as a backup, but more and more reliance was
placed on the automated Reservation System. The results were very
good and the system was considered operational at the Metropolitan

campus.

Chronologically, we set Nth the following milestones:

A stand-alone Reservation System

Access by all counselors

Migration to other campuses

Multiple updaters on the system

Jan 88

Jan 89

Jan 90

March 90

In small systems development, it is typically a surprisingly large

leap to move from a stand-alone or single user application to one
which is networked or provides for multiple access The technical

tools provided on the smaller systems are not geared for multi-user

systems, and in general the data becomes mud more vulnerable when
"opening" up the system to multiple access.

As mentioned, the counseling area was equipped with an Ethernet local

area network which originally ran 3Com's EtherSeries network software
(this is now Novell Netware). The physical and logical network
components were in place to allow access from the counseling offices,

but there remaihad the technical problem of modifying the application

to suport multiple or concurrent usage.

We proceeded cautiously in this implementation. We clearly separated
the foctional milestone of adding additional "queriers" to the system

and the milestone of adding "updaters" or the ability for two users to
concurrently change the data. We understood that from a needs

perspective, the counselors wanted the following from our system:
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o inspect their schedules from their own PC workstations

o inspect a student's record or history with the office

o inspect their peers' schedules and commitments

for which all three of these needs precluded any changes to the

database; thus, they needed only to read or query the files as opposed
to updating or changing the files.

The development environment, namely dBase ADL and a dBase compiler

called Clipper (Nantucket Software), allows for multiple user
capability. However, the lack of built-in or supplied data integrity

and access control features places a considerable burden on the local
programming and application design work.

We have, quite simply, moved slowly on this front because of a concern
of losing reliability and simplicity in the system. It would be
disastrous, at this point, to introduce multiuser database problems to

a system which has such an excellent track record of reliability.

Instead, we have completed a query "modules or separate program which
is a subset of the full Reservation System. This module insures no
updating or changing of the system's datasets can be accomplished.

This module is accessed by multiple counselors from their workstations

and gives each counselor the ability to inspect or read all of the
Reservation System's scheduling and student information.

We will migrate this current form of the application to the other

campuses during this year. Our final milestone, is the completion of
multiple user appointment updating of the system. This would be most
helpful in times of high student activity and would allow the system

administrator the ability to change or alter information while the
Reservation System is in use. Additionally, it opens nhancement
questions such as counselors scheduling their own app Jents and
adding convents or tracking information to the student records file.

IV. Sunnary and Recommendations

Readers knowledgable on technical matters regarding PC's, LANs, and

networked applications might question the degree to which the

developers urge caution and a conservative approach in developing

these types of applications. There are certainly products and

development tools which promise such things as true multiuser database

management and integrity controls le this environment. However, it
has been our experience that cost, and a lack of prevalent technical

expertise can mitigate their usefulness.
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As a case study, the development of this Reservation System is likely

very representative of efforts taking place across the country. These

development efforts are quite entrepreneurial in nature and typically

involve a key "user" (i.e. our counseling director) and a sympathetic

consultant in the computer or MIS center. he readily endorse this
model, and observe the following advantages:

o The vision and enthusiasm for the project is very focused which

enhances the likelihood of success and decreases the likelihood

the project will get sidetracked or continually redefined.

o The project is narrowly defined, technically conservative, and

can be delivered quickly. In this model human and technical
rt coxes are always at a premium; this necessitates the

project "tear? utilize and stretch their available resources,

and implement before the resources "dry-up."

But, 4e have the following caveats as well:

o Always search the market for an existing solution or one which

can be customized to fit your needs. This can be a difficult
"pill" for the designer and developer who are excited about

applying their own solution.

o The project most fit into some overall strategy or context.

The end result should add value to larger or more conspicuous

development or IS initiatives, and should fit ;nto these
efforts.

At CCC, this Reservation System development has been an
entrepreneurial enterprise. The design, implementation, and expansion
of Lh- cvstem has taken place with minimal resource impact and has

been largely a product of one key user's innovation and hard work.

However, the system does have an excellent fit with larger development
strategies.

The counseling and advising areas, in addition to their networking and

telecommunications capabilities, will shortly benefit from the

delivery of a Degree Audit system which is built around their PC

workstations and micro to mainframe communications and interfacing.

This Advising and Graduation Information System (AGIS) fits very well
with the Reservation System. Each serves a separate purpose, but the
access, look and feel, and training and orientation of its users go
hand in hand.

In all of this technical detail it is important to remember that the
College's technology motivation is not about computers and hardware
and wires. Its about quality and effectiveness. The opportunity to
work smarter in the College offices, and to improve the quality of

instructional programs, and most importantly to enrich the lives of
each and every student who walks through our doors. In its own small
way, we feel this system contributes admirably towards this goal.

Counseling Reservation System
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CASE TOOLS for the 90'e: DELIVERANCE OR EXTRA BURDEN
Dr. Paul J. Plourde
Bentley College
Computer Information Systems Department
Waltham, Massachusetts

This paper axaminrm the viability of CASE (COMPUTER AIDED
SOFTWARE ENGINEER? G) as a replacement for the design and
developrNnt strategies that have been employed in the past:
namely, zianual design and programming of application systems.

The primary focus will be on developing evaluation questions
and assessing whethe.: or not industry reports support the notion
tht. CASE tools bcust productivity and reliability of systems
that are developed using these tools.

Consideration will be given to the questions of the
necessity for the integration of CASE tools with other tools such
as data base management systems, 4GL's, as well as, other CASE
tools.
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During the early 1970s, computer centers and systems development
departments were abuzz with a new technology in the form of data
base management systems (DBMS). Systems analysts and programmers
were charjed with determining the capabilities of the
commercially available DBMS' and ascertaining what, if anything,
such systems could do for their organizations.

The results of these investigations are history and many
organizations adopted the use of these systems to provide more
timely and integrated information for their users. However,
the impact on the systems development organization was not as
smooth as this scenario might imply. In the first place, there
is a difference between acquiring a tool and altering the methods
(techniques) used to develop systems. In the case of DBMS,
acquiring a DBMS package did not insure that it would be utilized
for scmethirg other than a replacement for the current disk
accessing technique whether it be random or some form of indexed
sequential. It was quite another matter to have analysts think
in terms of an integrated data base for the organilation an
develop systems with this concept in mind rather than focusing on
the single system approach to development.

As we enter a new decade, we are faced with a new buzzword (CASE)
which promises to revolutionize systems development and have an
impact that could be more profound than that which we experienced
with data base management systems. Even with this promise, the
potential problems of integrating the use of CASE tovls in an
information systems organization are as foreboding, if not more
so, than was the case with incorporating a data base management
system (and the associated data base philosophy) into the tool-
set used by systems developers.

The purpose of this paper is explore this new technology,
indicate how it evolved, as well as, describe its current status,
and identify some evaluation criteria and problems of integrating
this new technology into an existing systems development
organization.

It is difficult to cite an exact definition for CASE (Computer
Assisted Software Engineering) but lre is a common thread to
many of the definitions that have been advanced. There seems to
be a conselsus that CASE deals with automating (applying the
computer to) tha systems development tasks and that the goal is
to increase the quality of the software produced and improve
control over the process of developing systems. From this
definition, it is c..lceivable that a broad variety of existing
tools could fall under the rubric of CASE tools including:

1) analysis and design tools (front-end or upper case tools
including graphics, data repositories and process

definition systems,

2
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2) programming support tools (back-end or lower case tools)
including code generators, screen painters, optimizers,
editors, as well as, reverse engineering tools, and

3) project management tools.

A more specific definition of the components of CASE is offered
in the many reports issued by James Martin on this subject and
he suggests that there are five components of CASE:

"1. front-end design and specification graphics support,
which at least relieves the analyst of the manual chores
related to drawing and redrawing diagrams as the design

evolves;

2. design analysis, which at least tracks and reports basic
design flaws such as design pieces that are not related

to any other piece of the graphic presentation. Some of
the rule-driven tools now emerging can also detect other
inconsistencies;

3. code generation, providing automatic translation of the
specifications developed by the earlier components into

source or machine code;

4. a "repository," "encyclopedia" or "metadictionary,"
which holds comprehensive entity models or views of the
structure of the organization using the CASE facilities;
and

5. "absolutely essential to the effective use of other
elements" is a PC or similar commonly-used processor,

which in addition to being a familiar, non-threatening
and easily accessible piece of equipment, is (under
CASE) provided with "very good interfaces including
windows and menus and color." (Leavitt, pp.50-51)

With this admittedly sketchy understanding of what a CASE tool
can accomplish, let us consider how we arrived at this juncture.
In what must be considered a rapid succession of events, we have
proceeded from developing computerized solutions to business
problems by generating machine language code, to symbolic code,
to compiler languages, to fourth generation languages and to the
present state of CASE which is a specification-driven language
that may or may not be tied to ,_n automated code generation
facility.

3
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The infiltration of CASE into systems organizations is
reasonably well documented but studies of their effectiveness
in producing quality systems and/or reducing the backlog in
systems are in the early stages of being undertaken and the
results have just begun to appear in the last two years,
Since few integrated CASE tools such as TI's Integrated
Engineering Facility are on the market, statistics on utilization
of CASE tools and their various derivations can be misleading.
The norm for a company seems to be to utilize either an upper or
lower case tool in a stand-alone fashion or they use an upper-
case tool from one company coupled with a lower case tool from
another company.

Based on the number of users of CASE tools on mainframes, one
would not necessarily assume that there is and will continue to
be a tremendous growth curve in this industry. A- Myers noted
(reporting on a study conducted by Computer Intelligence Corp.),
"only 2% of U.S. mainframes have one (a code generator)
installed" (Mya.L's p.49). However, such figures are quite
deceiving since much of the current development in the use of
CASE tools is with front-end tools or is PC based. Index
Technology's Excelerator, which had 23% of the CASE market share
in 1987, as reported by the Computer Systems News, reported in
late 1988 that it had shipped the 10,000th copy.

In a compilation of eighty-five (85) CASE software products
included in a March 1989 Computerworld article by Santosus
(pp.71 -86), thirty-five (35) were PC based and another twenty-one
(21) were workstation based (SUN, APPOLLO, VAXSTATION etc.).
Only thirty-two (32) products worked solely with mainframes to
the inclusion of PC's and workstations. The fact that many of
the PC and workstation products also worked on the mainframe or
had mainframe interfaces suggests that as one moves towards an
integration of upper-case tools and lower-case tools the
mainframe is more likely to be involved.

WHY CASE?

It is a well documented fact that in most information systems
organizations have backlogs of requests to develop new systems
or maintain existing systems. Added to this is the geometric
rise in the number of computers and the declining number of
graduates from computer science and computer information systems
programs. The result of these factors as noted by McFadden and
Discenza is that

"A crisis in software development plagues American business
today..In total, the number of new applications ... in the
backlog undoubtedly exceeds the number of all existing
applications...and the (IS) organization cannot respond to
the need for new systems." (McFadden and Discenza p.68,

4
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The net result of more computers, fewer trained IS people,
and a huge backlog of requests for new systems and changes is
that we cannot hope to satisfy our organization's systems needs
with the use of traditional tools. Some observers suggest that
increased user involvement with systems development is the
solution while others such as McFadden and Discenza argue that
the solution lies with use of fourth generation languages. An
increasing chorus can be heard in favor of increasing product-
ivity through the use of CASE tools as a complement to user
development and using 4GL's and other user-oriented tools.

It is not surprising that accurately measuring productivity is
and will continue to be a major focus in determining whether
there is a payback in using CASE tools. Barry Boehm, who
developed what some consider to be a landmark survey of
productivity tools in the 1970's, has done some tests and reports
nn the perceived payback of CASE that

"when developers were given their own workstations and a
set of tools that covered the entire life-cycle, not just
programming, a productivity gain of 50% was found."

(Knight p.56)

Similarly, Necco, Tsai and Holgeson, in a study conducted in 1989
to determine if industry has aggressively tried to implement this
new tool, found that

"only twenty-four percent (24) of the .:esponding compales
indicated that they were utilizing a CASE tool... and a

majority (60%) acknowledged that the CASE tool
significantly improved the quality of the product, but only
47% indicated a significant improvement in productivity."p.8

Necco and his colleagues further report that

"An analysis of the factors that influenced these
improvements reveals that more than half of the resporients
noted a significant improvement in the communication
between the analyst and the systems users. Sixty percent,
however, indicated that the tools did not improve project
control, and would not make future maintenance changes
easier." pp.9-10.

In a study of 3,000 active users of front-end CASE tools in the
U.S., the Barton Group found that

"Users report that exceptionally strong and widespread gains
are made in documentation...

A very large group reports respectable but not extreme
improvements in... the quality of systems design..

5
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Many users report strong improvements. in ...the ability to
meet business requirement's..

Responses indicate a widespread, mid -level improvement in
communication, as the tools force standardized outputs
and documentation sets.

Most projects experience moderate improvement.. in
productivity..more time is needed to improve ..productivity

McIt people experience minor improvements in..project
schedules. The lezrning curve is greater than expected, but
this is offset by improved documentation and communication."

(Merlyn and Boone p.66)

Regardless of the preliminary results on the success of CASE,
supporters contend that benefits will be derived. Charles Martin
in a vendor sponsored meeting of Excelerator users suggested
that productivity improvements can come from four areas:

"Methodology training and enforcement- -
The CASE tool helps train junior analysts in advanced
techniques and enforces consistent usage throughout
the organization.

filmiLtAgzialltgasanalysis diagram- -
Interactive graphic editors help analysts to develop the
kinds of process, data base, and program structure diagrams
which have proven to be the most effective way to
communicate concepts behind the requirements and design.

Single entry specification bookkeeping- -
Operating from an Information Resource Dictionary System,
redundant specification documentation (viewin; the specif-
ications in different ways) can be prepared from non-
redundant dictionary repr3sentations.

Reminds and consistmagygagka--
Complex inter-related bookkeeping chores are eased by CASE
tool reminders of additional information needed to complete
specifications and automated consistency checks." p.56.

CASE EVALUATION CRITERIA

Until we encountered the introduction of DBMS in the early
1970's, many of us were unfamiliar with software RFP's and
such exercises were limited to the acquisition of hardware.

6
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Since that time, software RFP's have become more common for
all but the smallest computer installation. Many among us have
drafted RFP's for application software, LAN software, screen
painters, 4GL's and other software. Thus, it is not surprising
that the first admonition is to study the company,its direction
and the product direction. Just as there were many start-up
companies in the DBMS field that didn't survive the maturing
of the tachnology; such may be the case with vendors of CASE
tools and some suggest that this phenomena in already repeating
itself in the area of CASE tools. As Grochow of American
Managenent Systems notes:

"there were 50 code or application generator producers in
1982 when first became involved in the technology.
Today,...of those 50, 10 are still around but there are 40
more. It's a volatile market." (Myers p.68)

A number of articles suggest evaluation criteria and checklists
for identifying which CASE tool or set of CASE tools might best
suit the needs of your organization. While most articles include
a checklist of sorts, the articles by Aranow, Gibson,
Santosus, Troy and :-.:cconi focus in particular on this issue.

Beyond vendor issues, some of the major questions are listed
below with each of these questions having numerous sub-questions.

EVALUATION QUESTIONS

Does the product SUPPORT THE ENTIRE LIFE CYCLE and is this
provided by a set of prods' is as opposed to one product?
If a number of products are used, how well are they
integrated?

Is SUPPORT provided for the MAJOR DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES
such as Demarco, Ga^e and Sarson, Yourdon etc. ?

GRAPHICS CAPABII:TY :DFD's, Flows, Action Diags, Models

Does it SUPPORT LOGICAL DATA BASE MODELLING?

Does it SUPPORT A CENTRAL REPOSITORY?

Wiat PROTOTYPING CAPABILITY is provided? Is this an
industry capability or is it product specific?

What PROJECT MANAGEIENT TOOLS are provided and supported?
Are these industry compatible or unique?

Is this a MAINFRAME and/or PC BASED system?
If both, what interfaces exist?
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Is there provisic. for MULTIPLE USER ACCESS?
Does this include support for major LANS?

Is it INTEGPATED WITH MAINFRAME DBMS & DATA COMMUNICATIONS
with LANGUAGES, DSS, 4GL'S & other CASE TOOLS

Is there CHECKING OF SPECS FOR COMPLETENESS & CONSISTENCY

Does an EXPERT SYSTEM EXIST TO CHECK QUALITY & ACCURACY OF
DESIGN?

Does the system SUPPORT AN OPEN ARCHITECTURE PHILOSOPHY?

What are the HUMAN INTERFACES and TRAINING TOOLS?

POSSIBILITIES FOR SUCCESS

Having evaluated and selected a CASE toolset, what are the
possibilities of successful use, are there any strategies that
will help and what problems are likely to be encountered and can
they be avoided? Merlyn and Boone suggest that "success is not
an automatic outcome of CASE" (p.68) and they cite a list
of suggestions compiled as a result of the Barton study (noted
above) about what organizations should do to derive the maximum
benefit from the use of CASE products.

The suggestions from the Barton Group study are as follows:

"Establish a means for measuring results that addresses both
short- and log-term costs and benefits.

Keep expectations realistic. Look for short-term
improvements in communication and the quality of
deliverables, but do not expect major improvements...
for at least three years.

Move slowly and carefully.... organizational changes are
required therefore move incrementally

Scout the territory. Companies that understand the methods
first have a better chance of success.

Test extensively...conduct at least four pilot projects

Forgive test errors. Expect to make mistakes..

Allow for postpurchase expenses.

Splurge on training...and.. supply coaching.

Focus on use and support ..and.. encourage full use.

8
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Address organizational issues.

Make improvement a strategic goal.

Involve the project manager." (Merlyn & Boone pp.68-69)

Burkhard also suggests that certain guidelines be followed to
insure success and that "like all correct development cycles, the
implementation plan must be committed to a structured
methodology." (p.21) Danziger and Haynes echo these findings.
The adoption of a new technology is often accompanied with
problems and CASE implementation is not an exception. There
aren't any standards and there are scores of vendors marketing
all sorts of products under the aegis of being a CASE tool.
As was the case with local area networks the major hardware
manufacturers have stayed out of the fray until recently when IBM
acquired a percentage of Index Technology while at the same time
pushing forth its own AD/Cycle Information Model (see Hazzah
Dec.89 for a discussion of AD/Cycle).

A significant problem whicl. again parallels the data base
experience is that CASE technology is ahead of the CASE
techniques that people employ. This is partly due to inexperience
but it is also due to analysts not understanding the methodology
or technique that 4-he company may be implementing at same
time that the Case tool is being adopted. Thus, one mid not
overlook the learning overhead for both the CASE technology and
the various methodologies such as Gane & Sarson that the
installation might be installing.

The human factor plays an important role here as it did when
structured walkthroughs were first introduced 15 years ago.
People are fearful of their jobs but, even if they overlook this
factor, they may not trust the tools. Beyond this the tool and
the learning curve associated with its use, can be used to cover
up unsouad design(s).

The interface of the various CASE tools both with other CASE
tools and with other software plckages that a given organization
might use or plan on using such as a DBMS or 4GL is of vital
concern as one contemplates the role of CASE in an organization.
The articles by Myers and Weitz and the articles referenced
earlier that develop evaluation criteria address these issues.

The next steps for CASE technology seem to be well defined:
there will undoubtedly be a vendor shakeout, the major players
wi?l be identified, de-facto standards will be set, an increasing
number of interfaces will be built between upper, mid and lower
case tools, as well as, with other software. From a capabi.ity
perspectival a new generation of knowledge-based expert syster.s
will vault CASE into the hoped for productivity gains.

9
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Corporate Participation

Coordinat ir:
Gary D. Devine
University of Colorado

Participating in CAUSE89 were 39 corporations which offer solutions to
the information technology-needs of higher education. A list of these cor-
porations appears on the next page, followed by descriptions of some of
their conference contributionsincluding corporate presentations and
workshops, sponsorship of conference activities, suite hospitality, and
exhibits.
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PARTICIPATING VENDORS
CAUSE appreciates the participation of the

following corporations in CAUSE89:

Advanced Micro-Electronics, Inc.
(AME)

The AIMS Group

AMS (American Management Systems)

Apple Computer, Inc.

AT&T

Bell Atlantic

Busi less Systems Resources (BSR)

Campus America, Inc.

CMDS (Computer Management and
Development Services)

Coopers & Lybrand

Data Research Associates

Datatel Mink.omputer Company

De loitte & Touche

Digital Equipment Corporation

Doe lz, Inc.

EDS (Electronic Data Systems)

EDUTECH International

Ernst & Young

Ganda If

GKA (George Kaludis Associates)

Hewlett-Packard Company

IBM

Information and Communications, Inc.
(IC)

Information Associates

Information Builders, Inc.

Ingres

INTEGRAL

InterVoice

LaserMax Corporation

NCR Corporation

Novell

Oracle Corporation

Perception Technology

Periphonics Corporation

Quodata

SCT (Systems & Computer Technology
Corporation)

Sequent Computer Systems

StorageTek

Sun MicroSystems, Inc.
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Advanced Microelectronics

509 N. 7th
Vincerumer Indiana 47591

812-882-0870
Third Party Maintenance

Advanced Hicro-Electronics, Inc. is pleased to have
participated in CAUSE 1989. This is the second consecutive year
we have demonstrated our commitment to higher education and look
forward to seeing old friends in Miami Beach in 1990.

Advanced Micro Electronics, I,Ic., with its headquarters in
Vincennes, Indiana, was incorporated in 1985 as an Indiana
company to perform PC and main frame temilal service.

The majority of our business consists of annual on-site
service through contracts. The balance of our service is
non-contract and is billed as time and material, We do not sell
software, hardware or supplies; therefore, we do not have any
restrictive relationship with any one vendor. We perform
warranty and non-warranty work for most all brands and models
found in business, education or government.

AME's personnel includes full-time employees in sales,
administration and technical support. Each of our technicians
has a degree in electronics, and extensive training in our shop
before going out for on-site contracts.

We enjoy open account privileges with vendors nationwi for
parts and services. This give- us the ability to ship by , r

freight computer parts from our stock as well as from major
distributors and manufacturers. We have established this
relationship as an authorized third party gRintenance company
with several sources.

Internal controls assure that our commitments to our
customers are maintained.

AME has a nationw de toll-free dispatching system logged
into a "Service Manager" computer system. This system checks
contract dates, customers, serial numbers, locations, billing
rates or special instructions. It records initial call times,
technician assigned, response time, reports open (not completed)
orders, closed (completed) orders, time Impleted, parts used and
also assigns a priority to each service t....11 regarding our
commitment to our customers. Our technicians also carry pagers
for emergency calls after hours. Each technician has a key to
his respective shop in order to have access to parts for
after-hour calls.
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All accounting is performed at the home office in Vincennes,
Indiana by computer. We are able to modify our system to meet
most any customer's paperwork requirements.

We enjoy a good reputation with customers coast to coast.
Hany send units to us by UPS for repair. The Midwest has an
excellent work force at very competitive rates compared to many
other parts of the country.

For more information, please contact Vance Olson at
(317) 247-5353 or Jean B. Henderson at (812) 422-4455. We will
be happy to come to your office for discussion on third-party
maintenance.
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T H E

MMS
GR OUP

at CAUSE89 - SAN DIEGO

The AIMS Group, Inc. is pleased to have been a
participant at CAUSE8Q. We enjoyed meeting with you
and appreciated the opportunity to demonstrate the
AIMS Software and discuss our solid committment to
higher cAucation.

The succesdul implementation of a UNIX port
(Hewlett Packard) and the availability of an additional
platform (DEC) during 1st Quarter '90 was announced.

New modules, including Degree Audit/Advising and
microcomputer downloac:.:ng were demonstrated at
C kUSE89.

We looK forward to the 90's with enthusiasm and we
hope to see you at CAUSE90!
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American Management Systems, Inc.

American Management Systems (AMS) Is delighted to have participated in CAUSE89.
AMS is preud of the program that we put together for this confsrence and to have had
the opportunity to make two major announcements at CAUSE. We hope that the CAUSE
rr.embership found their Interactions with AMS as productive and enjoyable as we did.

LEGEND Series Announcement AMS announced a dramatic expansion of its application software
at CAUSE89 products for higher education. Known primarily for its CUFS

product for university accounting and financial management, AMS
now offers systems to support the other major three area ci college
and university operations. The newly designated LEGEND series
of administrative applications includes:

CUFS/LEGEND, the well established College and University
Financial System, now in use by over 75 dlents in the United States
and Canada. CUFS/LEGEND Indudes fund accounting and budget
control capabilities and a full range ci advanced financial systems
such as purchasing, inventory control and fbd asset management.

SIS/LEGEND, the new fully Integrated Student Information System,
which includes modules to support Admissions; Financial Aid,
Inducing needs analysis and automated packagkv, Student Reccn:1,
includp Degree Audi, and; Student Accounts Receloble, including
full cashiering support. SIS Is currently being implemented by 12
Institutions, Including the University ci Texas Health Sciences
Center, the University of Nevada System, and Miami University of
Ohio.

HRS/LEGEND, the new Human Resource System, which Includes
Payrolipersomel, Applicant Tracking, Position Control and Batas
Management The system Is currently In use at the City ci
Milwaukee, the State of Alabama and the City of Monterey. The first
college and university Implementations at Oaldand Community
College and Bowling Green ",hreney wig begin In 1900.

DIS/LEGBVD, the AMS Development Information System, and
Includes alumni records, gift procession, prospect tracking and a
powerful correspondence management system. DIS/LEGEND Is
currently under development and Is scheduled for release in late
1990. Bowling Green State University Is the first DIS/LEGEAID
dent
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artitOgiC AMMO with EDS A new strategic alliance was announced by AMS end EDS
Announcement at CAUSE89 (Electronic Data Systems Corporation). Together EDS and AMS

will implement ANIS eLEGEND series ot adirdnIstrative applications.
As the world's leedinp systems integrators, EDS provides expertise
in hardware acquisidon and configuration, telecommunicraions and
network management.

Other CAUSE89 Activities AMS's strategic partnership with the University d Texas Health
Sciences Corder at Houston (UTHSC-H) was discussed by Br Muse,
Vice President, UTHSC-H and Fred Forman, Executive Vice
President, AMS during the corporate presentations. The
presentation focussed on the latest major Initiative, the joint
developtnent of SISILEGEND.

VAS discussed and demondrated the MEND products throughout
the conference at the AMS exhibit booth and In its hospitality suite.
In addition, AMS demonstrated prototypes d its SAA-compliant
software in the IBM exhibk booth This new strategic technology
is f'dly Integrated with IBM's Office Vision software and will be
available '1 1990.

Donna Morse, Vice President, AMS participated in a panel
discussion entitled 'Colleges and University as a Market
Administrative Application enitware.* Fred Forman, Executive Vice
President, was one ci the two experts participating in an 'Ask the
Experts* session entitled 'New Technologies, Artificial Intelligence
and CASE.*

AMS is one of the nations's leading independent firms in applying computer and systems engineering
technology to solve complex management problems of lame organizations. The company, entering
its 20th year, is headquartered in Arlington, Virgin's and has offices in over 20 cities throughout the
United States, Canada and Europe. With its solutions -or anted strategy, AMS has distinguished itself
within the industry for its excellent service k its clients. In 1909, AMS was proud to have been
included in a new book, The Service Edge: 101 Convents) That Profit From Customer Care, by Ron
Zemke and Dick Schaaf.

For more Information about AMS, its products and services, call or write:

John Reed
National Sales Manager
American Management Systems, Inc.
1777 North Kent Street
Adington, VA 22209-2166
800-336-4786
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Apple Computer, Inc.

Apple Computer would like to thank all CAUSE89 attendees for their continued interest and participation in
activities sponsored by Apple and our Higher Education Information Technology paitners. We are pleased to have
once again participated in the CAUSE National Conference and to have shared with you the many powerful
information access and management solutions for Macintosh that have been developed by your colleagues from across
the counts y. As we advance into this new decade, we look forward to our continued partnership with CAUSE and its
member campus information technolnly professionals as we work together toward: defining future information
systems.

It was our pleasure to host the following activities for this year's CAUSE89 attendees:

Several university administrative professionals presented their information access and management systems at
Apple's booth in the CAUSE89 Corporate Exhibit area. They demonstrated how Macintosh has 'Extended their
Reach" for distributed database access, electronic mail capabilities, library systems, and campuswide information
systems. The following colleges and universities featured their solutions: Texas A&M University, Harvard
University, Washington College, Baylor University, Sonoma State University, and University of Texas at Austin.

CAUSE89 attendees could select from two Macintosh hands-on workshops to expeelnce HyperCard and
SoftPC, software that allows a user to run MS-DOS on the Macintosh.

CAUSENet, the CAUSES9 Conference Information and Messaeig System, gave attendees easy access to
sending and receiving messages from other attendees, conference schedules, location an times of sessions, maps,
and restaurant listings. The fifteen Macintosh SE computers stationed throughout the co, erence area also
contained digitized images of attendees that assisted colleagues to more easily contact each other during the
conference for important meetings.

During Apple's sponsored Larporate presentation, David Koehler, Director of Information Resources, Cornell
University, gave attendees a multimedia taste of computing in the 1990's. During this session, Mr. Koehler
discussed Cornell's plans for building an administrative workstation-based information system with Macintosh

During one of the new "Ask the Experts" sessions; Doug Doyle, Apple's Manager of Multimedia Integration,
joined Phil Farley. Marketing Manager at Hewlett Packard, and Joel Koebensvik, editor of Academic Computing, to
discuss multimedia technologies and their potential for administrative computing environments.

An Apple-hosted reception brought guests to the top of the Sheraton for a beautiful view of the San Diego
skyline. The evening included the jazz melodies of George Shaw, Long Beach City College, featuring Macintosh-
driven music. The reception closed with the raffle ofa Macintosh Bd. Robert (Buck) Sha :t, Manager of Database
and Technology Services at MIT, was selected as the winner.
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Throughout the conference, attendees were kept informed of activities and conference highlights through the
daily CHAT (CAUSE Has Apple Te:hnology), a newsletter that was desktop published with a Macintosh computer
and LaserWriter.

For additional dormation about Apple's products, programs, and solutions for higher education, contact your local
Apple sales office, or write t

Monica Sabo
Higher Education Marketing
Apple Computer, Inc.
19925 Stevens Creek Blvd., MS 43/P
Cupertino, CA 95014
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AT&T
Your Computing Sys ems And Networking

Solutions Company

AT&T is pleased to have participated in the 1989 CAUSE Conference in San
Diego, California. The conference provided an excellent opportunity to
demonstrate the latest in hardware and education solution software and to
reconfirm our commitment to higher education.

The AT&T booth highlighted two education software solution developments,
running on AT&T hardware, which drew the attention of many educators
interested in campus networking and writing skills. The two software
packages that were demonstrated were the Academic Network System and
Writers Workbench. Both software packages were designed and developed
for use within the academic community and serve to provide a solution to
the campus networking and writing skills problems.

The development of ANS by the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point,
achieved its objective by approaching the problem in a threefold manner.
By first recognizing what was the Challenge, second creating the
Solution and third offering the Resulting Benefit to the education
community, the answer to a concern by many academicians was provided.

THE CHALLENGE

Create a distributed computing revolution; link the campus into an
integrated information resource open to every user.

THE SOLUTION

AT&T 3B2 computers support a multitude of UNIX System '( -based

applications. AT&T StarLAN connects AT&T WGS computers, a variety
of micros, and hosts together. The AT&T Information Systems Network
(ISN) is every campus user's gateway to all computer resources.

THE RESULTING BENEFU

Stevens Point has beer designated a Center of Excellence for
Distributed Academic Computing by the Board of Regents fur the
entire University of Wisconsin system. The majority of the 9000
students on campus regularly use the network for coursework and
homework. Faculty have integrated computing into 41% of their
coursework.
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In the information management revolution ANS serves to guide the
development of new answers for old problems.

Further, in showing its commitment to education, a demonstration of the
Writers Workbench software, Collegiate Edition, provided the CAUSE
attendees with an insight into ways of improving not only student writing
skills but the writing skills of all who are interested in improvement.

WWB runs on AT&T's 3B2 computer which is a workhorse in providing not
only a hub for networking, as in ANS, but is the host for WWB. The WWB
package focuses on employing the users own writing and developing the
writing skill based on the user's entry. The interactive, user friendly
nature of the program makes it both interesting and enjoyable to use.

The package consists of a set of comprehensive writing analysis programs
which were created for use in schools to help students to improve their
writing skills while making the art of learning fun. Administrators will
find that the WWB can serve as a tool for better letter writing as well
as many other uses.

These are but two of the education software solution developments
showcased by AT&T at CAUSE '89. New developments are ongoing but must be
nurtured by educators. Education is recognized as the key to opening new
doors of development and AT&T plans to continue to partner with the
institutions of higher learning and with organizations such as CAUSE to
assure that those doors remain open. Through this partnering the
benetits shared by each entity will serve to contribute to the benefit of
Higher Education.
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"POISEd for the DECade"

Campus America continues to support CAUSE and its efforts tobecome one of the major influences in the profession ofinformation technology management in higher education. As a CauseCorporate Member, Campus America participated in the CAUSECorporate Exhibits and also made major press announcements aboutnew product directions for the POISE admi- 4strative softwaresystem.

The Campus America theme at CAUSE89, "POISEd for the DECade",
symbolizes plans for the next decade to provide administrativesoftware products along with Digital's computers, that protect
application software and hardware investments, are user driven,and are interoperable with other systems on campus.

This commitment was reflected in the major press announcementmade by Campus America's National Sales Manager, Ben Bassett inthe Digital Equipment Corporation Hospitality Suite. CampusAmerica announced a new release of DMS-Plus, the company'srelational database management system and 4GL designedspecifically for education. This new release will include VAXRdb/VMS and VAX SQL compatibility allowing Digital's VAX Rdb/VMSand VAX SQL database users to access DMS-Plus databases.

"Campus America's selection of Digital's VAX Rdb/VMS and VAX SQLas a database standard places them and Digital at the forefrontof enterprise-wide solutions in education," said RogerStrickland, Education Industry Marketing Manager for Digital, whowas on hand for the announcement.

As the leading supplier of administrative and instructionalsoftware to education, running on Digital systems, Campus Americahas always taken a leadership role with Digital in positioningproducts %ri the educational market. When Digital moved from thePDP-11 ttd the VAX architecture, Campus kmerica was one of thefirst to convert software products to the VAX. Digital has madeVAX SQL a standard feature of VAX Rdb/VMS. Each VMS operatingsystem includes the VAX Rdb/VMS run-time license. For thosecolleges and universities taking advantage of The EducationInitiative (TEI), VAX Rdb/VMS development licenses are nowinluded in the Dilital's Campuswide Software License Grant,which grants over 200 software licenses at no charge to theeducational institutions. Campus America users now have anadditional option which will allow interoperability amongsoftware systems along with DES-Plus. And as part of Digital's
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Campus America
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Education Initiative, DMS-Plus with VAX SQL compliance permits
this to happen.

DMS-Plus is the application development toolset used to produce
POISE administrative software systems for education. These
systems include Admissions, Financial Aid, Registration/Academic
History, Degree Audit/Academic Advisement, Student Billing/
Receivables, Fiscal Management, Payroll and Development/Alumni.
The software is priced according to the VAX model used.

In addition to the VAX/SQL compliance announcement, Campus
America also announced its alliances with Computer Communications
Specialists, Inc. and Edtech, Inc.

The Computer Communications Specialists' agreement will allow for
the integration of CCS' FirstLine product, an interactive voice
response system with Campus America's new POISE Tele-Registration
System.

Edtech's S.N.A.P. II is a Type 8 Certified Program for
calculating the Pell Grant Index and the Family Contribution
using Congressional Methodology. POISE will develop an
interface to allow for the transfer of data between S.N.A.P. II
and the POISE VAX Financial Aid System.

Campus America's -lagship instructional products have earned
international rem) ition and ac.aptance from educators. These
products include Computer Managed Learning (CML), Courseware and
Testing software.

Campus America products are being used by more than 3,500 Campus
offices in 500 educational institutions. Campus America, Inc., a
leader in total administrative and instructional software for
education headquartered in Knoxville, Tennessee, with product
centers in Roswell, New Mex!co, and Calgary, Alberta, is an elite
participant in Digital's Cooperative Marketing Program (CMP).
POISE software was specifically designed for Digital computers
because of Digital's strong position as the leading supplier of
computers to education. Campus America is the only software
company offering both administrative and instructional software
to education.

For more than twelve years, Campus America and Digital have
worked together to provide cost-effective solutions for education
in the administrative and instructional marketplace. For
additional information, please contact Campus America, Inc., at
(615) 523-9506, (Fax) (615) 525-5628 900 Hill Avenue, Suite 205,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37915-2523.
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"THE FUTURE'S SO BRIGHT YOU'LL 14.4VE TO
WEAR 8.1,4DES"

So went the warning to CAUSE attendees. Since the March announcement
that Datatel's two major computer systems, Colleague? and
Benefactor?, would be available on Unix-based computers, the future has
never looked brighter*. At the DEC beach 1:*Irty on Tuesda; night, Datatel
offered a solutic.1 for the glare: black "Blues Brothers" sunglasses. To
complete the festivities, a photographer was close at hand to capture the
mad antics. At the Datatel Clam Bake the following night, those who were
captured on film were given photo key chains with their pictures in
attached viewers.

IIIIDATATEL
Colleague is Datatel's administrative computing solution for colleges
and universities. Datatel used the CAUSE conference to demonstrate
Colleague's complete suite of financial and student modules, but held
special demonstrations of the newly-released Budget
Management and General Ledger modules. These modules
provide complete financial control with automatic "do-to, do-from"
processing for inter-fund transfers, field level security for
confidentiality, user-defined accounts for flexibility, and budget
modeling for management analyses.

Benefactor demonstrations were held at the 'dtatel booth to show
how this fund-raising package is setting the standard for large fund-
raising organizations. Benefactor contains modules for individual
donor information, organization information, gift and pledge
processing, campaign management, major prospects, activities and
events, membership, fund allocation, and correspondence control.
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Benefactor's latest enhancements include a Prospect Research
Tracking system for more effective target solicitations and
comprehensive information for planning campaigns. A new Non-
cash Management Tracking system to manage in-kind gifts and
securities, appraisals and liquidation information was also a part of
the new release.

Dr. Laird Sloan gave a presentation on Administrative Computing in
the 1990s. Dr. Sloan, Datatel's Director of Product Planning, provided
a glimpse of the company's vision of administrative data processing
in the 1990s. His presentation touched on the role and impact of
Unix, Computer Aided Software Engineering, X-Windows, and other
advanced computer techniques in administrative processing for
higher education.

Datatel has been offering quality software and services for over 20
years. We are grateful to CAUSE for the opportunity to reach such
presti3ious individuals as those who attend CAUSE and look forward
to a bright future, helping colleges and universities meet their
administrative computing and fund-raising needs. If you would like
to know more about our company and its products, please call Laird
Sloan at our Fairfax, VA headquarters at 703-968-9000.

Datatel
4375 Fair Lakes Court
Fairfax, Virginia 22033

703-968-9000
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DELOITTE & TOUCHE

Deloitte and Touche, a recent merger of Deloitte, Haskins &
Sells and Touche Ross, is pleased to have participated in
the 1989 CAUSE Conference in San Diego. Our participation
included a corporate presentation titled "CIO Survey of Major
North American Companies - Trends and Issues" and a booth
on the exhibit floor.

The presentation focused on the results of our annual CIO
Survey of Major North American Corporations. This year's
survey probed the areas of systems development, CASE tools,
techniques, human resource initiatives and their impact on
productivity and effectiveness. The Survey responses resulted
in some very revealing and surprising findings. Copies of the
survey results can be requested.

In addition, we sponsored a booth on the exhibit floor. The
booth featured discussions between Deloitte & Touche
consultants and information technology practicioners in many
of the leading colleges and universities. The topics of interest
included CASE technology, administrative system packages
and systems integration.

Touche Ross is a leader in the field of higher education. In
the past several years, TouchL Ross has achieved excellence
in the industry by developing in-depth knowledge in this
specialization. The company's consulting function assists clients
in higher education in dealing with financial, operational, and
information technology issues daily. In the information tech-
nology area, it has a group of dedicated professionals who
focus on issues to the successful use and application of
information technology to solve critical systems problems.
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Touche Ross offers a vast range of services to higher education.
Along with auditing, accounting, and tax consulting, its manage-
ment consulting professionals offer:

Administrative systems requirements development, package
search, custom development, and implementation
Financial structures and systems
Information systems operations review
Strategic information systems planning
Technology and capacity planning
Telecommunications planning

David M. Johnson
Senior Manager
Deloitte & Touche
1801 East Ninth Street, Suite 800
Cleveland, Oh 44114
(216) 771-3525
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Digital Equipment Corporation

"Th3 Desktop of the 908...Today"

True desktop integration

In a live, Interactive presentation, Digital Equipment Corporation demonstrate( Its ability to In-
tegrate desktop computers from different vendors with different applications into a unified com-
puting environment. Several hundred CAUSE men.hers visited this popular demonstration at
Digital's booth.

Digital showed how users woridng In a typical mixed vendor environment - using a UNIX work-
station, VMS workstation, MS-DOS based personal computer, and Apple Macintosh - can ex-
change, revise and combine documents from different applications, and run programs across
different platforms.

The demonstration, "Desktop of the 90s. . .Today," Included examples of the client-server com-
puting model. Integration of multi-vendor systems are achieved with Digital's recently an-
nounced Network Application Support services, a set of services allowing software applications
to integrate across a distributed environment, and with third party software.

"The challenge Is for educational Institutions to evolve from a collection of connected comput-
ing devices to a truly Integrated environment, while protecting their existing Investment In
equipment and maintaining Individual choice on the desktop," said Roger Strickland, Digital's
Education Industry Marketing Manager. "Digital provides that capability today."

The Education initiative

Cost-saving partnership programs

Announced last fall at CAUSE '88, The Education Initiative (TEI) programs have set a new
standard for vendor partnerships with the education community. Digital has introduced six in-
novative programs to help reduce technology costs and make technology more widely avail-
able to education users in both administrative and academic functions. These programs pro-
vide significant cost savings in all areas acquIsftion of new systems, software acquisition,
software maintenance and support, and hardware maintenance. More than 1000 educational
Institutions hew signed up for TEI's most popular program, the CampewMde Software Ucense
Grant Program, which provides licenses to more than 200 Digital products at no charge.
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Two Major Announcements

Digital is Committed to Standards

Grant to Support Linking Large University Library Data Wee.

Digital Equirr ne 1 Corporation announced grants to the Univo- .y of California and to Pennsr.-
vanis State University to suppol the linking of major information retrieval systems at these in-
stitutions.

The project will enable users of the Penn State arx1 University of California bibliographic library
systems to search the holdings of War system while usinc the familiar commands of Their
own systems. To accomplish th'.4, researchers v,.,' use a new application-layer protoNA for
computer-to-computer Information retrieval, NrXional Information Standards Organization
Z39.50. The protocol permits the separation of the user Interfaces from the Information serv-
ere.

The vision behind this protocol Is to enable users of any Information system, regardless of the
computer platform and sohware system, to search the full range of data available nationally,
and then to ^InsoNdate the results of the search within their local system. Digital expects that
the results of this project will help educational Institutions meet a major challenge of the 90s:
linking inbrmatim resources, regrdiess of their physical location and the computer flew
tney reside on.

Digital and the University of California to Create OSI Network

Digital Equipment Corporation and the University of California announced a joint project to cre-
ate an Open Systems interconnection (M.) network and test environment at the University of
California and to form a li K with the European Academic and Research Network (EARN).

The project will c.eate an Inter - campus OSI bead:lone In the University of California system,
gateways between this network and the major national networks in the United States, and a
transatlantic link. The project will make extensive use of OSI protocols that are oeing 'mole-
m3nted for DECnet Phase V software, Digital's 051 implementation planned for release 'n
1990.

"Digital is committed to making It easy for computers to share Information across organizations
and ietworks worldwide, and we believe OCr will be essential to this effort," said William R.
Jot Son, Jr., Vice President, Distributed Sytems Engineering end Marketing for Dit Al. 'Ilia
project will stimulate the early Implementation of OSI protocol 1 the United States and pro-
mote standard -based global networking."
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8 Mason
Irvine, CA 92718
Tel. 714 770 1221

FAX 714 770 0335

CAUSE CONFERENCE 89
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Doe lz would like to thank all conference attendees and the CAUSE staff for making our
first exposure to the CAUSE Conference a very pleasant experience. We would also like to

thank: our friends at S.U.N.Y. for their persistence in encouraging us to attend.

To our surprise we found not the traditionally rivalries amongst the schools, but a
conscious effort to share knowledge of the latest technology in order to upgrade the entire

community to the best communications environment. It is an ideal situation for Doe lz since

w. ,ovide advanced technology today geared to meet the requirements of the universities

and colleges. During the conference, we were treated more like friends sharing information

rather than just a vendor trying to sell product.

The university communications network is somewhat unique witn problems stemming

from managing multiple campuses, multiple applications, multiple miinfraraes, multiple

speeds, and multiple protocols. The network manger is concerned with reducing ..two&

costs, better network management, avoiding obsolescence of existing _ vipment,
flexibility, reliability, and disaster backup. Doelz provides a solution to these network

problems through its third generation of Scalabl- Fast Packet technok,gy via transparent
wide area networks.

Do= technology has been at work in the university environment for over twelve years.

The PLATO System utilizes first generation Scalable Fast Packet for its network.

Recently, we received a let..,t from Janus Technology Group in Minneapolis informing us

that while visiting Jack Stifle of the Computer-based Education Research Lab at the

University of Illinois, they mad an opportunity to discuss the network. Robert Morris of
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Janus reports "the first Doe lz network prototype continues to operate as their only link...to
other Plato centers around the country. That equipment has operated virt,tally non-stop, 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, since its installation over twelveyears ago. There have been
no failures, and on many occasions the system continued to operate when oower failures

and transients caused the rest of the lab to go down. This "s over 105,000 hours of

:ontinuous uninterrupted and unattended operation in a less than ideal environment without

failure, and without maintenance."

John Shinners of SUN I says of the Doelz network "It just runs and runs. The uptime
reli-tbility is incredible. We are running 13 protocols on the same network us'ng IBM,

TANDEM, DLL:, UNISYS, etc.. We are extremely pleased with the performanre ;If the

network."

Doelz wants to assist other universities in solving their communications problems. We
-nderstand the special requirements of the campus environment and hear yoi-r requests for
%oiutions. Your type of situation happens to bp: ideal for the Doelz Scalable :ast Packet
Technology. Fourth generation superswitch is currently under development.

We have enjoyed being with you at Cause 89 and look forward tt. Cause 90 in Miami

Beach. Thank You.
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EDS and Higher Education

A partnership to support the instruction, research, and
public service missions of our cc'leges and universities by
effectively managing technology

Commitment to Education. Dedicated to building a successful
partnership with higher education, EDS participated in the
CAUSE89 Conference in San Diego, CAUSE89 provided the
opportunity for EDS to:

o Present insights into how EDS helped Gelleral Motors,
its parent company, in "Managing Technological Change"
and why this experience is significant to higher
education.

o Announce its new strategic alliance with American
Manaaement Systems (AMS) to implement AMS' LEGEND
series of administrative software for colleges and
universities.

Information Technolcgy Leadership. As the world's leading
systems integrator, EDS has spent nearly three decades
evolving data processing service into the responsive art of
total information management. Completely vendor
independent, EDS has the flexibility to select the most
effective hardware, software, and communications resources
to create customized business solutions to diverse customer
requirements.

Managing TechnologicAl _ans. Managin7 a constantly
changing technology environment to achiee and maintain a
competitive edge has become a monumental task for
information system managers, who face varying product life
cycles and limited financial and personnel resources. The
most cost-effective solution is to concentrate resources on
primary business objectives, contracting with ai. .nformation
technology vendor for systems integration, communications
services, and large systems development.

EDS' Role With GM. General Motors faced this issue in 1984,
and rather than contracting for services, decided to acquire
EDS. EDS found at GM a complex organization with many
computing environments -- commercial, end-user, engineering,
and plant. EDS' technical strategy was to develop and
implement an expanded operational base, including:

o information processing centers
o Digital voice and data network
o Enhanced training
o Central zed resource management
o Global management.
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EDS integrated the operational base, leveraged existing
products with strategic R&D, and delivered an infrastructure
to support the business, which resulted in several benefits:

o Creating an operational platform for GM's tactical and
strategic applications

o Changing the economics for future EDS business

o Saving monel, for GM -- $469 million by 1991 from data
center consolidations and $326 million by 1992 from
communications plan implementation.

Challenge for Higher Education. American colleges and
universities are dedicated to providing quality education
and research capabilities. Today, this is essential for the
U.S. to increc.se its competitive edge and technological
Yeadership in the global marketplace. The use of effective
information technology resources will:

o Advance research quality and productivity through rapid
data transmission and increased collaboration among
academic colleagues

o Broaden instructional opportunities by linking students
and faculty from various locations

o Cost-effectively integrate multiple computer systems
across campuses, states, or regions.

Similar to GM, tile higher education technology environment
is complex, with different requirements between
admintstrative and academic computing organizations,
ccnflicting staff and faculty policies, and complex
communications needs among departments, campuses, states,
and countries.

Tartnerehip for the Future. EDS is equipped to meet the
higher education cr,llenge with innovative technical
solutions driven by proven exi-vgrience and technology.
Together, EDS and higher education can dramatically improve
the instruction, research, and public service missions of
our colleges and universities.

For more information about EDS, please call (703) 742-2382.

EDS
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Ernst &Young

Rod True or Chuck Raz
Information Technology for Higher Education

One IBM Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60611

(312) 645-3000

Ernst & Young (E&Y) participated in CAUSE89 in a number of
different actiifies. First, E&Y sponsored a refreshment break to
introduce the newly merged name and fi.'m of Ernst & Young,
previously known by CAUSE members as Ernst & Whinney. On
October 1, 1989 Ernst & Whinney and Arthur Young officially merged
to become Ernst & Young, one of the 'argest professional services
consulting firms in the world providing information systems consulting
services. The merger makes Ernst & Young the leading firm actively
supporting Information Engineering concepts and the use of CASE
tools.

Secondly, E&Y participated in the 1989 meeting of the CAUSE
Strategic Ae.visory Council. This is the second yes,. of E&Y's three-
year term serving on this most imrortant CAUSE committee. Lively
dismission helped identify external factors and future directions that
are likely to affect higher education computing and information
technology.

Finally, E&Y proudly serves CAUSE as a Corperate member. As the
computing needs of higher education become even more complex, E&Y
continues to pursue and support strategic partnerships with leading
organizations such is CAUSE to help information technology
professionals plan for the future.
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CAUSE89

GI A's participation in CAUSE89 included sponsorship of the Wednesday
morning coffee break and a Track II: Funding and Accountability Issues
presentation, Managing Computer Support Costs Through Effective User
Training: Lessons Learned at UNH, on Friday morning by Principal John F.
Leydon, who co-presented with Betty Le Compagnon, Executive Director of
University Computing, University System of New Hampshire.

Company Profile
GKA is an executive consulting and management services firm specializing in
support to higher education. Since its founding in 1977, GKA has assembled a
cadre of senior professionals with first-hand experience as executives and
technical specialists in universities and colleges. GKA has developed a
reputation as a firm composed of strategic thinkers and creative problem solvers
who go beyond a simple prescription to join with clients in preparing for and
implementing change. GKA continues to enhance its telecommunications and
information systems capabilities to keep pace with higher education's growing
use of information technology.

Involvement in Hillier Education
The core of GKA busbiess has always been s nvice to higher education
institutions, executives and governing boards in a broad range of areas:
transition support, strategic planning support, organizational evaluation, executive
recruitment, software and hardware consulting, telecommtmicationfr
project management, and interim management. A representative sample of
GKA's higher education clients during the past five years is presented below:

Brandeis University
Columbia University
Drew University
Duke University
Fairleigh Diddrtson University
Fayetteville State University
Indiana University
Keene State College
Marist Colleg a
Massachusetts Board of Regents
Meharry Medical College
Mount Holyoke College
New York University
Radford University
St. I awrence University

St. Louis University
Union Theological Seminary
University of Delaware
University of Houston System
University of Maine System
University of New Hampshire
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
University of Texas M.D.Anderson

Cancer Center
University System of Georgia
University System of New Hampshire
Washington University
Wayne State University
Western Carolina University
Westfield State College



Range of Services

Advancing technology is altering the way instifutions collect, store, analyze,
disseminate, and use information. University and college exe...utives face an
increasing array of technology-related challenges. GKA combines technical
expertise and management know-how to support the design and implementation
of effective information technology solution:. GKA's Information Technology
service portfolio encompasses:

Evaluation and Planning
Operations Appraisal
User Requirements Analysis
Internal Plan Review
Strategic Plan Development

Procurement and 'mph tentation
Computer /Telecommunications

System Design
Systems Integration
RFP Preparation/Evaluation
Vendor Negotiations
Project Management

For additional information, coroach
P. Lawrence Hester, Vice President
GKA
2505 Hillsboro Road, Suitt 302
Nashville, Tennessee 37212
(615) 2974880
Fax: (615) 297-3884

Network Planning/Long Distance
Service Analysis
Performance Appraisal
Topology /Technology Design
Cost/Perfonr-.nce Optimization

Specialized Services
Office Automation/Cabling Analysis

and Desiga
Facilities Programm Is
Intcrim Management/Recruitment
Business Opportunities Evaluation
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IBM ANNOUNCES LIBRARY, ADMINISTRATIVE PROJECTS AT CAUSE 89

IBM's Academic Information System (ACIS) is proud to have been a CAUSE Corporate
Sponsor for this year's conference.

More than 1,000 people attended the IBM sponsored Beach Ball on Thursday evening, which
included music by a surf band, a comedy show and dinner.

Joining IBM at CAUSE this year were 10 IBM Business Partners, the largest number of Business
Partners ever to participate at the IBM booth. They demonstrated a wide-range of
administrative and library solutions.

During the conference ACIS was pleased to announce three joint projects to develop
administrative and library computing solutions, as -ell as the addition of four specialists to the
ACIS staff.

Executive Decision System

Addressing the area of a Jrniiiistrative computing, IBM and California Polytechnic State
University (Cal Poly) will develop a prototype Executive Decision Support System for higher
education that would serve as a guideline for other colleges and universities.

Typically, an executive decision support system for higher education might include critical
business information, such as a school's enrollment, level of state and federal funding, faculty
and facilities. Executives gain access to the system through a personal computer and vie r data
in easy-to-understand chart and graph form.

Administrative Computing Expertise

Joining ACIS to assist in providing solutions for administrative computing needs is
Judy Di Mania, a former vice presidert for administration and finance and university treasurer at
Fairleigh Dickinson University. She will work Tlth college and university administrators in such
areas as finance, human resources, facilities management, fundraising, alumni affairs and student
information systems.

Enhanced Library Application

To meet the computing needs of mid-size college and university libraries, IBM is joining with
Carolina Coastal Community College and IBM Business Partner CMDS in a project to enhance an
existing integrated library system application and increase its capabilities on the IBM
Application System/400.
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Specific enhancements planned for the application, TEAMS: Library System, include
developing the program in code that is specific to the AS/400 system. This would make
available the relational databases in the AS/400 system, which incrase the speed and flexibility
of information retrieval. Also, an acquisitions module, which will automate the ordering and
purchasing of books, will be added to the existing catalog and circulation modules. The public
access module will be rewritten to facilitate ,core intuitive interaction between the user and the
computer.

Multimedia Interface

With Indiana University (IU), IBM is conducting a project to develop a multimedia interface for
online library catalog systems. IU and IBM will develop the interface to the NOTIS library
management system so users will be able to condu,.: catalog searches using a series of mouse-
activated on-screen command "buttons." The interface also will add graphics to the on-screen
instructions and will increase the applicatior's visual appeal.

Three Libruy Specialists

ACIS also has appointed three librarians to help develop IBM programs for libraries.

Anita Breland, a strategic planning specialist, is IBM's liaison to INFORMA, a newly-organized
forum for those interested in the use of IBM technology in libraries. She will work wit
members of the library community to evaluate long -term strategic issues.

Peggy Federhart, a specialist in library automation, will help librarians define their computing
needs and identify and implement solutions.

Richard Hulser, a specialist in image processing, will assist in IBM's efforts to afsess and answer
the electronic - image- storage and retrieval-system needs of higher education libraries.

These announcements underscore IBM's commitment to providing a full breadth of innovative
solutions for higher education. The partnerships that ACIS has developed with higher
education, since it was formed in 1983, help IBM understand the needs of me academic
community and respond with appropriate solutions. ACIS looks forward to expanding its
higher education partnership even more during the coming year.

For more information, contact: Rob Baum
Manager, Library & Administrative Computing
IBM Academic Information Systems
472 Wheeler Farms Road
Milford, Conn. 06460
Phone: (203) 783-7350

Personal System/2 Opel sting System/2 and Application System/400 are registered trademarks
of the International Business Machines Corporation.
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LiINFORMATION & COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

information and Communications, Inc.

SAFE

The Financial Aid Processing Solution

Information & Communications was pleased to attend CAUSE 1989, in nearby
"Down Town San Diego". Through our participation and presence at the
conference we came to better understand the needs of our clients, and the dynamics
of the ever-changing market place.

ICI was happy to be able to provide attendees of CAUSE89 with the opportunity to
enjoy themselves and to win prizes ranging from CD players to gift certificates. All
the people you saw having fun with the orange stickers affixed to their name tags
were playing the ICI-Dolphin Game.

In addition to generating lo_ of fun at CAUSE89, ICI featured ow line of Dolphin
Software products. Headlining our product showcase was SAFE our
comprehensive, on-line financial aid processing system. SAFE E.0 is the
culmination of 20 years of refinement, innovation, and enlyncements made in
response to the needs of the market place.

SAFE is design-engineered to be a stand alone financial aid processing system . Our
single standard IBM VSAM type cluster data base cohfiguration also makes SAFE
ideal for integration 'nto .,ny Student Information System.

ICI's 20 year experience in higher ec. ication gives us a unique perspective on the
market place. As specialists in financial aid processing, we are able to provide
custom designed systems for a wide range of institutions in a wide range of
operating environments.

This same experience puts on the leading edge for consultant support,
administrative program reviews, and software search and evalurtion services.

If your business is financial aid in higher education, then ICI is the best way to play it
SAFE.
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Information Associates Features
Clients in Software Showcase

Customer Demos Focus on Leveraging IA
Software and Services into Institutional Solutions

Of particular interest in Information Associates' exhibit at CAUSE89 were the live demonstrations
conducted by clients running their own versions of IA software:

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, California
Relational version (DB2) of the Student Information System in the OASIS Project (California

Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo, and California State University at Los Angeles
and Long Beach)

Macintosh workstation component for IA's Executive Support System
Sage Analysis in the OASIS Project

Salt Lake Community College
Salt Lake City, Utah
On-line, real-time procurement system integrated with IA's Financial Accounting and Accounts

Payaole applications to automate a range of functions
ON COURSE - Academic advising, graduation checkout, instant access to all degrees

University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
IDMS Financial Records System including multi-fiscal-year processing, better reporting and simpler

transaction-history processing
Student Information System including voice response registration

St. Louis Univorsity
St. Louis, Missouri

Alumni/Development System used with inn -vation for pledge forecasting and personalized
acknowledgment lett& re

Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Human Resource System integrated with PC-based MultiFlex 2000 for administering

flexible benefits plans

Colorado Community Colleges and Occupational Education System
Denver, Colorado
Student Information System at 12 sites including systemwide FTE reporting and CORE

transfer program

Baylor University
Waco, Texas
Macintosh user interface to SIS that allows academic chairpersons to access information in four

systems on networked Macintosh workstations

Ivy Tech - Indiana Vocational Technical Colleges
Indianapolis, Indi
On-site IA services for project management to successfully implement the IA Financial Rt., ords

System

Ac
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Foothill College - R- presenting Foothill-DeAnza Community College District
Cupertino, California
Student Information System enhanced with touch-screen technology for registration and admissions

Williams College
Williamstown, Massachusetts
FOCUS and FOCUS Windows for decentralized reporting with integration in ALL-IN-1

California State University at Long Beach
Long Beach, California
On-site Lsta nation support from IA for SIS as part of OASIS project
Voice response registration

University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
An IDMS Client Support Unit institution which installed the IDMS Student Information System

from IA

Maricopa County Community College District
Phoenix, Arizona
Academic Support Writers-NET application using INGRES tools and a relational database

Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Massachuse4 As
Student access to personal, financial, loans and academic information through terminals

similar to ATM-s

University of North Texas Computing Center
Denton, Texas
Optical scanners to record registration information and drop/add changes and an electronic network

for transcript transfer and storage

IA Suite Spotlights Live Demos and Special Sessions

To complement the Software Showcase in its exhibit booth, Information Associates presented in the
corporate suite live demos of its relational solutions (DB2, INGRES, VAX Rdb/VMS), showing th
enhanced functionality of FRS and SIS; FOCUS; the SAA-compliant user interface BrightView; and
IA's Executive Support System on a Macintosh workstation. "Meet the Pres." offered visitors to the
suite the opportunity to talk with IA President John G. Robinson. Conferees wanting to discuss future
technology at IA attended "Ask the Expert" sessions led by John Gwynn, IA's Vice President for
Advanced Research and Technology.

Information Associates, IA, ON COURSE, and the IA logo are registered trademarks of Information Associates, Inc. DB2 is a
registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Sage Analysis is a registered trademark of Sage Analytic.
International, Inc. Multillex 2000 is a registered trademark of Select Benefits, Inc. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. ALL -IN -1 and VAX R&M VMS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. IDMS is a
rem. 'end trademark of Computer Associates, Inc. INGRES is a registered trademark of INGRES Corporation. BrightView is a
trademark of Management Science America, Inc.

For more information, call Gayle Steinberg at (716) 467-7740.

iI INFORMATION ASSOCIATES INC
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Information Builders, Inc.
1250 Broadway, New York, NY 10001 (212) 736-4433

Information Builder's FOCUS fourth generation language (4GL) and windowed application
development facilities are unsurpassed for processing and controlling data. With FOCUS,
users gain ease of use and higher productivity whether reporting and analyzing data, or
building complete applications. FOCUS provides:

Integrated decision- support and development tools
A tenfold increase in productivity over developing applications in COBOL with
embedded SQL
Portable applications that run oa any hardware and drive a variety of database
engines

Users can write simple English phrases to query data sources and produce reports,
including row-oriented financial statements. FOCUS generates busir...iss graphics,
formal statistical analyses, and even spreadsheets, with one, integrated set of 4GL tools.
For novices and casual users, there are automatic information and application generators
with windowed, "point-and pick" displays for creating files, producing reports and
developing database maintenance applications all without coding.

FOCUS unifies data analysis and database maintenance functions in a single language
available on mainframes, minicomputers and PCs. Applications and coding skills are
portable across operating environments, and inter-platform connectivity facilities
enable FOCUS users to access distributed data and execute remote procedures on nodes
throughout a network.

Universal .",::..ass to Data
While most dat base engines provide access to only their native data structures, FOCUS
delivers direct access to virtually every source in the data centerwithout conversion
or reentry of data. All of the following relational and non-relational data sources are
accessible with all of the FOCUS facilities while the physical details of the structures
remain transparent to users:

Mainframe Midrange Microcomputer

Adabas Adabas ASCII
Datacom/DB ASCII dBASE Ill, IV
DB2 * CISAM LOTUS 1.2-3
IDMS, IDMS/R DBMS OS/2 Extended Edition
IMS DMS,DMS/TX Paradox
ISAM Ingres * Rbase
Model 204 ORACLE SQL Server
QSAM PACE
SQL/DS Rdb
System 2000 RMS
Teradata SP 02
TOTAL (Cincorr; Ter data
VSAM Sybase * Read and Write Access
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Powerful Relational Capabilities
FOCUS supports joins between the datasets it accesses. In a single operation, FOCUS
users can consolidate data from multiple relational tables or join relational tables to
non-relational sources, such as IMS, RMS or VSAM files.

FOCUS Updates External Databases
FOCUS generates and translates native SQL syntax. Users can issue interactive requests
in either language to update relational sources on many platforms mainframe users
can update DB2, SOL/DS, Teradata and VSAM files, VAX users can update RMS and Rdb
files, as well as Oracle, Ingres and Sybase databases, and PC users can use PC/FOCUS
against the Ashton Tate/Microsoft SOL Server or IBM's OS& Extended Edition.

Comprehensive Tools
FOCUS combines integrated decision-support facilities with automated tools for building
applications. Users have the choice of the 4GL or the windowed point-and-pick facilities
for producing reports and graphs. For specialized needs, he FOCUS lea guage is rich in
custom-fcrmatting syntax. CASE-based FOCUS Application Creation Tools (FACT), cods
generators and visually- oriented screen and window painters fully automate the
development process, substantially reducing the time cnd effort required to prototype
and implement new applications.

Expert System Tools
information Builder's LEVELS expert system facilities allow organizations to capture
specialists' knowledge in systems that end users can run to diagnose problems and
perform analyses. Compatible versions are available for IBM mainframes and PCs, DEC
VAX minicomputers, and Apple Macintoshes LEVELS applications are portable between
those environments.

Information Builders is implementing an *expert* mode in FOCUS to allow application
builders to integrate LEVELS expert systems within FOCUS applications. These
integrated applications will have access to every source of data that FOCUS can read.

Integration with Repositories
The FOCUS Application Control Environment (ACE), provides a centralized mechanism
for managing FOCUS applications throughout their life cycles. ACE is a the repository for
applications (and components including data), and holds and applies access rules.
Using ACE, MIS directors can track system usage, developers have a convenient
application-deployment mechanism, and end users have centralized access to all of the
site's FOCUS applications.

The ACE facilities will also interface seamiessiy with IBM's SAA Repository when it is
released. As an SAA Development Partner, Information Builders is thoroughly acquainted
with the SAA structure' bounda4as and has re-engineered FOCUS to conform to IBM's
new standards. FOCUS generates the SQL needed to create the DB2 tables that IRM's
repository will employ, and IBI is extending DEC's CDD /Plus to include full support for
FOCUS attributes (including field-validation criteria, etc.). Through the FOCUS CASE
tool (FACT) it will be possible to both create and read entity descriptions for both
hardware manufacturers' repositories.
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INGRES Announces First Intelligent Database

Why make a database "intelligent"? Simply to make it more useful.

With INGRES, the first intelligent RDBMS, programmers can put rules right
into the data manager.

This gives higher education executives the power to incorporate complex
business policies into the database manager for superior control and flexibility.

INGRES Customers Report Success at CAUSE

Carnegie Mellon University

Excerpts from Cynthia Golden's talk, The Effect of Relational Database
Technology on Administrative Computing:

"In addition to flexibility, portability of applications across
different hardware and operating system environments is
important to us in order to take advantage of new advances
in technology. With INGRES software we have been able
to demonstrate that this is a reasonably simple thing to
do."

"A simple application can be produced using OSL and the
other tools in less than a day. By using the tc,;1, applic 1-

tion builder, the prototype off' the system is the real bat 1
for the final product; i.e., in most cases the prototyp
becomes the final product."

CAUSF$9 Report
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New Jersey Institute of Technology

On Wednesday, Thomas J. Terry, Jr. presented The Planning and
Implemzntation of Relational Database Technology at NJIT. Mr. Terry dis-
cussed the real-life benefits of using the relational database model in adminis-
trative and academic systems.

NJIT is an extremely computing intensive environment with over 1,500 nodes
currently in their network and an additional 1,500 planned. Based on database
experience gain..d in industry, Mr. Terry is improving the availability of data
while maintaining tight control on expenditures. Many of these benefits will
come from the use of relational databases.

Mr. Terry also shared specific experiences on how he is integrating INGRES
with Series Z administrative software from Information Associates.

Maricopa Community Colleges

At Ingres' corporate booth Maricopa Community Colleges demonstrated its
ACE System (Acquiring: a College Education) for student tracking and a host
of other exciting applicat ions including a student writing network, a course
development system, and a system showing student progress toward any
given major.

Maricona uses the INGRES 4GL (Fourth Generation Language) to write tneir
applications. According to Lance Miller, director of Information Services:

"The application development toola have increased our
ability to produce applications by a factor of five to seven
times. In concrete terms we saw applications that tradi-
tionally would take a year to 18 months being completed in
two to three months."

Ingres Corporation provides INGRES, the largest selling relational database
management system in higher education.

Ingres Corporation
1080 Marina Village Parkway
Alameda, California 94501
1-(800) 4- INGRES
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CCICANY PROFILE

INVOLVEMENT IN

HIGhER EDICATION

INTEGRAL
orporate Headqers

2185 North California Boulevard
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

(415) 939-3900
FAX (415) 944-1416

The 1989 merger of Integral systems, Inc., a leader in human rscurce
applications since 1972, and Data Design Associates, a financial laanagenent
system specialist for mare than 16 years, created a new ccerhy, INTEeted.
now one of the world's largest suppliers of application software for IBM
mainframe, midrange, and PC hardware platforms. With 500 employees voicing out
of offices in eight cities across the U.S. and Cane la, the firm develops and
markets a full range of financial and human resource nenagenent software
supported by conpreheisive procbct training and consulting.

INTEGRAL's keen resource management systems were the first to amply with the
standards established by IBM's System Application Architecture (SA4).
INTEIPAL's HMS products were written only with those tools specifically
identified as SPA camps prograrming interface products:

o VS COBOL. II o Structure Query Language (SQL)
c Cross System Product (CSP) o Query t.tanagenent Facility (w)

Today, INTERAL's 082 human resource system are in use by over 70 clients.
Originally founded in 1972, INTEGRAL rapidly attained an excellent reputation
as a developer of him resource software specifically designed to meet the
needs of institutions of higher education. Even in its expansion to other
vertical nerkets, INTEGRAL continues to recognize the special needs of the
academic camunity and to a4gressiely support those needs in both its
financial and lumen resource products.

PRODUCT LINE INIBPPL offers an entire spectrun of financial and human resource nenagerent
products for IBM and IS.1-conpatible mainframe, midrange, and personal
caiputers:

FINANCIAL

MAINFRNIE

General Ledger
Acmunts Payable
Purchasing
Fixed Asset Accounting
Project Accounting
Accounts Receivable
Materials hinegenent

MIDRANGE

General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Purchase Order
Account Receivable
Fixed Assets

HUMAN RESOURCE

Hunan Resource Administration
!troll Management
Applicant %flageolet
Position Control
Benefits Management
Pension Benefits Ad :stration
Flexible Camensat.un

Hunan Resource and Benefits Manager
Payroll Manager
Position Control
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FINANCIAL

PERSOIPL WIRER
General Ledger

Accounts Payable

Project Accounting

Fixed Asset Accounting

HUM8/4RESOIRCE

Affirmative Action

Organizational Charting

Distributed Rom Resource Administration

Compensation Planning and Administration

Succession Planning

HR Vision

These products are available in multiple technical environments: mainframe systems use standard

COBOL with OH or with an application generator (e.g., CSP, ADS-0) and accompanying database

technology (e.g., DB2, SQ./DS, IENS). INTEGRAL products are designed to include a lengthy list of

built-in features that are of significant value to the higher education commit/. Our products

are in operation at wows boo- and four-year colleges and universities, local cannunity colleges

and land grant institutions throughout the United States and Canada. These colleges range in size

from 1,000 to 80,000 errayees and include the following:

o Boston College o University of Minnesota

o Harvard University o Neer York University

o Rutgers University o Colorado State University

o Catonsville Community College o University of Chicago

o

o

Indiana University

York University (Canada)

o University of British Columbia

Uniqte higher education - related features in the INTEGRAL Applications include capabilities such as:

o Multiple concurrent appointnents (e.g., assistant professor and dean)

o 'Without salary" appointments

o Mamma of curriculum vital information

o Special forms of pored (e.g., stipends, honoraria)

o Payment start and stop dates by appointment and account

o Contract and grant certification

o Position control

o FTE UT:icing and control

o Salary distribution to multiple accounts (e.g., general fund and grants)

o Faculty and staff salary analysis

o Tenure tracking

INTEGRAL, a CAUSE amber since 1979, has participated annually at the CAUSE National Conference

since 1974.

Contact: Kathy Urbelis

Vice President - Client Services

INTEGRAL

2185 North California Blvd.

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Telephone: 415/939-3930
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M Merl/eke
InterVoice, Inc.

17811 Waterview Parkway

Dallas, Texas 75252

(214) 669-3988

(214) 907-1079 FAX

For More Information, Contact:
Martha Harry Marketing Manager
Extension 8771

InterVoice, Inc., developer, manufacturer and marketer ofan interactive voice response
system called The RobotOperator, was pleased to participate at CAUSE '89, in San Diego.
Through ow participation at this event, we trust we demonstrated our commitment to
higher education and will continue to do so in the future.

Interactive voice response systems automate the function of a human operator, at d provide
online computer database information to incoming callers. Routine information can be
obtained with voice response systems, some applications include: obtaining account
balance information, check clearance, status of insurance claims, fund transfers, employee
benefit information, and many other services.

Voice Response Applications in Education

Educational costs are escalating at a rapid rate. One way to cotain high tuition fees and
high student expenses is with a voice response system.

There are numerous ways such a system can be utilized. Callers can access information
from their touchtone telephone for:

o Campus registration Enter student identification number and then another security
code. You then enter the catalog cousre number, the system will verify if course is
available and asks for payment arrangements, (credit card, or check).

o Students no longer have to stand in to lines to register for courses. Fewer staff
members are pulled from their day-t ay activities during registration with a voice
response system.

o Request for transcripts, dabs cancellations, early grade reporting, setting up
appointments with advisers/instructors, even ordering parking stickers for automobiles,
can be done using a voice response system.

Voice response systems can be accessed seven days a week 24-hours a day, providing a
service that was never befcre available under these circumstances.
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LASE

603 Park Port Dnve, Suite 220
Golden. Colorado 80401

(303) 526-1229

CORPORATION

Laser Max is pleased to have participated in the 1989 CAUSE Conference held in San
Diego, California, The Laser Max exhibit booth featured demonstrations of the Company's
Campus Card systems and an Academic Record Tracking System/Enrollment Assistance
System (ARTS/EAS) developed at the University of Kansas. The Company's Campus Card
system is available using either optical memory cards or integrated-circuit ("smart" cards).
The Campus Card system consists of portable memory cards, read/write (R/W) devices tLit
are attached to personal computers (or minis or mainframes), and system application
software performing any of the following functions:

Identification and Security
. ID number, name, address, etc.
. Graphic iD (photo, signature, etc.)
. Facility access control
. Computer access security

Registration/Fee Status
. Current term registration status
. Fees paid (date, type, amount, expiration)
. Library authorization

Cash Card
. Campus purchases

(cafeterias, bookstores, lab fees, etc.)
. License for off-campus purchases

Grade Transcript
. Historical data storage
. Use with curriculum data
. Current registration/

schedule information

Health Services Card
. Emergency medical data
. Optional medical records storage

Optical memory cams can hold up to 2.8 megabytes of digital information. This is
equivalent to 1,000 typewritten pages and/or a number of full color graphic images (e.g.
photograph, signature, medical X-rays). The smart card has memory capacities ranging
from 500 bytes to 8,000 bytes. Its principal advantage is that it is a reprogrammable
interactive device that offers unique performance in a number of applications such as
security or debit card systems.

The Company also demonstrated the ARTS/EAS software system developed at the
University of Kansas. The ARTS/EAS system is essentially electronic advising during the
pre-enrollment process. This system has been used successfully during the last three
registration periods at the University of Kansas.

Please contact Mr. Bill Eggert, Chairman, for additional information.
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NCR CORPORATION

NCR Corporation a leader in information management processing
systems for over 105 years develops, manufactures, markets and
supports information processing systems for selected worldwide
markets. Higher Education is a very important member of this
group.

With the company's long-time commitment to Open Systems
Architecture, and industry standards, NCR provides a full range
of quality information processing for this marketplace. In
addition, NCR understands the importance of providing superior
sales and support expertise. To this end, NCR sales and support
people are trained to address the needs of the Higher Education
marketplace.

In line with this commitment, NCR was happy to participate in the
1989 CAUSE Conference held in San Diego on November 28 through
December 1, 1989. We enjoyed the opportunity to exchange views
with the decision makers in attendance.

The products NCR demonstrated at the conference included our
powerful UNIX based TOWER family of processors and the TOWERVIEW,
X-Windows based workstation and a selection of NCR's latest Intel
386 based personal computers. In addition we were delighted to
display our Public Access terminal, the NCP 5682. This terminal
provides the flexibility of pre-stored graphics and digitized
sound to provide dynamic information displays to students,
facility and administration. The 5682 presents many
opportunities within Higher Education such as a self-service
terminal to be used for student registration, dormitory access,
food service payment, etc.

In addition to the above, NCR has signed a marketing agreement
with SCT Corporation of Malvern, PA to co-market their "Banner
Series" administrative software. This includes four integrated
applications: student, finance, human resources, and alumni/donor
development.

Overall, we believe that NCR's information management direction
will serve well Higher Education's needs, as we both move into
the 90's. NCR Corporation is an industry leader in providing
open systems based on industry standards. Our commitment to open
systems spans more than a decade, and it embraces a full range of
broad product lines including processors, peripherals,
subsystems, languages, data management systems, communications
and networking. Using this technology, administrative
departments can talk to one another through multi-vendor
mainframes. Campus wide networks are no longer a thing of the
future.

NCR looks forward to being with your again at your 1990 Miami
Beach convention.
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PROVIDING AN ENVIRONMENT FOR
CAMPUS

CONNECTIVITY

NOVELL'S PROGRAMS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Lee Caldwell
Director, Corporate Education Sales and Marketing

Janet Perry
Manager, Higher Education Programs

The college and university market for networking is large, and growing rapidly. In recent

years, institutions have made huge investments in information technology, primarily in PCs
and Macintosh computers. While most colleges and universities have some experience with
LANs at the department level, only recently have they begun to consider how to network the
entire campus into one unified ach_me. Novell has several programs for colleges and
universities which are designed to make this process easier to administrate, easier to install
and less expensive to buy.

Getting Started with Netware

Nationally, only about ten percent of all microcomputers on campus have been networked.

Creating Local Area Networks appears to be a good idea, but colleges and universities often
lack experience with the technology. With a Novell starter gran', any campus, no matter what

size, can obtain copies of NetWare at a significant discount from list price. These grants cover
both SFT NetWare and NetWare 386. The number of grants available to a school is determined

by the FTE enrollment. This program allows schools to learn about NetWare and networking
without making a large monetary commitment. Application forms for grants are available from

local Novell offices.

e. : ) c.-
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Standardizing on Net Ware
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Many campuses nave chosen to standardize on one or two networking operating systems
throughout the school. However, in the university environment that type of standardization
requires a large number of servers. Often, it is difficult for small computing staffs to keep track
of, and administrate, these networks. Novell has created a multiple-copy licenseof NetWare
that provides schools with several benefits. This license creates a centralized administration
for the network, provides ways for departments and labs to get on the network more efficiently,
and has a cost advantage over the price of buying individual copies of NetWare. The
Education Account Purchase Program for NetWare is available to any educational institution
who needs a minimum of 24 copies of NetWare. It is available in three versions: Advanced
NetWare only, sFr NetWare only, and mixed SFT/386 NetWare. Schools can buy additional
rights in quantities of five. Schools which already have copies of NetWare can receive credit
for them under the program. In addition, there are multiple-copy licenses of NetWare
Assurance available under this program.

Expanding and Supporting Your NetWork

Novell has several other programs for higher education which are designed to help you
expand and support your network. The Campus Support Kit is a bundled package providing
Novell computer-based training, first-line technical support, access to technical databases, and
discounts on training. Finally, the C Interface for DOS and other Developer Tools provides
opportunities for schools to develop products based on the Novell platform.

Continuing Support for Education

Novell offers its full support to colleges and universities striving to create state-of-the art
networks to better servc their students, faculty, and staff. From the Corporate Education Sales
and Marketing Staff, to the local field specialists in education and many resellers, VARs, and
OEMs, Novell is committed to helping your institution make the best use of your investment in
technology.

Novell's corporate sales office is located at 5215 West Wiley Post Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT
84116 (801-530-8900). There are also local offices throughout the country. To find the name of
the office or dealer near you, please call 1-800-LANKIND.
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ORACLE FOCUSES

ON HIGHER EDUCATION

Recognizing that the computing needs of colleges and universities

differ considerably from those or our corporate customers, ORACLE

Corporation formed a Higher Education Division. This group seeks to

understand and satisfy the sz ..lcial administrative, academic and

research needs of educational institutions around the country.

CAUSE89: A Success

ORACLE would like to thank the hundreds of convention attendees

that visited our booth at CAUSE89. We enjoyed meeting with you

and appreciated the opportunity to discuss our Higher Education

Program, demonstrate ORACLE products, and illustrate some of the

ways colleges and universities are using our Relational Database

Management System. We were very pleased with the enthusiastic

response to our Higher Education Division and to ORACLE products

and services.
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ORACLE at CAUSE89:

Presentations & Demonstrations

ORACLE's Higher Education Division demonTlated the following

products at this year's CAUSE conference.

SQL*Forms: A forms-based development :ool for buil&r.g
user - friendly applications quickly and efficiently, all
without programming. SQL*Forms combines your
instructions with information from ORACLE's data
dictionary to generate your application.

SQL*Plus A 4th-generation tool that delivers a full implementation
of SQL as well as powerful report-writing and
data-transfer capabilities.

SQL*Report Writer A comprehensive, non-procedural report generator.

ORACLE for the Macintosh

ORACLE for the Macintosh weds the power and
productivity of ORACLE's Database Management
System with the user-friendly interface of Hypercard. It
allows users to access data on minis and mainframes
through the easy Macintosh environment.

ORACLE's Higher Education Division also gave a special break-out

presentation on the future of PC Databases.

ORACLE Information

For further information about ORACLE's Higher Education Division

or ORACLE's products and services please call (415)506-5112.

See you next year!
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Per. vaphon. ics
CORPORATION

BEYOND TOUCH-TONE RE(ISTRATION - A LOOK AT NEW, INNOVATIVE
WAYS TO APPLY VOICE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN HIGHER EDUCATION

In this paper, we explore the uses of voice processing technology for
applications in higher education. Four classes of voice processing are
described: automated attendants, voice mail systems, interactive voice
response systems, and audiotex systems. The characteristics of each
class are described.

Criteria for identifying suitable applications are discussed.
Guidelines are suggested for excluding certain applications which may,
at first, appear to be well-suited for voice processing.

The costs and benefits which are normally considered in assessing a
voice processing project are described. While projects may vary
widely, the payback analysis and cost justification are based on
common principles which usually apply to any voice automation service.

Examples of existing voice applications, beyond student registration,
are given. Voice applications which are not presently operational in
higher education are suggested; some of these applications are in use
in commercial enterprises, while others would be unique to higher
education.

Criteria for selecting a vendor are suggested. The choice of a vendor
depends not only on the nature of the current project, but also on the
institution's plans for growth of the initial system and expansion
into additional services. Examples are given to show how future plans
may s serious influence on the present choice of a vendor.

Copies of the paper and slides are available from Periphonics
Corporation; please contact Barbara Schechter.

4000 Veterans Memorial Highway Bohemia, New York 11716 (516) 467-0500 TM: 510 228 7310
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Information Management
For Higher Education

Quodata is pleased to have participated in the 1989 CAUSE Conference in sunny
San Diego. Being a CAUSE corporate sponsor is just one more indication of
Quodata's commitment to Information Management for Higher Education.

The new Degree Audit, option to Quodata'E Student system was introduced at
CAUSE89. Demonstrations focused on both the Student and Admissions systems,
as well as Quodata's new relational software architecture. A prototype Executive
Information System (EIS) was shown as dell.

Quodata software takes full advantage of Fourth Generation Language (4GL) tools,
which gives new meaning to the word flexibility. Application systems were
completely rewritten using these 4GL tools, so that virtually all reports, screens,
tables, help messages, and many other functions can be tailored by users with no
programming.

We are proud to have been named Digital's first Systems Cooperative Marketing
Partner (SCMP) providing administrative software in higher education. Quedata is
also pleased to be the first and only (to date) education vendor to endorse Digital's
Unified Software Environment. Version 5 of Quodata's relational software
architecture adheres to Digital's HMS standard. Our new Degree Audit option is
the first announced administrative peduct to implement Digital's new DECforms
screen management facilities. This Unified Software Environment will make
managing multivenclor networks much easier.

Quodatae
TY
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SCT At CAUSE89: A BANNER
It was another BANNER year for
Systems & Computer Technology
Corp. (SCT) at the CAUSE89
conference in San Diego.
Corporate Demonstration Area

SCT's dynamic display in the
Corporate Demonstration Area
featured the company's advanced
administrative software systems
and professional services for high-
er education. One of the highlights
at the booth was live demonstra-
tions of the BANNERTN Series --
the standard for administrative
software. No other system match-
es BANNER's powerful combina-
tion of rule-based architecture,
fourth-generation language, SQL
and ORACLE®. And BANNER is
available for a wide variety of
hardware environments.

At CAUSE89, SCT announced
the development of a BANNER
Financial Aid System to comple-
ment the other systems in the
BANNER Series -- Student,
Finance, Alumni/Development,
and Human Resources.

In addition, the booth featured
the SYKKETRItim Series, SCT's
powerful applications for larger
IBM mainframe users, utilizing the
SUPRATM relational DBMS. The
company's wide array of on-site
professional services for higher
education were also highlighted.

Two exciting new capabilities
for accessing administrative infor-

Year
mation drew considerable interest
at the SCT booth. Banner view
offers executives on-line access to
strategic information through a
Macintoshm-based interface. With
its easy-to-use "click & find" tech-
nology and advanced query and
graphing capabilities, Banner view
puts decision-support data at the
fingertip' of administrators and
business officers.

Banner touch allows an institu-
tion to set up an innovative campus
information system. Using touch
screen technology, the system pro-
vides on-line access to student and
other information, 24 hours a day.
With the proper security, students
can access class schedules, finan-
cial aid status and other data.
Corporate Presentation

SCT's Corporate Presentation
examined the many innovatior s
that are providing greater access
to information -- both globally and
on today's campuses.

On a global scale, the evolution
of Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) and the improved access to
information are having a profound
effect on economics and politics --
from the manufacturing innova-
tions of the Japanese to the new
era of glasnost in the Soviet Union.
Information tec tmology is a major
component in these dramatic
changes, which in turn create a
demand for more information.
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At the campus level, these
developments are beiag translated
into a wide variety of innovative
tools that are becoming available to
give executives, managers and
end-users easier access to infor-
mation. For example, Sara
Executive Tool Kit allows financial
officers to easily access on-line
information from their BANNER
Student and Finance systems for
analysis with PC-based applications
such as Lotus 1-2-30.

The Banner*view capability
demonstrated by SCT at CAUSE
provides another way of accessing
and analyzing administrative infor-
mation, with the "click & find"
simplicity of a Macintosh.

Information access is also an
issue from the student side of
higher education. As competition
to recruit and retain students in-
creases, administrators are looking
for ways to make it easier for stu-
dents to attend their institutions,
and to provide better services
once they are on campus. And
with the changing demographics
of college students, contnuing ed-
ucation programs are increasingly
important to reach this new stu-
dent population. Again, informa-
tion technology is providing part
of the solution.

For example,lbuchibne voice
response systems are improving
the quality of service, while also
reducing costs.

Banner touch, a public access
capability, allows student. 4o
access a wide range of campus and
student information -- 24 hours
a day. The use of ATM's offers
numerous possibilities to reach
off-campus students and provide a

wide range of services. Further on
the horizon, EDI could fuel educa-
tion solutions on a national and
global scale by making information
-- and instruction -- available on a
universal basis.
CAUSE/EFFECT "Contributor of
the Year" Award

For the eighth consecutive year,
SCT sponsored CAUSE/
EFFECT "Contributor of the Year"
Award. The 1989 winners were.
Richard D. Howard, Director of In-
stitutional Research - North Caroli-
na State University; Gerald W.
McLaughlin, Assoc. Director of In-
stitutional Research & Planning -
Virginia Tech; and Josetta
McLaughlin, Instructor in Business
Policy - Virginia Tech, for their
article "Bridging the Gap Between
the Database and User in a Distrib-
uted Environment."
Hospitality Suite

'lb top off this BANNER year at
CAUSE89, SCT, NCR Corp. and
Sequent Computer Systems Inc.
hosted a California wine tasting
on Wednesday night in the
Presidential Suite at the Sheraton,
Fbr more information about SCI'
and its innovative products and
services for higher education,
contact:
Systems & Cr aputer
Technology Corp.
4 Country View Road
Malvern, PA 19355
Call toll-free: 800/223-7036
In Pa., call: 215/647-5930
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CAUSE 89 Highlights From Sequent
Sequent enjoyed attending the CAUSE 89 conference this year. We were
honored to meet over 350 of the CAUSE membership in our Vendor Exhibit.
Additionally, Sequent jointly sponsored the PresiJential Hospitality Suite
with Systems & Computer Technology (SCT) Corp, and had on-line
demonstrations of SCT's Banner n1 Student, Finance, and Alumni Systems
based on the Oracleni relational database management system.

We feel it worthwhile to direct readers to a paper in these proceedings titled
'The Effect of Relational Database Technology on Administrative Computing"
offered by Carnegie Mellon University. The paper describes CMU's
experience with application development and deployment using the Ingress"
relational database management system on Sequent Symmetry computers
as well as other systems.

Sequent- Leading the Revolution
As the leader of the Parallel Computing revolution, Sequent Computer
Systems, Inc. is always proud to participate in CAUSE events! Over 160
Colleges & Universities around the world rely on Sequent to supply their
computing so1utions in administration, instruction, and computer science
research. So, Its always a pleasure to caucus with our clients at CAUSE.

There truly is a new form of computing on ..ampus today- Parallel
Computing. Its providing unprecedented speed and economy ideal for
services in-

Financial Administration Library Automation
Student Administration Computer Science Research
Alumni Development Veterinary Mec...ine
Instructional Computing Telecommunications

Sequent, the leading supplier of cost-effeLtive parallel processing systems,
has already installed over 3000 Practical Parallelnd systems in locations that
include top data centers, university campuses, and research institutes
worldwide. These Systems are replacing traditional mainframe and
superminicomputer resources, at a fraction of the price and delivering
several times the performance.

15450 S W KOLL PARKWAY
BEAVERTON. OREGON
PHONE (503) 826-5100

970364063

FAX (500)1127-OM 5g3



StorageTek
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At Storagt.flek, we're in the busines3 of
providing solutions solutions that meet
your challenges of today and tomorrow. At
CAUSE89, Storagrek showcased such a
solution the revolutionary 4400
Automated Cartridge System (ACS).

This fully automated, cartridge-based
information storage and retrieval product
fills the void between existing online and
offline systems by creating a revolutionary
Near line. system, solving both perfor-
mance and cost issues.

The 4400 ACS automatically mounts and
demounts 18-track cartridges on the
Storag &k 4480 a cartridge subsystem
that is completely compatible with the IBM
3480 manual-only subsyst-tn. The advanced
robotics retrieves and delivers cartridges
with maximum efficiency. And with a foot-
print 30 percent to 70 percent smaller than
that of comparable manual systems, the
4400 ACS stores data at less than $.50 per
megabyte purchased.

Since its introduction, StoragdItk has
installed more than 1,000 4400 ACSs

worldwide. And the need for storing
increasing amounts of data in complex
environments is expanding. To meet this
challenge, we're working to offer Near line
to a wide range of data centers, including
non-IBM environments.

The 4400 ACS is just one example of
Storagelltk's innovative style and response
to customer needs. Founded in 1969,
Storagffek designs, manufactures, markets
and services five basic product lines
solid - state disk, disk, tape, printers and
software. Approximately 8,900 people are
working hard for you at our Colorado-
based headquarters and at more than 130
sales and service locations worldwide.

At Storagffek, we believe in partnerships.
Call Jacque Byrne, our public sector
marketing representative, and learn how a
partnership with Storagabk can revolutionize
your data center. Call (303) 673-6550 today.

Make a difference. Develop a partnership
with StorageTek.

StorageTeks
The information storage and retrieval company.

2270 South 88th Street, Louisville, CO 80028-4338
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SUN MICROSYSTEMS

Sun Microsystems was delighted to host the Wednesday afternoon
refreshment break and to present our corporate education strategy.

SUN MICROSYSTEMS FOCUS IN
HIGHER EDUCATION

Sun Microsystems made a commitment to education and research
when the company was founded in 1982. Two of the founders, Andy
Bechtolsheim and Bill Joy were graduate students at Stanford
University and at the University of California at Berkeley respectively.
They brought with them the technologies that have become the
cornerstone of Sun Microsystems. Andy and Bill combined forces
to start a new company. A computer business dedicated to a new
concept. Network computing.

Today, Sun Microsystems is a 1.8 Billion dollar company and Sun
workstations, networking tools, and software packages are at work in
more than 1000 universities worldwide. Providing power for research
and connectivity for campuswide computing. Linking the lab with
the classroom. The administration with the faculty. Teachers with
students. Departments with other departments. And campuses with
other campuses.

Sun Microsystems is proud to have such a strong presence in the
academic environment. As we evolve in education applications, our
new SPARCTm products will be used increasingly in distributed
processing for administrative and library automation purposes.

595
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A Pictorial Review
A record number (1,250) of congenial and knowledgeable professionals enjoyed
outstanding San Diego weather, stimulating featured speakers, a well-planned
menu of sessions, and imaginative social events at CAUSE89. Singled out for
special praise in the more than 300 evaluations turned in were the useful
opportunity to focus on the 'bigger picture" and strategic solutions, the valuable
professional contacts, the mix of professional and social activities, the level of
vendor presence, and the excellent organization ("as usual") of this highly-
respected conference for higher education administrators.

The pictures on the following pages are offered as a reminder to CAUSE89
attendees of the many opportunities for professional growth and camaraderie last
November 28 through December 1 at the Sheraton on Harbor Island, San Diego....
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Registration and messaging system
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Opening fun: golf and receptions._
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Talking, listening, learning
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Talking, lictening, learning
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Informal ne orking...
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Thursday evening Beach Ball...
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